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FROM THE DESK OF THE CHIEF EDITOR

-Br. Ravindra Kumar Jain

Many books and booklets have been published and are being  published to learn and
explain Jainism. Despite this, there has been a necessity for a book which could explain all the
aspects of Jainism in brief and at one place so that the Jaina and non-Jaina students could also
understand it easily.

To understand Jainism as a whole, the medium of four Expositions (Anuyogas) is very
necessary. Many points are thought while undertaking or completing any activity. For example,
“Who did this work ? Why one undertook this work? How he did perform this work ? When
did he do so ? What is the advantage or disadvantage resulting from this work, and so on.”
Similarly, many people may desire to know, “ What is Jainism ? What is the period of its
existence ? Who followed it ? How did one follow it ? Why is it necessary to accept Jainism ?
What are the advantages of  being a Jaina-in-action ? etc.”

I believe that all the above queries will definitely be satisfied by reading this book.
Rev. JnÂnamatÍ-MÂtÂjÍ has presented the buttered essence of Jainism by churning mentally
many ancient scriptures. All the contents of this text are in tune with the tradition of ancient
Jaina ÀcÂryÂs, and, hence, they are authentic.

This book has been written in a simple language and, therefore, it has gone suitable to be
prescribed in the syllabus of Jaina courses. It is worth keeping in the temples and households.
Every man and woman should study this book at least once with a deeper mind.

This is the unparalleled style of Rev. Mataji that she can present the deep and difficult
presentation of ancient ÀcÂryÂs in simple language and in brief. It is only after writing this
book (in Hindi) that the publication of the Hindi monthly magazine, 'SamyagjnÂna', was
decided by Digambara Jaina Institute of Cosmographic Research-HastinÂpura. This magazine
covers all the four expositions. While writing this chief editorial, I am feeling highly pleased to
inform the readers that this magazine is under continuous publication for the last thirty two
years and it contains the articles covering all the four expositions.

Different kinds of specialities are observed in different scholars. Some are proficient in
logic (NyÂya), some are proficient in spiritualism or metaphysics (AdhyÂtma). Some others are
proficient in biographies (PrathamÂnuyoga) while others present the Karma theory in depth.
Some may be skilled in poetic writings. Some may be authors while others may be eloquent



speakers. However, Rev. MÂtÂjÍ represents a confluence of all these specialties. She has the
deep knowledge of all the four expositions. Her poems and hymns- whether composed in Hindi
or Sanskçta - are highly devotional. She has a powerful authorship and august speakership.
Thousands of men and women listen to her continuous lectures with deep mental absorption.

She has full authority on the Jaina canonical contents. In addition, she has also studied
other philosophical systems deeply. She has even made her disciples proficient in extremely
harsh texts like Aîta-sahasrÍ by explaining these to them in the most simple way. Similarly, she
has a deep knowledge of Jaina geography. Rev. MÂtÂjÍ has made difficult subjects fully enjoyable
by her disciples and other readers through her gifted intellect. She has given a new direction in
dealing with such subjects.

This book has been very useful and popular among those interested in SvÂdhyÂya. This
fact has led to the publication of seventh edition of this book in Hindi for which our institution
- Triloka êhodha SansthÂna or Cosmographic Research Institute -feels highly honoured. Looking
to its popular demand, we are pleased to publish its first English edition also.

For this English edition, all the hard work of correction & editing was put by Sanghastha
BrahmachÂriàÍ Km. SvÂti Jaina in the direction of Pöjya PrajnÂíramaàÍ ÀryikÂ êrÍ CandanamatÍ
MÂtÂ JÍ. During the VÂcanÂ, the co-operation of Prof. TÍkama Chand Jaina with Pöjya MatÂjÍ
in the correction of the book is also praise-worthy. Prof. Jain stayed at JambödvÍpa-HastinÂpura
for 9 days for the purpose. Km. SvÂti read all the contents and made proper corrections, whatever
were thought to be necessary.

On behalf of VÍra JnÂnodaya GranthamÂlÂ, I acknowledge the contribution of the translator
Dr. N.L. Jain-Rewa (M.P.) along with its editors. I sincerely hope that this book will be proved
like the key-book in rendering the knowledge of Jainism.

******
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THE SUBJECT-CONTENT OF THE BOOK

-Kîullaka MotisÂgara

The spiritual knowledge consisting in words (êabda-brahma) is eternal. It is in the form of
twelve Angas (limbs) or dvÂdaíÂnga due to its  assigned nature of  ‘in-some-respectism’ (SyÂt-
kÂra). This knowledge has been beginninglessly continuing and it will continue endlessly. It has
neither beginning nor end. Nevertheless, it has a beginning and end too with respect to the divine
sermons of TÍrthankaras. The TÍrthankaras deliver their divine sermons four times a day-fore-
noon, midnoon, afternoon and midnight for six ghatikÂs, G (1 G = 24 mts; 2 hrs 24 mts) each
through  their divine sounds (Divya dhvani). This sermonal delivery takes place in 700 dialects
and 18 languages. In other words, it is in the form of all the contemporary languages. It is so
because all the living beings- celestials, human and subhuman beings understand their sermons in
their own languages.

There are many kinds of sentient and non-sentient, mobile and non-mobile entities in the
world. The omniscient venerable knows and sees the present, past and infinite future modes of
all these entities simultaneously. That is why, this kind of their knowledge is termed as divine
or absolute knowledge (Kevala jnÂna). Though the omniscient venerable knows everything,
however, his divine sound or sermons cannot describe all that he knows. Their chief disciples
(Gaàadharas) can not receive all that knowledge  through their destruction-cum-subsidence
(Kîayopaíama) of knowledge and they cannot tell all that they understand. Whatever they can
tell, they can not put it into the scriptural form, Whatever they can put into this form, is all
known as Jaina scripture in the form of twelve-fold Angas or limbs.

êrÍ BhadrabÂhu ÀcÂrya has been the last of the scripture-omnisicient (êruta-kevalÍ), who
had the full knowledge of twelve-fold Angas in the order of the venerable MahÂvÍra. Later on,
the knowledge of primary canonical scriptures (Angas) and pre-canons (Pörvas) has been gradually
declining. At later times, ÀcÂrya êrÍ Dharasena had a partial knowledge of second pre-canon of
AgrÂyaàÍya under the section-Pörvagata of the twelfth primary canonical scripture i.e. DçîtivÂda
Anga. Being afraid of future loss of scriptures, he offered his knowledge of the above canon to
the duo Digambara Saints named Puîpa-danta and BhötabalÍ. Both of these great saints composed
the aphorismic text of ‘ëat-KhandÂgama’ (Six-sectioned Canon). Similarly, ÀcÂrya Guàadhara
had the theortical knowledge of the tenth sub-section of the fifth pre-canon of 'JnÂna-pravÂda’.
He had also composed the text of ‘KaîÂya-PÂhuda Sutta’. The commentaries of DhavalÂ and
Jaya-dhavalÂ have been written on these two doctrinal texts which have been published with
their Hindi translation.



ÀcÂrya Kundakunda also belonged to the same tradition who has flown the river of
spirituality through his scriptures of Samaya-sÂra (Essence of the Soul) etc. He has been so
great and famous that the authenticity of any famous panegyric can be judged simply by seeing
the names of ‘KundakundÂnvaya’ (Kundakunda lineage), SarasvatÍ-gaccha and BalÂtkÂra gaàa.
There have been ÀcÂryas such as UmÂsvÂmÍ, Samantabhadra, PöjyapÂda, Akalankadeva and
others in this tradition who received the divine sermons of the venerable MahÂvÍra from the
tradition of earlier ÀcÂryas and composed the important texts of TattvÂrtha Sötra (Aphorismic
Treatise on Reals; Formulae on Reals), Ratnakaranda-írÂvakÂcÂra (Gem-basket of Householder’s
Conduct), Àpta-mimÂnsÂ (Critique of the Attained), SarvÂrtha-Siddhi, TattvÂrtha RÂja-vÂrtika
and others. The texts of these Jaina Saint scholars are authentic. ÀcÂrya AnantavÍrya has pointed
out the same in the beginning of his logic text of Prameya-ratna-mÂlÂ. Just as the water of
Ganga river filled in an earthen pot is still the water of the Ganga, similarly, the words of
authentic ÀcÂryas are also the parts of the Jina words (NadyÂh Navaghate Jalam).

The words of the Venerable Jinas are divided into twelve primary parts (Angas). These
words have been categorised by the earlier scholars under four expositions (Anuyogas) which
have also been designated as (Jaina) Vedas (Knowledges). The JainÂcÂryas have stated that the
words or speech which is accurate, neither deficient nor superflous, non-reverse, and undoubted
is called ‘Veda’ or right knowledge (Ratna-karanda-írÂvakÂcÂra, Verse 9). This kind of Veda
has four categories :

1. PrathamÂnuyoga (Exposition of Biographies).

2. KaraàÂnuyoga (Exposition of Cosmology and Sciences).

3. CaraàÂnuyoga (Exposition of the Code of Conduct).

4. DravyÂnuyoga (Exposition of Reals and Realities or Realology).

The currently available Jaina literature is divided under these four expositions. This text
of 'Jaina BhÂratÍ' (Jaina Rosette) has dealt with all these four expositions in brief.

First of all, the order of the creation has been described in this book where the temporal
changes during the evolution and devolution epoch have been mentioned. The devolution epoch
has six spokes in terms of (i) extreme plenitude (ii) plenitude etc. There is the system of
maximal, medial and minimal land of enjoyment (Bhogabhömi) during the first three spokes.
At the end of the third spoke, fourteen Kulakaras (patriarchs) are born and the last Kulakara
begets the first TÍrthankara at the beginning of the fourth spoke. At present, the epoch of
HundÂvasarpiàÍa(period of Extra-ordinary events) is running in the Aryan section of Bharata
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region. This epoch occurs once after the passage of innumerable evolution and devolution epochs.
There are many extra-ordinary events in this epoch. This can be illustrated by  (i) the liberation
(Mokîa) of the first TÍrthankara in the third spoke (ii) defeat of the first CakravartÍ (Universal
monarch) in fight and (iii) origination of many heretic systems and others.

This book has described the system of land of enjoyment during the changes in the six
spokes. There is description of the birth of fourteen patriarchs and their activities. The last
patriarch - the king NÂbhirÂja and queen MarudevÍ were not born as couples. In his times, the lord
of deities-Indra got the patriarch NÂbhirÂja married with MarudervÍ. The first TÍrthankara- the
venerable Vçîabhadeva was born of them. He was married with girls named YaíasvatÍ-and SunandÂ.
The lord Vçîabhadeva instructed six professions of weaponry, writing etc. to the people. He also
brought the systems of caste and marriage etc. into existence here as were prominently prevalent
in the system of the eternal Land of Action (Karma-bhömi) of Videha region.

Afterwards, the path of liberation has been continuing since the days of Lord AjitanÂtha
(second TÍrthankara) upto Lord MahÂvÍra (twenty-fourth TÍrthankara). This path is divided
into two sections : (1) Householder’s religion and (2) Ascetic religion. Because of the temporal
disorder during the epoch of extraordinary events (HundÂvasarpiàÍ), there has been interception
of the religious order during the period of some intermediate TÍrthankaras. The first section
deals with all these points. It has given the biographies of the first and the last TÍrthankara only
because the book might have been too large in size otherwise. Similarly, there is the biography
of Bharata CakravartÍ-the first of the series. Later, brief biography of the noted Balabhadra
RÂma has also been given in the book. Those interested to learn about the biographies of all the
great personages (êalÂka-puruîas) should study the texts of Àdi PurÂàa and Uttara PurÂàa.

Thus, the first exposition describes the fifth and the sixth spoke of the time-cycle after the
fourth one. Later, there is the mention of six spokes of evolution epoch (UtsarpiàÍ) starting
from extreme penury, penury etc. This is the order of creation as per the Jaina system. It is
eternal. There is neither its creator like a specific God nor any specific destroyer. Naturally,
there is the dissolution of the universe at the end of the sixth epoch during the process.  Some
pairs remain alive who run the evolution to move on. This kind of temporal change takes place
in the five Bharata and five AirÂvata Regions of Aryan sections related with two and half
island-continents (DvÍpas) in the middle universe.  This kind of six-fold temporal change does
not take place in the

(i) 108 Cities of Videha region.

(ii) Mleccha (Uncivilised) sections.
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(iii) VidyÂdhara Cities of VijayÂrdha-mountain series.

(iv) Innumerable continents and oceans beyond two-and-half continents

(v) Hells and heavens

There is no dissolution also there. Whatever system or order exists there it is always
existing there. In the Videha region, there is always the system of Land-of-Action as it exists
here in the beginning of the fourth spoke. However, there are continuous changes from the
beginning of the fourth spoke upto its end in the Mleceha section and in the mountain series of
VijayÂrdha inhabiting VidyÂdharas. The lands of enjoyment have an eternal system of the same
type only. The system of hells and heavens also remains the same as there are no six fold
temporal changes.

There is the description of all the four principal exertions (PuruîÂrthas) of religion, riches,
desire and liberation in the biographies of great men under this exposition. As per SvÂmÍ
Samantabhadra, the exposition of biographies is defined as that which contains (1) descriptions of
all the  four exertions as above, (2) biographies of great men and (3) legends of the past (PurÂàas).

In case of the exposition of Cosmology and Sciences, this book describes, first of all, the
three kinds of world of the Jaina universe. There is mention of seven hells in the lower world
in this description. Later, the mansional and peripatetic deities have been described who reside
in the two upper parts of the first earth. This is followed by the description of JambödvÍpa, first
of all, while describing the innumerable island-continents and oceans of the middle world. The
astral deities have also been described under this world. The description of upper world of
heavens and their resident deities follows the middle world. Thus, the four destinities (gatis)
observed in the three worlds and four-fold group of deities have been described under this
exposition. Later, the nature of the five-fold changes of substantivity (Dravya), location (Kîetra),
time (KÂla), birth (Bhava) and modes (Bhava) of the living beings have been explained. Thus,
as per SvÂmÍ-Samantabhadra, this exposition has elaborated the universe and non-universe and
the four destinities of the living beings. The change of eras has not been described here as it has
already been given under ‘the order of creation’ in the first exposition of biographies.

The third exposition of Primary and Secondary Conduct describes righteousness
(Samyaktva) in the beginning. Later, the religion (duties) has been two-foldly classified:

(i)  Householders’ Religion (SÂgÂra dharma)

(ii) Non-house-holders’ or Ascetic religion (AnagÂra dharma)
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First of all, the householders’ religion has been described wherein they have been three-
foldly classified : (1) Inclined votary (PÂkîika), (2) Pledged votary (Naiîthika) and (3) Aspirant
votary (SÂdhaka). Later, the four stages of life (Àíramas), six essential duties of votary and
eleven kinds of model stages (PratimÂs) have also been described in brief. This is followed by
the process of the ritual of holy death (SallekhanÂ) and defilements and prohibitions during
birth and death in the houses of the votary. Later, there is description of twelve-fold
(introspective) reflections (BhÂvanÂs) assuming them as the basis of detachmetal attitude.

The householders’ religion is followed by the religion of the ascetics where- in the virtues of
skyclad saint (Digambaras) have been described in terms of their primary and secondary forms.
The ten-fold duties (Dharmas), and sixteen factors for earning the karmic species of TÍrthankara
ship have also been included in this exposition. The religious practices described in this exposition
are like the steps (Caraàas) to climb  the palace of salvation. Just as any individual marches the
higher storeys of a building by gradual step-by-step move, similarly, the observer of the religious
practices, described in this exposition, also reaches the town of salvation by gradual improvement
in his conduct. That is why, meditation has also been detailed in this exposition. It is also the last
stage of austerity in the practice of conduct. As per SvÂmÍ-Samantabhadra, the exposition of
primary and secondary conduct deals with the causes of origination, growth and preservation of
right conduct which has been described in this section here.

In the exposition of Realology (DravyÂnuyoga), there is the six-fold classification of
(worldly) reals (Dravyas) followed by the nine-fold description of the living being. Later, it has
been described through (1) the spiritual stages (GuàasthÂnas), (2) Classifications (SamÂsa),
(3) Completions (ParyÂptis), (4) Vitalities (PrÂàÂs), (5) Instincts (SanjnÂs), (6) Investigations
(MÂrgaàÂs) and  (7) Consciousness (upayoga). This is later, followed by the brief description
of  (1) Mattergy (Pudgala), (2) Medium of motion (Dharma), (3) Medium of rest (Adharma),
(4) Space (ÀkÂía) and (5) Time (KÂla). The brief description & classification of the organs of
valid cognition (PramÂàa), based on earlier doctrinal texts and then on logical texts have been
undertaken. This is followed by the topic of Standpoints (Naya) where nine kinds of standpoints
and their various categories have been described. There is also some discussion on ideal (niícaya)
& practical (VyavahÂra) and self-evident (Sad-bhöta) & non-self-evident (A-sad-bhöta)
standpoints. This is followed by an easy and elaborative consideration on the theory of Relativism
(SyÂdvÂda) and its seven-fold predications (Sapta-bhangÍ) followed by the description of Positings
(Nikîepas). The living being has five inherent volitional characteristics which have been described
through subsidential, destructional (kîÂyika) etc. types of volition. This is followed by the
comparative discussion on the six Indian philosophies of CÂrvÂka, Buddha, SÂnkhya, Vaiíeîika,
Naiyayikas, MimÂnsaka and VedÂntins. These philosophies have been stated to be absolutist
(ekÂnta) and have been logically refuted alongwith indicating the validity of Jaina philosophy.
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The theory of omniscience has also been logically proved.

Later, there is consideration on the three-fold soul in terms of extrovert, introvert and
supreme soul. This is followed by the description of practical (VyavahÂra) and ideal (Niîcaya)
Ratnatraya while discussing the path of liberation. There is mention of four causes to destroy
the worldly cycle under the section of ideal path of liberation. There is somewhat detailed
description of factors of karmic shedding  (NirjarÂ) and nine super-attainments of omniscience
(Kevala labdhis). The theory of karma details about the classification, characteristics and causes
of earning the karmas. Later, bonding (Bandha), existence (Satta) and fruition (Udaya) of
species of Karma have been described. This is followed by the description of karmic influx
(Àírava) and bondage (Bandha) alongwith their five factors of wrongness (mithyÂtva), non-
abstinence (Avirati) etc. and  their classification. Later, there is description of five proper times
(labdhis) to acquire righteousness which is one of the causes of liberation. The causes of
acquirement of right conduct have been detailed after pointing out the characteristics of the
three kinds of righteousness. There is mention about the conduct of the attached (SarÂga)
followed by subsidential (Uapaíama) and destructional (KîÂyika) conduct. There is refutation
of morsel-intake by the omniscient while describing the process of karmic destruction. In the
last, the location of the liberated beings, their size, number and qualities have also been presented.

There may be an inquisitiveness about why the spiritual stages, investigations, the bondage,
and fruition etc. of karmic species etc. have been described under the contents of the exposition of
realology while these form the contents of exposition of conduct or cosmology. In response, it could
be stated that these topics have been included under this exposition on the basis of the definition of
the exposition of realology by Samantabhadra SvÂmÍ in his ‘Ratna-karanda-írÂvakÂcÂra as below :

thoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pA
nzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrs AA46AA

i.e. the exposition of Realology is characterised by the description of the reals of the
living & non-living, sins-sacred, bondage and liberation. It is on this basis that the description
of spiritual stages etc. will have to be done under the section on the living beings. Similarly, the
karmic influx and bonding will automatically be described under the section of sacred and sins.
Moreover, while describing karmic bondage, the causes for bonding, bonding-in-general of
karmic species and karmic species of existent, bonding and fruitional nature will automatically
have to be dealt with.

According to Samantabhadra SvÂmÍ, karmic bondage and liberation are not the subjects of
exposition of cosmology and science. It is only the description of the division of universe and
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non-universe and the three kinds of worlds - the upper, middle and lower-are desirable. There
is no indication about the inclusion of the spiritual stages, investigations, karmic bondage,
existence and fruition etc. in its contents. It is said there :

yksdkyksdfoHkDrs;qZxifjo`Ùks’prqxZrhuka p A
vkn’kZfeo rFkkefrjoSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa p AA

It means that the expostion of Cosmology and Science is defined as that which deals with
the occupied and unoccupied space, temporal changes and four kinds of destinities.

It is, therefore, proper to describe the topics of spiritual stages etc. under the exposition of
realology. Thus, this book contains the essence of all the four expositions and, accordingly, it
has gone very useful for SvÂdhyÂya.

I wish this book to bestow welfare on all the people.

******
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The Unique Indian Jain Centre

DIGAMBAR JAIN TRILOK SHODH SANSTHAN

(Digambar Jain Institute of Cosmographic Research)
-Karmayogi Br. Ravindra Kumar Jain

(President-Digambar Jain Trilok Shodh Sansthan )

A Brief Introduction :

In the Northern direction of the capital city Delhi, in district Meerut of Uttar Pradesh, a
centre of national and international attraction has emerged out in last decades in mythological
pilgrimage ‘Hastinapur’ in the form  of 101 feet high ‘Sumeru Parvat’ (mountain) built in
light pink marble stone, surrounded at its base by the unique circular structure of Jain Geography,
“Jamboodweep” of white and coloured stones in a diameter of 200 feet.

The mother institution, which has given birth to this TIRTH, introductory to ancient Jain
Literature & Geography, Research Centre for Scientists, a sacred place for Spiritual Upliftment,
a symbol of Mental Peace and with ample means of worship of Lord Jinendra along with all the
modern facilities, is ‘Digambar Jain Trilok Shodh Sansthan’ (Regd.), which was founded
in 1972 by the pious inspiration of Supreme Jain Sadhvi Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri
Gyanmati Mataji. Basically, the Sansthan also known as Digambar Jain Institute of
Cosmographic Research was oriented for the building of Jamboodweep, which later turned
out to be its Head-office.

A brief sketch of the various schemes/structures, being carried out by the Sansthan on the
holy 30 acres land of Jamboodweep is as follows:

1. Jamboodweep Structure- A unique example of Indian craft & Jain Geography with
207 idols of Jinendra Bhagwan and modern attractions like Electric Fountains, Boating etc.

2. Lotus Temple-Miraculous idol of Bhagwan Mahavir is consecrated in this temple.

3. Meditation Temple-Contains symbol idol of HREEM (Ðh ¡Ðh ¡Ðh ¡Ðh ¡Ðh ¡) having the idols of 24 Jain
Tirthankars; a place for Meditation (Dhyan).

4. Trimurti Temple-Consisting of the idols of Bhagwan Adinath, Bharat & Bahubali
along with Bhagwan Neminath and Parshvanath.



5. Vasupujya Temple-With the standing postured idol of 12th Tirthankar-Vasupujya
Swami.

6. Shanti-Kunthu-Arahnath Temple-Having the standing idols of the three Tirthankars,
the four Kalyanaks (Garbh, Janm, Tapa & Gyan) of all of whom made the land of Hastinapur
the most sacred place.

7. ‘Om’ Temple-With the symbol idol of ‘OM’ (Å¡Å¡Å¡Å¡Å¡) depicting 5 Permeshthis (Arihant,
Siddha, Acharya, Upadhyaya & Sadhu).

8. Bees Tirthankar Temple-The Idols of existing 20 Tirthankars of Videh Kshetra are
consecrated on 20 lotuses in this temple.

9. Sahastrakoot Temple-With 1008 idols of Jinendra Bhagwan.

10. Lord Rishabhdev Temple-With Moolnayak metal idol of Lord Rishabhdev along
with other metal idols.

11. Bhagwan Rishabhdev Kirtistambh-Constructed during ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev
International Nirvan Mahamahotsava year’.  31 feet high stambh, depicting the life of Bhagwan
and with 8 idols.

12.  Terahdweep Jinalaya-A unique temple having the circular structure of Akritrim
Terahdweep of Madhyalok with about 2000 Jin-idols.

13.  Ashtapad Digambar Jain Temple-With attractive copy structure of the Kailash
Parvat or Ashtapad, the Salvation Tirth of Bhagwan Rishabhdev, the first Jain Tirthankar. This
Kailash Parvat was inaugurated by Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the PM, with offering Nirvan
Ladoo on Feb. 4, 2000 at the Red Fort Ground, Delhi.

14. Jamboodweep Library-With a collection of about 15,000 books, ancient hand written
and published.

15. Jamboodweep Dispensary

16. Gyanmati Kala Mandiram (Art Temple)-With Jhankis (exhibition) related with
the mythological history of Hastinapur.

17. Veer Gyanodaya Granthmala-Founded in 1972, it has published about above 200
Granthas (Scriptures) and books in number of lacs upto now.
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18. ‘Samyakgyan’ Monthly Magazine-Being published from 1974 continuosly with the
Articles containing the essence of Jain Shastras.

19. Raja Sreyans Bhojanshala (Mess)-Providing the pure (as per Jain norms) food to
the visitors everyday free of cost. It is the first mess in Jain society to provide meals to 500
people at a time.

20. Dharmashalas-Flats, Bunglows etc. (above 200) with all the modern facilities of
accomodation.

21. Means of Recreation-Different types of Swings, Children train, Boating, Fountains,
Green Lawns, Airavat Elephant for going round the campus, attractive arrangement of electricity,
Natural scenes etc. insist the visitors to compare it with the heaven.

Social & Academic Programmes By
Digambar Jain Trilok Shodh Sansthan

Oct. 1981 : Jamboodweep Gyanjyoti Seminar at Jamboodweep-Hastinapur.

Oct. 31, 1982 : Jamboodweep Seminar in FICCI Auditorium, Delhi, inaugurated by
Shri Rajeev Gandhi, the then M.P & Ex-Prime Minister.

Apr. 1985 : International Seminar on ‘Jain Mathematics and Cosmology’ at
Jamboodweep-Hastinapur, inaugurated by the then Minister of U.P. Government-Prof. Vasudev
Singh.

June 1982-Apr. 1985 : ‘Jamboodweep Gyan Jyoti’ was inaugurated by the then Prime
Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi from the Red fort Ground, Delhi for travelling in the whole
country on June 4, 1982. It disseminated the message of Ahimsa (Non-violence), Character-
Building and World Fraternity to the masses and after a travel of 1045 days, it was consecrated
in front of the main gate of Jamboodweep, Hastinapur for all times to come by the then Defence
Minister Shri P.V. Narsimha Rao (Ex-Prime Minister).

1992 : ‘Interstate Charitra Nirman (Character Building) Seminar’ at Jamboodweep,
Hastinapur.

Seminars on ‘Jain Mathematics’ and ‘Charitra Nirman’ were organized in joint collaboration
of Meerut University and Digambar Jain Trilok Shodh Sansthan.
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1993 : Seminar on ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev-The first Propagator of Human Culture’
at Ayodhya in joint collaboration with Avadh University, Faizabad.

Oct. 1995 : Five days ‘Ganini Aryika Shri Gyanmati Literary Seminar-95’ in
collaboration with Meerut University.

Mar.-Apr. 1998 : Inauguration of ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev Samavasaran Shrivihar
Chariot’ by the then Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee on Apr. 9, 1998 from Talkatora
Stadium, Delhi for travelling in the whole country. Spreaded the message of ‘Universal Principles
of Tirthankars’ and ‘Antiquity of Jainism’ state by state for 3 years. Later, the Samavsaran was
consecrated at Tirthankar Rishabhdev Tapasthali-Prayag Tirth (Allahabad) by the then Chief
Justice of High court, Allahabad in Oct. 2002.

Oct. 1998 : ‘National Vice-Chancellors’ Conference’ at Jamboodweep, Hastinapur.

Feb. 2000 : Inauguration of ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev International Nirvan
Mahamahotsava Year’ by the then Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee in the Red Fort
Ground, Delhi on Feb. 4, 2000 for one full year. A series of ‘1008 seminars on Bhagwan
Rishabhdev’, the first Tirthankar of Jainism in this age, along with the building of ‘Bhagwan
Rishabhdev Kirtistambhs’ and other social & academic programmes were organized throughout
the country in this year.

In the foreign countries like Toronto, Canada, New Jersy etc. also, the Nirvan
Mahamahotsava was celebrated on Feb. 6, 2000 by such inspirations.

June, 2000 : National Seminar on ‘Antiquity of Jainism’ at Jamboodweep, Hastinapur
on June 11, 2000.

Feb. 2001 :  Establishment of ‘Tirthankar Rishabhdev Tapasthali (Place of Penance)
Tirth’ at Prayag (Allahabad) and organization of Mahamastakabhishek Mahotsava of Bhagwan
Rishabhdev.

Feb. 2003 : Establishment of Nandyavarta Mahal Tirth at Bhagwan Mahavir Birthplace-
Kundalpur (Nalanda). Bhagwan Mahavir Jyoti Rath travelled throughout the country for the
publicity of Mahavir Birhtplace.

Jan. 2005 : Bhagwan Parshvanath Janmakalyanak Third Millennium Mahotsava
was inaugurated at Varanasi, the birthplace of Lord Parshvanath on 6th Jan. 2005 and was
celebrated with various programmes for one year (upto 27th Dec. 2005).
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Apr. 2006 : Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mataji Aryika Deeksha Golden
Anniversary Celebration : On the completion of the 50 years of the Aryika Deeksha of Pujya
Ganini Shri Gyanmati Mataji, a marvellous celebration was performed at Jamboodweep-
Hastinapur from 14th-16th Apr. 2006 followed by year long series of programmes.

Various Panchkalyanak Pratishthas and religious programmes are organized by this
Sansthan at different times. One of the unique activities of the Sansthan is-Ûamokar
Mahamantra Bank, in which lacs of written Ûamokar Mantras are submitted by devotees
every year. One crore Mahamantras have been submitted from Tumkur (Karnataka) & Udaipur
(Raj.) each in the year 2006. Infact, these mantras are like a miraculous treasure to disperse the
rays of world peace all around.

Awards By Sansthan

Ganini Gyanmati Award-started from 1995, presented every fifth year to a Jain scholar
or to a devoted worker for high standard research on Jainism or for co-operating in the academic
activities of the Sansthan. It comprises an amount of Rs. 1,00,000/-in cash & citation etc.
Sansthan has decided to give this award every year on the occasion of 'Ganini Pramukh Shri
Gyanmati Mataji Aryika Deeksha Golden Anniversary Celebration' in April 2006.

Jamboodweep Award-Yearly award of Rs. 25,000/-in cash, started from 2000.

Aryika Ratnamati Award-Yearly award of Rs. 11,000/- in cash, started from 1999.

Kundalpur Award-Yearly award of Rs. 25,000/- in cash, started from 2004.

Shri Chhoteylal Jain Award-Yearly award of Rs. 11,000/- in cash, started from 2003.

Nandyavarta Award-Yearly award of Rs. 25,000/- in cash, started from 2004.

Besides these, ‘Lord Rishabhdev National Award’ of Rs. 2,50,000/- and ‘Brahmi
Award’ of Rs. 11,000/- were also presented by the Sansthan. These awards had been declared
on the occasion of ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev International Nirvan Mahotsava year.’

'Lord Rishabhdev National Award ' was presented to Shri V. Dhananjaya Kumar Jain, the
then M.P. & Ex-Union Finance Minister in 2003 at Kundalpur (Nalanda) on the occasion of
‘Kundalpur Mahotsava’.
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Construction of Tirthankar Rishabhdev Tapasthali-Prayag
At Allahabad (U.P.)

This tirth has been constructed at Allahabad-Banaras highway in the year 2001 under the
patronage of Sansthan at Bhagwan Rishabhdev Rishabadev Deeksha and Kevalgyan Kalyanak
land-Prayag (U.P.). In the campus of this Tirth, 'Rishabhdev Deekshakalyank Tapovana'
'Kevalgyankalyanak Samavsaran Mandir' and Lord's Salvation land ' Kailash Mountain' have
been built. The 51ft. high kailash mountain has 72 Chaityalayas of Trikal Chaubeesi & 14 ft.
high lotus postured idol of Lord Rishabhdev at the top and miraculous metal idol (3 (1/4) ft.
lotus postured) is also consecrated in the cave temple below the mountain. 8 idols of Lord
Rishabhdev and Lord Mahavir are consecrated in the Kirtistambh, built in the ishan (North-
East) direction of the mountain. All the modern facilities of meals & lodging for the pilgrims
are available on the tirth. The arrangement of this tirth is being done by the sub-committee of
the Sansthan.

Development of Lord Mahavir Birthplace-Kundalpur Tirth

Bhagwan Mahavir Janmabhumi Kundalpur Digambar Jain Samiti, a sub-committee was
formed under the Sansthan to develop Bhagwan Mahavir Birthplace-Kundalpur (Naland-Bihar).
'Nandyavarta Mahal Tirth' has been built at Kundalpur in the small time period of 18 months
only during the year 2003-2004 by the sub-committe. Vishwashanti Mahavir Temple, Bhagwan
Rishabdev Temple, Navgrah Shanti Jin Temple, three storyed Trikal Chaubeesi Temple and
Nandyavart Palace (the birth palace of Lord Mahavir) with Bhagwan Shantinath Jinalaya, are
the prominent attraction-centres of the Tirth. Adequate & modern arrangement of lodging &
meals has been made in the campus.

All the above construction schemes and social, religious & academic programmes have been
carried out by the pious inspiration of Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mata Ji in her
auspicious presence (with sangh). However all the arrangements of the above schemes/programmes
have been devised by this Sansthan under the Guidance of Pragya Shramni Aryika Shri
Chandnamati Mataji and the Direction of Peethadhish Kshullakratna Shri Motisagar Ji Maharaj.

Thus, the Sansthan is devoted to serve the society by its various dedicated schemes &
programmes.

All of you are welcome by heart by this Sansthan to visit Jamboodweep to avail the various
opportunities of Mental Peace, Spiritual Upliftment, Natural Beauty and a lot of other attributes.

******
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HASTINÀPURA : THE HOLY PLACE OF CHARITY

-Kîullaka MotisÂgara

The First Food-intake (ÀhÂra) of the Venerable Vçîabhdeva (ÀdinÂtha)

The holy place of HatinÂpura is the king (best) of all the holy places. This has been the
first centre of promotion of Jaina religion. The tradition of religion started from here only. This
is the illustrious holy place whereform the people got encouragement for the tradition of charity
(of alms to saints etc.).

When the Venerable Vçîabhadeva got initiated, four thousand other kings also copied him
to be initiated. The Venerable hand-plucked his hairs. They also did the same. The Venerable
renounced the clothes. The kings also became sky-clad (Digambara) saints. The Venerable
stood in meditational posture by hanging his hands down. All the kings also began meditation
in the same way. But they felt the torments of hunger and thirst after three days only. They
looked towards the Venerable, but he was standing steady in silence with his eye-sight fixed on
the tip of his nose. It was not only for one or two days, but this state was meant for a period of
full six months. Hence, all those kings (Munis) became highly uneasy and began eating wild
fruits and drinking water of the springs.

Suddenly the forest deity appeared before them and asked them not to do so; “Do not get
involved in this type of restraintless tendency in the garb of a saint.  If you are unable to bear
the trouble of hunger and thirst, please renounce the world-revered rank of the saint.” All the
kings-turned into saints-renounced their sainthood and adopted different garbs. Some devel-
oped matted and twisted hairs (JatÂ), some began wearing barks of trees, some smeared
themselves with ashes and some began residing in a hutment in the forest and so on.

The Venerable Vçîabhadeva completed the meditational period of six months. Normally,
the Venerable could go without foods for long. Despite this, he went for the meals-taking round
(ÀhÂracaryÂ) so that the sainthood may continue and the path of liberation may always be
followed. However, he was nowhere getting pure and sterilised (prÂsuka) foods as per the
prescribed procedure. He was undertaking  wanderings in all parts of the country, but he was
not finding any capable food-offerer. The reason for this state of affairs was that there was the
system of land of enjoyment (Bhogabhömi) preceding him. The people were getting all their
requirements of foods, houses, clothes, ornaments and other materials supplied by the wish-
fulfilling trees (kalpa-vçkîas). When the system of the land of enjoyment got extinct, NÂbhirÂja-
father of the Venerable and the Venerable himself taught the people to work for getting materials



through their own labour in the system of the land of action (Karma-bhömi).

He instructed the path of earning lively-hood through six professions : (1) Wcaponry
(2) Writing (3) Agriculture (4) Learnings or Education (5) Arts and Crafts and (6) Trade and
Commerce. He told the people every thing except that he did not instruct them how to offer meals to
the saints. The Indra, who started showering of gems even six months before the conception of the
Venerable and who presented himself at every auspicious event of the life of the Venerable, also
could not come there when the Venerable was wandering for pure and sterilised foods.

The king OêreyÂnsa of HastinÂpura saw seven dreams in the last Prahara ( 3 hours) of the
night before the coming of the Venerable to this city after wandering in all parts of the country.
He saw the Sudaríana Meru mountain in his first dream. He invited his omenologist in the
morning, told him about the dreams and asked him to interpret them. He said, “ You will have
the fortune of seeing the Venerable TÍrthankara who is great like Sumeru and who has  been
anointed on the same mountain.

Sometimes later, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva had an auspicious arrival in the city of
HastinÂpura. As soon as the king êreyÂnsa paid a sacred visit (Daríana) to him, he recollected
his earlier births (JÂtismaraàa). He remembered his eighth pre-birth when the Venerable was in
the form of the king Vajrajangha and he was in the form of his queen êrÍmatÍ, and both of them
had offered meals to the sky-moving-prodigied saints with nine-fold devotional observances
(NavadhÂ-Bhakti). The king êreyÂnsa, then and there, understood that the Venerable has come
out for taking foods. On learning this point, he went to his palace, made necessary prepartions
and stood at the gate of his palace with auspicious materials in his hand. He, then, began
offering  his invitation to him, (for foods) when he passed away by him;

“O SvÂmÍ (Lord), I bow to thee, I bow to thee (Namostu). Please stay here, stay here....”
(Hai SvÂmÍ! Namostu Namostu Namostu Atra Tiîtha Tiîtha......)

On seeing the tally of the  procedure, the Venerable stood before the king êreyÂnsa. He,
then, requested again, “Our mind is purified, speech is purified, body is purified and foods and
drinks are also pure. Please come and sanctify our kitchen.”

He led the Venerable to his kitchen, washed his  feet, worshipped him and offered him the
sugar-cane juice for his food. On completion of the foods, the deities showered five wonderful
substances. These are showered only when there is donation of foods out of the four donations.
The kitchen of the king êreyÂnsa got inexhaustible that day because of auspicious candidate like
the Venerable. All the ctizens of the city dined in the kitchen that day. Despite this, there was as
much food material remaining as was prepared that day.
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After one year of fasting, when the first food-intake of the Venerable took place in
HastinÂpura, the city became highly known on the earth. Every body lauded the king OêreyÂnsa
everywhere. Bharata CakravartÍ-came from Ayodhya and honoured him in a grand function. He
awarded him the title of ‘DÂna-tirthÂ’ (Holy  Man of Donation). He also got constructed a stöpa
(tope) there in memory of the first food intake of the Venerable.

The people remember the king êreyÂnsa also alongwith the Venerable because of his offer
of foods to him. The day when the first offer of food-intake for the Venerable took place, was
the third day of the bright half of the month of VaiíÂkha (March-April). This holy day is
celebrated as Akîaya TçtÍyÂ (Immortal Third) every year.

Thus, the tradition of offer of foods started from HastinÂpura. It is due to this tradition
only, that the tradition of religion is also continuing here upto this date. It is because the
activities of (1) construction of temples (2) icon-sculpture (3) publication of religious texts and
(4) management of wanderings of the groups of saints- are possible only through donations.
The donation is offered by the votaries only.

The colossal image of the Venerable BÂhubali standing over the mountain in êravaàa-
vela-golÂ (Karnataka) for the last one thousand years is the result of the donation of CÂmundarÂya.
This image is giving the pious message of Sky-cladism (Digambaratva) and the peace of inner
self to the innumerable liberatable beings even without speaking.

The JambödvÍpa structure here in HastinÂpura has also been completed in ten years through
the liberal donations of lacs of people of India. This structure became a centre of attraction for
the whole world. The structure of the whole JambödvÍpa can be seen only in HastinÂpura
(Currently in U.P.-India) in  whole of the world. There are many places where NandÍívara
dvÍpa and holy assembly (Samavaíaraàa) structures have been made or are under construction.
We, at the Institute and all of you are fortunate that such an auspicious structure  like JambödvÍpa
has been made during our lives and we are taking advantage of seeing it.

The day of ‘Akîaya TritiyÂ’ has been observed as a holy day in honour of the first food -
intake of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva. The day is taken so auspicious that any benign activity
could be performed that day even without consulting the astrologers. There is solemnisation of
so many marriages on this day that no other day could be as auspicious as compared with it in
this regard. No wonder, the cane crop has also become inexhaustive here since the day of first
food - intake by the Venerable. Wherever you look at, you will see sugar cane everywhere.
When one moves in this area, his mouth sweetens even without sipping it. We see the Jaggery
(guda) and unrefined sugar ( khÂnda, and now refined sugar too in factories) being made at
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different points. Every pilgrim coming to HastinÂpura is offered a glass of the drink of cane
juice at the entrance of JambödvÍpa  as a gift in token of the food-intake of the Venerable.

Four Auspicious (Welfare-earning) Events Each of the Venerable êantinÂtha,
KunthunÂtha, and ArahanÂtha

After Lord Vçîabhadeva, many great men have been appearing on the pious land of
HastinÂpura. It is this place where the four auspicious (welfare - earning) events of the three
TÍrthankaras-the Venerable êantinÂtha, KunthanÂtha and ArahnÂtha have taken place. All these
three Venerables were CaravartÍs and cupid-like men. All the three reigned all the six sections
of the earth from this place. However, they could not achieve inner peace. Even their 96000
queens were ignoble to offer inner happiness to them. They, therefore, became saints after
renouncing all the violent activities and possessions and accepted the nude Digambara garb. We
read in twelve (introspective) reflections (BhÂvanÂs) :

“They left 18 crores of horses. They left 84 lacs of elephants. They renounced plenty of
their riches like an old grass.”

After accepting the sainthood, all these three TÍrthankaras undertook great austerities here
and acquired omniscience here itself. Many liberatable beings attained salvation through their
light of knowledge. In the last, they attained salvation from Sammeda-êikhara (in JhÂrakhanda).
Thousands of people come to visit this place sanctified by the dust of the feet of the above
Venerables. They place the soil of this place on their head.

Capital of Kauravas and PÂndavas.

The world-famous MahÂbhÂrata incident (war) occurred at this place only during the
period of the Venerable  NeminÂtha - the 22nd  TÍrthankara. This is the same HastinÂpura
where Kauravas and PÂndavas have ruled. Even the hundred Kauravas could not defeat five
PÂndavas. What was the cause? The Kauravas were unjust, tyrant, oppressors, jealous and
hostile. They have been full of pride since their childhood. In contrast, the PÂndavas were
patient, heroic and serious from the beginning. They behaved truthfully. They followed justice
and duties. They were patient. That is why, they could win over the Kauravas. They were also
successful in the fiery ordeal like the chaste êitÂ-(of RÂma). They came out safely from the Lac
house made by the Kauravas through a tunnel (or mine) while reciting ÛamokÂra Mantra.

Once again, they were successful in a fiery ordeal. When they were absorbed in meditation
while saints at êatrunjaya, the nephew of Duryodhana (Kaurava)- Kuryudhara got some iron
ornaments made, heated them and put them on the meditating PÂndavas. As a result, their body
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was burning externally and their Karmas were getting destroyed internally. All their karmas got
destroyed and the three PÂndavas attained salvation after becoming world-terminating
omniscients. In addition, the two PÂndavas-Nakula and Sahadeva ascended the subsidential
ladder of spiritual stages and died with the eleventh spiritual stage and took birth in the
SarvÂrthasiddhi abode.

The Kauravas and PÂndavas are found in many families even today. If one has to move
for victory, one should follow the PÂndavan path of justice. One should behave judiciously. It
is only then that the fame and glory will be earned. The religion always wins the race.

The Holy Festival of Sacred - Threading (RakîÂ-Bandhana)

Once, the group of seven hundred saints headed by AkampanÂcÂrya was staying at
HastinÂpura. At that time, the King Padma - the son of CakravartÍ-MahÂpadma ruled over the
area. His chief minister Bali asked for a seven day kingship from him on some grounds. On
holding the kingship, the king Bali inflamed the surrounding of the residence of saints in
pretence of performing a Sacred oblation (yajna) to revenge his earlier disgrace. Assuming it as
an infliction, all the saints got absorbed in meditation with pacified volitions.

At that time, the saint Viîàu KumÂra was in rainy residence (VarîÂyoga or CÂturmÂsa) in
Ujjayini (M.P.-India). He was informed by Kîullaka Puîpadanta (sent by the saint SrutasÂgarji
holding rainy residence in MithilÂ) that the saints in HastinÂpura are in tyrant trouble. It is only
you who can safeguard them.

On hearing this news, the compassionate saint Viîàu KumÂra felt intense affection towards
the co-religionist saints. He had acquired the prodigy of proteation. He went to HastinÂpura
interrupting his rainy residence.  He rebuked  the king Padma who was his brother in his pre-
initiation state. The king, then, requested him, “O great saint, now you are the only person who
is capable of dispelling this infliction on the saints.”  The saint Viîàu KumÂra, then, proteated
himself as a Brahmin and asked the king Bali to donate him three paces of land. Bali decided to
do so. The saint Viîàu KumÂra preteated such a big body of himself that he could measure all
the two-and-half continents of land in his two paces. There was no place left there for his third
pace. There was an alround sound of ‘save me, protect me’ (TrÂhi mÂm). The sounds of
‘forgive me’ began to be echoed everywhere. The king Bali also sought pardon. The saints are
always the treasures of forgiveness. He forgave the king Bali. After dispelling this infliction,
the saint Viîàu KumÂra again became a sky-clad saint. All people at HastinÂpura collectively
afforded him a good ovation and worship.
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The next day, the votaries there offered the foods in the form of pudding of vermicelli
(Sivai-khira) to the saints with devotion. They tied the protection-threads (RakîÂ-Sötra) on the
wrists of each other. They decided that they will try to protect the religion and religious temples
like the saint Viîàu KumÂra. Since then, this day is being celebrated every year as a sacred-
thread festival (RakîÂ-bandhana) on the fifteenth day of the bright half of the month of êrÂvaàa
(July-Aug.). On this day, the sisters tie the sacred-threads on the wrist of their brothers.

Now, whenever this festival day is there, you just remember HastinÂpura. You  should
offer your mind, body and wealth as per your capacity for the safety and security of Dev
(Real God), êÂstra (Scriptures) & Guru (Preceptors). You should have affection towards the
co-religioinists. It is only, then, that the celebration of the holy day of RakíÂ-bandhan can be
fruitful.

Manovati - Noted for the Vow of Sacred Visit to the Jaina Temple

Manovati-having a historical fame for carrying out her vow of sacred visit to the Jinas by
offering elephant pearl (found in the heads of elephants- GajamotÍ) every day- belonged to this
city of HastinÂpura. She took this vow before her marriage. After marriage, she went to her
father-in-law’s house. But she could not tell there about her vow out of her modesty. It resulted
in her three-day fasting because she could not take food before completing her vow of Jin-
daríana with offering GajamotÍ. This incident was conveyed to her parents wherefrom her
brother came to her. She told the point to her brother in solitude. Her brother told this point to
her father-in-law. He said, “ There is a large store of elephant gems in my-house”. It is only
after offering it to the Jina, that ManovatÍ did take her meals.

Afterwards, her brother took her to his house. But here, in her father-in-laws house, there
occurred a regal calamity on the family due to offering of the elephant-gem to the Jina. It
resulted in externment of her and Budhasena- her husband from the house by his six brothers.
After externment from house, Manovati did not have any food until she could offer elephant
gem to the Jina on her sacred visit to the temple. When both of them got tired due to wandering,
they stopped in the way. She saw a dream in the last Prahara of night that there is a Jaina temple
nearby, you remove the rock and have a sacred visit of the Jina. On awaking, they went to the
nearby place, removed the rock and had sacred visit of the Venerable. It was just fortunate that
she got elephant gems also there for offering. They took their meals after this sacred visit.
When they moved further, Budhasena fortunately became the son-in-law of the king.

On her father-in-laws side, all the six brothers of Budhasena became acutely poor. They
left their village while looking for jobs for livelihood. All the six brothers, their wives and
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parents reached the same place where Budhasena was getting a Jina temple constructed. The
people told them, “ Please go to Budhasena. He will offer you jobs.”

They went to Budhasena. They were offered jobs. However, Budhasena and Manovati
recognised them, and they met each other in the end. All the brothers, their wives and parents
begged pardon for what they had done. The religion became victorious. This incident teaches us
that all of us should live together cordially. Who knows whose sacred earnings leads to peace
and happiness of the family.

SulocanÂ-JayakumÂra

JayakumÂra-son of the king Soma became the commander-in-chief of the army of Bharata
CakravartÍ. He had a religious and faithful wife named SulocanÂ. Her devotion led to dispel the
calamity arising in the middle stream of the river GangÂ.

The RohiàÍ Vow (RohiàÍ Vrata)

The holy place of HastinÂpura is also the venue of the story of RohiàÍ-vow.

Construction of JambödvÍpa

In the series of many of the above incidents, the construction of JambödvÍpa is also the
main addition as a strong link with the past. This structure has, once again, placed HastinÂpura
in the recent memories of the people. The travellers come here not only from all corners of
India but from all far-off lands also. They hold talks on this marvelous structure. It is not only
in the Jaina world, but also in the whole current world that the auspicious JambödvÍpa structure
has been made on an open ground at HastinÂpura. This is the result of knowledge, imagination
and encouragement of Rev. GaàinÍ Pramukha êrÍ JnÂnamatÍ MÂtÂjÍ.

It is twenty years after what MÂtÂjÍ had seen a divine scene while meditating under the feet
of the colossal BÂhubalÍ statue at êravanavelagola in 1965, that  has been concretised at HastinÂpura.
Lacs of Jains and non-Jaina pilgrims  have come to HastinÂpura since 1976 for visiting the
JambödvÍpa structure only. Most of the visitors coming here daily are the first timers.

Almost all the visitors are heard to say in one voice that it was unimaginable that JambödvÍpa
structure will be such an attractive one. The visitors coming here have also the golden opportunity
of meeting with MÂtÂjÍ and receive her blessings too alongwith the visit of JambödvÍpa.

The Rev. MÂtÂjÍ not only encouraged the construction of JambödvÍpa, but she also created
a glorious record in literary and academic compositions. The Rev. MÂtÂjÍ is the first lady in
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2500-year-old history of Jainism, who has composed so many books. The currently available
books before her period are all written by males only - written by heads of saints (ÀcÂryas) or
saints or scholars (Pandits). We do not find any book written by any votaress or Jaina SÂdhvÍ
in any manuscript libraries anywhere.

The Rev. JnÂnamatÍ MÂtÂjÍ has written not one or two books, but she has written almost
250 small or large books while maintaining her restraint and renunciation. She has written
commentaries on books of Jaina logic, grammar, doctrines, spiritualism etc. She has made a
notable contribution in composing books on devotional rituals of worship. She has created
many incomparable compositions on worship rituals (VidhÂnas) like Indra-Dhvaja, Kalpadruma
(wish-fulfiller), Sarvatobhadra (all-welfare) and JambödvÍpa etc. Looking to the interests of all
kinds of people, she has composed books on all kinds of interest. She writes the legendary
religious stories through the style of novels. By this time, about more than a million copies of
about 200 books written by Rev. MÂtÂjÍ have been published in different languages.

The writing work of Rev. MÂtÂjÍ is going on continuously and the publication activity is
also incessant.

The sacred visit of the holy place of HastinÂpura is a highly sacred-earning activity. We
wish that this holy place may shower the religiosity upon this earth forever.

******
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THE GOLDEN PERSONALITY OF GANINI GYANMATI MATAJI

-Brahmacharini Km. Swati Jain (Sanghastha)
  M.Sc. (Biosciences)-University of Roorkee

Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mata Ji is like the brilliant sun on the wide-
spread sky of Jain tradition in the present century. All the efforts to enclose her glorious
personality in words will surely remain incomplete, however with the sincere wish of paying
homage to her long ascetic life, I am humbly trying to pen down her brief introduction-

1. BIRTH, RENUNCIATION & INITIATION-‘Maina’ was born as the first child of
Smt. Mohini Devi, the wife of Shri Chotteylal Ji Jain of Tikaitnagar (Dist.-Barabanki, U.P.) on
22nd October 1934, the day of Sharad Poornima.

By the regular study (Swadhyaya) of ‘Padmanandi-panchvinshatika’, an ancient Jain scripture,
which was given to mother Mohini in dowry by her parents, Maina developed a deep feeling of
renouncing the world. Infact, such feelings were deeply rooted in her since previous births.

At the tender age of 18 years, Maina took the vows of lifelong Celibacy, Seven Pratimas
(Vows for householders) and the renouncement of home from Acharyaratna Shri Deshbhushan
Ji Maharaj in 1952 on the very day of Sharad Poornima.

Later in 1953 the first Brahmacharini of the 20th century Km. Maina took Kshullika
Deeksha (Primary stage of initiation) from Acharya Shri Deshbhushan Ji on Chaitra Krishna
Ekam at Mahavir ji Atishaya Kshetra (Rajasthan) to become ‘Kshullika Veermati’.

In 1955 Veermati Ji stayed in the holy feet of Charitra Chakravarti Acharya Shri Shantisagar
Ji Maharaj for one month at the time of his Samadhi at Kunthalgiri and as per his order, She
took Aryika Deeksha (Highest stage of initiation for females) from Acharya Shri Veersagar Ji
Maharaj, the first disciple Pattacharya of Acharya Shri Shantisagar Ji, on Vaishakh Krishna
Dooj of 1956 at Madhorajpura (Jaipur-Rajasthan) to become ARYIKA GYANMATI.

2. STUDIES & TEACHING-Since the beginning Mata Gyanmati Ji was having keen
desire for acquiring knowledge. The best means for the same was chosen by her in the form of
teaching Munis (Digambar saints), Aryikas (female saints) and other disciples of the Sangh
(group). She started with ‘Katantra Roopmala’ (the Sanskrit Grammer) to continue with various
ancient Jain scriptures as Gommatsar, Parikshamukh, Nyaydeepika, Prameyakamalmartand,
Ashtasahasri, Tattvartharajvartik, Sarvarthasiddhi, Anagardharmamrit, Moolachar, Triloksar
etc. She gained a lot of knowledge in a very less time and she also became an expert of various
languages as Hindi, Sankrit, Prakrit, Kannad, Marathi etc.



3. STARTED WRITING IN SANSKRIT-Infact there was no example of writing
scriptures by Jain Sadhvis (female saints) in the history of 2500 years after Lord Mahavir, the
24th Tirthankar (Jain Lord) but Kshullika Veermati Ji created the landmark when she started
writing with 1008 Mantras (holy verses) of Sahastranam. These matnras proved to be like the
boon of Mata Saraswati (Goddess of Knowledge) for her. Since then Pujya Mataji did-not look
behind and till date Teekas (explanatory notes or commentary) &original texts in Sanskrit &
Hindi written by her, have crossed the number of 250.

In 1969-70 she translated the highest scripture of Nyaya (Jain-logic)-Ashtasahasri into
Hindi for the surprise of the world of scholars. Afterwards explanatory notes in Sanskrit &
Hindi on Samaysar, Niyamsar etc.; Scriptures for Swadhyaya as-Jain Bharti, Gyanamrit, Trilok-
Bhaskar, Pravachan Nirdeshika etc.; Novels like Pratigya, Sanskar, Bhakti, Adibramha, Atae
Ka Murga, Jeevandan etc.; Hindi translation of Dravya Sangrah, Ratnakarandshravakachar,
Katantra Vyakaran etc.; Balvikas, Balbharati, Nari Alok etc. and a number of other scriptures
show the highly talented calibre of Pujya Mataji as a versatile writer.

She has not only written on Adhyatma (spirituality), Vyakaran (grammer), Nyaya (logic),
Siddhant (formulae),  children literature, Novels etc. but also devotional poetic worshipping
hymns i.e. Vidhans. Indradhwaj, Kalpadrum, Sarvatobhadra, Teenlok, Siddhachakra,
Vishwashanti Mahavir Vidhan etc. have immersed the people into the devotion of Lord Jinendra
throughout the country.

The specific characteristic of the writing of Pujya Mataji is that it is in full accordance
with the ancient Jain Agam (scriptures).

4. SIDDHANT CHAKRESHWARI-At present, Pujya Mataji is indulged in writing
the Sanskrit Teeka ‘Siddhant Chintamani’ of the first Siddhant Grantha of the Jain Philosophy
i.e. ‘SHATKHANDAGAM’. She has completed 14 books, out of which the first & the second
books have been published with Hindi Teeka also.

As 1000 years before, Acharya Shri Nemichandra Siddhantchakravarti wrote Dravya
Sangrah, Gommatsar, Labdhisar etc. similarly Pujya Mataji is also writing on Shatkhandagam
after a deep life-long practice of Jain Agam to be truely called as Siddhant Chakreshwari (well
versed in Jain philosophical formulae).

After the writing of Dhavla Teeka by Acharya Shri Veersen Swami 1000 years before, for
the first time the simple teeka of this great scripture is being written.

5. TEACHING CAMPS-By the inspiration of Pujya Mataji a number of teaching camps
have been organized so that Jain scholars may understand the real theme of Jain-Agam.
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In 1969 a specific camp on ‘JAIN-ASTRONOMY’ was organized between the chaturmas
of Jaipur and Pujya Mataji introduced & explained extensively Jain Geography & Astronomy
to the scholars.

In Oct. 1978, a teaching camp of about 100 scholars including Pt. Makkhanlal Ji Shastri,
Pt. Motichand Ji Kothari,Dr. Lal Bahadur Ji Shastri etc. was organized at Hastinapur and in
this camp Pujya Mataji guided the scholars on various issuesrelated with the real Jain tradition.
Even today the series is going on.

6. NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS-In 1985 an International Seminar
on ‘Jain Mathematics & Cosmology’ was organized at Jamboodweep-Hastinapur followed by
a number of other seminars in later years. In 1998 the Vice-Chancellors of various Indian
Universities gathered at Hastinapur to attend ‘Lord Rishabhdev National Vice-Chancellors’
Conference’, in which the participants were introduced with the first Tirthankar Lord Rishabhdev
as the propagator of human culture of the present age.

Through the seminar on ‘Antiquity of Jainism’ at Jamboodweep-Hastinapur on 11th June
2000, the message to  correct the misconceptions about Jainism in the textbooks of  History
was also conveyed to NCERT.

Many other seminars have also been organized at different times.

7. THE DEGREE OF D.LIT. WAS AWARDED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO A
SAINT/SADHVI OF THE DIGAMBAR JAIN TRADITION-Without having the
traditional degrees of the college & University, Pujya Mataji touched the heights of
knowledge, teaching & literature- writing and to honour this unique talent, Avadh University-
Faizabad presented the honorary degree of D.Lit. to her on 5th Feb. 1995. Pujya Mataji became
the first among the Digambar Sadhu tradition to get this degree.

In the same way various Acharyas and social institutions have presented various titles
(ranks) to her at different times such as-Nyaya Prabhakar, Aryikaratna, Aryikashiromani, Ganini
Pramukh, Vatsalyamoorti, Teerthoddharika, Yugpravartika, Charitrachandrika, Rashtragaurav,
Vagdevi etc. but remaining aloof from all these honours, she always remains engrossed in
penance for self purification.

8. HISTORY WAS ALSO CHANGED-In 1992 when Pujya Mataji came to know that
students all over the country are being taught that ‘Lord Mahavir is the founder of Jain Dharma’
through the History books published by NCERT, she was deeply hurt.
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Consequently by the continuous efforts of 10 years including the direct talks with the
Prime Minister, Human Resource Development Minister, Director-NCERT etc., the process
of correcting the misconceptions could be initiated.

9. DEDICATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PILGRIMAGES-Pujya
Mataji have always been dedicated for the development of the Kalyanak Kshetras especially the
birthplaces of Tirthankar Lords. She says that such places are the great treasures of our eternal
culture so we should always remain awakened for their protection & development.

 Firstly at Hastinapur, the birthplace of Lord Shantinath, Kunthunath & Arahnath, the
unique structure of Jain Geography ‘JAMBOODWEEP’ was constructed by her inspiration &
guidance. The Tourism Department of U.P. Government has called it as ‘A Man Made Heaven
of Unparallel Superlatives and Natural Wonders’ in its publications.

Samavsaran Temple & Trikal Chaubeesi Temple at eternal pilgrimage-Ayodhya, Namokar
Dham at Sanavad (M.P.), Lotus temple at Preet Vihar-Delhi, Sahastrakoot Lotus temple at Mangitungi
(Maharashtra), Navdevta Temple at Aklooj (Maharashtra), Tees Chaubeesi Temple with 11 summits
at Ahichhetra, 'Tirthankar Rishabhdev Tapasthali'  at Prayag-the Initiation (Deeksha) & Enlightenment
(Kevalgyan) land of Lord Rishabhdev are the consequences of the inspiration of Pujya Mataji only.
Besides these a number of other constructions have also been done at various places.

The Birthplace of Lord Mahavir-Kundalpur (Nalanda-Bihar) has been developed
magnificiently by the guidance & auspicious presence of Pujya Mataji in less than 2 years. A
grand ‘Nandyavarta Mahal Tirth’ has been constructed there with Vishwashanti Mahavir Temple
having the standing postured idol of Lord Mahavir, Navgrahshanti Jin Temple, Trikal Chaubeesi
Temple & Nandyavarta Mahal- the birthpalace of Tirthankar Mahavir. Lord Mahavir Swami
Kirtistambh has also been constructed.

Besides this, Muni Suvratnath Jin temple at the birthplace of Lord Muni Suvratnath-
Rajgrahi along with the construction of the Mansthambh at the base of the Vipulachal Mountain,
‘Lord Mahavir Jin Temple’ with standing postured idol of Lord Mahavir at the Pandukshila
campus infront of the Jalmandir of Pawapuri-the Salvation land of Lord Mahavir, Temple of
Gautam Swami at His Salvation land-Gunava ji, Lord Rishabhdev Temple at Sammed Shikherji
have also been constructed by the inspiration of Pujya Mataji.

At present, the development of Kakandi, the birthplace of 9th Tirthankar Lord
Pushpdantnath is being done in the series of the development of the Birthplaces of Tirthankars,
the sincere determination of Mataji.
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10. INSPIRATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 108 FT. HIGH IDOL-
By the inspiration of Pujya Mataji, the construction work of 108 Ft. high standing postured idol
of Lord Rishabhdev has been initiated at the mountain of Mangitungi (Maharashtra). This idol
will prove to be an astonishing wonder for the whole world and will also introduce the masses
with the eternal culture of Jainism.

11. GYANTIRTH AT SHIRDI (MAHARASHTRA)-To establish Shirdi as a prominent
Jain Centre, the plan of constructing ‘Gyantirth’ is being worked out. At Gyantirth, the grand
idol of Lord Parshvanath will be consecrated along with other constructions as per the guidance
of Pujya Mataji.

12. VARIOUS MODES OF DHARMA PRABHAVNA-‘Digambar Jain Institute of
Cosmographic Research’ was established in 1972 by the inspiration of Pujya Mataji at Delhi
with the major aim of constructing Jamboodweep. This institute has remained indulged in
various projects for the dissemination of the preachings of Jainism since then.

Veer Gyanodaya Granthmala publishing scriptures/books in lacs of numbers, Samyakgyan
monthly magazine with the knowledge of 4 Anuyogas (4 parts of Jain Agam), Namokar
Mahamantra Bank etc. are some important projects to be quoted.

By the inspiration of Pujya Mataji, the then Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi inaugurated
‘Jamboodweep Gyan Jyoti’ at Delhi in 1982. The Jyoti travelled throughout the country for 3
years and preached the lessons of Non-violence, Compassion, Universal brotherhood etc. among
the masses and later it was consecrated at Jamboodweep (Hastinapur) by Shri P.V. Narsimha
Rao, the then Central Defence Minister.

Similarly in Apr. 1998 the then Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee inaugurated
‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev Samavsaran Shrivihar’ at Delhi and it was consecrated at Kevalgyan
Kalyanak Temple of Deeksha Tirth-Prayag after the tour of the whole India.

‘Bhagwan Mahavir Jyoti’ inaugurated from Lord Mahavir Birthplace-Kundalpur (Nalanda)
in 2003 is also a landmark in this series.

To establish the ‘Antiquity of Jainism’ and the name & principles of Lord Rishabhdev
among the masses Pujya Mataji got organized grand ‘Chaubees Kalpadrum Mahamandal Vidhan’
at Delhi and also ‘Lord Rishabhdev Birth-Anniversary Year’ & ‘Lord Rishabhdev International
Nirvan Mahamahotsava Year’ (inaugurated by the then Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee)
throughout the country & aborad.

Various T.V. Channels like Aastha, Jain, Sanskar etc. have done the broadcasting of the
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Pravachans of Pujya Mataji at various times. Direct telecast of programmes of Hastinapur,
Ayodhya etc. have appealed the people in large numbers.

‘Akhil Bharatvarshiya Digambar Jain Mahila Sangathan’ was established by the inspiration
of Pujya Mataji and today through its hundreds of units, it is unifying the feminine power of the
Jain society for creative aims.

A large number of other day-to-day activities of Dharma-Prabhavna can be added to the
above, however it is not possible to give their written account. The whole of the Jain Samaj
consider her as an image of sincerity & hard work.

13. STRUGGLE WINNER-Since the beginning Pujya Mataji had one aim-to do any
work according to Jain Agam only. If any struggle comes in her way in completing her so
decided aim, she is never disturbed at all but with more determination, She wins over the
difficulties to ultimately achieve her goal. Whole of her life has been passed in the dissemination
of the illumination of Jainism to self & all others along with following the Moolgunas
(fundamental 28 tenets of a Jain Sadhu) strictly & protecting the Aarsh tradition (ancient scriptural
tradition). She never allows the use of the money of any institution or Tirth or charity in the
arrangement of her sangh. She has followed this vow for 50 long years. That’s why Sanghpati
Shravakas consider themselves fortunate when they take the responsibility of long distance
pilgrimage tours of the Sangh of Pujya Mataji.

14. LORD PARSHVANATH BIRTH-ANNIVERSARY THIRD MILLENNIUM
MAHOTSAVA-By the inspiration and in the auspicious presence of Pujya Mataji ‘Lord
Parshvanath Birth-Anniversary Third Millennium Mahotsava’ was inaugurated on 6th Jan.
2005 at Varanasi, the birthplace of the Lord. This year was celebrated with various programmes
at Ahichhetra-the Kevalgyan (Enlightenment) land, Shri Sammed Shikherji-the Salvation land
and many other tirths related with Lord Parshvanath & throughout the country.

Pujya Mataji inspired to celebrate the year 2006 as “Sammed Shikher Year” so that Digambar
Jain Samaj may be dedicated for this great pilgrimage with all its power. A national programme of
'Bhagwan Parshvanath Millennium Mahotsava' is being organized at Ahichhetra Tirth in Dec. 2007.

Besides this, She has also inspired to protect the Salvation land of Lord Neminath i.e.
Girnarji and has attracted the mass-interest towards this issue.

15. A UNIQUE OCCASION OF THE CENTURY : DEEKSHA (INITIATION)
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY-Pujya Mataji has completed the 50 years of her Aryika Deeksha on
Vaishakh Krishna Dooj, Veer Nirvan Samvat 2532 i.e. 15th Apr. 2006. Thus she is having the
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dignity of the most anciently initiated (Deekshit) Sadhvi of the present Digambar Jain Sadhu tradition.

On this unique occasion the Samaj paid its humble homage in her holy feet by successfully
organizing “Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mataji Aryika Deeksha Golden  Anniversary Cel-
ebration” from 14th to 16th April 2006 at Jamboodweep-Hastinapur. Various Programmes were
organized in this Deeksha Golden Anniversary year throughout the country along with the
construction of 'Ganini Aryika Gyanmati Deekshatirth' at Madhorajpura (Raj.)-the Aryika Deeksha
land of Pujay Mataji, 'Ganini Gyanmati Swadhyaya Bhawan' at her birthplace-Tikaitnagar (Barabanki-
U.P.) and 'Aryika Deeksha Swarna Jayanti Bhawan' at her Karmabhumi-Jamboodweep, Hastinapur.

16. GOLDEN CHATURMAS-Pujya Mataji took Kshullika Deeksha in 1953 and Aryika
Deeksha in 1956.

3 Chaturmas of Kshullika Deeksha occurred at Tikaitnagar (1953), Jaipur (1954) &
Mhasvad-Maharashtra (1955), while 51 Chaturmas of Aryika Deeksha occured at-Jaipur-Khaniya
(1956), Jaipur-Khaniya (1957), Byavar-Raj.(1958), Ajmer-Raj. (1959), Sujangarh-Raj. (1960),
Seekar-Raj. (1961), Ladnu-Raj. (1962), Calcutta-W. Bengal (1963), Hyderabad-A.P. (1964),
Shravanbelgola-Karnataka (1965), Solapur-Maharashtra (1966), Sanavad-M.P. (1967) ,
Pratapgarh-Raj. (1968), Jaipur-Raj.(1969), Tonk-Raj. (1970), Ajmer-Raj. (1971), Delhi-Pahari
Dhiraj (1972), Delhi-Najafgarh (1973), Delhi-Lal Mandir (1974), Hastinapur-Old Temple (1975),
Khatauli-Muzzafarnagar (1976), Hastinapur-Old Temple (1977), Hastinapur-Old Temple
(1978) , Delhi-Mori Gate (1979), Delhi-Kucha Seth (1980), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1981),
Delhi-Kammoji Dharmashala (1982), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1983), Hastinapur-
Jamboodweep (1984), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1985), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1986),
Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1987), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1988), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep
(1989), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1990), Sardhana-Meerut, U.P. (1991), Hastinapur-
Jamboodweep (1992), Ayodhya (1993), Tikaitnagar (1994), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1995),
Mangitungi Siddhakshetra (1996), Delhi-Lal Mandi (1997), Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (1998),
Delhi-Cannaught Place (1999), Delhi-Preet Vihar (2000) , Delhi-Ashok Vihar (2001) , Prayag
Tirth-Allahabad (2002), Kundalpur-Nalanda, Bihar (2003), Kundalpur-Nalanda, Bihar (2004),
Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (2005) and Hastinapur-Jamboodweep (2006).

17. MAY WE CELEBRATE THE DIAMOND JUBILEE OF YOUR ASCETIC
LIFE-By knowing the number of the years of her penance or Deeksha, several Acharyas,
Munis & Aryikas also feel dignified in telling that even my age is not as mush as Mataji has
utilized in hard penance because she adopted this path at an early age of 18 years and since then
she has passed each of her day in following the difficult path of Jaineshwari Deeksha.

We pay innumerable salutations in her holy feet with a hearty wish that all of us may be
able to celebrate the Diamond  Anniversary also of her asectic life.

******
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CERTAIN POINTS OF CONSIDERATION FOR

ENGLISH TRANSLATORS OF JAIN SCRIPTURES

-Pragyashramani Aryika Chandnamati

As the title 'JAIN BHARATI' of this presentation suggests, Jain Philosophy or Jainism
blossoms here in entirety or it is actually a rossette encompassing almost all types of informations
about Jainism in the essenced form.

Supreme Jain Sadhvi of the present time 'Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mataji'
is always of the opinion that the knowledge of a subject should be imparted according to the need
of the present circumstances, so that the present generation may gain full advantage of it. With
this thought, this 'JAIN BHARATI' (Hindi) grantha was authored by Pujya Mataji on the occasion
of Bhagwan Mahavir 2500th Nirvan Mahamahotsava in 1974 on the basis of various authentic
scriptures of Digambar tradition. After the publication of this grantha, a number of Acharyas,
Sadhu-Sadhvis & scholars, along with their congratulations, expressed their feelings for its
translation into various other languages so that the masses may grasp the essence of Jainism, from
root to apex, at one place easily. Gujrati & Marathi versions were published, however, this fortune
came forward after about 32 years when this English Version of 'Jain Bharati' is reaching your
hands. English is the international language and the lack of standard publication of Digambar
tradition in this language, has been the vital cause of unadequate informations about Jainism in the
ouler world. However, the present book will nourish the mind of the sincere readers with the
nectar of the four Anuyogas (Expositions) of the Jain literature serially and thus they will be able
to authentically know about the Jain philosophy in nutshell at one place.

It is very true that at some places, the principles along with the language containing
characteristic Jinistic terms is not that much easy to be understood and also to be translated,
however, Dr. N.L. Jain (Rewa), a renowned scholar of the country, took up this work and used
his talent to translate 'Jain Bharati' into Enlish. He efficiently performed the task but firstly
when we elaborately discussed the translated text in the Chaturmas of the year 2000 at Preet
Vihar-Delhi, I noticed that he had not given the characterisic terms of Jainology in the text at
many places but only their translated versions had been given. Pujya Ganini Shri Gyanmati
Mataji and myself were strongly of the opinion that characteristic terms like Ratnatraya,
Samyakdarshan, Tirthankar, Moksha etc. should certainly be there as such, no matter their
English explanations follow them. The fact is that different translators can translate a particular
term differently because there are no standarized terms in English as they are in the original
texts of Prakrit, Sanskrit or Hindi. Thus when we give the original term along with the translated
version, any reader can understand the heart of Jainism.



The second observation was the translation of the proper noun, which appeared to mis-
interpret the meaning at many places. I will later explain it with examples.

Dr. Jain was convinced with our talks and he accepted to add the original terms, wherever
needed. He did the same and after some months, he returned the final matter to us after doing
the necessary corrections.

In the meantime, Pujay Gyanmati Mataji decided for the development of Prayag Tirth, the
land of Deeksha (Initiation) & Kevalgyan (Omniscience) of the first Tirthankar Lord Rishabhdev.
The whole sangh proceeded for the same and the period of about six years gradually became
immersed into various glorious landmarks for the Jain history such as-Construction of 'Tirthankar
Rishabhdev Tapasthali' at Prayag (Allahabad-U.P.); Grand 'Vishwa Shanti Mahavir Vidhan' at
Delhi; Establishment of marvellous 'Nandyavart Mahal Tirth' at Kundalpur (Nalanda)-the
birthplace of the 24th Tirthankar Lord Mahavir; publications of 'Lord Mahavir Hindi-English
Jain Dictionary' & 'Kundalpur Abhinandan Grantha'; 'Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mataji
Aryika Deeksha Golden Anniversary Celebration'; Publication of 'Ganini Gyanmati Gaurav
Grantha' and so on. Virtually, there was no time to concentrate on the contents of Jain-Bharati.

However, again the work was taken in hand and a thorough study of all the four expositions
of the book was done in some months. Sanghastha Brahmacharini Km. Swati Jain, M.Sc.
(Biosciences) co-operated me fully in the same. Prof. Teekam Chand Jain-Delhi stayed at
Jamboodweep-Hastinapur from 13th July to 21st July 2006 and all of us together made the
corrections, however at various places the terms used by Dr. N.L. Jain were found quite satisfactory.

I want to refer one major trend used by Dr. N.L. Jain, that is of the translation of the
proper noun. You see some examples-

CakravartÍ -Wheel Turning Monarchs

Ananga Lavaàa -Trouble Shooter for cupid

MadanÂnkuía -Control over cupid

BhÂnu-karàa -Shining-ear

VibhÍîaàa -Fierce

CandranakhÂ -Moon-shaped nails

NÍlÂnjanÂ -Blue Eyed

BhadrasÂla -Specific tree
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PÂnduka -Yellow-coloured

Khara -Rough or Solid section

Panka -Muddy section

Mokîa PÂhuda -Basket of Salvation

Siddhacakra Yantra -Mystical diagrams of the salvation-wheel

PundarÍka -White Lotus

DhavalÂ -Luminous

Jai-DhavalÂ -Victorious Luminous

BhötbalÍ -Oblated by demons

SyÂdvÂda-CandrikÂ -Moonlight of Relativism

JayamÂlÂ -Garland of Victory

Stanita KumÂra -Thundering youth

êatÂra -Abode of the Hundred-faceted

SahasrÂra -Abode of the Thousand-faceted

ÀnÂta -Abode of the Bent

êukla DhyÂna -White meditation

Vairocana -Demon

Arci-mÂlinÍ -Flame-garland

A number of other examples can also be quoted but in essence, I want to only point-out
that a particular name either of any person or of any book or of any object is only the denomination
and not essentially the explanation of its qualities. A lady named CandranakhÂ is not supposed
to have moon-shaped nails necessarily, NÍlÂnjanÂ is not always blue-eyed and so on. That's
why we had to go through the whole text again to delete all such experiments.

The next important issue to be quoted, is of the use of the words 'Monks' & 'Nuns' for
Digambar Jain Sadhus and Aryikas. The world 'Monk' means 'Bhikshuka' which is the specific
word in the tradition of Buddhists, while 'Nun' word is specifically related with Christian
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world so I wish to say for all the translators of Ancient Digambar Jain scriptures into Enlish
that they should either use the word 'Muni' or 'Digambar Jain Sadhu' of 'Jain-Saint' (because
Saint is a general word for a Sadhu) or 'Acharya', whatever is applicable at the place of the word
'Monk'. Similarly, the word 'Aryika' or 'Jain female ascetic' of 'Jain sadhvi' should be used at
the place of the word 'Nun'. We have to keep in mind always that we are practising the words of
the Venerable Omniscient Lord Jinendra Dev so we have not to serve the food only rather we
have to maintain the standard & dignity also. I am of the view that we should collectively decide
some standard words for characteristic original terms of Jain Philosophy, so that whatever
translation or writing work is performed in English, similarity is observed all-around.

To sum-up my few words, I, at first, want to anowledge the contribution of Dr. N.L. Jain
for translating the contents of Jain-Bharati into English with efficiency. He converted the long
sentences of Hindi into smaller sentences of English to render the same meaning.

The correction of Prathmanuyog was completed by me & Swati during the chaturmas of
Kundalpur (Nalanda) in the year 2004 and the work on Karnanuyog was going on, however, as
indicated before, due to various other important engagements, we had to postpone the work. In
the year 2006, we again started it and in the mid-time, Prof. Teekam Chand Jain also joined us.
We discussed the Charnanuyog & Dravyanuog and then Karnanuyog to settle the appropriate
corrections. Later Km. Swati read each & every word of the matter to incorporate all the
corrections, did proof-reading & setting etc. of the final matter. She did hard-work from July
2006 to Jan. 2007 to complete the work on 26th Jan. 2007. When the final matter came in hand,
it appeared to be a great cause of satisfaction.

I bless km. Swati to progress in Knowledge and Charitra day by day. My hearty blessings
are also there for Prof. Teekam Chand Jain-Delhi, a renowned scholar of Jain Samaj, who gave
his time and also his valuable suggestions in the correction of the matter by staying at
Jamboodweep-Hastinapur.

At last, I pay my humble & sincere reverence to Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati
Mataji, who has greatly obliged all of us by giving the essence of Jain-Agam in the form of
'Jain-Bharati'. We could not complete the present English translation without her blessings and
guidance at a number of places.

Trikal Vandami in the holy feet of Pujya Mataji.

******
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JAIN BHARATI-THE GUIDE BOOK OF JAINISM

-Brahmacharini Km. Swati Jain (Sanghastha)
M.Sc. (Biosciences)-University of Roorkee

Jain-Bharati is the scripture, which can truely be called as the Guide-Book of the Jain
Philosophy because it is presenting all its 4 Anuyogs i.e. Prathmanuyog, Karananuyog,
Charnanuyog & Dravyanuyog in proper proportions. Its translation into English will be proved
much more important because it will serve as the authentic source of the informations about
Digambar Jain tradition, the need of which was being firmly experienced in the world of Indian
& foreign academicians.

I was first introduced with the English version of Jain Bharati during the charturmas of
the year 2000 at Preet Vihar-Delhi, when Dr. N.L. Jain came there for the discussion over the
first English draft of the book with Pujay Pragyashramani Aryika Shri Chandnamati Mataji. At
that time, Pujya Mataji directed me also to sit in the discussions. Two major issues emerged
during the process-use of particular Jain terms in original and no translation of proper noun.
However, Dr. Jain corrected the draft in some months, yet there remained a number of mistakes
by our point of view. So, it was essential to go through the whole matter again.

It is very true that writing something originally is comparatively easier rather than to
correct the written matter of the other because every person is having own norms and styles.
Due to other important engagements, it did-not become possible for us to work on Jain-Bharati
but during the year 2006, long sittings were done for it. I noticed that Dr. Jain has translated the
contents very finely and like the Hindi version, even a person, completely unknown about the
Jain-philosophy, can grasp the heart of Jain principles by reading it. I did the work under the
guidance of Pujya Ganini Shri Gyanmati Mataji & Pujya Aryika Shri Chandnamati Mataji and
after the complete reading, correction & proof-reading etc. the final matter is reaching your
hands.

In this perspective, I want to share one of my sincere thought with all of you. Whatever
has been said by Lord Jinendra Dev is the ultimate truth, which has been delivered to us by
Gandhar devas and then by ancient Jainacharyas through ancient scriptures.

If we see the other side, the development by the modern science & technology is also
introducing itself to the whole world most remarkably. Then, what to do? If we should accept
the principles stated by the Lord even when we can-not testify them or we should fully tune
ourselves on the line of modern science, which is present before us with full proofs. This may



be a sincere query in the minds of many youngesters. Although, the latter option is the most
approachable for all of us, yet we have to accept that modern science is not complete in itself.
Completeness lies with the soul who has attained Omniscience, the topmost science and the
words of that complete soul are complete only, no matter, we can realize them or not.

Thus, we have to be guided by the norms stated by Jinendradev and should be fully
convinced about what he has said. We can never be beyond the intellectuals of the past-times.
Modern Science has progressed beyond imagination in the world of mattergy or Pudgala, but it
has complete silence over the issue of 'Soul' and that's why we have to take shelter with the
greatest scientist of the soul i.e. Lord Jinendra. We have to utilize our intellect, if any, for
dispersing the principles of the Lord in such a way that masses get attracted towards them. We
have not to question whether Sumeru mountain, heavens or hells are there or not, yes! they are
there because the Omniscient Lord has seen them.

Late Pt. Sumer Chand Diwakar, Barister Champat Rai Jain and many others utilized their
pen & intellect for glorifying the everlasting 'Jain Shasan' and not for questioning the same.
May all of us be showered with such a divine mode of mind & body as to popularize this stream
of Non-violence & compassion in the whole word.

With  sincere reverence in the holy feet of Pujya Ganini Pramukh Shri Gyanmati Mataji
and Pujya Aryika Shri Chandnamati Mataji, who have bestowed the best gift of Jainism in my
life, I heartily wish for the great success of JAINA BHÀRATÊ (English) in its aim.

******
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SECTION-1SECTION-1SECTION-1SECTION-1SECTION-1

PRATHAMÀNUYOGA
EXPOSITION OF BIOGRAPHIES
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PrathamÂnuyogamarthÂkhyÂnam Caritam PurÂàamapi Puàyama.
BodhisamÂdhinidhÂnam      Bodhati      Bodhah      SamÍcÍnah.   (1)

“The right knowledge (SamyagjnÂna) cognises those scriptures in the form of
PrathamÂnuyoga (Exposition of Biographies) which deal with (1) the four principal pursuits
(PuruîÂrthas) of religion (Dharma), riches (Artha), desires (KÂma) and liberation (Mokîa) as
the objects of acquiring ultimate goal, (2) the stories based on great personalities, (3) biographies
of sixty three great personages (63 êalÂkÂ puruîas) and (4) stories leading to influx of sacred
(Puàya) earning karmas and which are the treasures of Ratnatraya (Right faith, knowledge and
conduct) and (5) supreme equanimity (SamÂdhi) through meditation. In others words, the
exposition of biographies is the group of texts which deals with the four principal pursuits and
biographies of great men.”

`
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CYCLIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE UNIVERSE
There are two divisions of time in the form of Evolution (UtasarpiàÍ) and Devolution

(AvasarpiàÍ) epochs in the Àryan section of Bharata region of JambödvÍpa. The epoch, in which
the life-span of human and sub-human beings, their body-height and prosperity etc. are gradually
decreasing, is called Devolution (AvasarpiàÍ) epoch. In contrast, there is gradually increasing
order in the above properties in the Evolution (UtsarpiàÍ) epoch. The duration of devolution
period is 10 crore x crore (KoÅÂ-KoÅÍ) SÂgaras consisting of many Palya years (These units will
be detailed in the Section 2 of this book). The duration of Evolution period is also the same. Both
of these epochs combined make up a KalpakÂla (Aeon) with a total duration of 20 crore x crore
(20 x1014) SÂgaras. Each of the epoch of the Devolution and Evolution has six spokes or divisions.

Six Divisions or Spokes of Devolution Epoch (of time)
The six spokes of the Devolution epoch are : (1) Extreme plentitude (SuîamÂ - SuîamÂ),

(2) Plentitude (SuîamÂ), (3) Plentitude-cum-Penury (SuîamÂ - DöîamÂ), (4) Penury-cum-
Plentitude (DuîamÂ - SuîamÂ) (5) Penury (DuîamÂ) and (6) Extreme penury (DuîamÂ - DuîamÂ).
The Evolution epoch also has six spokes which are in the reverse order of these six ones. The
word, ‘îamÂ’ means division of time. The prefixes ‘Su’ and ‘Du’ mean good and bad respectively.
Thus, etymologically, the terms ‘SuîamÂ’ and ‘DuîamÂ’ signify the ‘good time’ and ‘bad-
time’. Both these epochs run a revolving cycle of time like the dark & bright half of the months.
They undergo a cycle starting from Devolution epoch followed by Evolution epoch and so on.

Out of these six, the first spoke of extreme plentitude (SuîamÂ-SuîamÂ) has a duration of
four crore x crore SÂgaras  (4 x 1014 SÂgaras). The second spoke has a duration of three crore x crore
SÂgaras. The third spoke has a duration of two crore x crore SÂgaras. The fourth spoke has a
duration of one crore x crore SÂgaras less by forty two thousand years (i.e. 1 crore x crore
SÂgaras-42000 years). The fifth spoke has a duration of 21000 years and the sixth spoke also
has a duration of 21000 years.

Changes of The Six Spokes of Time

(a) The First Spoke of Extreme Plentitude : In the first spoke of extreme plentitude,
the land is devoid of sands, smoke, fire, ice and thorns etc. There are no deficient-sensed
beings (Vikalatraya-having two, three or four senses) like conch, scorpion, ant, flies etc. during
this epoch. There are divine sands and pleasantly smelling soil. There are five coloured grasses
having a height of four Angulas (~ 5 cm.). There are many small water tanks (VÂpis), full of
clean water with lotuses surrounded by groves of trees. There are high mountains, superb
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palaces and the earth with saphire gems (IndranÍla maài). There are very charming rivers
graced with gem-like sand. There are no non-instinctive (AsanjnÍ, without Mana) and mutually
opponent beings. There is no difference of day and night there. There is no heat, cold or
darkness during this spoke. There are also no bad habits (Vyasanas) of enjoying other’s wives
and wealth etc. During this spoke, the men are born in pairs (a male and a female). They have
auspicious marks like Tila etc. and conch, wheel etc. on their bodies. They are devoid of the
difference of master and servant. Their body height is 6000 Dhanuîas (~three Koías or
~ 6 miles or ~ 10 kms.). They have a life-span of three Palyas (uncountable years). The men
and women living during this spoke have two hundred and fifty six bones in the backside of
their body. Their bodies do neither excrete urine nor faeces. They have good smelling respirations.
The colour of their body is like heated gold. Their body configuration is Samacaturasra
(symmetrical) and their bone joints are adamantinely nailed and wrapped i.e. VajravçîabhanÂrÂca
Samhanana. The strength of everybody is equivalent to 9000 elephants. During this spoke,
there is no other family member except the male and female born in pair. There are no villages
and towns etc. during this spoke. There are only ten kinds of Kalpa-vçkîas (wish-fulfilling
trees) which offer the mentally desired materials to these pairs.

The Names of The Wish-fulfilling Trees (Kalpa-vçkîas)

There are ten classes of wish-fulfilling trees during the first spoke which are as below :

(1) Drinks - supplying Trees (PÂnÂnga)

(2) Musical instruments supplying trees (TöryÂnga)

(3) Ornament-supplying trees (BhöîanÂnga)

(4) Dress-supplying trees (VastrÂnga)

(5) Food-supplying trees (BhojanÂnga)

(6) Residence-supplying trees (ÀlayÂnga)

(7) Light-supplying trees (DÍpÂnga)

(8) Vessels - supplying trees (BhÂjanÂnga)

(9) Garland-supplying trees (MÂlÂnga)

(10) Lustre-supplying trees (Jyotiranga)
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The class of drinks-supplying trees offer the thirty two kinds of sweet, tasty and nutritious
six-taste drinks to the people of the lands of enjoyments (Bhoga-bhömis). The musical instrument-
supplying trees offer different kinds of musical instruments like - violin, drum, kettle-drum and
timbal etc. The Ornament supplying trees offer various kinds of ornaments like - bracelet,
necklace and waist-band etc. The dress-supplying trees supply the dresses made of China silk,
general silk and other kinds of fibres. The food supplying trees supply sixteen kinds of foods,
sixteen kinds of condimented foods, fourteen kinds of pulses, one hundred eight kinds of solid
edibles, three hundred sixty three kinds of tasty materials and sixty three kinds of juices. The
residence supplying trees provide sixteen kinds of residential buildings with different shapes
like Svastika and NandyÂvarta etc. The light-supplying trees supply the lamp-like lights through
the branches, sprouts, shoots, fruits and flowers etc. of the trees. The vessels supplying trees
offer small pitcher with a neck and a spout (JhÂrÍ), pitcher (GÂgara), sacred water pot (Kalaía), fly
whisk (Camara) and seats (Àsana) etc. made of gold etc. The garland supplying trees offer
garlands made of sixteen thousand types of flowers grown in creepers, climbers, clusters and trees
etc. The lusture - supplying trees supply shines equivalent to the rays of the crores of suns in the
mid-day and subjugate the shines of constellations, suns and moons etc.

These wish-fulfilling trees are neither plants (vegetation) nor any peripatetic deities.
However, their specificity is that they offer the fruits of the sacred karmas of the living beings
despite their being of the nature of earth (PçthvÍkÂyika).

Pleasure etc. in The Lands of Enjoyment (Bhogabhömis)

The paired couples, in the lands of enjoyment, receive the materials offered by the wish-
fulfilling trees and proteate themselves in many kinds of body (i.e. VikriyÂ-assuming different
body forms) and enjoy the various types of sensuals. They have an intake of food equivalent to
the size of plum on every fourth day. These pairs do not have accidental or sudden death
(KadalÍghÂta Maraàa) and they enjoy pleasures infinite-times more than the CakravartÍs. The
males of the lands of enjoyment are more beautiful than the Lords of deities (Indra) in the
heavens. The women there, are beautiful like the angels or nymphs.

Ornaments in the Lands of Enjoyment

There are sixteen ornaments of males in the lands of enjoyment. They are given below :

(1) Ear-rings (2) Necklace (HÂra)

(3) Bracelet (for arms) (4) Specific bracelet (Kataka)
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(5) Two rings (6) Sword

(7) Knife (8) Anklets (Nöpura)

(9) Plate on forehead (BhÂlapatta) (10) Bracelet for upper arm

(11) Neck ornament (12) Pendant pearl ornament (PrÂlamba)

(13) Sacred thread (Brahmasötra) (14) Ear-ornament made from flowers

(15) Crown on the head (Mukuta) (16) Waist-band (MekhalÂ)

There are fourteen ornaments for females in the lands of enjoyment. They do not have
sword and knife out of the above sixteen. Hence, they have only fourteen ornaments.

Causes of Birth in the Lands of Enjoyment

The human and sub-human beings (Tiryancas) are born in the lands of enjoyments. Despite
the fact that they have wrongful volitions (MithyÂtva), the human beings, who are weak passioned,
renouncers of meat and honey etc., loyally devoted to the qualities of virtuous men or offering
food to the possessionless (Nirgrantha) saints who weaken their body by fasting and approvers
of such activities as animals etc. - are also born in the lands of enjoyment. Many such right-
faithed beings (SamyagdçîtÍ) also take birth there who have bonded human life-span karma in
their earlier birth but later who have acquired the destructional right faith (KîÂyika samyaktva)
near TÍrthankaras.

Some ignorant persons leave the Jina guise and offer various types of donations to the
heretics (kulingÍs) involving themselves in deceitful practices. Such people are born as subhuman
beings in the lands of enjoyment.

When the life-span of the human and subhuman beings of the lands of enjoyment has to
last only for nine months, the women conceive and there is birth of a pair of children-a male and
a female at a time when the death of the parents is nearby. In other words, the parents die just
after giving birth to a new pair. The males die with a sneeze and the females die with yawning.
Their dead bodies immediately disappear totally like the autömn clouds.

Where they are born after death

After death, the human and subhuman beings of the lands of enjoyment are reborn in the
triad of mansional (BhavanavÂsÍ), peripatetic (Vyantara) or astral (Jyotiîka) deities if they are
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wrong-faithed  (MithyÂdçîtÍ). However, if they are right-faithed, they take rebirth in the first
two heavens (Saudharma & AiíÂna).

The Growth of The Newly-born Pair in the Lands of Enjoyment

On birth in the lands of enjoyment, the newly born pairs spend their first three days in
sucking their thumbs on the birth- bed. Afterwards. they begin sitting, wavering movement,
regular movement, learning of arts and crafts, acquiring youthhood and capacity of acquiring
righteousness. Each of this development stage takes place in three days each. In other words,
the pair becomes fully young and skilled in all kinds of arts by acquiring seven kinds of
capacities as above in twenty-one days.

Causes of Righteousness (Samyaktva)

The living beings of the lands of enjoyment can acquire righteousness or right faith through
many factors like (1) Memory of the past life (JÂtismaraàa), (2) Address by the deities (3) Listening
to the sermons of the saints with supernatural powers (äddhidhÂrÍ Munis) and the like. However,
they can not have the vows and restraints related with the normal votaries (êrÂvakas).

Sub-human Beings Born in the Lands of Enjoyment

Many kinds of pairs of five- sensed subhuman beings are born in the lands of enjoyment.
They are as below :

(1) Cow, (2)  Lion, (3) Elephant, (4) Crocodile,

(5) Pig, (6)  Deer, (7) Buffalo, (8) Monkey,

(9) Tiger, (10) Leopard, (11) Jackal, (12) Bear,

(13) Cock, (14) Parrot, (15) Pigeon, (16)  Swan

and the like.

They are mutually amicable, compassionate and weak-passioned. The land-moving animals
like tiger etc. and sky moving birds like pigeon etc. have their foods in the form of divine
grasses devoid of non-vegetarian foods.

As the time passes, the height of the body, life-span, strength, prodigy and radiance etc. of
the living beings of this first spoke of four crore x crore SÂgaras have a gradual decrement.
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(b) The Second Spoke of Plentitude : With the above kinds of gradual decrements in
various spheres, the second spoke named as SuîamÂ (Plentitude) begins. In the beginning of
this spoke of time, the body height of men is 4000 Dhanuîas (2 koías or ~ 4 miles or ~ 6 kms.),
their life-span is two Palya and the colour of their body is white like the moon. They have two
hundred twenty eight bones in the back-side of their body. They have a beautiful symmetrical
body. They have a food-intake equivalent to the weight and size of Belleric myrabolan (BahedÂ)
every third day.

The pair- born children in this spoke suck their thumbs for five days on their birth-bed.
Afterwards, they spend five days each during the processes of sitting, wavering movement,
steady movement, acquirement of learning of arts etc., youthhood and capacity for acquiring
righteousness. Besides these specifics, the other descriptions of the living beings born in this
spoke are similar to those described in case of the spoke of extreme plentitude. The duration of
this second spoke is three crore x crore SÂgaras. As it moves, the height, strength, prodigy,
life-span and radiance etc. of the living beings there gradually decrease.

(c) The Third Spoke of Plentitude-cum-Penury : After the passing away of
three crore x crore SÂgara years, the third spoke of time - SuîamÂ - DuîamÂ commences.
It has a duration of two crore x crore SÂgaras. In the beginning of this spoke, the height of
men is 2000 Dhanuîas (1 kosa or ~ 2 miles or ~ 3.2 kms.). Their life-span is one Palya
and the body colour is white like the Priyangu fruit. The number of bones in the back-side
of males and females of this spoke is sixty four. All the human have symmertical body.
They have food - intake equivalent to the size and weight of a Myrabolan (ÀmlÂ) every
alternate day.

The pair of infants born during this spoke have a seven-days system. They suck their
thumbs for seven days while on birth bed. Afterwards, they have each process of seven days
duration like sitting, wavering movement, steady movement, acquirement of learnings, youthhood
and capacity for being righteous. Every stage requires seven days for completion. Besides
these specifics, the rest of the description about the pairs in this spoke is similar to that of the
first spoke.

During all these three spokes of time, there are the lands of enjoyment and there are no
thieves, enemies, six-occupations like weaponry and writing etc., cold, heat, hurricanes and
rains etc. The period of three spokes are respectively known as the maximal (Uttama), medial
(Madhyama) and minimal (Jaghanya) lands of enjoyment.
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Birth of Kulakaras (Patriarchs, Family Founders)
The third spoke of devolution epoch was running in the Aryan section of this Bharata region.

The Patriarchs or Kulakaras (Family founders, Ethical founders) begin to be born when there remains
the time-span of only one-eighth part (1/8th) of Palyopama (uncountable years) in the completion of
this third spoke with gradual decrease in age, body height, prodigy, strength and radiance etc.

The first patriarch was ‘Pratiíruti’ and his wife was named as ‘SvayamprabhÂ’. His
body-height was 1800 Dhanuîas,D (0.9 koías or ~ 1.8 miles or ~ 2.988 kms) and his life span
was one-tenth of a Palya. During his period, people of the lands of enjoyment saw the rising of
moon in the eastern direction on the evening of the fifteenth day of the bright half of ÀîÂdha
(June-July) and the setting of the Sun in the west. The residents of the lands of enjoyment
thought, ‘This is an accidental calamity on us’, and they got terrified with fear. During that
period, ‘Pratiíruti’ was the most impressive and benefactor patriarch. He was counted as the
most intelligent due to being clairvoyant by the latency of the earlier births. The enjoyment-
landers approached him and enquired him of this calamity.

He said to the people, “O gentlemen, whatever you are seeing in the sky, are the planets
named as Sun and Moon. The beams of rays of the lustre-producing wish-fulfilling trees have
gone feeble due to passage of time. Hence, these planets have become visible. They are always
moving in the sky but they were not visible by now as their lustre was subdued by the lustre-
producing wish-fulfilling trees. You do not be afraid of them”.

The words of ‘Pratiíruti’ convinced the people and they offered their respects to him.
They eulogised him and worshipped him.

After the patriarch Pratiíruti left for heavenly abode and after the lapse of a period of
eightieth part of a Palya (1/80 P), the second partriarch ‘Sanmati’ was born. He had a golden
shine. His body was 1300 D high and he had a life-span of numerable years equivalent to
‘Amama’ unit of time. In his times, the lustre-producing wish-fulfilling trees became virtually
extinct. When the people saw that the setting of sun leads to darkness and the star- world has
appeared causing dim light, they thought, “The darkness and dim light seem to be the signs of
an unprecedented and fierce calamity.” They got worried and came to the patriarch Sanmati and
requested him to safeguard them. Sanmati, then, assured them and said, “The darkness and the
stars have become visible due to the extinction of lustre-producing wish-fulfilling trees. You need
not be worried due to them. They were always there, but they were not visible due to the extreme
radiance of these trees. These planets, stars, asterisms (Nakîatras) and Sun-Moon etc. are always
circumambulating the Sumeru Mountain in JambödvÍpa. The people were convinced by the words
of the patriarch. They became fearless and began offering him their respects and worship.
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After the departure of the second patriarch for heaven and with a lapse of an interval of
innumerable crores of years, the third patriarch, Kîemankara, was born in this Bharata region.
He was 800 D high, and he had a life span of ‘Atata’ (a larger time unit). He was golden in
colour. His wife was ‘SunandÂ’. During his period, the five-sensed sub-human beings like
tigers etc. got cruel. Being afraid of them, the people went to the patriarch and requested,
‘O patriarch, these animals, whom we used to nurse in our laps, seem to kill us now with their
horns without any cause. They are getting us afraid by opening and showing their cruel jaws to
us. What should we do now ?’

The patriarch said, “O gentlemen, you should not rely on them, You should leave their
company. They have become denatured due to the deflection in time.” Thus, the people got
away from the company of animals with horns and jaws. They began keeping the company of
animals like cows and buffaloes etc. who were calm and quite.

After the the third patriarch departed to heaven and on the lapse of an interval of innumerable
crores of years, the fourth patriarch-Kîemandhara was born. He was the leader of gentlemen.
He had a life-span of ‘Tutika’ years (a large time unit) and he was 775 D high. He was golden
coloured. His wife was VimalÂ. During his time, the cruel animals like tigers etc. began eating
the flesh of human beings. The patriarch instructed the enjoyment landers to keep sticks and
rods etc. to safeguard themselves from these cruel animals.

After his heavenly departure and after a lapse of an interval of innumerable crores of
years, the fifth patriarch -SÍmankara was born due to the good fortunes of the people. He had
a life-span of ‘Kamala’ years. He was 750 D high. He was golden in colour. His wife was
ManoharÍ. During his period, the wish-fulfilling trees got scanty and they also began offering
small amounts of fruits (desired objects) etc. This caused agitation in the minds of the people.
When the patriarch saw the peoples’ plight this way, he fixed the limits of supplies from the
wish-fulfilling trees and avoided the rivalry and friction among the people.

Penological System of the Lands of Enjoyment

The five patriarchs, as above, had a penological system of penalising the crimes of enjoyment
landers through the words, ‘Alas, Alas, (HÂ) you have done a bad deed!’ (HÂ-KÂra). By listening
to these words only, the people got careful not to do any criminal acts again.

After the the fifth patriarch departed to heaven, and after the lapse of an interval of innu-
merable crores of years, the sixth patriarch -‘SÍmandhara’ was born. He had a life-span of
‘Nalina’ years. He was 725 D high. His wife was YaíodharÂ. During his period, the number of
wish-fulfilling trees were reduced sufficiently and their power of supply also became scanty. This
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led to regular quarrels among the enjoyment landers. In response, the sixth kulakara marked the
boundaries for the wish-fulfilling trees through many other trees and small bushes etc.

After his life ended and a lapse of an interval of innumerable crores of years, the seventh
kulakara -Vimala VÂhana was born. He had a life-span of ‘Padma’ years. He was 700 D high.
He was golden coloured. His wife was ‘Sumati’. During his period, the people were facing the
problem of moving to and fro. On approaching the patriarch, he advised them to tame the
animals and use them as means of transport by riding over them. Thus people could control the
elephants, horses and other animals by the use of iron hooks (Ankuía) and saddles (PalÂna) etc.

After the heavenly departure of the seventh patriarch and a lapse of an interval of innumerable
crores of years, the eighth patriarch-CakîuîmÂn was born. He was 675D high. He had a life
span of ‘PadmÂnga’ years. His wife was ‘DhÂriàÍ’. The enjoyment landers before his times
were not able to see the face of their newly born pair of children because the parents died as
soon as the pairs were born. However, they began dying after seeing the face of their new-born
pair for a moment. This was a new fact. They became afraid of this phenomena. They turned to
their patriarch. He advised them that the newly-borns are their children. You see their full-
moon-like beautiful faces and enjoy them. Thus, the enjoyment-landers began to die after seeing
the faces of their children.

After the eighth patriarch departed to heaven and after a lapse of an interval of crores of
years, the ninth patriarch - YaíasvÂna’ was born. He had a life-span of ‘Kumuda’ years. He
was 650 D high. His wife was named ‘KÂntimÂlÂ’. During his times, he advised people to name
their children and hold festivity on this occasion. The emjoyment-landers began naming their
children, blessed them and died after some time.

After the heavenly departure of the ninth patriarch and a lapse of an interval of crores of
yeas, the tenth patriarch-Abhicandra was born. He had a life-span of ‘KumudÂnga’ years. He
was 625 D high. His wife was ‘êrÍdevÍ’. He instructed how to check and control the weeping or
crying of the children. He advised people, “you show the children the moon in the sky in the
night and cause them to play and teach them how to speak. You protect them carefully.” On the
basis of his advice, the enjoyment-landers began to behave with their children as advised by the
patriarch. They began dying after such treatment with their children.

Penology During the Period of Sixth to Tenth Patriarchs

The above five patriarchs (6th -10th) advised the greedy people and prescribed the penal
system of ‘Alas-ness’ and ‘Don’t do-ness’ (HÂ-kÂra and MÂ-kÂra). They did use the following
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sadness - expressing and injunctory words in penalty, “Alas, you have done a bad deed. Do not
do this next time’. The people did not repeat crimes on the basis of these words.

After the heavenly departure of the tenth patriarch and a lapse of an interval of crores of
years, the eleventh patriarch - CandrÂbha was born. His life-span was ‘Nayuta’ years. He was
600 D high. His wife was ‘PrabhÂvatÍ’. During his period, extreme cold, frostfall and hurricanes
began to appear in the horizon. The people felt pains due to cold air and they could not see the
astral world of moon etc. due to its obscuration by the frost. They approached the patriarch who
advised them, “the land of action is appearing and the land of enjoyment is gradually dis-
appearing. It is the effect of the change of time. The frost will disappear by the rays of the sun.”
On listening to this advice, the enjoyment-landers began to get away from cold by the rays of
the sun and began to live with their children for some time before their death.

After the heavenly departure of the eleventh patriarch - CandrÂbha and after a lapse of
suitable interval of time later, the twelfth Kulakara - Marudeva was born. He had a life-span of
‘NayutÂnga’ years. He was 575 D high. His wife was ‘SatyÂ’. During his period, the clouds
began raining with lightening and thunders. The people got afraid of seeing the muddy water
flowing in rivers, not seen before. They approached Marudeva. He told them that there are
divisions of time and the period of land of action (Karmabhömi) is fast approaching. He advised
them, “You cross the rivers by boats, climb the mountains by constructing steps towards them
and use umbrella etc. during rains to safeguard yourself.” On the advise of the patriarch, people
began to live with their children. They began crossing the rivers, climbing the mountains and
safeguarding themselves with umbrella etc. during rains.

(According to Harivanía PurÂàa (p.144), firstly the pair of children was born in the
lands of enjoyment, but Marudeva begot a son named Prasenajita just to alleviate the process of
birth in pairs. Before this period, the enjoyment landers had no sweating on body. But the body of
Prasenajita looked beautiful with the drops of sweat. The patriarch Marudeva also started the
system of marriage and got Prasenjita married with a girl of a prominent family. After enjoying a
life-span of 1/107 Palya, Marudeva went to heaven after death. On his heavenly departure, his son
Prasenjita became the thirteenth patriarch. He gave birth to a son named NÂbhirÂja with a life-span
of one crore Pörva. He was the fourteenth patriarch. He started the custom of cutting the navel -
duct of newly born children after birth. Prasenajita died after enjoying a life-span of 1/1013 Palya).

After the heavenly departure of twelfth patriarch and a lapse of a suitable interval of time,
the thirteenth patriarch - Prasenajita was born when the period of land of action was just
approaching slowly. He had a life-span of one Pörva. He was 550 D high. His wife was
‘AbhimatÍ’. During his period, the children were born with placental covering.
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“What is this ?” cried the people.

They got afraid of this phenomena and approached their patriarch. He advised them to
remove away the placental-covering. On his advice, after the removal of placental-covering the
people began to safeguard their children with efforts.

It is only after this period that the fourteenth patriarch NÂbhirÂja was born. He had a life-
span of one crore Pörva. He was 525 D high. His wife was ‘MarudevÍ’. During his times, the
navel-duct of children used to be longer. He, therefore, advised the people to cut away this
navel-duct. The enjoyment landers followed his advise. During the period of this fourteenth
patriarch, the wish-fulfilling trees got totally disappeared, the clouds began thundering and
raining and many kinds of medicinal and grain plants began to be seen growing on the earth
naturally. Slowly, the grains and plants grew without sowing all round the earth. The people did
not understand their use and got worried due to pains of hunger on disappearance of the wish-
fulfilling trees. They approached the patriarch NÂbhirÂja and said, “O patriarch, how could we
sustain ourselves without the wish-fulfilling trees. We have become helpless and unfortunate.
Please tell us what are the edibles and what are the non-edibles out of the trees, branches,
sprouts, fruits and seeds etc. which have started growing on the earth?”

NÂbhirÂja listened to them calmly and then, said, “O, gentlemen, the trees are suitable for you
but toxic trees are not suitable for you. You eat the grains, have milk from cows and drink it. There
are trees of sugarcane. Peel them through your teeth or machine and drink their sweet juice.”

Thus, NÂbhirÂja pointed out many methods of sustaining the life and livelihood of the
people and made them happy. He also gave them some vessels made from clay on the temples
of the elephants and also taught them how to do so. During the period of NÂbhirÂja, the wish-
fulfilling trees got totally disappeared. It was only NÂbhirÂja who was the true benefactor of the
people. He was, thus, serving the people like the wish-fulfilling trees. (Please see Table-1 for
details of patriarchs in the end of this book and Table-Numerable Time Units for details about
time units in section two of this book)1.

1. Tiloypannatti-mentions the life-span of patriarchs in terms of one-tenth, one-hundredth
etc. of Palya and their interval in terms of one-eightieth, one-eight hundredth etc. of Palya. In
contrast, MahÂpurÂàa has mentioned the life-span of the first patriarch as one-tenth of Palya. The
life-span of later patriarchs has been stated to be in time units of Amama, Atata  etc. Similarly, their
interval has also been mentioned in terms of innumerable and numerable crores of years etc. These
views have been elaborated in Table-1 in the end of this book. The time units are defined in section-
2 on Exposition of Cosmology and Sciences (KaraàÂnuyoga) of the book.
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Wherefrom Did the Fourteen Patriarchs Arrive

All the fourteen patriarchs from the first ‘Pratiíruti’ to the fourteenth 'NÂbhirÂja' were princes
in the royal families of Videha region in their earlier birth. Even before acquiring right faith, they
bonded the life-span of human destinity of the land of enjoyment through sacred-earning deeds
like donation to the worthy persons and practicing various vows in that birth. Afterwards, they
acquired destructional (kîÂyika) right faith and scriptural knowledge in the vicinity of the Lord
Jinas in Videha region. It is because of all this, that they were born in Bharata region after
completing their life-span there. While many of these patriarchs had the memory of their previous
births, many others had the vision of clairvoyance. That is why, they instructed the beneficial
duties to the people of their own times. They were called ‘Manus’ as they knew the lives of the
people. They were called ‘Kulakaras’ (Patriarchs) because they instructed the people to live
jointly like a family. They were called’ Kuladharas’ (family founders) because they established
many families or lineages. They were also called ‘YugÂdi-puruîa’ (First Men of the Epoch).

Penology of Eleventh to Fourteenth Patriarchs

There was the three word penological system in the days of 11th-14th patriarchs. These
words were-

(1) ‘HÂ’ (Alas), (2) ‘MÂ’ (Don’t do) and      (3)‘Dhik’ (What a shame, Disdain).

The words mean ‘It is regrettable’, ‘Don’t reapeat the crime’ and ‘Shame on you that you
did crime even after instructions’.

THE GREAT PERSONAGES (êALÀKÀ - PURUëAS)

After the Kulakaras, sixty three great personages are born in Bharata region due to its
good fortune. These men are the best of men and renowned world-wide. The sixty three great
personages are known by the following groups :

(1) 24 TÍrthankaras (Jaina Lords).

(2) 12 CakravartÍs (Universal Monarchs, Emperors).

(3) 9 Balabhadras.

(4) 9 NÂrÂyaàas.

(5) 9 Prati-NÂrÂyaàas (Anti-NÂrÂyaàas).
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Twenty-four TÍrthankaras

Bowings to the twenty-four TÍrthankaras who were born in Bharata region of JambödvÍpa.
They are :

(1) äîabhanÂtha (2) AjitanÂtha (3) SambhavanÂtha

(4) AbhinandananÂtha (5) SumatinÂtha (6) PadmaprabhanÂtha

(7) SupÂrîvanÂtha (8) CandraprabhanÂtha (9) PuîpandantanÂtha

(10) êÍtalanÂtha (11) êreyÂnsanÂtha (12) VÂsupöjyanÂtha

(13) VimÂlanÂtha (14) AnantanÂtha (15) DharmanÂtha

(16) êÂntinÂtha (17) KunthönÂtha (18) Ara/ArahanÂtha

(19) MallinÂtha (20) MunisuvratanÂtha (21) NaminÂtha

(22) NeminÂtha (23) PÂrívanÂtha (24) VardhamÂna

They chop off the tree of the world of the liberatable beings (Bhavyas) by the axe of their
knowledge.

Twelve CakravartÍs (Universal Monarchs or Emperors)

In Bharata region the following twelve universal monarchs have been born who were the
victors of the six-sections of this earth (Bharata Kshetra) and whose glory pervaded in the
whole universe :

(1) Bharata (2) Sagara (3) MaghavÂ

(4) SanatkumÂra (5) êÂnti (6) Kunthu

(7) Ara (8) Subhauma (9) Padma

(10) Hariîeàa (11) Jayasena (12) Brahmadatta
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Nine Balabhadras or Baladevas

There have been the following nine Balabhadras in the Bharata region :

(1) Vijaya (2) Acala (3) Sudharma

(3) Suprabha (5) Sudaríana (6) NandÍ

(7) Nandimitra (8) RÂmcandra (9) Padma (Baladeva)

Nine NÂrÂyaàas

There have been nine NÂrÂyaàas in Bharata region. They are said to be the Viîàus. They
are as below :

(1) Tripçîtha (2) Dvi-pçîtha (3) Svayambhö

(4) Puruîottama (5) Puruîa-simha (6) PundarÍka

(7) Datta (8) NÂrÂyaàa (Laxmaàa) (9) êrÍ Kçîàa

Nine Prati-NÂrÂyaàas

There have been nine Prati-nÂrÂyaàs in the Bharata region. They are as below :

(1) AívagrÍva (2) TÂraka (3) Meraka

(4) Madhu-kaitabha (5) Niíumbha (6) Bali

(7) Praharaàa (8) RÂvaàa (9) JarÂsandha

All the above are known as 63 great personages.

Lord äîabhadeva was born to MarudevÍ, the chief queen of the last patriarch NÂbhirÂja.
He was admitted as the first TÍrthankara as well as the 15th patriarch too. The queen YaíasvatÍ
of äîabhadeva gave birth to Bharata, who was Cakravarti as well as a patriarch too. Thus, there
has been a tradition of sixteen patriarchs also (as against the tradition of the fourteen one).

Penology of Bharata Cakravarti

During the days of Bharata Cakravarti, people began to err and commit crimes in large
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numbers. The three-word penology could not serve the purpose to check them. He, therefore,
began the system of awarding physical penalties like binding and killing etc.

First TÍrthankara in the Third Spoke of Time

When the duration of the third spoke had to last only for 84 lac Pörvas, three years and
eight and-a-half months, the chief queen of the last patriarch Maharaja NÂbhirÂja gave birth to
Lord äîabha. When Vçîabhadeva became young, his father got him married with two beautiful
girls named YaíasvatÍ and SunandÂ with the permission of the Lord of deities (Indra).
Lord äîabhadeva had one hundred & one sons named Bharata and BÂhubalÍ etc. and two
daughters named ‘BrÂhmÍ’ and ‘SundarÍ’. The Lord taught the alphabetical scripts like ‘A, À’
etc. to BrÂhmÍ and mathematics of units, tens etc. to SundarÍ. Afterwards, he made all of his
sons skilled in all kinds of learnings, sacred texts and science of arms etc.

Lord äîabhadeva became known as Lord PrajÂpati (Protector of people) because he
instructed the people to earn livelihood by six-fold professions like warriorship, writing work
and agriculture etc. The Lord established a similar system of work in his times as was there in
Videha region. He established three groups of people named as (1) Kîatriyas (Warriors) ,
(2) Vaiíyas (Businessmen) and (3) êödras (Labourers, Menials) . He also started the system of
marriage etc. He instructed about the royal or political system to four persons like Akampana
and others and appointed them on the position of MahÂrÂjÂ (Great king). It is due to all this that
he was called by the name of Àdi-BrahmÂ (The first Creator), YugÂdi-puruîa (the first
Creator of the era), VidhÂtÂ (God) and so on.

Later on, he became a Digambara Muni (naked i.e. possessionless ascetic) to manifest and
attain salvation (from the world). When he got initiated, 4000 kings also got initiated along
with him. But they got demoralized because they could not bear the troubles of hunger and
thirst etc. They, then, started many heretic systems. After some time, Cakravarti Bharata created
a new group in the society by the name of BrÂhmaàa. These four groups are called classes or
castes (Varàa or JÂti) which are prevalent even today.

Lord äîabhadeva has been followed by twenty three other TÍrthankaras from Lord AjitanÂtha
to Lord MahÂvÍra making up a series of twenty-four TÍrthankaras.

Because of the defect of the epoch of extra-ordinary events (HundÂvasarpiàÍ),
Lord äîabhadeva was born in the third spoke. The rest of the TÍrthankaras were born in
the fourth spoke.
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(d) Commencement of the Fourth Spoke of Penury-cum-Plentitude

The fourth spoke of time named DuîamÂ-SuîamÂ (penury-cum-plentitude) commenced
when three years and eight and-a-half months had elasped after the liberation of Lord
Vçîabhadeva. In the beginning of this spoke, the life-span was one Pörva-koti and the number
of bones in the back-side of the body was forty-eight. The height of the body was 525 D. The
duration of this spoke was one koÅÂ-koÅÍ SÂgara less by forty two thousand years.

After the salvation of Lord äîabhadeva and after a lapse of fifty-lac crore SÂgaras  the
second TÍrthankara Lord AjitanÂtha attained liberation. After his salvation and with a gap
of thirty lac crores of SÂgaras the third TÍrthankara Lord SambhavanÂtha attained salvation.
The fourth TÍrthankara Lord AbhinandananÂtha attained salvation with a gap of ten lac
crores of SÂgaras after the salvation of TÍrthankara Lord SambhavanÂtha. The fifth TÍrthankara
Lord SumatinÂtha attained salvation with a gap of nine lac crores of SÂgaras after the salvation
of the fourth TÍrthankara . Afterwards, the sixth TÍrthankara Lord PadmaprabhanÂtha
attained salvation with a gap of ninety thousand crores of SÂgaras. This was followed by the
salvation of the seventh TÍrthankara Lord SupÂrívanÂtha with a gap of nine thousand
crores of SÂgaras. The eigthth TÍrthankara Lord CandraprabhanÂtha attained salvation
after a gap of 900 crore SÂgaras.The ninth TÍrthankara Lord PuîpadantanÂtha attained
salvation after a gap of ninety crore SÂgaras. The tenth TÍrthankara Lord êÍtalanÂtha attained
salvation after a gap of nine crore SÂgaras. The eleventh TÍrthankara Lord êreyÂnsanÂtha
attained salvation after a gap of 3373900 SÂgaras (or after one crore SÂgaras less by sixty six
lac twenty six thousand hundred SÂgaras). This followed the salvation of the twelfth TÍrthankara
Lord VÂsupöjyanÂtha after a gap of 54 SÂgaras. The thirteenth TÍrthankara Lord
VimalanÂtha attained salvation after a gap of thirty SÂgaras. After a lapse of nine SÂgaras, the
fourteenth TÍrthankara Lord AnantanÂtha attained salvation. The fifteenth TÍrthankara
Lord DharmanÂtha attained salvation with a gap of four SÂgaras after it. The sixteenth
TÍrthankara Lord êÂntinÂtha attained salvation with a gap of three SÂgaras less by 3/4 Palya
after the salvation of his predecessor. Lord KunthönÂthÂ attained salvation with a gap of
half-a-Palya on attaining the salvation by his predecessor. The eighteenth TÍrthankara Lord
ArahanÂtha attained salvation with a gap of one-fourth of Palya less by one crore of years.
Lord MallinÂtha attained salvation after a lapse of one thousand crore years followed by the
salvation of Lord MunisuvratanÂtha after a lapse of 54 lac years. The twenty-first
TÍrthankara Lord NaminÂtha attained salvation after a gap of six lac years of salvation of
his predecessor. The twenty-second TÍrthankara Lord NeminÂtha attained salvation after a
gap of five lac years on attaining salvation by his predecessor. The twenty-third TÍrthankara
Lord PÂrívanÂtha attained salvation after a gap of 83750 years on salvation of his predeces-
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sor. This followed the salvation of Lord MahÂvÍra - the twenty-fourth TÍrthankara after a
gap of 250 years on attaining the salvation by his predecessor. At this time, a period of three
years and eight-and-half months were there for the commencement of the fifth spoke.

The Period of Uprooting or Interception (Vyucchitti) of the Religious Order

There has been the absence of the religious order during the period of seven TÍrthankaras
starting from the ninth TÍrthankara Lord PuîpadantanÂtha and ending upto the fifteenth
TÍrthankara Lord DharmanÂtha. The tradition of religion has been continuously running during
the periods of the remaining seventeen TÍrthankaras (i.e. from 1-8 and from 16-24).

During the religious order of Lord PuîpadantanÂtha, there has been absence of religiosity
for a period of quarter of a Palya. In other words, there were no people for initiation resulting
in the setting of the sun of the religion. There has been uprooting of religion for a period of-

(i) Half-a-Palya during the religious order of Lord êÍtalanÂtha.

(ii) Three-quarters of Palya during the religious order of Lord êreyÂnsanÂtha.

(iii) One Palya during the religious order of Lord VÂsupöjyanÂtha.

(iv) Three quarters of a Palya during the religious order of Lord VimalanÂtha.

(v) Half a-Palya during the religious order of Lord AnantanÂtha and

(vi) A quarter of a Palya during the religious order of Lord DharmanÂtha.

There have been the above seven uprooting periods of the religious order due to the effect
of the epoch of extraordinary events (HundÂvasarpiàÍ).

(e) The Fifth Spoke of Penury

The fifth spoke of time-wheel commenced after three years and eight and-a-half months
on attaining salvation by Lord MahÂvÍra. It is named as the spoke of Penury (DuîamÂ). In its
beginning, the people have a life-span of one hundred and twenty years. Their body height is
seven Hastas, H (1 H ~ 1.5 ft.; 10.5 ft ~ 320.50 cm). There are twenty four bones in the back
side of the body.
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RELIGIOUS ORDER

(1) Omniscients (KevalÍ) : The day Lord MahÂvÍra attained salvation, his chief-disciple
(Gaàadhara) Gautama acquired omniscience. The day Gautama attained salvation, SudharmÂ
SvÂmÍ gained omniscience. On his salvation, Jambö SvÂmÍ became omniscient. After the sal-
vation of Jambö SvÂmÍ, there was no adjunct omniscient(Anubaddha KevalÍ). The period be-
tween attaining the omniscience by Gautama and salvation of JambösvÂmÍ is sixty two years.

The last of the omniscients was êrÍdhara who attained salvation at Kundalagiri. The last
sage with extraordinary power of sky movement was ‘SupÂríva Candra’. Vajrayaía was the
last of the PrajnÂíramaàa sages. The ascetic êrÍ was the last of the clairvoyants. The last of the
crowned king who got Jinistic initiation (Jina DÍkîÂ) was Candragupta. Afterwards, no crowned
king was initiated.

(2) Five Scriptural Omniscients (êrutakevalis) : In the ford of MahÂvÍra and after the
salvation of JambösvamÍ, there have been five ‘fourteen pre-canon-proficients’ (Caudaha PörvÍ).
They had full knowledge of DvÂdaíÂnga (twelve prime or primary scriptures) also and, thus,
were scriptural omniscients. They are : (i) Nandi, (ii) Nandimitra, (iii) AparÂjita, (iv) Govardhana
and (v) BhadrabÂhu. Their total period is one hundred years.

(3) Eleven Ten-Pre-Canonists (DaíapörvÍs) : There have been eleven saints who were
proficient in eleven primary canonical scriptures (Angas) and ten pre-canons. They are, thus,
called ‘ten-pre-canon-proficients.’ They are : (i) ViíakhÂcÂrya, (ii) Proîthila, (iii) Kîatriya,
(iv) Jaya, (v) NÂgasena, (vi) SiddhÂrtha, (vii) dhçtisena, (viii) Vijaya, (ix) Buddhila, (x) Ganga
deva and (xi) Dharmasena. Traditionally, their total period is one hundred eighty two years.
There were no Ten-pre-canonists after them due to change of times.

(4) Five Eleven-Canonical Scripturists (AngadhÂrÍs) : There have been five ÀcÂryas
who were proficient in eleven primary canonical scriptures. They are : (i) Nakîatra Muni,
(ii) JaipÂla, (iii) PÂndu, (iv) Dhruvasena and (v) KansÂrya. Their total period is 220 years.
There has been no eleven-canonical scripturists after them.

(5) Four ÀcÂrÂnga-proficients (Proficient in the Text on Monastic Conduct) : There
have been four saint-scholars who were proficient in the first primary canonical scripture of
ÀcÂrÂnga. They are : (i) Subhadra, (ii) Yaíobhadra, (iii) YaíobÂhu and (iv) LohÂrya. Their
total period is 118 years. There has been no pre-canon-proficient or canonical scriptures-profi-
cient after the samÂdhÍ of the last of these ÀcÂranga-proficients.
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The total period from Gautama to the last ÀcÂrÂnga - proficient is 683 years as below :

62 + 100 + 183 + 220 + 118 = 683.

After these saint scholars, the other saints were proficient only in part of the eleven
primary canonical scriptures and fourteen pre-canons.

The Religious Order by the End of the Fifth Spoke of Time Wheel

The scriptural tradition, which is the root cause of maintaining religiosity, will continue
upto 20,317 years in the fifth spoke. It will be uprooted afterwards due to the change of times.
This means that the fifth spoke of time has a duration of 21000 years (20317 + 683). The Jaina
religion will continue upto 20,317 years obtained by deducting 683 years from the total of
21000 years. During this remaining period, there will the continuity of the Caturvidha Sangha
(a group of four types of Jaina ascetics-Muni, ÀryikÂ, êrÂvaka, êrÂvikÂ). The people of these
times will be mostly non-humble, ill-talented, jealous, full of seven fears and eight prides,
quarrelsome, cruel, angry, passioned and associated with three stings (êalyas-deceit, wrongness
and future desires) and three prides (GÂravas) of prosperity, pleasure and calumny.

The Royal Tradition / Successions

When Lord Mahavira attained salvation, PÂlaka - the son of AvantÍ was coronated. His
rule lasted for sixty years. Afterwards, the kings of Vijaya lineage ruled for 155 years. They
were followed by the rule of the kings of Marunda lineage for the next forty years. Puîyamitra,
then, ruled for thirty years. He was followed by the rule of Vasumitra and Agnimitra for sixty
years. Then, Gandharva ruled for one hundred years, NarvÂhana ruled for forty years and the
Àndhras (Bhçtyas)  ruled for two hundred forty two years. Later, the kings of Gupta lineage
ruled for two hundred and thirty one years.

Birth of Kalki and His Deeds

After the rule of the above lineages, the king Kalki was born. He was the son of the king
Indra. Kalki was named as ‘Caturmukha’. He had a life-span of seventy years and the period of
his rule was forty-two years. Thus, the period between the salvation of Lord MahÂvÍra and the
rule of Kalki turns out to be one thousand years as below :

60 + 155 + 40 + 30 + 60 + 100 + 40 + 242 + 231 + 42 = 1000 years.

Kalki was coronated two hundred seventy five years after the period of ÀcÂrÂnga proficients:
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683 + 275 + 42 = 1000 years.

When six hundred five years and five months were elapsed after the salvation of Lord
MahÂvÍra, there has been a êaka king named ‘Vikrama’ as per TrilokasÂra verse 851. The first
Kalki was born after the lapse of 394 years and seven months after Vikrama :

605 + 394 + 1 (5+7 months) = 1000 years.

The king Kalki mastered over his Janapadas (Districts) of the kingdom and became greedy
and unjust - so much so that he began to demand the first morsel offered to the saints in their
ÀhÂra (food) as a tax. Under this condition, the saints moved without food by offering the tax
and taking the point that ‘it is the time of obstructions (antrÂyas).’ At that time, one of the
saints acquires clairvoyance. Afterwards, some AsurakumÂra (Mansional) deity learns through
his clairvoyance that the saints are being inflicted upon. He presumes that the king is anti-
religious, so he kills Kalki. The son of Kalki, Ajitanjaya requests the deity to protect him and
bows to him by falling on his feet. The deity protects him and asks him to rule religiously.
Afterwards, there is right religious prosperity for a period of two years. It goes on decreasing
gradually due to the effect of the change of times.

Thus, there is one Kalki after every one thousand years and an Upa-Kalki after each five
hundred years. During the period of each Kalki, a saint of the fifth spoke acquires clairvoyance
and there is gradual decrease in the strength of Caturvidha Sangha. During the period of Kalki,
many kinds of people are seen who have bonded the sinful karmas in their prebirth. They are
CandÂlas, êabaras, êvapcas, KirÂtas etc. (aboriginals) and also poor, helpless, cruel, infested
with many kinds of diseases, holding alms-bowls and worried by movement to other countries.

The Birth of the Last Kalki and His Deeds

There is a gradual decrease in religiosity, life-span and body height in the fifth spoke of
time wheel. In the end, there is the birth of the twenty first Kalki of anti-religious nature. There
will be a saint named 'VÍrÂngaja', a Jaina female ascetic (ÀryikÂ) named ‘SarvaírÍ', and a
votary (êrÂvaka) and votaress (êrÂvikÂ) named as Agnidatta and PanguírÍ, respectively in his
period. The Kalki will master over his sub-ordinate Janapadas and ask his ministers, “Is there
any person in my kingdom who may not be under my subjugation ?”

The Ministers will, then, respond, “O Lord, there is one saint who is not subdued to you.”

The Kalki will, then, ask the ministers,” “Tell me who is that arrogant saint?”
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The ministers will, then, say, “ O Lord, the saint follows the vows of non-violence etc.
totally, he does not have any possessions. He takes the particular purified (prÂsuka) food in his
hand bowl unobstructively in the mid-day time in the houses of others to sustain his body (and
life).” On hearing this, the Kalki will ask, find out personally, where does that sinful saint
avowed with non-violence go for taking food? You take his first morsel (mouthful, grÂsa) of
food as a tax for me.

Afterwards, the saint will immediately offer the first mouthful to the minister when demanded
and will go away without taking food presuming this point as an interruption (antrÂya) in food.
He will also acquire clairvoyance. The saint will, then, call  ÀryikÂ 'SarvaírÍ', the votary
‘Agnidatta’ and the votaress, ‘PanguírÍ' and tell them with pleasure, “O great souls, the end of
the fifth spoke of time-wheel is very near. The life-span of yours and mine is to last only for
three more days and this is the last Kalki of this spoke.” Then, all the four people will renounce
the four-types of foods and other possessions for life-long and undertake the vow of holy death
(samÂdhÍ). They will have their holy death on the fifteenth day of the dark half of the month of
KÂrtika (Oct.-Nov.), when the sun will rise in the constellation of SvÂti.

After holy death, the saint VÍrÂngaja will be born in the Saudharma heaven with a life-
span of one SÂgara. The rest of the three will also be born there with a life-span of a little
more than a Palya. The same day, an AsurakumÂra (Mansional) deity of better class, getting
angry over the incident, will kill the king Kalki in the noon. The fire will also be destroyed
at the sun-set.

Thus, the twenty one Kalkis and the same number of Upakalkis take rebirth in the first
hell of GhammÂ (RatnaprabhÂ) with a life-span of one SÂgara due to their anti-religious minds
and actions.

(f) The Sixth Spoke of Extreme Penury

The sixth spoke of time-wheel of extreme penury (Ati-duîamÂ) begins after three years,
8.5 months of the above incident. This spoke is highly rough i.e. unfavourable. In the beginning
of this spoke, the height of the body is 3-3.5 Hastas (5-6 ft.), the number of bones in the back
side of the body is twelve and maximum life-span is twenty years. The foods of the people in
this spoke are roots, fruits and fish etc. The people are unable to see clothes, trees and
houses etc. Hence, all the people are naked and have no houses to live in. They move in
forests. They have a smoky colour of their body. They behave like animals. They are cruel,
deaf, blind, one-eyed, dumb, poor, full of anger, ugly, miserable and uncivilised. They have
irregular (Hunadaka SansthÂna), hunch-backed and dwarf configurations of their body. They
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are always worried with many types of diseases and pains. They are highly passioned, deluded
and most sinful by their agitating nature. They do not have family, friends, sons and wives etc.
Their body is foul-smelling. Their hairs are infested with many kinds of small insects as lice
etc. They are highly foolish.

In this spoke, only those beings take birth here who arrive from their pre-birth of infernal
and sub-human destinity. Also, they are reborn in terrific hells and sub-humans after death.
The life-span, body height & strength etc. gradually decrease with the passage of time here.
Who is capable of describing their miserable life in words ?

The Time of Dissolution of the Universe (Pralaya KÂla)

When twenty one thousand years  less by forty nine days are passed in this sixth spoke,
the period of fierce and terrific destruction of the living beings commences. At that time, there
blows a deep-sounding and terrific hurricane for a week which results in destroying and uprooting
of trees, mountains and rocks. Their uprooting causes deep sadness among the human and sub-
human beings and they begin pathetic weeping for clothes and residence.

During this period, numerable differently and total seventy two pairs enter the area
between the platforms of the rivers of GangÂ and Sindhu and VijayÂrdha forests. Besides,
the deities and VidyÂdharas (proficient in various superpowers by birth) feel compassion
for human and sub-human beings and carry numerable of them to the protected places like
the above.

Seven Kinds of Rains

At the end of the sixth spoke of time-wheel, the clouds pour out the rains of vile things
like (1) very cold water, (2) alkaline water, (3) toxic fluids, (4) smoke (5) dust, (6) thunderbolt
and (7) fire-flames to be seen with difficulty each for a seven-day period. Thus, the rains of the
mattergies transformed into the above seven forms continue for forty-nine days.

These rains destroy the remaining human beings etc. in the world. The earth infested with
toxic fluids and burnt by the rains of fire-flames gets powdered up to one Yojana below the
surface level as per Tiloya Paààatti, Chap-4 verse 1551.

Thus, one Yojana of land located over the Citra earth in the Àryan section of the Bharata
region gets burnt and destroyed due to the above kinds of rains. The upper part of the land of
the Àryan section turns into non-aggregated form due to the rains of thunderbolt and fire and
flies away up to the end of the universe.
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When this happens, the Àryan section starts shining as mirror plane like the other lands
and it gets devoid of dust and mud. The human beings present there (protected in the caves of
VijayÂrdha mountain etc.) have a height of one Hasta (~1.5 ft.), life-span of 15-16 years and a
gradually decreasing potency etc.

Thus, the description of the six spokes of time-wheel of the devolution epoch concludes here.

Present Period

At this time, there is the fifth spoke of the devolution epoch of time wheel at this Bharata
Kîetra of Àryakhand. More than two thousand five hundred years have elapsed since the salvation
of the last TÍrthankara Lord MahÂvÍra. There are eighteen thousand and five hundred years still to
go. Afterwards, there will be the beginning of the sixth spoke of time wheel.

Changes in the Six Spokes of Time Wheel in the Evolution Epoch (UtsarpiàÍ
Epoch)

After the completion of all the six spokes of devolution epoch, the pleasing epoch of
Evolution will begin. It also has six spokes namely (1) Extreme Penury, (2) Penury,
(3) Penury-cum-plentitude, (4) Plentitude-cum-penury, (5) Plentitude and (6) Extreme Plentitude.
This epoch also has a duration of ten KoÅÂkoÅi SÂgaras like the devolution epoch. During this
epoch, the height, life-span and potency of the living beings gradually increase every day.

The Spoke of Extreme Penury (Ati-duîamÂ)

At the beginning of the Evolution epoch, the Puîkara clouds shower down the comfort
producing water on earth, parched with fire flames and thunderbolts, for seven days. This rain
results in its cooling. The Kîira meghas (Milky clouds), then, shower down the milky water for
seven days resulting in the earth being full of it with good shine. Afterwards, the Amçta-
meghas (Nectar-clouds) shower down the sweet water or nectar on the earth for seven days
resulting into the growth of plants like creepers and clusters. Later, the Rasa-meghas (clouds of
juice) shower down the divine juices on earth for seven days resulting in plants etc. being tasty.
At this time, the juicy earth becomes full of grainy and medicinal plants and varied kinds of
taste and smell appear in them.

When the protected human and subhuman beings begin enjoying this good and cold smell,
they come out of their caves. At that time, they are naked and behave like animals. When they
become worried with hunger, they eat the fruits, roots and leaves etc. of the trees. The life-span
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in the first part of this spoke is 15-16 years, the height is one Hasta (~1.5 ft.). Afterwards, their
age etc. begin gradually increasing with the change of times. The life-span, radiance, intelli-
gence, arms-strength, body-height and qualities of patience and forbearance etc. gradually and
naturally begin improving every time. Thus, when twenty one thousand years are passed, the
spoke of extreme penury gets completed in this Bharata region.

The Spoke of Penury (DuîamÂ)

On completion of the first evolution spoke, the second spoke of penury commences.
During this spoke of time, upto the period of 20,000 years, the food intake of the human and
subhuman beings is similar to the fifth spoke of devolution epoch. At the beginning of this
spoke of time, the maximum life-span of the living beings is twenty years, their height is 3-3.5
Hastas (~5-6 ft.).

The Birth of Patriarchs (Kulakaras)

When one thousand years are to go for completion of this spoke there will be the beginning
of the birth of fourteen Kulakaras at Bharata Kîetra. Their names will be : (1) Kanaka,
(2) Kanakaprabha, (3) KanakarÂja, (4) Kanakadhvaja, (5) Kanakapungava, (6) Nalina,
(7) Nalinaprabha, (8) Nalina-rÂja, (9) Nalinadhavaja, (10) Nalinapungava, (11) Padmaprabha,
(12) PadmarÂja, (13) Padmadhvaja and (14) Padma-pungava. Out of these, the first patriarch will
have a height of 4 Hastas (~ 6 ft.) and the last patriarch will have a height of seven Hastas (~ 10.5 ft.).

In the period of these Patriarchs, there is no good fire despite many kinds of grains and medicinal
plants. On being approached by the humble people, the patriarchs advise them, “You prepare fire by
rubbing and cook the grains on the fire. Also, you get married and enjoy your family and friends at
your will”. The people, whom the patriarchs advise in the above way, are highly uncivilised. It has to
be noted here that the custom of marriage starts in the days of the partiarch Padmapungava.

The Spoke of Penury-Cum-Plentitude (DuîamÂ-SuîamÂ)

After the end of the second spoke, the third spoke of penury-cum-plentitude appears. In
the beginning, the height of the people is seven Hastas (~10.5 ft.) and the life-span is one
hundred twenty years. At this time, bones of the back side are twenty four. The human beings
have bodies of five colours. They observe humility, shame and propriety of conduct. They are
fully satisfied and well-off people.

In this spoke only, there are twenty four TÍrthankaras. Out of them, the first TÍrthankara
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is the son of the fourteenth patriarch. From his times, there is a development of tendency like
that existing in Videha region or the fourth spoke of the devolution epoch.

Names of Twenty four TÍrthankaras of the Future

There will be twenty four TÍrthankaras in the future epoch of time. There names are as below:

(1) MahÂpadma (2) Suradeva (3) SupÂríva

(4) Svayamprabha (5) Sarvaprabha (6) Devasuta

(7) Kulasuta (8) Udanka (9) Proîthila

(10) JayakÍrti (11) Munisuvrata (12) Ara

(13) ApÂpa (14) NiîkaîÂya (15) Vipula

(16) Nirmala (17) Citragupta (18) SamÂdhigupta

(19) Svayambhö (20) Anivçtti (21) Jaya

(22) Vimala (23) DevapÂla (24) AnantavÍrya

Out of these, the first TÍrthankara will have a body height of 7 H (~ 10.5 ft.) and a life-
span of 116 years, while the last TÍrthankara will have a body height of 500 D and the life-span
of a Pörva-koti years.

Names of the Future TÍrthankaras  in their Third Earlier Rebirth

The venerables, binding the world-round praiseworthy karmic nature of TÍrthankara
physique-making karma in the third earlier birth, had their names as below :

(1) êreàika (2) SupÂríva (3) Udanka

(4) Proîthila (5) Kçtasöya (6) Kîatriya

(7) PÂvila (8) êankha (9) Nanda

(10) Sunanda (11) êaíÂnka (12) Sevaka

(13) Premaka (14) Atoraàa (15) Raivata
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(16) Kçîàa (17) BalarÂma (18) Bhagali

(19) Vigali (20) DvÍpÂyana (21) MÂàavaka

(22) NÂrada (23) Suröpadatta (24) Satyakiputra (Rudra)

All of them were born in royal families.

Twelve CakravartÍs of the Future

The twelve CakravartÍs, who will take birth during the period of the future TÍrthankaras'
period, will be named as below :

(1) Bharata (2) DÍrghadanta (3) Muktadanta

(4) Gödhadanta (5) êrÍîeàa (6) êrÍbhöti

(7) êrÍkÂnta (8) Padma (9) MahÂpadma

(10) CitravÂhana (11) Vimala-vÂhana (13) Ariîtasena

Nine Balbhadras of the Future

There will be nine Balabhadras in the future named as below :

(1) Candra (2) MahÂcandra (3) Candradhara

(4) Varacandra (5) Sinhacandra (6) Haricandra

(7) êrÍcandra (8) Pöràacandra (9) Sucandra

The persons are born as Balabhadras due to the earning of sacred karmas (puàya) without
any future desires (NidÂna) in their earlier birth.

Nine NÂrÂyaàas of the Future

There will be nine NÂrÂyaàas in the future named as below :

(1) NandÍ (2) Nandimitra (3) Nandibhöti

(4) Nandiîeàa (5) Bala (6) MahÂbala

(7) Atibala (8) Tripçîtha (9) Dvipçîtha

They will be younger brothers of Balabhadras.
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The Nine Prati-NÂrÂyaàas of the Future

There will be nine Prati-NÂrÂyanas in the future who are named as below :

(1) êrÍkanòha (2) Harikanòha (3) NÍlakanòha

(4) Aívakanòha (5) Sukanòha (6) êikhikanòha

(7) AívagrÍva (8) HayagrÍva (9) Mayöra-grÍva

They will be the enemies of the NÂrÂyaàas.

The above sixty-three êalÂkÂ Puruîas will be born in this third spoke of the evolution
epoch which has a duration of one KoÅÂkoÅÍ SÂgaras less by 42000 years. In the end of this
spoke, the life-span of the people will be one Pörva-koti years. Their height will be 525 D.
They will have sixty four bones in the back-side of the body. The males and females of this
spoke of time will be as beautiful as male and female divinities.

Plentitude-cum-Penury Spoke of Time (SuîamÂ-DuîamÂ)

After the third spoke is over, the fourth spoke of plentitude-cum-penury begins. In the
beginning of this spoke, the people have a life-span of one Pörva-koti years. Their height is 500
D. Their life-span, height and strength gradually increase as the time passes. The wish-fulfilling
tress (Kalpavçkîas) also start growing in this spoke.

At this time, the earth is known as ‘minimal land of enjoyment’ (Jaghanya Bhoga-bhömi).
In the end of this kind of land of enjoyment, the men have a life-span of one Palya, they have a
body height of one Kosa (~2 miles) and the colour of their body is like the Priyangu fruit. The
wish-fulfilling trees yield the materials for enjoyment. The lands of enjoyment have been
described while giving the details of the devolution epoch. The duration of this fourth spoke is
2 KoÅÂkoÅi SÂgaras.

The Fifth Spoke of Plentitude (SuîamÂ)

After the end of the fourth spoke, the fifth spoke of plentitude starts. At the beginning of
this spoke, the life-span etc. of the human and sub-human beings is similar to that of the people
of medial (Madhyama) lands of enjoyment. In other words, the life-span starts from one Palya
and gradually increases upto two Palya. Similarly, the body-height also increases from one
Kosa to two Kosas (~ 4 miles) in the end. These males and females have a face like full moon,
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they are extremely humble and well-in-conduct observance. They have one hundred twenty
eight bones in the back side. The duration of this spoke is three KoÅÂkoÅÍ SÂgaras.

The Sixth Spoke of Extreme Plentitude (SuîamÂ-SuîamÂ)

The sixth spoke of extreme plentitude starts after the end of the fifth spoke of time. In the
beginning of this spoke, the life-span etc. of the people are as per early descriptions. Because of
the change of times, the life-span of the human and subhuman beings goes on increasing up to
three Palyas & height becomes 3 Kosas, their body colour is like the rising sun and the bones
of their back side increase up to two hundred and fifty six. At that time, the earth becomes
known as supreme or maximal (Uttama) land of enjoyment. The enjoyment landers are en-
riched with the power of proteation (VikriyÂ) to create large family and enjoy their lives. The
duration of this spoke is four KoÅÂkoÅÍ SÂgaras.

Thus, the changes in the six spokes of the Evolution epoch get completed. This follows
the epoch of devolution and so on in a regular cyclic way.

The Regions of Six-fold Time- Spoke Changes

There are infinite-times-infinite six-spoked epochs of Devolution and Evolution in the
Àryan section of the Bharata and AirÂvata regions of JambödvÍpa like the maxim of Persian
wheel of water pots for drawing water from the well. (Persian wheel, Araha-ghatikÂ NyÂya).

The Epoch of Extra-Ordinary Events (HundÂvasarpiàÍ)

There appears an epoch of extraordinary events after the lapse of the tradition of innumerable
devolution and evolution epochs or Aeons. The epoch of extraordinary event is marked by the
following special events :

(1) There are rains etc. and birth of the deficient-sensed beings even when there is some
more time to go for completion of the third spoke of devolution epoch.

(2) In the same third spoke, there is the loss of the wish-fulfilling trees and beginning of
activities related with the lands of action (Karmabhömis).

(3) In the same period, the first TÍrthankara and the first CakravartÍ are also born.

(4) Due to the effect of this epoch, there is break in the victory mission of the CakravartÍs.
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(5) The CakravartÍ also creates a new caste of BrÂhmanas in the society in this spoke.

(6) In this spoke of this epoch, there are only fifty-eight êalÂkÂ Puruîas (instead of 63 as
in normal third spoke of devolution epoch).

(7) There is discontinuity of religiosity in the religious order of seven TÍrthankaras from
ninth to sixteenth in this spoke.

(8) In this spoke, eleven Rudras and quarrel-loving nine NÂradas are also born.

(9) In this epoch, there are inflictions on the seventh, twenty-third and the last twenty-
fourth TÍrthankaras.

(10) In the third, fourth and fifth spokes of this epoch, the varied kinds of people also
become visible. They are cruel and sinner false gods (Ku-deva) and falsely guised beings (Ku-
lingÍ). They are trouble-shooters for good religiosity.

(11) There are many low status aboriginal castes like CandÂlas, êabaras, KirÂtas and
êvapacas etc. taking birth in this epoch. There are 42 Kalkis and Upa-Kalkis.

(12) There are many varieties of calamity like overrains, no-rains, earthquakes, thunderbolt
falls and the like in the epoch of extraordinary events.

Eleven Rudras

The eleven Rudras having proficiency in primary canonical scriptures have taken birth
during the periods of different TÍrthankaras. Their names are given below :

(1) BhimÂvalÍ (2) Jitaíatru (3) Rudra

(4) VaiívÂnara (5) Supratiîtha (6) Acala

(7) PundarÍka (8) Ajitandhara (9) AjitanÂbhi

(10) PÍtha (11) SÂtyaki-putra.

The first of these Rudras was born during the period of the first TÍrthankara
Lord VçîabhanÂtha. Jitaíatru-the second was born during the period of second TÍrthankara
Lord AjitanÂtha. The later seven Rudras were born serially during the periods of the seven
TÍrthankaras from Lord SuvidhinÂtha onwards. The tenth Rudra was born during the period of
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Lord êÂntinÂtha and the last SÂtyakiputra was born during the period of Lord MahÂvÍra. All the
Rudras got derailed from their austerities due to sensualism during their studies of the tenth
pre-canon. They got devoid of the gem of righteousness and went to terrific hells. Please see
the details about the Rudras in Table-9 in the end of the book.

Nine NÂradas

The nine NÂradas are :

(1) BhÍma (2) MahÂbhÍma (3) Rudra

(4) MahÂrudra (5) KÂla (6) MahÂkÂla

(7) Durmukha (8) Narakamukha (9) Adhomukha.

All these NÂradas are terrific and make troubles and cause weeping to others. They are the
treasure house of sins. All the NÂradas are fond of quarrels and wars. That is why, they have
gone to hells like the VÂsudevas.

Twenty four KÂma-devas (Cupid-like Men)

There have been twenty four KÂma-devas during the period of twenty four TÍrthankaras.
They have an incomparable face and personality. Their names are as below :

(1) Lord BÂhubalÍ (2) Amitateja (3) êrÍdhara

(4) Yaíobhadra (5) Prasenajita (6) Candravaràa

(7) Agnimukti (8) SanatkumÂra (9) VatsarÂja

(10) Kanakaprabha (11) Siddhavaràa (12) êantinÂtha

(13) KunthunÂtha (14) ArahanÂtha (15) VijayarÂja

(16) êrÍcandra (17) Nala, the king (18) HanumÂna

(19) Balagaja (20) Vasudeva (21) Pradyumna

(22) NÂgakumÂra (23) êrÍpÂla (24) JambösvÂmi
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Out of them, SanatkumÂra was a CakravartÍ, while êÂntinÂtha, KuntunÂtha, ArahÂnatha
were TÍrthankaras as well as CakravartÍs.

It is admitted that the TÍrthankaras (24), their parents (48),  CakravartÍs (12), Balbhadras (9),
NÂrÂyaàas (9), Rudras (11), NÂradas (9), KÂmadevas (24) and Patriarchs (14) are liberatable
personages and they attain salvation either in the same birth or in few rebirths. The TÍrthankaras
attain salvation in the same birth as a rule. There is no such rule for other categories of the
above personages.

Upto here, there are the details of the cyclic arrangement of Universe as per Jaina System.
This is the subject of the Exposition of Cosmology and Sciences (KaràÂnuyoga) with respect to
the change of eras. However, it is also included in the exposition of Biographies to understand
it properly.

THE TÊRTHANKARAS

When the personality like a TÍrthankara is conceived, the lord of wealth (Mammon, Kubera)
showers 3.5 crores of gems daily by the order of the lord of deities (Indra) even before six
months of his conception. Thus, there is rains of gems and gold for fifteen months - six months
prior to conception and nine months of post conception. When there is conception, the mother
sees sixteen dreams in the last Prehara-hours (~ 3-4 a.m.) of the night. The mother comes to the
royal court in the morning and tells her husband about the dreams. She asks about the interpre-
tation of the dreams. The king interprets them through his clairvoyance (AvadhijnÂna) and tells
her the interpretation.

The Interpretation of Sixteen Dreams

The leader of the royal court i.e. the king points out that :

(1) By seeing the AirÂvata elephant, you will have a superb son.

(2) By seeing the white superb bull, your son will earn name and fame throughout the world.

(3) By seeing a lion, the son will have infinite strength.

(4) By seeing a pair of garlands, your son will be a TÍrthankara.

(5) By seeing the goddess of wealth (LaxmÍ), your  son will be anointed by the divinities
on the top of the Sumeru mountain.
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(6) By seeing the moon, he will be offering pleasure to all the living beings.

(7) By seeing the Sun, he will have shining radiance.

(8) By seeing two sacred pitchers, he will acquire many kinds of treasures.

(9) By seeing the pair of fish, he will be highly happy.

(10) By seeing the pond, he will be enriched with many auspicious marks and meritorious qualities.

(11) By seeing the Ocean, he will be the omniscient.

(12) By seeing the throne, he will be the great teacher of the universe and will gain its kingdom.

(13) By seeing the empyrean plane (VimÂna), he will arrive from the heavens to be conceived.

(14) By seeing the abode of  NÂgendra, he will have the vision of the clairvoyance.

(15) By seeing the glittering heap of gems, he will be the treasure house of superb qualities.

(16) By seeing the smokeless fire, he will be burning the karmic fuel by self.

In addition, the entry of the bull in your mouth in dream means that the Venerable
TÍrthankara will be embodied in your womb.

The queen-mother is thrilled with pleasure by listening to the interpretation of her dreams.
At the time of conception, the Lord Venerable transmigrationally arrives from the heavens and
stands located in the womb of the mother like a gem in the cavity of an oyster shell. There are
certain signs appearing in the abodes of all the deity-lords of heavens. They interpret them as
the indication of the conception of the Venerable. They come to the city of the parents of the
TÍrthankara and circumambulate the city and offer their bowings to the parents of the TÍrthankara.
They celebrate the occasion in many ways through the festivity of music and dances and return
back to their heavenly abodes. From this time onwards, six virgin female divinities (DikkumÂrÍs)
named êçi, HçÍ, Dhçti, KÍrti, Buddhi and Laxmi live with the mother to serve her all the times
with the command of the lord of heavens (Indra). They try to keep the mother always happy
through eulogies, religious discourses and other pleasing activities.

As soon as the TÍrthankara is born, the seats of lords of divinities (Indras) begin to
tremble. Their crowns are automatically bent. There is flower-showers from the wish-fulfilling
trees. At that time, the sounds of (i) bells, (ii) roaring of lion, (iii) kettledrums & of
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(iv) conches start in the heavenly abodes of empyreans (KalpavÂsÍ), astrals, peripatetics &
mansional deities respectively. On the basis of these phenomena, the deities learn the birth of
the TÍrthankara. There is a wave of glee around the three parts of the occupied universe on the
occassion of the birth of the TÍrthankara.

On the command of the Indra, all the four-fold deities and their armies come out of their
heavenly abodes. The Saudharma Indra and his wife-IndrÂàÍ ride on the AirÂvata elephant
(having a size of one lac Yojanas) and come to the city of the birth-AyodhyÂ and  circumambulate
it three times. IndrÂàÍ brings the child Jina from the maternity room. The Indra has a sacred
sight of him. He takes him into his lap and gets him seated on AirÂvata elephant and moves for
Sumeru mountain. At that time, there are festivities of music (by crores of musical instruments)
i.e. singing and dance, making the alround atmosphere auspiciously gleeful.

On reaching the top of Meru mountain, the Indra enthrones Lord Jina on the PÂnduka rock
located in the north-east (ÊíÂna) direction on the Meru mountain. The Indra, then, anoints the
Jina through thousands of sacred waterpots from his thousands of proteated hands. The Indras
and all other deities earn the excellent sacred karmas through this eulogy and anointing of the
Lord Jina.

Afterwards, the consorts of Indras also anoint the Jina and adore him with excellent
dresses and ornaments. The Indra also celebrates the naming ritual there. Afterwards, he brings
the Lord Jina to AyodhyÂ and hands him over to his parents. Then, he has the festivity of
frantic dancing (TÂndava) and offering of worship to the Jina parents. He appoints many divine-
youths of the same age and dress to serve the child Jina and then he & other deities leave for
their heavenly abodes.The Jina does not drink the mother’s milk but he grows by sucking the
nectar from his own thumb. This nectar is established there by Indra.

In his early age, the child Jina is always making his parents gleeful through his gentle
smiles and sporting on the gem-like sands with divine-children. The Jina has the three cognitions-
Mati (sensory), êruta (scriptural) and Avadhi (clairvoyance). Hence, he is the preceptor of all
the (earlier) Jina literature and lord of the goddess of learnings-SarasvatÍ. He is, therefore,
designated as ' the great teacher of the universe’. He does not, hence, accept anybody as his
teacher. There are ten specific excellences (Atiíayas) of the Jina since his birth. In his house-
holder state, the Jina experiences the pleasure of all the materials brought from the heavenly
gem-made baskets.

Whenever, the Jina has some cause of detachment from the world or he has a natural
inclination for it, the LaukÂntika devas (empyrean deities aboding the apex of the fifth heaven
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and destined to be salvated in the next birth) come to him and eulogize for his detachmental
attitude and express their devotion to him. The Jina sits in a palanquin brought by the deities
and is carried over first by the Kings and, then, by the VidyÂdharas. Later on, the deities carry
the palanquin to the forest (place) of initiation (DÍkîÂ). The Venerable Jina, then, plucks his
hairs himself with five-fold fist-clenching, renounces all the possessions and gets himself
initiated by pronouncing the words-"Om namah Siddhebhyah (Bowings to the Salvated)". The
plucked hairs of the Jina are carried by the deities in the gem-baskets and they drop them in
KîÍra-ocean (milky ocean) with great respect. The Venerable holds silence during his non-
omniscient state (Chadma stage) after initiation, until he attains omniscience.

When the four destructive karmas (ghÂtiyÂ) are destroyed due to the effect of meditation,
there is manifestation of omniscience (perfect knowledge) where three parts of occupied universe
and non-universe and their contents are simultaneously & directly perceived in a moment. The
Jina moves 5000 D up in the sky on attaining omniscience. On command from the Indra, the
lord of wealth constructs the structure of holy assembly (Samavaíaraàa). The steps of the holy
assembly begin from the height of one Hasta (~1.5 ft.) from the ground. There are twenty
thousand steps which measure one Hasta (~1.5 ft.) each. These steps may be climbed by the
blind, lame, children, old and patients in an Antarmuhörta (48 minutes). The structure of the
Holy Assembly, in brief, is as follows :

First of all, there is an alround boundary wall named as Dhuli-sÂla kota. After that there
are four pride-subduing pillars (MÂna-stambhas, with Jina images on the top) in four directions.
There are water-ponds around these pillars. The ponds are surrounded by trenches full of clean
water. Then there is a small garden (LatÂvana) with climbing creepers. There is, then, the first
Kota (boundary wall). Beyond this Kota, there are two music and dance halls (NÂtyaíÂlÂs) on
each of both the sides and in front. There is, then, the second forest of Aíoka trees with
compound wall (VedikÂ) ahead. There are, then, the rows of flags with second boundary wall.
Afterwards, there is the forest of wish-fulfilling trees with a compound wall (VedikÂ). There is
then, the Stöpas (domes) followed by the rows of houses. There is, then, the third boundary
wall made of sphatika gems (quartz). There are twelve assembly halls of human beings, deities
and saints inside this wall. There is, then, a seat on the top of which the omniscient Jina is
seated. The Enlightened Jina sits with his face in the East or North in the holy assembly round
which there are twelve seating halls (in clockwise direction) capable of seating the members of
twelve groups(gaàas) in their respective order. (Please see the Holy Assembly in figure7 later
in the text).

On attaining omniscience, there is a natural manifestation of ten excellences (Atiíayas)
for the Venerable TÍrthankara. Similarly, there is also the manifestation of fourteen excellences
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caused by divinities. The Jaina Lords also have eight auspicious attending emblems (PrÂtihÂryas).
Also, there is manifestation of the tetrad of infinities (Ananta Catuîtaya). Thus, the Venerable
Jaina Lord moves for quite a long time propounding His sermons.

In the end, he restrains all his activities (yoga-nirodha) and destroys the remaining four
non-destructive (AghÂtiyÂ) karmas. Later, he attains the abode of the salvated ones (Mokîa).
Siddhas enjoy the self based bliss there for infinite times. (Please see Table-2 in the end of the
book for all the informations about 24 TÍrthankaras).

THE FIRST TÊRTHANKARA : VäëABHADEVA/äëABHADEVA

How He Became Vçîabhadeva ? : His Earlier Births

There is a country named Gandhila in Videha region in the Western side of Meru mountain
in this JambödvÍpa. This country is as beautiful as the heavens. There is always sunrise there
in the form of Jina-deva. Therefore, there are no wrong faithed people (MithyÂdçîti) at any time
in this country. There is a large silvery mountain named VijayÂrdha in the central part of this
country. There is a beautiful city named AlakÂ in the North of this mountain. Atibala, a VidyÂdhara
was the king of this city. He had a faithful & devoted queen named ManoharÂ. They had a
highly fortunate son named MahÂbala. At a proper time, the king Atibala handed over the reigns
of the kingdom to his son MahÂbala with prestigious coronation and got himself initiated in a
forest alongwith many VidyÂdharas. The king MahÂbala had four ministers who were very
intelligent, far-sighted and affectionate. Their names were : (1) MahÂmati, (2) Sambhinnamati,
(3) êatamati and (4) Svayambuddha. Out of them, only Svayambuddha  was right-faithed
(SamyagdçîtÍ) while the other three were wrong-faithed.

Once, the king was sitting on his throne in a festivity of his birthday. Many interesting
programmes of dance, music and scholarly assembly etc. were also being held at that time.
During that festivity, the minister Svayambuddha made vitally illuminating speech on Jainism
with the desire of benevolence of the king. The materialist minister MahÂmati was incapable of
understanding his speech. He, therefore, made a speech to establish the CÂrvÂka system and
proved the non-existence of the soul (JÍva Tatva). The minister Sambhinnamati wished to
prove the non-existence of the soul on the basis of the theory of knowledge-VijnÂnavÂda. He
said that the knowledge is the only basic element and the rest is only a delusion or illusion.
After him, the minister êatamati lectured and proved all the world as void on the basis of the
theory of voidness (êönyavÂda). Presently, both of these theories are included in Buddhism.

After listening to all the three ministers, Svayambhuddha refuted their absolutist theories
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on the basis of logic and scriptures (Àgama) and made them answerless by proving the religion
of non-violence, having a nature of multiple-predications (SyÂdvÂda). The king was pleased
with his speech. After some time, the minister Svayambuddha went on a sacred trip to visit the
natural (Akçtrima) temples on Meru mountain. On reaching there, he first circumambulated the
temple and offered bowings many times with devotion and worshipped the Jinas there. Gradu-
ally he made sacred visit to the natural temples located in Bhadra-êÂla forest etc. and later sat
in the temple in the Saumanasa forest. While sitting there he suddenly saw two sky-moving (a
prodigy) saints named Àdityagati and Arinjaya, who had come from Videha region. Both the
saints were the main swans of the pond of the holy assembly of the Venerable ‘Yugmandhara’.
The minister rose from his position, circumambulated them, eulogised them and offered wor-
ship to them. He, then, asked them, “O Lord, the king of VidyÂdharas-MahÂbala is my Lord. I
want to ask whether he is liberatable (Bhavya) or non-liberatable (Abhavya). Will he have faith
in Jaina precept, preached by me to him, in same way as validated by logic ?” The clairvoyant
saint-Àdityagati told him,” O liberatable, your Lord is liberatable only. He will believe on your
words and he will be the first TÍrthankara in the Bharata Kshetra of JambödvÍpa in his tenth
birth from now. I will tell you about his pre-birth.”

“There is the town of Simhapura in the country of ‘Gandhila’ in the Videha region in the
western side of Meru mountain in JambödvÍpa. êri-îeàa was the king of that kingdom. His
queen was SundarÍ. They had two sons named JayavarmÂ and êrivarmÂ. Looking at the capability
and due to affection, the father king handed over the reigns of the kingdom to his younger son
- êrivarmÂ. It pinched his elder brother, who became detached from the world and got himself
initiated by the saint preceptor Svayamprabha. He began undertaking austerities and when,
once, he saw MahÍdhara VidyÂdhara moving in the sky, he developed a desire to be VidhyÂdhara
in the next birth. At the same time, he was bitten by a snake and died. After that, he is reborn as
MahÂbala who is your Lord today. He has seen two dreams tonight. You go and interpret these
dreams and tell him about his pre-birth. He is going to have a good fortune.”

After listening to the pre-birth of MahÂbala and command from the saint, the minister
Svayambuddha returned to his capital and said to the king. “O Lord, the dream you have seen
that your three ministers have put you in the mud (of wrong-faith) and I have raised you and got
you seated on the throne - indicates that you have been relieved from the bad effect of wrong-
faith (MithyÂtva) and you have taken the shelter in Jainism. In the second dream, you have seen
the dying fire-flame. It indicates that your life-span has to last for one month only. You will be
a TÍrthankara in the tenth rebirth from now.”

The minister told all the story to MahÂbala as narrated by the saint. On hearing all this, the
king MahÂbala handed over the reigns of the Kingdom to his son Atibala and went to the
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Siddhaköta temple where he worshipped the Siddhas, abandoned the four types of foods (Solid
edibles, Tasty materials, Semi-liquids & Drinkables/ liquids) and undertook the vow of holy
death with the assumption of his saint-preceptor as witness. He died with virtuous meditation
and took rebirth as the empyrean LalitÂnga in the êrÍ-prabha heavenly abdoe of the heaven of
AiíÂna.When his life-span there had to last for Pçthaktva palya (3-9 payla), he got one more
goddess named SvayamprabhÂ. The empyrean LalitÂnga had more affection towards her in
comparison to other goddesses. When the garland of this empyrean started fading, he knew
about his imminent death. He became sad. Many empyreans addressed him about this phenom-
ena. As a result, the empyrean worshipped the Jina temples and the Jina images of the heavens
of Acyuta for 15 days. After worshipping, he sat under the Caitya Vçkîa (A holy tree with Jin-
idols) and began pronouncing loudly the great incantation of ÛamokÂra Mantra. He died there
with the vow of holy death.

There is a country named PuîkalÂvatÍ in the Videha region in the east of Meru mountain
of JambödvÍpa. One of its town is Utpalakhetaka. VajrabÂhu was the king there who had
VasundharÂ as his queen. They gave birth to a son named Vajrajangha who was LalitÂnga
empyrean in his pre-birth.

On the other hand, after the death of her empyrean husband LalitÂnga, his faithful goddess
SvayamprabhÂ felt very sad but she engaged herself in Jina-worship for six months. She died
with the vow of holy death while memorising the five Supreme souls (ParameîthÍs) under the
Caitya Vçkîa in the Jina temple in the east of Saumanasa forest there. She was reborn as the
daughter named ‘êrimati’ of the king Vajradanta (and the queen LaxmÍmatÍ) who was the king
of the city of PundarÍkiàÍ of Videha region. In due course of time, Vajrajangha and êrimati
were married together. They gave birth to 49 pairs of sons i.e. ninety eight sons. At a proper
time, all of them got initiated along with their grandfather. At a later date, the father of
êrÍmatÍ-CakravartÍ Vajradanta also coronated his small grandson PundarÍka and handed over
the reigns of kingdom to him. He later got initiated with his son.

Sometimes later, the mother queen LaxmÍmatÍ invited his daughter and son-in-law to
come to her. Both of them were on their way to the city of PundarikiàÍ. They had a halting camp
in a forest in the way. During this halt, the two sky-moving saints named Damadhara and
SÂgarasena came to them. Both the saints had resolved to take their food (ÀhÂra) only in the
forest. Vajrajangha and êrÍmatÍ offered them food with nine-fold devotion (NavadhÂ Bhakti)
and in the prescribed procedure. This resulted in five types of wonders (PancÂícarya Vçîti)
from the sky. Later on, they learnt from their attendant that both the saints were their last pair
of sons. Both of them, then, listened their pre-births from the saints and learnt the essence of
religion. They also heard the pre-births of nearby sitting animals - mongoose, tiger, monkey
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and boar. The saints also told them that you will be the first TÍrthankara named Vçîabhadeva in
the eighth rebirth from now and your queen will be the king êreyÂnsa Kumara (who will offer
food to you).

Once, Vajrajangha was sleeping in his sleeping room alongwith his queen. The attendants
had incensed the room but they forgot to open its windows in the night. This led their throats to
be obstructed with the smoke and both of them died. It was a wonder that even the material of
enjoyment became the cause of death. Due to the effect of offering of food to the saints, they
were reborn as enjoyment landers in Uttarakuru which is the maximal land of enjoyment. Those
mongoose etc. nearby animals also were reborn there because of their watching & praising the
ÀhÂra of saints.

Once upon a time, two sky-moving saints came to the land of enjoyment and began to
preach on religion (Samyagdaríana) to Vajrajangha Àrya and êrimatÍ ÀryÂ. The senior saint
said, “O Àrya, you take me as the reincarnation of your minister (in earlier birth) Svayambuddha.
When you were MahÂbala, I made you the believer of the Jaina faith ”. Both of them, then,
accepted the right faith. When they died, they became the empyreans ‘êridhara’ and
“Svayamprabha’ in the AiíÂna heaven. It means that êrimatÍ got released from her mode (paryÂya)
of female and took rebirth as a male empyrean due to the effect of righteousness (Samyaktva).
One day, the empyrean êridhara asked the Omniscient PrÍtinkara (who was Svayambuddha in
his earlier birth) in His holy assembly, “O Lord, where are the three other persons who were
my ministers when I was in the birth of MahÂbala ?” BhagavÂna said, “The two of them,
MahÂmati and Sambhinnamati have taken birth in the Nigodas (general body plants) and êatmati
has gone to hell.” The empyrean “êrÍdhara’, then, went to the hell and addressed the infernalised
êatamati. There is no question of addressing the living beings in the Nigodas.

There is thecountry of MahÂvatsa in Pörva-Videha in JambödvÍpa. It's SusÍmÂ city was
ruled by the king Sudçîti who had the queen SundaranandÂ. The empyrean ‘êridhara’ was
reborn as their son named ‘Suvidhi’. At a later time, the empyrean Svayamprabha (the jÍva of
êrÍmatÍ) was also born as the son of Suvidhi and his queen ManoramÂ. In other words, the soul
of Vajrajngha became the king Suvidhi and the soul of êrimati became his son. After sometime,
the king Suvidhi got initiated and was reborn as Indra in Acyuta heaven. His son Keíava also
got initiated later and was reborn as PratÍndra (Indra-equivalent) in the Acyuta heaven.

The above Acyutendra was reborn as a Cakravarti named VajranÂbhi as a son of the king
Vajrasena and queen êrÍkÂntÂ in the city of PundarÍkiàÍ of the country of PuîkalÂvatÍ in Pörva-
Videha region of JambödvÍpa. After sometime, the PratÍndra Keíava was also reborn as
Dhanadeva, son of the businessman Kuberadatta and his wife AnantamatÊ in the same city. The
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father of VajranÂbhi was the TÍrthankara and he himself was a Cakravarti. He won over the six
sections of the land through his 'Cakra-ratna' and enjoyed the pleasure of universal kingdom for
long. Sometimes later, he learnt the nature of rare "Ratnatraya" (Right faith, knowledge &
conduct) from his father and handed over the reigns of the kingdom to his son Vajradanta and
got initiated to Jina order in the holy assembly of the TÍrthankara Vajrasena alongwith 16000
crowned kings, one thousand sons, eight brothers and Dhanadeva. Sometimes later, he earned
the karmic nature of TÍrthankaraship while introspective reflections on sixteen factors in the
proximity of the TÍrthankara. He acquired the eleventh spiritual stage (guàasthÂna) due to the
purity developed through meditation. He descended down after an Antarmuhörta (less than 48
minutes) and again ascended to the subsidential ladder, and as the life ended he was reborn as
Ahamindra in the empyrean abode of SarvÂrthasiddhi. This Ahamindra will complete his life-
span there and will be reborn as the first TÍrthankara named as ‘Vçîabhadeva’.

THE VENERABLE LORD VäëABHADEVA / äëABHADEVA

There was the king NÂbhirÂja who had the queen MarudevÍ who was like the wife of Indra
in her qualities of form, beauty, shine, radiance and splendour etc. During the marriage of
MarudevÍ, the Indra catalysed many empyreans to celebrate the occasion with high splendours.
At that time, it was only the king NÂbhirÂja who was the highest in fortunes and MarudevÍ was
the most fortunate. Who can compare with those people who will have Lord Vçîabhadeva as
their son ? In those times, the couple was enjoying the best of the sensual pleasures and they
looked like showing the prosperity of the lands of enjoyment which virtually disappeared in
their times.

Construction of the City of AyodhyÂ

When the wish-fulfilling trees disappeared totally, the Indra (Lord of deities) constructed
the city of AyodhyÂ in the place adorned by the presence of NÂbhirÂja and MarudevÍ. The
people living in scattered places were inhabited in that city by the empyreans. They constructed
all kinds of facilities useful to them. The heavenly deities constructed a royal palace in the
center of the city. It was competing the heavens in all respects. It was associated with all kinds
of splendours. Some early texts like Harivanía PurÂàa (p.146) has also written about this city;

“There arose a royal palace on the ground in place of earlier palace based on wish-fulfilling
trees. The name of this palace of the king NÂbhirÂja was ‘Sarvatobhadra’. Its pillars were made
of gold, its walls were composed with varied kinds of gems. The palace was adored with the
garlands of topaz (PukharÂja), coral (MöngÂ) and Pearls (MotÍ) etc. The palace had eighty one
sections (storeys) and it had a boundary wall, small water tank (VÂpikÂ) and many gardens.
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Owing to the influence of the PatriÂrch NÂbhiraja, this palace was the only one decorated and
surrounded with many kinds of wish-fulfilling trees. It was located in the center of the city on
the earth.

The king NÂbhirÂja had the chief-queen named MarudevÍ. She was born in a high family
of pure lineage and she was as beloved of NÂbhirÂja as the wife of Indra is beloved to him. The
city of AyodhyÂ was situated in the country of Sukauíala and it was known as 'SukauíalÂ ' also
on the name of the country. The city had many revered, educated and highly civilised citizens.
That is why, it was also called ‘VinÍtÂ’ (Courteous). This capital of AyodhyÂ was highly well-
known and it showed a radiance of the central part or navel of a big country. The city was
looking like a pilot city for the imminent period of the land of action through its palaces,
ramparts (Vapra), boundary walls and trenches.

Sometimes afterwards, the empyreans assembled and performed PuàyÂha VÂcana (an
auspicious activity) on an auspicious day, auspicious moment (Muhörta), auspicious planetary
conjunction and zodiac by holding a ceremony with a grand pleasure. It is after this ceremony
on this day that the king NÂbhirÂja along with her queen MarudevÍ began to reside in the city of
AyodhyÂ with pleasure. The Indra also offered his worship with anointing ceremony to both of
them assuming that the omniscient lord æîabhadeva will take birth in their home.

Conception (Descent into Womb) of the Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva

The empyreans began showering the rains of gems from the skies after learning that the
Lord Vçîabhadeva will descend here from the heavens and will be conceived after six months.
The Indra commanded his deity of wealth (Kubera) and showered the streams of the best of the
gems like beryl (Harin-maài), saphire (Indranila maài) and ruby (PadmarÂga) etc. in the court-
yard of the palace of the king NabhirÂja. Thus, there has been the rains of gems for fifteen
months starting from six months before the conception and ending at the time of birth of
Vçîabhadeva nine months later.

Sixteen Dreams of the Mother

One day, while sleeping the chief queen MarudevÍ saw the following sixteen dreams at the
last Prahara (3-4 a.m.) of the night which indicated the birth of the Jina Lord Vçîabhadeva.
They are as follows-

(1) AirÂvata elephant - An excellent son will be born.

(2) White bull - He will be the best and supreme in the world.
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(3) Lion - He will be possessing infinite power  & strength.
(4) Laxmi (goddess of wealth) - He will be anointed by deities on the top of

seated on lotus seat being Sumeru mountain.
anointed with the golden sacred
pitchers by the elephant.

(5) Two flower garlands - He will establish the true religious order.

(6) Full moon - He will offer delights to all the living beings.

(7) The rising sun - He will possess radiant lustre.

(8) Two sacred pitchers of gold - He will attain many kinds of treasures.
covered by lotus - leaf

(9) Two fish sporting in a pond - He will remain happy.

(10) A beautiful water-pond with lotuses - He will have many auspicious body-marks and
meritorious attributes.

(11) Deep ocean with waves - He will be omniscient.

(12) An excellent throne made of gems - He will be the great preceptor of the universe
and he will acquire the kingdom of world.

(13) Heavenly abode shining with gems - He will be conceived by arrival from the heavens.

(14) NÂgendra's (Lord of Snakes) Palace - He will be enriched with the vision of clairvoy
ance.

(15) Heap of gems shining with rays - He will be the treasure house of excellent
meritorious qualities.

(16) Smokeless fire - He will burn the karmic fuel.

After seeing the above sixteen dreams, the queen MarudevÍ saw that a bull with a golden
yellow shine and with high shoulders had been entering into her lotus-like mouth signifying
that Lord Vçîabhadeva would be incarnated into her womb.

Later in the morning, the queen woke up by listening to the sounds of musical instruments
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and recital of hymns. Though she got awake much before these sounds and hymns due to
dreams, still the bards pleased the queen like the waking-up process through their musical
eulogies etc. The queen was highly pleased. She took the auspicious bath, dressed & ornamented
herself and went to her husband, saw him with reverence and sat beside him on half the royal
seat. She, then, requested the king NÂbhirÂja seated on the throne, “O Lord, I have seen sixteen
dreams in the last Prahara of the night today.”

She told all the dreams and requested, “O Lord, please interpet these dreams for me.” The
king NÂbhirÂja learnt the meaning of those dreams through his clairvoyance and told her as
shown in front of each dream earlier. The queen Marudevi was very much thrilled and pleased
by listening to the explanation of the dreams from the king NÂbhirÂja.

The third spoke of plentitude-cum-penury of this devolution epoch was to last for 84 lac
Pörvas, 3 years and 8.5 months, when VajranÂbhi Ahamindra completed his life-span in the
empyrean abode of SarvÂrthasiddhi and transmigrationally arrived in the womb of the queen
MarudevÍ (i.e. was conceived by her) in the constellation of UttarÂîadha on ÀîÂdha kçîàÂ
DvitÍyÂ  (the second day of the dark half of ÀîÂdha i.e. June-July). He got seated in the womb
without any obstruction like a pearl in the cavity of the oyster shell. At the time of his concep-
tion, there were certain signs in the heavenly world (as described earlier) which indicated the
deities about the conception of the Venerable. They came there, circumambulated the city of
AyodhyÂ thrice and offered their bowings to the parents of the Venerable. The courtyard of the
king NÂbhirÂja got full of deities. The Indra of Saudharma heaven along with other empyreans
celebrated the occassion of auspicious conception through many kinds of festivities like music
and dances etc. After the festivities, they offered their veneration to the parents in the form of
worship and went to their heavens. The Dik-KumÂrÍ goddesses began serving the pregnant
mother from the same day on the commands from Indra. During their service, these goddesses,
first of all, purified the mother’s womb by sacred divine materials brought from the heavens.
Though the mother was naturally serene and devoid of menses, faeces and urines, still the
goddesses purified her. Out of these goddesses, (1) some carried the eight auspicious emblems
(Mangala Dravyas) before her, (2) some offered the betels for chewing, (3) some caused her to
take bath, (4) some adorated her with dresses and ornaments, (5) some formed an auspicious
square space (Mangal Cauka), (6) some sprinkled sandal water on the ground, (7) some offered
homage by waving of lamp circularly before her (ÀratÍ) and (8) many goddesses fastened
sacramental and protective thread on her wrist with pronounciation of incantational letters.
These goddesses began pleasing the mother through specific literary and religious meetings.
They also used to have many mystical questions and puzzles. The mother MarudevÍ also caused
the goddesses to be wonderstruck by solving the puzzles and explaining the meanings of even the
most difficult words immediately. The Venerable Vçîabhadeva did not cause any trouble for the
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mother despite being situated in her womb. Though the lean stomach of the mother MarudevÍ
remained adorated on the upper part of her belly with three folds (Trivali), still the foetus grew
gradually. All these were the effects of the miraculous power of the Venerable. There was neither
any dislocation in the stomach of the mother, nor there was blackening of the foreparts of her
breasts. Her face did also not become white. All these effects were just like a wonder.

Situated in the purified womb of the mother, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva  was enriched
with three kinds of knowledges-sensory(Mati), scriptural (êruta) and clairvoyance (Avadhi)
leading to his purified inner-self, looked so gracious as a unwavering lamp placed in a house
made of quartz crystals. The wife of Indra, sent by the Indra himself, also served secretly the
mother Marudevi to annihilate own sins. The mother MarudevÍ did not offer bowings to any
one but all the people of the world bowed to her like the goddess SarasvatÍ (goddess of learning)
and the excellently gracious phases of the moon whom everybody offers bowings but they do
not bow before anyone. What more can be said on this point ? It is all to say here that MarudevÍ
was the mother of Vçîabhadeva who was to systematise the order in the Land of Action
(Karmabhumi) after the lapse of the Land of Enjoyment. Virtually, he was the creator of the
universe and so his mother was the mother of the universe.

Birth of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

After the passage of nine months, the mother MarudevÍ served by the goddesses like êrÍ,
HrÍ and others, gave birth to the Venerable Vçîabhadeva on Caitra KçîàÂ NavamÍ (the ninth day
of the dark half of Caitra i.e. March -April) at sunrise when there was the constellation of
UttarÂîÂdhÂ and the planetary conjunction of Brahma. The Venerable was graced with three
kinds of knowledges (as pointed out above), he was the only Lord of the three parts of Universe
and was enriched with high attributes (like an old man) and extreme & exceptional brilliance in
the world. At this point of time, there was cleanliness & purity around all the directions. All the
people were highly pleased. The existing wish-fulfilling trees showered flowers naturally.  There
was gentle blowing of cold and good smelling air all round. There were ringing of musical
instruments like large kettle-drums and tymbals etc. in the heavenly abodes without any efforts.
The seats of deities began suddenly vibrating and their diadems got automatically bowed as a
salute. There were sounds of ringing of bells in the abodes of empyreans (KalpavÂsÍs), sounds
like roaring of lions in the astral abodes, drum sounds in the peripatetic abodes and conch-
sounds in the mansional abodes. On the basis of the vibration of his seat, the Indra also knew
the birth of the TÍrthankara sun through his clairvoyance. He got off from his seat and offered
his bowings with devotion to the Venerable indirectly.
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Arrival of Indra

On learning the birth of the Venerable Lord, the Indra of Saudharma heaven, accompanied
by his wife and a train of empyreans, rode on the AirÂvata elephant of one lac Yojana in length
and breadth and moved towards the place of his birth. On being commanded by Indra, a seven-
component army of elephants and horses etc. and SÂmÂnika (like Indra in power but not
authoritative), TrÂyastrinía (like ministers or priests), PÂriîada (like courtiers) etc. all types of
categories of empyreans also began moving surrounding him. All kinds of deities and their
Indras were coming there by riding over their heavenly VimÂnas (space-crafts) & conveyances
pronouncing the word ‘Jaya, Jaya’ (Victory to the Lord) whose sound was pervading all the
skies. The Indra of Saudharma heaven surrounded by his train of empyreans reached the city of
AyodhyÂ after circumambulating it thrice.

Bringing out  the Jina Child from Delivery Room

The wife of Indra entered the delivery room with great festivity and saw with pleasure the
Jina-infant and his mother MarudevÍ. First of all, she circumambulated the Jina-infant many
times and offered her bowings to him. She eulogised the mother of Jina in various ways and
made her under illusory sleep keeping own identity as secret. She kept an illusory child before
her and took the radiant, Universe-preceptor, the Venerable Jina by her hands and got highly
pleased. She touched the body of the Jina-infant repeatedly and earned high sacredness (puàya)
to destroy her mode (paryÂya) of female. While the wife of Indra was moving with the radiant
sun of Jina-infant in her lap, many Dik-KumÂrÍ goddesse were also moving ahead of her
carrying the eight-fold auspicious emblems. They were looking like the super-attainments or
prodigies of the Venerable Lord. The wife of Indra felt herself fully accomplished by this act
and handed over the Jina-infant to the Indra with great reverence.

Movement of Indra to Meru Mountain with the Venerable Lord in His Lap

The Saudharma Indra was not satisfied by seeing the charming beauty of the Venerable,
though he eulogised him in many ways and was feeling pleasure with the Venerable in his lap.
He, therefore, proteated thousand eyes for himself and saw the beauty of the Venerable. He,
then, raised his hand to indicate others to move fast to go to Meru mountain. The deities, then,
sounded auspicious slogans “O Lord, you be victorious, you be enriched etc.” The sloganeering
was so loud that all the directions became deaf-like. While moving through skies, the deities
were celebrating festivities of many kinds like singing hymns, dancing and music etc. The
Venerable was sitting in the lap of the Indra of Saudharma heaven. The Indra of AiíÂna heaven
was serving the Venerable by holding divine white parasol (Chatra) over the child. The Indras
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of SÂnatkumÂra and MÂhendra heavens were gently waving the white Camaras from both the
sides. The Camaras (fly-whisks) were as white as the Milky ocean (Kîira-SÂgara). Seeing the
splendour of the Venerable at that time, even the wrong-faithed deities presumed the Indra as
authentic and began believing in the rightful Jaina path of salvation. To go to Meru mountain, the
steps of blue gems were constructed which were looking so gracious as the sky has transformed
itself in the form of the steps out of devotion. Gradually, the Indras and the deities reached one lac
Yojana (Y) or 40 crore miles high Meru mountain after crossing the astral world.

Birth Ceremony of the Jina-Child on PÂnduka êilÂ (PÂnduka Rock)

First of all, the Indra circumambulated the Meru mountain alongwith other deities with
great affection. Later, he got the sun-like Jina-child seated on the PÂnduka rock situated in the
north-east (ÊíÂna direction) in the PÂnduka forest. This rock is very sacred. It has a half-moon
shape and it is 100 Y in length, 50 Y in width and 8 Y in height. There is an excellent throne for
the Venerable Jina in the center of the rock. There are two splendid seats on both the sides of
the throne for the Indras of Saudharma and AiíÂna heavens. All the deities got seated properly
there surrounding the PÂnduka êilÂ so that they could see the splendour of the festivity of birth
of the Jina child. The army of deities also stayed in the PÂnduka forest and above the upper part
of the Meru mountain in the courtyard of the sky.

Now, the Indra of Saudharma heaven got ready to anoint the Venerable Jina child seated
on the throne kept on PÂnduka êilÂ. He seated him facing east. At that time, the whole sky was
pervaded by the sounds of kettle drums played by the deities. The goddesses began dancing.
The deities had constructed a big hall (mandapa) there, where all the creatures of the universe
could sit together without obstructing each other. The hall was decorated with the variety of
smelling garlands of flowers supplied through the wish-fulfilling trees.

After the initial ritual, Saudharma Indra lifted the first sacred pitcher smeared with sandal
paste for anointing the Jina child and the incantationist AiíÂna Indra lifted the second sacred
pitcher for the same purpose. Those sacred pitchers were 8 Y (64 miles) deep, 1 Y (8 miles)
wide on top (mouth) and 4 Y  (32 miles) wide in the middle. They were golden. These sacred
pitchers were full of water of the KîÍra SÂgara brought by the deities from there. The pitchers
were having garlands of pearls hanging on their throat and they had been made graceful by
sandal - smeared Aíoka twigs. The Indra proteated one thousand arms to lift all the sacred
pitchers and began anointing the Jina-child with all the pitchers simultaneously. When the
Indra dropped the first stream of anointing water with slogans (utterances) of Jaya, Jaya, (Victory
or Glory be to the Lord), the other crores of deities also shouted the same slogans which filled
the skies. Afterward, all other Indras also anointed the Jina child simultaneously with water
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filled in golden pitchers. The anointing of Jina-child at that time was looking like the water of
many rivers like Ganga and Sindh etc. togetherly falling on his head. Though the Venerable was
newly born, but he was steady and non-vibrating like Meru mountain during the anointment.
The water flowing on ground from the Meru mountain after the anointing of the Venerable was
looking like the fact that this flow of water of Kîira SÂgar was measuring the height of Meru
mountain. The mountain was getting wettened by the water flow from its top to bottom and
imaginations ran whether it is a mountain of quartz gems or it is the nectar reservoir.

When the anointment was over with the pure water, the Indra started anointing the Jina-
child with the water of fragrant materials. After completing this step, the Indra and other deities
began reciting the hymns of world peace (êÂntimantra) with high sounds. The deities first put
on the sacred fragrant water (Gandhodaka) on their foreheads and later applied it to their whole
body. They kept the remaining of it to be carried over to the heavens. On completion of the
ritual of anointing, the deities circumambulated the radiant Venerable and worshipped him with
consecrated octad of substances like (1) water, (2) sandal, (3) unbroken rice grains (Akîata),
(4) flowers (Puîpa), (5) Naivedya (Edible dishes), (6) DÍpa (ÀratÍ or lamp), (7) incense (Dhöpa),
(8) fruits (Phala) alongwith with their composite (Arghya). May the Venerable with purified
soul sanctify the whole world who was anointed by the Indra himself, who had a throne for
being anointed at Meru mountain, who had the goddesses as dancers, who had deities as his
attendants, who had a water pan to have bath in the water of KîÍra ocean & who had been
anointed on supreme Sumeru mountain.

Afterwards, êacÍ IndrÂài began to dress up and put on ornamentation on the Venerble
Vçîabhadeva. First she wiped out the water drops on his body by the soft towel, made the tilaka
(an auspicious red coloured mark) on his forehead and ornamented him with garlands, crown,
ring (in finger), armlet, bracelet and girdle on waist etc. and with divine clothes. The Indra
could not seem to be satisfied himself on seeing the beauty of the ornamented Venerable and so
he proteated thousands of eyes to see him. All the deities also felt their lives fortunate by seeing
his beauty with their unblinking eyes. Afterwards all the deities and Indras eulogised the Venerable
Lord in many ways.

Later, the Indra along with other deities carried the ornamented and gracious Jina-child
and entered the highly gracious house of his father NÂbhirÂja. He got him seated on the throne
made by the deities in the courtyard of the house and made the parents happy. The Indra
worshipped & offered homage to them with garlands, ornaments and precious clothes. They
praised the parents through recital of many hymns and said, “O revered ones, today this house has
become sacred like a Jina temple for us. You are the parents of the Lord of the three worlds, the
first TÍrthankara (of this epoch). Hence, you are the parents of all the three worlds”. Thus, the
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Indra handed over the Venerable to them with many kinds of eulogies. The parents also publicly
celebrated the festivity of the birth of the Venerable in this city with the citizens again. The gleeful
festivity in the city of AyodhyÂ was also of the same level as that held on the Meru mountain.
The residents of the inner part of the palace of the king also participated in this festivity.

On seeing the festivity of the citizens and their glee, the Indra began to play a drama named
‘Ànanda’ (Joy) to express his own sentiments of joy. The earth as a whole with its mountains and
oceans in the three worlds was the theatre. The Indra himself was the chief dancer. The best of the
men like the king NÂbhirÂja and others were the spectators of the drama. The (future) world-teacher
and the Venerable Vçîabhadeva was the adorable Lord of this drama. The objective of the drama was
to accomplish the three supreme PuruîÂrthas of religion, riches and desires and to acquire liberations
of the nature of supreme bliss. The Indra, first of all, played the scene of decent of the Venerable in
the womb (conception) in the drama accomplishing the three kinds of supreme PuruîÂrthas. Later, he
played the scene related with the birth and anointment (at Meru) of the Venerable. He, later, played
many scenes depicting the ten pre-births of MahÂbala etc. of the Venerable and also many other
dramas. Later, the Indra recited benedictory prologue (MangalÂcaraàa), threw handful of sacred
flowers (PuîpÂnjali) around and started frantic dancing (TÂndava Nçtya). The deities were pleased
with this show and they showered flowers from the skies out of devotion. Crores of musical instruments
began sounding simultaneously. The Kinnara goddesses began singing auspicious songs. The king
NÂbhirÂja alongwith MarudevÍ was highly wonder-struck by this amazing dance. They were highly
pleased with the commendations made by the Indra.

Naming Ceremony

The Venerable Lord is supreme in the world and he will shower rains of the nectar of
religion beneficial to the world. Knowing this, the Indra gave a meaningful name of Vçîabhadeva
to him. Later, many other names were also given to him like ‘Purudeva’, ‘ÀdinÂtha’,
‘æîabhadeva’ and so on.

When the naming ritual was over, the Indra commanded many divine youths of same age,
beauty and dress to serve and play with the child Jina. Similarly, he commanded many goddesses
to live with child Jina for his proper caring in bathing, dressing, ornamenting and playing.
Later, the Indra and his company went to their respective abodes.

Childhood of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

In the first days of childhood, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva, sometimes, had gentle smiles.
Sometimes, he made his parents gleeful with his slow and zigzag walking on the gemmed
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earthy ground and playing with the divine children on the gem-dust.

(1) He possessed the three kinds of knowledges-sensory, scriptural and clairvoyance
since birth and therefore, He was the realiser of the state of the world.

(2) He was preceptionally proficient in all the scriptures.

(3) He was the only master of the goddess of learning (SarasvatÍ).

Because of all this, he became the preceptor of all the world. His body was extraordinary
like the heated gold and it was devoid of faeces, urine and sweating. His body had white blood
like the milk. He had the supreme symmetrical (Samacaturasra) configuration and supreme
adamantine wrapped and nailed bone-joints (vajra-vçîabha-nÂrÂca Sanhanana). His body had
acquired the supreme stage of beauty and fragrance. It was enriched with 1008 omens and
incomparable strength. The Venerable spoke highly beneficial and elegant words. He did not
drink the mother’s milk (breast milk) but he drank the nectar, established in his hand thumb by
the Indra. He grew gradually by sucking his thumb.

The ultimate-bodied Venerable had a life-span of 84 lac Pörvas. There were 108 omens
like êrivçkîa (an auspicious tree), conch, lotus and Svastika (a four-armed auspicious symbol)
on his body along with 900 marks & symobls like MasörikÂ etc. It means that the 1008 omens
(108 + 900 as above) were gracing the body of the Venerable. Gradually, the childhood of the
Venerable was spent with happiness arising through enjoying the varied & best consumable and
mutiple-consumable materials provided to him by the divinities.

Divinely-supplied Foods, Clothes etc. for the Venerable Lord

All the articles for the Lord like soft bed, soft seat, clothes, ornaments, cosmetics, foods,
conveyances and space-crafts etc. were made by the divinities. According to TrilokasÂra verses
521, 551 (p.446), there is an assembly hall named ‘SudharmÂ’ in the north-east direction of the
abode of the Indra of Saudharma heaven. There is the throne of the Indra in its centre. There are
MÂnastambhas (vanity - subduing pillars) in front of this assembly hall. These pillars are 1 Y
wide & 36 Y high. They are round with twelve sections in them. There are many baskets
hanging from these pillars through the chains of gems. These baskets contain the clothes,
ornaments etc. to be worn by the Venerable. The Indras and other divinities bring all the
commodities useful for the enjoyment of the Venerable from these baskets only.
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Marriage Ceremony of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

When the king saw that the Venerable has become young, he thought to himself, “My son
has a high inclination to establish the religious order. He will definitely get initiated after
leaving all his royal possessions and going to the forest. Neverthless, I should think about his
suitable partner on the basis of public insistence until there is a proper time for initiation.”
Thinking thus, the king NÂbhirÂja went to the Venerable with regards and told him, “O Vener-
able, I want to tell something to you. Please listen to me carefully. You are the Lord of the
world. You should, therefore, serve the world. You are the Brahma-the creator of the Universe
and you are the self-existent and self-begotten. We, the parents, are only instrumental in your
birth. The public follows the great people, hence, O wisest of the men! you should think about
marriage with the best of the girls. By doing so, the continuity of progeny will not be termi-
nated and it will catalyse the growth of the religious tradition also. O Lord, I request you to
follow the duty of marriage which makes the human race to continue. If you take me as your
father-teacher in any way, you should not disobey my words.”

On listening to these words of the king NÂbhirÂja, the Venerable smiled and accepted his
words by pronouncing the word ‘Om’ (which conveys the meaning of consent, “let it be so”).
It can not be said definitely whether this consent for marriage by the Venerable Lord, conqueror
of the sensual pleasures, was the result of skillful speech of his father or his desire for the
benefit of the public or it was the karmic destiny.

On listening to the consent of the Venerable Lord, the king NÂbharÂja with the permission of
Indra, married him with two girls - YaíasvatÍ and SunandÂ who had the best of the qualities and
character. Both of these girls were the sisters of the kings Kaccha and MahÂkaccha. The Indras held
many festivities on the occasion of the marriage of the Venerable in which the deities also participated.

The Sons and Daughters of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

Once upon a time, while the great queen YaíasvatÍ was sleeping, she saw the following
dreams in the last Prahara of night : (1) Eclipsed earth, (2) Sumeru mountain, (3) the Sun
associated with the moon, (4) Lotus-pond with swans and, (5) Waving sea. When the queen
was awake in the morning due to auspicious sounds and songs of musical instruments, she
went to her husband Vçîabhadeva and asked him about the effects of the dreams. When she
learnt from him, “You will have a son who will be CakravartÍ (universal monarch),” she was
highly pleased. After nine months, YaíasvatÍ gave birth to a highly fortunate son. There were
auspicious constellation and planetary confluence etc. at the time of his birth. It was the ninth
day of the dark half of the month of Caitra (March-April). This son was the first CakravartÍ (of
this epoch) named Bharata.
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Later on, there were ninety nine sons named Vçîabha-sena, AnantavÍrya etc. born to the
queen YaíasvatÍ. All of them were Carama íarÍrÍ (ultimate-bodied) and great heros. YaíasvatÍ
also gave birth to a daughter named ‘BrÂhmi’. The second wife of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva
gave birth to the Venerable BÂhubali and a daughter named SundarÍ. BÂhubali was the first
KÂmadeva (cupid - like man) out of twenty four KÂmadevas. The Venerable Vçîabhadeva was
gracefuly enjoying the life with these 101 sons and two daughters. The Lord's parents-king
NÂbhirÂja & queen MarudevÍ were also very happy. When the sons and daughters attained the
proper age, the Venerable cultivated them with good qualities and undertook all the refinement
rituals for them (SanskÂrÂs). In the beginning of the era of the land of action, He graced all of
them with many ornaments like necklace, bracelet and ring etc. on throat and chest etc.

Studies of BrÂhmÍ and SundarÍ

Sometimes, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva was sitting happily on his throne and was thinking
about the preaching of various types of arts and learnings. While in this thoughtful mood, both of his
daughters, in beautiful dresses came to him and offered their regards to him. The Venerable also got
them seated in his lap with great affection and blessings. He caressed them with his hands and began
enjoying amusement with them. Later on, he asked them to make efforts for studying arts and
learnings. He said, “This is the proper time for your studies.” After saying so, he blessed them and
installed his mentally thought êrutadevatÂ (scripture-god) on the wide golden plate with respect. He
recited a benedictory prologue-“Siddham Namah” (Bowings to the Salvated ones) and asked BrÂhmi
to write alphabets (A, À etc.) correctly after writing them with his right hand. This alphabet system
is known as ‘Siddha mÂtçkÂ’ (Accomplished alphabets or syllables) which has a two-fold nature of
vowels and consonants. It serves the basis of all learnings. The Venerable, then, wrote ikÂÍ-dahÂÍ i.e.
‘one (1), ten (10) etc.’ from his left hand and instructed SundarÍ to write these numbers of Math-
ematics. There is neither any scripture nor any learning without Vaßmaya. Hence, the Venerable, in
the first instance, taught them all about it. The group of three-grammar, metrology and figures of
speech forms the Vaßmaya  (the whole scriptures). The grammar composed by the Venerable was
highly detailed which contained more than one hundred chapters. The Venerable taught the alphabets
first to his daughter ‘BrÂhmÍ’ and that is why the script is called ‘BrÂhmÍ’ script even today. Both of
these daughters became qualified to be reincarnated as the goddess of learning ‘SarasvatÍ’ after
studying all the learnings by the grace of their father.

Studies of the Bharata etc. Sons of the Venerable

Similarly, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva, the Lord of the Universe, made his Bharata etc.
sons full of reverence and taught many kinds of learnings and disciplines based on established
tradition to them. He taught them many subjects and the texts like economics, dance and drama,
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painting, architecture, artisanship, sexology, Àyurveda (Science of Life-span), gemology and
mystical diagramology and the like. What could be said more about it ? The Venerable taught
them all the subjects useful for the people. This way, a large span of time was spent in the
householder’s life of the Venerable while enjoying all kinds of pleasures alongwith his wives,
sons and daughters. Thus, the first phase of life (youthhood) of 20 lac Pörvas was completed
by him.

Due to the passage of time, the power of the wish-fulfilling trees and various types of
medicines (Mahauîadhi, DÍptauîadhi etc.) was likely finished. The grains etc. useful for sus-
taining the livelihood of men and which grew without sowing, also became rare. The public
became much worried due to the powerlessness of wish-fulfilling trees for supplies. With the
desire of sustaining the life, they went to the king NÂbhirÂja who directed them to go to the
Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva. They went to him and requested, “O Lord of the Universe, we
have come to you so that you could tell us the ways and means for sustaining our lives. Please
make our lives secure.”

The Venerable became compassionate on the people and thought to himself, "Those
conditions have to be created here also, which are existing in the eastern and western Videha
regions. It is only under these condition that the public may be secured. There should be the
same system of six types of professions of warriorship, writing etc., same system of castes or
clans like the Kîatriyas (Warriors) etc. and same type of social structure in the form of houses,
and villages etc. The application of similar ways will make the life secure here. The wish-
fulfilling trees have disappeared resulting in the current state of affairs i.e. the land of action.  It
is, therefore, proper to earn the livelihood by six kinds of professions like warriorship etc.”
(Please refer to ÀdipurÂàa, verses 143-44, chapter 16, p.350).

Later, as soon as the Venerable Lord remembered Indra, he instantly appeared alongwith
his attending deities. He classified the society as below for the livelihood of the people. He
performed the first auspicious act to construct a Jina temple in the centre of the city of AyodhyÂ
on an auspicious day under excellent astral and planetary conditions. He, later, gradually con-
structed four other Jina temples-one each in the four directions of east, west, north and south of
the city. He also created the great countries like Koíala etc., cities like AyodhyÂ etc., forests
and ‘large and small’ villages with boundaries.The capital AyodhyÂ was looking graceful by
the fort, surrounding walls (PrÂkÂra), trenches (ParikhÂ),  city - entry gates and attics etc. Due
to the proper divisions of city and villages, the Indra was meaningfully designated as “Purandara’
(City maker). At the end, he got the people inhabited in the villages and cities and felt the
accomplishment of his duties. Later, he sought permission from the Venerable to leave for his
abode and went away.
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Teaching of Six Professions by the Venerable

As per ÀdipurÂàa, chapter 16, verses 179 (p. 362), the Venerable Vçîabhadeva said that
the following six professions are the means of livelihood  of the people:

(1) Asi (Using weapons for protecting purposes)

(2) Masi (Writing)

(3) Kçîi (Agriculture)

(4) VidyÂ (Learnings)

(5) VÂàijya (Commerce)

(6) êilpa (Arts and Crafts)

It was proper for the Venerable that he taught the six professions as means of livelihood
for the people because at that time he was the householder and attached with worldly activities
(SarÂgÍ) and not detached (VÍtarÂgÍ). Infact, the teachings on worldly matters can be offered in
the attached state only. Out of these six professions :

(1) to serve the society through protecting by weapons like sword etc. is the ‘Asi karma’.

(2) to serve the society through writings is the ‘Masi karma’.

(3) to serve the society through ploughing the land and sowing the seeds etc. is the ‘Kçîi-
karma’.

(4) to serve the society through learning and teaching scriptures and performing arts
(music-dance etc.) is ‘VidyÂ karma’.

(5) to serve the society through trades and business is ‘VÂàijya karma’.

(6) to serve the society through arts and handicrafts like painting etc. is 'êilpa karma'.

During the same period, the first Lord of the creation (ÀdibrahmÂ), the Venerable
Vçîabhdeva established the three-caste system (on the basis of activities) which included the
warriors (Kîatriyas-protectors during calamities), tradesmen (Vaiíyas-businessmen) and menials
(êödras, manual workers). All the activities related with marriages, relationship between castes
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and mutual social behaviour of these three castes were done as per the advice of the Venerable
Lord. All the means of livelihood, devoid of violence at that time, were initiated with the
approval of the Venerable. Thus, the Venerable became designated as ‘Kçta-yuga’ (Creator of
this Age) as he established the era of actions (Karmayuga). He was called as ‘PrajÂpati’ (Lord
of the People), because he started the ‘age of action’ on the first day of the dark half of the
month of ÀîÂdha. He became known as ‘IkîvÂku’ (a lineage) because he advised the people to
collect Sugarcane juice. He could be called as ‘KÂíyapa’ (a gotra) as he protected the spiritual
power. He was called ‘Manu’ as he thought of the ways and means for the livelihood of the
people. He was also called the 'Kulakara' or 'Kuladhara' (Family founder or patriarch) because
he established and managed the family system. The people of that age called him by many
names like 'VidhÂtÂ' (Creator of the world system), 'ViívakarmÂ' (Supreme architect of
world) and 'SraîtÂ' (Creator) etc.

The Coronation Ceremony of the Venerable Lord

After keeping up of the people happy for long time by the Venerable, the Indra and deities
held a great festivity on the occasion of his coronation. The anointing water for coronation was
brought from the holy rivers like GangÂ and Sindhu etc., small lakes like NandÂ and NandottarÂ
etc. and oceans like NandÍívara, Svayambhöramaàa & KîÍra SÂgara etc. The anointing ceremony
was commenced with golden pitchers along with singing of songs, playing musical instruments
and dancing. All the great kings including the king NÂbhirÂja also started anointing him together
presuming that the best of men Vçîabhadeva was really capable to be coronated. The citizens
also anointed his feet by the Saryö river water through the cups of lotus leaves and earthen pots.

The Indra, then, offered homage with circularly waving kindled lamps (ÀratÍ) before him
and clothed and ornamented him with materials brought from the heavens. The king NÂbhirÂja
coronated him with his crown saying, “The Venerable Vçîabhadeva is the Lord of all the great
crowned kings.” Later, the Indras and other deities staged the drama of ‘Ànanda’ (Enjoyment)
as done previously and went back to their abodes. The ruling period of the Venerable had a
duration of 63 lac Pörvas. It was being enjoyed with his sons and grandsons.

Detachment of the Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva

Once, while the Venerable was sitting on his throne in the centre of the large assembly
hall, Saudharma Indra came there alongwith his divinities and nymphs. He had brought the
materials to be offered in the worship of the Venerable. He got the singing and dancing com-
menced by the nymphs and musician deities. The Indra thought of how the Venerable will get
devoid of attachments from the worldly sensual pleasures. Accordingly, he appointed such a
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nymph for dancing whose life-span was highly faded. The nymph was named ‘NilÂnjanÂ’.
While she was dancing with high sentiments, emotions and tunes in the assembly hall, the lamp
of her life-span got extinguished and she became invisible within a moment. Lest there may be
interruption in merriment, the Indra proteated another nymph of the same form and dance
continued as usual. Though the quality of dance was the same, however, the Venerable Lord
could understand the difference between the earlier and present dance. Immediately, his attitude
changed and he became detached with sensual enjoyments and developed desire for salvation
and emotion of detachment. He began thinking to himself. “What a wonder ! This world is
destructible. The riches are as unsteady as the lightning in the sky. All the youth, health and
prosperity etc. are of the nature of emergence and evacuation”. During these thoughts, his mind
had been subdued by the purifications which looked like the companions of the goddess of
salvation had come there in the form of twelve introspective reflections (AnuprekîÂs). The
Indra did know all these internal activities of the Venerable by his clairvoyance. At this time,
the LaukÂntika devas, the empyrean sages  came down from the heaven of Brahmasvarga to
applaud his detachmental attitude and offer worship for the auspicious occasion of his initiation
to sainthood. These empyrean sages have eight categories : (1) SÂrasvata, (2) Àditya, (3) Vanhi,
(4) Aruàa, (5) Gardatoya, (6) Tuîita, (7) AvyÂbÂdha and (8) Ariîta. All these are the excellent
among the empyreans and, therefore, they are called ‘Devaçîi’ (empyrean sages). They are
child-celibates, detached and proficient in eleven primary canonical scriptures  (11 Angas) and
fourteen pre-canons (14 Pörvas) because of their studies and practices in their earlier birth.
They reside at the end of the fifth heaven-Brahmasvarga and as a rule, they attain salvation in
a single rebirth. These empyreans, first of all, offered their homage to the Venerable by
worshipping with flowers of the wish-fulfilling trees and, then, they eulogised him with many
hymns of meaningful senses for the occasion. These empyreans went to their abodes by accom-
plishing their mission and feeling as obliged by the Venerable.

In the meanwhile, the seats of the Indras began vibrating and they came with their vehicles
and groups of deities and stayed in the sky alongwith their groups surrounding the city of
AyodhyÂ. Later on, the Indra anointed the Venerable with the water of KîÍra-SÂgara and dressed
him with divine clothes and ornaments. The Venerable Vçîabhadeva coronated his eldest son
Bharata as the crowned king of his kingdom and appointed BÂhubali as the crown-prince.
When both the functions - the initiation ceremony of the Venerable and the coronation of
Bharata were under celebration, all the beings of heavenly and earthly worlds were feeling
highly gleeful. The Venerable distributed his kingdom among his other sons too after crowning
and crown-princing both the elder sons.
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Lord's Departure To the Forest for Initiation (DÍkîÂ)

The Venerable Vçîabhadeva sought permission for initiation from his parents and other
family members before he sat into the ‘Sudaríana’ palanquin brought by the Indra. This was
carried by the kings for seven paces (a native unit of distance) and later the VidyÂdharas  (proficient
in superpowers by birth) carried it to a further distance of seven paces in the sky. Later, the
triad of mansional deities and empyrean deities took the palanquin on their shoulders and
carried it into the skies with great glee. It is sufficient to state about the glory of the Venerable
Vçîabhadeva that his palanquin was carried by the Indra-lord of heaven himself. The Yakîa
deities were showering rains of fragrant flowers. The cold air was blowing and crores of
auspicious musical instruments were being played. When the Venerable made his departure to
forest, the queens like YaíasvatÍ and SunandÂ and many ministers also walked behind him. The
grief caused tears in their eyes. The queens alongwith many other chief women of the inner
palace, were following the Venerable Lord with the sacred material for offering worship to
him. The king NÂbhirÂja and his queen MarudevÍ also followed him alongwith many other
kings to see the festivity of the auspicious event of initiation of the Lord. The emperor Bharata
also followed him along with his ministers, sub-ordinate kings and younger brothers with great
grandeur. In the end, the Venerable Vçîabhadeva reached the extended forest named
'SiddhÂrthaka'. This forest was neither too far nor too near the city of AyodhyÂ. The army of
the deities of Indra also reached this forest  pervading all the sky and the earth. This forest was
highly alluring due to the sweet chirping of many birds and the trees like Aíoka, Campaka,
Banyan, Saptaparàa and Mangoes. The deities had already placed there the rock made of
auspicious CandrakÂnta maài and smeared with auspicious drops of liquid from the rubbed
sandal paste. The IndrÂàÍs had made Mangal Cauka of gem-powders on it by their own hands.
A wonderful hall of big cloth screen was also prepared on the rock which looked highly pleasing
on account of incense pots, auspicious emblems and flags. The Venerable got down from the
palanquin and got seated on the above rock. He made sermons to the deities and human beings
and advised the aggrieved public, “O my dear people, please do not be aggrieved. When the
separation of the body (death) of the living beings is imminent, what to say of other things ?
I have appointed my greatly efficient eldest son Bharata to serve and protect you. You also
serve him with your religious and dutiful attitude."

After listening to the advice of the Venerable, the public worshipped him. This place was
later called as ‘PrayÂga’ (place of initiation, a pilgrimage currently called as Allahabad), as
described in the verse 96, Page 174, Harivanía PurÂàa & also PadmapurÂàa.

The Venerable abandoned all the internal and external possessions after asking the family
members and other humble kings about it. The Venerable sat in the lotus - posture facing east
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and hand-plucked his hairs by PancamuîthÍ (using fist 5 times) with pronouncing the incanta-
tion of ‘Om Namah Siddhebhyah’ (Bowings to the Salvated ones) and offering salutations to
them. The Venerable got initiated to sainthood on the ninth day of the dark half of Caitra
(March-April) in an auspicious zodiac and UttarÂîÂdhÂ constellation. The plucked hairs were
sacred as they were on the head of the Venerable. They were put into a gems-made basket by the
Indra and were drowned into the KîÍra ocean with great regards.

When the Venerable got initiated, four thousand obedient kings of the lineages of
IkîvÂku, Kuru, Ugra and Bhoga etc. also accepted initiation. They thought, “Whatever is
taken as beneficial to our lord, it should also be taken in the same way by us.” On thinking
thus, they became Digambara (naked) ascetics physically (DravyalingÍ) and not psychically
(BhÂvalingÍ). By observing the Venerable getting initiated, many of these kings got initiated
due to affection, many due to delusion and many due to the fear of the Venerable. After
initiation, the Indra proteated one thousand eyes to see the beauty of the face of the Venerable
and stood unsatisfied for a good amount of time before him praising him with various
great hymns. Afterwards, the emperor Bharata worshipped his lotus-like feet with eight-
fold materials (Jala, Candana etc.). He also worshipped him with offers of fruits like
mangoes, rose-apples, pomegranates, betel-nuts and coconuts etc. and repeatedly bowed
before him.

Propensity of MithyÂtva (Wrongness)

When the Venerable got initiated, he acquired the Manah-paryaya JnÂna (Knowledge which
knows the things in others' mind). He got engaged in steady and silent meditation after resolv-
ing for a six month fasting and renouncing the attachment with the body. When the Venerable
was in the state of freedom from desires-Kaccha, MahÂkaccha & other kings,  who got initiated
unthoughtfully, began loosing their patience. The physically initiated ascetics lost patience due
to the difficulties of afflictions of hunger and thirst etc. within 2-3 months of their initiation.
They requested the Venerable, “What should we do now ? You are exerting to have detachment
from the body through austerities, but we have gone sad due to these vitality-destroying aus-
terities.” They thought, “We will live on roots, tubers and fruits grown in the forest until the
meditation of the Venerable is completed.” Thus, many of these cowardly kings got indifferent
for austerities and got ready with distressful words and propensities. They began moving in the
forests for getting fruits etc. and began going to ponds for satisfying their thirst. On seeing all
this, the forest deities advised them not to do so. They said, “O foolish men, this great naked
garb is accepted even by the Enlightened ones and universal monarchs etc. You should not
make it a position of distress. In other words, do not pluck fruits from the trees and do not
drink the unpurified water of the forest ponds in this highest garb.” On listening to the advice
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of the forest deities, the distressed ascetics got afraid of their words and so these demoralized
ascetics changed their garbs in many ways.

Out of them, many people began clothing themselves with the barks of the trees, began
eating forest-grown fruits and began drinking forest waters. Many of them began wearing old
lion-cloth and began acting on their own will. Many of them smeared their bodies with ashes
and became JatÂdhÂrÍ (having matted hairs). Many of them became bearers of a stick (Danda) and
many of them became saints with three sticks. They did not go to their respective cities out of the
fear of the emperor Bharata. They began living in the same forest by constructing their hutments.
Many of them became wandering monks. Some of them became perverse heretics due to delusion.
They worshipped the feet of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva with water and flowers. They had no
other deity for them except the Venerable Vçîabhadeva. MÂricikumÂr, the son of Bharata and
grandson of the Venerable also became the leading wandering monk among these heretics. The
science of Yoga and the philosophy of SÂnkhyas were propounded first by him only.

Austerities of the Venerable

The Venerable Vçîabhadeva was absorbed in meditation in as steady a way as the unwavering
mountain of Meru. During his austerities, his hairs got matted because they were not caressed.
These matted and twisted hairs were spread over the head of the Venerable through the stroke
of airs. They looked like the black slag coming out of the soul like gold heated by the fire of
meditation. Due to the excellence of austerities of the Venerable, the whole forest became full
of radiance throughout the day and night. The forest was getting graced with fruits and flowers
of all the seasons. The animals like lion and deer etc. were offering their worship to the Vener-
able resigning their in-born enmity.

In the meantime, the sons of the king Kaccha and MahÂkaccha came to the Venerable.
Their names were Nami and Vinami. They were full of devotion and offered their bowings
before him and said,  “O Venerable! Be pleased with us. You have distributed your kingdom
among all your sons and grandsons, but you forgot us during the process. Please award some
enjoyment factors for us also.”

It should be noted that these two princes were the nephews of the Venerable. In other
words, the wives YaíasvatÍ and SunandÂ were the sisters of the kings- Kaccha and MahÂkaccha
and both the princes were the sons of these kings.

During their request, the throne of Dharaàendra began trembling because their requests
seemed to create disturbance in the meditation of the Venerable. He came to the Venerable and
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began trying to let them understand, “Both of you go to the emperor Bharata. As the Venerable
has become indifferent to sensualism, how can he award enjoyment factors to you ? He is
exerting only for attaining liberation, thus, it is futile of picketing before him.”

On listening to this advice, both the brothers told him, “It is wrong on your part to
interfere in our personal matters without any right. We will not go to Bharata. We have come
to the Lord of the three worlds. We will not leave him.”

Dharaàendra was pleased with their persistence, self-respect & devotion to the Lord. He
said, “I am DharaàarÂja-the Indra of the lower universe (PÂtÂla loka). The Venerable is pleased
with your devotion. He has sent me to you to offer you the commodities for enjoyment. You
come with me immediately.”

On hearing this and assuming that the Venerable is pleased with us and has commanded
Dharaàendra for us, they immediately accompanied him. Dharaàendra got both of them seated
in his VimÂna (divine aircraft) and went to the VijayÂrdha mountain. This mountain is 50 Y
wide, 25 Y high and its length touches the eastern and western coasts of Lavaàa ocean. It is in
the center of Bharata region. It has sixty cities in north and fifty cities in south in its first row.
The VidyÂdharas live in these cities. There is no six-fold time-changes in an epoch like the
Aryan sections. Of course, there are changes similar to the beginning to end of the fourth
spoke. There are no diseases or calamities, fear, over-rains and no-rains etc.

The Dharaàendra entered the city of RathanöpuracakravÂla, graced with high flying flags
with them. He got both the princes seated on the throne and said to the VidyÂdharas, “Now,
these princes are your kings.” Later, he coronated them with anointment through the sacred
golden pitchers in the hands of the VidyÂdhara ladies. Afterwards, he said to the VidyÂdharas.
“Just as the Indra is the lord of heaven, similarly the king Nami is the lord of the southern row
and Vinami is the lord of the northern row of cities now. The Venerable Vçîabhadeva,  the
originator of the world of the land of action (Karmabhømi) has sent them here with his own
approval. Accordingly, all of you should offer homage to them and observe their orders.”  All
the VidyÂdharas agreed to the words of Dharaàendra and accepted them as their kings with
bowing heads.

The First Food of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

When six months of meditation and fasting were over, the world great teacher, Venerable
Vçîabhadeva began thinking. “It is necessary to take food for establishing the method of food-
taking by Jaina saints and sustaining the body and life. However, the purified food should be
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offered for saints as per the prescribed way (with NavadhÂbhakti). He felt sorry that the newly
initiated ascetics, born in high families went astray due to the affliction of hunger and thirst etc.
as nobody knew the right way of offering prescribed saint food to them. I will, therefore, tell
the proper procedure for taking food for accomplishing the path of liberation smoothly. The
liberation - aspirant saints should neither lean their bodies nor nourish it with delicacies of
food.” It is stated in MahÂpurana (page-20) that one should adopt a medium way of subsistence
so that the senses may remain under control and they should not run after the wrong path.

On making such a resolution, the heroic and patient Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva began
pedestrian wandering (VihÂra),whichever areas he walked through with ÍryÂpatha íuddhi
(carefulness), the residents of the areas got pleasure and bowed before him with respects. The
people, in those times, were ignorant about the procedure for offering food to the saints. They
even did not understand why the Venerable is wandering on foot. Many people began to follow
him during these wanderings. Many people offered him baskets of gems asking him to be
pleased to accept their small offer. Many people brought innumerable things and vehicles be-
fore him, but the Venerable was indifferent to all of this and moved ahead silently. Many
people brought fragrant materials, clothes, ornaments etc. for him. Many ignorant people brought
even their young girls and requested him to marry with them. Many people brought food
materials for him.

Six more months passed away in this way of wandering with amazing and excellent practices
of saint life by the Venerable. After completion of a year, the Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva
reached the town of HastinÂpura in the Kuru-JÂngala Country (Currently in Merrut Distt. of
U.P.). It was as gracious as the golden ornament. The king of that country was Somaprabha -
the êikhÂmaài (gem leader) of Kuru lineage. His younger brother was the king ‘êreyÂnsa
KumÂra’. Once king êreyÂnsa Kumar saw some excellent dreams in the last Prahara of the
night. The royal priest interpreted them as excellent. On hearing his words, both the brohers sat
for talking about the story of the Venerable. However, as soon as they sat for it, the Venerable
Vçîabhadeva came there while wandering solitarily. The janitor (door-attendant) SiddhÂrtha
gave the news of his arrival to the king. Both the brothers came to the courtyard of the royal
palace and bowed devotedly before the Venerable from a distance. Then, they went to him,
circumambulated him thrice and washed his feet with water and offered him their worship.

On seeing the face of the Venerable, the king êreyÂnsa KumÂra got his pre-birth remembered.
He recollected all the incidents during his pre-birth as Varjajangha and êrimatÍ. He remembered
that in the eighth pre-birth, the Venerable was in the form of king Vajra-jangha and he was
êrimatÍ-his queen. The pair had offered food to the pair of sky-moving prodigied saints with
high devotion. He, suddenly, remebered the whole procedure of offering ÀhÂra to the saints at
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that time and got ready to offer food to the Venerable. The food-offerer has to offer ÀhÂra with
nine fold devotion (NavadhÂ bhakti) in the form of (1) Invitation (PaÅagÂhana), (2) Offering
high seat, (3) Washing feet, (4) Offering of worship, (5) Bowings to the saint, (6-8) Proclama-
tion of the purity of mind, speech and body and (9) Proclamation of the purity of food. Thus,
following the procedure, the king Somaprabha, his queen LakîmimatÍ and êreyÂnsa KumÂra
offered the sugarcane juice in the hand-bowl of the Venerable. Because of this great offering of
foods, the deities in the sky showered the rains of five wonderful things (i.e. gems, flowers,
sacred water or Gandodaka, cool breeze and divine sounds). This was the third day of the bright
half of VaiíÂkha (April-May). Because of this first food-intake of the Venerable, this day is
celebrated as ‘Akîaya Tritiya’ even today.

The deities informed the emperor Bharata about the food-offering and its great effects. He
also came there and eulogised the king êreyÂnsa repeatedly calling him as ‘Founder of saint
food- offering’ (DÂna-tÍrtha-pravartaka). The Venerable was possessed of four kinds of knowl-
edge at this time. This way, he continued his austerities for one thousand years.

Acquirement of Omniscience by the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

Once, while pedestrian wandering, the Venerable sat in the posture of  sitting on hams
(ParyankÂsana) on a rock under a banyan tree in ‘êakatÂsya’ garden in the town of PurimatÂlapura.
The king Vçîabhasena of this town was the son of the Venerable and the younger brother of
Bharata. During meditation there, the Venerable Lord burnt the fuel of four destructive Karmas
(GhÂtiyÂ karmas) by his meditational fire (of inner spiritual energy) and he acquired the absolute
knowledge or omniscience (KevalajnÂna) which perceives the whole universe (Loka) and non-
universe (A-loka). When the Venerable acquired omniscience on the eleventh day of the dark half
of the PhÂlguna month (Feb. - March) in the constellation of UttarÂîÂdha, all the three worlds got
agitated. The bells began ringing in the empyrean world automatically. The astral world got full of
lion-roaring. The drums started beating in the peripatetic world and there was the conch-sounds in
the world of mansional deities. The seats of all the Indras began waving together and the wish-
fulfilling trees began shower of flowers. By all these signs, the clairvoyant Indra knew about the
acquirement of omniscience by the Venerable and so he bowed with devotion.

On command from Indra, the lord of riches-Köbera constructed the holy assembly
(Samavasaraàa) with the help of the empyrean sculptors. This is constructed in round shape
with the IndranÍla gems. It has a size of 12 Y and shape of a wide lotus. In the center of this
holy assembly, there is a gandhakutÍ (fragrant seat) raised like the pericarp of a flower. The
divine ground of holy assembly (Divya-bhömi) is normally one Hasta (1.5 ft.) above the surface
and there is the kalpa-ground (Kalpabhömi) one Hasta above it. On attaining omniscience, the
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Venerable moves 5000 D (~ 30,000 ft.) above the ground. (One Dhanuîa (D) is equal to four
Hasta). There are 20,000 steps in the holy-assembly each of which is one hasta High. The holy
assembly consists of four boundary walls (Kotas), five Vedis, eight grounds in between them
and three altars (PÍthas) in each inner part. There are four vanity subduing pillars (MÂnastambhas)
in the four large galleries (MahÂvÍthÍs) of the holy assembly whose sight alone subdues the
pride of the Bhavya MithyÂdçîtÍs (liberatable wrong-faithed people).

In the outermost part of the holy assembly, there is a boundary wall named DhölisÂla
made of the powders of gems and jewels. Later, there are vanity subduing pillars, trenches
(ParikhÂ bhumi) and creeper grounds (LatÂbhumi). These are followed by golden boundary
wall which has four entry gates (Gopuras). The peripatetic deities are guarding these gates with
maces (gadÂs) etc. in their hands. There are forests having trees of Aíoka and Campaka etc.
(Vanabhumi) and forest altars. These are followed by the flag ground (Dhvajabhumi). After
this, there is the second silvery boundary wall which is guarded by the mansional deities. There
are, then, grounds of wish-fulfilling trees (Kalpavçkîa bhumi), forest altars and Stöpa (tope)
etc. followed by the third boundary wall made of quartz gems. Its entry gates are being guarded
by the empyrean deities with maces etc. in their hands. There are sixteen walls based on long
galleries (MahÂvÍthÍs) between the quartz wall and the altars or PÍthas (as above). These walls
have a length equal to the distance between the quartz wall and the altars. They are dividing the
whole area in twelve seating compartments (BÂraha SabhÂs). Over these walls, there is a graceful
and colossal êrÍ - mandapa (auspicious hall made up of quartz crystals & which is standing on the
gem-pillars). The êrÍ - mandapa has a supernatural power to let all the living beings of all the three
worlds seated there together. It is sufficiently high and clean. It looks like the second sky.

In the central part of the area surrounded by êrÍ-mandapa, there is a altar made of Lapis-
lazuli (Vaidöryamaài-blue precious stone). There is another altar on it which is made of gold.
There is the third altar over it made up of all kinds of gems and jewels. This third altar has three
KatanÍs over it. It is graced with Dharmacakra (the wheel of religion), the symbol of the
propagation of the religious order by TÍrthankara. On the throne of the third altar, the Vener-
able Vçîabhadeva is sitting at a distance of four Angulas above it. There are twelve seating
compartments (SabhÂs) in the holy assembly where different groups of the living beings get
seated to listen to the Venerable. Starting from the right side of the Venerable, (1) Saints or
Digambara Munis, (2) empyrean goddesses, (3) ÀryikÂs or Jaina female ascetics and votaresses,
(4) astral goddesses, (5) peripatetic goddesses, (6) mansional goddesses, (7) mansional deities,
(8) peripatetic deities, (9) astral deities, (10) empyrean deities, (11) human beings and
(12) sub-human beings sit in their respective wide assembly compartments. For more details,
see Triloka-prajnapti, 4.716-894.
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The Brief - Description of the Holy Assembly of the Venerable

First of all, there are four vanity - subduing pillars in the four directions after the DhölisÂla
boundary wall. There are ponds surrounding these pillars. These are followed by trenches full
of clean water. Then, there is flower garden. This is followed by the first boundary wall. There
are two theatres on both sides ahead of this wall. After it, there is the second forest of Aíoka-
Mango etc. trees which leads to the VedikÂ followed by flag-ground. Beyond this, there is
second boundary wall ahead of which there is the forest the of wish-fulfilling trees alongwith
an altar. Later, there are Stöpa (topes, dome like structures) and then the rows of houses and
then the third boundary wall made of quartz gems. Inside this wall, there are twelve assembly
compartment for humans, sub-humans, deities and Saints. There is, then, the altar and the
Venerable Enlightened is seated on the top of this altar.

Eight Auspicious Emblems (Àtha PrÂtihÂryas) of the Venerable

There are the following eight amazing auspicious emblems associated with the Venerable:
(1) Aíoka tree, (2) Throne made of gems, (3) Three divine Chatras (Parasols), (4) BhÂmandala
(Aura), (5) Divya Dhvani (OmkÂramayÍ), (6) Shower of flowers, (7) Fanning with 64 Camaras
(fly-whisks) and (8) Deva-dumdubhi (ringing of divine drums).

The enlightened TÍrthankaras are stated to have forty six characteristics as below:

(1) Eight auspicious emblems (8 PrÂtihÂryas)

(2) Thirty four excellences (34 Atiíayas)

(3) Tetrad of infinitieys  (4 Ananta Catuîtaya)

Ten excellences (Atiíayas) Related with the Birth

There are the following ten miraculous phenomena manifesting since the time of birth of
the TÍrthankaras:

(1) Sweatlessness

(2) Clean & pure body.

(3) White blood like milk etc.

(4) Adamantine wrapped and nailed bone joints (VajravçîabhanÂrÂca Samhanana).
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(5) Symmetrical configuration of body (Samacatursra SansthÂna).

(6) Incomparable appearance.

(7) Best fragrance like the Nçpacampaka flower (yellow fragrant flowers)

(8) Infinite strength and potency.

(9) Beneficial, moderate and sweet speech.

(10) 1008 omens on the body.

Ten Excellences of Omniscience

The following ten miraculous phenomena automatically occur when the omniscience is
acquired due to the destruction of the four destructive karmas :

(1) All round abundance of food and provision in all directions within 100 Y.

(2) Movement in space (or sky).

(3) Absence of violence.

(4) Absence of morsel food - intake.

(5) Absence of afflictions.

(6) Face to be seen in all the four directions.

(7) Shadowless-ness.

(8) Non-blinking or non-twinkling eye sight.

(9) Possession of all kinds of learnings.

(10) No growth of nails and hairs.

Fourteen Specific Excellences Created by the Deities (Devakçta)

Simultaneously, the following fourteen excellences have been admitted as created by the
deities:
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01. Simultaneous sermonisation for the liberatable beings through eighteen main lan-
guages (18 MahÂbhÂîÂ), seven hundred dialects and all other lingual and non-lingual languages
of the instinctive (SanjnÍ-with mental faculty) beings without the use of palate (tÂlu), teeth,
lips and throat. The defectless and incomparable Divya dhvani of the Venerable is manifest for
nine Muhörtas (app. 7 hrs. a day) during the three prayer times of the day and it is heard upto
a distance of one Yojana. Besides this, this Divya Dhvani is also manifest in those times when
the chief disciples (Gaàadharas), Indras and CakravartÍs ask questions for response from him.
The Divya dhvani elaborates the six dravyas (6 realities), nine padÂrthas (9 materials or categories),
five astikÂyas (5 existents) and seven tattvas (7 reals) logically. [The author of Tiloyapaààatti
has counted this excellence under the category of excellences due to omniscience. He has, thus,
given eleven excellences of omniscience.]

02. Out-of season bearing of fruits and flowers of all the six seasons in the area of
numerable Yojanas due to the great effect of the TÍrthankaras.

03. Blowing of slow and fragrant air removing all the dust and thorns.

04. Harmonious amity among all the living beings.

05. Appearance of the gem made earth as transparent as mirror.

06. Rains of fragrant water by the deity Meghakumara on the order of the Indra.

07. Plenty of agricultural yield of êÂli, paddy etc. whose plants become bent due to heavy crops.

08. All beings getting happiness daily.

09. Blowing of cool breeze by the VÂyukumara deity.

10. All the wells and ponds becoming full of water.

11. Having a clean sky / space.

12. No occurrence of / interruptions of diseases etc. among all the living beings.

13. Moving of Dharma-cakras (the wheel of religion) ahead of the TÍrthankaras.

14.  The formation of divine and golden lotus mat below the lotus like feet of the TÍrthankara,
while he is walking.
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Thus, 10 excellences by birth, 10 of omniscience and 14 by deities sum up to be
34 excellences in total.

Tetrad of Infinity (Ananta Catuîtaya)

The tetrad of infinity involves : (1) Anant JnÂna-infinite knowledge, (2) Anant Daríana-
infinite conation (intuition), (3) Anant Sukha-infinite bliss and, (4) Anant VÍrya-infinite potency.

Thus, the above eight auspicious emblems, 34 excellences and the tetrad of infinity
( 8 + 34 + 4 = 46) make up the 46 special attributes or characteristics, which are associated with
the TÍrthankaras.

The First Chief Disciple (Gaàadhara)

When the Venerable attained omniscience, the king Vçîabhasena came to him alongwith
many of his subordinate kings. He got initiated. As soon as he did so, he acquired Manah-paryaya
JnÂna and seven prodigies (çddhis) and became the first (principal) chief disciple (Gaàadhara) of
the Venerable Vçîabhadeva. The kings êreyÂnsa KumÂra and Somaprabha also got initiated and
became his chief disciples. BrÂhmÍ and SundarÍ also got initiated as Jaina female ascetics (ÀryikÂs)
along with many other women and became the chief (GaàinÍ) among all.

Arrival of Bharata

At the time of acquirement of omniscience by the Venerable, the emperor Bharata got
three news simultaneously :

(1) Birth of a son to him.

(2) Acquirement of the Cakra-ratna (wheel-gem) related to victory.

(3) Acquirement of omniscience by the Venerable Vçsabhadeva.

He took the glory of religion as the first and went to worship the Venerable Jina in the
holy assembly, then went to Cakra-ratna and then celebrated the birth of the son at last.

Attainment of First Salvation by AnantavÍrya - Son of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

AnantavÍrya-the brother of Bharata had also received initiation from the Venerable after
his address to him. He was worshipped by deities on this occasion. He was the first to attain
salvation in this devolution epoch. All other austerites except MarÍci KumÂra who got derailed
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earlier after initiation, were also reinitiated by the Venerable after address from him regarding
the true reals and realities. They undertook austerities again and acquired the auspicious destinities
as per their volitional purification.

The Venerable broke his silence after 1000 years when he attained omniscience and started
his teachings through Divya-dhvani. In other words, the Venerable observed silence from initiation
upto attaining omniscience.

Caturvidha Sangh (The Group of Four Types of Jaina Ascetics)

The Jaina saints (Munis), Jaina female ascetics (ÀryikÂs), votaries (êrÂvakas) and vota-
resses (êrÂvikÂs) form the Caturvidha Sangh of the Jaina ascetics. Accordingly, the holy as-
sembly of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva consisted of

(1) 84 Chief disciples (Gaàadharas)

(2) 84,000 Saints (Munis)

(3) 3,50,000 Jaina female ascetics (ÀryikÂs)

(4) 3,00,000 Votaries (êrÂvakas)

(5) 5,00,000 Votaresses (êrÂvikÂs)

Besides this, innumerable number of male & female deities, innumerable human and
subhuman beings are benefitted by the teachings during the religious order of each TÍrthankara.

The Establishment Period of the Religious Order (TÍrtha Pravartana)

It has been stated that the establishment period or the duration of the religious order of the
Venerable Vçîabhadeva was one PörvÂnga (Bigger time unit) and fifty lac crore of SÂgaras.

Teachings of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva

Saudharma Indra came to the holy assembly of the Venerable alongwith the four-fold
deities, circumambulated him thrice and eulogised him by many hymns. The Indra and the
deities desired to listen to him and therefore, sat in the assembly compartments set for them.
Similarly, the emperor Bharata also came there, offered worship with many divine materials,
eulogised him and, then, sat in the assembly seating compartment set for the human beings.
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Later, the Venerable Lord's non-alphabetical divine sound (Divya-dhvani) appeared. He preached
all the twelve primary canonical scriptures (Angas) like ÀcÂrÂnga (Text of Saints' Conduct)
etc. His teachings consisted of four kinds of expositions (Anuyogas) like (i) Exposition of
Biographies (PrathamÂnuyoga),  (ii) Exposition of Cosmology and Sciences (KaraàÂnuyoga),
(iii) Exposition of Primary and Secondary Conduct (CaraàÂnuyoga) and (iv) Exposition of
Realology or Metaphysics (DravyÂnuyoga).

Creation of the BrÂhmaàa Caste

It has already been stated that the Venerable Vçîabhadeva created three castes of warriors,
businessmen and menials corresponding to the conditions of Videha Region as learnt through
his clairvoyance.

Once, the emperor Bharata CakravartÍ returned from his world conquest by winning over
the BhÂrata varîa alongwith many kings after sixty thousand years. He thought to himself, one
day, “The desireless naked saints do not accept our donations of wealth howsoever we may
offer our worship to them. Whoelse is there among the householders who could be suitable for
our worship by donations of wealth and grains etc. ?” The CakravartÍ honoured such persons,
who were judged as observers of partial vows (Aàuvratas), with proper donations and respects.
He got the sacred threads (YajnopavÍta) from his Padma treasury (nidhi) and offered them to
these vow-observers. He also taught them the six-fold duties of the householders involving (i)
worship (ijyÂ), (ii) business (vÂrtÂ), (iii) donations (datti), (iv) self-study (svÂdhyÂya), (v)
observance of restraint (sanyama), and (vi) undertaking of austerities (tapa) from the primary
text of ‘UpÂsakÂdhyayana' (Text on Studies on Votaries). These householders were called as
'BrÂhmaàas'.  Thus,

(1) The individuals refined through vows are called BrÂhmaàas.

(2) The persons protecting the public through weapons, are called Kîatriyas (warriors).

(3) The individuals earning the wealth through moral and justified means are called Vaiíyas
(businessmen).

(4) The individuals serving the people in many ways are called êödras (menials).

The persons, who take two types of births - first from womb and the other by action or
refinement are called Dvijas (Twice-born). The emperor Bharata taught them the rituals of
conception (GarbhÂnvaya), initiation (DÍkîÂnvaya) and ritualisation (Kartanvaya).
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Once, the emperor Bharata asked the Venerable, “O Lord, I have created this caste of
BrÂhmaàas. Please tell me whether it is alright or not.” The Venerable said, “you have done
well by the creation of the twice-born BrÂhmaàas. However, there are some flaws in it. They
will normally observe proper conduct until the end of this fourth spoke. However, when Kaliyuga
(the present sinful age) begins, they will become proud of their caste and will be derailed from
their good conduct and will be opponents of right path of salvation. Though the creation of the
caste of BrÂhmaàas is the seedling of flaws for the future, but it is not proper to eliminate it at
present because it serves the cause of non-transgression of religious path at this time.” The
emperor Bharata, the protector of the religion of the four castes, got himself doubtless after
listening to the Venerable.

Attainment of Salvation by the Venerable

Thus, the TÍrthankara Vçîabhadeva alongwith his chief-disciplies wandered for one lac
Pörva less by 1000 years and 14 days for teaching the path of getting the best fruit of salvation
for the people. When his life was to last for 14 days, he desisted from all his activities (Yoga)
and sat on the KailÂía mountain between êri-íikhara and Siddha êikhara on the fifteenth day of
the bright half of Pauîa month (Dec.-Jan.). The same night, the emperor Bharata saw a dream
that the height of the Meru mountain has increased upto the region of Siddha abode (Siddha-
êilÂ)- the tip of the universe. ArkakÍrti, the family head and the chief minister etc. also saw
some dreams in that night. All interpreted the dreams as indicators of imminent attainment of
salvation of the TÍrthankara Vçîabhadeva. The emperor Bharata came to the KailÂía mountain
the same day and engaged himself in continuous worship for fourteen days.

In the auspicious moment at sunrise under the Abhijata constellation on the fourteenth day
of the dark half of MÂgha (Jan.-Feb.), TÍrthankara Vçîabhadeva was sitting in a posture of
sitting on hams (ParyankÂsana) alongwith many saints facing east. He desisted from all the
three kinds of yogas through third êukla DhyÂna (Pure meditation) named SökîmakriyÂpratipÂti
(non-falling subtle movement or very fine vibratory movements in the soul even when it is
deeply absorbed in  itself, in a kevalin) and, then destroyed all the four non-destructive (AghÂtiyÂ)
Karmas in the last spiritual stage through the fourth  pure meditation-VyutparakriyÂ nivçtti
(cessation of activity or total absorption of the soul in itself, steady and undisturbably fixed
without any vibration whatsoever) in a time during which five short vowels could be pro-
nounced. Due to the destruction of the three bodies named gross (AudÂrika), luminous (Taijasa)
and karmic (KÂrmÂàa), the TÍrthankara acquired the mode of salvated-hood and reached the
thin-air-layer (TanuvÂtavalaya) of the universe in a moment. At this moment, he was associated
with eight inherent qualities of righteousness etc. Being unstained, having a size little less than
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his last embodiment, non-mattergic, absorbed in self-bliss and continuously observing the
universe below, he got seated there eternally.

At the same time, all the deities, desirous of offering worship on this auspicious event of
salvation of the Venerable, thought, “The physical body of the Venerable is sacred, best, clean
and undefiled and also the means of salvation. They, therefore, placed it in a precious palanquin.
They, then, burnt this body by the fire produced from the gem-made shining crown of the Indra
of Agni KömÂra deities and inflamed by the milk, ghee etc. and many fragrant substances like
sandal, camphor, saffron and Aguru. This burning fire produced unprecedented smell all around.
Later, the same Indras took the ashes of Vçîabhadeva, who had five auspicious events (Panca-
kalyÂàaka) in his life and applied that on their forehead, both the arms, throat and chest, thinking
that they should also become similar to him (in future).

On this occasion, the emperor Bharata became highly sad due to the separation of his
father. The chief disciple, Vçîabhasena consoled him and pacified his sad mind through his
nectar-like words about the religion. The Venerable Vçîabhadeva attained salvation when the
fourth spoke of time was to start after 3 years, eight months and fifteen days. Later, there have
been 22 more TÍrthankaras starting from the second AjitanÂtha upto PÂrívanÂtha in the fourth
spoke. After them, the twenty fourth TÍrthankara MahÂvÍra appeared on this earth.

THE LAST TÊRTHANKARA-MAHÀVÊRA (GREAT HERO)

How He Became MahÂvÍra ? : There is a country named PuîkalÂvatÍ on the
northern bank of the river SÍtÂ in the eastern Videha region in JambödvÍpa situated in the center
of all the dvÍpas (islands). There is a forest named Madhu in the vicinity of the city of PundarÍkiàÍ
of this country. There lived PururavÂ, the king of BhÍlas (a mountaineous tribe). He had the
wife named KÂlikÂ. One day, a saint named SÂgarasena was wandering here and there in that
forest due to directional confusion. On seeing him and taking him as a deer (from a distance),
PururavÂ got ready to kill him. But his wife asked him not to do so, saying, “Please do not kill
him. He is the guardian deity of the forest wandering here.”

PururavÂ was pleased to hear this, he went to the saint and offered bowings to him. The
saint gave sermons which led him to life-long renunciation of alcohal (wine), meat-eating and
honey. He observed this vow life-long and so, he was reborn as the celestial deity in the
Saudharma heaven with a life-span of one SÂgara.

Later, the empyrean, the re-birthed PururavÂ, was born as the eldest son named MarÍci
with his parents as CakravartÍ Bharata of AyodhyÂ and his queen AnantamatÍ. At the time of
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initiation of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva, his grand father, MarÍci, on his own, also accepted
initiation to asceticism along with four thousand other kings like Kaccha etc. having been
encouraged by the preceptoral devotion. These novice ascetics were ignorant of the prescribed
procedure of food-intake for Jaina saints during the period of six month-austerities by the
Venerable Vçîabhadeva. They, therefore, got derailed from the ascetic conduct and began drinking
water of ponds and eating fruits and flowers grown in the forests on their own due to unbear-
able afflictions of hunger and thirst etc. On observing this, the forest deities proclaimed, “This
is not the way for the ascetics having accepted the garb of nakedness. You can not observe this
kind of conduct in such an appearance.” On hearing this, MarÍci, encouraged by MithyÂtva
(wrongness), became the first to be initiated in the order of wandering monks (ParibrÂjakas).

When the Venerable Vçîabhadeva attained omniscience, all those derailed ascetics were
reinitiated in the Samavaíaraàa and they observed the path of their own welfare. However, it
was only MarÍci who did not accept the true religion even after listening to the teachings of the
Venerable through his Divya-dhvani (divine sound). He thought, “I will also be worshipped by
the Indras on the basis of my own doctrines and order just like Vçîabhadeva who has renounced
all the attachments and acquired the capacity to move the world and to be worshipped by the
Indra etc.” Thus, he taught his own doctrine out of his pride-based passion and was reborn as
an empyrean in the fifth heaven-Brahmasvarga after completing his life-span here. After com-
pleting his life-span in the heaven, he was re-born as a son named Jatila with his parents as
Kapila BrÂhmaàa and his wife-KÂlÍ in the city of AyodhyÂ. In this case also, he became ParivrÂjaka
monk due to earlier latency (sanskÂra) and taught the theory of twenty five elements (Tattvas)
including the Nature (Prakçti) and Man (Puruîa). On death from this birth, he took rebirth as an
empyrean in Saudharna heaven with a life-span of one SÂgara. On transmigratory departure
from the heaven, he was reborn as a son named Agnisaha with his parents as BrÂhmaàa Agnibhöta
and his wife GautamÍ in the village of SutikÂ of this Bharata region . In this birth also, he
became a heretic monk and attained heavens after death. Later, he was born as a son - Agnimitra
with his parents as Gautama BrÂhmaàa and his wife KauíikÍ in Mandira village of this Bharata
region. In this birth also, he became initiated again in the ParivrÂjaka order of monks and was
reborn as a deity in MÂhendra heaven. He was, then, reborn as a son named BhÂradvÂja with his
parents as BrÂhmaàa êÂlankÂyana and his wife MandirÂ in the town of Mandira. In this birth,
he became a recluse with 3 sticks (TridandÍ) and later became a deity in the MÂhendra heaven.
He suffered heavily in his further rebirths in all the lower destinities due to his MithyÂtva
(wrongness) resulting from his heretic doctrines.

In some texts, it is stated that the BrÂhmaàa BhÂradvÂja became a three sticked recluse
and was reborn as a deity in MÂhendra heaven. After completing his life-span there, he was re-
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born in Itara Nigoda (those NigodiyÂ beings, which have transmigrated in  destinities i.e.
Caturgati Nigoda) with a life span of one SÂgaropama due to the effect of MithyÂtva. Later, he
had many rebirths.

Thus, after having many rebirths, the same soul was reborn in the land of enjoyment due
to donation to a worthy person (SupÂtradÂna). He was reborn eighty lac times as a deity. The
scholar - saints point out that MithyÂtva (wrongness) is a highly evil state. There is no bigger
enemy than this in all the three universe and three periods of time. The wise men also say, “If
the wrongness and five sins of violence etc. are compared, there will be a difference of Meru
mountain and mustard seed between them.”

After all the above rebirths, the same soul was reborn as a BrÂhmaàa named ‘SthÂvara’ in
the city of RÂjagçha (Bihar) due to slackening of his sins.

Later, he was born as the son SthÂvara with the parents êÂndilya BrÂhmaàa and his wife
PÂraíarÍ in the same RÂjagçha city of the Magadha country. The BrÂhmaàa êÂndilya was pro-
ficient in vedic studies. SthÂvara also became veda proficient and devoid of righteousness
(Samyaktva). Nevertheless, he again became a ParivrÂjaka and after death became a deity in
MÂhendra heaven with a life-span of seven SÂgaras. After transmigrational departure from
there, he was reborn as a son named Viívanandi of the king Viívabhöti and queen Jaini in the
same town of RÂjagçha. The younger brother of the king Viívabhöti was ViíÂkhabhöti. He had
a son named ViíÂkhanandi. One day, the king Viívabhöti handed over the reigns of his kingdom
to his younger brother and appointed his son Viívanandi as heir-designate. He, then, accepted
Jinistic initiation and began undertaking hard austerities.

One day, ViíÂkhanandÍ - cousin brother of the heir-designate ViívanandÍ saw his Manohara
garden and asked for it from his father. The king ViíÂkhabhöti also awarded the garden to his
son by deceitfully sending ViívanandÍ for an attack on enemies of the kingdom. When ViívanandÍ
learnt about this incident, he returned and defeated ViíÂkhanandÍ in fight. Looking him afraid,
Viívanandi got detached and he handed over the garden to him and got himself initiated to Jina
sainthood and began undertaking austerities.

The saint Viívanandi became lean and thin due to harsh austerities. Once he came to the
city of MathurÂ for ÀhÂra (food intake). By chance, ViíÂkhanandi had come there as a messen-
ger of some other king. He was corrupted with addictions and was looking at the saint Viívanandi
from the terrace of a prostitute. Suddenly, a cow let the saint fall there in front of the terrace.
Looking him falling, Viíakhanandi got angry and said to the saint, “I have seen your valour while
breaking a stone pillar to hurt me. Where has that valour now disappeared ?" On hearing these
cruel words, the saint also got angry and said to him, “You will bear the fruit of this taunt.”
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Later he died a holy death with this desire for future (NidÂna) and was reborn as an
empyrean in the heaven of MahÂíukra. ViíÂkhabhöti (his uncle) also got re-birth there due to
penance. After enjoying the divine life for long, both of them tansmigrationally departed from
there and were reborn as sons of the king PrajÂpati of Podanpura in the country of Suramya.
The queen JayÂvatÍ begot ‘Vijaya’ (earlier ViíÂkhabhöti). His second queen MçgÂvatÍ begot
Tripçîtha (earlier saint Viívanandi). Vijaya was a êalÂkÂ Puruîa of Balabhadra category while
Tripçîtha was a êalÂkÂ Puruîa of NÂrayaàa category. Later, the soul of earlier ViíÂkhanandi
wandered in the world for quite a long time and took rebirth as the son-AívagrÍva of the
VidyÂdhara MayöragrÍva and his queen NÍlÂnjanÂ in the city of AlkÂpura in the northern series
of VijayÂrdha mountain. He was the êalÂkÂ Puruîa of Prati-NarÂyanÂ category. The NÂrayÂàa
Tripçîtha killed AívagrÍva because of latent impressions of earlier birth and acquired the Cakra-
Ratna. He enjoyed the royal pleasures for a long time and in the end, he attained the seventh hell
because of deep sensualism. He, then, took rebirth as a lion on the Sinhagiri mountain in the forest
on the bank of the river Ganga in Bharata region after bearing the sufferings of hell for SÂgaras
(uncountable years). Because of intense sinful activities there also, he took rebirth in the first hell.
Later, he again took rebirth as a lion on the top of Himavan mountain in the east of Sinhaköta in
JambödvÍpa after bearing the sufferings of the hell for a time period of one SÂgara.

Awakening or Progressive Life of the Lion

Once, the lion was eating a deer after catching it in the forest. At the same time, highly
compassionate sky-moving-powered (CÂraàaçddhidhÂrÍ) saint named Ajitanjaya was moving
in sky along with another saint Amitaguna. He saw the lion doing so. As soon he saw him, he
remembered the words of the TÍrthankara and got down from his space-walk out of compassion
and went near the lion. He sat on a rock and began addressing him the religious sermons in loud
voice. He said, “O king of animals, you got the hellish destinity earlier due to your engagement
in sensual pleasures in your birth state of NÂrayaàa Tripçîtha. After enduring the sufferings
there, you were, again, been born as a lion and went again to the hell due to your cruel deeds.
You have come out of the hell as a lion again. You know, you will be the last TÍrthankara in the
tenth rebirth from now (See UttarapurÂàa, Chapter 74, verses 214-216, 218). I have heard this
from the TÍrthankara êridhara. O wise animal, please be detached from the wrong path leading
to the deep forest of the world and enjoy the path leading to the welfare of the self-soul.”

The words of the saint pinched the heart of the lion. He bowed to them and circumambulated
them repetitively. He immediately grasped the essence of reals (Tattvas) and realities because
of proper time (KÂla-labdhi) and fortune and took up the vows of votary with steady mind.

Thus, the lion died with mental concentration while observing the vow of restraint-cum-non-
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restraint (SanyamÂsanyama) and undertaking the holy death in the end and was reborn as the
empyrean Sinhaketu in the Saudharma heaven (See UttarapurÂàa, Chapter 74, Verse 219). He
enjoyed divine pleasures there for two SÂgaras wherefrom he was re-born again as a son named
Kanakojjvala of the king Kanakapunkha - a VidyÂdhara and queen KanakamÂlÂ. Kanakapunkha
was the king of Kanakaprabha town - the best town in the series of VijayÂrdha mountain towns in
the country of MangalÂvatÍ in the eastern Videha region of DhÂtakikhanda island-continent.

One day, he took initiation from the saint Priyamitra on Mandara mountain and died with
a holy death. He was reborn as an empyrean in the seventh heaven. Later, he was reborn as the
son Hariîeàa of the king Vajrasena and queen êÍlavatÍ of the city of AyodhyÂ. He also aban-
doned the burden of kingdom and took initiation under the saint êrutasÂgara and got reborn
again as an empyrean in the heaven of MahÂíukra after completing his life-span there. He was
reborn again as the son Priyamitra of the king Sumitra and queen ManoramÂ. Sumitra was the
king of the city of PundarikiàÍ in the country of PuîkalÂvatÍ in the eastern Videha of DhÂtakikhanda
island-continent. Priyamitra attained the status of CakravartÍ in due course of his life.

Later, after enjoying the divine pleasures for long, Priyamitra undertook initiation from
the TÍrthankara Kîemankara (in Videha) and observed ascetic conduct. After holy death, he
became an empyrean of SahasrÂra heaven and then was reborn as a son Nanda of the queen of
king Nandivardhana. Nandivardhana was the king of Chatrapur town in JambödvÍpa. Nanda
enjoyed the royal pleasures for long and, then, got initiated by the saint Proîthila. He undertook
harsh austerities and acquired the knowledge of eleven primary canonical scriptures (Angas).
He reflected upon and observed the sixteen factors (Solaha KÂraàa BhÂvanÂs) for earning the
status of TÍrthankara and bonded this karmic species (for the future). At the end of his life and
following all the ascetic duties, he was reborn as Indra in the Puîpottara abode (VimÂna) in the
heaven of Acyuta.

Conceptional Descent (GarbhÂvatÂra) of the Venerable Lord MahÂvÍra

When the life-span of the Acyuta Indra was to last for six months, the Indra of Saudharma
heaven commanded the Lord of riches (Kubera) and so he began to shower thick streams of seven
and half crores of gems daily in the courtyard of the palace of the king SiddhÂrtha of Kundalpur
city (near Nalanda) in the Videha country (present Bihar state) of Bharata region of JambödvÍpa.

The queen of the king SiddhÂrtha PriyakÂriàÍ i.e. TriíalÂ saw sixteen dreams in the last
Prahara of the night of the sixth day of the bright half of ÀîÂdha (June-July). In the morning,
she was highly satisfied to listen to the interpretation of her dreams by her husband. Later, the
deities came there, celebrated the auspicious event of conception (GarbhakalyÂàaka) of the
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Venerable and offered their worship to the parents. In other words, the soul of Acyutendra was
conceived by the queen TriíalÂ.

The Celebrations of the Birth of the Venerable MahÂvÍra

After the passage of nine months the queen mother TriíalÂ gave birth to the son in  the
night of the thirteenth day of the bright half of the month Caitra (March-April). All the world
was pleased with this news. The musical instruments began ringing automatically at that time
in all the heavens. The seat of the Saudharma Indra also began waving. The Indra knew the
birth of the TÍrthankara Venerable through his clairvoyance and came to Kundalpura on his
AirÂvata elephant along with his paraphernalia(grandeur). He circumambulated the city, sent
his wife to the Birth Temple (Prasava Mandira i.e. delivery room) and took the Jina child from
her and carried him to the Meru mountain. There he got him seated on PÂnduka - íilÂ and
anointed him with 1008 sacred pitchers full of water from KîÍrasÂgara. He also celebrated this
anointing function with dance and drama etc. The Indra, then, got him dressed with best of the
clothes and ornaments and named him as ‘VÍra’ and ‘VardhamÂna’. He, then, brought the
Jina child to Kundalpura, handed him over to his parents and left for his heavenly abode.

Peculiarities of the Childhood of the Venerable

Once, the two saints named Sanjaya and Vijaya, who had a prodigy of sky-movement, got
some doubt about a point. They came to the Venerable after his birth. Their doubt was removed
merely by seeing him. So, they named him as ‘Sanmati’ with great devotion.

Once, the Venerable was playing with the divine children in the forest. The deity Sangama
wanted to test his patience. He proteated himself in the form of a fierce serpent having one
hundred tongues. The serpent got himself wrapped around the tree from its root upto stem. All
the children became trembling with fear. But the Venerable VÍra got down from the tree by
fearlessly keeping his feet on the hood of the serpent. He began playing with the serpent. On
seeing this, the proteated god Sangama presented himself in his real form, began eulogising the
Venerable out of devotion and named him as MahÂvÍra.

Initiation Ceremony of the Venerable MahÂvÍra

MahÂvÍra, thus, spent thirty years of his princehood with pleasure. One day, he had the
memory of his earlier birth (JÂtismaraàa) and he felt himself detached from worldly desires. At
the same time, the celestial Saints (LaukÂntika devas) came to him and worshipped him. The
other deities brought a palanquin named ‘CandraprabhÂ’. They got the Lord seated on it which
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was carried first by the kings of the land for a distance and, then, carried by the VidyÂdhara
kings and lastly by the Indras. They carried it to the forest named ‘JnÂtçvana’. The Venerable
Lord sat there on a big gem-rock facing north with a vow of two-day fasting (BelÂ). He renounced
all his dress and ornaments, hand-plucked his hairs through five fists (Pancamuîti) and got
himself initiated to Jaina asceticism with pronunciation of the words ‘Om Namah Siddham’
(Bowings to the Salvated ones). It was the tenth day of the dark half of the month of  Magasira
(Dec.). The divinities celebrated this auspicious event of initiation (DÍkîÂkalyÂàaka). At the
same moment, his restraintful life was awarded with the acquirement of mind-reading or
Manahparyaya knowledge which was a pre-cursor for the acquirement of omniscience.

Later, after the two-day's fasting, the Venerable Lord MahÂvÍra went to KölagrÂma for
taking food. The king Köla offered him the food of KhÍra (rice boiled in milk) with proper
circumambulation and nine-fold devotion (NavadhÂbhakti). He was awarded with the shower of
five-fold wonderful things (PancÂícaryavçîti).

Victory over Infliction (Upasarga)

One day, the excellently resolute Venerable VardhamÂna was there in a detachmental
(standing) posture in a crematorium named Atimuktaka in the city of Ujjayini (current M.P.).
Seeing him, the Rudra MahÂdeva wanted to test his endurance. During the night, he proteated
himself in many forms of big ghosts and created heavy inflictions on him. When his inflictions
were unable to move him from his meditational posture, he appeared into his real form and
named the Venerable as Mahati MahÂvÍra after worshipping him in various ways. The Rudra
danced with PÂrvatÍ before him and went to his abode with non-jealous mind.

Offer of Food to the Venerable Lord by CandanÂ

One day, while the daughter of the King of VaiíÂlÍ 'Cetaka', named CandanÂ was busy in
playing, a VidyÂdhara lifted her and carried her away. Later, being afraid of his wife, he left her
in a dense forest. She was seen by a man of BhÍla tribe and he carried her with him and sold her
to a rich man Vçîabhadatta with a desire for fetching good money. Thinking her husband may
not be attached with her, the wife of the richman ‘SubhadrÂ’ used to offer her the Kodrava-rice
mixed with sour gruel (KÂnjÍ) in an earthen cup and got her always under chains out of anger. On
some other day, the Venerable Lord MahÂvÍra came to the same city of KauíÂmbÍ of the Vatsa
country (presently near Allahabad-U.P.) for food-intake13. While seeing the Lord entering into the
city, CandanÂ started going before the Venerable. All her chain-bonds got broken at the same time.
The hairs arose on her tonsured head. She got beautiful with ornaments and dresses. She got ready
to offer food for him with nine-fold devotion. The grace of her conduct (êÍla) converted her
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earthen cup into a golden cup and the cooked Kodrava rice became cooked êÂli rice. The wise
CandanÂ invited the Venerable Lord with due devotion and offered food to him. There were
showers of five wonderful things and it also caused her meeting with her family members.

Acquirement of Omniscience by the Venerable MahÂvÍra

The Venerable Lord spent twelve years in the state of non-omniscience (Chadmastha avasthÂ).
One day, he sat on a gem-like rock under the êÂla tree in the Manohara forest on the bank of
äjukölÂ river near the Jçmbhika village with a mental resolve of two day fasting (BelÂ) and in a
detachmental posture (PratimÂyoga). In the afternoon of the tenth day of the bright half of the
month VaiíÂkha when the moon was in the center of two constellations - Hasta and UttarÂphÂlguni,
he ascended the destructional ladder (Kîapaka íreàÍ) of spiritual stage with the growing volitional
purity. At the same time, he destroyed the four destructive karmas (GhÂtiyÂ Karmas) through his
absolute meditation and acquired the tetrad of infinities (Ananta Catuîtaya) and omniscience. He
became supreme soul associated with thirty four excellences (as describe earlier).

When he acquired omniscience, Saudharma Indra came there along with his paraphernalia
and got constructed the holy assembly (Samavasaraàa) and offered worship to him for the
auspicious event of acquiring omniscience (KevalajnÂna KalyÂàaka). The size of holy assembly
was one Yojana-4 Kroía. It was having all kinds of grandeur like the same as of the Venerable
Lord Vçîabhadeva. The human and sub-human beings etc. were seated in  12 compartments in
their respective areas to listen to the Venerable Lord. But His divyadhvani could not be manifest.

Arrival of Gautama SvÂmÍ

The Indra learnt the cause of non-manifestation of the Divyadhvani after acquiring Supreme
knowledge by the Lord. He tactfully brought BrÂmnaàa Indraböti of Gautama lineage before
him. On account of proper time (KÂlalabdhi), Indrabhöti got initiated along with his 500 disciples
in the holy feet of the Venerable Lord and became his first chief disciple (Gaàadhara). He, then,
acquired seven prodigies instantaneously. It was the forenoon of the first day of the dark half of
the month of êrÂvaàa when the Venerable delivered his first sermon through divyadhvani. The
chief disciple Gautama composed eleven primary canonical scriptures (Angas)  in the early
hours of night and fourteen pre-canonical texts (Pörvas) in the later part of the night.

Later, there were ten more chief disciples of the Venerable : (1) VÂyu-bhöti, (2) Agnibhöti,
(3) SudharmÂ, (4) Maurya, (5) Maundraya, (6) Putra, (7) Maitreya (8) Akampana, (9) AndhavelÂ
and (10) PrabhÂsa. Thus, there were (a) 11 chief disciples, (b) 311 eleven primary canonical
scripture and fourteen pre-canon proficients, (c) 9900 teaching Saints (Preceptors), (d) 1300
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clairvoyants, (e) 700 omniscients, (f) 900 proteators (VikriyÂ çddhidhÂrÍ Saints), (g) 500 Manah-
paryayajnÂnÍ, (h) 400 AnuttaravÂdÍ Saints. Thus there were total 14000 Saints. In addition, there
were 36000 Jaina ÀryikÂs including CandanÂ and others, 100000 Votaries, 300000 Votaresses,
innumerable deities and female deities and numerable subhuman beings in his holy assembly.

Attainment of Liberation (Salvation) by MahÂvÍra

The Venerable Lord delivered sermons for the benefit of the liberatable beings for thirty
years. Afterwards, he attained liberation in the early morning of the fifteenth day of the dark
half of the month of KÂrtika (Oct. - Nov.) at PÂvÂpurÍ-Jala mandira (Nalanda, Bihar, India).
The tradition of DÍpÂwalÍ started from that day and Nirvan Ladoo is offered even today in Jala
Mandira of PÂvÂpurÍ on DÍpÂwalÍ.

TWELVE UNIVERSAL MONARCHS
OR CAKRAVARTÊS

There have been twelve universal monarchs named (1) Bharata, (2) Sagara, (3) MaghavÂ,
(4) Sanat KumÂra, (5) êÂnti, (6) Kunthu, (7) Ara, (8) Subhauma, (9) Padma, (10) Hariîeàa,
(11) Jayasena, and (12) Brahmadatta. All of them offered direct and indirect Venerations to the
TÍrthankaras and were deeply devoted to them. Bharata CakravartÍ was in the period of the

FIG. 1 : BHARATA KëETRA
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Venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva. Sagara CakravartÍ was in the period of the Venerable Lord
AjitanÂtha. The CakravartÍ-MaghavÂ and Sanat KumÂra were there in the interval period of the
TÍrthankaras DharmanÂtha and êÂntinÂtha. êanti, Kunthu and Ara were the TÍrthankaras as
well as CakravartÍs themselves. The CakravartÍ Subhauma was there in the period of interval
between the TÍrthankaras Ara and Malli. The Cakravarti Padma was there during the period of
interval beween the TÍrthankaras Malli and Muni-Suvrata. The Cakravarti Hariîeàa was there
during the period of interval of Munisuvrata and NaminÂtha. The Cakravarti Jayasena was
there during the period of interval of Naminatha and Neminatha. The last Cakravarti-Brahmadatta
was there during the period of interval of NeminÂtha and PÂrívanÂtha.

Because of the austerities undertaken in earlier births, the weaponries of CakravartÍs are
graced with an amazingly excellent Cakra or wheel like divine weapon i.e. Cakra-ratna (Wheel-
gem) pertaining to the victory of six Khandas (sections) of Bharata region. On acquirement of
this wheel, they are extremely joyful and worship the Jinas and start moving for winning over
the country in eastern direction. They move gradually to win the two sections of southern
Bharata region and, then, subjugate all the kings and VidyÂdharas in the northern Bharata
region. See Fig.1 for details.

These CakravartÍs stand proudlessly & anxiously on Vçîabhagiri mountain to get their
panegyrics (Praíasti) of victory written on it as they find no place for it on the mountain. On the
request of their ministers & deities, they, then, mark their names there by wiping out the name
of one of CakravartÍs by their royal rod (Danda-ratna). Thus, all these CakravartÍs return to
their capital town after winning over the six sections of the Bharata region.

Grandeur of the CakravartÍ

Every CakravartÍ has the excellent or supreme bone-joint and configuration. Their bodies
are golden coloured. They have 96000 queens classified as below :

(1) Girls of Àryan Section 32000

(2) VidyÂdhara girls 32000

(3) Girls of Mleccha Section 32000

(Girls of the kings of Mleccha section are not mleccha by caste or coduct but because of
their birth there, they are called mleccha.)

Every CakravartÍ has the following grandeur :
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(1) Numerable thousand sons and daughters.

(2) Subjugated kings 32000 (3) Body Guards 360

(4) Royal Cooks 360 (5) Brothers and Relatives 3.50 Crore

(6) Cows 3.0 Crore (7) Dishes (ThÂlÍs) 1.0 Crore

(8) Gentle elephants 84 lacs (9) Chariots 84 lacs

(10) Horses 18 Crore (11) Brave Heroes 84 Crore

(12) Mleccha kings 88000 (13) VidyÂdharas Many crores

(14) Crowned Kings 32000 (15) Theatres 32000

(16) Music Halls 32000 (17) Pedestrian army 48 Crore

In addition, every CakravartÍ has the following under his kingdom :

(1) No. of Villages 96 Crores

(2) Nagaras (Towns with four entry gates in four directions) 75000

(3) Kheta (Surrounded by mountain and rivers) 16000

(4) Kharvata (Surrounded by mountains only) 24000

(5) Matambas (A group of 500 villages) 4000

(6) Pattana (Port towns) 48000

(7) Droàamukha (Villages on sea-shores) 99000

(8) SamvÂhana (Villages situated on mountains) 14000

(9) Antar-dvipas (Inner islands) 56

(10) KukîisnivÂsa (Caverns) 700

(11) Durga etc. (Forts) 28000

(The meaning of various terms here have been taken from Triloka prajnapti.)
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They also have fourteen gems, nine treasures and ten kinds of enjoyable materials.

Fourteen Gems (Ratnas)

There are seven living gems (JÍva Ratnas) : (1) Elephants, (2) Horses, (3) Richmen
(Gçhapati),  (4) Architects (Sthapati), (5) Army commanders, (6) Chief queen and (7) Royal
priest (Purohita).

There are seven non-living gems (AjÍva Ratnas) :

(1) Royal metallic Parasol (Chatra) (2) Royal sword

(3) Royal rod (Danda) (4) Royal wheel (Cakra)

(5) Royal KÂnkiàÍ gem (6) Royal CintÂmaài stone

(7) Leathers (Carma)

The fly whisks (CÂmaras) of CakravartÍs are fanned by 32 Yakîas (attendant deities).

Nine Treasures (Nidhis)

There are the following nine treasures produced in the treasury (êrÍpura) of the royal
palaces of the CakravartÍ.

(1) KÂla Varied materials as per seasons

(2) MahÂkÂla Vessels and Utensils

(3) PÂndu Grains

(4) MÂnava Weapons

(5) êankha Musical instruments

(6) Padma Fabrics and clothes

(7) Naisarpa Palaces and residences

(8) Pingala Ornaments / dresses

(9) Various gems Different kinds of gems.
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These treasuries supply the materials shown against each as above according to season
and requirements.

The CakravartÍs have 24 white and best of the conches (êankhas) with south-facing turn.
They have one crore x crore (1014) ploughs. They have twelve each of the beautiful drums and
war drums whose sounds can be heard in 12 Yojana-area (about 96 miles).

Ten-fold Enjoyable Materials

The CakravartÍs are said to have the following ten-fold enjoyable materials (Bhogas) :

(1) Divine or miraculous city. (2) Gems

(3) Treasures (Nidhi) (4) Army

(5) Vessels (6) Delicious food

(7) Beddings (8) Seats

(9) Transport mediums and (10) Dance and Drama (Theatres)

The details about the body height, life-span and period of rule etc. should be seen in the
Table 5 at the end of this book.

Bharata CakravartÍ was the first of the CakravartÍs. He was the eldest son of the Venerable
Lord Vçîabhadeva. The name ‘BhÂrata’of this country is based on his name. He attained
omniscience within a short span of an Antarmuhörta (within 48 minutes) after initiation. His
biography can be learnt from books like MahapurÂàa (Great Legendary Stories) and Bharateía
Vaibhava (The Grandeur of Bharateía). His pride and victory was shattered by his younger
brother KÂmadeva BÂhubali. This is said to be a defect of the epoch of extra-ordinary devolution
period (HundÂvasarpiàÍ).

BHARATA CAKRAVARTÊ (UNIVERSAL MONARCH)

The universal monarch Bharata was born of the queen Yaíasvati of the Venerable Lord
Vçîabhadeva. The Venerable coronated Bharata while moving for his initiations. One day, the
sagacious king Bharata enriched with royal grandeur got the following three messages:

(1) Acquirement of Omniscience by the Venerable father äîabhadeva.
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(2) Birth of a son to his queen in his palace.

(3) Appearance of Cakra-Ratna in arsenal.

Bharata, immediately, thought that the attainment of omniscience is an effect of religios-
ity, the manifestation of Cakra-Ratna is the effect of riches and the birth of a son is the result
of desires (KÂma). He, therefore, went first to the holy assembly and worshipped the Venerable
Lord and listened to his sermons. Later, he worshipped the Cakra-Ratna and lastly he celebrated
the birth of his son.

Afterward, the monarch Bharata started for the conquest of the earth. The Cakra-Ratna
moved ahead of the army. After winning over all the six-sections of the earth, Bharata saw the
KailÂía mountain in the way while returning back. He got his army to make a halt and went to
the holy assembly of the Venerable, worshipped him and, then, came near the city of AyodhyÂ-
his capital with his army.

But, his Cakra-Ratna could not move into the city gates (Gopura). Many of the guardian
deities (of Cakra-Ratna) were wonder struck by seeing the Cakra-Ratna standing upright. Bharata
also began thinking, “Why this Cakra-Ratna has stopped in my capital while it has never
stopped during my journey of earth conquest ?”

The wise Bharata asked his royal priest about it. He requested, “O Lord, though you have
won the kings beyond AyodhyÂ, but the members of your own family are not favourable to you.
They are not offering homage to you and they are standing against you.”

On listening to this, Bharata thought to himself for a moment. Later, he sought advice
from his councillors and sent a skilful ambassador to his ninety nine brothers.

The brothers learnt all the news from the ambassdor and became detached. They went to
the holy assembly of the Venerable Lord äîabhadeva and got initiated there. Bharata also got
sad, consulted his councillors again and sent another ambassador to his brother BÂhubali. On
hearing from the ambassador, BÂhubali said,” I can bow to Bharata as my elder brother. But I
can not bow to him addressing him as the ‘King of kings’. I am ruling over that area which was
given to me by my Venerable father. I have nothing to do about it with him.” BÂhubali, thus,
clarified that if Bharata wanted to let me bow down before him, he should show his strength in
the battle-field. On learning about this mental attitude of BÂhubali, the monarch Bharata thought,
“Let my younger brothers whom I have played with and grown with may be pleased to go
against me, but how the wise BÂhubali-the young, humble, skilful, clever and follower of
tradition could think in such a way about me ?”
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Thinking thus, he again consulted his councillors and started to win over his brother with
six-fold army and many sub-ordinate kings.

The chief ministers of both the sides saw the scene of army movements on both the sides
and thought, “The war between them will not lead to peace just like the cruel planets. Both of
them are ultimate-bodied (Carama íarÍrÍ). They are not going to lose anything. It will only lead
to the loss of other men and materials of both the sides through this war.” The ministers got
afraid of this imminent men-slaughter. They got the permission from both the brothers and
declared a religious war. It means that there will be three kinds of personal fights: (1) Water-
war (Jala yuddha), (2) Sight war (Dçîti yuddha) and (3) Hand-to-hand fight or combat (Malla
yuddha). Whosoever will win these fights, will be the lord of the land.

At the start of fights, the land became full of innumerable men and the sky got pervaded
with innumerable deities. The sight-fight started and BÂhubali won over Bharata with his
unblinking sight. In the water-fight also, BÂhubali won over Bharata by streaming plenty of
water on his face and making him perplexed. It could be possible because the height of Bharata
was 500 D while that of BÂhubali was 525 D. In the hand-to-hand fight also, BÂhubalÍ lifted
Bharata and placed him on his own shoulders. Looking at this type of dishonour before the
kings of both the sides, Bharata became angry and he remembered his wheel-gem (Cakra-
Ratna) and threw it over BÂhubali. But as BÂhubali was exempted from death, the wheel-gem
circumambulated him and stayed there with loss of brilliance. At that time, all the kings cursed
the monarch and exclaimed, “O Monarch, it is enough, do not be more adventurous. Stop the
fight.” On listening to these words, the monarch Bharata got pinched more . BÂhubalÍ, then,
said, “O Bharata, you have shown great valour” and he got him seated on high throne.

This incident led BÂhubalÍ to be detached at the same time and he started moving towards
sacred grove (Tapovana) for austerities after thinking over the momentariness of the world,
body and grandeur etc. and asking forgiveness for his offence from Bharata. Bharata too got
very sorry for the episode and tried to explain and stop him from moving to the sacred grove.
But BÂhubali was steady in his detachment and went to the sacred grove. He got initiated and
undertook meditational posture for a year. During this year - old posture, the serpents made his
feet as their sloughs. The birds built their nests on his body and the climber plants climbed over
his body to cover it. Despite all this, the monarch of Yoga (Yoga CakravartÍ) was steadily
absorbed in his meditation.

On this side, Bharata was coronated as CakravartÍ of the great kingdom. While getting
initiated, BÂhubalÍ had undertaken the vow of one-year fasting.The day his fast was completed,
Bharata came to him and worshipped him. While being worshipped, BÂhubalÍ attained
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omniscience. As described in Chapter 36 (Page 217) of ÀdipurÂàa, BÂhubali was always think-
ing, ‘Bharata has been distressed by me or I have been instrumental in his sorrowful state.” But
when he saw Bharata offering him worship, his mind became thoughtless about it and he
attained omniscience instantaneously. The monarch Bharata offered worship to him in a very
special way. The worship offered by Bharata before attainment of omniscience was meant for
nullifying own offences.But the second worship was a ceremonial one on the attainment of
omniscience. At that time, the architect-builder deities created a fragrant enclosure (Gandha-
kutÍ) for the Venerable Bahubali. The Venerable BÂhubali was knowing about all the entities in
the world. He delivered nectar-like sermons for the benefit of all the creatures. Later, he went
to the KailÂía mountain sanctified by the presence of the Venerable Vçîabhadeva.

Creation of the Group of BrÂhmaàas

Once, the monarch Bharata thought, “Let me satisfy the people of the world by donating
riches to them after performing MahÂmaha Yajna (a great auspicious activity). The possessionless
saints do not accept anything from me. But who could be such a householder who is capable of
honour by me ? It is proper to donate such a person who is observer of partial vows (Aàuvratas)
and the best among the householders.” After thinking thus, Bharata called all the kings to test
such persons worth donation. He got green sprouts, flowers and fruits cast in the courtyard of
his palace. The persons who were non-avowed, went into the palace without any thoughts on
the ground situation. The king Bharata got these people on one side, and called the other
remaining people. Many people, fearful of sins, has returned to their homes and some were
returning. However, CakravartÍ Bharata asked some of them to come to the palace through a
dry path. When they came in, Bharata asked them about their return. They said, “O Lord, the
omniscient points out that there are infinite general-bodied (NigodiyÂ) beings in green sprouts
etc. so we should avoid their violence.” Bharata was highly pleased & impressed with their
reply and praised these devout persons. He honoured them with donations and respects and
awarded them with the sacred threads (Brahmasötra) having 1-11 threads (based on the ability
of taking vows-Vratasötra) twined together in them. These sacred threads were obtained from
the Padma treasure and served as the mark of the avowed person. The monarch Bharata deliv-
ered sermons on worship (IjyÂ), commerce (VÂrtÂ), donation (Datti), self-study (SvÂdhyÂya),
restraint (Sanyama) and austerity (Tapa) from the sacred texts on studies on Votaries
(UpÂsakÂdhyayanÂnga). He also told them about the fifty three rituals related with conception
and birth (GarbhÂnvaya activities), forty eight rituals related with initiation (DÍkîÂnvaya activities)
and seven rituals related with the person himself (Kartranvaya rites). He pointed out that the
refinement through vows makes one BrÂhmaàa, holding weapons for protection makes one
Kîatriya or Warrior, earning wealth by just means makes one businessman (Vaiíya) and serving
the other groups with menial or inferior work makes one êödra or menial.
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Sixteen Dreams of Bharata

After the passage of some time, the monarch Bharata saw some dreams indicating wonderful
effects. On seeing them, Bharata felt sad and understood that these dreams will have their
effects in the fifth spoke of this devolution epoch. Thinking thus, Bharata went to the holy
assembly of the Venerable, worshipped him devotedly and requested him, “O Venerable, I have
seen sixteen dreams involving lion and cubs etc. What is their interpretation ? I have created the
caste of BrÂhmaàas. I have to learn whether this creation is desirable or undesirable. Please be
kind enough to remove my doubts.” Though Bharata had learnt the effects of these dreams
through his clairvoyance, still he wanted to listen to them from the Venerable so that every
body could know about them. After listening to Bharata, the Venerable began delivering satis-
factory sermons through his divine sound. He said, “O Monarch Bharata, listen to the effects
of your dreams :

(1)The effect of seeing twenty three lions climbing on the mountain top while wander-
ing alone is that there would not be heretics during the period of TÍrthankaras excluding MahÂvira.

(2)The effect of seeing many young deer following the single lion is that there will be
many heretics in MahÂvÍran period who would be attached with possessions and would wear
improper garbs (KulingÍ).

(3)The effect of seeing a horse loaded with a large elephant is that the saints of the fifth
spoke would not be capable of following all the qualities associated with the austerities.

(4)The effect of seeing the he-goats eating dry leaves is that the people in future will get
wicked or misconducting.

(5)The effect of seeing the monkeys on the shoulders of the elephant is that the Kîatriya
lineages will be destroyed in the coming period. The earth will be ruled by the low-caste people.

(6)The effect of seeing the trouble-making for owls by the crows is that the people will
move towards non-Jaina ascetics for religious teachings in place of Jaina saints.

(7)The effect of seeing many dancing ghosts is that the people will take the peripatetics
as true deities and will begin worshipping them.

(8)The effect of seeing the pond full with water on all sides and dry in the middle is
that the religion will be centered here & there excluding the middle region.
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(9)The effect of seeing the heap of gems defiled by dust is that there will be no saints
with prodigies (Supernatural powers) in the fifth spoke.

(10) The effect of seeing the dog eating the sacred offering (Naivedya) to the
Venerable is that the non - avowed BrÂhmaàas will also win respects like avowed BrÂhmaàas
in the fifth spoke.

(11) The effect of seeing a young bull wandering with loud sounds is that it is only
the young people who will stay steadily on the path of sainthood.

(12) The effect of seeing the moon surrounded by cloudy spheres is that the saints
in the fifth spoke will not have clairvoyance and ManaÉ-paryaya JnÂna (mind-reading knowledge).

(13) The effect of seeing two bulls accompanying each other is that the saints in the
fifth spoke will live together in groups. They will not be solitary wanderers.

(14) The effect of seeing the sun obscured by the clouds is that, in general, the sun
of omniscience does not arise in the fifth spoke.

(15) The effect of seeing, ‘withered tree’ is that the conduct of men and women will
be degraded.

(16) The effect of seeing 'withered leaves' is that the efficiency of the great medicines
will be lost.”

“O Bharata, the effects of these dreams will be there after a long time. Moreover, it is
proper today that you have created the BrÂhmaàa caste. But in the fifth spoke, the members of
this caste will become proudy of their caste and anti-religious. However, it is not proper to
destroy them whom you have created.”

On listening to the above words from the Venerable, Bharata got devoid of his doubts and
returned to his palace after repetitive worshipping and bowings to him. He also undertook many
auspicious activities like anointing the Jinas and offer of donations to proper people etc. to
pacify the undesirables to be resulted from the above bad dreams.

After enjoying the royal pleasures for long time, one day, Bharata saw a white hair in his
head while watching into the mirror. He, immediately, got detached from the world. He handed
over the reigns of the kingdom to his son ArkakÍrti and, later, himself got initiated. As soon as
he got initiated, he attained the Manah-Paryaya JnÂna and within 48 minutes (Antaramuhörta),
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the omniscience was also manifest. The omniscient Bharata now became the Venerable and he
got seated in the GandhakutÍ revered by Indras. He delivered sermons to the liberatable beings
for long and attained salvation by destroying all the eight karmas.

(The details about CakravartÍs are given in Table 5 in the end of this book).

BALADEVAS (BALABHADRAS), NÀRÀYAÛAS
AND PRATI-NÀRÀYAÛAS

There have been nine Baladevas as below :

(1) Vijaya (2) Acala (3) Dharma

(4) Suprabha (5) Sudaríana (6) NandÍ

(7) Nandimitra (8) RÂma (Padma) (9) BalarÂma

There have been nine NÂrÂyaàÂs as below :

(1) Tripçîtha (2) Dvipçîtha (3) Svayambhö

(4) Puruíottama (5) Puruîa-Sinha (6)     Puruîa-pundarÍka

(7) Puruîadatta (8) Laxmaàa (9) Kçîàa

There have been nine Prati-NÂrÂyaàas (Anti-NÂrÂyaàas) as below :

(1) AívagrÍva (2) TÂraka (3) Meraka

(4) Madhu-Kaitabha (5) Niíumbha (6) Bali

(7) Praharaàa (8) RÂvaàa (9) JarÂsandha.

The first five NÂrÂyaàas beginning from Tripçîtha worshipped the five TÍrthankaras  from
êreyÂnsanÂtha onwards respectively. The NÂrÂyaàa Puruîadatta was there in the interval period
between the TÍrthankara Ara and Malli. The NÂrÂyaàa Laxmaàa was there in the interval period
of the TÍrthankaras   Muni-Suvrata and Nami and Kçîna was there during the period of the
TÍrthankara  NeminÂtha.
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The elder brothers of NÂrÂyaàas are Baldevas and the enemies of NÂrÂyaàas are called
Prati-NÂrÂyaàas.

Seven Great Jewels of NÂrÂyaàas

The NÂrÂyaàas are graced with seven great jewels : (i) Power (êakti), (ii) Bow (Dhanuîa),
(iii) Mace (GadÂ), (iv) Wheel of Weapon (Cakra), (v) Sword (KçpÂàa), (vi) Conch (êankha)
and (vii) Royal rod (Danda). They are also called Ardha - CakravartÍs (semi-monarchs) or
VÂsudevas.

Four Great Jewels of Balabhadras (Baladevas)

The Baladevas are graced with four great jewels : (1) Rammer (Mösala), (2) Plough
(Hala), (3) Chariot (Ratha) and (4) Necklace of Gems (RatnÂvalÍ).

The nine Prati-NÂrÂyaàas are killed by the Wheel of Weapon of the NÂrÂyaàas by them
and they take rebirth in the hells. All the NÂrÂyaàas are born as divinities due to the austerities
in earlier birth and desires for future (NidÂna). Later, they are born as NÂrÂyaàas and go to hells
due to attachment in sensualism. Eight Baladevas have attained salvation and the last one has
attained the Brahma heaven. This last Baladeva will descend from the heaven and will be
salvated in the era of Lord Kçîna. (See Table 3, 4 and 7 at the end of the book).

MARYÀDÀ-PURUëOTTAMA RÀMACANDRA
(THE MODEL OR BEST MAN OF PROPRIETY OF CONDUCT)

There were four queens of Daíaratha-the king of AyodhyÂ. Their names were as follows:
(1) AparÂjitÂ (KauíalyÂ), (2) SumitrÂ, (3) KaikeyÍ and (4) SuprabhÂ. The queen AparÂjitÂ gave
birth to a son named Padma or RÂmacandra. Laxmaàa was born of the queen SumitrÂ. KaikeyÍ
gave birth to Bharata and SuprabhÂ gave birth to êatrughna. Thus, the king Daíaratha had four
sons. The king made them worthy and skilled through proper studies etc.

The City of LankÂ

Once, in the holy assembly of AjitanÂtha - the second TÍrthankara, BhÍma and SubhÍma,
the Lords of demons, pleased with the VidyÂdhara MeghavÂhana out of affection for his earlier
birth, told him, “O dear Son, there are thousands of excellent beautiful islands and continents in
the Lavaàa ocean. Among them, there is one ‘RÂkîasa DvÍpa, which is 700 Y long and 700 Y
wide. In its center, there is a mountain named TrikötÂcala, which is 9 Y high and 50 Y wide.
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Under this mountain, there is the city of LankÂ which has the area of 30 Y. O Vidyadhara! you
go to that city along with your family and relatives and live there with pleasure.”

After saying so, the Indra BhÍma also gave him a necklace protected by deities. In this
lineage, the queen KaikasÍ of the king Ratna-íravÂ gave birth to a brilliant and brave son. This
boy pulled out the necklace by his fist which was given by Indra BhÍma to MeghavÂhana and
was guarded by one thousand mansional deities of NÂga - KumÂra category, whose shining rays
were spreading out in all directions and which was not put on by anybody because of the fear of
the demons. The mother put this necklace on the neck of the boy with great affection. This
resulted in the appearance of nine more faces of the boy in the necklace besides his original
face. So the parents named the boy as DaíÂnana (ten - faced) due to this effect. The queen
Kaikasi, later gave birth to three more children named BhÂnu-Karàa, CandranakhÂ and VibhÍîaàa.
All these people were called as of RÂkîasa lineage because of the residence in the city of LankÂ
awarded by the demons (RÂkîasas).

The Marriage of SÍtÂ

SÍtÂ was the daughter of queen VidehÂ and king Janaka of the city of MithilÂ. At appropriate
time, the king Janaka got constructed a Svayamvara Mandapa (suitor selection assembly hall) for
the marriage of his daughter - SÍtÂ. He declared that whosoever causes the mounting of the
VajrÂvarta (admantine) bow, will be given SÍtÂ in marriage. êri RÂmacandra mounted this bow. In
addition, Laxmaàa mounted the SamudrÂvarta bow. SÍtÂ garlanded RÂmacandra and the VidyÂdhara
Candravardhana married his eighteen daughters with Laxmaàa. At the same time, KaikeyÍ, the
mother of Bharata saw his detachment and she asked Janaka to hold 'suitors assembly' again
which resulted in the marriage of Bharata with Loka - Sundari,  the daughter of the king Kanaka.

The Exile of RÂmacandra

At an appropriate time, the king Daíaratha got detached from the world and he decided to
get himself initiated to sainthood after handing over the reigns of his kingdom to RÂmacandra.
At the same time, Bharata also felt detachment and got prepared for initiation. In the meantime,
the mother of Bharata - KaikeyÍ got perturbed and went to her husband - Daíaratha with some
thoughts. She had a talk with him for some time and then, reminded him of the boon he
promised her while serving by her as a good charioteer earlier at the time of their marriage and
which was held in trust until now. After seeking permission from her husband, she asked for
the boon. She said, “Please award the kingdom for my son Bharata."

The king Daíaratha granted the boon for her and called RÂmacandra. He conveyed all this
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news to him in heart-broken words. RÂmacandra-the best man of the propriety of conduct,
explained Daíaratha in various ways and made him free of grief. He, then, left for the forest
alongwith his brother Laxmaàa and wife SÍtÂ. Later Daíaratha also got initiated to sainthood.
Bharata took over the reigns of the kingdom under heavy insistence.

The Death of RÂvaàa

During the forest-dwelling period of RÂma, RÂvaàa deceitfully abducted SÍtÂ. RÂma started
war with RÂvaàa with the assistance of HanumÂna and SugrÍva like VidyÂdharas etc. Ravaàa
was Prati-NÂrÂyaàa and he was killed in the battle-field by Laxmaàa through his own wheel-
gem (Cakra-ratna, a weapon). Laxmaàa became NÂrÂyaàa because of the same wheel-gem.

The Expulsion of SÍtÂ

The Balabhadra RÂmacandra and the NÂrÂyaàa Laxmaàa had been ruling the kingdom of
AyodhyÂ happily for a good length of time. However, one day RÂmacandra got a news of
infamy about SÍtÂ without any cause. This led RÂmacandra to send the pregnant and innocent
SÍtÂ to forest deceitfully. When the perplexed and lonely SÍtÂ was lamenting in the forest, the
king Vajrajangha - Lord of PundarÍkapura had also come to the same forest to catch elephant
alongwith his army. He took SÍtÂ with him with great religious affection. SÍtÂ gave birth to twin
sons there. They were named Ananga Lavaàa and Madaàankuía. These two boys attained the
age of adolescence gradually while pleasing their mother with their childish activities. Due to
their earlier-earned sacredness (Puàya), a Kîullaka (highest grade of votary or Junior Jaina
saint) named SiddhÂrtha began teaching them. He used to come instantly to teach them after
offering veneration to the temples on the Meru mountain thrice-a-day daily. He taught them all
types of knowledges related to weaponry and canonry in a very short time.

Fight of RÂmacandra with His Sons

Once upon a time, the wandering NÂrada came to these sons of SÍtÂ in the guise of a
Kîullaka. He blessed both the bowing princes, “You may soon be blessed with the majesties
like RÂma and Laxmaàa."

They asked him inquisitively, “O lord! Who are these RÂma and Laxmaàa ?” NÂrada,
then, told them all the story upto the expulsion of SÍtÂ into the forest. After listening to this
story, the princes asked NÂrada,” How far is AyodhyÂ from this place ?”

NÂrada said, “It is sixty Yojanas a far from this place.” Both the princes, then, got ready
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to wage war on (or invade) AyodhyÂ. Their mother tried to convince them saying, “Your duty
is to go there and offer your regards to your father and uncle, only this, is justified for you."

However, their sons said, “At this time, RÂmacandra is our enemy”. Somehow, they got the
permission of their mother. After offering bowings to the Venerable salvated beings, they started
for invasion on AyodhyÂ. On reaching there, there began a fierce fighting in the battle-field.

Lateron, when the war-situation seemed to turn critical, Laxmaàa, out of anger, remem-
bered his wheel-gem (weapon) and set it in motion to kill (the younger brother) MadanÂnkuía.
But, the wheel-gem returned back to Laxmaàa. In the meantime, Kîullaka SiddhÂrtha told all
the story to RÂma and Laxmaàa. They dropped their arms and met both their children with the
present delight and with the past sadness. The sons also offered bowings to their father with
proper reverence.

The Fiery Ordeal (Agni ParÍkîÂ) of SÍtÂ

After the above war and with the permission of RÂmacandra, the great kings like BhÂmandala,
VibhÍîaàa, HanumÂna, SugrÍva and others brought Sita from PundarÍkapur to AyodhyÂ. On seeing
the face of RÂmacandra in the royal assembly, SÍtÂ stood there in a perplexed state. RÂma, then,
said, “O SÍtÂ, why are you standing there in front of me ? Be away, I don't like to see you.”

SitÂ replied, “There is no one as merciless as you. Was it proper to send me to forest in
pregnant condition under the pretence of DohlÂ (Pregnancy longings) ? Had you any mercy on
me, you would have better left me in the hermitage of Jaina female saints (ÀryikÂs). Well, O
my Lord, now you be pleased with me. I am ready to obey whatever you order for me.” RÂma,
then, thought over the issue and ordered for her fiery ordeal (Agni ParÍkîÂ). SÍtÂ happily accepted
it and said, “Let it be so.” At this point, HanumÂna, NÂrada and others were highly perturbed.

The fierce fire-pit got fully blazing. SÍtÂ eulogised & worshipped the five ParameîthÍs
(Supreme souls), bowed before the TÍrthankara MunisurvatanÂtha and said, “O deity of fire!
Burn me down if I have thought or wished for any other man except RÂma by mind, speech and
body or don't inflame me otherwise.”

Praying so, SÍtÂ jumped into the fire pit. As soon as she did so, the fire turned into cold
water due to the effect of her pure character (êÍla). The fire-pit became a small water-tank with
waves of water. This water, then, spread all over the surroundings and the people there became
alarmed. But the water-waves got pacified after touching the feet of RÂmacandra. The people
were, then, delighted. At that time, SÍtÂ was seated on a lotus seat in the center of the small water-
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tank and the deities were showering flowers on her from skies. There was ringing of divine kettle
drums. Both the sons-Lavaàa and Ankuîa (short names) were standing by her sides.

When RÂma saw this miraculous episode of SÍtÂ, he went to her and explained, “O
consecrated queen! Please be pleased with me and forgive me for my offences.” On hearing
this, SÍtÂ said, “O king RÂma! I am not angry on anybody. Please do not be sad. There is no fault
of any kind from your side or any other person. It was all the fruition of my earlier-earned sinful
Karmas. Now, I wish to have such karmas so that I may not have my rebirth as a female.”

Saying thus, SÍtÂ indifferently hand-plucked her hairs and gave them to RÂma. Seeing
this, RÂma got fainted. By the time, RÂma got consciousness through Sandal - smearing etc.,
SÍtÂ got initiated as a Jaina female saint (ÀryikÂ) by the ÀryikÂ PçthvÍmatÍ. When RÂma did
not see SÍtÂ, he became highly sad and felt very unhappy out of his anger. He, then, went to the
garden full of deities to request SitÂ to return to him. He saw the omniscient Sarvabhöîaàa-  the
best among the saints there and sat in the assembly compartment meant for human beings after
being pacified and offering his bowings with folded hands. ÀryikÂ SÍtÂ, having the possession
of only one white sÂrÍ, was also sitting there in the assembly compartment set for the ÀryikÂs.
RÂma was very much satisfied with the sermons of the Venerable omniscient.

Grief of êrÍ RÂmacandra

Once, Saudharma Indra was sitting in the assembly of the divinities.While they were
discussing  many religious points, there was also the mention of the mutual affection between
RÂma and Laxmaàa. Bearing this point in mind, the two empyreans- RatnÂcöla and Mçgacöla
went to AyodhyÂ to test their affection. They caused weeping and crying in the inner part of the
palace by proteation. Some one informed Laxmaàa, “O Lord, RÂma has died.” On listening
these words, Laxmaàa died immediately while making a sigh, “Oh, what has happened ?”
Seeing this scene, both the divinities became sad and wonder-struck. They went back to their
heavenly abodes. They were always under the fire of repentance. On the death of Laxmaàa, all
his seventeen thousand wives plunged into deep sorrow.

When RÂmacandra came there, he saw all the signs of death in Laxmaàa’s body. However,
he was taking him as living out of his affection. He kept Laxmaàa’s dead body for six months
and tried his best, like a mad man ,to enliven him. During this period of grief, both the sons of
SÍtÂ also got initiated after bowings to their father and with thoughts, “Lest we would again be
passed through the great troubles inside the womb, we should get initiation.” Many relatives
and sub-ordinate kings tried to pacify RÂmcandra, but he could not be consoled and awakened.
At this point of time, the divinities, who were Kçtantavakra- the charioteer and JatÂyu- the
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helper of RÂma in their pre-birth, came there and they began acting haphazardly. One of the
divinities began watering a withered tree while the other one started to sow the seeds on a stone.
RÂma began to explain them about these opposite types of actions but he could not understand
the truth himself . Later, a divinity stood before him with a dead body on his shoulders. RÂma
tried to make him understand about the futility of this act. The divinity, then, said, “O Lord!
You are also wandering with a dead body over you. Friendship results in similarities. You are
the lord of all fools like us.” The divinity told him many other things which led to loosen the
attachment of RÂma with (the dead) Laxmaàa. He became ashamed of his own actions and
getting himself devoid of grief, cremated Laxmaàa.

Initiation and Salvation of RÂmacandra

Later, RÂmacandra handed over the reigns of the kingdom of AyodhyÂ to Ananta-lavaàa,
the son of  Ananga-lavaàa, the elder son of SÍtÂ.  RÂma got initiated by the sky-moving saint
Suvrata. At the same time, some more than sixteen thousand kings including êatrughna,VibhÍîaàa,
SugrÍva and others also got initiated. Twenty seven thousand prominent women (of that time)
also got initiated as Jaina ÀryikÂs by the Jaina female saint or ÀryikÂ êrÍmati. RÂmacandra
took permission from his preceptor and began wandering solitarily.

The saint RÂmacandra came to the city of NandasthÂlÍ after five-day fasting for taking
ÀhÂra (procedural purified food-intake). The city got highly blustering by the sight of his shine
and sweet beauty. The words like, “O Lord! come here, stay here, the foods are pure” were
pervading the sky while invitations for food were vocally extended to him. The elephants broke
their binding posts and the horses began neighing and they also broke their chains. Their guards
ran for their control. The king-Pratinandi got perturbed to see all this and ordered his brave men
to get the saint to him. When they requested RÂmacandra, he took it as an interruption and
returned back to the hermitage. This resulted in more and more perturbance among the people.

Due to all that had happened, RÂmacandra resolved for another five-day of fasting and
promised that he will have food (ÀhÂra), only if he gets it in the forest. Accidentally, the king
Pratinandi went to the forest along with his queen. He saw the saint there and offered him food
in the prescribed way. He was graced with five-fold wonders.

RÂmacandra had acquired the çddhi or prodigy (superpower) of AkîÍàa MahÂnasa (never-
ending food). This resulted in having the food of the food-donation vessel in never-finishing
state. After the harsh austerities, RÂmacandra attained omniscience on MÂgha êuklÂ DvÂdaíÍ.
The deities came there, celebrated the incident and created the GandhakutÍ, RÂmacandra had a
life-span of seventy thousand years and his body height was 16 D (1D = 4 H = 6 ft; 96 ft). After
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destroying all the Karmas, RÂmacandra attained salvation from Tungi. The model character of
RÂma, Laxmaàa and SÍtÂ is lauded even today.

This exposition of biography has detailed the biography of the venerable Lord Vçîabhadeva
after describing the 'order of the creation'. The life-sketch of some more prominent êalÂkÂ
Puruîas has also  been beautifully described. The inquisitive people should study Àdi-purÂàa,
Uttara-PurÂàa and Harivanía PurÂàa etc. for more details about the exposition of biographies.
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KARAÛÀNUYOGA
EXPOSITION OF COSMOLOGY AND SCIENCES

H
yksdkyksdfoHkDrs;q Zxifjo`Ùk s’prqxZrhuk a pAyksdkyksdfoHkDrs;q Zxifjo`Ùk s’prqxZrhuk a pAyksdkyksdfoHkDrs;q Zxifjo`Ùk s’prqxZrhuk a pAyksdkyksdfoHkDrs;q Zxifjo`Ùk s’prqxZrhuk a pAyksdkyksdfoHkDrs;q Zxifjo`Ùk s’prqxZrhuk a pA
vkn’kZfeo rFkkefr&joSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa pAA44AAvkn’kZfeo rFkkefr&joSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa pAA44AAvkn’kZfeo rFkkefr&joSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa pAA44AAvkn’kZfeo rFkkefr&joSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa pAA44AAvkn’kZfeo rFkkefr&joSfr dj.kkuq;ksxa pAA44AA

LokÂlokavibhakteryugaparivçtteícaturgatÍnÂm Ca.
Àdaríamiva TathÂmatiravaiti KaraàÂnuyogam Ca. (44)

The conformed right knowledge (SamyagjnÂna) cognises KaraàÂnuyoga (the exposition
of cosmology and sciences) involving (1) Division of Loka (Universe) and Aloka (non-
universe), (2) Palingensis or changes of Yugas of world and (3) Four kinds of Gatis (destinties)
in mirror - like clarity. In other words, the exposition of cosmology and sciences deals with the
occupied and unoccupied universe, changes in eras and four states of existence or destinities.
One learns about the nature of the whole universe through this exposition. Please see fig. 2 for
the three fold Jaina Universe.
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THE UNIVERSE IN GENERAL
There is the general human-shaped occupied universe (or world) with a volume of 343

Rajjus  in the major central part of the infinite-times-infinitely extensive non-occupied universe
or non-universe space as observed by the Venerable omniscients. This universe - space is
pervaded by the five realities (Dravyas) of (1) the living (JÍva), (2) mattergy (Pudgala),
(3) medium of motion (Dharma), (4) medium of rest (Adharma) and (5) time (KÂla). It is
beginningless and infinite. This universe has three parts : (1) Lower universe (Adholoka),
(ii) Middle universe (Madhyaloka) and (3) Upper universe (órdhvaloka). The total height of
the universe is 14 Rajjus (a larger unit of length). Its thickness is seven Rajjus on all sides.

The Height of the Universe

One Rajju length consists of innumerable Yojanas. In the fourteen Rajju - high universe, the
lower universe has a height of seven Rajjus, and the upper universe has a height of seven Rajjus. In
between the two parts, there is the middle universe having a height of 99, 040 Yojanas. This height
is a very small portion of the upper universe which is neglible in comparison to the Rajju unit.

The Width of the Universe

The width of the universe is seven Rajjus in its base (of the lower portion). It is one Rajju
in the central or middle universe with gradual decrement from its base. Later, the width gradually
increases up to five Rajjus up to the fifth heaven from the middle universe and, then, it decreases
to one Rajju at the tip of the universe.

Trasa-nÂlÍ (The Mobile Channel)

There is a trasa-nÂlÍ in the center of the three portions of the universe which is one Rajju
wide, one Rajju thick and a little lees than 13 Rajju high. The mobile class of living beings
(Trasas) are found only in this channel.

The Volume of the Universe

It has been stated that this universe is seven Rajju wide at the base, one Rajju wide at the
center, five Rajju wide at the fifth heaven and one Rajju wide at the apex. On adding the width
of all these four parts, we get (7+1+5+1 = 14) fourteen Rajjus. Dividing this 14 by 4, we get
14/4 = 3.50 Rajjus. On multiplication of this number with the thickness of the south-north of
the universe, we get, 3.50 x 7.0 = 24.50. Again on multiplication of this product of width and
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thickness of the universe with the height of the universe of 14 Rajjus, we get, 24.50 x 14.0 =
343 cubic Rajjus. Thus, the volume of the universe is 343 cubic Rajjus.

VÂtavalayas (Surrounding Air - layers)

There are three kinds of air-layers surrounding this occupied universe. These air-layers
are nothing but the steady airy atmosphere having bodies of VÂyu KÂyikas (air-bodied beings).
First of all, the universe is surrounded by Ghanodadhi VÂtavalaya (a dense water-like dense
airy layer). It is surrounded by GhanavÂtavalaya (the second airy-layer of dense air) which is
surrounded by Tanu VÂtavalaya (the layer of rarefied air). This third layer is surrounded by the
infinite non-universe space (which is independently situated on its own).

The Colour of Air - layers

The dense-water like airy layer has a colour of the urine of the cow. The dense-air layer
has a colour of Mönga grain i.e. greenish. The rarefied air layer has many colours.

Thickness of the Air-layers

All the three air-layers have a uniform thickness of twenty thousand Yojanas from the
base to the height of one Rajju. It is 7, 5 and 4 Yojanas respectively near the seventh hell. It is
5, 4 and 3 Yojanas respectively in the lateral side of the middle universe. It increases gradually
upto the lateral side of the fifth Brahma heaven and it is 7, 5 and 4 Yojanas respectively there.
It is 5, 4 and 3 Yojanas at the end of the upper universe. It is 2 Kroías, 1 Kroías and a little less
than one Kroía (Kr, a length unit equal to 2 miles or 3.32 km.) beyond the top of the universe.

ADHOLOKA (THE LOWER UNIVERSE)

In the lower universe, there is the first Ratna-prabhÂ (gem-shine) earth connected with
the middle universe. The second earth (hell), êarkarÂ-PrabhÂ (sugar-shine) is there a little
less than one Rajju below the first one. Similarly, the other five earths (hells) - BÂlukÂ -
prabhÂ (Sand-shine), Panka-prabhÂ (Muddy shine), Dhöma-prabhÂ (Smoky shine) Tamah-
prabhÂ (dark-shine) and MahÂ-tamah-prabhÂ (Deep dark-shine) are situated below one another
at the same distance (a little less than a Rajju each). These seven hells are situated in a height
of six Rajjus and the Nigodas (originating place of the lowest one-sensed beings) are located
in the last seventh Rajju.
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Other Names of the Hells

Besides these names, the hells have their eternal (also conventional) names also as below:

(i) GhammÂ (ii) VaníÂ (iii) MeghÂ

(iv) AnjanÂ (iv) AriîtÂ (v) MaghavÍ

(vi) MÂghavÍ

Three Sections of the Ratna-PrabhÂ Earth

There are three sections of the Ratna-prabhÂ earth : (1) Khara, (2) Panka and  (3) Ab-
bahula section. The Bhavana-vÂsÍ (mansional) and Vyantara (peripatetic) deities reside in the
Khara and Panka sections. In contrast, there are Bilas (abodes) for the infernal beings (NÂrakÍs)
of the first hell in the third section.

Number of Infernal Bilas (Abodes) in the Hells

The number of total abodes in all the seven hells is 84 lacs, which are distributed as below:

(1) First Hell 30 lacs

(2) Second Hell 25 lacs

(3) Third Hell 15 lacs

(4) Fourth Hell 10 lacs

(5) Fifth Hell 3 lacs

(6) Sixth Hell 1 lac less by 5

(7) Seventh Hell 5  only

--------

84 lacs
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Hot and Cold Bilas (Abodes)

All the abodes in the first, second, third and fourth hells and three-fourth abodes of the
fifth hell are extremely hot and they cause high inflictions of heat on the infernals. In contrast,
the rest one fourth of the abodes of the fifth hell and all the abodes of the sixth and seventh hell
are extremely cold and they cause high pains of extreme cold to the infernals there. If an iron
ball of the size of Meru mountain is dropped in these extremely hot abodes, it will melt and
become water-like liquid. Similarly, if the iron-ball of the size of Meru mountain is dropped in
the extremely cold abodes, it will be dissolved in that cold.

Sufferings of the hellish Beings at the Time of Their Birth

The living beings are born as infernals as a result of their earlier-earned sinful karmas. On
being born there, they develop all the six ParyÂptis (completions) within an Antarmuhörta
(within 48 minutes). Later, they begin jumping like a ball after falling overturned between
thirty-six weapons. In the first hell, the infernal jumps upto a height of seven Yojanas and 6500 D
(Dhanuîas, 1 D ~ 6 ft.). The jumping increases by two-fold in each consecutive hell.

The Soil of the Hells

The soil of the hells has a foul smell infinite times worse than the highly rotten meat and
faeces of animals like dogs and asses. This soil is eaten by the infernals there. If we get even a
particle of the soil of the seventh hell on our earth, the living beings residing within 25 Kroîa
area (50 miles ~ 83 kms) will die. (It is so toxic).

Sufferings in the Hells

The infernal beings inflict heavy sufferings mutually through the weapons like wheel,
arrow, gibbet (êölÍ) and large saw etc. They do not enjoy peace even for a moment. These
infernals can not die even on facing many kinds of sufferings like the cleaving by saw machines
or cooking in KumbhÍpÂka (extremely hot like potter’s furnace) etc. (They have protean body).
They die only on the completion of their life-span.

Life-span of the NÂrakÍs (Infernals)

The maximum and minimum life-spans of the infernals in the different hells are given in
the Table-1 below :
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Table - 1 : Life-Spans of Infernal Beings.

 Number of Hell               Minimum Life-span Maximum Life-span

1 10,000 years 1 SÂgara

2 1 SÂgara 3 SÂgara

3 3 SÂgara 7 SÂgara

4 7 SÂgara 10 SÂgara

5 10 SÂgara 17 SÂgara

6 17 SÂgara 22 SÂgara

7 22 SÂgara 33 SÂgara

Living Beings Transmigrationally Arriving into the Hells

Only five-sensed subhumans (Tiryancas) and human beings of Karmabhömi move
transmigrationally into these hells. The non-instinctive (AsanjnÍ) five-sensed sub-human beings
go upto the first hell, the crawling beings (Reptiles) go upto the second hell, the birds may go upto
the third hell, the snakes may go upto the fourth hell, the lions may go upto the fifth hell, the
human females may go upto the sixth hell and fish & human males may go upto the seventh hell.

Causes of Rigteousness (Samyaktva) in the Hells

The infernal beings upto the third hell may acquire Samyaktva (right faith) due to either or
all of the following factors :

(1) JÂti-Smaraàa (Memory of earlier-birth) (2) Acute Suffering (3) Addresses by deities
(Devas)

The right faith has a capacity of pulverising or destroying infinite rebirths. The infernal
beings of the remaining four hells (4, 5, 6 & 7) may acquire righteousness on account of only
two factors : (1) Memory of earlier birth, (2) Experience of acute suffering. For details of hells,
please see Table-10 in the end of the book.
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MADHYALOKA (THE MIDDLE UNIVERSE)

The middle universe is 1 Rajju wide and 1 lac 40 Yojanas high. It has a shape like a bangle
(circular). The middle universe consists of innumerable island - continents (DvÍpas) and oceans. In
the center of this middle universe, there is the Jambö-dvÍpa which has a diameter of 1 lac Yojanas or
40 crores of miles (1 Y = 4000 miles). The Jambö-dvÍpa is surrounded by the Lavaàa Ocean (having
salty water) with a diameter of 2 lac Yojanas. This ocean is surrounded by DhÂtakÍ-Khanda island-
continent having a diameter of 4 lac Yojanas. This is surrounded by the KÂlodadhi ocean with a
diameter of 8 lac Yojanas. This is surrounded by Puîkara island - continent of 16 Y diameter.
Following this, there is a series of oceans and island - continents surrounding each other having
double the diameter from the preceeding ones. The name of the last island - continent and ocean is
Svyambörmaàa DvÍpa and Svayambhöramana ocean. Please see Fig.3 for the Middle Universe.

JambödvÍpa

There is Sumeru (or Meru) mountain in the centre of JambödvÍpa which is 1 lac Yojana high
and ten thousand Yojanas wide. There are seven regions (Kîetras) and six principal and permanent
mountains (KulÂchalas) in it. The names of these six mountains are:  (1) HimavÂn, (2) MahÂ-
himavÂn, (3) Niîadha, (4) NÍla, (5) RukmÍ and (6) êikharÍ. The names of the seven regions are :
(1) Bharata, (2) Haimavata, (3) Hari, (4) Videha, (5) Ramyaka, (6) Hairaàyavata and (7) AirÂvata.

The Size of the Regions and Mountains

The size of Bharata region is 1/190th part of JambödvÍpa or it is 100000/190 = 526  6/19
Yojanas (or 21,05,263  3/19 miles). The size of HimavÂna mountain is twice that of the Bharata
region. Similar is the case until the Videha region and later the size of regions and mountains
goes on halving which can be seen in the map. For details, please see Table-11, in the end of the
book. The JambödvÍpa is shown in Fig. 4.

The Mountain of VijayÂrdha

There is the VijayÂrdha mountain in the center of Bharata region. It is 50 Yojanas (2 lac miles)
wide and 25 Yojanas (1 lac miles)  high. Its length touches the Lavaàa ocean on both the sides. On
both the northern and southern sides above this mountain, there are cities of  VidyÂdharas (proficient
in superpowers by birth) 10 Yojanas above the surface and 10 Yojanas within the surface on planar
grounds. There are fifty cities in the south and sixty cities in the north. There are mansions of
Àbhiyogya devas (conveyance provider or attendant deities), ten Yojanas above these cities and ten
Yojanas within them. There are nine peaks (Kötas) on plane surface five Yojanas above these mansions.
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One of the peaks is called ‘SiddhÂyatana’ where there is a Jina temple. The rest of the peaks contain
mansions of the deities. This VijayÂrdha mountain is silvery. A similar VijayÂrdha mountain is also
there in the AirÂvata region which also has the same dimensions and details.

The HimavÂn Mountain

The HimavÂn mountain has a width of 1052  12/19 Y (4,21,05,26  6/19 miles). It is 100
Yojanas high.There is a lotus-pond named “Padma” on this mountain which is 1000 Y in
length, 500 Y in width and ten Yojanas deep. The mountains beyond this have lotus-ponds
named MahÂpadma, Tigincha, Keíari, PundarÍka and MahÂpundarÍka on them.

Lotus Flower (Kamala)

In the centre of the Padma lotus-pond, there is a lotus flower (Fig. 5 later) with a diameter
of one Yojana. It is composed of earth-bodied gems. The female deity “êrÍdevÍ” resides in the
palace constructed on the pericarp of this lotus. There are 140115 lotuses more in this pond
where the family members of êrÍdevÍ reside. Similarly, there are lotuses in other ponds on
other mountains where the female deities named ‘HrÍ’, Dhçti’, ‘KÍrti’, ‘Buddhi’ and ‘LaxmÍ’
reside alongwith their family deities. (For details, please see Table - 8 in the end of the book).

The GangÂ etc. Rivers

The above six lotus-ponds are the origins of the 14 rivers, two of which flow in each of
the regions. The rivers GangÂ and Sindhu flow in Bharata region. The rivers Rohita and RohitÂsyÂ
flow in the Haimavata region and so on. The two lotus-ponds - Padma and MahÂpundarÍka are the
origins of three rivers each and the other four middle ponds are the origins of two rivers each.

The River  GangÂ

The river GangÂ originates from the eastern arched gate (toraàa) of the Padma pond and
moves 500 Y towards the east, takes a curve towards south at a distance of two Kroías from
GangÂköta and falls in the Bharata region by entering the JihvikÂ channel. It falls at a distance
of 25 Y from the mountain.

GangÂ Kunda (Ganga - pool)

There is a 60 Y wide and 10 Y deep GangÂ pool at a point where the river GangÂ falls. There
is a 10 Y high admantine mountain in this pool. There is the palace of the female deity GangÂ on
the peak of this mountain. On the terrace of this palace, there is a natural Jina image seated on
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lotus-seat. This image is graced with matted and braided hairs (JatÂjöta). The waving water-
stream of the river GangÂ falls on the Jina image looking as if it is anointing the Jina herself.

This water-stream widens upto eight Yojanas and enters the cave of VijayÂradha mountain
with its curved path after coming out of the southern arched gate of this pool. This river meets
with fourteen thousand of its tributaries while moving towards the east and, then, finally falls
into the Lavaàa ocean. The fourteen thousand tributaries do not flow in the Àryan section of
Bharata region. They flow through the Mleccha sections only. The Sindhu river has also similar
description as the GangÂ. However, this river flows in the Bharata region while coming out of
the western arched gate of Padma pond. The width etc. of other rivers upto SÍtÂ river beyond
these rivers goes on increasing two-fold and later goes on reducing by half.

Six Khandas (Sections)

The VijayÂrdha mountain and river-pairs in the Bharata and AirÂvata regions divide them
into six sections each. The central section by the side of the ocean is Àryan section while other
sections are Mleccha sections.

The Sumeru Mountain

The Sumeru mountain is situated in the centre of Videha region. It is one lac forty Yojanas
high. It has a foundation of 1000 Y. It has a width of 10000 Y on the ground surface. The BhadraíÂla
forest is situated on the surface above the foundation where four Jina temples are situated one in each
of the four directions. On moving 500 Y above the surface, there is Nandana forest. It is in the form
of a KatanÍ (platform) which is 500 Y (20 lac miles) wide. It also has four Jina temples one in each
of the four directions. There is Saumanasa forest 62500 Y above Nandana forest. It is also in the
form of a KatanÍ which is 500 Y wide. It also has four Jina temples one in each of the four directions.
There is PÂnduka forest 36000 Y above the Saumanasa forest. It is also in the form of the KatanÍ
which is  494 Y wide. It has also four Jina temples one in each of the four directions.

In the centre of PÂnduka forest, there is 12 Y wide and 40 Y high summit (CölikÂ) on it.
The width of the Meru mountain thus goes on decreasing gradually and it has a width of only 4
Yojanas at the tip of the summit.

Colour of Sumeru Mountain

The Sumeru mountain is composed of diamonds upto 1000 Y at its foundation . It is
composed of variegated gems upto 61000 Y from the surface followed by gold upto 38000 Y
above it. The summit is composed of Saphire (NÍlamaài) gems.
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PÂnduka êilÂ (Rock) etc.

There are four êilÂs (rocks) in the four directions of PÂnduka forest. Starting from the
north-east (ÍíÂna) direction, these rocks are named as PÂnduka rock, PÂndu-kambalÂ rock,
RaktÂ-rock and Rakta-kambalÂ rock. They are half-moon shaped. They are graced with thrones,
parasols (Chatras) and eight-fold auspicious articles (Mangala dravyas). The lord of Saudharma
heaven anoints the TÍrthankaras of Bharata region on PÂnduka rock. Similarly, the TÍrthankaras
of western Videha regions are anointed on PÂndu-kambalÂ rock, the TÍrthankaras of AirÂvata
region are anointed on RaktÂ-rock and the TÍrthankaras of eastern Videha are anointed on
Rakta-KambalÂ rock-all by the Indra of Saudharma heaven.

In the Bharata and AirÂvata regions of JambödvÍpa, there is a six-fold spoke-changes of
time and, hence, there are the periods of Lands of Actions and Lands of Enjoyment in due
course. There is the minimal Land of Enjoyment system in the Himavata and Hairaàyavata
regions. There is the medial Land of Enjoyment system in the Hari and Ramyaka regions.
There is the maximal or best of the Lands of Enjoyment system named as Devakuru and
Uttarakuru in the Videha region in the south-north side of the Sumeru mountain. There are
thirty two sections of Videha region due to its partition on the basis of eight VakîÂrÂs and six
VibhangÂ rivers each in both the eastern and western Videha regions. All these have an eternal
land of action system. Please see Fig. 6 for details.

Lavaàa Ocean

There is the Lavaàa ocean (Salty ocean) surrounding JambödvÍpa. It has a diameter of two
lac Yojanas. Its level of water is raised in the centre like the heap of grains. The depth in the
middle in 1000 Yojanas. The height of water on the dark fifteenth day of the month is always
11000 Yojanas. However it gradually increases and becomes 16000 Yojanas on the bright
fifteenth day of the month. And it again becomes 11000 Yojanas on the dark fifteenth day of the
month with gradual decrement.

DhÂtakÍ-Khanda DvÍpa

This island-continent has a diameter of four lac Yojanas and it surrounds the Lavaàa
ocean. It has ‘Vijaya Meru’ in the centre in eastern direction and it has ‘Acala Meru’ in the
centre of the western direction. There are two IîvÂkÂra mountains (Bow-shaped) touching the
ocean from both the sides of south and north. This results in two divsions of DhÂtakÍkhanda
DvÍpa - east and west. Here also, the eastern DhÂtakÍ-khanda has six mountains of HimavÂn
etc., seven regions of Bharata etc. and fourteen rivers of Ganga etc. This system also exists in
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the western DhÂtaki-Khanda also. There is the KÂlodadhi ocean surrounding DhÂtaki-khanda
DvÍpa. It has a diameter of 8 lac Yojanas.

PuîkarÂrdha DvÍpa

The PuîkarÂrdha DvÍpa is situated surrounding the KÂlodadhi ocean and has a diameter
of 16 lac Yojanas. There is MÂnuîottara mountain in its centre which is bangle-shaped. On
the one side (towards JambödvÍpa) of this mountain, there is the system of the land of
action. There is the IîvÂkÂra mountain in the south-north of this Dvipa. In the eastern
PuîkarÂrdha, there is, ‘Mandara Meru’ (mountain) and in the western side, there is ‘Vidyun-
mÂli Meru’ (mountain). In this DvÍpa also, there are regions like Bharata etc., mountains
like HimavÂn etc. as described earlier.

One Hundred Seventy Karmabhömis (Lands of Action)

There is Sumeru mountain in the centre of JambödvÍpa. There is Niîadha mountain in its
south and NÍla mountain in its north. This Sumeru mountain is just in the centre of Videha region.
The river SÍtodÂ originates from the Niîadha mountain and the river SÍtÂ originates from the NÍla
mountain. The SÍtÂ river falls into the eastern ocean while Sitoda falls into the western ocean.
Thus, the Videha region is divided into four sections - two sections on the eastern side of Meru
and two sections on its western side. Each of the Videha region has four VakîÂra mountains and
three VibhangÂ rivers each. Thus, each Videha region has 8 divisions each. These four Videhas,
thus, have 32 sections. These sections are related with one Meru in Videha. The 2.5 continents
have 5 Meru mountains and, thus, this will have 32 x 5 = 160 Videha regions.

Similarly, each of the 160 Videha regions have one VijayÂrdha mountain, a pair of GangÂ
and Sindhu rivers and a pair of RaktÂ and RaktodÂ rivers. This makes six sub-sections of each
Videha section. The central sub-section is called the Aryan sub-section while the other sub-
sections are non-Àryan sub-sections. Thus, there are 5 Bharatas, 5 AirÂvatas and 160 Videhas
of 5 MahÂvidehas. Thus, there are 5 + 5 + 160 = 170 regions. These regions are the 170 lands
of actions.

There are innumerable island-continents and oceans in this 1-Rajju-wide middle
universe. There are 170 lands of actions (as said above) in the 2.5 continents. The human
beings can attain salvation by destroying the karmas through austerities etc. in these lands
of actions only.
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Fig. 5 : Lotus in Padma Lake
(* Figures not to scale)

Fig. 1 : Bharata Region in JambödvÍpa
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Fig. 2 : The Jaina Universe
(* Figures not to scale)
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Fig. 3 : The Jaina Middle Universe with Continents & Oceans

Fig. 4 : JambödvÍpa
(* Figures not to scale)
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Fig. 6 : Sumerö Parvata, HastinÂpura

Fig. 7 : Holy Assembly (Samavaíaraàa)
(* Figures not to scale)
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Thirty Lands of Enjoyment (Bhogabhömis)

There are six Lands of Enjoyment in JambödvÍpa as below :

(1-2) Two minimal Lands of Enjoyment in Haimavata and Hairaàyavata region.

(3-4) Two medial Lands of Enjoyments in Hari and Ramyaka regions.

(5-6) Two maximal or best Lands of Enjoyments in Devakuru and Uttarakuru regions.

There are twelve Lands of Enjoyment in DhÂtakÍ - Khanda DvÍpa and 12 Lands of
Enjoyment in PuîkarÂrdha DvÍpa. Thus, there are (6+12+12) = 30 Lands of Enjoyment in 2.5
island-continents.

Ninety six Bad Lands of Enjoyment (Ku-bhogabhömis)

There are twenty four inner islands  (AntardvÍpas) each on both the banks of the Lavaàa
ocean. They are there in the following way :

(1-4) Four inner islands in four direction.

(5-8) Four inner islands in four oblique or intermediate (VidiíÂ) directions.

(9-16) Eight inner islands in the intervals of four normal and four oblique directions.

(17-20) Four inner islands-two on each sides of the HimavÂn and êikharÍ mountains.

(21-24) Four inner islands-two on each side of the VijayÂrdha mountain in Bharata and
AirÂvata regions.

These 24 inner islands are on one side of Lavaàa ocean. The other side has also 24 inner
islands. Similarly, there are 48 inner islands on both the sides of KÂlodadhi ocean also. Thus, there
are 96 inner islands. The human beings residing there have tails and horns etc. Hence, these inner
islands are called ‘Bad Lands of Enjoyment’ (Ku-bhoga bhömis). The residents of these lands are,
therefore, termed as ‘Bad - Enjoyment - Landers’. They have a life-span of innumerable years.

Bad Human Beings (KumÂnuîas)

The human beings residing in the eastern direction of bad lands of Enjoyment are
single-footed. The human beings residing in the western direction have tails, southerners
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have horns and the northerners are dumb. The human beings of oblique - directions have
disgusting forms. These human beings are born in pairs and die also in pairs. They do not
have any pains related with body. Some of them eat the sweet earth there while some others
eat the fruits and flowers etc. growing there. Their ugliness is the result of the acts like
donation to the deficient donees  (KupÂtras) etc.

Svayambhöramaàa Mountain

The bangle-shaped Svayambhöramaàa mountain is situated in the center of the last island-
continent of Svayambhöramaàa. This mountain divides the DvÍpa in two parts like the MÂnuîottara
mountain. There is the system of minimal land of enjoyment in the islands continents beyond
MÂnuîottara mountain and upto one side of Svayambhöramaàa mountain involving innumerable
islands-continents. Innumerable sub-human pairs reside in all these places.

On the other side of the Svayambhöramaàa mountain and in the Svayambhöramaàa ocean.,
there is a system of land of action. In other words, the sub-humans here are the subhumans of
the land of action. They may have spiritual stages from the first to fifth one. Innumerable sub-
humans there attain rebirth in the heavens by observing partial restraint with right faith through
memory of previous birth or sermons from the heavenly deities etc.

Natural (Akçtrima) Jina Temples of JambödvÍpa

There are seventy eight natöral Jina temples in JambödvÍpa as shown below :

1-16 Sixteen temples on Sumeru mountain.

17-20 Four temples of Gajadantas in the four oblique directions of Meru mountain.

21-26 Six Jina temples-one each on the six principal mountains like HimavÂn etc.

27-42 Sixteen Jina temples on sixteen VakîÂra mountains in Videha region.

43-74 Thirty two Jina temples of thirty two VijayÂrdha mountains of Videha region.

75-76 Two Jina temples of the VijayÂradha mountains of Bharata and AirÂvata regions.

77-78 Two Jina tempels on the branches of Jambö and êÂlmalÍ trees in Devakuru and
Uttarakuru.
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Natural Jina Temples of the Middle Universe

In contrast with JambödvÍpa, the DhÂtaki-khanda and PuîkarÂrdha island - continents
have two Meru mountains each and, therefore, have double the number of each component.
They have, hence, double the number of natural Jina temples. In addition, these two island-
continents have two bow-shaped mountains each, which have two Jina temples each. Besides,
there are four Jina temples one in each direction of MÂnuîottara mountain. There are 13 Jina
temples each in the four directions on the Kundalavra mountain of Nandiívara dvipa (13 x 4 = 52).
There are four Jina temples one in each of the four directions on the Kundalavara mountain of
the eleventh Kundalavara DvÍpa. There are four Jina temples one in each of the four directions
on the Rucakavara mountain of the thirteenth Rucakavara dvÍpa. All these make up a total of
458 Jina temples (78 + 156 + 156 + 4 + 4 + 52 + 4 + 4  = 458) in the middle universe. I offer
my three-fold bowings (mental, vocal and physical) to these temples and the Jina images seated
in them.

Kinds of Celestial Beings (Deities)

There are four kinds of celestial deities:

(1) Mansional (Bhavana VÂsÍ)

(2) Peripatetic (Vyantara)

(3) Astrals (Jyotir-VÂsÍ)

(4) Graded Empyreans (KalpavÂsÍ, Empyrean- planed ones)

Out of these four kinds, the mansional, peripatetic and astrals are called 'Bhavanatrika',
who reside in lower & middle universe, while the fourth kind 'the graded  empyreans' reside in
upper universe.

The Mansional Deities (Bhavana VÂsÍ Devas) : (1) Their Residences

It has been stated earlier that the first earth named Ratna-prabhÂ has three sections. In its
first section (Khara), seven kinds of peripatetic deities reside which exclude their class of
RÂkîasas. The nine kinds of mansional deities also reside there excluding their class of
AsurakumÂras. The mansional Asura-KumÂras and the peripatetic RÂkîasas have their residences
in the second section (Panka) of the RatnÂprabhÂ earth.
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Classes of Mansional Deities

There are ten kinds of mansional deities as below :

(1) Asura KumÂras

(2) NÂga KumÂras

(3) Suparàa KumÂras

(4) DvÍpa KumÂras

(5) Dik KumÂras

(6) Udadhi KumÂras

(7) Stanita KumÂras

(8) Vidyut KumÂras

(9) Agni KumÂras

(10) VÂyu KumÂras

Number of Residences of Mansional Deities

There are a total of 7 crore and 72 lac residences (Bhavanas) of the mansional deities as
below :

(1) Asura KumÂras 64 lac residences

(2) NÂga KumÂras 84 lac residences

(3) Suparàa KumÂras 72 lac residences

(4) VÂyu KumÂras 96 lac residences

(5-10) All others, 76 lac each 76 x 6 = 456 lac residences

--------------------------------

Total 772 lac residences
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Jina Temples in the Residences of Mansional Deities

Each of the 7 crore and 72 lac residences has a Jina temple. Thus, there are 7 crore and 72
lac Jina temples in the universe of mansional deities. I offer my three-fold bowings to the Jina
images seated in these temples.

Lords of Mansional Deities (Indras)

There are two Indras (Lords) each in each of the ten classes of mansional deities. Thus,
there are twenty Indras in all who are graced with all the splendours.

Family of Indras

Each Indra has ten classes of family of deities : (1) Prati-indra (Indra equivalent),
(2) TrÂyastrinía (ministers, they are 33 in number), (3) SÂmÂnika (co-chiefs), (4) LokapÂla
(Guardians, Custodians or Police), (5) Àtma-rakîaka (Body-guards), (6) PÂriîadas of three
councils (PÂriîadyas, Councillors), (7) Seven AnÍkas (Army chiefs), (8) PrakÍràakas (Senti-
nels, Citizens), (9) Àbhiyogyas (Conveyance providers, attendants ), (10) Kilviîakas (menials).

Out of these, the Indra is like a king, Prati-indra is like a prince or heir - desginate,
TrÂyastrinîa is like the sons or ministers of Indra, SÂmÂnika is like the wife or co-chief of
Indra, LokapÂla is like the guardian of the Indra system, and Àtma-rakîaka is like a body guard
of the Indra. The Indra also has three kinds of external, medial and internal councils like the
kings. The members of these councils are called ‘PÂriîadas’ (councillors). The AnÍka deities
are like the army men. The Prakirnakas are like the general public, the Àbhiyogas are like the
servants or slaves for various services and the Kilviîakas are like CandÂlas. Out of them, the
number of Pratindras is 20 as equal to the number of Indras. Thus, the mansional deities have
a total of 40 Indras involving 20 Indras and 20 Prati-indras.

Kinds of Residence of Mansional Deities

There are three categories of residence of mansional deities :

(1) Palaces or mansions (Bhavanas) : residences in the RatnaprabhÂ earth.

(2) Residences over islands and oceans (Bhavanapura)

(3)Residences under natural surroundings of beautiful trees, ponds and mountains etc.
(ÀvÂsa).
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Out of the ten classes of mansional deities, the deities of NÂga KumÂra class etc. have all
the three kinds of residences as above. However, the AsurakumÂra deities have only one kind of
residence - mansions. The mansions of mansional deities are there between 2000 Y to one lac
Y below the Citra earth. All these mansions are squared (Sama - Catuîkoàa). They are 300 Y
high and they have an area of numerable and innumerable Yojanas.

Jina Temples

Each of the mansions as above has a 100 Y high peak in its centre. Above these peaks,
there are Jina temples which have four gates of entry graced with ruby - red (PadmarÂga)
potchers, three surrounding walls made of gems and beautified with flags and garlands. Each of
the temples has 108 Jina images in it. The right - faithed deities worship the Jinas daily with
devotion to destroy their karmas. The wrong - faithed ones also assume the Jina images as their
tutelary deities and worship them daily in various ways.

Palaces of Mansional Deities

There are palaces of mansional deities surrounding the above Jina temples and are composed
of excellent gold and gems and have varied shapes and sizes. The details about the life-span etc.
of these mansional deities should be learnt from the Table-12 at the end of the book.

Peripatetic Deities (Vyantara devas) : Their Residences

The following seven classes of peripatetic deities reside in the Khara section of the
RatnaprabhÂ earth : (1) Kinnara, (2) Kimpuruîa, (3) Mahoraga, (4) Gandharvas, (5) Yakîas,
(6) Bhöta and (7) PiíÂcas. The Panka section has residences for the RÂkîasa peripatetics. The
number of residences of all the peripatetics is innumerable. They are three-foldly classified (as
in the case of mansional deities) : (1) Palaces or mansions (Bhavanas), (2) Residences over
islands and oceans (Bhavanapura), (3) Residences under natural surroundings of beautiful
trees, ponds and mountains etc. (ÀvÂsa). The mansions are there in the Khara and Panka sections.
The Bhvanapuras are there over the innumerable islands and oceans. The ÀvasÂs are there in
the beautiful natural surroundings.

The peripatetic deities have their residences in the Meru-high middle universe and upper
universe. Some of these peripatetics have mansions only, while some others have two kinds of
residences and some others have all the three kinds of residences. All these residences have the
surrounding fence-walls.
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Jina Temples

As the residences of the peripatetics are innumerable, the number of Jina temples are also
innumerable. This is so because as many Bhavanas etc. are there, as many Jina temples are also
there with one-to-one correspondence.

Functions of the Peripatetics

The peripatetic deities are pastime-loving. Hence, they wander to and fro in the vacant
places, crematoriums and cavities of the trees etc. Sometimes, they inflict troubles on the
people with whom they have enmity (in earlier birth); sometimes, they also offer help to some
with whom they are pleased. When they acquire right faith, they become fearful of sins and
they take interest in religious activities also.

The Indras of the Paripatetics

There are two Indras of each of the eight classes of peripatetics. They are as shown below:

(1) Two Indras of Kinnaras : (1) Kimpuruîa and (2) Kinnara.

(2) Two Indras of Kimpuruîas : (1) Sat-puruîa, (2) MahÂpuruîa.

(3) Two Indras of Mahoragas : (1) MahÂkÂya, (2) AtikÂya.

(4) Two Indras of Gandharvas : (1) GÍtarati, (2) Gitarasa.

(5) Two Indras of YakîÂs : (1) MÂàibhadra, (2) Pöràabhadra.

(6) Two Indras of RÂkîasas : (1) BhÍma, (2) MahÂbhimÂ.

(7) Two Indras of Bhötas : (1) Svarupa, (2) Pratirupa.

(8) Two Indras of PiîÂcas : (1) KÂla and (2) MahÂkÂla.

Thus, the peripatetic deities have sixteen Indras.

Family of Peripatetic Deities

Each of the 16 Indras has eight - fold family deities. They do not have TrÂyastrinîas and
LokapÂlas as in the case of mansional deities. They have the rest of the eight kinds of family
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deities as in the case of mansional deities. Each of the Indra has one Pratindra, hence the
peripatetics have 16 PratÍndras. Thus, they have 32 Indras. The peripatetic Indras are engaged
in themselves enjoying various kinds of pleasures alongwith their family deities in their
residences.

The Foods of Peripatetic Deities

The peripatetic deities like Kinnara etc. and their goddesses have nectary mental food
intake. They do not have morsel intake. The deities with a life-span of one Palya years have
intake in five days while others having a life-span of ten thousand year have their intake in
every two days.

Respiration of Deities

The deities having a life-span of one Palya years have a respiration in every five Muhörtas
and those having a life-span of 10000 years have a respiration in seven UcchvÂsÂs time-period.

Causes of Birth as Peripatetics

The living beings, who are following wrong paths, who have blemish conducts, who have
natural dissociation of Karmas, who die accidential death by fires etc., who have weak passions,
who undertake penances amidst five kinds of fires (PancÂgni) and who follow conduct devoid
of righteousness, take birth as the peripatetic deities, after their death in the current state. These
deities, sometimes, acquire right-faith also there. Some deities devoid of righteousness are also
reborn as one-sensed beings when they die with sorrowful volitions.

Clairvoyance, Power and Proteation of the Peripatetic Deities

The peripatetic deities having the minimum life-span of 10000 years, have the knowl-
edge of clairvoyance upto an area of 5 Kroías (10 miles ~ 16.6 kms) and the maximum
area of this knowledge may be limited to 50 kroías (100 miles). The peripatetics having a
life-span of one Palyopama may have the clairvoyance knowledge upto an area of 1 lac
Yojanas in the upper and lower directions. The peripatetics having the minimum of life-
span have the power to kill or save hundred people. They are also capable of uprooting an
area of 150 D (900 ft.) and throw it to other places. The peripatetic deities having a life-
span of one Palyopama can topsy-turvy the six sections of any region like Bharata etc. The
peripatetics having a minimum life-span, may have a maximum proteation of 100 forms
and a minimum proteation of seven forms. The other deities may proteate upto the whole
area of their clairvoyance knowledge.
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These deities have an occupancy (or size) of 10 D (60 ft.) They take instantaneous birth
termed us UpapÂda birth and grow their body like a 16 year old youth in an Antar-muhörta time
and develop all the six completions during  this period.

Astral Deities (Jyotir-VÂsÍ Devas) : Five Classes of Astral deities

There are five major classes of astral deities : (1) Sun, (2) Moon, (3) Planets,
(4) Constellations and (5) Stars. Their heavenly planes i.e. abodes are shining. Hence, they are
called astral deities. All of their planes are like semi-spheres or hemi-spheres. All these astral
deities are daily circling around the Meru mountain at a distance of 1121 Y or 44,84,000 miles
from it. Out of these deities, the moon, sun and planets are circling around it separately in order
in the circumference in the area of 510 48/61 Y of their motion. However, the stars and constel-
lations move in the circumference of their path of motion.

Height of the Astral Deities

The astral planes (abodes) of all the five classes of astral deities are situated within a
height of 790 Y to 900 Y from this CitrÂ earth, i.e. they are located in a height of 110 Y. First of
all, there are astral planes (abodes) of stars which are the smallest having a size of 1/4 Kroía or
250 miles. The thickness of these planes is roughly half their size. The planes of RÂhu are
located below the moon and the planes of Ketu are located below the sun. It means that the astral
planes are moving one over the other within a distance of 4 PramÂàÂngula, PA (1PA = 500 uA or
UtsedhÂngula; 2000 uA) of the sun and moon. The planes of RÂhu and Ketu cover in order the
planes of moon and Sun in the bright and dark fifteenth days of the month in every six months.
This is called ‘Eclipse’ (Grahaàa). The height etc. of the various astral planes from this earth and
their other details like size etc. are given in Table-13 in the end of the book.

Deities of the Category of Conveyance Providers (Àbhiyogyas)

The astral planes of the sun and moon each are pulled by the Àbhiyogya deities in different
directions. There are 4000 such deities who pull them in the eastern direction by proteating
themselves in the form of lion. Four thousands of them pull them in the southern direction
through proteation in the form of elephants. Four thousands of them pull them in the west
through proteation in the form of bulls and four thousands of them pull them in the north
through proteation in the form of horses. Thus, the planes of astral deities are being continuously
pulled or driven by 16000 conveyance deities. Similarly, the planes of planets are pulled by
8000 such deities, the planes of constellation are pulled by 4000 such deities and the planes of
stars are pulled by 2000 conveyance provider deities.
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Speed of Astral Deities

The moon moves with the lowest speed. The sun moves faster than moon, the planets
move still faster even than sun. The constellations move faster than planets and the stars move
fastest of all the astral deities.

Rays of the Sun etc.

The astral planes or abodes are natural and they are composed of the earth-bodied shining
metal. The solar rays are hot because the earth-bodied beings composing the solar disc have the
fruition of the physique-making karma of hot light (Àtapa). The lunar disc is basically cool as the
earth bodied beings composing this disc have the fruition of the physique-making karma of cold
light (Udyota). Hence, the lunar rays are cool. Similarly, the other astrals also have cold rays.

Number of Astral Planes and Jina Temples

In the centre of all the astral planes of the astral deities, there is one Jina temple, in each
of them. There are residential mansions of deities surrounding these temples. These astral
planes are 1 Rajju wide and are spread upto the middle univese. Hence, their planes are innu-
merable and, accordingly, the Jina temples also turn out to be innumerable. Each temple has
108 Jina images. My bowings to all these Jina images.

Area of Motion / Movement of the Sun

The area of movement of the sun runs upto 108 Y inside JambödvÍpa and 330 48/61 Y
inside the Lavaàa ocean. This means that the total area of movement of the sun is 510 48/61 Y
(or 2043147 13/61 miles). There are 184 lanes in this areal length. The two suns (of JambödvÍpa)
move in these lanes gradually one in each lane.

Winter and Summer Solistice (DakîiàÂyana, UttarÂyaàa)

When the sun is in the first lane, the winter solistice starts from the first dark day of
êrÂvaàa (July-Aug) month. In contrast, when the sun reaches the last lane, there is the start of
summer solistice (normally in January).

The Movement of Sun in a Minute

The sun moves 447623 11/18 miles in a minute.
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Sight of Jina Image of the Solar Plane by the CakravartÍ

When the sun comes into the first lane during its movement, the CakravartÍ has a sight of
the Jina image seated in the temple of solar plane as the sun is located at a point above the royal
palace of CakravartÍ at AyodhyÂ at that time. The distance of sight of objects of the Cakravarti
is 47263 7/20 Y (i.e. 189053400 miles).

Area of Motion of the Moon

There are 15 lanes of moon in the area of motion of the Sun. The moon moves in one lane
each day.

Motion of Moon in a Minute

The moon moves a distance of 422796 31/1647 miles in a minute.

Dark Fortnight and Bright Fortnight (Kçîàa-pakîa, êukla-pakîa)

There is the bright fifteenth day when the moon is visible in full. The RÂhu plane moves
below the lunar plane. The Rahu covers the fifteen phases (lanes) of moon in 15 days covering
one phase each day. At the last day, one phase out of 16 of moon remains uncovered. This
phase is termed as the ‘Dark fifteenth day’ (AmÂvÂsyÂ). The RÂhu, then, begins uncovering
one phase in the lane each day and uncovers the 15 phases on the fifteenth day which is called
‘bright fifteenth day’ (PöràimÂ). Thus, there is the division of the month in the form of ‘dark
fortnight’ and ‘bright fortnight’ due to Rahu’s covering and uncovering of the phases of the moon.

The Family of the Moon

Among the astral deities, the moon is the Indra and the sun is Indra-equivalent (PratÍndra
or heir designate). Thus, the Indra moon has one PratÍndra (sun), 88 planets, 28 constellations,
66975 crore x crore of stars (66975 x 1014). All these form the family of the moon. JambödvÍpa
has two suns and two moons.

Division of Day and Night

The division of day and night is based on the motion of the sun only. It is only the astral
deities like the sun and moon etc., located within the area of MÂnuîottara mountain, which
move.The astral deities beyond this mountain are static.
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óRDHVA LOKA (THE UPPER UNIVERSE)

There is 7 Rajju high upper universe above the middle universe. Infact, the negligible
height (1 lac 40 yojans) of middle universe has been derived from the upper universe only.
There are 16 heavens (in 8 pairs), 9 Graiveyakas, 9 Anudiías and 5 Anuttara abodes or vimÂnas
in the upper universe with Siddha êilÂ at the top.

Deities of Heavens or Graded Empyreans (KalpvÂsÍ Devas)

Names of Sixteen Heavens

There are sixteen heavens (Kaplas, graded empyreans' abodes) named as below :

(1) Saudharma

(2) ËíÂna

(3) SanatkumÂra

(4) MÂhendra

(5) Brahma

(6) Brahmottara

(7) LÂntava

(8) KÂpiîtha

(9) êukra

(10) MahÂíukra

(11) êatÂra

(12) SahasrÂra

(13) ÀnÂta

(14) PrÂàata

(15) Àraàa

(16) Acyuta
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Twelve Kalpas (Residence of Indras of Heavens)

It is stated that

(1) There are two Indras of the Saudharma-ÍíÂna - pair of heavens.

(2) There are two Indras of the SanatkumÂra - MÂhendra pair of heavens.

(3) There is one Indra of the pair of Brahma - Brahmattara heavens.

(4) There is one Indra of the pair of LÂntava - KÂpiîtha heavens.

(5) There is one Indra of the pair of êukra - MahÂíukra heavens.

(6) There is one Indra of the pair of êatÂra - SahasrÂra heavens.

(7) There are two Indras of the pair of Ànata - PrÂàata heavens.

(8) There are two Indras of the pair of Àraàa-Acyuta heavens.

The residences of these Indras are known as ‘Kalpas’. Thus, there are twelve Kalpas as
there are twelve Indras as above.

Beyond-Kalpa or Non-graded (KalpÂtÍta) Abodes (or Heavens)

There are 9 Graiveyakas, 9 Anudiías and 5 Anuttara abodes or planes or VimÂnas of
heavenly beings beyond the above sixteen heavens or twelve Kalpas. There are no classes of
deities like Indras etc. there as in case of 16 heavens. Hence, these are called Beyond Kalpa
(KalpÂtÍta or non-graded) heavens. All the deities in them are called ‘Ahamindra’ (I am Indra).

Nine Graiveyakas

The nine Graiveyakas are given below :

3 Lower ones (Adhastana)      3 Medial ones (Madhyama)      3 Upper ones (Uparima)

Nine Anudiías

The nine Anudiías are the following :

(1) Four serially-ordered (êreàÍ-baddha) : (i) Arci, (ii) Arci - mÂlinÍ, (iii) Vaira,
(iv) Vairnocana. They are in the four directions - one in each.
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(2) Four Dispersed (PrakÍràaka) : (i) Soma, (ii) Somaröpa, (iii) Anka and (iv) Sphatika.
They are located in the oblique-directions and, hence, are called dispersed (PrakÍràakas).

(3) Àditya in the center of all of them.

Five Anuttaras

There are four heavenly planes of (i) Vijaya, (ii) Vaijayanta, (iii) Jayanta and (iv) AparÂjita -
one in each of the four directions. The fifth one is SarvÂrtha - Siddhi in the center of these four ones.

The Location of Kalpas and KalpÂtÍta Abodes (VimÂnas)

The Saudharma - pair is located 1.5 Rajju above the base of Meru mountain. The
SanatkumÂra - pair is located 1.5 Rajju above them. Later, 6 pairs of heavens are located at a
distance of 1/2 Rajju one above the others. Thus, there are 8 pairs of heavens in 6 Rajjus from
the base of the Meru mountain (1.5 + 1.5 + 0.5 x 6 = 6 R). Beyond this, 9 Graiveyakas,
9 Anudiías, 5 Anuttaras and Siddha êÍlÂ - all are located in one Rajju above them. Thus, we
have the upper world of seven Rajjus.

Number of Empyrean Abodes (VimÂnas)

The total number of empyrean abodes in different heavens is 84,97,023 for which the
details are given as below :

(1) No. of abodes in Saudharma Heaven 32 lacs

(2) No. of abodes in ËíÂna Heaven 28 lacs

(3) No. of abodes in SanatkumÂra Heaven 12 lacs

(4) No. of abodes in MÂhendra Heaven 8 lacs

(5) No. of abodes in Brahma - Brahmottara Heavens 4 lacs

(6) No. of abodes in LÂntava-KÂpiîtha Heavens 5 lacs

(7) No. of abodes in êukra - MahÂíukra Heavens 40,000

(8) No. of abodes in êatÂra - SahasrÂra Heavens 6,000
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(9) No. of abodes in 13th, 14th, 15th & 16th Heavens 700

(10) No. of abodes in the three lower Graiveyakas 111

(11) No. of abodes in the three middle Graiveyakas 107

(12) No. of abodes in the three upper Graiveyakas 91

(13) No. of abodes in Nine Anudiías 9

(14) No. of abodes in 5 Anuttaras 5

       ----------------

TOTAL           84,97,023

There is one Jina temple in each of the empyrean abodes . Hence, there are as many Jina
temples as the number of abodes . I bow three foldly to all the images in these Jina temples.

Kinds of Empyrean Abodes

There are three kinds of empyrean abodes  : (1) Indrakas, (2) Serially ordered (êreài-
baddha) and (3) Dispersed (PrakÍrnakas). The abodes  in the centre of the heavens are called
‘Indrakas’. The abodes  located in different directions are called ‘serially ordered’ ones. The
abodes  located in the intervals between the other abodes  (or in intermediate directions) are
called ‘Dispersed’ ones.

Number of Indraka abodes

The Indraka abodes are also called ‘Pratara’ (Layered) abodes . There is a total of 63
Indraka abodes as given below :

(1) No. of Indrakas in Saudharma pair 31

(2) No. of Indrakas in Sanat KumÂra - pair
07

(3) No. of Indrakas in Brahma pair 04

(4) No. of Indrakas in LÂntava pair 02
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(5) No. of Indrakas in êukra pair 01

(6) No. of Indrakas in êatÂra pair 01

(7) No. of Indrakas in Ànata etc. 4 other Kalpas 06

(8) No. of Indrakas in three lower Graiveyakas 03

(9) No. of Indrakas in three middle Graiveyakas 03

(10) No. of Indrakas in the three upper Graiveyakas 03

(11) No. of Indrakas in nine Anudiías 01

(12) No. of Indrakas in 5 Anuttaras 01

    ------------

63

The names of these abodes are very attractive like ætu, Vimala, Candra etc.

Size of the Empyrean Abodes

All the Indraka abodes  have an area (lxb) of numerable Yojanas. All the serially ordered abodes
have an area of innumerable Yojanas. In contrast, the dispersed abodes have both types of area - some
have an area of numerable Yojanas while some others have an area of innumerable Yojanas.

Colour of the Empyrean Abodes

The abodes  of heavens of Saudharma pair are five-coloured. The abodes  in the heavens
of SanatkumÂra and MÂhendra have four colours except black. The empyrean abodes  of the
heavens of Brahma, Brahmottara, LÂntava and KÂpiîtha have three colours except black and
blue. The empyrean abodes of the heavens of êukra, MahÂíukra, êatÂra and SahasrÂra have two
colours only - yellow and white. Beyond these heavens, the abodes  have only one colour of
white upto the Anuttara abodes.

Support of the Empyrean Abodes

The abodes  of the heavens of Saudharma pair are based on water. The abodes  of the
heavens of the SanatkumÂra pair are based on air. The abodes of eight Kalpas from Brahma
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onwards are based on both - air and water. The abodes beyond the twelfth heaven i.e. Ànata etc.
upto the Anuttara heavens are based on space only. All this means that the mattergic aggregates
have been transformed in the form of air and water etc.

Eight Kinds of Earths

Only eight kinds of Earth have been admitted in Jaina cosmology. Seven earths related
with the hells and the eighth one is Íîat - PrÂgbhÂra which is the earth for the Siddha-êilÂ. Thus,
the heavenly abodes have been admitted as based midway between these earths.

Names of the Heavens

The names of the heavens have been designated on the basis of the name of the Indras
living there. For example, the heaven where Saudharma Indra resides is denoted by ‘Saudharma’
heaven. The similar point should be applied in case of other heavens.

Palaces of Deities

The palaces of empyrean deities are located on the different types of empyrean abodes
(VimÂnas). They are squared, colossal and they have a variety of shapes and sizes. All these
palaces are made of gold and gems like quartz (Sphatika) etc. They have UpapÂda-êayyÂ and
seating hall (ÀsanaíÂlÂ) etc. They are all eternal.

Family of Deities

All the Indras have ten classes of deities in their family (1) PratÍndra, (2) SÂmÂnika,
(3) TrÂyastrinía, (4) LokapÂla, (5) Àtmarakîa (Body-guards), (6) PÂriîada (Councillors),
(7) AnÍka (Army-men), (8) PrakÍràaka (Citizens), (9) Àbhiyogya (Conveyance Provider and
other service deities) and (10) Kilviîaka (menials). Each Indra has one Indra-equivalent (PratÍndra).
Hence, there are 12 PratÍndras for 12 Indras. Thus, there are 24 Indras in the heavens.

Family of Saudharma Indra

The Saudharma Indra has one PratÍndra, 84000 co-chiefs (SÂmÂnikas), 33 ministers
(TrÂyastriniía), 4 LokapÂlas (Soma, Yama, Varuna, Dhanada), 3,36,000 Àtmarakîa, 72,000 inner
councillors, 14,000 medial councillors and 16,000 external councillors. There are seven kinds of
army of bulls, horses, chariots, elephants, foot soldiers, musicians (gandharvas) and dancers. Each
of these seven-fold armies, has seven orbits. The Saudharma Indra has 1,06,68,000 bulls. Other
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components of the army have also the same number. Thus, he has an army (AnÍkas) of 7,46,76,000.
Every Indra is stated to have innumerable citizen deities, serving deities and menial deities.

AirÂvata Elephant

The chief of Àbhiyogya class of deities of Saudharma Indra is the deity named as ‘BÂlaka.
This belongs to the category of conveyance provider dieites and it pro-creates a body of ‘AiravatÂ’
elephant of a size of one lac Utsedha Yojanas. It has 32 faces (mouths) which are adorated with
garlands of shining gems. Each of the faces has four teeth made of gems. Each of the teeth has
one water-pond on it which has the lotus-forest in its centre. There are 32 large lotuses of 1
Yojana size each in each section of the lotus forest. Each of the large lotuses has one (dance and
drama) theatre. There are 32 celestial damsels (ApsarÂs) dancing in each theatre. This Airavata
elephant goes in the celebration of the birth of the TÍrthankaras.

Goddesses of Saudharma Indra

The chief and seniormost goddess of Saudharma Indra is ‘êacÍ’. There are eight such
senior goddesses (Agra deivs). Each of these goddeses proteate 16000 faces of her own. The
most beloved goddesses of Saudharma Indra are 32000.They are called VallalbhikÂs (Most
Beloved). Each senior goddess has 16000 family goddesses. The VallabhikÂs and family god-
desses are also capable of proteation of 16000 faces each. In other words, the Saudharma Indra
has eight senior goddesses and 16000 goddesses with proteation capacities.

The Royal Court-yard of the Saudharma Indra

The land of the courtyard of Saudharma Indra has a size of 84000 Yojanas. There is a
golden platform in this courtyard.

The SudharmÂ Hall (SudharmÂ SabhÂ)

There is one SudharmÂ hall in the north - east direction of Indra mansion which is 3000
Kroías high, 400 Kroías long and 200 Kroías wide. It is highly beautiful and the Indra enjoys
all kinds of pleasures along with his family deities in this hall.

Jina Temples

There are the excellent Jina temples made of gems in the same north-east direction of the
mansion.
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The Height of the Body of the Deities

The height of the body of the deities of Saudharma pair of heavens is 7 Hastas, H ( 10.5 ft.).
The height of the body of deities of the SanatkumÂra pair is 6 H, in Brahma pair and LÂntava pair it
is 5 H, in êukra - MahÂíukra-pair it is  4 H, in êatÂra pair it is 3.5 H, in Ànata pair and Àraàa pair it
is 3 H, in three lower Graiveyakas it is 2.5 H, in three middle Graiveyakas it is 2 H, in three upper
Graiveyakas it is 1.5 H and in AnudÍía and Anuttaras it is one Hasta respectively (1 H =1.5 ft.) .

Maximum and Minimum Life-span of the Deities

The maximum life-span of the deities of Saudharma pair is 2 SÂgaras. The maximum of
life-span in SanatkumÂra pair is 7 SÂgaras, in Brahma-pair it is 10 SÂgaras, in LÂntava-pair it
is 14 SÂgaras, in êukra-pair it is 16 SÂgaras, in êatÂra-pair it is 18 SÂgaras, in Ànata-pair it is
20 SÂgaras, in Àraàa-pair it is 22 SÂgaras. The life-span increases by one SÂgara each in nine
Graiveyakas which has 31 SÂgaras in the last one. The maximum life-span of empyreans in the
nine Anudiías is 32 SÂgaras and it is 33 SÂgaras in five Anuttara-abodes.

The minimum life-span of deities is said to be equal to the little more than the maximum life-
span of their earlier heavens. The minimum life-span of Ahamindras of the Anuttana abodes is
thirty two SÂgaras. The minimum life-span of the deities of the first pair of heavens is one Palya.

Proteation and Clairvoyance

The deities of the first heaven know about the objects upto the flag staff of their abodes
above and upto the first hell below through their clairvoyance. This knowledge gradually increases
upto the universe channel (Loka-nÂlÍ) which the Ahamindras of SarvÂrthÂsiddhi abodes know.
The proteation power of these deities is limited to the area of their clairvoyance. The deities of
sixteen heavens move around wherever they like through their proteation power. The deities
beyond Kalpas do not move though they have the capacity to do so.

Sexual Enjoyment (PravÍcÂra)

The Sanskçta term ‘PravÍcÂra’ means sexual enjoyment. The deities of the heavens of
Saudharma-pair have physical sexual enjoyment (like in this world). The deities of higher two
heavens enjoy sex-pleasure by touch only. The deities of four other higher heavens enjoy sex-
pleasure by sight of beautiful faces only. The deities of four other higher heavens enjoy the sex
pleasure by listening to the amorous or other kinds of words only. The deities of four other
higher heavens (13-16) enjoy sex pleasure only mentally. Beyond these sixteen heavens, there
are no goddesses and the deities there have no desire for sex-pleasure.
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Heavens of Birth of Goddesses

The goddesses are born only in the first two heavens of Saudharma and AiíÂna. The
deities beyond these heavens learn about the birth of goddesses for them through their clairvoyance
and they carry them to their abodes.

Separation Period (Viraha KÂla)

All the Indras, their senior goddesses, guardian deities and Indra-equivalents have a
maximum separation period of six months only. For the rest of deities and goddesses, please
see the Table-6 in the end of the book.

Time of Food-Intake of Deities

The deities have mental food intake once in the number of thousand years with respect to
their life-span in SÂgara years. The deities with a life-span of Palyaopama have their food-
intake once in five days.

Time of Respiration of Deities

The life-span of the heavens of Saudharma pair is two SÂgaras. Their time of respiration
is once in two fortnights. Similarly, the other deities have their respiration once in the number
of fortnights with respect to their life-span in SÂgaras .

Empyrean Godly Saints (LaukÂntika Devas)

They are called ‘LaukÂntika’ as they reside in the upper portion of the fifth heaven-
Brahma. Alternatively, they are called so as they have only penultimate birth for salvation.
(They are the terminator of their worldly transmigration in the next birth). They have eight
classes : SÂrasvata, Àditya, Vanhi, Aruàa, Gardatoya, Tuîita, AvyÂbhadha and Ariîta. Their
body height is 5 H. Their life span is eight SÂgaras and they have white aureola. They come to
the Venerable to eulogise His initiation (i.e. DÍkíÂkalyaàaka) out of their devotion. However,
they do not come to them for their other auspicious events. They observe celibacy since birth.
They are called Devarîi (Godly saints).

Deities Entitled to be Liberated after Single Birth

The Indras in the south direction like the Saudharma Indra, the senior goddess êacÍ, all
the four guardian deities (LokapÂlas) of southern Indras, godly saints (LaukÂntika) and the
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Ahamindras of SarvÂrthasiddhi - all these take a single rebirth, as a rule, as a human being and
attain salvation after destroying the Karmas through austerities.

Birth of the Empyrean Deities

Due to earlier-earned sacredness, the birth in the celestial destinity occurs by the
method of special instantaneous method of birth (UpapÂda Janma). As soon as the deities
are born, there is automatic playing of musical instruments out of pleasure. The deities
become young within an Antarmuhörta after developing all the six completions. They
know all through clairvoyance. Afterwards, they go to the Jina temple after taking bath in
a sacred tank and dressing themselves. They offer worship there. The wrong faithed deities
also presume the Jinas as family deities and offer worship to them due to prompting by
other deities.

The deities of sixteen heavens attend the celebrations of the auspicious events (KalyÂàakas)
of the TÍrthankaras. However, beyond these heavens, the Ahamindras offer their bowings to
them with their heads bent in their abodes only. All the details of empyreans are given in Table-
6 which may be seen at the end of the book.

Total Natural Jina Temples and Jina Idols of all the three universe

As mentioned above, there are 7 crore 72 lac natural (Akçtrima) Jina temples (of Mansional
deities) in the lower universe, 458 Jina temples in the middle universe and 84 lac 97 thousand
& 23 Jina temples in the upper universe, thus a total of 8 crore 56 lac 97 thousand 481 natural
Jina temples are present in three universe. There being 108 Jina idols in each temple, a sum
total 925 crore, 53 lac, 27 thousand, 948 idols are present in the whole universe. I sincerely bow
down to all these natural Jina temples & idols. Except these, I also bow down to innumerable
Jina temples & idols of peripatetic and astral deities along with numerable constructed (Kçtrima)
Jina temples & idols of the middle universe.

 FIVE-FOLD WORLDLY CHANGES
(PANCA PARIVARTANA) OF THE LIVING BEINGS

There are two kinds of the living beings : (1) worldly or world wanderers and (2) Liberated
(from the world). The term ‘SansÂra’ (world) is defined as wandering or undergoing the cycle
of birth and rebirth in four destinities (prqxZrkS lalj.ka lalkj%). The worldly beings are defined as
those who live and wander in the four-fold world.
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Kinds of the World

There are five kinds of the world : (1) Physical (Dravya) world , (2) Locational (Kîetra)
world (3) Temporal (KÂla) world, (4) Birth-based (Bhava) world and (5) Modal or Volitional
(BhÂva) world . The changes related with these worlds are called worldly changes. Accordingly,
there are five kinds of changes also.

Physical World Changes (Dravya Parivartana)

There are two kinds of changes in the physical world : (1) Karmic physical change and (2)
Quasi-karmic (No-karma) physical changes.

(a) Karmic Physical Changes

There are five causes of karmic bondage : (1) Wrongness (MithyÂtva), (2) Non-abstinence
(Avirati), (3) Non-vigilance (PramÂda), (4) Passion (KaíÂya) and (5) Activities or Yoga. Out
of them, wrongness and passion are prominent as these are the varieties of deluding (MohanÍya)
karma and it is this karma which is the strongest and most prominent out of all the Karmas. The
cycle of wandering is stopped in the absence of this Karma. The living being receives the
seven-foldly Karma-convertible mattergic aggregates (Pudgala skandhas) every moment due to
these two factors - wrongness and passions. The world is universally pervaded by the karmic
variforms (VargaàÂs) but the living being takes in only those ones which are karmically suitable
for him. The life-span karma (Àyu Karma) is not bonded every moment. Hence, the living
being receives only seven kinds of Karma - convertible mattergic aggregates every moment.
When the induction period (ÀbÂdhÂ KÂla or quiescence period) is over, he enjoys them for the
pre-determined duration and, then dissociates them. A living being received the seven-fold
Karma-convertible mattergic aggregates and, after proper induction period, enjoyed them and
got them dissociated. Afterwards, he received the acquired, non-acquired or mixed type of
these mattergic karma - convertible aggregates, enjoyed them and dissociated them infinite
times. However, when the received mattergic aggregates have the same form, colour, taste,
smell and touch and transform into similar karmas as before due to similar volitions, they are
called as a form of ‘Karmic’ physical change (of world).

(b) Quasi- Karmic Physical Change

Similarly, a living being received quasi-karmic mattergic aggregates capable of developing
all the six completions and formation of three bodies of gross, protean and ejectable categories,
bound them, enjoyed them and dissociated them afterwards. As described earlier, when the
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same quasi-karmic mattergies of the same colour, taste, smell and touch are recieved by the
living being in the same quasi-karmic form, this state is called as ‘Quasi-karmic physical
change’. It is said :

lOos fo iqXxyk [kyq delks HkqÙkqfT>;k ; thos.kA
vlba v.karq[kqÙkks iqXxy&ifj;V~V lalkjsAA

“The living being has gradually received, enjoyed and dissociated all the mattergies infinite
times in this mattergically changing world.”

Locational Change (Kîetra - parivartana)

All the living beings have taken birth and death infinite times in the 343 Rajju area of
occupied space (LokÂkÂía). The locational changes have two varieties : (1) Self - based locational
change (Sva-Kîetra-parivartana) and (2) Alien - based locational change (Para-Kîetra -
Parivartana).

Self - based locational Change

A fine general body (one - sensed) being took birth with a minimum size and died after
completing his life-span. Afterwards, it takes many births and increases its body size by one by
one point until it reaches the size of the largest fish (MahÂmatsya). Thus, the time taken to go
from the smallest size upto the largest size is known as self - based locational change.

Alien - based locational change.

A smallest - sized (minimum occupancy) and temporally non-completioned
(LabdhaparyÂptaka) fine general body (one-sensed) being is born forming the eight central
points of the universe as its body. The same living being is later born in the same place and
same form 2-3 times. Similarly, he is gradually born in the same place for a number of times
equal to the number of points of the minimum size of innumerableth part of GhanÂngula (GA)
and died after enjoying a life-span of a time equivalent to eighteenth part of ones respiration
time. Later, if he makes the whole universe as his area of birth by gradual increase of his size.
The period taken during this process is known as alien - based locational change. It is stated :

lOofã yks;[kssÙks delks ra .kfRFk ta .k mIi..kaA
vksxkg.kk,   cgqlks   ifjHkfenks   [ksÙklalkjs AA
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“There is no location in all the universe where the living being has not been gradually born
with many sizes in this wandering world of location.”

Temporal Change (KÂla Parivartana)

A living being was born in the first Samaya of evolution epoch (UtsarpiàÍ) and died after
completing his life-span. He wandered in the world and, later, was born in the second  Samaya
of the second evolution epoch and died again after completing his life-span. He wandered again
in the world and, later, was born in the third Samaya of the third evolution epoch and died after
completing his life-span. Similar order of birth and death should also be counted for the devo-
lution epoch (AvasarpiàÍ). Following this order, the living being is born and goes dead as many
times as the number of Samayas in the duration of twenty crore x crore SÂgaras of the evolution
and devolution epochs. The total time taken during the process is known as temporal change. In
other words, the time taken in the birth and death in the first Samaya of evolution and devolution
epochs or the time taken in birth and death in the second Samaya of the second evolution and
devolution epoch is termed as Temporal change. It is stated :

mLlfIif.k volfIif.kle;kofy;klq f.kjolslklqA
tknks eqnks ; cgqlks Hke.ks.k gq dkylalkjsAA

“The living being, while wandering in world since beginningless time, has been born and
died many times in all the Samayas of evolution and devolution epochs.”

Destinity or Birth-based Change (Bhava parivartana)

The minimum life span in infernal destinity (Naraka Gati) is ten thousand years. A living
being took birth in the first hell with this minimum life-span and died after completing it. He
was again born with the same life-span there and died after completing it. Thus, the living being
was born in the first hell with this life-span a number of times equal to the Samayas of ten
thousand years. Later, he took birth there with life-span of one Samaya more than ten thousand
years and died. Again, he was born there with a life-span of two Samayas more than ten
thousand years. Thus, he completes the maximum life-span of 33 SÂgaras by gradually increasing
Samayas in his life-span by one - by - one.

Again, he took birth in the sub-human destinity (Tiryanca Gati) with a minimum life-span
of one Antarmuhörta, and was, then, born again and again there with the same life-span a
number of times equal to the Samayas in an Antarmuhörta. Thus, he completes the maximum
life-span of three Palya of subhuman destinity by gradual increase of a Samaya every time.
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Similarly, he completes the maximum life-span of human destinity i.e. three Palya starting
from its minimum of an Antarmuhörta like the sub-human destinity. Similarly, he also completes
the life-span of celestial destinity as in the case of infernal one. However, there is one special
point in this case. He completes the life-span of only 31 SÂgaras of Graiveyaka abodes because
the maximum life-span there, is 31 SÂgaras only and the wrong-faithed ones are born only upto
these abodes. Thus, the completion of time of life-span of all the destinities is termed as
‘Destinity change’. It is said :

f.kj;kfn tg..kkfnlq tko nq mofjYy;k nq xsoTtkA
fePNÙklaflns.k nq cgqlks fo HkofV~Bnh HkfenkAA

“Due to wrongness, the living being wanders many times in all the destinities from the
minimum of infernal life-span upto the maximum life-span of Graiveyakas.”

Modal Change (BhÂva-parivartana)

The modal change takes place due to four causes : (1) states of activity (Yoga SthÂna),
(2) states of effort on intensity of karmic bond, (AnubhÂga BandhÂdhyavasÂya SthÂna)
(3) states of effort on passions (KaîÂyÂdhyavasÂya SthÂna) and (4) state of karmic duration
(Sthiti SthÂna). The states of activity are defined as the comparative degree of activity in terms
of the vibrations of the soul points due to mass point bond (Pradeía) and configuration (Prakçti)
bonds. The states of effort on intensity of karmic bond are defined as the comparative degree of
states of passion due to the intensity bond (of karmas). The states of effort on passions are
defined as the comparative degree of passions due to the duration bond. The states of duration
are defined as the various types of duration of the bondable karmas. The number of states of
activity is equal to the innumerableth part of the êreàÍ. The states of efforts on intensity bond
and passion are equal to the innumerable universes.

A wrong-faithed instinctive, five-sensed and completioned living being binds the minimum
duration of one Antah-KodÂ-Kodi SÂgara (a little less than one KodÂ-Kodi-SÂgara) of the
knowledge-obscuring karma. This living being has the minimal state of passion, intensity and
activity based on this duration. The same living being, then, acquires a second state of activity.
When he completes all the states of activity, the same living being acquires the second state of
intensity. His states of activity should also be taken as similar. Thus, he completes all the
activity states alongwith all the intensity states. When all the intensity states are completed, the
same living being acquires the second state of passion. The states of activity and intensity
should also be taken as similar to the states of passion. Thus, the order of completion of states
of activity and intensity should also be taken as per the completion of the states of passion.
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On completion of the states of passion, the same living being binds the same Karma with
a life-span of one Samaya more than an Antah-KodÂ-KodÍ SÂgara. The completion of his states
of passion, activity and intensity should be known as above. Thus, the order of completion of
the states of passion, intensity and activity of each duration upto thirty crore x crore SÂgaras by
gradual increase of one Samaya each time should be known. Similarly, this completion process
should be applied in case of all the karmic species and their subspecies. In other words, all the
above states of passion, intensity and activity should be completed as above in case of the each
duration point related with each karma and its sub-species starting from its minimum duration
upto maximum duration. The modal change is, thus, defined as enjoying all the durations of all
the karmas and their sub-species. The time taken to complete this process is also termed as
‘Modal change’. It is said:

lOok i;fMfV~Bnhvks v.kqHkkxinslca/kBk.kkf.kA
fePNÙk&laflns.k ; Hkfenk iq.k Hkko & lalkjsAA

“The living being has wandered in the modal world by acquiring all the states of the
configuration, duration, intensity and point bondage due to perversity.”

Thus, the living being wanders in this miserable five-fold world of change due to the
defect of wrongness from beginningless to infinite time. When the living being acquires
righteousness, the five-fold form of worldly wandering is terminated. However, if the right-
faithed being slips or falls from righteousness, and wanders in the world, he could have this for
a maximum period of half mattergy change (Ardha-pudgala-parÂvartana). This period is equal
to the time of quasi-karmic mattergy change under the category of physical change. However, it
is also called infinite as the above time is similar to the infinite time.

Some Special Numbers under the Practical / Apparent Time

We will now describe the nature of time which is observed in various forms in Aryan
section of this land. The reality of time is eternal which is characterised by perduration (VartanÂ).
The perduration is defined as the assisting cause in the transformation of modes of the various
realities. The time unit is very fine like an atom. It is pervaded in all the universe because of its
innumerability. It means that the atom of time is located in one-to-one correspondence on each
point of the occupied space.

The time has the capacity to get infinite things changed from one state to another. It is due
to this, that it is the assisting cause in changes in infinite substances despite its innumerability.
This reality of time is the assisting cause in the changes of substances in the same way as the
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nail below the potters wheel is the cause of its motion. All the entities of the world undergo
changes automatically through their attributes and modes, however, the time becomes merely
the assisting cause during the changes. The five realities of the living, non-living, medium of
motion and rest and space are called expansive existents (AstikÂyas) but time is not so as it is
not many- pointed.

Categories of Time

There are two kinds of time : (1) Apparent (VyavahÂra, practical) and (2) Absolule (Niícaya,
ideal). The apparent time functions on the basis of absolute time characterised by perduration.
The apparent time is capable to run the ways of the world through its past, present and future
forms. This time has many varieties (of units) in terms of Samaya, ÀvalÍ, UcchvÂsa and NÂçÍ
etc. It is manifest through the motion of the astral world. The units of GhatÍ, GhantÂ (hour) and
days etc. are all units of apparent time.

Apparent Time

The Samaya is the smallest indivisible unit of time. It is defined as the time taken by an
indivisible atom to move from one space point to another immediate space point. The ÀvalÍ
unit consists of innumerable Samayas and the numerable ÀvalÍs make an UcchvÂsa. This is
also called PrÂàa. Seven PrÂàas make a Stoka. Seven Stokas make a Lava, 38.5 Lavas make a
NÂlÍ or NÂçÍ or Ghati. Two Ghatis/NÂlÍs make a Muhörta. (~ 48 minutes of today). An
Antarmuhörta or Bhinna Muhörta (Fractioned Muhörta) is defined as a time equal to a Muhörta
less by a Samaya. Thirty Muhörtas make a day (of 24 hrs.). Fifteen days make a Pakîa or
Fortnight. Two Pakîas make a month. Two months make a season (çtu). Three seasons (six
months) make an Ayana. Two Ayanas make a Varîa or year. Five years make a Yuga or Era.
Two Yugas  make ten years. When one multiplies 10 yrs. by 10 years, it becomes hundred
years. When one multiplies 100 yrs. by 10, it becomes thousand years. Multiplying 1000 by
10, it becomes 10,000 (ten thousand) years. It become a lac of years on multiplication with ten.

When one multiplies a lac years by 84, it becomes 84 lac years which is called PörvÂnga.
When a PörvÂnga is multiplied by 84 lac, it becomes Pörva unit (which is equal to 84 x 105 x
84 x 105 = 7056 x 1010 yrs.) The Pörva unit multiplied by 84 becomes ParvÂnga which
becomes a Parva on multiplication with 84 lacs. The Parva unit multiplied by 84 becomes
‘NayutÂnga’ which becomes ‘Nayuta’ on multiplication with 84 lacs again. ‘Nayuta’ becomes
‘KumudÂnga’ on multiplication by 84 which on multiplication with 84 lacs again becomes
‘Kumuda’. ‘Kumuda’ becomes ‘PadmÂnga’ on multiplying it with 84 and it becomes ‘Padma’
when multiplied with 84 lacs again. When ‘Padma’ is multiplied with 84, it becomes ‘NalinÂnga’
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which on multiplication, with 84 lacs becomes ‘Nalina’. On multiplication of ‘Nalina’ with 84,
it becomes ‘KamalÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs becomes ‘Kamala’. On
multiplying ‘Kamala’, with 84, it becomes ‘TrutitÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs
becomes ‘Trutita’. When ‘Trutita’ is multiplied with 84, it becomes ‘AtatÂnga’ which becomes
‘Atata’ on multiplying it with 84 lacs. When ‘Atata’ is multiplied with 84, it becomes
‘AmamÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs becomes ‘Amama’. When ‘Amama’ is
multiplied with 84, it becomes ‘HÂhÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs becomes ‘HÂhÂ’.
When ‘HÂhÂ’ is multiplied with 84, it become ‘HöhÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs
becomes ‘Höhö’ unit. When ‘Höhö’ is multiplied with 84, it becomes ‘LatÂnga’ which on
multiplication with 84 lacs becomes ‘LatÂ’ unit of time. When ‘LatÂ’ is multiplied with 84, it
becomes ‘MahÂlatÂnga’ which on multiplication with 84 lacs becomes ‘MahÂlatÂ’. When
‘MahalatÂ’ is multiplied by 84 lacs, it becomes ‘êrÍ-kalpa’ which on multiplication with 84
lacs becomes ‘Hasta-prahelita’. When this unit is multiplied by 84 lacs, the new unit is called
‘AcalÂtma’. The value of ‘AcalÂtma’ is obtained by multiplying 84 with 84 thirty one times (or
8431) and placing 90 zeros on this number or its value is 8431 x 1090 yrs.

Thus, this is the minimum numerable time in terms of years. It could be increased upto
the limit of highest numerable number (HNN-Utkçîta SankhyÂta). When the number becomes
uncountable in terms of years, it is admitted as innumerable in years. (In fact, it is equal to
HNN + 1 yrs.). It has a number of varieties like Palya, SÂgara, Kalpa & Ananta etc. The Table
below shows the different time units as described above :

Table - Numerable Time Units

(A)     Smaller Units

1. Samaya, S the smallest unit.

2. Àvali, A Innumerable Samayas

3. UcchvÂsa, U / PrÂàa, P Numerable Àvalis.

4. Stoka, S 7 P

5. Lava, L 7 S

6. NÂli / NÂçÍ / GhatÍ, G. 38.5 L

7. Muhörta, M. 2 G
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8. Day, D. 30 M (24 hrs.)

9. Fortnight, Pakîa, F 15 D

10. Month, M 2 F / 30 days

11. ätu / Season, Sn 2 M

12. Ayana, An 3 Sn / 6 months

13. Year 2 An / 12 months

14. Yuga, Era, Y 5 years

(B)      Bigger Units

15. PörvÂnga 84 x 105   Years

16. Pörva 842 x 1010   “

17. ParvÂnga 843 x 1010   “

18. Parva 844 x 1015     “

19. NayutÂnga 845 x 1015      “

20. Nayuta 846 x 1020      “

21. KumudÂnga 847 x 1020      “

22. Kumuda 848 x 1025      “

23. PadmÂnga 849 x 1025      “

24. Padma 8410 x 1030     “

25. NalinÂnga 8411 x 1030     “

26. Nalina 8412 x 1035     “

27. KamalÂnga 8413 x 1035     “
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28. Kamala 8414 x 1040     “

29. TrutitÂnga 8415 x 1040     “

30. Trutita 8416 x 1045     “

31. AtatatÂnga 8417 x 1045     “

32. Atata 8418 x 1050     “

33. AmamÂnga 8419 x 1050      “

34. Amama 8420 x 1055      “

35. HÂhÂnga 8421 x 1055       “

36. HÂhÂ 8422 x 1060       “

37. HöhÂnga 8423 x 1060       “

38. Höhö 8424 x 1065      “

39. LatÂnga 8425 x 1065      “

40. LatÂ 8426 x 1070      “

41. MahalatÂnga 8427 x 1070      “

42. MahalatÂ 8428 x 1075      “

43. êrÍ-kalpa 8429 x 1080      “

44. Hasta-Prahelita 8430 x 1085      “

45. AcalÂtma 8431 x 1090      “

Definitions and Values of Palya and SÂgara Units : Length Units

While describing the body height of family-founders (Kulakaras), deities and infernals,
the term Dhanuîa (D) has been used a number of times. Similarly, the terms ‘Palya’ and
‘SÂgara’ have been used during descriptions of their life-span and separation period. We will
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now try to find out the values of these terms.

The Process of Conversion of Angulas, Dhanuîas etc. in Palya and SÂgara Units

The atom or ultimate atom (ParamÂàu) is defined as the smallest indivisible unit of mattergy.
The infinite times - infinte ultimate atoms form a length unit known as AvasanÂsanna. On this
basis, we have several other higher length units on the basis of which we find the value of
Angula or other units as shown in the Table below.

Table - Value of an Angula Unit of Length

      Unit       Value

01. Ultimate atoms, UA The smallest unit of length.

02. AvasannÂsanna, AV Infinite times infinite UA
03. SannÂsanna, S 8 AV

04. Trutireàu, Tr 8 S

05. Trasa- reàu, Ts 8 Tr

06. Rathareàu, R 8 Ts

07. Hair-front (BÂlÂgra) of Max. Enjoyment Landers, Um 8 R

08. Hair front of Medial Enjoyment Landers, Uh 8 Um

09. Hair front of Min. Enjoyment Landers Jn 8 Uh

10. Hair-tip of Action Landers Kh 8 Jn

11. LikîÂ, Li 8 Kh

12. YökÂ, Y 8 Li

13. Java, J 8 Y

14. Angula, A (uA) 8 J
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Three Kinds of Angulas (Finger - tips)

There are three kinds of Angulas :

(1) UtsedhÂngula, uA

(2) PramaàÂngula, pA = 500 uA

(3) ÀtmÂngula, aA

The Angula mentioned in the Table is called uA and one pA = 500 uA. The ÀtmÂngula is
defined as the (length of the) Angulas of men in Bharata and AirÂvata regions in different periods.

What Type of Angula is Used in Measures ?

The uA is used to measure the heights of the body of living beings of all the  four
destinities, the size of residences of all the four kinds of deities and dimensions of cities etc.

The pA is used to measure the sizes of island-continents, oceans, mountains, altars, rivers,
tanks or ponds, earths and regions like Bharata etc.

The aA is used to measure the sizes or dimensions of sieves (JhÂrÍ), pitchers, mirrors,
bamboos (Flute, pipes), drums, animal-driven carts, beds and beddings, ploughs, pestles, swords,
javelins, thrones, arrows, flower - stalks, camaras, kettle drums, seats, umbrella, human
residences, cities and gardens etc.

Value of Dhanuîa Unit, D

Six Angulas (uA) make a PÂda, Pa; 2 PÂdas make a Vitasti, V; 2 Vitastis make a Hasta, H;
two Hastas make a Rikku (yard), R; two Rikkus or 4 Hastas make a Danda or Dhanuîa, D (aph.
2 yard ~ 6ft. ~ 183 cm.) and two thousand Dhanuîas make a Kçoía, K (~ 2 miles ~ 3.32 kms).
The units from uA onwards are tabulated in Table below.

Table - Length Units From Angula Onwards

6 uA = 1 PÂda, Pa

2 Pa = 1 Vitasti, V

2 V = 1 Hasta, H (~ 1.5 ft.)
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4 H = 1 Dhanuîa, D (~ 6 ft.)

2000 D = 1 Kroía, Kr (~ 2 miles)

4 Kr = 1 Yojana, Y (~ 8 miles)

500 Y = 1 MahÂyojana (~ 4000 miles), MY.

4.13 x 1046 = 1 Vyavahara Palya, vP, yrs.

4.13 x 1051 a. = 1 Uddhara Palya, uP

4.13 x 1051 a.. = 1 Addhapalya, aP

1015 P = 1 SÂgara, S

Here a. , a..  represent different types of innumerables.

The Value of Yojana, Y

The Table above indicates that 4 Kroías, Kr make a smaller Yojana, Y (~ 8
miles). It becomes a MahÂyojana, MY when it is multiplied by 500 i.e. 1 MY ~ 2000 Kr or
4000 miles.

The Value of Palya, P

Calculate the volume of a round pit of 1 Yojana (~ 8 miles) diameter and 1 Y deep:

The volume 1 Y circular area = πr2 h r : Area of circle = πr2 = π d2 / 4

Circumference = 2πr = πd = √10 = 19/6

Area = πr2 = π (d2/4) = (19/6) x 1/4

Volume = π (d2/4) h = (19/6) x (1/4) x 1 = 19/24

Let there be three such pits. Now, densely fill the first circular pit (Palya) with the indivisible
soft hair fronts prepared by cutting crores of soft hair-fronts of 1-7 day - born ram of maximal
enjoyment land. The number of these soft hair-fronts has been calculated to be equal to
41,34,52,63,03,08,20,31,77,74,95,12,192 x 1018.
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The VyavahÂra Palya, vP is defined as the time taken for taking out all the hair fronts from
the pit at the rate of one hair-front per hundred years.

The UddhÂra Palya, uP

Divide each of the hair-fronts in the uP pit into number of parts equal to the Samayas of
innumerable crores of years and fill them densely in the second similar pit as above. The time
taken for taking out all the hair - fronts at the rate of one hair-front per Samaya is called
‘UddhÂra Palya’ (uP).

AddhÂ Palya, aP

Now, divide of the hair-fronts of the second pit into the number of parts equal, again to the
Samayas in innumerable years and fill them densely in the third pit. The time taken for taking
out all the hair fronts from the pit at the rate of one hair-front per Samaya is known as AddhÂ
Palya, aP.

The dimensions of island - continents and oceans are measured through UddhÂra Palya
units. The life-spans of infernals, sub-humans, humans & deities and duration of karmas is
measured through Addha Palya units.

SÂgara Units, S.

It has also three varieties of the same name as Palyas and each of them is related with a
factor of 1015 (10 crores x crores) as shown below :

(1) VyavahÂra SÂgara, vS = 1015 vP

(2) UddhÂra SÂgara, uS = 1015 uP

(3) AddhÂ Sagara, aS = 1015 aP

It means that one SÂgara corresponds to 10 KodÂ-KodÍ Palyas. One should keep the
definition and values of these units in mind. (of Palya, SÂgara and Dhanuîa etc.) to understand
the values of the life-spans and heights of the family founders, infernals and deities etc.
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Where are the Liberated Beings Situated in the Three-fold Universe ?

The Eighth Earth : There is the eighth earth named as ‘Íîat-PrÂgbhÂrÂ’ at the apex of the
three tier universe. It is 1 Rajju wide, 7 Rajju long and 8 Yojanas thick. It means it forms the
last part of the universe and is included in it.

Abode of the Salvated Ones (Siddha-êilÂ)

In the centre of this eighth earth there is the abode of the salvated ones i.e. Siddha êilÂ
which is silvery and having a shape of half moon (concave) with a diameter of 45 lac Yojanas.
Its thickness in the centre is 8 Yojanas. The thickness has variability in other parts upto the end.
Its upper level is plane but the planarity changes in its lower parts. The Siddha-region is there
at a distance (interval) of 12 Yojanas above the abode of SarvÂrtha-Siddhi.

Abode of the Salvated Ones (Siddha NivÂsa)

The abode of the salvated ones is at a height of 7050 D from the level plane of the eighth
earth. The maximum height of the Salvated ones is 525 D (~3100 ft.) and the minimum is 3.5
Hastas (~ 5.25 ft.) The thickness of rarefied air layer is 1575 D. If one multiplies this number
by 500 and, then, divides it by 1500, one gets the maximum occupancy of the salvated ones as
1575 x 500 / 1500 = 525 D.

It is because the D unit of occupancy has a value of 4 H and the D value of the world of the
salvated ones is 500 times this value. If one multiplies the above thickness by 500 and divides
it by nine lac, we get the minimum height :

1575 x 500 / 900000 = 7/8 D = 3.5 H

There are infinite salvated beings with minimum, medium and maximum height in the
area occupied by a living being. The heads of all the salvated beings are similar in the upper
portion of the rarefied air layer. Their heads may be dis-similar in the lower part of this air-
layer. After moving the suitable distance for their abodes, all the salvated beings get situated
separately at the end of the universe without sticking with each other and in a space like the
internal space of a mould. The salvated ones have incomparable nature. They are accomplished,
eternal, stainless, diseaseless and associated with pure knowledge. They know all the entities
simultaneously all the times.
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The Pleasures of the Salvated Ones

The pleasures of enjoyment - landers are infinite times the pleasures of CakravartÍs. The
pleasures of Dharaàendra are infinite-times more than the pleasure of enjoyment landers. The
pleasures of Lord of deities are infinite times more than them. The Ahamindras (deities of
Graiveyakas, Anudiías and Anuttara abodes) have infinite times pleasure than the Indras. Add
collectively the infinite times pleasures of present, past and future of all the above categories.
Even the pleasure of a moment of the salvated beings is infinite-times more than the above
collective pleasures. This is mere a statement only. This is because the pleasures of others are
associated with perturbance while those of the salvated ones are unperturbed. Thus, it should be
understood that their pleasures can not be expressed through language.

In this section of Exposition on Cosmology and Sciences, we have described the three-
fold universe, five-fold world-based changes, units of time and length and nature of the world
of the salvated ones. The readers desirous of further knowledge about them should study the
texts of Tiloya-Paààati, Triloka-SÂra and Jambö-dvÍpa Paààati etc.
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SECTION-3SECTION-3SECTION-3SECTION-3SECTION-3

CARAÛÀNUYOGA
EXPOSITION OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT

H
x`ges/;uxkjk.kka pkfj=ksRifÙko`f)j{kkaxe~Ax`ges/;uxkjk.kka pkfj=ksRifÙko`f)j{kkaxe~Ax`ges/;uxkjk.kka pkfj=ksRifÙko`f)j{kkaxe~Ax`ges/;uxkjk.kka pkfj=ksRifÙko`f)j{kkaxe~Ax`ges/;uxkjk.kka pkfj=ksRifÙko`f)j{kkaxe~A
pj.kkuq;ksxle;a lE;XKkua fotkukfrAApj.kkuq;ksxle;a lE;XKkua fotkukfrAApj.kkuq;ksxle;a lE;XKkua fotkukfrAApj.kkuq;ksxle;a lE;XKkua fotkukfrAApj.kkuq;ksxle;a lE;XKkua fotkukfrAA

GçhamedhyanagÂrÂàÂm CÂritrotpattivçdhirakîÂngam,
CaraàÂnuyogasamayam SamyagjnÂnam VijÂnÂti.

It is the right knowledge only which deals with the canonical exposition of  conduct of the
saints and householders consisting of its origin, growth and preservation. In other words,
CaraàÂnuyoga-the exposition of primary and secondary conduct deals with the conduct
and ethical codes of the votaries and saints .
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DEFINITION OF RELIGION (DHARMA)
êrÍ Samantabhadracharya has defined the term ‘Dharma’ (religion) in his Ratna-karaàda-

írÂvakÂcÂra verse 21 that it is the medium or agency which places the living beings in the
supreme (place of) happiness after getting them away from miseries of (physical) world.

The Jinas are the Lords of Ratnatraya Religion. They have described the religion as the
co-ordinated form of right faith, right knowledge and right conduct which leads to liberation. In
contrast, the wrong faith, wrong knowledge and wrong conduct are the causes for the birth in
the weary world.2

Samyakdaríana (Right Faith)

The right faith (Samyak Daríana) is defined as to believe in the real God (Lord Jinendra),
real scriptures (êÂstras) and real preceptors (Gurus). It is devoid of three kinds of mödhatÂs
(idiocy-sinful activities based on wrong belief) and eight kinds of mada (pride) and it is asso-
ciated with eight-fold components (as described below).3

Alternatively, ÀcÂrya UmÂsvÂmi has defined it in his text of TattvÂrthasøtra, (Formulae
on Reals) aphorism 1.24 :

“The right faith is to believe accurately in the seven tattvas (reals) and nine padÂrthas
(entities).”

Rayaàa-sÂra (The Essence of Ratnatraya) verse 7 has stated that one is the right-faithed
living being who does not have 44 defects as below5 :

(1)   (1-8) Eight prides (2)   (9-11) Three idiocies

(3)   (12-17) Six AnÂyatanas (non-abodes) (4)   (18-25) Eight flaws like doubt etc.

(5)   (26-32) Seven Vyasanas (addictions) (6)   (33-39) Seven fears, and

(7)   (40-44) Five AticÂras (partial transgressions)

Seventy Qualities of the Votary

RayaàasÂra further states that the right-faithed votary has seventy attributes as below6 :

1. (1-8) Observance of eight basic (primary) attributes (Mölaguàas).
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2. (9-20) Observance of Twelve secondary attributes : 5 Partial vows (Aàuvratas),
3 reinforcing vows (Guàavratas) and 4 educative vows (êikîÂ - Vratas)

3. (21-27) Renunciation of seven addictions.

4. (28-52) Renunciation of twenty-five defects of righteousness (Samyaktva)

5. (53-64) Introspective contemplation of twelve-fold reflections (BhÂvanÂs)

6. (65-69) Renunciation of five partial transgressions of righteousness.

7. (70) Devotional disposition.

Differentia of Real God (Lord Jinendra)

The Real God is defined as the individual

(i) who is devoid of 18 flaws like hunger and thirst etc.

(ii) who is VÍtarÂga (non-attached).

(iii) who is Sarvajna (omniscient) and

(iv) who sermonises for the welfare of all (HitopadeíÍ).

Eighteen Flaws

(1) Hunger (2) Thirst (3) Disease

(4) Sorrow (5) Birth (6) Death

(7) Old age (8) Fear (9) Pride

(10) Attachment/Liking (11) Aversion (12) Delusion

(13) Anxiety (14) Disliking (15) Sleep

(16) Wonder (17) Sweating (18) Weariness

These flaws are not found in the Real Gods called Arahantas (worthy of worship - the
Enlightened ones).
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Differentia of Real Scriptures

The Real scripture is defined as that

(1) which is stated by the Real Gods (Àptas) or the Enlightened ones.

(2) which is non-contradictory with valid cognitions like direct perception and inference etc.

(3) which describes the seven Tattvas (reals) of the living beings (JÍva) etc.

Differentia of Real Preceptor

The Real Preceptors are those individuals

(1) who are devoid of desires for sense-objects.

(2) who are devoid of household activities and attachmental possessions.

(3) who have the garb of nakedness, and

(4) who are always engaged in right knowledge, meditation and austerities.

Eight Components of Right-faith

The eight components of right faith are

(1)  Nih-êankita (Doubtlessness) (2) Nih-KÂnkîita (Desirelessness)

(3)  Nir-vicikitsÂ (Disgustlessness) (4) Amödha-dçîti (Undeluded vision)

(5)  Upagöhana (Edification) (6)  Sthitikaraàa (Re-establishment)

(7)  VÂtsalya (Selfless or Disinterested affection) (8)  PrabhÂvanÂ (Glorification)

(1) Nih-êankita (Doubtlessness)

This is defined as to have a strong belief in the following way :

(a) This is the real nature of God, Scripture and Preceptor (as propounded by the Attained ones),

(b) This is like this only, and

(c) This is neither the other one nor like the other (reverse) one.
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(2) Nih-KÂnkîita (Desirelessness)

This is defined as having no desire of happiness in the sense-objects which are the basis
of sins and which are mixed with unhappiness, non-durable and dependent on karmas.

(3) Nir-vicikitsÂ (Disgustlessness)

This is defined as not to have any kind of despise in the naturally impure body of the
saints but who are purified by observance of Ratnatraya. In other words, it is to have liking in
the qualities of the saints.

(4) Amödha-dçîti (Undeluded vision)

This quality is defined as neither to offer any physical and mental respect nor appreciate
vocally the perverse wrong faith etc. and the wrong-faithed living beings as all these are causes
of worldly worries.

(5) Upagöhana (Edification)

This quality is defined as to cover or remove any flaw of the ignorant and non-vigilant
people moving on the path of liberation involving Ratnatraya, a path pure by nature.

(6) Sthitikaraàa (Re-establishment)

This quality is defined as to re-establish the people deviating from the path of right faith
and conduct in the right path out of religious affection.

(7) VÂtsalya (Selfless or Disinterested affection)

This quality is defined as to be properly religiously affectionate towards the co-religionist
Jainas like the offspring of cows in an honest way.

(8) PrabhÂvanÂ (Glorification)

This quality is defined as to expound or promote the importance of Jainism as per one’s
might by removing the spread of the darkness of ignorance.

êrÍ Amçtacandra SörÍ states that one should always glorify the qualities of soul through
the fiery glaze of Ratnatraya. Similarly, one should always try to promote the Jaina religion
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through activities like donations, austerities, worship of the Jinas, offering learnings or educa-
tion and showing excellences or extra-ordinary feats.7

The right faith, if devoid of any of these eight component qualities, does not lead to
destroy the worldly cycle of the living beings.

Three MödhatÂs (Idiocies)

There are three types of idocy : (i)  Loka MödhatÂ (Popular idiocy) (ii) Deva MödhatÂ
(Deital idiocy) and (iii) PÂkhanda MödhatÂ (Perverse idiocy).

(i)  Loka MödhatÂ (Popular idiocy)

This is defined as to believe in the false ritual beliefs like (a) bathing in the river and seas,
(b) heaping of sand and stones, (c) jumping from the mountain to die, and (d) jumping into the
fire with the idea that they will lead to the individual or public welfare.

(ii) Deva MödhatÂ (Deital idiocy)

This is defined as to worship or offer services to deities infested with attachment and aversion
with the hope of fulfilling this-worldly happiness or seeking blessed favours from them.

(iii) PÂkhanda MödhatÂ (Perverse idiocy)

This is defined as to respect or appreciate those perverse teachers or saints who are involved
in domestic violence, general harming and attachmental possessions.

Eight Madas (Prides)

The feeling or expression of eight-fold proudiness (called Prides) on the basis of (i) JnÂna
(knowledge), (ii) PöjÂ (respect), (iii) Kula (family), (iv) JÂti (caste), (v) Bala (physical strength),
(vi) äddhi (super accomplishment), (vii) Tapa (austerity), and (viii) êarÍra (personality) is
also a flaw of the right-faithed person.

Six Non-abodes (AnÂyatanas)

The six non-abodes are : (1) Kudeva (Perverse deity), (2) Followers of perverse deity,
(3) KuíÂstra (Perverse scriptures), (4) Practioners of KuíÂstra, (5) Perverse austerity, and  (6)
Perverse austerites.
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Twenty-five defects

The twenty five defects of the right-faithed persons are the following :

(1) (1-8) Reverse of the eight components of right faith as described above.

(2) (9-16) Eight prides.

(3) (17-19) Three idiocies.

(4) (20-25) Six non-abodes.

All these twenty-five defects create blemishes on righteousness. They should, therefore,
be renounced.

Varieties of Right Faith : (a) Two Varieties

There are two kinds of right faith :

(1) Nisargaja right faith (In-born).

(2) Adhigamaja right faith (Externally-born)

The right faith is called in-born which does not depend upon the factors like the instructions
of the preceptors and the encouragement from others etc. The right faith is called externally-
born which depends prominently on the external factors like the instructions of preceptors and
encouragement from others etc.

Both these types of right faith have the similar internal cause of subsidence (Upaíama),
destruction-cum-subsidence (Kîayapaíama) and destruction (Kîaya) of faith-deluding Karma
(Daríana MohanÍya karma).

(b) Three Varieties of Right Faith

There are three varieties of right faith also depending upon the three Karmic processes or
dispositions :

(1) Subsidential right faith (Aupaíamika)

(2) Destruction-cum-subsidential right faith (KîÂyopaíamika)

(3) Destructional right faith (KîÂyika)
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(c) Ten Varieties of Right Faith

Some saint-scholars have propounded ten varieties of right faith also.8 They are given
below :

(1) ÀjnÂ Samyak Daríana (Commandment-based right faith).

(2) MÂrga Samyak Daríana (Path-based right faith).

(3) Upadeía Samyak Daríana (Sermon-based right faith).

(4) Sötra Samyak Daríana (Aphorism or short-sentence-based right faith).

(5) BÍja Samyak Daríana (Seed-syllable-based right faith).

(6) Sankîepa Samyak Daríana (Non-details-based right faith).

(7) VistÂra Samyak Daríana (Details-based right faith).

(8) Artha Samyak Daríana (Meaning-based right faith).

(9) AvagÂdha Samyak Daríana (Deep/Steeped right faith).

(10) ParmÂvagÂdha Samyak Daríana (Supreme deep/steeped right faith).

They are defined as below :

(1) ÀjnÂ Samyak Daríana  : It is the right faith in the physical and spiritual reals and
realities (Tattvas) on the basis of the commandment of the Jinas only without listening to the
scriptures due to the subsidence of faith-deluding Karma.

(2) MÂrga Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith in the Ratnatraya path of liberation
taking it as a beneficial one.

(3) Upadeía Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed due to the sermons on the
biographical stories of 63 êalÂkÂ Puruîas (great personages).

(4) Sötra Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed due to the listening of the
aphorism describing the observance of the conduct of the saints.

(5) BÍja Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed due to the knowledge of rare
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subjects like mathematics etc. and the JÍva, AjÍva etc. reals through the seed syllables.

(6) Sankîepa Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed on the basis of the non-
detailed knowledge about the nature of reals and realities.

(7) VistÂra Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed by listening to the twleve
primary (scriptural) texts.

(8) Artha Samyak Daríana : It is the right faith developed through the meaning based on
any topic described in the Anga BÂhya (secondary scriptural texts out of Angas) even without
reading them.

(9) AvagÂdha Samyak Daríana : It is the development of right faith after knowing about
both the types of scriptures - Primary and Secondary. Only the scriptural omniscients do have
this kind of right faith.

(10) ParmÂvagÂdha Samyak Daríana : The predilection developed in the reals and
realities observed through omniscience is termed as supremely steeped right faith. In other
words, the right faith of the omniscient Enlightened ones, who directly percieve the whole of
the universe, is supremely steeped right faith.

Eight Qualities of Righteousness / Right faith

There are eight special qualities related with the right faith :

(1) Samvega (Fearfulness towards suffering) : Liking for Religion and feeling of fear-
fulness about the sufferings of the world & to desist from them.

(2) Nirveda (Detachment) : detachment from the world, body and sensual pleasures.

(3) NindÂ (Condemnation) : Repentance over the defects of one’s own.

(4) GarhÂ (Censure) : Condemnation of one’s own defects after admitting them before
the preceptor.

(5) Upaíama (Subsidence) : Pacification of distortions of passions like anger etc.

(6) Bhakti (Devotion ) : Having attachment in the topics related with right faith etc.

(7) VÂtsalya (Self-less affection) : Behaving affectionately with the religious people.
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(8) AnukampÂ (Compassion) : Having compassion towards all the living beings.

The right faith, devoid of forty four defects and associated with seventy qualities is the
first ladder to move towards the palace of salvation. There is no more beneficial thing than the
right faith for the worldly living beings in all the three worlds and times. There is no more
worse painful thing than MithyÂtva (wrongness or wrong faith) for the worldly beings of the
three worlds and times. The right-faithed beings do not take birth among one-sensed beings,
deficient-sensed beings (Vikalatraya), non-instinctive five-sensed beings, infernals, sub-human
and humanbeings, feminines, hermaphrodites and in low families. However, if somebody has
bonded the life-span karma earlier and, then, acquired right faith, one can take birth in the first
hell. As far as subhumans & humanbeings are concerned, one with right faith can take birth as
the subhuman or humanbeing of Bhogabhumi (land of enjoyment).

SamyakjnÂna (Right Knowledge)

The right knowledge is to know about the reals and realities devoid of doubt (Saníaya),
reversal (Viparyaya) and mental effortlessness (Anadhya-vasÂya). It has two varieties :

(1) Eleven Angas (Prime or primary canonical scriptures)

(2) Fourteen Pörvas (Pre-canons)

It has also been admitted to have four kinds in terms of Anuyogas (Expositions):

(1) PrathamÂnuyoga (Biographical Exposition)

(2) KaraàÂnuyoga (Cosmology and Sciences Exposition)

(3) CaraàÂnuyoga (Conduct based Exposition)

(4) DravyÂnuyoga (Physical / Metaphysical or Reaological Exposition)

All these four expositions involve the essence of the contents of whole of the DvÂdaíÂnga
(twelve Angas).

(1) PrathamÂnuyoga (Biographical Exposition)

The biographical exposition deals with the life-story of some great men or biographies of
63 êalÂkÂ Puruîas (great personages), which are the factors for earning sacredness and which
lead to true knowledge and enlightenment.
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(2) KaraàÂnuyoga (Cosmology and Sciences Exposition)

This exposition deals with the following with the mirror-like clarity :

(1) Divisions of Loka & Aloka (the universe and non universe).

(2) Changes in Temporal states.

(3) Description of the four Gatis (destinities) of Manuîaya (human), Tiryanca (sub-human),
NÂrakÍ (infernal) and Dev (celestials).

(3) CaraàÂnuyoga (Conduct-based Exposition)

The Conduct-based exposition deals with the factors of origin, growth and maintenance of
the conducts of the householders (votaries) and saints.

(4) DravyÂnuyoga (Physical and Metaphysical Exposition)

The scriptures which deal with the sins and sacreds, bondage and liberation of the JÍvas
(living beings) and other reals and realities are called physical and metaphysical expositions.

ÀcÂrya Guàabhadra Söriji states that9

“The scriptures are like the stem of a tree (1) which is heavily bent due to the weight of
flowers and fruits of multi-aspectal entities, (2) which is pervaded with the leaves of the words
of the omniscients, (3) which is associated with hundreds of branches involving many standpoints
(Nayas), (4) which is pretty high and proper, and (5) which is sufficiently stable by its roots of
detailed sensory knowledge. The intelligent men and saints should engage their mental monkey
on the scriptural stem of the tree daily. In other words, the tendency of attachment and aversion
is destroyed by the practice of scriptural studies which require withdrawing the wavering mind
from the sensual objects. This leads to the happiness of salvation preceded by the shedding of
the Karmas through Karmic stoppage (Samvara).”

This book-Jaina BhÂratÍ deals with some parts of all these four expositions.

SamyakcÂritra (Right Conduct)

The liberatable living being (Bhavya JÍva) acquires the right knowledge after having pos-
sessed of right faith due to subsidence, destruction-cum-subsidence and destruction of the
darkness of faith-deluding Karma. The individual with right knowledge, then, observes the
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right conduct to destroy attachment and aversion. That which is practiced or observed in prac-
tice is known as conduct.10

The right conduct is defined as the abstinence from five sins of violence, falsity, stealth,
non-celibacy and attachmental possession-all of which are the dirty sewers of sin.

Varieties of Right Conduct11

The right conduct has two varieties : (1) Sakal (Total), and (2) Vikal (Partial). The saints
are devoid of all kinds of attachmental possessions and they observe the conduct in totality. In
contrast, the householders have attachmental possessions. They, therefore, observe Ekdeía or
partial conduct.

êrÍ Amçtacandra Söri has stated in his PuruîÂrthÂ-siddhi-upÂya (which describes Methods
of Accomplishing Principal Pursuits - PuruîÂrthas)12:

The saint, engaged in renunciation of all kinds of sins in totality and practices in the
acquirement of the essential nature of purified soul, does have the conduct in totality. In con-
trast, the individual, engaged in partial renunciation of sins, is called êrÂvaka or UpÂsaka
(religious listener or votary).  There are eleven kinds of votaries on the basis of observance of
eleven kinds of PratimÂs (mental resolves) or model stages of renunciation. They will be de-
scribed later in this Section. The partial renunciation of five sins is called the partial conduct.

Five Aàuvratas (Partial Vows)

The five partial vows form the basic components of partial right conduct. They are defined
as below :

AhimsÂàuvrata (Partial Vow of Non-violence)

The partial vow of non-violence is defined as the observance of intentional non-injury
towards the Trasa jÍvas (mobile living beings having 2 to 5 senses) through mind, body and
speech and by the methods of self-commitment (Kçta), commissioning (KÂrita) by others and
consenting (AnumodanÂ) of the process of injury.

SatyÂàuvrata (Partial Vow of Truth)

This is defined as not to speak gross untruth or not to speak such a truth which causes the
loss of religiosity or which may cause calamity on others. This is called the partial vow of truth.
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AcauryÂàuvrata (Partial Vow of Non-stealth)

The partial vow of non-stealth is defined as not to take any thing or property which is
kept, forgotten or fallen without it being given.

BrahmacaryÂàuvrata (partial Vow of Celibacy)

The partial vow of celibacy is defined as the renunciation of (sex with) other women
(except one’s own married wife) due to fearfulness of sins.

Parigraha ParimÂàa Aàuvrata (Partial Vow of Limitation of Attachmental
Possessions)

This fifth partial vow is defined as to become desireless or non-attached in possessions
like riches, grains etc. which are in excess of the limits set by one-self.

The observance of all these five partial vows leads to heavens as a rule. It is stated that the
observer of total or partial vows binds the celestial life-span only. They can not be observed
when the rest of the three types of life-span Karmas are bound.13

Three Guàavratas (Re-inforcing Vows)

There are three reinforceing vows to preserve or strengthen the above five partial vows.
They are :

(1) Dig-vrata (Direction - restricting movement vow).

(2) Anarthadanda vrata (Vow of renunciation of purposeless activities).

(3) Bhogopabhoga-parimÂàa vrata (Vow of limitation of single and multiple consumables).

Dig-vrata (Direction-restricting Movement Vow)

This is defined as not to move beyond the limits in ten directions set out earlier to avoid
gross or fine sins.

Anarthadanda Vrata (Vow of Renunciation of Purposeless or Avoidable
Activities)

It is defined as abstinence from activities like useless sinful sermons etc. within the limits
of avowed directions. It has five varieties :
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(1) PÂpopadeía (Sinful sermons).

(2) HimsÂdÂna (Acquiring/Providing weapons for violence).

(3) Apa-dhyÂna (Evil thoughts).

(4) Duh-íruti (Listening to perverse scriptures).

(5) PramÂda-caryÂ (Careless activities).

PÂpopadeía (Sinful Sermons) : Sermonising or listening to the stories related with (1)
harming animals, (2) loading animals or (3) trading in violent trades, (4) violence, (5) domestic
violence and (6) deceit etc.

HimsÂdÂna (Providing Weapons of Violence) : Providing weapons of violence like
chopper, sword and axe etc. to others.

Apa-dhyÂna (Evil Thoughts) : Thinking evil about others with a view to attachment or
aversion etc.

Duh-íruti (Listening to the Perverse Scriptures) : Listening of wrongness - promoting
scriptures involving domestic violence and attachmental possessions.

PramÂda-caryÂ (Careless Activities) : Activities involving destruction of earth and water
etc., picking and pricking of plants etc. carelessly (without any purpose).

Bhogopabhoga-parimÂàa Vrata (Vow of Limitation of Single and Mul-
tiple Consumables)

It is the renunciation of materials related with single or multiple consumption for some
time or all times.

Yama (Life-long Restriction) & Niyama (Time-based Restrictions)

The life-long renunciations are termed as ‘Yamas’ and the time-based renunciations are
called ‘Niyamas’.

Four êikîÂ-vratas (Educative Vows)

There are four educative vows under secondary attributes :
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(1) DeíavakÂîika vrata (Vow of Area-restricting movement).

(2) SÂmÂyika vrata (Vow of equanimity practice).

(3) ProîadhopavÂsa vrata (Vow of fasting).

(4) Atithi-SamvibhÂga vrata (Giving of food to a Jaina saint).

Deíavrata or DeíavakÂîika Vrata (Vow of Area-restricting Movement)

This vow involves restriction of daily, fortnightly, monthly etc. movement after vowing
about the limitation of villages, lanes or wards in the wide areas limited under the vow of
direction-restricting movement (Dig-vrata).

SÂmÂyika Vrata (Vow of Equanimity Practice)

It involves the practice of equanimity by a votary of good intellect through recitation,
reading or repetition of incantations etc. (for a maximum of 48 minutes) in a solitary place like
forest, temple or even in one’s own house with care-free mind.

ProîadhopavÂsa Vrata (Vow of Fasting)

It involves undertaking fast or renunciation of meals on holy days like AîtamÍ & CaturdaíÍ
(the eighth & fourteenth day) of the fortnight etc. with a view to the observance of the vow.

Difference between Fast, Proîadha (Single-dieting) and ProîadhopavÂsa
(Fast + Single  dieting)

UpavÂsa (Fasting) means renunciation of four kinds of foods for 24 hours.

Proîadha (Single-dieting) means to take foods only once-a-day.

ProîadhopavÂsa (Fasting + Single-dieting) means 24 hours fasting preceded by single
dieting the previous day and followed by single dieting next day for completion of the fast.

Atithi-SamvibhÂga (Giving of food to a Jaina Saint)

This vow means offering of foods and other materials with proper formalities to saints
who are treasures of qualities and enriched with austerities.
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ÀcÂrya Samantabhadra has instructed to offer worships of Jinas during the observance of
this vow. The votary should offer daily worships to the Enlightened Jinas who are Lords of the
dieties, destroyer of desires and bestowers of wish-fulfillment. The worship of Jinas is said to
be the destroyer of all kinds of suffering.14

The Nature of The Ritual of SallekhanÂ (Holy Death)

SallekhanÂ (The ritual of holy death) means to renounce the body or accept death with
pleasure while observing religious duties (Ratnatraya Dharma) under the conditions of
(1) unsurmountable calamity, (2) famine, (3) advanced old age or (4) incurable disease. The
ritual of holy death is prescribed for the votary after observing all the twelve vows described as
above. One should observe the ritual of holy death with pleasure at the time of death.15

Many texts like Vasunandi êrÂvakÂcÂra (Householders’-Conduct by Vasunandi) and others
have included the vow of holy death as the fourth variety of êikîÂ Vratas (educative vows).
According to Vasunandi16  “The educative vow of holy death is defined as to renounce all the
remaining three kinds of foods (out of four kinds) except the potable drinks while undertaking
self-introspective confession with three-fold (mental, vocal and bodily) purity before the saint
teacher in own house or Jina temple after renouncing all the attachmental possessions (excepting
only the clothes).” In other words, the vow of holy death is to gradually lean and wean passions
and body at the fag end of life. It involves gradual renouncing of foods and drinks and recital of
ÛamokÂra Mantra repetitively. This ritual has high importance. It is stated that the individual
attains liberation in a minimum of one or two or in the maximum of seven or eight rebirths who
dies following the proper prescription of holy death.

ÀcÂrya UmÂsvÂmi has stated in his TattvÂrtha Sötra (Formulae on Reals) that the avowed
person should be free from physical or spiritual stings.17 There are three kinds of Stings :
(1) MÂyÂ (Deceit), (2) MithyÂ (Wrongness), and (3) NidÂna (Desires for future). The Deceit is
cheating or difference in words and action. Wrongness is not to believe in true reals and
realities. Desires for future is the wishfulness towards sensual enjoyments in the future life
(rebirth).

The person who observes five partial vows, three reinforcing and four educative vows and
who renounces the night eating devoid of all stings and transgressions, is called as an avowed
(VratÍ) one.18
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AtÍcÂras  (Partial Transgressions or Infractions)

The seventh chapter of TattvÂrtha Sötra has stated that

(1) There are five infractions of righteousness.

(2) There are five infractions each of the twelve vows (i.e. 12 x 5 = 60), and

(3) There are five infractions of the vow of holy death.

Thus, there are seventy (5 + 60 + 5 = 70) infractions in all. They should be learnt from the
above text.

Eleven Model Stages of The Renunciation (PratimÂs) of a Votary

Eleven model stages of renunciation have been admitted for votaries. The characteristics
of these stages are successive qualitative improvement in their higher stages. They are de-
scribed below :

(1) Daríana PratimÂ (Model Stage of Right Faith or Vision)

The right-faithed votary is defined as the individual who observes the transgression-less
righteousness, practices detachment from the world, body and sensual enjoyments, has taken
refuge of the five Supreme souls (ParameîthÍs) and who observes the eight primary virtues
(Mölaguàas) leading towards the path of observance of twelve vows. In some texts, the
renunciation of seven addictions (Vyasanas) has also been stated for the right-faithed votary.
The seven addictions of gambling, alcoholism, meat-eating, prostitution, hunting, stealing and
enjoyment with others' wives are sins leading to evil destinity in future.19

(2) Vrata PratimÂ (Model Stage of Vow-observance)

The avowed votary is the individual who accepts and observes the twelve vows without
any stings and transgressions.20

(3) SÂmÂyika PratimÂ (Model Stage of Equanimity Practice)

The equanimity practitioner is the individual votary who (i) offers bowing four-times to
the Jinas preceded by four-fold three rounds with budded hands (Àvarta), (ii) stays in standing
posture (KÂyotsarga), (iii) is devoid of internal and external possessions, (iv) offers bowing on
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sitting after the eulogisation of Jina deities, (v) is purified by mind, speech and body, and
(vi) offers bowing thrice a day with all the above steps. The method of practicing equanimity
will be described later.

(4) Proîadha PratimÂ (Model Stage of Fasting or single-dieting)

Every votary should try to undertake the process of fasting or single-dieting on the two
eighth (AshtamÍ) and two fourteenth (CaturdaíÍ) days of the months and all holy days as per
his capacity.

(5) Sacitta TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of Animate Greens)

The avowed person is called the renouncer of animate greens who does not eat raw roots, fruits,
vegetables, flowers, tubers and sprouts etc. He takes these edibles after cutting or boiling etc.

(6) RÂtribhojana TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of Night-eating)

An individual, who renounces to take all the four kinds of foods in night, is called night-
eating renouncer.

(7) Brahmacarya PratimÂ (Model Stage of Total Celibacy)

The individual, who gets averse to sex-desires and renounces the women contact in general,
is called mental resolver of celibacy.

(8) Àrambha TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of Occupational
Violence)

The renunciation of unavoidable (domestic or occupational) violence in service, agriculture
and business etc. causing injury to the living beings, is called the model stage of renunciation of
occupational violence.

(9) Parigraha TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of Attach-
mental Posessions)

It is defined as the detachment from ten types of physical possessions after renouncing
attachmental attitude towards them.
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(10) Anumati TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of Approval
in Household affairs)

It is defined as not to offer approval (or dis-approval) in household affairs like occupational
violence, possessions on matrimonial relations etc.

(11) Uddiîta TyÂga PratimÂ (Model Stage of Renunciation of the self-
intended objects like Foods etc.)

This type of renouncer leaves the home, lives in forest (or temples) and takes vows from
the Preceptor, undertakes austerities, takes food offered by householders and wears a loin cloth
& an insufficient unstiched cloth (The votary at this stage does not accept any particularised
food etc. prepared for him).

The votary of this model stage are of 2 types :

(1) Two-clothed votary or votary with two clothes (Kîullaka)

(2) Loin-clothed votary (Ailaka)

The two-clothed votary wears a loin cloth & one insufficient unstiched cloth (i.e. small
sheet of cloth which can not cover whole of the body). He also keeps a wooden water jar with
a nozzle (Kamandalu) and an auspicious article made of peacock-feathers (PicchÍ).

The loin-clothed votary wears only a loin cloth and he does not keep any other cloth. This
class of votary has to pluck his hairs by own hands and has to take food in his hand-bowl.

The votaries, possessing the above model stages are not authorised for the following five
practices :

(1) To undertake kÂyotsarga (Detachmental posture) in the sky-clad state in the day.

(2) Heroic practices (to go for taking food) like the naked saint.

(3) Season-based meditation. : Meditation on mountain tops in the summer, under the tree
in rainy season and on the banks of the rivers in winter season.

(4) Studies of canonical (sacred) texts  : Texts divinely proclaimed by the omniscients and scriptural
omniscients or composed by their chief disciples, self-enlightened and ten pre-canonist saints.

(5) Studies of disciplinary texts involving expiatory contents.21
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Three Kinds of Votary

There are three kinds of votary22 :

(1) Inclined votary (PÂkîika)

(2) Pledged votary (Naiîthika)

(3) Aspirant or Last-ritualising votary (SÂdhaka)

These three kinds are based on inclination, vowal observance and aspiration for holy death
ritual.

The term ‘Pakîa’ (inclination) means to observe the eight basic primary virtues or restraints,
to renounce seven addictions etc. and to develop inclination towards real Gods, Religion and
Preceptors.

The term ‘Vowal observance’ (CaryÂ) means to accept and practice the model stages of
renunciation after handing over the household responsibilities to children so that sins accruing due
to domestic and occupational violence are alleviated. The term ‘aspiration’ (SÂdhanÂ) means to
undertake the ritual of holy death at the last time of life while observing the eleventh model stage.

Inclined Votary (Pakîika)

The inclined votary is the individual who has undertaken the vows of renouncing five sins like
violence etc. grossly and who observes the practices of the duties and vows of votary as described in
scriptures. The inclined votary is also called the beginner or partially restrained votary.

Pledged Votary (Naiîthika)

The pledged votary is the individual who follows the eleven model stages of renunciation
gradually due to the increasing destruction-cum-subsidence of passions improving the partial
restraint.

Aspirant Votary (SÂdhaka)

The aspirant votary is the individual who has completed the practice of partial restraint
and who undertakes the process of holy death while engaging himself in meditating upon the
soul / pure self. This votary is also called completely partially restrained one.
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Eight Primary Virtues or Restraints of the Inclined Votary (Mölaguàas)

It is stated that the householder votary should, first of all, renounce eating and drinking of
(1) alcohol, (2) meat, (3) honey, and (4-8) five udumbara fruits (PÍpala, Gulara, Kathumara,
Baça & PÂkara) while having faith in the Jina sermons. It is said that a person earns sin of
burning more than seven villages if he eats even a single drop of honey. Similarly, the alcohol
and meat are clearly the stations of harming the living beings. They are the treasury of sins.
Many kinds of mobile beings with two or more cognitive senses are always found in the
Udumbara fruits. Hence, it is always beneficial to renounce these items.

Alternative Description of Eight Primary Virtues

Some texts have admitted the following eight primary virtues as mentioned in SÂgÂra-
dharmÂmçta, verse 1823 in place of the above ones :

(1-3) Renunciation of alcohol, meat-eating and honey.

(4) Renunciation of eating five Udumbara fruits.

(5) Renunciation of night-eating.

(6) Bowings and Sacred visit to the five Supreme souls (ParameîòhÍs).

(7) Compassion towards the living beings.

(8) Drinking of cloth-filtered water.

Eight Primary Virtues According to SvÂmÍ Samanta-bhadra

According to SvÂmi Samanta-bhadra, there are the following eight primary virtues24 :

(1-3) Renunciation of alcohol, meat-eating and honey.

(4-8) Observation of five partial vows.

Amçtacandra Söri has stated that the use of alcohol, meat-eating, honey and five udumbara
fruits is carrier of suffering and sins. The persons with clear intelligence, who renounce these
things, are worthy of listening to the Jina sermons.25

Pandit ÀíÂdhara has also elaborated this point :
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“The votary who renounces the alcoholic drinking etc. for the whole life becomes pure by
intellect. He gets refined through sacred-threading (YajnopavÍta), becomes doubly-born and
worthy of listening to the Jina religion.26”

The text of SÂgÂra-dharmÂmçta (Essence of Householder’s Duties) states that the inclined
votary should offer Jina-worship, award donations and study scriptures.

Eleven Model Stages of the Pledged Votary

The pledged votary develops better aureoles (LeíyÂs) while observing eleven model stages

gradually depending upon the degree of obscurement of partial renunciation of passions.27

Aspirant or Last-ritualising Votary

The pledged votary, at the stage of eleventh model stage, becomes the last-ritualising or
aspirant votary.28

Fifty three Activities of Votaries

RayaàasÂra29 verse 137 has stated that there are fifty three activities of the votaries as
follows :

(1-8)     Observance of eight primary virtues.

(9-20)   Twelve vows.

(21-32)  Twelve austerities : 6 external and 6 internal austerities.

(33)  Equanimity Practice.

(34-44)  Eleven model stages of renunciation.

(45-48)  Four kinds of Donations.

(49)  Use of cloth filtered water.

(50)  Renunciation of night-eating.

(51-53)  Right faith, knowledge and conduct.
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Four Stages of Life (Àíramas)30

The seventh primary text of UpÂsakÂdhyayana (Studies on Votaries) has stated that there
are four life-stages of Jaina individuals :

(a) Stage of Celibacy (Brahmacarya).

(b) Stage of Householdership (Gçhastha).

(c) Supreme Stage of Votary (VÂnaprastha).

(d) Saint or Ascetic (SanyÂsa, renunciation).

(a) Stage of Celibacy (Brahmacarya)

There are five kinds of celibates :

(1) Sacred-threaded (Upanayana) (2)    Supported celibate (Avalamba)

(3) Non-initiated (AdikîÂ) (4)    Secretly celibate (Gödha)

(5) Pledged celibate (Naiîthika)

Sacred - threaded Celibate

The individuals, who study and practice the primary texts of UpÂsakÂdhyayana (Studies
on Votaries) etc. after accepting the sacred threads and undertake the householder’s religion
later, are called as sacred-threaded celibates.

Supported Celibate

The supported celibates are those individuals who study all the scriptures as two-clothed
votaries and, later, enter into the householder stage.

Non-initiated Celibate

They are those individuals who study the scriptures without having the garb of celibate
and, then, enter into the householder stage.
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Secret Celibate

The individuals, who study the scriptures in childhood residing with the preceptors, prac-
tice restraint with nakedness without getting initiated and, later, enter into the householder
stage due to some specific reasons, are called secret celibates.

Pledged Celibate

The individuals, who hold the in-signia of avowedness like hair-crest (êikhÂ), sacred-
thread, loin-cloth (signs of head, chest and waist), who take food offered by householders, who
are newly initiated and are always engaged in Jina worship etc., are called pledged celibate.

Special Comment

The stage of celibacy has been mentioned first out of these four life-stages. It means that
any individual enters into the stage of celibacy in his early age and resides in hermitages, wears
sacred thread, gets internally refined and studies the scriptures. He may become saint if he
wishes just like scripture-omniscient BhadrabÂhu and ÀcÂrya Jinasena and many others.
However, if one wishes, he may enter into the stage of house-holdership like JÍvandhara-
KumÂra etc. The other life-stages are now described.

(b) Stage of Householdership (Gçhastha)

There are six noble duties of householders :

(1) Jina worship (IjyÂ)

(2) Professional Means of livelihood (VÂrtÂ)

(3) Donation or Delivery (Datti).

(4) Self-study or study of scriptures (SvÂdhyÂya)

(5) Observance of restraint (Sanyama)

(6) Austerities (Tapa)

1. Jina Worship (IjyÂ)

The eight-fold physical or psychical worship of the Enlightened Jina or other Supreme
souls is called worship. It has five varieties :
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(1) Daily worship (Nityamaha) (2) Sarvatobhadra worship(Caturmukha)

(3) Wish-fulfilling worship (Kalpa-druma) (4) Eight-day worship (AîtÂnhika)

(5) Empyrean Jina worship (Aindradhvaja)

Daily Worship (Nityamaha)

This means to offer daily worship to the Jinas with eight worship substances like Jala
(water), Candana (sandal), Akîata (rice-grains), Puîpa (flower), Naivedya (edibles), Deepa
(lamp), Dhöpa (incense), Phala (fruit) carrying them from home according to one’s capacity
and devotion. The worship also covers construction of Jina temples and their images and offer-
ing services and respects for the saints etc.

Sarvatobhadra Worship (Caturmukha)

The worship offered to the Jinas by the Coronated kings is called Caturmukha worship. It
is also called MahÂbhadra (Harbinger of great wellfare) and Sarvato-bhadra (Harbinger of all-
round welfare).

Wish-fulfilling Worship (Kalpa-druma)

The worship offered to the Jinas by the CakravartÍs (Universal monarchs) after donating
the persons whatever they demand for, is called the Kalpa-druma worship.

Eight-day Worship (AîtÂnhika)

This is the worship offered during the eight days of the holy days of NandÍívara during
KÂrtika, PhÂlguna and ÀîÂdha months.

Flagged-empyrean Jina Worship (Indra-dhvaja)

This is the worship offered to the Jinas by the different categories of empyreans like
Indra, Prati-Indra etc.

êÂstra-SÂra-Samuccaya (Summaries of Essence of Canons) has mentioned ten kinds of
worship :31

(1) The worship offered to the Jinas by heavenly deities is called MahÂbhadra (Harbin-
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ger of great welfare).

(2) The worship offered to the Jinas by heavenly Indras is called Indradhvaja (Indra-
flag) worship.

(3) The worship offered to the Jinas by all the four kinds of celestials is called
Sarvatobhadra (Harbinger of all round welfare) worship.

(4) The worship offered to the Jinas by the Cakravartis is called Caturmukha worship.

(5) The worship offered to the Jinas by the VidyÂdharÂs (learnings-proficient men) is
called ‘RathÂvartana’ worship.

(6) The worship performed by the Mahamandalika Kings (Lords of 8000 sub-ordinate
kings) is known as Indraketu worship.

(7) The worship ritual performed by the Mandaleívara Kings (Lords of 4000 subordinate
kings) is known as MahÂ-pöja (Great worship).

(8) The worship ritual performed by the Semi-mandaleívara kings (Lords of 2000 subor-
dinate kings) is known as Maha-mahima worship.

(9) The eight-day worship offered to the Jinas in the months of KÂrtika (Oct.-Nov.),
PhÂlguàa (Feb.-Mar.) and ÀîÂdha (June-July) months by empyreans after going to Nandiîvara
island (DvÍpa) is called Aîtanika Pöja (Eight-day worship).

(10) The worship ritual performed for the Jinas in the temple with eight-fold materials by
the votary having been clean-clothed after bath with pure water is called Dainik Pöja (Daily
worship).

The ten varieties of worship are only the elaboration of the earlier five-fold worship. It
should be noted that the construction of temple and Jina images, consecration of images and
their altars, resurrection works, donation of land etc. for the temple and donation of materials
used in worship etc. are all involved in the daily worship category.

2. Professional Means of Livelihood (VÂrtÂ)

The profession is defined as the practices to earn livelihood through six types of activities
as advocated by King äîabhava-deva as below :
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(1) Weaponry (Asi) : Preparation and use of weapons for the defence of self, religion
and the country.

(2) Writing Profession (Masi) : The term ‘Masi’ means ink. Any profession which has
the use of ink (and pen) like writers’ work is called the writing profession.

(3) Agriculture (Kçîi) : It is the profession of ploughing of land, sowing the seed and
acquiring the crops from the fields. The agriculture is a full profession. (Since ancient days, it
is the main profession).

(4) Commerce (VÂàijya) : This is a profession of earning the livelihood through sales
and purchase of all kinds of useful commodities for life.

(5) Teaching (VidyÂ) : This is a profession of imparting religious & worldly knowledge
to people. It is a good means of livelihood.

(6) Arts and Crafts  (êilpa) : This is a profession of different types of arts and crafts
like architecture, pottery, fabrics etc.

The number and variety of means of livelihood have gone enormous these days. One
should have non-violent means to earn livelihood.

3. Donation or Delivery (Datti)

It is the process of donating or delivering many kinds of physical or psychical materials.
It has four varieties.

(1) Compassionate Donation (DayÂ-datti) : It means to offer security (in terms of
homes, riches, money etc.) to the poor or suffering people on compassionate grounds.

(2) Donation For the Worthy (PÂtra-datti) : This involves (i) offer of foods to the
Jaina saints with nine-fold devotion (NavadhÂ bhakti), and (ii) offer of equipments like religious
scriptures, picchÍ made of peacock-feathers and Kamandalu (wooden jar with nozzle) etc. to
them which are the means to acquire knowledge and observe restraint. Provision of medicare
and residence is also included in this category.

(3) Similarity-based Donation (Sama-datti) : This involves donation of land, riches
and even daughters-in-marriage etc. to those householders who have similar conduct and practices.

(4) Donation-in-Totality (Sakala-datti) : This involves donation of all of one’s prop-
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erty and duties to one’s own or adopted son for the continuity of one’s lineage. This donation
is also called lineage-based (Anvaya-datti) donation.

4. Self - Study (SvÂdhyÂya)

It is to study and teaching of scriptures or realology (Tattva-vidyÂ) and to memorise it.

5. Restraint (Sanyama)

It is to engage one-self in observing five partial vows.

6. Austerities (Tapa)

It is to undertake twelve types of austerities partially like fasting etc. (There are six
external and six internal austerities).

The individuals engaged in these six activities of noble people are called house-holders.
They have two varieties : (1) Noble-by-caste, and (2) Noble-by-religion. The noble-by-caste
house-holders are those who are Kîatriyas (Protectors or Warriors) out of the four-fold caste
system. The noble-by-religion householders are those who are great personages of the religious
system like TÍrthankaras, NÂrÂyaàas, CakravartÍs etc.

(c) Supreme Stage of Votary (VÂnaprastha)

The supreme votaries are those, who do not become sky-clad but wear unstiched insuffi-
cient clothes. They are in the garb of (1) Two clothed votaries (Kîullaka), or (2) Loin-clothed
or single-clothed votaries (Ailaka).

(d) Mendicant, Ascetic or Saint Stage of Renunciation (SanyÂsa)

Mendicant : The individuals who take up the garb of sky-clad state like that of the
Enlightened Supreme souls, are called (Jaina) mendicants or saints. There are four kinds of
mendicants:

(1) Houseless or house-renouncer saints.

(2) Yatis (Ascetics at karmic subsidential and destructional ladder)

(3) Munis (Possessors of last three-knowledges)

(4) äîis (Miraculous saints, possessing supernatural powers)
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The ordinary saints are called house-renouncer mendicants. The saints in the Karmic
subsidential and destructional ladder (of 11-12th spiritual stages) are called Yatis. The saints
possessing clairvoyance, mind-reading knowledge and omniscience are called Munis. The saints
having accomplished the miraculous (supernatural) powers are called miraculous çîis. There
are four kinds of çîis :

(1) RÂjarîi (2) Brahmarîi

(3) Devarîi (4) Parmarîi

The saints having accomplished the miraculous prodigy of proteation and never-ending
foods / residence are called RÂjarîi. The saints having accomplished the miraculous power of
intelligence and medication are called Brahmarîi. The saints having accomplished the miracu-
lous power of sky-movement are called Devarîi. The saints having accomplished and acquired
omniscience are called Parmarîi.

The above description about the four stages of life is based on the text of CÂritra SÂra
(Essence of Right Conduct).

Four Duties of Votary

There are four kinds of duty of the votaries32 :

(1) Worship (2) Donation

(3) Good conduct (êÍla) (4) Fasting or austerity

The worship means to offer proper services to the Gods, scriptures and preceptors with
eight kinds of materials. The renunciation of foods, medicine etc. for the benefit of self or
others is known as ‘donation’. The safeguarding or maintenance of the vows accepted is known
as ‘good conduct’. The ‘fasting’ is defined as to renounce four kinds of food, sensual objects
and passions on holy days like the eighth and fourteenth days of the fortnight etc. Intakes of
only water in the holy days is termed as incomplete fasting (AnupavÂsa). Having only one meal
a day is called ‘Single-dieting’.

Six Essential Duties of Votary (See the earlier section on the stage of
Householdership)33a

An individual is called the best of the votaries who is engaged in six daily duties of (i)
Worship, (ii) Veneration of Preceptors, (iii) Self-study, (iv) Restraint, (v) Austerity, and (vi)
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Donation and who has the best of the lineages / family. He is released from the sinful effects of
six types of domestic violence like (i) cooking in earthen oven, (ii) crushing in pits, (iii)
grinding in stone mills, (iv) brooming with broomstricks and water-drawing, (v) domestic
violence and (vi) earning livelihood.

(1) Worship

The person reduces the time for his salvation who gets Bimba-phala-like (small) altar
constructed and gets a proper sized or even a barley-sized image seated on it through the
consecretion procedure. A votary should offer worship to the Jinas facing east or north direc-
tion and with a Tilaka (a red or yellow mark of saffron on his forehead) on his head. A votary
should anoint the Lord Jina (image) with pure water, cane juice, ghee, milk, curd, mango juice,
medicinal juice and kalka powder (mixture of medicinal substances like Lodhra etc.) etc. with
devotional disposition 33.

It should be kept in mind that one should not perform the duties of worship, donation,
chanting mantra repetitively, sacrificial rites and self-study with fragmented, dirty, old and torn
clothes. One does not acquire the sacredness by worshipping with these types of clothes.

Q. There is the possibility of sins by offering animate substances like flowers, incense,
fruits etc. in the worship of the Jinas.

A. The Jina-worship has the potency of destroying sinful karmas earned even during
innumerable births. Will the smaller amount of sins earned the process of the during worship
not be destroyed ? It will definitely be so. Of course, it is necessary that one should act carefully
in every activity.

UmÂsvÂmi has stated that the sins are earned in domestic and occupational violence for
bringing up the family and enjoying consummables and non-consummables. But the violence
occurring in the religious activities like worship and donations etc. does not earn bonding of
sin.34

Vasunandi has also stated that a person earns sacredness equivalent to the acquirement of
the position of a TÍrthankara by constructing even a temple of the size of a leaf of a corriander
plant and places a Jina image of the size of mustard seed in it.35 How, then, one can describe the
total sacred effects earned by the person who gets the temple with large circumference and large
entrance door etc. constructed with devotion.

While worshiping the Jinas, the flow of stream of water before them causes the cleansing
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of the dirt of sins. The anointment of sandalwood paste causes the enriched fortunes. The
worship of Jinas through the whole rice grains (Akîatas) leads to the position of CakravartÍ
who owns nine kinds of treasures and fourteen kinds of gems. The worshipper of Jinas with
flowers (Puîpas) earns a beautiful face like the lotus and a body with smell of flower garlands.
He becomes like a cupidistic deity. The offerings of Naivedya (edibles) during worship leads
the worshipper to earn strong, shining, fiery and most beautiful body. The worshipper offering
burning lamps during worship earns omniscience which is like a shining lamp which illuminates
the secrets of all the reals and realities like the living being etc. He becomes omniscient in due
course. The worshipper offering incense during worship earns the world-wide fame and glory.
The worshipper offering fruits during worship earns the supreme fruit of salvation in due
course. The person who donates the bell for the Jina temple, takes birth in the empyrean planes
which are buzzing with sweet sounds of bells. The person offering metallic umbrella (parasol
or Chatra) for the temple enjoys the kingdom of the world solitarily. The person offering
Camara to the temple earns the wavering of Camaras for himself.

The annointing of Jinas by water etc. earns his own anointing by the empyreans by the
water of KîÍra-SÂgara (Milky ocean) on the Meru mountain. The donation of victory flags
(Vijaya dhvaja) to the temple leads one to become CakravartÍ winning over all the six parts of
the world.

What else to state about the Jina worship ? It leads to all types of physical prosperity and
even to the salvation in due course. Thus, ends the description of the essential duty of Jina
worship of the votary.

(2) Veneration of Preceptors36

One should always offer veneration and service to the preceptors for (i) acquirement of
cherished objects and objectives, (ii) removal of the darkness of doubt regarding the worldly
realities, and (iii) acquirement of happiness in the other worlds after rebirth. Whatever be the
category of human beings-low, medium or best, they are not called as human beings without
being taught by the preceptors. Hence, every person should always serve the best of the teachers.
The devotion or service of teachers is a form of restraint.37 The observance of this restraint :

(i)   leads away from the deep ocean of the weary world.

(ii)  leads to the destruction of eight karmas, and

(iii) leads to the termination of worldly cycles of birth and death.
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(3) Self-study or Scriptural Study

The self-study is instrumental in acquiring true knowledge for the liberatable beings. It
has five varieties as per TattvÂrtha Sötra :

(i) Reading and teaching (VÂcanÂ)

(ii)  Questioning (PçcchanÂ)

(iii) Reflection (AnuprekîÂ)

(iv) Repetition and Learning by rote or memorise (ÀmnÂya)

(v)  Sermonising the religion (Dharmopadeía)

(4) Restraint

The restraint is defined as the practice of control over the senses and mind alongwith an
attitude of compassion towards all the living beings. It has two varieties :

(i) Restraint of the senses & mind (Indriya Samyama)

(ii) Restraint of the sentient or embodied beings (PrÂài Samyama)

The renunciation of enjoying objects of five senses and control over mind is called the
restraint of the senses. The observation of compassion towards six-fold living beings - five
kinds of non-mobile beings (one sensed souls) and mobile-bodied beings (more than one sensed
souls) is called the restraint of the sentient.

(5) Austerities

The undertaking of penances to shed the karmas off is known as ‘austerities’ (Tapa). It
has two varieties : (i) External, and (ii) Internal. The external austerities have six varieties :

(i) Anaíana (Fasting) : Not to eat & drink anything that day.

(ii) Avamaudarya (Under-eating) : To eat little less than the hunger.

(iii) VrataparisankhyÂna (Mental Vow for Accepting Food) : Taking a mental vow to
accept food from a householder, only if a certain condition is fulfilled.
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(iv) Rasaparityaga (Renunciation of Taste) : Restriction on intake of one or all kinds
of six tastes of foods like ghee, milk etc.

(v) Vivikta êayyÂsana (Segregated Sleeping and Seating) : To sit and sleep in a lonely
place or by the side of the preceptor or saint.

(vi) KÂya-kleía (Physical Mortification) : Meditation with some postures like cock-
posture, lotus-posture, standing posture and detachmental postures etc.

The internal austerities have also six varieties :

(i) PrÂyaícitta (Penitence, Expiation, Atonement) : It is getting award of disciplinary
action due to transgressions / violations in the avowed vows.

(ii) Vinaya (Reverence) : Offering of reverence to those who follow the path of Right-
eousness (Samyaktva).

(iii) VaiyÂ-vçtya (Pious Respectful Service to the Saints) : Offering selfless service of
varied nature to the religious preceptors, saints and avowed persons.

(iv) SvÂdhyÂya (Self-study) : Studying and teaching of sacred texts.

(v) Vyutsarga (Renunciation) : Abandoning the internal and external possessions which
are the causes of sinful activities.

(vi) DhyÂna (Meditation) : Undertaking various kinds of stages of meditation like medi-
tation on specified objects, incantations, form or formless entity etc.

Though these austerities are prominently undertaken by the saints, but they should also be
partially undertaken by the votaries as per their capacity.

(6) Donation or Philanthropy

Donation is defined as to renounce the wealth or property for the benefit of the self or
others. There are four varieties of donation :

(i)  Donation of foods (ÀhÂra-dÂna)

(ii)  Donation of books etc. for learning. (JnÂna-dÂna)

(iii) Donation of medicines / medical aid (Auîadha-dÂna) and
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(iv) Donation for security for fearlessness of the living beings (Abhaya-dÂna).

The best form of donation is the four-fold donation to the most worthy people.

Thus, the votary who follows all these six essential duties every day with proper devotion,
is released from the six types of domestic or occupational sins during (a) cooking, (b) crushing,
(c) grinding, (d) home-cleaning and water-drawing, (e) other household activities, and (f) earning
livelihood.

The above description of six essential duties follows UmÂsvami êrÂvakÂcÂra. ÀcÂrya
Kundakunda has stated in his Rayaàa-SÂra38 that the votary has two main duties :

(i)  Four-fold donation to the worthy people. and

(ii) Daily worship of true diety, scriptures and preceptors.

Nobody can be a Jaina votary unless he follows these two duties.

Similarly, the Jaina saints have two main duties : (a) Meditation and (b) Studies. Nobody
can be a good Jaina saints without these duties.

The Jina worship results in the respectability of the votary in all the three worlds. The
donation to the worthy results in enjoyment of all kinds of the best pleasures in all the three
worlds. The votary is called gracious (Dhanya) by donation of foods only. He acquires the five
wonderful things and becomes respected by the empyreans.39 One should offer to the naked
saint. There is no necessity for the examination of his worthy-ness or otherwise.

The Jinas have sermonised that the liberatable votary, who takes the food remaining after
its offer to the saints, acquires the best pleasures of the world and gradually attains salvation.40

Mokîa PÂhuda states that there is the Jina commandment that the saints may have vigilant
virtuous meditation in the fifth spoke of the devolution epoch of this Bharata region. Whosoever
does not agree to this, is an ignorant or wrong-faithed one.41

Even today, there are saints purified by observing the path of Righteousness. They can
attain the position of the Lord of empyreans and may even acquire the position of the initiator
empyreans (LaukÂntika). They may attain salvation after rebirth from this position. In other
words, they may attain salvation in a single rebirth.42

While dealing with the fifth spiritual stage, BhÂvasangraha of Devasena43 has described
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the educative vow of equanimity that it involves (1) Eulogisation of the Jinas thrice a day,
(2) Undertaking fasting during holy days, (3) Donation to saints & avowed persons and
(4) Undertaking the ritual of holy death towards the end of life.

While characterising the model stage of vows, BÂmadeva44 has described in his BhÂvasangraha
the process of observing the first educative vow of equanimity in the following way :

The votary should practice equanimity thrice a day daily after the Jina worship because no
equanimity activity could be there without it.45 It is described as below:

“The votary should observe all the morning duties like going to toilet, tooth washing
(Àcamana) etc. after getting up in the early hours. He should undertake three types of bath
successively : (1) bathing by pure (cloth-filtered) water, (2) chanting of incantations - i.e.
bathing with mantra - chants, and (3) bathing in-vow i.e. resolving to undertake the vows. He
should, then, wear clean and washed clothes, and, then, go to the temple and enter into it with
the word ‘Nih-sahÍ’ (May my sins be off or let the deities in the temple be away so that I may
enter in). He should eulogise the Jinas after getting rid of passions. Afterwards, he should,
observe Sakalikaraàa (initial religious process) again with proper seat.

He should, then, clean and wash the vessels and materials to be used in the worshiping
process. This should be followed by anointing the Jina image with five sacred solutions
(PancÂmçtas) as described in the texts. He should, then, offer worship to the Jinas with eight-
fold materials followed by a valuable composite offering (Arghya). It should be followed by
pouring a thin stream of water with peace-recital (êÂnti pÂtha) and throw of flowers (PuîpÂnjali)
all-around. During the process of worship, the votary should offer it with eight-fold materials,
followed by pouring of thin stream of water with peace recital and throw of flowers all around.46

This is the sign of expression of all-round welfare in the world. This procedure is prescribed in
the religious texts.

After this, the votary may follow this procedure twice or thrice as per his interest. He
should, then, repeat the Panca NamaskÂra Mantra (Pentadic Bowings Litany) 108 times through
108 flowers or cloves. This may be followed by the worship of Siddhacakra Yantra etc. One
should, then, have mantra-repeat and recital of verses of devotion of Caityabhakti,
Pancagurubhakti, êÂntibhakti & SamÂdhÍbhakti. In the end, the votary should recite the verses
for the completion of the whole process. Afterwards, the votary should meditate on the pure
self-soul with pleasant mind for a period varying from a reasonable time upto an Antarmuhurta
of app. 48 minutes.

This activity should be followed by worship of scriptures and preceptors. One should, then,
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offer worship to the Jaina female saints, Loin-clothed votaries and other higher-staged votaries.

This is the process of practicing the equanimity by the votary.

Special Notes

The texts on rituals and consecrations have given the above method of daily worship
ritual. It means that if the votary offers worship in this way, the practice of equanimity is also
included in it. Hence, this is also termed as the method of practicing equanimity. The book
named ‘SÂmÂyika’ (Equanimity)47 has elaborated this process through the chapters of ‘PöjÂ
Mukhavidhi’ and ‘PöjÂ AntyÂvidhi’ (The Method of Commencement and Conclusion of PöjÂ).

In the process of offering worship by the votary, he should become dis-passionate and
recite the Siddha-bhakti (Devotion to the Salvated). This should be followed by proper anoint-
ing by five sacred solutions and worship by the eight-fold substances terminating with devo-
tional verses of Caityabhakti, Pancagurubhakti & êÂntibhakti. The same method is also found
in ‘PancÂmçtÂbhiîeka PÂtha’ (Lesson on Anointing by Five Sacred Solutions) of ÀcÂrya
PöjyapÂda.

Description of Donation under the Third Educative Vow of Atithi-SamvibhÂga

There are five components in the process of donation :

(1) Donee or Recipient. (2) Donor

(3) Method of Donation (4) Donative materials

(5) Fruition of Donation

(1)  Donee : There are three kinds of donees : maximal (Uttama), medial (Madhyama) and
minimal (Jaghanya). The sky-clad saints - practitioners of the path of righteousness are the
maximal donees. The medial donee is the votary practicing any stage of eleven model stages.
The minimal donee is the person with right faith but without vows. The persons devoid of
righteousness but practicing the repetitive chants and austerity etc. are deficient-donees (KupÂtra).
The persons devoid of righteousness, good conduct and vows are unworthy-donees (ApÂtra).

(2) Qualities of Donors : There are seven qualities of donors : (a) right faith, (b) devo-
tion, (c) satisfaction, (d) discrimination, (e) non-greediness, (f) forgiveness, and (7) alround
physical and spiritual strength.
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(3) Method of Donation : The saints do not accept foods without nine-fold devotion
(NavadhÂ bhakti). This involves (a) respectful procedural reception (paçgÂhana), (b) offer of
high seat, (c) washing of feet, (d) worshipping, (e) bowings, (f) purity of mind, (g) purity of
speech, (h) purity of body, and (i) statement about the purity of foods.

(4) Donative Materials : There are four kinds of donative materials: (a) foods, (b) medi-
cines and medication, (c) scriptures or books, and (d) security (houses etc.).

(5) Fruition of Donation48 : The donation offered to the worthy donees by the right-
faithed person yields heavens and even salvation in due course. The donation to deficient donees
does not have any effect. The donation to unworthy-donees leads to heavy sufferings.

Characteristics of Persons Accepting the Vows of Householders’ Reli-
gion / Duties

The text of SÂgÂra-dharmÂmçta mentions that a person is capable of accepting the
householders religions49 :

(1) who earns his livelihood with honesty.

(2) who offers respects to teachers and parents who possess good qualities.

(3) who is worshipper of preceptors and saints.

(4) who is true - speaking.

(5) who is follower of three human exertions of religion, riches and desires with con-
sistency (PurusÂrthas).

(6) who undertakes meals and travels as per canonical tenets.

(7) who has family, house and village for proper human exertions.

(8) who has the company of noble people.

(9) who is intelligent.

(10) who is obliged to his benefactors.

(11) who has control over his senses and sensuals.
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(12) who is the listener of religious texts.

(13) who is kind, fearful of sins and full of reverence.

Defilements due to Delivery and Death (Sötaka - PÂtaka)

The term ‘Sötaka’ is defined as the defilements and the resulting prohibitions of duties
like deital worship and food-offerings (to saints) etc. due to the delivery or birth of a child in
the household. The defilement and the resulting prohibition due to the death in the household is
known as PÂtaka. These prohibitions during birth and death are sanctioned in scriptures. In
general, the term ‘Sötaka’ is used in both cases of delivery and death.

The family relatives have two varieties : (1) immediate and (2) distant. The persons upto
four preceeding generations are termed as ‘immediate relatives’ while others beyond four
generations are termed as distant relatives.

The delivery-based prohibitions last upto 10 days for immediate relatives. They last for 6
days for the fifth generation, 4 days for the sixth generation and 3 days for the seventh generation.
There is no prohibitions for persons beyond seven generations. Similar prohibitions are admitted
for the death in the household.

If the delivery-based prohibitions are already there in a family and if there is death in the
same family, the prohibitions due to death are taken to be completed with the prohibition due to
delivery. Similarly, if the death-based prohibitions are there and if there is birth in the same
family, the prohibitions due to birth are taken as completed with the prohibitions due to death.
If there is birth or death in the family in the last day of earlier prohibitions, they should be
continued for two more days. If birth or death occur on the day after completion of the earlier
prohibition, they should be continued for three more days.

There are no prohibitions for saints or austerites for the birth or death defilements. Similarly,
there are no prohibitions for the family members of the saints on their death.

If there is delivery in the king’s palace, it is made undefiled by bathing only. The kings do
not have such prohibitions. There are no prohibitions on the death of minister, army-commander,
king, slave and those dying due to natural calamities like famine etc.

If a pregnant woman has abortion within three months, there are prohibitions for three
days only. If there is abortion between 3-6 months, there will be prohibition for the number of
days based on the months of pregnancy. However, if there is abortion between 6-8 months, the
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prohibitions will apply for full ten days. The father becomes undefiled by bathing only.

If the new-born dies before the period of cutting of navel tube (Nabhi chedana), there are
prohibitions for 10 days for the mother and the other relatives have 3-day prohibitions. If the
child dies before 10 days, all have prohibitions for 10 days. The death on the last day of 10-day
period earns two more days of prohibition. If the child dies the next day after the 10-day period,
one should have three more days of prohibitions. If the child dies after 10 days, the parents and
relatives have prohibitions for 10 days. The other relatives are purified by bathing only. If the
child dies after tonsuring ceremony, there are prohibitions for 10 days to parents, 5 days to
persons upto four generations and one day to persons of higher generations. If the child dies
after the sacred-threading ceremony, there are prohibitions for 10 days for all relatives upto
four generations.

If the new-born is a daughter, the undefilement is done by bathing only if she dies before
tonsuring. If she dies before sacred-threading, there is one-day prohibition. If she dies before
marriage, there is prohibition for three days. If the married daughter dies in her husband’s
home, there is prohibition for two days for the parents, other relatives are purified by bathing
only. However, there are prohibitions for 10 days for her husband’s family. If she dies of
delivery in the house of her parents, there are 3-day prohibition for her parents. The husband’s
family has one-day prohibitions.

One should observe prohibitions for the remaining days after receiving the news of death
of any member of the family in distant lands. If there is birth there and one gets news about it,
one should have three-day prohibitions. If one gets the news of death of any family member
after a year, one should purify himself by bathing only.

This is the brief description of delivery / death - based defilement and the resulting
prohibitions as per Trai-varàikÂcÂra of Guàabhadra.

Defilements during Menstruation of Women

The women undergoing monthly menses are termed as menstuating women. There is
excess blood flow from them. They should not touch any thing during the menstrual days. They
should also not visit temple and teachers. If the menses start from midnight, the prohibitions
should be taken to start from the morning. The women under menses should not beautify
themselves. They should observe celibacy. On the fourth day, they could undertake household
activities along with going to the temple but they can do, ÀhÂradÂna and worship etc. on the
fifth or sixth day after menstruation stops fully.
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If there are menses within 12 days of earlier menstruation, the woman may get undefiled
by bathing only. If the menses start earlier then 18 days, still the women may be purified by
bathing only. However, if the menses start on eighteenth day, the women should have prohibitions
for two days. If menses occur after the eighteenth day, the prohibitions will apply for three
days. If ladies with menses touch each other, they should cleanse themselves on the fourth day
and seek disciplinary instructions from the Jaina female saints.

The women who do not observe prohibitions during the days of menstrual flow, touch all
people and feed everyone after cooking by themselves, earn loss in their health and violate the
religious tradition. They accumulate sins and loose their better rebirth. Hence, the women
should observe prohibitions consciously during the three days.

Householder’s Life-style / Ritualistic Activities / Duties

The text of êrÂvakÂcÂra Sangraha (Compendium of Householder’s Conduct) has mentioned
three types of rites or duties of the householders starting from conception and terminating into
death. The right-faithed persons must undertake them as they result in good effects. The scholars
have admitted the following three types of activities:50

(a) Activities related to Conception (b) Activities related to Initiation

(c) Subjective activities

There are fifty three activities due to conception, forty eight activities due to initiations
and seven subjective activities - thus, (53 + 48 + 7 = 108) one hundred eight in all. These are
described in detail in the primary text of UpÂsakÂdhyayana and these are described here in brief
on the basis of whatever essence has been learnt by this author.

(a) Fifty Three Life-Style / Ritualistic Activities related to Conception
(GarbhÂnvaya KriyÂs)

Following two duties / rituals are intended for the woman having bath on the fourth day of
menstruation. This woman should offer worship etc. with her husband and, then, they should
copulate only for the issue.

(1) Conception ritual : The conception ritual is defined as the sacramentation of the
bathed woman through the Jina worship and chanting of incantations before the conception.
The process is given below :51
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‘Draw three wheels on the right of the Jina image and three sacred umbrellas on the left of
the image along with three sacred fire (PuàyÂgni) pits. The couple should worship the Jinas
and, then, complete the worship with offerings in sacrificial fires in the fire-pits.

(2) Affectionate activity (PrÍti) : This is ceremoneously celebrated in the third month of
pregnancy. This also involves the Jina worship as in the earlier case. There should be adoration
of the door of the house and two waterful pitchers should be placed there. Afterwards, the
drums etc. should be played daily.

(3) Super-affectionate activity (SuprÍti kriyÂ) : This is ceremoniously performed in the
fifth month of pregnancy. It also involves the worship etc. as above.

(4) Conservation (of Pregnancy) ritual (Dhçti kriyÂ) : This is also ceremoniously
performed in the seventh month of pregnancy in the same way as above.

(5) Delightening activity (Moda kriyÂ) : This is ceremoniously performed in the ninth
month of pregnancy. In this ritual, the priest writes some seed letters on the body of the
pregnant woman after reciting the incantations, recites auspicious litany, adore her with ornaments
and bind the Kankaàa thread for preservation of pregnancy.

(6) Birth ceremony (JÂtakarma or Priyodbhava) : This is ceremonised when the child
is born.

(7) Naming ceremony (NÂma-karma) : It is performed on the twelfth day of the birth in
an auspicious constellation and time etc. The worship of the Jinas and seers is also essential in
the ceremony.

(8) Moving-out ceremony (BahiryÂna) : This is performed in the second or third month
of the birth. The child is taken out of the delivery room with beating of auspicious musial
instruments.

(9) Seating ceremony (NiîadyÂ kriyÂ) : The child is seated or laid on the bed in this
activity.

(10) Feeding ceremony (Anna-prÂíana-kriyÂ) : This rite is performed in the seventh or
eighth month. The child is given external food materials (cereals) after due Jina worship etc.

(11) First Birth anniversary (Varîa-vardhana or Vyuíti kriyÂ) : This is ceremonised
when the child is one year old.
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(12) Tonsure ceremony (KeíavÂpa or Caula karma) : The child undergoes tonsuring
of his head on the auspicious day after the worship of the Jina image.

(13) Writing and Reading activity (Lipi - SankhyÂna - Sangraha kriyÂ) : At the age
of five years, the child is shown and taught to write letters through various scripts and numbers
followed by the reading of the scripts.

(14) Sacred - threading (or Initiation to vows) ceremony (Upanayana or Vrata-bandha
or UpanÍti kriyÂ) : The sacred-threading ceremony is performed in the eighth year of the
child.

(15) Vow-practice ceremony (Vrata-caryÂ) : In this ceremony, the (male) child is given
to wear metallic girdle belt, white dhoti, sacred thread and hair-crest on the head. All these are
signs of waist, thigh, chest and head respectively leading him to be capable for observing
celibacy. In this stage, sleeping on beds and beautifying the body etc. are prohibited. The vows
are the five minor vows etc. He has to observe them. The vow of celibacy should be observed
until the learning or studies are completed. The child should learn the householders’ practices
alongwith studies of scriptures, grammar, logic, astrology and astonomy, prosody, mathematics
and lexcography etc.

(16) Vow-release activity (VratÂvaraàa kriyÂ) : This activity involves release from the
vows of renouncing of sleeping on earth and body-adoration etc. after 12 or 16 years. One can,
however, accept good dresses, garlands and ornamentation etc. with the permission of religious
teacher after it. Of course, one will maintain sacred thread and observe five minor vows and
eight primary virtues etc. during the period after completion of studies.

(17) Marriage ritual (VivÂha kriyÂ) : After the vow-release activity, the marriage with
a girl of good family should be celebrated with the permission of the teacher.

(18) Acquisition of family-hood (VaràÂlabha kriyÂ) : This activity involves living seperately
with the permission of parents and accepting the proper share of wealth, grains and property.

(19) Observation of Family Tradition (Kula-caryÂ) : This activity involves earning
livelihood with honesty after getting independence from parents and observing six daily duties
like deital worship etc.

(20) Acquiring Headship of Family (GçhiíitÂ kriyÂ) : This activity involves acquiring
headship of the family while observing the family tradition and developing capacity to be the
head of the household.
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(21) Acquiring Pacified Mental State (PraíÂnti kriyÂ) : This activity involves to live
peacefully while observing fasting etc. and undertaking self-studies after acquiring and enjoying
the headship for some time and handing over the responsibilities of the household to the son.

(22) Renunciation of House Activity (Graha-tyÂga kriyÂ) : When the votary is ready
to renounce the home for forest-residing state, there is the ritual of house and household
renunciation.

(23) Preliminary Initiation Activity (DÍkîÂdya kriyÂ) : This activity involves initiation
as two-clothed votary (Kîullaka) - a preliminary stage for full sainthood - from the saint teacher.

(24) Initiation as Jina Saint (JinröptÂ kriyÂ): This activity involves initiation as a full
Jaina saint under the ÀcÂrya (Preceptor).

(25) Propensity of Silent Studies (Mauna-adhyayana-vçttitva) : In this activity, the
saint studies the scriptures silently until the scriptural knowledge is complete.

(26) Reflections on Factors for being TÍrthankara (Tirthakçd-bhÂvanÂ) : This activity
involves reflections on the sixteen factors for becoming TÍrthankara.

(27) Acquiring the Position of ÀcÂrya (Guru-SthÂnÂ-abhyupagama) : This activity
involves acquirement of the position of ÀcÂrya when his preceptor thinks him qualified and
offers him.

(28) Engagement in the Service of the Groups of the Order(Gaàopagrahaàa kriyÂ):
This activity means to be always ready to serve and maintain the four-fold order.

(29) Offer of position of ÀcÂrya to one’s Own Capable Disciple (SvagurusthÂnÂvÂpti
kriyÂ): This activity means to hand over the responsibilities of ÀcÂrya to one’s own capable
disciple.

(30) Activity of Reflections on Non-attachment and the Self (Nis-Sangatva-Âtma-
bhÂvanÂ) : This activity means to be detached by detaching oneself from the books and the
disciples etc. and get involved in the reflection on the self.

(31) Engagement in Yogic Liberation (Yoga-nÍrvÂàa-samaprÂpti) : This means to be
involved in meditation on liberation.

(32) Accomplishment of Yogic Liberation (Yoga nirvÂàa SÂdhanÂ) : This activity
means to be ready for holy death after gradual abandonment of the four-fold foods.
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(33) Birth as Empyrean (IndroppÂda kriyÂ): It is having a rebirth in the world of
empyreans after abandoning the body (death) through trance of mental, vocal and physical
activities.

(34) Activity of Water-anointing as Lord of empyrean (Indra-bhiíeka) : When one is
born as an empyrean, the deities there gather together and water-anoint him to the position of
Lord of the empyreans (Indra).

(35) Activity of Offering Positions (Vidhi-dÂna) : This is the activity in which the Lord
of deities appoints various deities bowing to him to their respective positions.

(36) Activity of Enjoying Pleasure (Sukhodaya) : This is the activity of experiencing
and enjoying pleasures of heavens by the lord of empyrean surrounded by many deities for a
long time.

(37) Renunciation of Lordship of Empyreans (Indra-pada-TyÂga) : This is the activity
of renouncing the position of the Lordship of deities after learning about the small life-span
remaining and convincing the other deities about it.

(38) Descent of the Lord of Deities (IndrÂvatÂra) : This is the activity of being conceived
in this-worldly mother after death in the heavens. The mother observes sixteen dreams and
there is the rains of gems six months prior to his conception.

(39) The Golden Birth (Hiraàyotkrîta JanmatÂ) : The conceived lord is born with the
best of the births. The lord has the sensory, vocable and clairvoyant knowledge while in the
womb. The birth with these specialities is called the best of the births.

(40) Water-anointing on Meru Mountain (Mandara - Abhiîeka) : This activity in-
volves water-anointing of the newly born Venerable (BhagavÂn) on the Meru mountain by the
lord of the empyreans after carrying him there.

(41) Teacher Worship (Guru-pöjana) : The lord of empyreans learns that the Venerable
is the teacher of all the beings in the world. Hence, he offers worship to the world-teacher.

(42) Crowning as Heir-designate (YauvarÂjya) : When the Venerable attains the
youthhood, he is crowned as the heir-designate by his parents.

(43) Coronation as Emperor (SvarÂjya) : The activity of coronation of the heir-designate
as the emperor is called coronation.
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(44) Royal wheel Acquirement (CakralÂbha) : This activity involves the acquirement
of royal wheel while as emperor.

(45) World-conquest March (DiíÂnjaya) : This activity involves moving for the winning
of all countries in all directions with the royal wheel ahead.

(46) Anointment of Royal Wheel (CakrÂbhiíeka) : This activity involves anointment
of the royal wheel when entering the capital city after alround victory.

(47) Administration of Royalties (SÂmrÂjya kriyÂ) : The Venerable, after getting
coronated as emperor, educates and teaches other kings under him the administration of justice
and morality.

(48) Going out for Initiation (NiîkrÂnti) : When adult, the Venerable emperor, gets
detached from the emperorship, hands over the kingdom to his son and the world-termination-
promoting LaukÂntika deities come to encourage him for initiation. This activity involves mov-
ing out for Jinistic initiation.

(49) Acquirement of Omniscience (Yoga-Sammaha) : The Venerable saint renounces
the internal and external possessions and gets absorbed in meditation. He gets enlightened
through the fire of omniscience in this activity.

(50) Enlightened-hood (Àrhantya) : When the Venerable attains omniscience, the holy-
assembly hall (Samavasaraàa) is constructed by the deities and their lords where he sermonises
about the welfare of all the living beings.

(51) Wandering Activity (VihÂra kriyÂ) : The Venerable omniscient wanders throughout
the country for sermons with the wheel of religion ahead of him.

(52) Cessation of Activity (Yoga-nirodha) : When the activity of wandering is completed
and the holy assembly hall is dissociated, the Venerable undertakes the activity of ‘cessasion of
mental, vocal and physical activities.’

(53) Activity of Attaining Salvation (Agra-nirvçti) : When the non-destructive karmas
are destroyed, the Venerable attains the state of salvation and reaches the highest part of the
universe-the abode of Siddhas.

Thus, these are the fifty three activities commencing from the stage of conception and
ending into the stage of salvation. The liberatable beings should always undertake these activities.
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(b) Initiation Activities (DÍkîÂnvaya kriyas)

These activities are the specific activities related with the individuals ready for accepting
the vows. There are 48 such activities. They consist of 40 activities out of the 53 as described
above by deducting the first 13 from them (upto the reading - writing activity) and additing
eight additional ones as below :

(1) Descent into right path (AvatÂra).

(2) Acquisition of Vowal Conduct. (Vçtta-lÂbha)

(3) Positional gain (SthÂna-lÂbha)

(4) Acceptance of Jinistic  Deities (gaàa-graha)

(5) Worship of the Venerable and Listening to the Scriptures (PöjÂ-rÂdhya).

(6) Sacred - earning Devotional activities (Puàya-yajna).

(7) Deep Practices activities (Dçdha-caryÂ), and

(8) Standing posture activity (UpayogitÂ)

(1) Descent into Right path : This activity is performed when a wrong-faithed liberatable
being is ready to follow the right path of religion. The individual goes to the preceptor, listens
to religious sermons, detaches himself from the wrong path and utilises his intelligence into right
path. At this stage, the preceptor alone is his father and the knowledge of right path (and reals) is
the refined form of conception. The liberatable being descends into this metaphysical conception
and takes birth in the form of new religious man. This activity is taken as equivalent to conception
as there is no birth in both these activities (of conception and following of religiosity).

(2) Acquisition of Vowal Conduct : This second activity is undertaken in the form of accepting
the vows before the preceptor after listening to his sermons and offering bowings to him.

(3) Positional Gain : After accepting the vows, the individual undertakes fasting and is
initiated  in Jainism with proper rites. This activity is known as ‘positional gain’.52

(4) Acceptance of Jinistic Deities : After acquiring positional gains, the liberatable indi-
vidual takes the images / photos of perverse deities away from his home while stating, “I have
worshipped you for so long due to my ignorance. Now, I will worship the Jaina deities. Please
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do not be angry with me and you please go yourself wherever you like.” Thus, he keeps these
perverse deities in other place and places the Jaina deities in his home and worships them.
Thus, this activity involves worshipping the Jaina deities in his home.

(5) Worship of the Venerable and Listening to Scriptures : This activity involves
worshipping of the Jina images, undertaking vows of fasting etc. and listening to the meaning
of twelve-fold canonical scriptures.

(6) Sacred-earning Devotional Activities : This activity involves listening to the mean-
ings of fourteen pre-canons (Pörvas) alongwith co-religious persons and works for activities
leading to the increase in sacredness.

(7) Deep Practices : When the votary completes the study of own scriptures and starts
listening to the scriptures or subjects of alien systems, he develops deep faith and observes
Jinistic activities. This process is known as deep practices.

(8) Standing Posture Activity : This activity involves undertaking meditation under
standing posture in the night during the fasting in holy days.

Thus, when one deducts the first 13 activities out of the 53 described as above, and adds
these eight activities, one has (53-13+8 =) 48 activities. All these are known as initiation
activities.53

(c) Subjective Activities (Kartranvaya KriyÂs)

These are the activities incurrable by the individuals undertaking sacred acts which are the
results of earlier right practices. There are seven subjective activities :

(1) Good caste (SajjÂti) (2) Good householdership (Sadgrihitva)

(3) Initiability (PÂrivÂrjya) (4) Lordship of Empyreans (SurendratÂ)

(5) Cakravartiship or Emperorship (SÂmarÂjya) (6) Enlightened Venerability (Àrhantya)

(7) Liberation (ParinirvÂàa)

These activities could be there only for the liberatable being who has to live in the world
for not too long. The first of these activities - good caste occurs when the nearly liberatable
being is born as human being.
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(1) Good Caste : When an individual takes birth in a good lineage capable of initiation,
there is the activity of good-caste for him. The purification of the lineage of father is called
‘lineage’ (Kula) and the purification of the linage of mother is called ‘good caste’ (SajjÂti).
When the activity of good caste is performed, the individual acquires some good virtues which
makes it easier to acquire Ratnatraya. This ‘good caste’ has been stated by birth in a good
family because this is the basic cause for getting all the desires satisfied or accomplished. The
person born in a pure and good family is called twice-born (Dvija) due to refinements in the
same way as the gem found in a purified mine gets high quality after proper treatment. The
twice-born bears the sacred thread with proper incantations following the sermons of the Jinas.
The three strands of the sacred threads are physical symbols while the attributes of right faith
etc. are psychical symbols of the votary. This is first activity of ‘good caste’ for the votary
refined through the quality of sacred threading.’54

(2) Good Householdership : The liberatable individual associated with good caste activ-
ity becomes a good householder and follows the six non-violent professions as prescribed for
noblemen. The individual is called a good householder when he follows and practices all that is
meant for householders as enunciated by the Enlightened Jinas.

The householder tries to remove the sins caused due to the six types of professions like
weaponary and writing etc. through the good inclinations of compassion, friendship and delight
etc., means like penitence etc. and conduct like observance of vows etc.

(3) Initiability : The activity of initiation in the Jina order while maintaining detachment
from the household activities is termed as ‘initiatiability’ or ‘wandering sainthood’. In this
activity, the individual abandons attachment and accepts nakedness. Only those persons are
capable of initiation,55 who are pure by lineage and family, whose conducts are excellent, whose
faces are beautiful and whose genious is appreciable. Getting initiated by the saint is the third
activity of initiation.

(4) Lordship of Empyreans : On the fruition of the effect of wandering sainthood, the
individual acquires the lordship of empyreans. This is the fourth activity.

(5) Emperorship : It is an activity through which one acquires the emperorship of Cakravarti
enriched with all the property of enjoying consummables and non-consummables bestowed
through his nine treasures and fourteen gems alongwith the royal wheel gem.

(6) Enlightened Venerability : When the enlightened one takes birth after his heavenly
life-span and acquires the richness in terms of five auspicious events (PancakalyÂàaka), the
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process is called enlightened venerability. This activity excites the whole world emotionally.

(7) Liberation : It is the highest state of soul when it is liberated from the bondage of the
worldly life-cycle. This is the seventh activity.

The liberatable person acquires a good caste, becomes a good householder and goes to
heavens after becoming a saint. He acquires the richness of the Lord of empyreans. Afterwards,
he dies there and takes birth as an enlightened one (Arhanta) with high magnanimity and attains
salvation.

Twelve Introspective Reflections (AnuprekîÂs, BhÂvanÂs)

There are twelve reflections for contemplation to awaken the detachmental attitude among
the votaries practicing the five partial vows while in householdership. Alternatively, the
TÍrthankaras have also reflected upon them even after initiation and detachment. They are,
thus, like the mother to nucleate and grow detachmental propensities.

1. Anitya (Reflection on Transitoriness) : The worldly living entities like mother, fa-
ther, son, wife, CakravartÍ, lord of deities, Dharaàendra and non-living entities like village,
place, town, body etc. are just transitory for the living beings. It is only the pure and disembodied
soul which has to be reflected upon because it is the only non-transitory entity.

2. Aíaraàa (Reflection of Shelterlessness) : O living soul! the deities, incantations,
medicines, chariots, army etc. are no protection or shelter for the living being born in this
four-destinity world while experiencing penury or at the time of death. It is only the Jina
religion propounded by the five Supreme souls and the self-soul in the form of wonderful
consciousness which are the real shelter in this suffering world.

3. SansÂra (Reflection on the Cycle of Transmigration) : The living being is experi-
encing sufferings due to the latency (VÂsanÂ) of infinite wrong faith in the forest of this five-
foldly changing world of substance (Dravya), location (Kíetra), time (KÂla), birth (Bhava) and
current physical or mental states (BhÂva). He, sometimes, takes birth in the heavens, some-
times in the hells and sometimes in the highly painful birth state in the form of general body
beings called ‘Nigodas’ due to the Karmic machinery. The incessant reflection on the fact that
there is nobody happy in this world of wandering - is called the reflection on the world.

4. Ekatva (Reflection on Loneliness) : This is the reflection on the fact that the living
being is always alone and, idealistically, there is nobody who is his friend in this world. He has
come alone in this world and will take birth alone in another birth place. The relatives like
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brothers and sisters etc. are never a company to him beyond the crematorium. It is only the
religion which will alway accompany him.

5. Anyatava (Reflection on Separateness) : This is the reflection of the type as below :
“Though I am combined with my body since beginningless time, however, the body is altogether
different and separate from me. The body and my-self are totally different from each other.
When even my nearest body does not belong to me, how is it possible that my relatives like
wife, son etc. will be mine. These are directly alien to me.”

6. Aíuci (Reflection on Impurity or Defilement) : The reflection on the defiled nature
of body is the reflection on impurity. It is like this : “This body is always impure. It has been
due to the mixing of the foul blood and semen of the mother and father. Many pure and fragrant
materials also become defiled and disgusting when they come in contact with it. However, one
can acquire the treasury of Ratnatraya through this body. The living soul can be purified with
the help of Ratnatraya only.”

7. Àsrava (Reflection on Karmic Influx) : The term ‘Influx’ (Àsrava) is defined as a
process in which the good and bad karmas accrue to the living being through the five doors of
wrong faith, non-abstinence, non-vigilance, passions and activity (yoga). This influx leads to
the karmic bondage which is the basic cause of worldly cycles of the living beings. One should
try to reflect upon the true nature of the soul by turning away from the causes of karmic influx.

8. Samvara (Reflection on Karmic Stoppage) : The term ‘Samvara’ (stoppage) is de-
fined as a process of preventing the karmic influx. The reflection on five total vows (MahÂvrata),
five carefulnesses (Samiti), three guards (gupti), ten duties (Dharma), twelve reflections
(AnuprekîÂs) and twenty-two afflictions (ParÍîaha) - a reflection on (5+5+3+10+12+22 =) 57
factors for preventing the karmic influx is called the reflection on stoppage.

9. NirjarÂ (Reflection on Karmic Shedding) : The term ‘karmic shedding’ is defined
as the process in which the earlier-earned karmas are dissociated from the living being due to
their natural or pre-matural fruition. It has two varieties : (a) Matural shedding (SavipÂka
nirjarÂ), and (b) Non-matural shedding (AavipÂka nirjarÂ). The process of dissociation of earlier-
earned karmas after their fruition with their full duration is called matural shedding. In contrast,
the non-matural or pre-matural shedding is the process of shedding of earlier-earned karmas
through austerities and bearing of afflictions etc. without the completion of their full duration.
The first kind of shedding occurs to all the worldly living beings while the second kind of
shedding occurs to the right-faithed ones and persons with vows only.
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10. Loka (Reflection on the Universe) : There is the human-shaped occupied space in
the center of the infinite non-occupied space. This is eternal and self-existent. Where are the
heavens and hells etc. in this occupied space ? Where are the Nigodas and Salvation places ?
Wherefrom does the living being come and where has it to go ? Reflections on such questions
on the nature of universe are made in this reflection.

11. Bodhi-durlabha (Reflection on Rarity of Enlightenment) : The following type of
reflections are there in this reflection : “It is a rarity to acquire birth in the mobile (Trasa) class
of the living beings from the life of the general body one-sensed beings (SthÂvaras) in this
world full of suffering. It is still a high rarity to acquire birth among the five-sensed ones out
of the mobile class. It is like the diamond particle dropped in the ocean. It is still a more rarity
to get birth as human beings among the five-sensed beings. It is like the rare quality of obligation
out of many qualities. Further, it is gradually rarer to have good family, country, completeness
of senses and good health etc. in the human life. In the last, it is still highly rare having (a) a
religion of non-violence, (b) initiation in strivers’ (êramaàa) religion and (c) observance of
vow of holy death with trance. Hence, it is the best to vigilantly realise the nature of pure self
after acquiring the above rarities of human life. The acquirement of other objects are dependent
on karmic earning. However, the nature of the self in the form of pure knowledge and conation
is one’s own. Why one should take their acquirement as rare ? In other words, it is easy to
acquire one’s own nature. There is the need of self-exertion only for it.”

One should repeatedly reflect this way and should have excellent exertions to acquire
one’s true nature.

12. Dharma (Reflection on Religion) : The Jaina religion has been propounded by the
omniscients. It is characterised by non-violence. The truth, non-greediness and celibacy etc. are
its components. If they are not observed, the living being wanders in the beginningless world.
He feels sorrow due to the fruition of sins. However, when these qualities are observed, the
living being enjoys the worldly prosperity and secures happiness through salvation. The reflection
of this type is the reflection on religion.

Every votary should contemplate over these reflections and become detached from the
world.56 He should take permission of his parents and relatives and join the group of sky-clad
saints and live with the Preceptors. Afterwards, he should request for initiation in their group.
Alternatively, those votaries also go to the Preceptor and request for their initiation. The Preceptor
judges the capacity of the votary for initiation and afterwards initiates him into Jaina order as
per prescribed rites. The initiation-desiring votary has to hand pluck his hairs. He renounces all
kinds of clothes, ornaments and possessions etc. The Preceptor, then, offers him (a) the peacock-
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feather picchÍ as an instrument of observing restraint, (b) religious texts as instruments of
knowledge and, (c) wooden water jar with nozzle (Kamandalu) for excretory or other purposes.
He explains the twenty eight basic attributes (Mölguàas) of the saints to him and initiates him
with the five Supreme souls (images) as witness. He writes some sacred incantations (Mantras)
on his head in the prescribed method and, then, writes the seed letters there. The initiated
disciple, also, surrenders before the Preceptor after getting initiated and feeling obliged to him.

The Religion of the (Jaina) Saints

(a)Twenty eight basic Attributes : The basic and secondary attributes are the volitions
of the living beings.57 There are twenty eight basic attributes involving five complete vows etc.
There are thirty four secondary attributes - (1-12) twleve austerities and (13-34) twenty-two
afflictions (ParÍîahas) . The secondary attributes will be described later while the basic ones
are described here.

Names of twenty eight basic Attributes : The twenty eight basic attributes are as follows :

1-5 Five complete vows (MahÂvratas)

6-10 Five carefulnesses (Samitis)

11-15 Control over five senses (Indriya-jaya)

16-21 Six (daily) essential duties (Àvaíyakas)

22 Hand - plucking of hairs

23 Nakedness

24 Non-bathing

25 Sleeping on hard ground / wooden plank

26 Non-tooth-brushing

27 Taking foods in standing posture

28 Single-dieting a day
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These basic attributes are detailed below.

1-5 Five MahÂvratas : The main vows followed by the saints are called MahÂvratas. The
term ‘Vow’ (Vrata) is defined as the renunciation of activities like violence etc. with resolve
which are the causes of attaining liberation from karmic bondage. The complete vows are
defined as those vows which are observed by the great men like TÍrthankaras etc. or who make
these persons great who observe them. There are five kinds of complete vows as below :

(i) AhimsÂ MahÂvrata (Complete Vow of  Non-violence) : The mental, vocal and physical
activity with passions is called non-vigilant activity. The destruction or injury of ten vitalities
(PrÂàas) of the living beings due to non-vigilant or passioned activities is called violence. The
vow of non-violence is defined as abstinence from violence and observance of compassion for
all the living beings in the world.

(ii) Satya MahÂvrata (Complete Vow of Truth) : The renunciation of speech - whether
related with the current issues or not - which can cause pains to the living beings is called the
complete vow of truth.

(iii) Acaurya MahÂvrata (Complete Vow of Non-stealing) : This is the vow of not-
taking or accepting the not-given entity.

(iv) Brahmacarya MahÂvrata (Complete Vow of Celibacy) : This is the vow of com-
pletely renouncing the sex or enjoyment with women or women in general.

(v) Parigraha tyÂga MahÂvrata (Complete Vow of Renunciation of Attachment-
based Possessions) : This is the vow of renouncing all the ten external (land etc.) and fourteen
internal (Passions etc.) possessions and also of all other things not useful for the saints.

All these five complete vows are the causes for renouncing all the five kinds of sins.

6-10 Five Carefulnesses : The term ‘Samiti’ (Carefulness) means to act rightly or vigi-
lantly. There are five kinds of carefulness :

(i) ÊryÂ Samiti (Carefulness of Walking) : It means to walk or sit with proper care and
steady mind so as not to injure any living being.

(ii) BhÂîÂ Samiti (Carefulness of Speech) : It means to speak consistent with canons,
non-opposing with earlier or later facts, and devoid of defects like roughness, harshness and
piercing to the heart etc.
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(iii) EîaàÂ Samiti (Carefulness in Scrutiny of Foods) : It means to take foods in
houses of families devoid of condemnation by public and where there are no defilements due to
death and birth and faults like caste-admixture etc. Also, one should take foods by avoiding 46
defects, 32 interruptions and 14 filth defects.

(iv) ÀdÂna Nikîepaàa Samiti (Carefulness in Picking and Placing) : It means to pick
and place things with proper care by seeing through eyes and cleaning by the peacock-feather-
picchÍ (so that no injury is done to the living beings).

(v) PratiîthÂpana Samiti (Carefulness in Disposal of Excretions) : It means toiletting
excretions like faeces and urine etc. with proper care on hard grounds where there are no living
beings. These are the five kinds of carefulnesses.

11-15 Control of Five Senses (Indriya-nirodha) or Sensualism : It means to exercise
control over the objects of the five senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing. It also
means to develop restraint towards sensualism.

16-21 Six Essential Duties or Dis-passionation Devices (Àvaíyakas) : The essential duties
are duties which are to be inevitably performed. They are six in number  as described below :

(i) Equanimity or Sameness (SamatÂ, SÂmÂyika) : It means to get devoid of attach-
ment, aversion and delusion. It also involves offering bowings to the five Supreme souls thrice
a day and to recite eulogies.

(ii) Eulogisation (Stava) : It means reciting hymns in praise of twenty-four TÍrthankaras
like äîabhadeva etc.

(iii) Veneration (VandanÂ) : It means to offer sacred visit, service or bowings to a TÍrthankara
or to develop devotion or affection towards the five Venerable Supreme souls like the (a) Enlightened
ones, (b) Liberated souls, (c) Head of Saints, (d) Preceptors, and (e) Jaina saints.

(iv) Penitential Retreat (Pratikramaàa) : It means to confess the wrong activities done
through inauspicious mind, body and speech and rectify them through penitential retreat recitals.
This observation of penitential retreat has seven forms - (a) Daily, (b) Nightly, (c) Fortnightly,
(d) Four-monthly, (e) Annually, (f) Related with passion-less activities, and (g) Related with
holy death ritual.

(v) Renunciation (PratyÂkhyÂna) : It means renunciation of unsuitable material forever
and renunciation of even some suitable material for some period.
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(vi) Detachment - Promoting Austerities (Vyutsarga) : It means to practice physical
and spiritual relaxation postures after getting unattached with the body and to contemplate over
the qualities of the Jinas. It is also termed as ‘KÂyotsarga’.

These are six dispassionation devices or essential duties. The individuals are called
dispassioned (A-vaía) who are not under the influence of senses, passions, attachment and
aversion etc. The dispassionation activities are the activities of dis-passioned people. All these
six activities must be performed daily by the saints.

22. Hand - Plucking of Hairs (Keíaloca) : It means to pluck the hairs of the head,
moustaches and beard by one's own hand. This hand-plucking of hairs is best if performed in
two months, better if performed in three month and minimal if performed in four months.

23. Nakedness (Àcelakya) : It means to renounce all the possessions including clothes
etc. not useful for the sainthood.

24. Non-bathing (A-SnÂna) : It means renouncing of taking bath.

25. Sleeping on Hard Ground (Kîiti - íayana) : It means to sleep on straw, wooden
plank and stone-slab etc.

26. Non-tooth-brushing : It means not to use tooth-powders, pastes or green wood (like
fibrous twig of Baboola etc.) for cleaning of teeth.

27. Eating in Standing Posture : It means to take foods while standing and keeping both
the feet four Angulas (about 5 cms.) away.

28. Daily Single-dieting : It means to take food only once a day.

Thus, the above are the 28 basic attributes of the saints. The 34 secondary attributes will
be described later.

Topic on the Purity of Foods (Pinda-íuddhi)

The purity of food (Pinda) is termed as ‘Pinda-íuddhi’. There are eight kinds of defect for
scrutinising the purity of foods :

(1) Origination defects (Udgama doîa) 16

(2) Receiving-of-food or food-acceptance defects (UtpÂdana doîa) 16
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(3) Food-acceptablity defects (EîaàÂ) 10

(4) Combinatory or mixing defect (SanyojanÂ) 01

(5) Over quantity defect (PramÂàa) 01

(6) Lust-fire defect (AngÂra, IngÂla) 01

(7) Mental Suffocation defect (Dhöma) 01

(8) Factorial defect (KÂraàa - Not related with foods)

The purity of foods is determined when these defects are not there. The eight categories of
defects are subclassified to yield forty six defects as shown above against each category. It is
stated under carefulness of scrutiny of foods that the saints take foods placed in the hollowed
hand-palms by the votaries in the prescribed way once a day in standing posture only and
avoiding 46 defects and 32 interruptions (and 14 filth defects also).

Particularised Food-defect (Adhah-Karma Doîa) : This defect is dependent upon the
food-donor votary. It involves five kinds of domestic activities (Panca-sönÂs - fire-place, flour-
grinding, brooming, pestle-mortaring, water-filling from wells) involving violence in which all
the six categories of the living beings are offended. That is why, it is called the great defect. It
means that the particularised food-defect is the preparation of food by self through various
kinds of domestic violence. This defect is separate from all the above 46 defects and is, there-
fore, totally renounceable by the saints.

(1) Names and Definitions of Sixteen Origination Defects (Udgama Doîa) : These
defects are based on the nature of the foods offered to the saints by the votary. The nature
depends upon his intention. Thus, these are the intention-based food defects. There are sixteen
kinds of these defects as defined below :

(i) Particularised Food Defect (Auddeíika) : It is defined as to offer foods to the saints
prepared by the donor with particularised intentions such as for striver (êramaàa) saints or
heretics.

(ii) Over-addition Defect (Adhyadhi) : It involves addition of extra rice-grains etc. in
the cooking vessel while cooking when a saints is in sudden sight.

(iii) Mixing Defect (Pöti) : It involves intentional mixing of sterilised (PrÂsuka) food
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with unsterilised (AprÂsuka) one or vice-versa. For example, the determination of taking food
prepared on new oven or vessel by self after offering it first to the saint.

(iv) Feeding - together Defect (Miíra doîa) : It involves offering of even sterilised
foods to saints along with heretics or votaries.

(v) Placement Defect (SthÂpita) : It involves the offer of foods kept in one’s own house
or taken to other houses after taking it out from the cooking vessel.

(vi) Oblationary Defect (Bali doîa) : It involves offer of foods, prepared for oblations
to demons, serpents and family deities, to the saints.

(vii) Overtime Defect (PrÂbhçta) : It involves offer of foods to the saints beyond the
prescribed time for foods by creating loss or gain in time (in clock).

(viii) Manifestation Defect (PrÂduîkÂra) : It involves cleaning of cooking or feeding
vessels by ashes or taking out foods or food-vessels from one place to other place (showing
that foods for saints are being prepared).

(ix) Purchase-based Defect (KçÍtatara) : It involves offer of foods to saints on his
arrival at the votary’s house by going out and purchasing the food items in barter.

(x) Loaning Defect (äàa or PrÂmçîya) : It involves offer of foods loaned from others,
to saints on their arrival in votary’s house.

(xi) Exchange Defect (ParÂvarta) : It involves offer of foods prepared from the ex-
changed materials, to saints.

(xii) Brought - out Defect (AbhighÂta) : The foods brought out from three or seven
houses in a row are acceptable for the saints. However, if it is brought from houses beyond this
prescribed order of houses, it is a defect.

(xiii) Uncovering Defect (Udbhinna) : It involves offer of food materials like medicines,
ghee, sweetmeats etc. kept in covered or sealed vessels by opening them at the same time when
the saints are taking foods.

(xiv) Laddering Defect (MÂlÂrohaàa) : It involves offers of those foods, brought from
the other floor of the house by going to it through ladders (or steps), to the saints while they are
taking foods.
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(xv) Out-of-fear Defect (Àcchedya) : It involves offer of foods to saints out of fear of
kings etc. who threaten in words, “If you do not offer foods to the saints, you will be looted.”

(xvi) Secondary-donor Defect (AniíÂrtha) : It involves taking the foods offered by the
secondary votary who does not either own them or is not permitted by the primary owner to
offer them.

These food defects are caused due to the donor votary but they are applied to the saints
who take these foods. Hence, these defects are called origination defects. They originate from
the offerer of foods.

The Receiving-of-food defects (UtpÂdana Doîa) : There are sixteen receiving-of-food
defects also which are being described below :

(i) Nursing Defect (DhÂtrÍ) : It is the receiving-of-food through instructions to the do-
nor about the five-fold nursing and guiding the child like a nurse and encourage him to offer the
foods.

(ii) Messenger Defect (Döta) : It is the receiving-of-food through telling someone’s
message while wandering towards some village or other place.

(iii) Prognosticisation Defect (Nimitta) : It is the receiving-of-foods after telling the
good or bad effects of eight omens like voice and distinguishing marks on the body etc.

(iv) Introduction Defect (ÀjÍva) : It is the receiving-of-food after pleasing the donor by
telling the caste, family, profession of the self, austerity and power.

(v) Favourable Words Defect (VanÍpaka) : It is the receiving-of-food through favour-
able speeches for the donor. It may be exemplified by telling, “It is a sacred act to offer foods
to saints” on being asked by the food-donor about it, after sensing his mind.

(vi) Medication Defect (CikitsÂ) : It is the receiving of foods by pleasing the donor
through his medication.

(vii-x) Passion-based Defect (KaîÂya) : It is the receiving of foods through the four
passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed. As there are four passions, there are the four
corresponding defects.

(xi) Pre-praising Defect (Pörva-Sanstuti) : It is the receiving the foods by praising the
donor, “you are philanthropic and glorious” and so on.
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(xii) Post-praising Defect (PaícÂt-stuti) : It is to praise the food-donor after receiving
the foods from him.

(xiii) Allurement of Learning Defect (VidyÂ) : It is the receiving of foods by alluring
the donor about the teaching of various learnings to him.

(xiv) Allurement of the Learning of Spells (Mantra vidyÂ) : It is the receiving of food
by alluring the donor about the teaching of the learnings of spells or incantations.

(xv) Magical Powder Defect (Anjana cöràa) : It is the receiving of foods through
offering of magical or medical powder like collyrium and cosmetics to the donor.

(xvi) Magic Defect (Mölakarma) : It is the receiving-of-foods through telling the donor
the magical device how to subjugate an uncontrollable issue or get the separated persons together.

These defects are related with the saints who receive the foods through the donors. Hence,
they are called receiving-of-food defects (UtpÂdana).

Food-acceptability defects (EîaàÂ doîa) : There are ten food-acceptability defects based
on the food-servers. They are described below :

(i) Doubted (êankita) : It is the receiving of foods with a doubt whether the four-fold
food has been prepared devoid of particularisation defect. Is it acceptable ?

(ii) Smeared (Mrakîita) : It is the receiving of food by the hands of the offerer smeared
with ghee or oil etc. or by the long-handed spoon smeared with the same.

(iii) Kept (Nikîipta) : It is to receive the foods kept on non-sterilised animate earth /
ground, water, plant leaves etc.

(iv) Covered (Pihita) : It is to receive the foods offered by the donor after uncovering the
food from the cover of unsterilised, sterilised or heavy material.

(v) Mal-behaviour (Samvyavaharàa) : It is to receive the foods from the offerer who
offers it out of fear or respect by pulling the clothes or dragging food-vessels while offering.

(vi) Wrong Donor (DÂyaka) : It is to receive foods offered by unclean donors like
drinker,  diseased, defiled by death or birth, breast-feeding women or hermaphrodite etc.

(vii) Mixed food (Unmiíra) : It is to receive the foods mixed with unsterilised food
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material involving water, plants and seeds etc.

(viii) Raw or Unsterilised food (A-pariàata) : It is to receive the foods not cooked well
on fire or water etc. not treated with cloves etc. for sterilisation.

(ix) Besmeared (Lipta) : It is to receive the foods by hand or vessel besmeared with red
ochre etc. or to receive it from wettened hands or vessels with unsterilised water.

(x) Dropped (Chotita) : It is to receive the foods by dropping more milk etc. through
hand while it is being offered by the donor along with the dropping of undesirable material.

These are the ten defects of foods which are concerned with the foods offered in the hand
bowls, and hence, called food defects. All these three types of defects make-up 42 defects.

43. Combinatory Defect (SanyojanÂ doîa) : This is the defect of offering food related
with mixing or combining hot water with cold foods or cold water with hot foods etc. or mixing
hot things with cold ones.

44. Over- quantity Defect (PramÂàa) : In general, one should fill up two parts of
stomach with solid food and one part with potable drinks. One should keep one part empty. It
is only under this condition that one can undertake the activities of self-study and austerity etc.
without any difficulty. The food-quantity defect is defined as to violate this general rule and
over-eat beyond the above quantities.

45. Lust-fire Defect (AngÂra Doîa) : It is the defect of eating with wantonness.

46. Mental Suffocation Defect (Dhöma Doîa) : It is the defect of eating undesirable
foods with mental condemnation while taking them.

Thus, the above 46 defects are called the defects of purity of foods. The saints should take
foods devoid of these defects.

Thirty two Interruptions for Food (AntarÂyÂs)

Besides the above factors for taking and abandoning the foods, there are thirty two
interruptions also when foods are to be abandoned. These have to be observed for avoiding
public censure, protection of restraint and detachmental propensity and for fear also. These are
described below :

(1) Crow-dunging (KÂka) : It is the interruptions in food due to the dunging by the birds
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like crow, duck and hawk etc. while moving for taking food or having already stood for food
intake.

(2) Smearing with Impurities (Amedhya) : It is the interruptions in food due to the
smearing of body parts like feet etc. with the dungs and excreta etc.

(3) Vomiting (Chadi) : It is the interruption in food due to the vomiting in the process of
food intake or while standing for it.

(4) Stopping (Rodhana) : It is the interruption in food due to somebody stopping or
catching the saint saying, ‘you can not go for meals.’

(5) Blood (Rudhira) : It is the interruption in food due to the sight of blood or pus etc.
flowing within four Angulas from oneself or others while taking foods.

(6) Tears (AírupÂta) : It is the interruption of food due to tears of self or others caused
by varied types of pains or sorrow.

(7) Touching-below-knee (JÂnu-adhah-parÂmaría) : This is the interruption in food
caused due to the touch or contact of hand in the part of the body below the knee.

(8) Touching-above-knee (JÂnu-upari-vyatikrama) : This is the interruption of food
caused due to the touching or contact of the hands etc. in the part of body above the knee.

(9) Going out with Head Below Navel (NÂbhi-adho-nirgamana) : This is the interrup-
tion of food caused due to going out to the place of food where one has to go by bending one’s
head below the navel.

(10) Taking the Renounced food (PratyÂkhyÂta SevanÂ) : This is the interruption of
food caused due to taking the renounced food article during the food intake.

(11) Sight of Killing of Creatures (Jantuvadha) : This is the interruption of food
caused due to seeing the killing of rats etc. by the cats etc. before him.

(12) Food-seizing by Crows etc. (KÂkÂdi-pinda-haraàa) : This is the interruption of
food due to the seizing of foods by birds like crow etc. from the hands of the saint.

(13) Fall of Food from the Hand (GrÂsa patana) : This is the interruption of food due
to the falling of the food from the hands of the saints while taking their food.
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(14) Auto-dying of Creatures in Hand (PÂài-jantu-badha) : This is the interruption of food
due to falling and dying of any creature like ants etc. in hand-bowl of the saint while taking food.

(15) Sight of Flesh etc. (MÂnsÂdi - darîana) : This is the interruption of food caused
due to the sight of flesh, alcohal and dead body of five-sensed ones.

(16) Crossing by the Five-sensed Beings betwen Feet (PÂdÂntara - PrÂài - nirgamana):
This is the interruption of food caused due to crossing of any five-sensed living being like rat
etc. between the two feet while taking the food.

(17) Supra-human Infliction (DevÂdi upasarga) : This is the interruption of food caused
due to any infliction by the deities and subhuman beings etc.

(18) Fall of Food Vessel (BhÂjana SampÂta) : This is the interruption of food caused
by the fall of the food vessel from the hands of the offerer of foods.

(19) Excretion (UccÂra) : This is the interruption of food caused due to coming out of
excretions from the stomach while taking foods.

(20) Discharges (Prasravaàa) : This is the interruption of food caused due to the urinal
discharges etc during the food intake.

(21) Entry into the House of Defiled People (Abhojya-graha-praveía) : This is the interruption
of food due to entry into the houses of the defiled people like candalas etc. while going for food-
taking or to go to the houses of votaries defiled due to birth and death for food intake.

(22) Falling (Patana) : This is the interruption of food on account of falling down due to
tiresomeness, fainting or confusion etc.

(23) Sitting (Upveíana) : This is the interruption of food on account of sitting down
while taking foods (due to weakness or illness).

(24) Biting (Sadanía) : It means biting by dog or cat etc. during the process of food-
intake. This causes interruption of food.

(25) Touch of Ground : It is the interruption of food due to touch of ground by hand after
the offering of devotional hymn to the liberated ones (Siddhabhakti).

(26) Spitting (Niîthivana) : Coughing or spitting on the ground by the saint is also an
interruption.
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(27) Picking up by Hand (Kareàakincitgrahaàa) : Picking something from the ground
by the saint while taking foods is also an interruption in food.

(28) Coming out of Worms from Stomach (Udarakriminirgamana) : It means coming
out of small or big worms from the stomach. This leads to interruptions in food.

(29) Taking not-given (Adattagrahaàa) : Acceptance of any thing not-given is also a
factor for interruption in food.

(30) Hitting (PrahÂra) : Hitting by anybody on self or others also causes interruption
in food.

(31) Village Burning (GrÂmadÂha) : It is an interruption of food intake if the village
burns with fire.

(32) Picking up by Feet (PÂdena-Kincit-grahaàa) : Picking up something from the
ground by feet while taking foods causes interruption in food-intake.

Besides these 32 interruptions, there may be many others like (1) touching of CandÂlÂs
etc., (2) quarrelling, (3) death of the desired, (4) Giving up of the process of holy death by a
community member and (5) Death of the chief etc. They should also be taken care of and foods
should be abandoned due to them.

Fourteen Filth Defects (Mala - doîas)

Besides these interruptions, the scriptures have admitted fourteen filth defects. They are :
(1) nails, (2) soft hairs, (3) dead body of creatures of deficient senses, (4) bones, (5) outer skin
of grains like yava, wheat etc., (6) fine particles in rice-grains of êÂli etc. (7) pus, (8) blood,
(9) leather or hides, (10) meat, (11) seeds, (12) fruits, (13) roots and (14) tubers. Some of them
are high filths while others are low filths. The high filths are blood, flesh, bones, pus and
leather. If one finds any of these things in the foods, one should abandon the foods and undertake
some penitence. If one has a sight of bodies of deficient - sensed beings or hairs in the food, it
should be abandoned. If one finds nails in the food, one should abandon it and undertake small
penitence. One can take the foods by removing the sprouts, small particles of grains, fine inner
particles, seed, fruits, roots and tubers if they are found in the foods. These defects have been
elaborated in MölÂcÂra verse 484.
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Causes or Factors of Food-intake

The saints take foods on the basis of six causes :

(1) Alleviation of pains of hunger.

(2) Undertaking selfless service of self and others.

(3) Observance of daily essential duties unhindered.

(4) Observance of thirteen types of restraint.

(5) Anxiety for vitalities. It is impossible to protect vitalities without food and there can
be no accomplishment of Ratnatraya without the vitalities of life-span. Hence, food has to be
taken for protection and maintenance of vitalities.

(6) Anxiousness for religion : How can one observe ten-fold religiosity ? The saints think
in this way and take foods due to the above six causes.

Causes of Abandonment or Renunciation of foods

The saints renounce or abandon the foods without any attachment under six conditions :

(1) Accidental illness or pain.

(2) Inflictions of calamities.

(3) Protection of celibacy.

(4) Compassion for the living beings.

(5) Undertaking of austerities.

(6) Undertaking of initiation to sainthood or holy death.

In fact, the saints do not take foods for improvement in strength or life span. They also do
not take food for taste or body-building or splendour. They take foods for self-study, observa-
tion of restraint and undertaking meditation. They take the foods offered to them by the votaries
which are nine-foldly pure and offer it with nine-fold reverence.

The foods should be taken only for acquiring knowledge, observance of restraint and
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meditation and not for any other purpose. The intake of food in violation of these factors is
the factoral food defect. This is not counted as a food-defect. Hence only 46 defects are
mentioned.

Description of Conduct of Saints (SÂmÂcÂra) : Meaning of the Term ‘SÂmÂcÂra’

This term SÂmÂcÂra has four meanings :

(1) It is the propensity devoid of attachment and aversion leading to volitional equality or
veneration of five Supreme souls  or practice of equanimity.

(2) It is the transgressionless observance of basic virtues as are detailed under right con-
duct. It involves defectless foods and earning of right knowledge.

(3) It is the observance of the conduct of complete vows of non-violence etc. by the saints
at the spiritual stages of non-vigilant restraint etc. It involves subsidence of passions and
observance of ten-fold religion.

(4) It is the observance of the conducts of austerities like detachmental relaxation
(KÂyotsarga) etc. as desirable by all kinds of saints.

Kinds of Monastic Conduct

There are two kinds of monastic conduct :

(1) General Conduct (Aughika).

(2) Twenty four hour time-tabled or Detailed Conduct (Pada-VibhÂgika).

The general conduct has ten varieties and the 24-hour time-tabled conduct (from morning
to late night) has many varieties.

Ten Varieties of General Conduct

(1) Wilful obeyance (IcchÂkÂra)

(2) Falsification of offences (MithyÂkÂra)

(3) Assent on Jina sermons (TathÂkÂra)
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(4) Form of Request for Moving out (ÀsikÂ / A-sahÍ)

(5) Form of Request for Entry (NiîedhikÂ / Nis - sahÍ)

(6) Asking for commencement for taking meals (ÀpçcchÂ)

(7) Repetitively Asking (Prati - pçcchÂ)

(8) Favourable Action (Chandana)

(9) Request for equipments (Sa-nimantraàa)

(10) Surrender (Upa-sampat)

(1) Willful obeyance : It is to accept the desired path of right faith etc. with pleasure. It
involves right actions involuntarily. It also involves willfully carrying out of the command-
ments of the preceptor saint.

(2) Falsification of offences : It is to say ‘let my offences be falsified, they will not be
recurred’ when any vowal transgression or offence occurs.

(3) Assent on Jina sermons : To say ‘It is so, it is so’ after listening to the sermons of
the Jinas from the saint-teachers.

(4) Form of request for moving out : It is to request the peripatetic guardian deities of
residence, temple and caves etc. for permission to move out of them. It is sought in terms of the
word ‘A-sahi’ (O deities, please be seated, I am going out.)

(5) Form of request for entry : It is to request the peripatetic guardian deities of Jina
temples, residences and meditation caves for permission of entrance there. It is sought in terms
of the word, “Nih-Sahi” (O deities, let me enter please).

(6) Asking : It is to ask the permission of the preceptors for undertaking any activity or
movement for taking food.

(7) Repetitively Asking: It is to ask the preceptor again for permission to undertake any
activity sanctioned earlier.

(8) Favourable action : It is to act according to the wishes of the preceptor while receiv-
ing equipments from him or performing the daily duties like veneration etc.
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(9) Request for equipments : It is to request the teacher, with due reverence, to provide
books etc.

(10) Surrender or service : It is to surrender onself before the preceptor saying, “O my
teacher, I belong to you. Please bestow your knowledge and conduct on me.” It also involves
honour and service of the preceptors.

Time-tabled or Detailed Monastic Conduct

The monastic conduct observed during twenty-four hours starting from sunrise to the next
sunrise is called the Time-tabled monastic conduct.

If a saint associated with the virtues of patience, potency and exertion etc. wishes to join
another group of saints after learning scriptures from his preceptor, he seeks permission with
repetitive request to him to do so. He requests thrice, five or six times for this and gets permission
from his initiator and preceptor. Afterwards, he moves with one, two or three other saints to
join the other group as solitary wandering is prohibited by the ÀcÂryas (because of many
problems associated with it).58 Detailed monastic conduct can be learnt from the texts like
MölÂcÂra etc.

Monastic Conduct of the Jaina Female Ascetics (ÀryikÂs)

The Jaina female ascetics should reside jointly favouring each other and should avoid
jealousy etc. towards each other. They should observe the above-said basic virtues and ten fold
general monastic conduct. The female ascetics are prohibited to undertake harsh activities. The
rest of their activities are like the male saints.

The Jaina female ascetics live in a residence neither too far nor too near a village or town.
They live with affection towards each other. They should reside away from the residence of
male saints. They should move for food-intake etc. after getting permission from the chief
ÀryikÂ. They should always go with their chief ÀryikÂ to visit the preceptor saints or for
getting award of penitence. They should not do any activity like weeping, singing, sleeping,
domestic violence etc. which are unsuitable for the position of saints.

Special Note

The Jaina female ascetics keep two sÂries and they take food in hand-bowls only and that
too in a seated position. This is the only difference between the Jaina saints and female ascetics.
They are said to observe five complete vows only formally. That is why, they do not have the
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sixth spiritual stage of restraint. Nevertheless, they stand higher in rank than the single loin-
clothed votary. They are also Venerable by the loin-clothed votary as stated in SÂgÂra-
dharmÂmçta59 : “The eleventh model staged loin-clothed votary is not capable of being called as
the observer of complete vows even formally because of his attachment in the loin-cloth. In
contrast, the Jaina female ascetic is capable of being called as observer of complete vows
formally despite having wearing a sÂri as she has no attachment in it.”

Five Patrons of the Order of Saints

There are five kinds of patrons of the order of Saints:

(1) ÀcÂrya (Head of the saints) (2) UpÂdhyÂya (Preceptor)

(3) Pravartaka (Promoter) (4) Sthavira (Senior saints) and

(5) Gaàadharas (Guardians)

The studies and other duties run there smoothly wherever there are these five patrons in
the order of saints.60

(1) ÀcÂrya or Head of the Saints : The religious head-saints are those saints who are
(1) skilled in bestowing kindness towards the disciples, (2) observers of five-fold conduct
(PancÂcÂra) by self and (3) causing others to observe the conduct (right faith, knowledge,
conduct, potency and austerities) and (4) awarder of penitences etc. for the spiritual offences.

(2) UpÂdhyÂya (Preceptor) : They are the teachers of scriptures to saints and votaries.

(3) Pravartaka (Promoter of the Order) : They are the saints who cause the four kinds
of saints (see below) to be engaged in their routine duties.

(4) Sthavira (Senior saints or Disciplinarians) : They are the senior saints who teach
monastic disciplines to the novice and old saints and keep them stabilised in following the
right path.

(5) Gaàadharas (Guardians) : They are the saints who educate the people and saints in
variety of ways through which the four-fold order can be guarded against any type of disturbances.
Now-a-days in the fifth spoke of devolution, the saints should always live in a group because
there are numerous wrong-faithed people and their body-structure is not as strong as scripturally
described. The saints should not be solitary wanderers.
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Characteristics of the Supreme Souls of Head-Saints, Preceptors and Sages

(a) Head-Saints : The Head-Saints are those senior saints who observe five-fold con-
ducts of right knowledge, faith and conduct, potency and austerity and cause others to observe
them. They have thirty six virtues (as named and given below) :

1-12 Twelve kinds of austerity (6 internal, 6 external).

13-22 Ten religious duties (Dharmas).

23-27 Five-fold conducts (PancÂcÂra) as above.

28-33 Six essential duties (Àvaíyaka).

34-36 Three Self-guards (of mind, speech and body, Guptis).

The Head-Saints educate, initiate and award penitences etc. to the saints and other vota-
ries. They are the leaders of the four-fold order.

(b) Preceptors (UpÂdhyayas) : They are the teachers of fourteen pre-canons (Pörvas)
and contemporary sacred scriptures.61 They teach the saints but they do neither initiate nor
propitiate etc. They are stated to have twenty five virtues related with the studies of twenty five
sacred scriptures named as below :

(1) Eleven Primary Canonical Scriptures (Angas)

(i) ÀcÂrÂnga : Primary Text on Monastic Conduct.

(ii) SötrakçtÂnga : Primary Text on Scriptural Doctrines.

(iii) SthÂnÂnga : Primary Text on Numerated Stationings.

(iv) SamvÂyÂnga : Primary Text on Numerated Categories.

(v) VyÂkhyÂ Prajnapti : Primary Text on Explanatory Enunciation.

(vi) JnÂtç-kathÂnga : Primary Text on Biography of Jnatçs.

(vii) UpÂsakÂdhyayanÂnga : Primary Text on Studies on Votary.

(viii) Anta-kçta-daíÂnga : Primary Text on the Decad of (World) Terminators.
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(ix) Anuttaropa-pÂtika-daíÂnga : Primary Text on the Decad of Anuttara-borns.

(x) Praína-vyÂkaraàÂnga : Primary Text on (Prognostic) Questions and Answers.

(xi) VipÂka-SötrÂnga : Primary Text on Sermons on Fruition.

*(xii) DçîtivÂda : Primary Text on Discourses on the Doctrines.

In fact, there are twelve primary canonical scriptures, but the twelfth one is said to have
been lost in memory. It is marked with asterisk above.

(2) Fourteen Pre-canons (Pörvas)

(i) UtpÂda-pörva : Pre-canon on Origination.

(ii) AgrÂyaàÍya : Pre-canon on Principal Precepts.

(iii) VÍryÂnuvÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Potency.

(iv) Asti-nÂsti-PravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Existence-cum-Non-existence
or Relativism.

(v) JnÂna-pravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Knowledge.

(vi) Karma-pravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Karma.

(vii) Satya-PravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Truth.

(viii) Àtma-pravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Soul.

(ix) PratyÂkhyÂna PravÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Renunciation.

(x) VidyÂnuvÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Learnings.

(xi) KalyÂàa-vÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Welfare.

(xii) PrÂàÂnuvÂda : Pre-canon on Discourses on Vitalities or Medical Sciences.

(xiii) KriyÂ-viíÂla : Pre-canon on Discourses on Arts and Literature.

(xiv) Loka-Bindu-SÂra : Pre-canon on Discourses on the Components and Essence of
the Universe.
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The first set of sacred texts is called Angas (Primary canonical scriptures, 11 existing
texts), and the second set is called ‘Pörva’ (Pre-canon, 14 in number). They are also now
extinct. The preceptors are called ‘qualified with 25 virtues because they read and teach these
twenty five sacred texts’. Alternatively, the preceptors are knowers and teachers of contempo-
rary texts of own and alien systems.

(c) Sages (SÂdhus) : They observe twenty eight basic virtues of the saints. Alternatively,
they are proficient in observance of thirteen kinds of conduct and thirteen kinds of activities.
They follow the six essential duties non-vigilantly. Thirdly, they observe thirty six kinds of
secondary virtues. SÂdhu PermeíthÍ are qualified with 18000 kinds of good conduct (êÍla) and
they observe 84 lac secondary virtues.

In the first place, it is essential that all the three - Head-saints, Preceptors and Sages -
should observe the twenty eight basic virtues. Just as there can be no tree without root, similarly,
there can be no saint without the primary (root) virtues.

Four Kinds of Saints or Sages

There are four kinds of Saints : (1) Yati (Restrained), (2) Muni, (3) AnagÂra (House-
renouncer) and (4) æîi (Possessed of Prodigies). The saints striving for ascending the subsidential
or destructional ladder (11-12th spiritual stage) of volitions are called ‘Yatis’. The clairvoyant,
mind-reader and omniscient knowers are called ‘Munis’. The saints observing the 28 basic
virtues, renouncing the household and residing in forest, hermitage or temples etc. are called
‘AnagÂrÂs’. The saints of current days have characteristics of house-renouncer saints (AnagÂra).
The great saints who have acquired supernatural powers or prodigies (äddhis) are called ‘äîis’.

Description of Thirty four Secondary Virtues of Saints

The twelve kinds of austerity and forbearance of twenty two kinds of affliction (ParÍîahas)
are called the secondary virtues of the saints. There are thirty four such virtues. They are given
below :

Twelve Austerities : There are six external and six internal austerities - thus twelve
austerities in all.

(a) Six external Austerities

(i) Fasting (Anaíana) : Renouncing of four kinds of food (for limited or unlimited period).
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(ii) Under-eating (Avamaudarya) : To eat little less than what is normally taken during
hungry state.

(iii) Mental Vow for Taking Food (Vçtti-parisankhyÂna) : Taking a mental vow to
accept food from a house-holder, only if a certain condition is fulfilled.

(iv) Renunciation of Tastes (Rasa-parityÂga) : Renunciation of 6 types of tastes (Rasas)
of foods like sweet, salt etc.

(v) Segregated Sleeping and Seating (Vivikta-êayyÂsana) : To sleep and sit in the
segregated place devoid of people and communications.

(vi) Physical Mortification (KÂyakleía) : To bear pains due to physical postures etc.

(b) Six Internal Austerities

(i) Expiation (PrÂyaícitta) : It is to accept expiation from the preceptor saints for trans-
gressions in observance of vows etc.

(ii) Reverence (Vinaya) : To offer reverence to scriptures and the scripture-proficient.

(iii) Pious Respectful Service to the Saints (VaiyÂvçtya) : To offer services as desired
for Head-Saints and Preceptors etc.

(iv) Self-study (SvÂdhyÂya) : To engage oneself in five-fold self-studies like reading
and questioning etc.

(v) Renunciation of Possessions (Vyutsarga) : Renunciation of internal and external
possessions and their attachment and undertaking meditational postures (KÂyotsarga).

(vi) Meditation (DhyÂna) : To concentrate mind on the soul and religion after renouncing
all worldly worries.

Names of Twenty two Afflictions

The twenty two afflictions are the following :

(1) Hunger, (2) Thirst, (3) Cold,

(4) Heat, (5) Biting by mosquitoes etc., (6) Nakedness,
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(7) Dis-liking, (8) Women, (9) Walking,

(10) Sitting, (11) Sleeping,

(12) Emotional disturbance or abuse, (13) Injury or Killing, (14) Demanding,

(15) Non-gain or loss, (16) Disease,

(17) Contact with rough grass etc., (18) Filth, (19) Honour and reward,

(20) Pride of intelligence, (21) Ignorance  and (22) Lack of faith

The liberation-desiring persons bear these afflictions patiently. This bearing capacity is
known as, ‘winning or control over afflictions’ (ParÍîaha-jaya). For example, they bear patiently
the non-availability or partial availability of foods due to varied types of interruptions.

(1) The winning over of affliction of hunger is not to be sorry on not getting food quali-
tatively or quantitatively as per rules.

(2) The winning over of affliction of thirst is to pacify the thirstiness by the water of
equanimity.

(3) The winning over of the affliction of the cold is to bear the cold due to icy conditions
in open places without any tenting or covering.

(4) The winning over of the affliction of heat is to bear patiently the hotness of earth /
ground parched with solar heat in summer.

(5) The winning over of insect-biting affliction is to bear the pains due to biting of the
mosquitoes, scorpions and serpents etc.

(6) The winning over of the affliction of nakedness is to remain unaffected and undefiled
like a child on seeing attractive sights.

(7) The winning over of the affliction of disliking is to study and meditate in solitary
places like forests or caves etc. without any disgust or disliking for them.

(8) The winning over the affliction of women is to remain steady mentally and physically
even after creating obstructions due to amorous activities by the women.
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(9) The winning over the affliction of walking is not to feel sad while walking on stony or
pebbled roads.

(10) The winning over the affliction of sitting is to bear the pains of sitting for a prescribed
time in a prescribed posture patiently.

(11) The winning over the affliction of sleeping is to bear the pains due to sleeping on
stony ground or one-sided sleeping due to tiresome-ness caused by long studies with sitting
posture.

(12) The winning over the affliction of abuse is not to get angry or agitated even after
listening to the harsh, uncivilised and condemning words from the ignorant people.

(13) The winning over the affliction of injury is not to feel sorry even by the beating or
hitting by sharp mallet etc. by the ignorant persons.

(14) The winning over the affliction of demanding is not to demand for foods and medi-
cines etc. even after the leaning and thinning of the body.

(15) The winning over the affliction of non-gain is to realise that non-gain is better than
gain on not receiving food for a good length of time.

(16) The winning over the affliction of disease is not to expect any treatment or medication
even after having many diseases in the body.

(17) The winning over the affliction of rough grass-touch is to think about not to create
any pains or injury to any living being while walking on roads with obstructions due to grass,
pebbles and thorns etc.

(18) The winning over the affliction of filth is to overlook the pains due to the disease of
itching etc. caused by the vow of non-bathing and associated with the body smeared with filth.
It is also not to feel disgust in the filthy body.

(19) The winning over the affliction of honour and reward is not to feel about non-award
of honour or reward by any person or community despite being a highly austerite, scripture
proficient and skilled saint.

(20) The winning over the affliction of pride of intelligence is not to feel proudy about
one’s excellent knowledge and intelligence.
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(21) The winning over the affliction of ignorance is not to feel sad and sorry even by the
insulting words like ‘he is a fool’ or thought like I have not been successful in having excellence
in knowledge despite my hard austerities etc.

(22) The winning over the affliction of lack of faith is not to think about non-veneration
by the deities etc. for the long-initiated and pure-volitioned person like me and it looks untrue
that the deities used to organise excellent functions to honour the highly fasting saints etc.

The saints observe the secondary virtues for the karmic stoppage and shedding. However,
it can not be said that one is not a saint when one is unable to cultivate all these virtues in toto.

Thirteen Varieties of Right Conduct

The thirteen varieties of right conduct include 5 complete vows (MahÂvrata), 5 carefulnesses
(Samitis) and 3 self-guards (Guptis). The conduct is also known as caraàa (or practices).

Thirteen Varieties of Karaàa (Secondary Conduct of Volition - improving
Qualities)

The six essential duties, bowings to the five Supreme souls and speaking the words of
‘Nih-sahÍ’ and ‘A-sahÍ’ while entering and exiting from Jina temples etc. form the thirteen
kinds of Karaàa (secondary conduct). Out of them, the six essential duties have already been
described earlier. The other terms are explained below.

(a) Five Supreme Souls (ParameîthÍs) : The Enlightened ones (Arhantas), Salvated
ones (Siddhas), Head of the Saints (ÀcÂryas), Preceptors (UpÂdhyÂyas) and Sages (SÂdhu) are
the five Supreme souls. One should offer bowings to them.

(b) One should speak ‘Nih-sahÍ’ and ‘A-sahÍ’ while entering in and exiting from the
temple or hermitage etc. The meaning of these terms have already been given earlier.

Penitential Retreat Recital (Pratikramaàa)

The penitential retreat is defined as the rectification of transgressions or defects during
observance of vows. It has seven varieties as already mentioned earlier :

(1) Penitential retreat for passionless or non-bonding activities (ËryÂpatha),

(2) Nightly, (3) Daily, (4) Fortnightly,

(5) Four-monthly, (6) Yearly, (7) Holy-deathly.
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The recital of penitential retreat of ‘ËryÂpatha’ section on reaching the temple through
walking etc. is called ‘penitential retreat for non-bonding activities’ to rectify the unintentional
violence during the process.

The nightly penitential retreat is recited during the night at prescribed time. The daily
penitential retreat is recited at the end of the day i.e. in the evening. The fortnightly penitential
retreat is recited each fortnight on the fourteenth day or dark or bright fifteenth day of the
month. The four-monthly penitential retreat is recited at the end of eight holy days (ÀítÂnhikÂ)
during the months of KÂrtika (Oct. - Nov.) or PhÂlguna (Feb. - Mar). The yearly penitential
retreat is recited at the end of the year i.e. on the bright fourteenth or fifteenth day of the month
of ÀîÂdha (June-July).62 The holy-deathly penitential retreat is recited during the vow of holy
death period to rectify all the transgressions or defects.

Kinds of the Internal Austerity of Detachmental Relaxation (KÂyotsarga
or Vyutsarga)

The renunciation of attachment with the body and remembering or reciting ÛamokÂra
Mantra is called ‘detachmental relaxation’. The minimum period for this austerity is an
Antarmuhörta (i.e. within 48 minutes). The maximum period for this austerity is upto a year. It
should take three respirations to pronounce the verse of ÛamokÂra Mantra. Thus, there will be
twenty seven respirations in repeating this Mantra nine times. ÛamokÂra Mantra should be
recited nine times in twenty-five respirations - (i) after the discharge of urine or faeces,
(ii) during non-bonding walking to temples etc., (iii) during sacred travel of the sitting area of
the sages or their holy death places and (iv) after the intake of foods. Similarly, there should be
twenty seven respirations in the process of self-study and Lord-veneration (DevavandanÂ or
SÂmÂyika) etc. There should be 108 respirations in daily, 56 respirations in nightly, 300
respirations in fortnightly, 400 respirations in four-monthly and 500 respirations in yearly
penitential retreat recitals respectively.

Twenty eight Daily Detachmental Relaxations for the Saints

There are two relaxations each related with the offering (1) devotion to Jaina idols
(Caityabhakti), and (2) five Supreme souls (Pancaguru bhakti) during the Lord veneration
(DevavandanÂ or SÂmÂyika) thrice a day, it means, there are 2 x 3 = 6 relaxations in this
process. During the daily and nightly penitential retreat recital, there are four relaxations each
related with Siddhabhakti, Pratikramaàabhakti, VÍrabhakti & Caturaviníatibhakti. Thus, there
are 4 x 2 = 8 relaxations in this process. During the forenoon,  afternoon, early-nightly and late-
nightly self-study, there are three relaxations each related with devotion to scriptures (êrutabhakti)
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and saint teachers (ÀcÂryabhakti) in the beginning and eulogy of scriptures in the end. Thus,
there are 4 x 3 = 12 relaxations in this process. There is one relaxation while resolving for night
stay and one relaxation while terminating the night stay. Thus, there are two relaxation here.
Thus, we have 6 + 8 + 12 + 2 = 28 relaxations. All the saints should undertake these relaxations
daily as a general rule.

Special Note

The promise of, “I will sleep in this residence tonight” after the evening penitential retreat
is called ‘Installation of Night-activity’ (RÂtri-yoga). In this activity, devotional recitals are
made under Yogibhakti. Similarly, the completion of ‘Night-activity’ is performed after the
penitential retreat in the morning. The process of penitential retreat has been elaborated in many
books like ‘KriyÂ-kalÂpa’ and 'MunicaryÂ' etc. The time, which remains after leaving 4 ghatikas
(24x4=96 minutes) each from the time of sunrise, sunset, midday and midnight is the time for
self-studies.

Veneration of Lords (DevavandanÂ or SÂmÂyika)

The saint desirous of offering veneration to Lords should go to the temple and
circumambulate it thrice.63 The method of equanimity (SÂmÂyika) is stated in the book of
‘SiddhÂnta SÂra’ (Essence of Tenets) :

^^vknkgh.ka64] inkgh.ka] fr[kqÙka] frÅ.kna] pnqfLlja] okjlkoÙka psfn**

The following six steps are admitted during the process of veneration of the Lord:
(1) Independence, (2) Three-times circumambulation, (3) Three-times introspective confession
(ÀlocanÂ) recital, (4) Three-times KÂyotsarga, (5) Bowing of head four times, and (6) Twelve
times three-fold revolution of budded hands (Àvarta).

The saint offering veneration to the Lords should offer it with independence, i.e. without
any encumberances. He should circumambulate the temple thrice. He should get seated and
recite the introspective confession thrice. He should, then, make declaration thrice. He should
have 3-fold revolution of budded hands, twelve times and bow down four times in one KÂyotsarga.

All this means that he should wash his feet after reaching near the temple and should
circumambulate it thrice. On entering the temple, he should have sacred sight of the lotus-like
face of the Jina image, recite the ‘ËryÂpatha pratikramaàa’ (PadikkamÂmi Bhante EriyÂvahiyÂ......)
and repeat the ÛamokÂra Mantra nine times. He should, then, sit in a cow-sitting posture
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(GavÂsana) and recite the non-bonding confession (Ëryapatha ÀlocanÂ). Later, he should state,
“I will offer veneration to the Lords and recite the related verses beginning from ‘Siddham
Sampöràa BhavyÂrtham’ upto ‘Samata Sarvabhuteîö’ (Equanimity for all the living beigns).
Afterwards, he should declare, “I would undertake physical postures (KÂyotsargas) in the process
of offering my veneration to the Lords for destroying my Karmas and involving psychical
worship, veneration and eulogisation as per the tradition of earlier ‘ÀcÂryas’ (PaurvÂnhika-
deva-vandanÂyÂm... kÂyotsargam karomi aham)”  and, then, offer five-fold (PancÂnga) bowings.
This should be followed by the scriptural extracts (Dandakas) related with SÂmÂyika, nine
times ÛamokÂra Mantra and eulogisation of twenty four TÍrthankaras (ThossÂmi recital) preceded
by the three three-fold rotation of budded hands in the beginning and end of the recital. Thus,
there are twelve Àvartas (revolutions of budded hands) in one physical posture. Afterwards,
one should recite the Caitya-bhakti (Veneration to Jaina idols) and undertake confession with
the recital ‘IcchÂmi Bhante' etc. in cow-sitting posture. Similarly, one should recite the hymns
for ‘Reverence to Five Supreme Souls’ (Panca-guru bhakti) followed by recital of ‘Reverence
to Equanimous Meditation' (SamÂdhi-bhakti) in the end. All these are followed by Àvartas and
physical detachmental postures.65 The “Reverence to Equanimous Meditation” is read for
purification of all kinds of defects. Two KÂyotsargas each related with Caitya Bhakti and
Pancagurubhakti are main in Lord-veneration three times a day.

Daily Routine of the Jaina Saint (Dina-caryÂ)

The restrained saint should observe the prescribed daily observances67 like the self-study
etc. for the accomplishment of equanimity which is the main cause of self-realisation.

The saint should wake-up after two Ghatis (~ 48 minutes) have passed after midnight. He
should commence later-night self-study by declaration :

^^vFk vijjkf=d&Lok/;k;&izfr"Bkiu fØ;k;ka JqrHkfDrdk;ksRlx± djksE;ga**]

then he should recite the small reverence hymn of the scriptures after repeating the ÛamokÂra
Mantra nine times.68 He should, then, declare through the words :

^^vFk vijjkf=d&Lok/;k;&izfr"BkiufØ;k;ka vkpk;Z&HkfDr&dk;ksRlxZa djksE;ga**

It means, “I am undertaking the detachmental relaxation for my reverence to the head of
the Saints".

He should, then, repeat ÛamokÂra Mantra nine times and  recite the small hymn of
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Reverence to the Àcaryas (Laghu ÀcÂrya bhakti). He should, later, offer bowings to the sacred
text with reverence and start the studies. This later-night studies should be completed two
Ghatis (48 minutes) prior to sunrise followed by detachmental relaxation related with the small
reverence hymn of the Scriptures after the declaration :

^^vFk vijjkf=d Lok/;k;fu"BkiufØ;k;ka JqrHkfDr dk;ksRlxZa djksE;ga**

Thus, there will be three detachmental relaxations  in the later-night studies from the
beginning to the end. Afterwards, he should have nightly penitential retreat recital to rectify the
transgressions during night. This penitential retreat has four reverence hymn recitals  of:
(1) the liberated soul (Siddhabhakti), (2) the process of penitential retreat itself (Pratikramaàa
bhakti), (3) Lord MahÂvÍra (VÍrabhakti) and (4) twenty-four TÍrthankaras (Caturviníati
TÍrthankara bhakti).69

After the penitential retreat, one should absolve himself from the night. In other words,
whatever resolve for the night was made after the evening penitential retreat, should be renounced.
The process is as follows : one should promise, thus,

^^vFk jkf=;ksxfu"BkiufØ;k;ka ;ksfxHkfDrdk;kssRlx± djksE;ga**

Afterwards, one should have nine times incantational repetition (Japa) of ÛamokÂra Mantra
and, then, recite the short devotional hymn to the sages starting from ‘PrÂvçtkÂle’ etc.  (i.e.
Laghu Yogibhakti) in the morning.

It means that “I conclude my vow of residing in the night here”. One should, then, venerate
the saint-teacher through the recital of short ‘devotion to saints’ (Laghu ÀcÂryabhakti).

Afterwards, one should offer Lord veneration for two Ghatis (48 minutes) beginning
from sunrise. This involves recital of devotion to Jaina idols (Caityas) and five Supreme souls
after undertaking the equanimity practice. The Devotional recital of SamÂdhibhakti is performed
in the end. Afterwards, one should meditate on the soul in the remaining time. One should,
then, perform morning ÀcÂrya-Vandana with reciting short Siddhabhakti and  ÀcÂryabhakti.

After the elapse of two Ghatis after sunrise, one should resolve for morning scriptural
studies and undertake it until two Ghatis before the noon-time.

The noon Lord veneration (DevavandanÂ) should be done as per the earlier method two
Ghatis before the noon. One should recite the short hymn of êrutabhakti and ÀcÂryabhakti and
offer veneration to the ÀcÂryas. Afterwards, one should spend the remaining time in meditation,
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devotional recital and mantra repetition if one has undertaken fast. Otherwise, one should go
for taking food with proper permission from the ÀcÂrya, if one has to go for seeking food.70 At
present, saints perform noon Lord veneration after the process of food-taking.

After proper processing of 'invitation' etc. during the food-taking process, one should be
offered nine-fold devotion (NavadhÂbhakti) and then, begin taking foods after completing the
renunciation taken after the foods of yesterday by reciting :

“I undertake physical relaxation posture for reciting devotional hymn to the liberated ones
(Siddhabhakti) for the conclusion of earlier renunciation".

¼^^vFk izR;k[;kufu"BkiufØ;k;ka fl)HkfDrdk;kssRlx± djksE;ga**½

This should be followed by incantational repetition nine times and recitation of short
devotional hymn of Siddhabhakti. After taking foods, one should undertake renunciation
immediately by reciting ‘short devotional hymn of Siddhabhakti preceded by nine-times Mantra
repetition and resolve “I undertake physical relaxation posture for devotion to the liberated
ones in the process of resolving for renunciation”

¼^^vFk izR;k[;kuizfr"BkiufØ;k;ka fl)HkfDrdk;kssRlx± djksE;ga**½

and should renounce the foods upto the time of taking the foods next day. Afterwards, one
should go to the saint teacher (ÀcÂrya), recite short devotional hymn of Siddhabhakti &
Yogibhakti and accept renunciation from him. Then, he should venerate the ÀcÂrya by short
ÀcÂryabhakti and undertake penitential retreat for the faults during the process of food-taking
and seeking.

Afterwards, one should undertake the resolve of starting ‘afternoon studies' and complete
it two Ghatis before the sun-set.

Afterwards, one should recite daily penitential retreat (Daivasika Pratikramaàa) and purify
himself from the defects earned during the day, and, then, undertake the resolve for the night,
“I undertake physical relaxation posture for the devotional hymn of the sages in the process of
nightly resolve”

¼^^vFk jkf=;ksxizfr"BkiufØ;k;ka ;ksfxHkfDrdk;kssRlx± djksE;ga**½

followed by the resolve “I will reside in this place tonight”.
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After it, he should perform evening ÀcÂrya Vandana by reciting short Siddhabhakti,
êrutabhakti and ÀcÂryabhakti, then he should perform the prescribed evening Lord-Veneration
(DevavandanÂ).

The pre-night studies should be commenced in the prescribed way two Ghatis after the
sun-set. It should be concluded two Ghatis earlier than the midnight. Afterwards, the saint
should sleep for four Ghatis to remove the tiresome-ness due to the daily labour.71

This is the daily routine of the saints. Its details should be studied from the texts like
‘AnagÂra DharmÂmçta, MölÂcÂra, ÀcÂrasÂra and others. This daily routine of saints consists
of the following 28 detachmental relaxations (KÂyotsargas) : 12 for studies, 6 for veneration
of Lord (SÂmÂyika) thrice a day (@2/ veneration), 8 for penitential retreat twice a day
@ 4/ process, and 2 for devotional recital of Yogibhakti.

Special or Causal Activities

The saints should recite Siddha, Caitya, íruta, Pancaguru and êÂnti bhaktis in Lord
veneration on the fourteenth day of the fortnight (CaturdaíÍ) . Alternatively, they should recite
only three reverential devotional hymns i.e. Caitya, êruta and Pancaguru bhaktis.

On the eighth day of the fortnight (AîtamÍ), the saint should recite reverential devotional

hymns of Siddha, êruta and CÂritrabhaktis followed by introspective confession ¼bPNkfe Hkars
vV~Bfe;fEg-------½- Then, he should conclude with reciting êÂntibhakti & SÂmÂdhibhakti.

During the eight-day festival (ÀîtÂnhikÂ, the eternal 8-day festival, which comes 3 times
a year), the saint should have the pre-mid-noon studies and afterwards, the saint group should
recite the reverential devotional hymns of Siddha, NandÍívara, Pancaguru & êÂnti bhaktis.  The
similar activities should be performed on holy days like êruta-pancamÍ (the bright fifth day of
Jyeîtha) etc. These activities should be learnt from the related texts.

Activity of VarîÂyoga or CÂturmÂsa

On the bright thirteenth day of ÀîÂdha (June-July), the saints should recite the
Mangalagocara Madhyanha VanadanÂ before taking food. After ÀhÂra, the saint accepts fast
for caturdaíÍ with reciting long Siddhabhakti & Yogibhakti, then he recites long ÀcÂryabhakti
& êÂntibhakti. Afterwards, the saints should commence their activity of VarîÂyoga after
performing the prescribed activities of recital of reverential devotional hymns of the Siddhabhakti,
Yogibhakti, Caityabhakti and others in the early night of the bright fourteenth day of ÀîÂdha
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following the procedure of commencement of the activity of VarîÂyoga as per the text of KriyÂ-
kalÂpa (MunicaryÂ).

The activity of VarîÂyoga is concluded on the last end of the night of the black fourteenth
day of KÂrtika (Oct. - Nov.) month. The saint should recite reverential devotional hymns followed
by nightly penitential retreat (RÂtrika Pratikramaàa). This should be followed by VÍr NirvÂàa
KriyÂ which includes devotional hymn recitals of the Siddha, NirvÂàa, Pancaguru and
êÂntibhaktis. In the end, they should recite the hymn for Lord veneration.

The prescribed veneration process is followed during the sacred journey of places related
with KalyÂàaka (auspicious welfare-earning events) of the TÍrthankaras or related with the holy
death of saints and head-saints. This involves recital of prescribed devotional hymns. This is
the description of casual activities of the saints.

Thus, the saints engage themselves in the daily or casual routine as per their capacity
leading to their karmic destruction, purification of conduct and performance of vows like ‘Sinha-
niîkrÍdita’ (An austerity of gradually increasing and decreasing fasting like the sporting of
lions) etc. By Following these practices and vows, the saints gradually shred off their karmas
and earn excellent sacredness leading to sufficient reduction in their wordly life. In other words,
they may attain liberation in 3-4 future births.

The saints observe ten duties of religion (Daía Dharmas). They contemplate over the
sixteen factors (ëodaía-kÂraàa-BhÂvanÂs) leading to TÍrthankara-ship and earn the bonding of
the karmic sub-species of TÍrthankara-ship and become capable of bestowing beneficiation to
all the liberatable living beings of the world.

Ten Duties (or religions) of the Saints

The saints, engaged in carefulnesses, observe ten duties of religion (dharma) to retain
their vigilance or remove their lethargy. The ten religious duties are named as below :

(1) Supreme Forgiveness / Forbearance (Uttama KîamÂ)

(2) Supreme Modesty / Pridelessness (Uttama MÂrdava)

(3) Supreme Straight-forwardness (Uttama Àrjava)

(4) Supreme Purity or Non-greediness (Uttama êauca)

(5) Supreme Truth (Uttama Satya)
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(6) Supreme Restraint (Uttama Sanyama)

(7) Supreme Austerity (Uttama Tapa)

(8) Supreme Renunciation (Uttama TyÂga)

(9) Supreme Non-attachment (Uttama Àkincanya)

(10) Supreme Celibacy (Uttama Brahmacarya)

(1) Supreme Forgiveness : It is the quality of not feeling anger or blemish in mind on
being abused, joked or ridiculed, disregarded or beaten etc. by the wicked persons while on
going for taking food for body-upkeep.

(2) Supreme Modesty : It is the quality of not to behave haughtily on acount of eight-fold
prides of caste etc.

(3) Supreme Straight-forwardness : It is the quality of not behaving with physical,
vocal and mental crookedness. It means to be honest.

(4) Supreme Purity or Nongreediness : It is the quality of renouncing the greediness
totally.

(5) Supreme Truth : It is the quality of speaking chaste with the saints, noble persons
and others.

(6) Supreme Restraint : It is the quality of restraining oneself from injury to the sentients
and desisting from sensual objects.

(7) Supreme Austerity : It is the quality of undertaking twelve kinds of austerity to
promote destruction of karmas.

(8) Supreme Renunciation : It is the quality of bestowing or giving knowledge (and
books) etc. to saints etc. appropriate for observing restraint.

(9) Supreme Non-attachment : It is the quality of giving up the care of body and thoughts
like ‘this is mine.’

(10) Supreme Celibacy : It is the quality of renunciation of womenal pleasures and
remembering or listening to sexual pleasure. Alternatively, it is also a quality of residing in the
hermitage to promote renunciation of self-willed activities.72
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The practice of these ten religious virtues are stated to lead to the stoppage of karmic
influx.

Reflections on Sixteen Factors (Solaha KÂraàa BhÂvanÂs)

(1) Purity of Faith (Daríana Viíuddhi) : It is to accept the pure right faith or insight
devoid of twenty five defects (3 idiocies + 6 non-abodes (anÂyatanas) + 8 prides   + 8 defects of
right faith).

(2) Reverence (Vinaya-SampannatÂ) : It is the practice of offering proper homage to
real God, scripture and preceptor alongwith Ratnatraya (of right faith, knowledge and conduct).

(3) Non-transgressional Observance of Primary and Supplementary Vows (êÍla-
vrateîu-anaticÂra) : It is the faultless observance of vows and a faultless subdual of the
passions.

(4) Incessant Pursuit of Knowledge (AbhÍkîàa - JnÂnopayoga) : It is to engage one-
self ceaselessly in the cultivation of the knowledge of soul and other reals and realities.

(5) Apprehension of the Worldly Miseries (Samvega) : It is the affection towards
religion and its effects and feeling of perpetual fear of transmigration.

(6) Practicing donations as per Capacity (êaktitah TyÂga) : It is to offer foods,
medicines, security and scriptures to the saints and the needy ones according to ones capacity.

(7) Practicing Austerity as per Capacity (êaktitah Tapa) : It is the pracitce of external
and internal austerities as per one’s capacity without concealing it.

(8) Removal of Obstacles Threatening Equanimity or Trance (SÂdhu-SamÂdhi) : It
is the removal of inflictions or obstacles which threaten the practices of observance of vows,
austerity or meditation of saints. It may also be defined as a heroic death while in meditation.

(9) Offer of Selfless Service (VaiyÂvçtya karaàa) : This is to offer selfless service in
various ways for the saints and avowed persons.

(10) Devotion to the Enlightened Ones (Arhad-bhakti) : This means the worship and
recital of the devotional hymns in honour of the Enlightened ones (Arahantas).

(11) Devotion to the Head-Saints (ÀcÂrya bhakti) : This means the worship and recital
of the devotional hymns in honour of the ÀcÂryas.
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(12) Devotion to the Preceptors (Bahu-íruta-bhakti) : This means the worship and
recital of the devotional hymns in honour of the preceptors.

(13) Devotion to the Sacred Scriptures (Pravacana Bhakti) : This means the worship
and recital of the devotional hymns in honour of the sacred scriptures containing the words of
the Jinas.

(14) Non-avoidable Practices of Six Essential Duties (Àvaíyaka - aparihÂàÍ) : This
means the practice of six essential duties carefully (by saints or votaries) without any exception
at proper times and every day.

(15) Glorification of Jina Path (MÂrga-prabhÂvanÂ) : This means to propagate, pro-
mote and magnify the Jina religious path or Jainism.

(16) Affection towards Co-religionists (Pravacana-vÂtsalatÂ): This means to express
love and affection for one’s co-religionist brethren like the cow and her calf.

Out of these sixteen causes, the first one - purity of right faith is very essential. The
bondage of TÍrthankaraship can be earned even with two or three or all causes alongwith the
cause of the purity of faith.

Supernatural Powers or Prodigies (ädÅhis)

The austerite saints earn capacities of many types of supernatural powers. There are eight
kinds of supernatural powers73 :

(1) Supernatural Power of Intelligence (Buddhi çdÅhi) 18

(2) Supernatural Power of Proteation (VikriyÂ çdÅhi) 11

(3) Supernatural Power of Motion (KriyÂ çdÅhi) 02

(4) Supernatural Power of Austerity (Tapa çdÅhi) 07

(5) Supernatural Power of Strength (Bala çdÅhi) 03

(6) Supernatural Power of Medicament (Auîadha çdÅhi) 08

(7) Supernatural Power of Taste (Rasa çdÅhi) 06

(8) Supernatural Power of Space (Kîetra çdÅhi) 02

57
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There are 57 varieties of these supernatural powers when these eight are sub-classified as
shown before each of the names as above. (On further sub-classification, there may be 64
supernatural powers).

Eighteen Varieties of Supernatural Power of Intelligence (Buddhi äddhi)

The eighteen varieties of the supernatural power of Intelligence are named and described
below :

(1) Clairvoyance (Avadhi jnÂna) : This is a direct perceptional knowledge and it knows
the mattergic objects / realities from the very fine ultimate atom upto the last biggest aggregate
of the large earth.

(2) Mind-reading Knowledge (Manah-paryaya JnÂna) : This knowledge knows many
types of objects which are mentally thought, semi-thought or non-thought in the human region
of Jaina universe.

(3) Absolute or Omniscience Knowledge (Kevala JnÂna) : This knowledge has all the
objects in the universe or non-universe including both of them in its purview. This is devoid of
sense-assistance and is always complete.

(4) Seeded Intelligence (BÍja budÅhi) : This is defined as the supernatural power of
intelligently learning and understanding the complete scripture on the basis of insignia of seed
syllable or mystical syllable out of numerable words acquired from the sermons by the great
saint due to the best destruction-cum-subsidence of the species of quasi-sense-obscuring, vocable-
knowledge-obscuring and potency-obstructing karma.

(5) Stored intelligence (Koîtha budÅhi) : This is defined as the supernatural power of
storage of many texts without mixing by a supremely retentive saint in the store-house of his
intelligent mind after receiving them in seed words.

(6) Syllable-based intelligence (PadÂnusÂrÍ) : This type of intelligence stores all the
texts after receiving a single syllable from the beginning, middle or end of the sermons of the
preceptors. It has three varieties : (i) Fore-part knowing, (ii) Last-part knowing and (iii) Fore-
part and last part-knowing (AnusÂriài, PratisÂriài, UbhayasÂriài).

(7) Complete Hearing intelligence (Sambhinna írotçtva) : The supernaturally powered
saint of this prodigy can listen and respond to many types of lingual and non-lingual words of
human and subhuman beings living in the area of numerable Yojanas in all the ten directions
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beyond the maximum object area of the sense of hearing.

(8) Distant-tasting intelligence (DörÂsvÂditva) : It is the super natural power to know
and identify the various tastes located in the area of numerable Yojanas beyond the maximum
object area of the sense of taste.

(9) Distant-touching intelligence (Döra-sparíatva) : It is the super natural power to
know and identify the eight kinds of touches located in the area of numerable Yojanas beyond
the maximum object area of the sense of touch.

(10) Distant-smelling intelligence (Döra-ghrÂàatva) : It is the super natural power to
know and identify the different kinds of smells located in an area of numerable Yojanas beyond
the maximum object area of the sense of smell.

(11) Distant-listening intelligence (Döra-íravaàatva) : It is the super natural power to
listen the lingual and non-lingual words of many kinds of human and sub-human beings located
in an area of numerable Yojanas beyond the maximum object area of the sense of hearing.

(12) Distant-seeing intelligence (Döra-daríitva) : It is the super natural power to see
the different kinds of objects situated in an area of numerable Yojanas beyond the maximum
object area of the sense of sight.

(13) Ten Pre-canon-proficiency Intelligence (Daía-pörvitva) : When the saints read
and learn the ten pre-canons, the guardian deities of 500 great learnings and 700 small learnings
come to them to receive these learnings. However, the saints do not wish to learn them because
of their control over senses. These saints are called ten pre-canon-proficients.

(14) Fourteen Pre-canon-proficiency Intelligence (Catördaía Pörvitva) : The saints
are called fourteen pre-canon proficient who are skilled in all the sacred scriptures and who are
scriptural omniscients.

(15) Eight-fold Prognostical intelligence (AîtÂnga MahÂ-nimitta) : The saint who is
proficient in knowing the effects of eight kinds of omens of (1) terrestial and (2) astral origin,
(3) vibrations of major and minor limbs, (4) sounds of men and animals, (5) marks on body,
(6) shapes on body, (7) external symptoms, and (8) dreams-is called prognostically intelligent.

(16) Intellect-based intelligence (PrajnÂ êramaàatva) : It is the intelligence by which
the supernaturally powered saint becomes proficient in elaborating the highly subtle subjects of
fourteen pre-canons without studying them. This intellect has four varieties : (1) Pre-birth-
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based (AutpattikÍ), (2) Experience-based (PÂriàÂmikÍ), (3) Scriptural Reverence-based
(Vainaiyiki) and (4) Specific austerity or Practice-based (KarmajÂ).

(17) Self-owed Intelligence (Pratyeka buddhi) : It is the supernatural intelligence in
which a saint makes progress in gradual acquirement of right knowledge and austeritic prac-
tices due to the subsidence of karmas and without any instructions from preceptors.

(18) Debateering intelligence (VÂditva) : It is the supernatural power of intelligence
through which the individual defeats the other rivals in debates. This power enables him to
examine the defects of other systems.

Eleven Kinds of the Prodigy of Proteation (VikriyÂ äddhi)

The eleven kinds are named and defined below :

(1) Prodigy of Miniaturisation (AàimÂ) : It means making the body equal to an atomic
size. The supernaturally powered great saint, while entering into an atomic size hole, constructs
the encampment and ridge of a mountain for the CakravartÍ.

(2) Prodigy of Magnification (MahimÂ) : It is the prodigy of making one’s body in size
equal to Meru mountain.

(3) Prodigy of Lightness or Levity (LaghimÂ) : It is the prodigy of making one’s body
even lighter than air.

(4) Prodigy of Heaviness or Gravity (GarimÂ) : It is the prodigy of making one’s body
heavier or harder than the diamond.

(5) Prodigy of Acquirement (PrÂpti) : It is the prodigy of touching the high points like
the top of sun, moon or Meru mountain etc. by the fore-part of the finger while remaining on
the ground.

(6) Prodigy of Freedom of Will (PrÂkÂmya) : It is the prodigy of wilfully plunging and
emerging on the earth like that in water and moving on water like the earth.

(7) Prodigy of Supremacy (Ëíitva) : It is the prodigy of acquiring Lordship over the
universe.

(8) Prodigy of Subjugation (Vaíitva) : It is the prodigy of subjugating all the living
beings in the world because of the strength earned due to austerities.
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(9) Prodigy of Non-resistance ( A-pratighÂta) : It is the prodigy of moving through the
mountains, stones, trees etc. without any resistance like the sky.

(10) Prodigy of Disappearance (AntardhÂna) : It is the prodigy of acquirement of the
quality of disappearance or invisibilization.

(11) Prodigy of Wilful Forms (KÂmaröpitva) : It is the prodigy of creating many
beautiful forms simultaneously.

Kinds of the Prodigy of Motion

There are two kinds of prodigy of motion - (1) Sky-movement, and (2) Non-injurious
varied wanderings.

(1) Prodigy of Sky-movement (ÀkÂíagÂmitva) : It is the prodigy of movement in sky
through the sitting or standing posture or in some other way lying a little above the ground.

(2) Prodigy of Non-injurious Varied-wandering (CÂraàa) : This prodigy has many
varieties like -

(1) non-injurious moving over water without touching it (JalacÂraàa)

(2)  non-injurious moving in the sky 4-Angulas above the ground with thighs without
bending knees (JanghÂ-cÂraàa)

(3) non-injurious moving in sky over fruits, flowers and leaves without causing injuries
to the living beings resident in them (PhalacÂraàa, Puîpa-cÂraàa, Patra-cÂraàa)

(4)  non-injurious moving over fire-flames (AgniíiakhÂ-cÂraàa) &  non-injurious moving
over smoke (Dhömra-cÂraàa)

(5)  non-injurious  moving over varied clouds (Megha-cÂraàa) & non-injurious moving
over water-streams released from clouds (DhÂrÂ-cÂraàa)

(6) non-injurious moving over spider-web-fibres (Markata-tantucÂrana)

(7) non-injurious moving over air point lines (Marut-cÂrana)

(8) non-injurious moving on the support of rays of astral bodies (Jyotiî-cÂrana).
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The non-injurious movement in sky for many Yojanas without bending of knees while
keeping oneself 4 Angulas (app. 5 cm) above the ground is called the prodigy of non-injurious
sky movement with knees or JanghÂ-cÂraàa äddhi. Similar definitions should be applied for
other varieties.

Seven Varieties of the Prodigy of Austerity

There are seven varieties of the prodigy of austerity as named and defined below :

(1) Intense Austerity (ugra tapa) : This variety has two forms : (1) highly intense
austerity (ugrÂgra tapa), and (2) stabilised intense austerity (Avasthita ugra tapa). The highly
intense austerity is to undertake fasting from the day of initiation and live with it until death
with increase by one fasting each time. The stabilised intense austerity involves conclusion of
fasting after one fast for initiation and continue the process of alternate fasting and conclusion.
Afterwards, one undertakes two-day fasting (BelÂ), three day fasting etc. due to some specific
causes with gradual increase in the number of days of fasting without reducing them until
death.

(2) Radiant Austerity (DÍpta tapa) : It is the austerity of a mentally, vocally and physi-
cally strong saint whose body gradually gets radiant like Sun due to increase in internal energy
through various types of fasting.

(3) Absorbed Austerity (Tapta tapa) : It is the austerity which leads to absorb, assimi-
late and burn the in-taken-food including the humours of the body wherein no discharges are
formed like the water particles on the red hot iron pan.

(4) Magnified Austerity (MahÂtapa) : It is the austerity of the saint which leads to
undertake all the large fastings like Mandara-pankti etc. on the basis of the strength due to the
four kinds of right knowledge.

(5) Terrific Austerity (Ghora tapa) : It is the austerity of the saint which gives him
strength to lead to undertake difficult austerities despite afflictions of acute diseases like fevers
and colic pains in the body.

(6) Terrific-cum-Prowessful Austerity (Ghora-parÂkrama) : It is the austerity of the
saint which bestows him the power of performing wonderful activities like the destruction of
all the three worlds.

(7) Terrible Celibacy (Aghora-BrahmacÂritva) : It is the austerity of the saint which
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bestows him the power of non-occurrence of troubles of theft and thieves, contagious diseases
and wars etc. in the area where the saint resides.

Three Kinds of the Prodigy of Strength

There are three kinds of the prodigy of strength which are named and defined below :

(1) Prodigy of Mental Strength (Mana-bala) : It is the prodigy of the saint which leads
him to remember and contemplate all the sacred scripture in an Antarmuhörta period.

(2) Prodigy of Vocal Strength (Vacana bala) : It is the prodigy of the saint which
enables him to pronounce all the twelve-fold primary texts easily in an Antarmuhörta’s time
even with deficient throat and other weakness.

(3) Prodigy of Physical Strength (KÂya bala) : It is the the prodigy which bestows
strength to the saint for sustaining the detachmental physical posture for a month, four months
or longer without any difficulty. On the basis of this austerity, the saints become capable of
raising all the three worlds on their little finger and transfer them to another place.

Eight Varieties of the Prodigy of Medicament

There are eight kinds of prodigy of medicament. They are named and described below :

(1) Prodigy of Contact Medicament (Àmarîauîadhi) : This is a prodigy by which a
patient becomes healthy by the touch or contact of hands and feet etc. by the saint enriched with
this prodigy.

(2) Prodigy of Phelgm Medicament (Kîvelauîadhi) : This is a prodigy by which a
patient becomes healthy by the use of saliva, phelgm and eye-excretion etc. of the saint with
this prodigy.

(3) Prodigy of Sweat Medicament ( Jallauîsadhi) : This is a prodigy by which a patient
becomes healthy and free of all diseases by the use of sweat or other fluid of the body of the
saint with this prodigy.

(4) Prodigy of Excretion Medicament (Malauîadhi) : This is a prodigy of the saint by
which a patient becomes healthy by the use of his excretions of teeth and nose etc.

(5) Prodigy of Urine-Faeces Medicament (Vipruîauîadhi) : This is a prodigy of saint
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by which the patient becomes free of diseases by the use of the urine and faeces etc. of the saint
with this prodigy.

(6) Prodigy of Holistic Medicament (Sarvauîadhi) : This is a prodigy of the saint by
which all the diseases are destroyed by the water and air etc. touched by him.

(7) Prodigy of Vocal-depoisoning Medicament (Vacana nirviîa) : This is a prodigy of
saint whose words cause depoisoning (or sweetening) of a variety of astringent or poisoning
foods.

(8) Prodigy of Sight-deposioning Medicament (Dçîti-nirviîa) : This is a prodigy of
the saint whose sight alone makes the patient and the poisoned living beings disease-free.

Six Varieties of the Prodigy of Taste (Rasa äddhi)

There are six varieties of the prodigy of taste. They are named and defined below :

(1) Prodigy of Venomed serpent-like Poisoning (ÀíÍviîa) : This is the prodigy of the
highly austerite saint whose words “you die” cause the accidental death of the living being.

(2) Prodigy of Poisoning by Sight (DçîtiviîÍ) : This is a prodigy of wrathful saints
whose sight alone can cause the accidental death of living beings.74

(3) Prodigy of Milk-like Sweet Foods / Words (KîirÂsravÍ) : This is a prodigy of the
saint which converts the rough food etc. kept on his hand into milk-like sweet and strengthening
or whose words are as nourishing as milk.

(4) Prodigy of Sweet-like Foods / Words (MadhuÂsravÍ) : This is a prodigy of the
saint which converts the rough food etc. kept on his hand into sweet ones or whose words are
pleasing and the remover of the sufferings of the human and subhuman beings.

(5) Prodigy of Elixir-like Foods / Words (AmçtÂsravÍ) : This is a prodigy of the saint
which converts the rough food etc. kept on his hand into elixir like life-promoting material.
Alternatively, it is the prodigy of a saint whose words are as satisfying as the elixir.

(6) Prodigy of Butter-fat-like Foods / Words (Sarpi-sravÍ) : This is a prodigy of
saints which converts the rough (tasteless) foods etc. kept on his hand into butter-fat like taste.
Alternatively, it is a prodigy of the saint whose words are pleasing like butter fat to subside the
sufferings.
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Two kinds of Prodigy of Space

There are two kinds of prodigy of space : (1) Unexhausted kitchenery (AkîÍàa-mahÂnasa),
and (2) Unexhausted great residence (AkîÍàa-mahÂlaya).

(1) Unexhausted Kitchenery : This is a prodigy of the saint by which there is an
unexhausted supply of any item of desirable food even when eaten by all the army of the
CakravartÍ that day after the food-intake of the saint in the kitchen.

(2) Unexhausted Great Residence : This is a prodigy of the saint by which innumerable
human and subhuman beings may be accommodated in a small area of 4 Dhanuîa (~ 24 ft.)
square.

The saints undertaking intense austerities acquire these prodigies automatically. The chief
disciples of the TÍrthankaras do have these prodigies at the time of their getting chief discipleship.
These prodigies are acquired by the saints having perfect conduct (i.e. BhÂvalingÍ Munis).
They can not be acquired by other persons.

Holy Death (SallekhanÂ)

The death is defined as the destruction or termination of the mode of human or other state
of birth. This death has five varieties :

(1) Extreme Prudent’s Death (Pandita-pandita Maraàa)

(2) Prudent’s Death (Pandita-Maraàa)

(3) Fool-Prudent’s Death (BÂla-pandita Maraàa)

(4) Fool’s Death (BÂla Maraàa)

(5) Extreme Fool’s Death (BÂla bÂla Maraàa)

(1) Extreme Prudent’s Death : The destroyed passioned and Venerable omniscients die
with extreme prudent's death. It means the death of the omniscients is named as extreme prudent's
death (NirvÂàa).

(2) Prudent’s Death : The death of persons between the spiritual stages from sixth to
eleventh one is called the prudent’s death.
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(3) Fool-Prudent’s Death : The death of persons at the fifth spiritual stage of partial
restraint is called the fool-prudent’s death.

(4) Fool’s Death : The death of persons in the fourth spiritual stage of non-restrained
right faith is called fool’s death.

(5) Extreme Fool’s Death : The death of the wrong-faithed living beings and death by
suicide and accident etc. is called extreme fool’s death. These living beings are used to die this
way only.

Prudent’s Death

There are three forms of Prudent’s death :

(1) Unserved Renunciated Death (PÂdopagamana, PrÂyopagamana Maraàa) : The
death of a saint which takes place under meditation and fasting by going on foot to a suitable
place by leaving his group (of saints) is called PÂdopagamana or PrÂyopagamana Maraàa. In
this death, the saint neither serves his body by self nor he gets it served by other saints. This
kind of death is accepted by the saints of specifically strong bone-jointed body.

(2) Death by Renunciation of Foods and Drinks (Bhakta-pratijnÂ or Bhakta-
PratyÂkhayÂna Maraàa) : This is the death resulting from the gradual abstinence of foods
and drinks and under proper meditation. In this death, one may expect services from others and
by self also.

(3) Self-served Renunciated Death (InginÍ Maraàa) : The term ‘ingiài’ means internal
gesture of the self. It is, therefore, the death resulting from self-gesture without being served
by others but served by himself. In this death, the other saints do not serve the specified saint.

In this fifth spoke of devolution period, the saints do not have the necessary strong body
structure to undertake Unserved renunciated death or self-served renunciated death. Hence only
the death by gradual renunciation of foods and drinks is elaborated here.

Two Kinds of Death by Renunciation of Foods and Drinks

There are two kinds of death by renunciation of foods and drinks : (1) Thoughtful and
(2) Accidental or thoughtless. The saint or votary has a thoughtful death by renunciation of
foods and drinks who has a strong body and high resolution power and who has an idea about
his death after some time. In contrast, the death of a weak saint occurring accidentally or
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suddenly is called thoughtless death.

The minimum duration of this type of death ritual is an Antarmuhörta (app. 48 minutes)
and the maximum duration is twelve years. In other words, if any saint learns through his
omenological knowledge etc., about his death within twelve years, he accepts the vow of holy
death of maximum duration.76

The description of how the saint should spend his maximum duration of twelve years of
holy death, is now elaborated.77 The saint should spend the first four years out of twelve years
by undertaking different types of austerities like (1) fasting, (2) eating less than hunger,
(3) short, medium or long EkÂvalÍ,  (4) short, medium or long DvikÂvalÍ, (5) short, medium or
long RatnÂvalÍ, (6) Sarvato-bhadra, and (7) SinhÂvalokana etc. The next four years should be
spent by undertaking the austerity of gradual renunciation of tasty foods. Afterwards, one
should have under-eating and tasteless eating for two years. The next one year should be spent
with small amount of foods. Later, one should undertake the minor austerities for six months
followed by undertaking of superior austerities for six months. Thus, the prescribed method of
twelve years of excellent holy death ritual has been detailed here. In other words, the holy-death
ritual through gradual renunciation of foods and drinks is meant for leaning the passions resulting
in the thinning of body leading to peaceful death.

When the head of the saints has to undertake his own holy death vow, he hands over his
charge to one of his capable disciples, leaves his group and undertakes the process in some
other group of saints. Alternatively, he may undertake it in his own group also. The saints, who
undertake this vow, are called ‘kîapakas’ (destroyers of karmas) and the saints who ordain or
cause the saints to undertake this vow in a prescribed way, are called ‘Expiation / holy death
preceptors’ (NiryÂpakas).

The Head-Saints have advocated the presence of 48 saints when a saint undertakes the
vow of holy death. They let him undertake the vow of holy death in a proper place and, then,
perform various duties as described below :

(1) Four saints serve the mortifier saint to raise him, to get him seated and so on so that
there may be no difficulty in observance of restraint.

(2) Four saints cause him to listen to the religious scriptures.

(3) Four saints cause him to take foods as prescribed by ÀcÂrÂnga (Book on Monastic
Conduct).
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(4) Four saints arrange for the potable drinks for him.

(5) Four saints try to protect him.

(6) Four saints remove the filthy excretions of the body of the saint.

(7) Four saints remain at the door of the place where the saint is undertaking his holy
death vow.

(8) Four saints arrange and address the visitors to the saint.

(9) Four saints take care of the saint in the night while awake.

(10) Four saints judge the situation of the country and public.

(11) Four saints tell the religious stories to the outside visitors.

(12) Four saints refute the alien doctrines through debates.

Thus, these forty eight holy death preceptor saints try to get the saint cross the ocean of
weary world through their care in maintaining the meditation and equanimity of the mortifier
saint. If one does not get the required number of holy death preceptor saints, one can arrange
the above activities with the number of saints available at the time. However, it is necessary that
at least two saints must be there.

Thus, the saints or liberatable beings having a holy death have seven or eight rebirths to
the maximum and two to three rebirths to the minimum in this world. Afterwards, they attain
the bliss of salvation.

Five Kinds of Saints

There are five kinds of saints mentioned in SarvÂrthasiddhi78. They are :

(1) PulÂka saints.

(2) Vakuía saints.

(3) KuíÍla saints.

(4) Nirgrantha saints.

(5) SnÂtaka saints.
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1. PulÂka saints : The PulÂka saints are those (i) who are slothful towards practicing the
secondary vows and, (ii) who sometimes and somewhere are unable to completely observe the
basic vows. They may have lapses or laxity in perfect conduct. These saints are not only
DravayalingÍ but are psychologically restrained (BhÂvasanyamÍ) also.

2. Vakuía saints : Such saints are those (i) who are naked and observe all the vows
continuously, (ii) who, however, care for the adornment of body and accessories, (iii) who, but,
are always surrounded by their family members i.e. disciples and, (iv) whose mind is spotted
with various kinds of delusion or attachment.

3. KuíÍla saints : The KuíÍla saints have two varieties :

(a) Prati-sevanÂ KuíÍla saints (Imperfect saints)

(b) KaîÂya KuíÍla saints (Gleaming-passioned saints)

(a) Prati-SevanÂ KuíÍla saints : These saints are surrounded with possessions, and,
though, they observe basic and secondary vows completely, but there may be lapses in the latter
case thus they are saints with imperfect conduct.

(b) KaîÂya KuíÍla saints : The saints who have control over all the passions except the
gleaming passions (Sanjvalana kaîÂyas) are called gleaming-passioned saints.

4. Nirgrantha or Passionless Saints : The saints who have unmanifest fruition of karmas
like the mark of line made in water by a stick and who will attain omniscience and omni-
conation in an Antarmuhörta’s time, are called Passionless Saints.

5. SnÂtaka or Omniscient Saints : The saints who have destroyed the four destructive
karmas and who are omniscients at the thirteenth and fourteenth spiritual stages, are called
Omniscient Saints.

All these five kinds of saints are called Nirgranthas. Though there is some difference
among them on the basis of the purity of their conduct, they all are one with respect to the
Naigama and Sangrahe Nayas (standpoints). In other words, they are BhÂvalingÍ Saints.

Number of Restrained Ones

The number of saints at the sixth spiritual stage of non-vigilant restraint is 53,98,206; the
number of vigilant saints at seventh stage is 2,96,99,103; the number of saints of four spiritual
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stages of subsidential ladder (Upaíama írenÍ) is 1196; the number of saints of the four spiritual
stages of destructional ladder (Kíapaka írenÍ) is 2393, the number of Jinas in the thirteenth
spiritual stage is 8,98,502; the number of Jinas in the fourteenth spiritual stage is 598. Thus,
the total number of all the restrained saints is 8,99,99,997. In other words, the number of
restrained saints from the sixth to fourteenth spiritual stages is nine crores less by three. I bow
to them with my folded hands.

Meditation (DhyÂna)

The meditation is the last variety of the six internal austerities among their twelve varieties.
The saints shed off or destroy their karmas by the practice and force of meditation. It is said :

Q. O Venerable, what is the best essence of all the essentials ?

A. O Gautama, the omni-visioned Enlightened ones have said that the meditation is the
best of all essences.79

Definition of Meditation

The Meditation is defined as the concentration of mental propensity on a particular object.
It is only the person with the best of physical structure who can undertake it for an Antarmuhörta
time (app. 48 min.).80

Kinds of Meditation : There are four kinds of meditation :

(1) Sorrowful (Àrta),

(2) Angeral or Cruel (Raudra)

(3) Virtuous / Righteous / Nature of Reality-based Meditation (Dharma/Dharmya)

(4) Purest Meditation of Soul (êukla)

Out of these four, the first two lead to the weary world while the last two lead to liberation.

1. The Sorrowful Meditation : The sorrowful meditation may also be called pain-caused
meditation. It has four varieties :

(i) Undesirable contact-based meditation (Aniîta-Sanyogaja) : The undesirable contact-
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based meditation is to think or concentrate over the ways how to remove the undesirable contacts
of poison, thorn, enemies and weapons etc.

(ii) Desirable seperation-based meditation (Eîta-Viyogaja) : The desirable seperation-
based meditation is to concentrate over the ways how to acquire the lost or seperated entities
like wife, son and riches etc.

(iii) Physical pain-based meditation (VedanÂjanya) : The physical pain-based meditation
is to concentrate or think over the ways how to remove the pains due to physical pains of gout
and rheumatism etc.

(iv) Future desire-based meditation (NidÂnaja) : The future desire-based meditation is
to concentrate over the methods how to attain or fulfill the future desires for pleasure and for
achieving the object which has been tormenting.

The sorrowful meditation can occur in case of votaries upto the sixth spiritual stage of
non-vigilant restraint. However, there can be no fourth type of sorrowful meditation in the sixth
spiritual stage.

2. Angeral or Cruel Meditation : The angeral meditation is the concentration of mind
caused due to angeral volitions. It is related with violence, falsity, stealing and possessions. It
has also four varieties on the basis of these factors.

(i) The thinking and feeling of pleasure in violence or inflictions of injuries is the cruel
meditation of violence-based pleasure (HinsÂnanda).

(ii) The thinking and feeling of pleasure in speaking false is the cruel meditation of falsity
pleasure (MçîÂnanda).

(iii) The feeling of pleasure in stealing or taking away not-given is the cruel meditation of
stealth pleasure (CauryÂnanda).

(iv) The thinking and feeling of pleasure in safeguarding the possessions is the cruel
meditation of possession-pleasure (ParigrahÂnanda).

The angeral meditation can occur in case of votaries upto the fifth spiritual stage of partial
restraint. However, the angeral meditation of these votaries can not lead to bad destinities like
the hellish ones.
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3. Virtuous or Righteous Meditation or Meditation on the Nature of Realities
(Dharma/Dharmya) : The virtuous meditation is defined as the concentration of mind on the
nature of realities for detachment from the world, body and sensualism and for the volitional
stability of detachment. It has also four varieties on the basis of four objects of contemplation:

(i) Contemplation on the subject matter of scriptures (ÀjnÂvicaya) : The righteous
meditation of contemplation on the subject matter of scriptures is to believe even in the fine
entities on the basis of the authority of scriptures composed by the omniscients assuming that
the Jinas are not speaking otherwise.

(ii) Contemplation on alleviation of worldly troubles or wrong doctrines
(ApÂyavicaya): The righteous meditation of contemplation on alleviation of worldly troubles
is to think over the ways how the wrong-faithed people can move towards right path or how to
remove the worldly calamities.

(iii) Contemplation on karmic fruition (VipÂkavicaya) : The righteous meditation of
contemplation on karmic fruition is to constantly think over the fruition of karmas with respect
to substantivity, location, time, birth state and volition state.

(iv)  Contemplation on universe-structure (SansthÂnavicaya) : The righteous meditation
of contemplation on the universe-structure is to constantly think over the shape, size and nature
of the universe.

In some texts, the righteous meditation is stated to be ten-fold.81 They are as below :

(1) Contemplation on worldly calamities (ApÂyavicaya).

(2) Contemplation on methods of alleviation of worldly calamities (UpÂyavicaya).

(3) Contemplation on karmic fruition (VipÂkavicaya).

(4) Contemplation on detachment (VirÂgavicaya).

(5) Contemplation on the nature of the universe (Lokavicaya).

(6) Contemplation on the current birth state (Bhavavicaya).

(7) Contemplation on the living being (JÍvavicaya).

(8) Contemplation on the subject matter of scriptures (ÀjnÂvicaya).
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(9) Contemplation on the structure of the universe (SansthÂnavicaya).

(10) Contemplation on the transmigratory world (SansÂravicaya).

In general, the saints are the meditators on the righeous meditations.82 However, the non-
restrained right-faithed and partially restrained beings can also have the above types of righteous
meditations.

There are four kinds of righteous meditation on the structure of the universe.83

(1) Meditation on particular mass or object (Pindastha).

(2) Meditation on chants (Syllables, Padastha)

(3) Meditation on Jina image or form (Röpastha).

(4) Meditation on object devoid-of-form (RöpÂtÍta).

(1) Meditation on Particular Object (Pindastha DhyÂna) : Five conceptions (DhÂraàÂs)
have been described for the meditation on particular object. The meditator saint becomes knower
of the objects and destroys the transmigratory bondage of the world. The five conceptions are
(i) PÂrthivÍ (Terrestrial), (ii) ÀgneyÍ (Fiery), (iii) êvasanÂ (Airy),  (iv) VÂruàÍ (Watery) and
(v) TattvaröpavatÍ (Pure soul based).

(i) PÂrthivÍ DhÂraàÂ (Terrestrial Conception) : In the first instance, the meditator
should concentrate over the unwavy kîÍra-samudra (milky ocean) located in the middle universe
(of the Jainas) spread over upto the Svayambhö-ramaàa ocean. He should, then, contemplate
over a beautiful golden thousand petalled lotus of one lac Yojana width like JambödvÍpa in the
middle of this ocean. There is a Meru-like yellow pericarp in the middle of the lotus which has
a white throne over it. The meditator should contemplate over the blissful nature of soul assuming
himself to be seated on it. He should contemplate there that the soul is trying to destroy all the
karmas. (The meditator remains on solid ground in this conception).

(ii) ÀgneyÍ DhÂraàÂ (Fiery Conception) : After the practice of the first conception, the
meditator moves on to the second conception stage. He should think that there is a lotus with
sixteen long leaves in his navel. There are sixteen letters beginning from A...to Ah (DevanÂgarÍ

alphabets) % v vk b bZ m Å _ _` y` y§ , ,s vks vkS va v% written in proper order on these
leaves. There is the great incantation ‘rham’ ¼^g±*½ on the pericarp of the lotus. Then, he should
think that there is a lotus situated in the heart facing downwards. It has eight petals. There are
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eight karmas situated on these petals-one on each. This eight-petalled lotus is being burnt
gradually by the rising fire-flame from the ‘rham’ of the lotus in the heart. The fire burns the
eight-petalled lotus and spreads outside in the form of triangular fire flame which is like the
submarine fire. The external part of the triangle (of fire) has the seed-letter ‘ram’ ¼^ja*½ and is
marked with the sign of Svastika (auspicious stylised four-armed symbol) at the end. The
triangle has smokeless golden shine arising from the upper atmosphere. This fiery circle gets
extinguished slowly due to the absence of any material to be burnt after reducing the body and
the lotus situated in the heart to ashes.

(iii) êvasanÂ or VÂyavÍ DhÂraàÂ (Airy Conception) : Afterwards, the meditator conceives
of the third stage. He thinks that there is fast-speedy devastating whirlwind, moving in the sky
which carried away all the above ashes of the body etc. in a moment and got pacified.

(iv) VÂruàÍ DhÂraàÂ (Watery Conception) : The meditator moves on to the fourth
conception. He conceives that there is a torrential rain by the cloudy circles associated with
lightening and rainbow etc. This rain water washes away all the remaining ashes produced due
to burning of the body.

(v) TattvaröpavatÍ DhÂraàÂ (Pure Soul based Conception) : In this fifth conception,
the meditator conceives that he has become devoid of seven elements (DhÂtus) and has become
possessed of luster as pure as full moon and as great as the omniscient assuming, “I am seated
on a throne and I am worshipped by the deities and demons.” Thinking thus, the meditator
should contemplate over himself that he has gone free of eight karmas and he has a shape like
a man.

Thus, the meditator saint attains the bliss of liberation quickly while steadily practicing
the righteous meditation on particular object.

(2) Righteous Meditation on Syllables (of Chants-Padastha dhyÂna) : The righteous
meditation on syllables (of chants) is the concentration on Supreme soul with the help of
syllables in the form of letters of many sacred incantations. It involves two kinds of
concentrations- (i) Contemplation on alphabets and (ii) Contemplation on incantations.

(i) Meditation on Alphabets (VaràamÂtrikÂ DhyÂna) : One should meditate on the
alphabets (or mother of alphabets-goddess Saraswati, Varàa-mÂtçkÂ) which is popular in the
eternal principles. It is practiced as follows :

The meditator should contemplate over the letters written in order from A to Ah
(16, v&v%) each over the 16 leaves of the lotus situated in own navel. Afterwards, he should
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meditate on twenty five letters written in order on the lotus with twenty four leaves and pericarp.
In other words, one should conceive twenty five letters written in order from ‘ka’ to ‘ma’ on the
pericarped twenty four leaves of the lotus. The twenty five letters are ka, kha, ga, gha, ßa, ca,
cha, ja, jha, áa, òa, òhÂ, Åa, Åha, àa, ta, thÂ, da, dha, na, pa, pha, ba, bha and ma. Afterwards, one
should meditate on eight letters of ‘ya, ra, la, va, ía, îa, sa and ha’ while roaming over every
part of the lotus, imagined inside the mouth & adorated with eight leaves. The meditator on the
mother of alphabets or letters becomes scripture-proficient. Many diseases like T.B., leprosy,
stomach-ache, cough, indigestion and others are alleviated by the practice of this meditation.
He also accomplishes the supernatural power of speech and other powers.

(ii) Meditation on Incantations : Similarly, one should meditate on incantation like,

“Aum ¼Å¡½, HrÍm ¼gzha½, etc.” in the lotus-like heart and forehead. By conceiving an eight-
petalled lotus in the heart and writing ‘Ûamo ArahÂntaàam’ (Bowings to the Enlightened ones)
on its pericarp and ‘Ûamo SiddhÂàam, Ûamo ÀiriyÂàam, Ûamo UvajjhÂyaàam, Ûamo Loye
Savva-SÂhuàam’ in order on the four leaves in the four directions out of the eight leaves in
eight directions. One should meditate on these incantations. And, then, he should conceive
writing four incantations of ‘Samyak-daríanÂya namah, Samyak-jnÂnÂya namah, Samyak-
cÂritrÂya namah, Samyak tapase namah’ on the four oblique-directing leaves and meditate on
them. (The English meanings of the terms used in this meditation have already been given
earlier).

Further, one should practice meditation on many incantations which leads the mind to be
steady. It leads to earn excellent sacredness which results in shedding off all the evil karmas.

(3-4) Meditation on Object with Form and Devoid-of-form (Röpastha & RöpÂtÍta
DhyÂnas) : In the meditation on object with form, the Supreme soul of the Enlightened one
situated in the center of the holy assembly (Samavaíaraàa) is meditated upon. One should also
learn the description of holy assembly from literature and meditate on the Englightened one
accordingly.

In the meditation on object devoid-of-form, the meditator meditates upon the Supreme
Soul of the Salvated - the supereme pure soul which is non-mattergic, non-born and sense-
imperceptible. Afterwards, the meditator concentrates his mind on his own soul as pure,
enlightened, unstained and unchangeable. He meditates upon his pure soul while thinking, “I
am the omniscient, omni-pervading, and the salvated one etc.”

Thus, the meditator is absorbed in the self-soul by practicing on the object devoid-of-
form, i.e. the salvated one and feels his power equivalent to Him and expressible like Him.
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Following this practice, he, may later, become the salvated Supreme Soul directly after destroying
his karmas by himself.

4. The Purest or Absolute Meditation of Soul (êukla DhyÂna) : Just as the steady
lamp quickly destroys the deep darkness, the steady righteous meditation of an ascetic also
destroys the heap of the dirt of karmas quickly.

It is only those persons who are capable of making their mind as steady as required for the
purest meditation, who have the first strongest bone-structure and have attained the position of
the detached. In other words, it is only the saint with the best bone-structure who does not get
wavered while realising the separatness of his body from his soul even under the state of
piercing, cutting or killing his body. He stays steady like the image of the picture. Only this
type of saint can be worthy of practicing the purest type of meditation.

Only that saint is worthy for practicing four types of pure meditations who have adamantine
and nailed bone-joints (VajravriîabhanÂrÂca sanhanana), who knows the eleven primary canonical
scriptures and fourteen pre-canons and who has a good moral conduct.

Definition of Pure Meditation : It is the meditation on the nature of pure self which is
inert (with respect to passions), beyond sense-perception and devoid of any options like, “I
should meditate on self”. There are four kinds of pure meditation :

(1) Pure meditation on Separate modes of Soul-based Scriptural knowledge (Pçthaktva vitarka)

(2) Pure meditation on Single mode of Soul-based Scriptural knowledge (Ekatva vitarka).

(3) Pure meditation on Non-falling subtle activity (Sökîma kriyÂpratipÂti)

(4) Meditation on Cessation of activity (Vyuparata-kriyÂ-nivçtti)

Out of these four, the first two pure meditations are practiced by the non-omniscient
saints who are scriptural omniscients upto the twelfth spiritual stage of destroyed passions.
The last two of the four pure meditations could be practiced by the omniscients only at the
thirteenth and fourteenth spiritual stages.

(1) Pçthaktva Vitarka (Pure meditation on Separate Modes of Soul-based Scriptural
Knowledge) : In this type of meditation, the meditator concentrates on different modes or
aspects of soul-based scriptural knowledge (BhÂva êrutajnÂna) and shifts from one symbol to
another. There is a transition of Artha (the object of concentration itself), Vyanjana (the verbal
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expression) and of Yoga i.e. in the vibratory activity with which the concentration is going on
i.e. mind, speech or body during the meditation.

(2) Ekatva Vitarka (Pure meditation on Single Mode of Soul-based Scriptural
Knowledge) : In this type of meditation, there is no transition of Artha, Vyanjana and Yoga.
The meditation is steady on single mode of soul-based scriptural knowledge.

The first type of pure meditation leads to subsidence or destruction of the deluding karma.
In the second type of pure meditation, the remaining three destructive karmas are destroyed in
the twelfth spiritual stage.

These saints attain the omniscience illuminating the universe and non-universe after
destroying the four destructive karmas through the second type of pure meditation and acquire
nine super-attainments of omniscience. They become Supreme Soul. They are seated in the
holy assembly, become Venerable and sermonise the religion for the liberatable beings and they
undertake cessation of all activites in the end. Those Jinas do compulsorily undergo extrication
(moving out of soul-space points, SamudghÂta) process who have attained omniscience when
their life-span karma had to last for six months. However, those Jinas, who acquire omniscience
when their life-span has to last for more than six months, may or may not have extrication.

(3) Sökîma KriyapratipÂti (Pure Meditation on Non-falling Subtle Activity) : When
the life-span of the omniscient Venerable has to last for only an Antarmuhurta, his gross mental
and vocal activities and even the gross physical activities also turn subtle. The subtle mental
and vocal activities are absolutely stopped and the omniscient stays with subtle activities like
breathing etc. which, however, do not lead to his spiritual fall below. The meditation on these
non-falling subtle activities is called the third type of pure meditation.

(4) Vyuparata-KriyÂ-Nivçtti (Meditation on Cessation of Activity) : Afterwards, the
Omniscient Saints become devoid of subtle physical activities and lastly become vibrationless
(AyogÍ) omniscients in the fourteenth stage. In the last point of their life-span, they attain the
stage of fourth type of pure meditation on cessation of all activities. During this state, seventy
two karmic species are destroyed which is followed by the destruction of the remaining thirteen
karmic species.

The duration of this fourteenth spiritual stage is equal to the time of pronunciation of
short alphabets of a,i,u,ç,lç (^v b m _ y`*). Afterwards, the vibrationless omniscients destroy
all the karmas and move towards the highest tip of the universe in a Samaya due to the nature of
upwards moving of the pure soul.
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There is no existence of the extensive medium of motion beyond the tip of the universe.
Hence, they do not go beyond this point. They remain there forever.

The whole world pervaded by all the realities and modes in all the three times of present,
past and future is illuminated like a clean mirror in the Sun of knowledge of the Lords of Saints
- the Venerable Salvated Ones. May the Venerable Salvated Ones bestow us the bliss of salvation.

This exposition has dealt with, in brief, the religion / duties of the votaries and saints. The
persons, desirous of learning more about it, may study Ratnakaranda-írÂvakÂcÂra, PuruîÂrtha-
siddhi-upÂya, SÂgÂra-dharmÂmçta, MölÂcÂra, Bhagvati ÀrÂdhana, CÂritra-sÂrÂ, ÀcÂrasÂra,
AnagÂra-dharmÂmçta and other texts.

******
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SECTION-4SECTION-4SECTION-4SECTION-4SECTION-4

DRAVYÀNUYOGA
EXPOSITION OF REALS AND REALITIES

OR REALOLOGY

H
thoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pAthoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pAthoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pAthoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pAthoktholqrÙos] iq.;kiq.;s p ca/keks{kkS pA
nzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrsAA46AAnzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrsAA46AAnzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrsAA46AAnzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrsAA46AAnzO;kuq;ksxnhi% Jqrfo|kyksdekruqrsAA46AA

JÍvÂjÍvasutattve, PuàyÂpunye ca Bandhamokîau ca,
DravyÂnuyogadÍpaÉ êrutavidyÂloka mÂtanute. (46)

The lamp of DravyÂnuyoga i.e. the Exposition on Reals and Realities (Realology)
spreads the scriptural Light consisting of the reals and realities of the living, non-living, sins,
sacreds, bondage and liberation. In other words, the Exposition on Reals and Realities deals
with the six realities, sins and sacreds and bondage and liberation elaborately.
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Description of Six Realities (DravyÂs) : Definition of Reality

The existence (Sata) is the characteristics of the reality.1 Alternatively, the reality is defined
as that which consists of groups of attributes (Guàas) and modes (ParyÂyÂs).2

Varieties of Reality

There are six kinds of realities :

(1) The living (JÍva). (2) Mattergy (Pudgala)

(3) Medium of Motion (Dharma) (4) Medium of Rest (Adharma)

(5) Space (ÀkÂía) (6) Time (KÂla)

Definition of the Living : The reality of the living being is characterised by the
conciousness (Upayoga).3

Nine Characteristics of the Living Being : Dravya-Sangraha (Compendium of Realities)
verse 2 has stated nine characteristics of the living being as below :

(1) Livingness (JÍvatva)

(2) Engrossment-in-consciousness (Upayogamayatva)

(3) Non-mattergicity (Amörtikatva)

(4) Doership (of karmas) (Kartçtva)

(5) Own-body-size (SvadehaparimÂàatva)

(6) Experienceship (of karmas) (Bhoktçtva)

(7) Worldliness (SansÂritva)

(8) Liberatedness (Siddhatva) and

(9) Natural upward motion (órdhvagamanatva).

(1)  Livingness (JÍvatva) : Practically, the livingness is defined as the quality of existence
of four kinds of vitalities of (i) senses, (ii) strength, (iii) life-span and  (iv) respiration. However,
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ideally, it is the existence of the quality of consciousness.

(2) Engrossment in Consciousness (Upayoga-mayatva) : The consciousness has two
varieties : (1) conation and (2) knowledge. The conation consciousness has four varieties :
(a) Ocular conation, (b) Non-ocular conation, (c) clairvoyance conation, and (d) Absolute
conation. The knowledge-based consciousness has eight varieties: (a) sensory ne-science (AjnÂna),
(b) vocable ne-science, (c) clairvoyant ne-science, (d) sensory knowledge (Mati-jnÂna),
(e) vocable knowledge (êruta-jnÂna), (f) clairvoyant or limiting knowledge (Avadhi jnÂna),
(g) mind-reading knowledge (Manah-paryaya jnÂna), and (h) absolute knowledge (Kevala jnÂna).
Practically, the living  being is characterised by engrossment in the above twelve types of
consciousness. However, from pure idealistic point of view, the living being is defined as
engrossed in pure knowledge and conation.

(3) Non-mattergicity or Formlessness (Amörtikatva) : From idealistic point of view
(Niícaya Naya), the living being (in the form of pure soul) does not have five colours, five
tastes, two smells and eight touches. Hence, it is called non-mattergic or formless. However,
from practical point of view (VyavahÂra Naya), the living being does have form or mattergicity
because of its bondage with (mattergic) karmas.

(4) Doership (Kartçtva) : From practical point of view, the living being is the doer of
mattergic karmas like the knowledge-obscuring etc. From the impure idealistic point of view,
the living being is the doer of psychical karmas like affection etc. However, from pure idealist
point of view, the living being is the doer of pure conscious volitions like knowledge etc.

(5) Experienceship (Bhoktçtva) : From practical point of view, the living being experiences
the pains and pleasures as the fruits of mattergic karmas. However, from idealist point of view,
it enjoys the pure volitions in the form of pure knowledge and conation.

(6) Own-body Size (Sva-deha-parimÂàatva) : From practical point of view, the size of
the living being (soul) is equal to the small or big size of the body like the light of the lamp
placed in a pitcher or in an open place because of expansion and contraction capacity due to the
fruition of the physique-making karma of body except in the case of projection process
(SamudghÂta). From the idealist point of view, the living being has a size equivalent to the
occupied space (lokÂkÂía) consisting of innumerable space-points.

(7) Worldliness (SansÂritva) : The worldly beings have two main varieties : (1) More
than one sensed beings (Trasas) and (2) One-sensed beings (SthÂvaras). The five types of
living beings-earth-bodied, water-bodied, fire-bodied, air-bodied and plant-bodied are one-sensed
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non-mobile beings. The conch etc. are two-sensed. The ants etc. are three-sensed. The honey-
bees etc. are four sensed and the human beings etc. are five-sensed living beings. The last four
types are called ‘Trasa JÍvas’. All these living beings are called ‘worldly beings’.

(8) Liberatedness (Siddhatva) : The living beings are called ‘liberated ones’ who have
destroyed all the eight karmas and who have eight attributes of righteousness etc. and whose
body has a size little less than the last worldly body.

(9) Natural Upward Motion (órdhvagamanatva): The liberated beings are located in
the abode of the Siddhas (Siddha-íilÂ) at the top of the universe and in its thin-air-layer part
(TanuvÂtavalaya) due to their natural upward motion. There is no medium of motion beyond
this point. Hence, they do not move in the unoccupied space. However, they have attributal
origination (UtpÂda), decay (Vyaya) and permanence (Dhrouvya). As a rule, all the living
beings naturally move upwards to this top after they have destroyed the karmic bondage.

Thus, the reality of the living being has been characterised with nine attributes with reference
to practical and ideal standpoints. However, other specific details about it should be learnt
through the doors of (1) spiritual stages (GuàasthÂnas), (2) taxonomy (JÍva-samÂsas), and (3)
Investigations (MÂrgaàÂs).

GommatasÂra JivakÂnda verse 2 states that there are twenty kinds of description about the
living beings. They are as below :4

(1) Spiritual stages (GuàasthÂnas) (2) Taxonomy (JÍvasamÂsas)

(3) Completions (ParyÂptis) (4) Vitalities (PrÂàÂs)

(5) Instincts (SanjnÂs)

(6-19) Fourteen Investivation doors (MÂrgaàÂs)

(20) Consciousness (Upayoga).

Out of these twenty forms of descriptions, only the two types of descriptions remain in
the main by including taxonomy and completions etc. in the investigation doors : (i) Spiritual
stages and (ii) Investigation doors.

(1) Spiritual Stages (GuàsthÂnas)

The spiritual stages are the volitions of the living beings due to delusion (Moha) and
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activities (Yogas). There are fourteen spiritual stages as named below :

(i) Wrongness / Wrong-faith (MithyÂtva).

(ii) Lingering Right faith (SÂsÂdana).

(iii) Right-cum-wrong faith or mixed faith (Miíra)

(iv) Non-restrained Right faith (Asanyata Samyaktva)

(v) Partially restrained (Deía-Sanyama)

(vi) Non-vigilantly restrained (Pramtta-virata)

(vii) Vigilantly restrained (Apramatta virata)

(viii) Unprecedented Volitions (Apörva karaàa)

(ix) Similar Volitions (Anivçtti-karaàa)

(x) Subtle-passioned (Sökîma-sÂmparÂya)

(xi) Subsided-passioned (UpaíÂnta kaîÂya)

(xii) Destroyed-passioned (KîÍàa kaîÂya)

(xiii) Omniscient having vibrations (Sayogi-kevalÍ)

(xiv) Vibrationless omniscient (Ayogi-kevalÍ)

(These names are given here in terms of adjectives of the living being rather than in the
form of abstract noun. Different texts books give their names in either of these forms).

(i) MithyÂtva GuàsthÂna (Wrongness / Wrong faith) : The living being becomes
reverse or false faithed due to the delusory volitions arising out of the fruition of the karmic
species of wrongness. It is just like the fact that a person infested with bilous fever does not
relish even the sweet taste. Similarly, the wrong-faithed living being does not have predilection
towards the real religion.

(ii) SÂsÂdana GuàsthÂna (Lingering Right faith) : When a time of one Samaya as a
minimum and six Àvalis as a maximum remains during the Antarmuhörta period of subsidential
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righteousness (Upaíama samyaktva), there may arise any of the infinite-bonding (AnantÂnubandhÍ)
passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed. This fruition results in violation of righteousness
causing unmanifest volitions. These volitions are called lingering right-faithed ones.

(iii) Miíra GuàsthÂna (Right-cum-wrong or Mixed faith) : The right-cum-wrong faith
volitions are those mixed volitions which arise due to the fruition of the karmic species of
right-cum-wrong faith. They have a mixed nature like the mixed taste of the mixture of yogurt
and jaggery.

(iv) Asanyata Samyaktva GuàsthÂna (Non-restrained Right faith) : The subsidence
of seven karmic species5 (four infinite-bonding passions and three species of faith-deluding
karma) leads to the subsidential right faith and there is destructional right faith (KîÂyika
Samyaktva) due to the destruction of these seven species. Similarly, there is experiencer (Vedaka,
destruction-cum-subsidential) right faith due to the fruition of the karmic species of partially
destroying (Deía-ghÂti) right faith. This experiencer faith is always prone to be variable (Cala),
besmearing (Malina) and shallowy (AgÂÅh) defects. This type of right-faithed person is neither
abstained from sensual enjoyments and nor free from violence towards the one-sensed and
more than one-sensed living beings. Despite this, he believes in the Jina commandments without
any unrestrained talks. Such a person has non-restrained right faith and is called non-restrained
right faithed one.

(v) Deía-Sanyama GuàsthÂna (Partially Restrained) : The partial restraint is defined
as those volitions arising out of abstinence from violence to more than one-sensed beings and
non-abstinence from violence to One-sensed beings simultaneously and observance of vows
partially. Such a person observing partial restraint is called ‘partially restrained’ one.

(vi) Pramtta-virata GuàsthÂna (Non-vigilantly Restrained) : The non-vigilant restraint
is the restraint in which there is fault-causing non-vigilance due to the fruition of gleaming
passion (Sanjvalana KaîÂya) and quasi-passion (No-kaîÂya). The persons with this type of
non-vigilant restraint are called ‘non-vigilantly restrained’ ones.

(vii) Apramatta virata GuàsthÂna (Vigilantly Restrained) : The vigilant restraint is defined
as the restraint where there is absence of non-vigilance due to weak fruition of gleaming passion and
quasi-passion. The person with this type of restraint is called ‘vigilantly restrained’ one.

(viii) Apörva karaàa GuàsthÂna (Unprecedented Volitions)6 : The unprecedented
volitions are those purifying volitions which have never been earlier.The saint, however, does
not acquire similar volitions with respect to the saints at different times in this stage.
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(ix) Anivçtti-karaàa GuàsthÂna (Similar Volitions) : The similar volitions are defined
as the non-differential purity observed in volitions of different saints at the same time. These
types of non-different volitions are called similar volitions.

(x) Sökîma-sÂmparÂya GuàsthÂna (Subtle-passioned) : The subtle passion is defined
as yoking with subtle passion of greed only. Such an individual is called ‘subtle-passioned’.

(xi) UpaíÂnta kaîÂya GuàsthÂna (Subsided-passioned) : The eleventh stage of
subsided passion is defined as the pure volitions arising out of the subsidence of the deluding
(MohanÍya) karma.

(xii) KîÍàa kaîÂya GuàsthÂna (Destroyed-passioned) : The destroyed passion is defined
as the purity in volitions due to the total destruction of the deluding karma. The individual at
this stages is called ‘destroyed passioned’.

(xii) Sayogi-kevalÍ GuàsthÂna (Omniscient having Vibrations) : The stage of
omniscience with vibrations is defined as the acquirement of absolute knowledge associated
with nine super-attainments i.e. Nava Kevalalabdhi of destructional (i.e. kîÂyika) donation,
gains, once consumables and multiply consumable enjoyments, potency, righteousness, conation,
knowledge and conduct) on the destruction of three destructive karmas alongwith some non-
destructive karmic species at the end of twelfth stage. The individuals at this stage are called
‘Omniscients having vibrations’.

(xiv) Ayogi-kevalÍ GuàsthÂna (Vibrationless Omniscient) : The vibrationless
omniscience is defined as the engrossment with 18000 good conducts (íilas) and proximity of
the state of liberation due to complete stoppage and shedding of karmas in due course. The
individuals at this stage are called ‘Vibrationless omniscients’.

(xv) The Liberated Ones (Siddhas) : Beyond these spiritual stages, there is the stage of
salvation. Those attaining this stage are called ‘The Liberated Ones.' They are devoid of all the
eight karmas, absorbed in eternal peace, non-smeared with karmas and associated with eight
attributes of righteousness etc. They have accomplished their mission of life and they reside at
the top or apex of the occupied space.

(2) Taxonomy (JÍva SamÂsa, Classification of the Living Beings)

The term ‘JÍva-SamÂsa’ means the specific characteristics on the basis of which the living
beings are classified under different classes or groups.
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Fourteen Kinds of the Living Beings

The living beings are mainly classified and sub-classified on the basis of five cognitive
senses. Accordingly, there are five kinds of living being which may be sub-classified further to
form fourteen classes as below :

(a) One-sensed beings :(1) Gross (BÂdara) & (2) Fine (Sökîama).

(b) Two-sensed beings.

(c) Three-sensed beings.

(d) Four-sensed beings.

(e) Five-sensed beings : (1) Instinctive (SanjnÍ) and (2) Non-instinctive (AsanjnÍ).

All these seven kinds of the living beings have two varieties each - (i) Completioned
(ParyÂptaka), and (ii) Non-completioned (AparyÂptaka). Thus, there are fourteen kinds of the
living beings. On further sub-classification, there may be ninety eight varieties of the living
beings. Details may be seen in GommatasÂra JÍvakÂnda.

(3) Completions (ParyÂptis)

The completion is defined as the acquirement of the ability of by the living being to transform
the intaken karmic variforms (vargaàÂs) in the form of useful and useless parts in the body.

Kinds of Completions

There are six kinds of completion : (1) Food completion (ÀhÂra), (2) Body completion
(êarÍra), (3) Sense completion (Indriya), (4) Respiration completion (êvÂsochvÂsa), (5) Speech
completion (BhÂîÂ), and (6) mind completion (Mana). The one-sensed beings have the first
four completions, the two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed and non-instinctive five-sensed
beings have the first five completions. The instinctive mind-endowed five-sensed beings have
all the six completions.

(4) Vitalities  (PrÂàas)

The vitalities are defined as the medium whose existence enables the living being to be
called as ‘living’ and whose non-existence (absence) enables the living beings to be called as
‘dead’ or non-living.
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Ten kinds of Vitalities

There are ten kinds of vitality : (1-5) Five senses, (6-8) Three strengths (physical, vocal
and mental), (9) Respiration, (10) Life-span.

The one-sensed beings have four vitalities : (1) Sense of touch, (2) Physical strength,
(3) Respiration and (4) Life-span. The two-sensed beings have six vitalities : (1-4) as above,
(5) Sense of taste and (6) Vocal strength. The three sensed beings have seven vitalities with the
addition of the sense of smell to the above six ones. The four-sensed beings have eight vitalities
with the addition of the sense of sight to the above seven ones. The non-instictive five-sensed
beings have nine vitalities with the addition of the sense of hearing to the above eight ones. The
instinctive five-sensed beings have all the ten vitalities with the addition of mind to the above
nine ones.

(5) Instincts (SanjnÂs)

The term ‘SanjnÂ’ means natural inclination, desires or propensities. The inclinations
which lead to immense suffering in this birth and the other birth are known as Instincts.

Number of Instincts

There are four instincts which are found in all the living beings : (1) Food instinct,
(2) Fear instinct, (3) Sex instinct, and (4) Possessive instinct.

(6) Investigations (MÂrgaàÂs)

The Jaina technical term ‘MÂrgaàÂ’ means search or investigation’. The physical or
volitional factors or modes through which the living beings are examined or searched are known
as ‘Investigations’.

Fourteen kinds of Investigations

There are fourteen investigations as below:7  (i) “Destinity” (Gati), (ii) “Senses” (Indriya),
(iii) “Embodiment” (KÂya), (iv) “Activities” (Yoga), (v) “Libido” (Veda), (vi) “Passion”
(KaîÂya), (vii) “Knowledge” (JnÂna), (viii) “Restraint” (Sanyama), (ix) “Conation” (Daríana),
(x) “Aureole” (LeíyÂ), (xi) “Liberatability” (Bhavyatva), (xii) “Righteousness” (Samyaktva),
(xiii) “Instincts” (SanjnÂs), (xiv) “Karmic Intake” (ÀhÂra).

(i) Destinity (Gati) : It is defined as the mode or state of existence of the living being due
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to the fruition of the physique making karma of destinity. It has four varieties : (1) Infernal
destinity (NÂraka) (2) Sub-human destinity (Tiryanca), (3) Human destinity and (4) Celestial
destinity.

(ii) Senses (Indriya) : The term ‘Indra’ means ‘soul’. The senses are the insignia of soul.
Alternatively, the senses are defined as those agencies which are independent in their own
functions or objects like the Ahamindras (I am Indra-Lord of deities). There are five senses :
(1) Sense of touch, (2) Sense of taste, (3) Sense of smell, (4) Sense of sight and (5) Sense of
hearing. The living beings are classified on the basis of the possession of the number of these
senses like one-sensed etc.

(iii) Embodiment (KÂya) : The Jina doctrine states that the (physical) mode of the living
being in the form of trasa and sthÂvara beings is called embodiment which is due to the fruition
of the corresponding physique-making karmas concomitant of the species of genus (JÂti) of the
same karma. There are six kinds of embodiment : (a) Five sthÂvaras- (1) earth, (2) water,
(3) fire, (4) air, (5) plants, and (6) the trasa embodiment.

The earth-bodied beings are those living beings whose body is in the form of earth due to
the fruition of the physique-making karma of the earth-bodied class. The other embodied beings
should also be defined similarly.

All the five sthÂvara beings have two varieties - fine and gross. In contrast, the trasa
beings are gross only.

Definition of Gross (BÂdara) : The living being or body is called gross which could
hinder or strike others and which could be hindered or struck by others.

Definition of ‘Fine’ (Sökîma) : The living being or body is called fine which does
neither hinder or strike others nor could be hindered or struck by others.

Out of the two, the gross body requires a substratum while the fine body does not require
it. They (fine bodied) are infinite-times-infinite in numbers and are filling the occupied uni-
verse without any gap.

Plant bodied beings : The plant-bodied beings have two varieties : (1) Individual-bodied
and (2) General-bodied. The individual-bodied plants have two varieties : (1) Supporting (Sa-
pratiîthita), and (2) Non-supporting (A-pratiîthita). The supporting individual-bodied plants
are those who form the substratum of many general-bodied (Ni-godas) beings. In contrast, the
non-supporting individual-bodied beings do not form support for any general-bodied beings.
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Two kinds of General-bodied beings : The general-bodied beings are called Ni-godas.
They have two varieties : (1) Permanent General-bodied beings (Nitya-Nigoda) and (2) Mutable
general-bodied beings (Itara-nigoda). The living being who has not moved out of general-
bodied being-ness, is called ‘permanent general-bodied being. In contrast, the living beings
who have mutated from their state to other trasa and sthÂvara class and may again mutate to
their own class, are called mutable general-bodied beings.

Definition of the General-bodied plants : The general-bodied beings are those plants
who take food together, who inhale and exhale together, who die together and who take birth
together. Their life-span is also an Antarmuhurta (~ 48 min.) It is said in GommatasÂra
JÍvakÂnda Verse 1168 that substantively in a single general body, there are living beings
infinite times the number of the liberated ones and infinite times the number of SamÂyas of
the whole past time.

One sensed beings (SthÂvaras) : These are of five kinds namely earth, water, fire, air
and plants.

Mobile beings (Trasas) : The two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed and the five-sensed
beings are called ‘mobiles’ (Trasas).

(iv) Activity (Yoga) : The activity is defined as the capability of the living being
associated with mind, speech and body enabling him to receive the karmas due to the fruition
of mattergy-maturing (Pudgala-vipÂkÍ) physique-making karma of body. There are fifteen
kinds of activity:

(1-4) Four kinds of mental activity (Manoyoga).

(5-8) Four kinds of vocal activity (Vacanayoga).

(9-15) Seven kinds of bodily activity (KÂyayoga).

Four Kinds of Mental Activity

(1) True mental activity. (2) Non-true mental activity.

(3) Dual activity or true-cum-non-true mental activity.

(4) Non-dual activity or non-true-cum-non-true mental activity.
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Four Kinds of Vocal Activity

(1) True vocal activity. (2) Non-true vocal activity.

(3) Dual vocal activity. (4) Non-dual vocal activity.

Seven Kinds of Bodily Activity :

(1) Gross (AudÂrika) bodily activity.

(2) Mixed gross (AudÂrika Miíra)-bodily activity.

(3) Protean (Vaikriyaka) bodily activity.

(4) Mixed protean (Vaikriyaka Miíra)-bodily activity.

(5) Ejectable (ÀhÂraka)-bodily activity.

(6) Mixed ejectable (ÀhÂraka Miíra)-bodily activity.

(7) KÂrmÂàa bodily activity.

(v) Libido (Veda) : There is psychical libido (BhÂva Veda) in the living beings due
to the fruition of the karma of libido-a sub-species of deluding karma. Similarly, there is
the physical libido (Dravaya Veda) due to the fruition of the physique-making karmic sub-
species of limbs & minor limbs (AngopÂnganÂmakarma) and formation
(NirmÂnanÂmakarma). In the destinity of infernals and celestials, the psychical libido is
the same as the physical libido. However, there may be, sometimes, difference between
the two libidos in the human and subhuman destinities. Hence, if there is masculine physical
libido, one can have liberation from the world through any of the psychical libido irrespective
of its three-fold nature. There are three kinds of Libidos : (1) Masculine Libido,
(2) Feminine Libido, and (3) Hermaphrodite libido.

(vi) Passion (KaîÂya) : The passion is defined as the agency which scratches or scraps
the volitions, righteousness, partial & total conduct etc.

Kinds of Passion : There are mainly two kinds of passion  : Normal passion and Quasi-
passion. Their sub-classification leads to twenty five kinds of passion as below:
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(i) Sixteen Normal Passions

(a)1-4 Infinite-bonding anger, pride, deceit and greed (AnantÂnubandhi).

(b)   5-8 Partial vow-obscuring (ApratyÂkhyÂnÂvaraàa) anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(c)   9-12 Total vow-obscuring (PratyÂkhyÂnÂvaraàa) anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(d)13-16 Gleaming or Perfect Right Conduct-obscuring  (Sanjvalana) anger, pride, deceit
and greed.

(ii) Nine Quasi-Passions (Slight Passions) :

(a) Laughter, (b) Liking, (c) Disliking, (d) Sorrow, (e) Fear, (f)  Disgust,  (g) Feminine
libido, (h) Masculine libido and (i) Neuter libido.

All these - 16 + 9 - make up 25 passions.

(vii) Investigation of Knowledge (JnÂna): The knowledge is defined as a medium through
which the living being knows and learns about the entities of the past, present and future
involving their varied attributes and modes.

Kinds of knowledge : There are five kinds of right knowledge.

(1) Sensory knowledge (MatijnÂna),

(2) Vocable knowledge (êrutajnÂna),

(3) Clairvoyance or limiting knowledge (AvadhijnÂna)

(4) Mind-reading knowledge (ManaÉparyayajnÂna)

(5) Absolute knowledge or omniscience (KevalajnÂna)

In addition, the first three kinds of them have their counterparts in terms of three ne-
sciences (AjnÂna) like - (1) sensory ne-science, (2) vocable ne-science, and (3) clairvoyance
ne-science. They are called ‘wrong knowledges’ (MithyÂ-JnÂna). They result due to the internal
cause of fruition of the karmas of wrongness and infinite-bonding passions. Thus, we have
eight types of knowledges in total.
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Sensory Ne-Science : The sensory ne-science is defined as the physical and mental
propensity towards the weapons of violence like toxicology (poisons), weaponary machines
(Yantras), fraud (Köta), caging (Pangara) and tieing (Bandha) etc. and atom bomb etc. without
instructions from others.

Vocable Ne-Science : The vocable ne-science is defined as those scriptures encouraging the
sciences of violence and stealing etc., which are devoid of sermons to attain supreme goal of life.

Clairvoyance Ne-Science (VibhangajnÂna): It is the reverse of rightful clairvoyance
knowledge.

Sensory Knowledge : The sensory knowledge is defined as that knowledge which occurs
through the instrumentality of senses and mind. It has four forms : (1) Apprehension (Avagraha),
(2) Speculation (ËhÂ), (3) Perceptual judgement (AvÂya) and (4) Retention and record (DhÂraàÂ).

Vocable Knowledge : The vocable knowledge is defined as that knowledge through which
one knows about the other entities on the basis of those known through the sensory knowledge.
As a rule, it is preceded by the sensory knowledge serving as its instrumental cause. This
vocable knowledge has two varieties :

Lingual (AkîarÂtmaka) or word/sound based (êabdaja) and Non-lingual (AnakîarÂtmaka)
or symbol based (Lingaja).

Clairvoyance Knowledge : It is defined as the knowledge whose objects-to-be-known
are limited with respect to substantivity, location, time and mode. It knows about the material
objects only. It has two varieties : (1) Birth-based or inborn (Bhava-pratyaya) and (2) Attribute-
based (Guàa-pratyaya). It has also three varieties : (1) Partial clairvoyance (DeíÂvadhi),
(2) Supreme clairvoyance (ParamÂvadhi), (2) Total clairvoyance (SarvÂvadhi).

Mind-reading Knowledge : It is the knowledge through which one learns about the
entities or ideas in the mind of others. This knowledge occurs only in the human zone
(2½ island-continents, according to Jaina Geography). It does not occur beyond this zone. This
knowledge has two varieties : (1) Simple or straight (äjumati), (2) Curved or complex (Vipula-
mati). This knowledge can be possessed only by the saints with high prodigies and higher level
of ascetic conduct. It can not be possessed by all.

Absolute Knowledge : It is the knowledge which arises on the total destruction of
knowledge-obscuring karma and knows all the entities individually in the world-simultane-
ously in non-rivalled full totality.
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(viii) Restraint (Sanyama MÂrgaàÂ): The restraint is defined collectively as

(a) Observance of five vows of non-violence, truth, non-stealing, celibacy and non-
attachment.

(b) Observance of five kinds of carefulness in walking, speaking, picking and placing,
food-taking and excretions.

(c) Control over the four passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(d) Renunciation of mental, vocal and physical weapons of violence.

(e) Winning over the five senses and sensuals.

Kinds of Restraint : The restraint has five varieties :

(1)Equanimity practice or renouncing of sinful activities (SÂmÂyika).

(2)Recovery of equanimity after fall from it (ChedopasthÂpanÂ).

(3)Purification through exclusion (Parihara-viíuddhi)

(4)Purification through subtle passions (êukîmasÂmparÂya)

(5)Observance of scripturally conformed perfect conduct (YathÂkhyÂta).

On including partial-restraint & non-restraint, total varieties of this mÂrgaàÂ become seven.

(ix) Investigation of Conation (Daríana MÂrgaàa): The conation is defined as the
indeterminate grasping of general-cum-particular objects in general without grasping them in
totality. It has four varieties :

(1)Ocular Conation (Cakîu Daríana).

(2)Non-Ocular Conation (Acakîu Daríana).

(3)Clairvoyant Conation (Avadhi Daríana).

(4)Absolute Conation (Kevala Daríana).

(x) Investigation of Aureole (LeíyÂ) : The aureole is defined as the propensity associated
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with the fruition of the karma of passion or quasi-passion (deluding karma). This is the definition
of psychical aureole. The physical aureole is in the form of the aural colour surrounding the body.

Kinds of Aureole : There are six kinds of Aureole : (1) Black, (2) Blue, (3) Grey,
(4) Yellow, (5) Red and (6) White.

Characteristics of Black Aureole : The black-aureated man has the following attributes:

(1) Intense anger. (2) Non-renouncer of enmity.

(3) Fight-monger. (4) Devoidance from religion & compassion.

(5) Cruelty . (6) Uncontrollability.

Characteristics of Blue Aureole : The blue-aureated man has the following attributes :

(1) Dullness in activities or work. (2) Self-willed-ness.

(3) Indiscrimination. (4) Devoidance from skill in professions.

(5) Sensualism. (6) Deceitfulness.

(7) Laziness and oversleeping. (8) skillfulness in cheating.

(9) Lust for riches and others like these ones.

Characteristics of Grey Aureole : The grey-aureated man has the following attributes:

(1) Anger over others. (2) Blasphemy.

(3) Inflicting troubles on others. (4) Animosity towards others.

(5) Sorrowfulness. (6) Jealousy towards others prosperity.

(7) Disrespect of others. (8) Self-praising.

(9) Willingness to die in wars / fight.

Characteristics of Yellow Aureole : The yellow-aureated man has the following at-
tributes :

(1) He understands the desirable, undesirable and usable or non-usable.

(2) He is impartial to all.
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(3) He is ready for donations and compassionate activities, and

(4) He has soft volitions in mind, body and speech.

Characteristics of Red Aureole : The red-aureated man has the following attributes :

(1) He offers charity or donations. (2) He has gentle volitions.

(3) He has a nature of good working. (4) He is bearer of inflictions & troubles.

(5) He has liking in the service of ascetics and teachers.

Characteristics of White Aureole : The white-aureated man has the following attributes:

(1) He does not observe partiality.(2) He does not have desires for future.

(3) He is dispassionate or impartial.

(4) He does neither have attachment with the desirable nor he has aversion for the
undesirable, and

(5) He is devoid of affection for wife, son, family and friends etc.

(xi) Investigation of Liberatability (Bhavyatva): The living beings are called liberatable
who have to acquire the accomplishment of four-fold infinities (of knowledge, conation, bliss
and potency) or who are capable of acquiring them in future. The non-liberatables are the
reverse of them. There are many liberatable beings who are capable of attaining salvation but
they will never attain it like the non-birth of son from a widow despite the fact that she has
capacity to bear the son. In contrast, there are some liberatables who will definitely attain
liberation. Thus, the liberatables have two varieties on the basis of their nature. Whosoever are
devoid of these two natures are called ‘non-liberatables’. They are like the barren lady who can
not bear a child despite having causes for it. Thus, this investigation has two varieties :
(1) Liberatable and (2) Non-liberatable.

(xii) Investigation of Righteousness (Samyaktva): The righteousness is defined as the
faith in the six realities, five extensive existents and nine categories of substances in the way as
described by the Jinas. This righteousness may be called right faith also. It has two varieties :
(1) Natural or intutional and (2) Acquisitional through knowledge.

Kinds of Righteousness : There are six kinds of righteousness :
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(1)Subsidential righteousness (Upaíama Samyaktva).

(2)Pure righteousness originated due to destruction of Karmas (KîÂyika Samyaktva).

(3)Destruction-cum-subsidential righteousness (KîÂyopakîamika or Vedaka Samyaktva).

(4)Right-cum-wrong righteousness (Samyaktva-MithyÂtva or Miíra Samyaktva).

(5)Lingering righteousness (SÂsÂdana Samyaktva).

(6)Wrongness (MithyÂtva).

(xiii) Investigation of Instinctiveness (SanjnÂ) : The instinct is defined as the knowledge
or propensity arising out of the destruction-cum-subsidence of quasi-sense-obscuring karma.
The living beings are called instinctive who have the mind which is a form of applied
consciousness and knowledge. Those living beings are called non-instinctive who do not possess
the mind. The non-instinctive beings do not have mental knowledge. This is why, the investigation
of instinctiveness has also two varieties in terms of instinctive and non-instinctive beings.

(xiv) Investigation of Intake : The intake is defined as the receiving or acquiring quasi-
karmic variforms capable of forming any body out of gross, protean or ejectable ones, speech
and physical mind due to the fruition of the physique-making karma of body. There are two
kinds of living beings : (1) Intakers and (2) Non-intakers. The living beings of all the four
destinities under transmigratory motion (Vigraha Gati), dynamic omniscients under layered
and world-filling extrication, static omniscients and all the liberated beings are non-intakers.
The rest of the living beings are intakers.

Projection or Emanation (SamudghÂta)

The projection is a process of going out or emanation of the space-points of the living
being in various ways along with secondary luminous and karmic bodies without leaving the
primary body. There are seven kinds of projection :

(1) Feeling-producing (VedanÂ) (2) Passional (KaîÂya)

(3) Protean (Vaikriyaka) (4) Life-terminating (MÂraàÂntika)

(5) Luminous (Tejasa) (6) Ejectable (ÀhÂraka) and

(7) Omnisciental (Kevali).

Thus, the description of fourteen investigations is completed in brief.
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Consciousness (Upayoga)

The term ‘consciousness’ is defined as the mode of the living being engaged in the grasping
of a knowable object. It may have two varieties : (1) Determinate (SÂkÂra)-Knowledge Attention
or JnÂnopayoga having 8 kinds (five kinds of right knowledge and three kinds of ne-science)
and (2) Indeterminate (NirÂkÂra)-Conation Attention or Daríanopayoga having 4 kinds. Thus,
the consciousness has 12 varieties.

Thus, there are twenty kinds of enunciation (PrarupaàÂs) in terms of (1) spiritual
stages-14, (2) taxonomy-14, (3) completions-6, (4) vitalities-10, (5) instincts-4, and
(6-20) Investigations-14. If we sub-classify these enunciation as shown before them, we
have sixty two forms of enunciation. Gommata-SÂra JÍvakÂnda should be consulted for
their full details.

The text of Dravya Sangraha (Compendium of Realities) has stated that the enunciations
with respect to 14 spiritual stages, 14 taxonomic ways and 14 investigations are based on
impure standpoint. However, all the living beings (souls) are pure only with respect to pure
standpoint.

Now, after describing the reality of the living being, the reality of the non-living entity
(AjÍva) is described.

The Reality of the Non-living : Kinds of the Reality of the Non-living.

There are five kinds of the reality of the non-living :

(1) (a) Mattergy (Pudgala) : tangible.

(2) (b-1) Medium of motion (Dharma Dravya) non-tangible.

(b-2) Medium of Rest (Adharma Dravya) non-tangible.

(b-3) Space (ÀkÂía) non-tangible.

(b-4) Time (KÂla) non-tangible.

Out of these five, the reality of mattergy is tangible. The rest four realities are non-
tangible or non-perceptible.
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Definition of Mattergy (Pudgala)

The term “pudgala” is specific technical term of the Jainas. It consists of two words-pud-
association and gala-dissociation. Thus, the pudgala is defined as an entity which undergoes
association and dissociation. There are two kinds of pudgala - (1) matter and (2) energy. It is,
therefore, called ‘mattergy’ (matter + energy) at present. It is defined as that which has four
coexisting attributes of touch, taste, smell and colour.

Kinds of Mattergy

There are two kinds of mattergy : (1) Ultimate atoms (Aàus or ParamÂàus) and
(2) Aggregates (Skandhas). The smallest indivisible unit of mattergy which can not be divided
further is called ultimate atom (Aàu or ParamÂàu). (Some texts use the term ‘aàu’, others use
the term ‘parmÂàu - both having the same meaning in scriptures). The aggregate is the combi-
nation of 2,3,4.... numerable, innumerable and infinite ultimate atoms. Whatever is visible to
us, is all in the form of aggregates.

Twenty Attributes of Mattergy

There are twenty attributes of mattergy based on its four basic properties :

(1) 1-5 Five tastes : sour, sweet, astringent, bitter, pungent.

(2) 6-10 Five colours : black, blue, yellow, red, white.

(3) 11-12 Two smells : good smell, bad smell.

(4) 13-20 Eight touches : cold, hot, soft, hard, heavy, light, rough, smooth.

Modes of Mattergy

There are ten modes of mattergy. They are : (1) sound, (2) bonding, (3) fineness,
(4) grossness, (5) configuration, (6) division, (7) darkness, (8) shadow, (9) cold light (udyota),
and (10) hot light (Àtapa). There may be many more related with these modes.

Definition of the Reality of Medium of Motion (Dharma Dravya)

It is only the two realities - the mattergy and the living entity which are active and have
motion. The other realities are inert. The reality of medium of motion is defined as the assisting
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cause - and not a catalytic cause - in the motion of the living beings and mattergy just like water
for the movement of fish. (It has been taken as equivalent to Ether of space of Newtonian age).

Definition of the Reality of Medium of Rest (Adharma Dravya)

The reality of medium of rest is defined as the assisting cause - and not a catalytic cause - in the
stationing or resting of the moving living beings and mattergy like the shade of the tree for a tired
traveller. One should not take the meaning of sin and sacred by the terms ‘Adharma’ and ‘Dharma’
realities here. It has been taken as equivalent to Einsteinean gravitation in the current scientific age.

Definition of the Reality of Space (ÀkÂía)

The reality of space is defined as the agency which has the capacity of accommodating all the
six realities including itself. There are two kinds of space : (1) occupied or universe space (loka), and
(2) unoccupied or non-universe space (Aloka). The occupied space is defined as that space where the
realities of the living being, mattergy, medium of motion and rest and time are found accommodated.
The unoccupied space is beyond it and surrounding it and has infinite-times-infinite dimension.

The Reality of Time

The reality of time has two varieties : (1) Practical or apparent time (VyavahÂra kÂla), and
(2) Ideal time (Niícaya kÂla). The apparent time is defined as the auxiliary cause of transformation
and motion etc. of the realities. In contrast, the ideal time is the assisting cause in the continuity of
existence (VartanÂ) of the realities. The term ‘continuity of existence’ is defined as the assisting
cause in the transformational existence of self-transforming realities due to their own material
causes like the nail below the potters’ wheel for its motion. This continuity or perduration is called
the ideal time (niícaya kÂla). In other words, the ideal time is characterised by perduration and the
apparent time is characterised by the various time units like Ghati (~24 mts), hour, day, month etc.

The time-atoms are located in space-points of occupied space in one-to-one correspond-
ence like the separated gems in a heap of gems. As the number of space points of occupied
space are innumerable, the time-atoms are also innumerable. The practical time has been described
in Section-2 earlier.

Five Extensive Existents (AstikÂyas)

There are five extensive existents : (1) living beings, (2) mattergy, (3) medium of motion,
(4) medium of rest, and (5) space. The reality of time is existent (Asti) but it is not extensive
(KÂya). Hence, it is not extensive existent.
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Space-points or Points of Six Realities (Pradeías)

The realities of single living entity, medium of motion and rest and occupied space have
innumerable points each. The unoccupied space has infinite points. The mattergy has numerable,
innumerable and infinite points. The reality of time has a single point.

Description of Organs of Knowledge (PramÂàÂs)

TattvÂrta SötrÂ 1.6 has stated that the knowledge (of seven reals and six realities) is
acquired through organs of knowledge (PramÂàas) and standpoints (Nayas).9

The right knowledge is called the organ of valid knowledge (PramÂàas). In the texts of
logic, the organ of knowledge has been defined as the cognition which has a nature of determination
of the self and novel objects. There are two kinds of organs of knowledge:  (1) Direct (Pratyakîa)
and (2) Indirect (Parokîa).

Indirect Organ of Knowledge (Parokîa PramÂàa)

The knowledge which is acquired through the instrumentality of senses and mind is called
indirect organ of knowledge. It has two varieties : (1) sensory knowledge and (2) vocable knowledge.

The sensory knowledge has four varieties : (1) Apprehension, (2) Speculation, (3) Perceptual
judgement, (4) Retention and Record.

Apprehension (Avagraha)

The general grasping of the object at the first contact of senses and the object is known as
conation (Daríana). The apprehension is the first grasping of object after the conational grasping.
For example, to know through the sense of sight, “It is white in colour”.

Speculation (ËhÂ)

The effort to know specifics of the object grasped through the apprehension process is
known as speculation. For example, the white colour grasped through apprehension may be that
of a flag or a bird.

Perceptual Judement (AvÂya)

The perceptual judgement is the accurate knowledge about an object by specific decision
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on the basis of speculative process. For example, one knows that the white bird is duck only by
observing its flying wings.

Retention and Record (DhÂraàÂ)

The retention and record is not to forget what has been known through the above stages.

There are twelve kinds of objects of each of these forms of sensory knowledge : (1) many
in number, (2) many in kinds, (3) quick, (4) hidden, (5) unexpressed, (6) lasting and their
opposites like, (7) one, (8) one kind, (9) slow, (10) revealed, (11) expressed and  (12) transient.
The grasping of many or more objects is knowledge of many (by number or mass). For example,
grasping of army or forest as one group is the knowledge of many. The grasping of many
different classes of objects like elephants, horses or mangoes etc. is the knowledge of many
kinds. The grasping of moving object quickly is the quick knowledge. It is like knowing of a
moving train. The grasping of the whole object by observing it in part is the knowledge of the
hidden. For example, knowing of elephant in the tank by seeing its trunk only. The grasping of
implied sense even without expressing it is called knowledge of the unexpressed. The grasping
of an object as seen before for long time is the lasting knowledge.

Similarly, their opposites should also be defined. Thus, the apprehension has twelve
varieties. The other three, speculation, perceptual judgement and retention have also these twelve
varieties each. Thus, there are 48 kinds of these four forms of sensory knowledge. Each of
these knowledge occurs through five senses and mind, i.e. six factors. Thus, multiplying 48 by
6, the sensory knowledge gets 288 varieties.

There are two kinds of apprehension - (1) distinct apprehension (ArthÂvagraha), and
(2) indistinct apprehension (VyanjanÂvagraha). The above 288 varieties refer only to the distinct
apprehension which is defined as to grasp the object distinctly so that the knowledge may
follow other three steps. The indistinct apprehension is to grasp the object indistinctly so that
there may not be other steps to get accurate knowledge. This does not occur through the sense
of sight and mind. This occurs only through the rest of the four senses. Hence, it will have 12
x 4 = 48 varieties. Accordingly, the sensory knowledge will have 288 + 48 = 336 varieties as
below.

(a) Varieties with respect to distinct apprehension 288

(b) Varieties with respect to indistinct apprehension   48

336
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When the indistinct apprehension occurs repeatedly, it turns into the distinct apprehen-
sion. Then, the other three steps could follow. It is like the drying of 1-2 drops of water when
dropped on dry earthen pot. However, if the water drops fall continuously on it, the pot becomes
wet. This illustrates the distinct apprehension.

Vocable Knowledge (êruta-jnÂna)

The vocable knowledge occurs with precedence of sensory knowledge. It does not occur
without it. The vocable knowledge has two varieties : (1) Lingual (alphabetical, AkîarÂtmaka),
and (2) non-lingual (symbolic, AnakîarÂtmaka). The twenty varieties of the vocable knowledge
are included in both of these varieties.

Out of these twenty kinds of vocable knowledge, the first two are non-lingual while the
rest 18 are lingual. They are detailed in DhavalÂ 13 and GJ verses 317-349.

The ParyÂya (least) vocable knowledge is the vocable knowledge which occurs preceded
by the touch-sense-based sensory knowledge of the fine-temporally non-completioned general-
bodied being (Nigoda, Labdhya-paryÂptaka) at the first samaya of its birth. No living being
does have lesser vocable knowledge than this. Thus, this ‘ParyÂya’ knowledge is always without
any (karmic) obscuration. Had there been karmic obscuration even at this stage, the general-
bodied being would have been devoid of knowledge and would be non-living.

When there are innumerable times six-fold increments (infiniteth, innumerableth and
numerableth part increments and infinite, innumerable and numerable times increments) in this
least vocable knowledge, there is the Akîara (lingual, alphabatical) vocable knowledge. The
innumerable varieties of vocable knowledge between ParyÂya and Akîara vocable knowledge
are termed as ParyÂya SamÂsa (ParyÂya+1 → Akîara-1). Thus, the two vocable knowledges of
ParyÂya and ParyÂya SamÂsa are non-lingual while the other 18 are linguals. The ParyÂya
vocable knowledge is infiniteth part of the Akîara knowledge.

The alphabetical vocable knowledge (Akîara) is the base of all the lingual vocable knowledge.
When the Akîara knowledge is increased to numerable alphabets by one-fold increment in
alphabets, it becomes the Pada (vocable knowledge). The numerable varieties of knowledge
beyond Akîara and below Pada knowledges are known as Akîara-SamÂsa knowledge. There
are three types of syllables or meaningful words (Padas) : (1) gistful syllable (artha-pada),
(2) measured syllable (PramÂàa pada) and (3) medium syllable (Madhyama pada).

The syllable consisting of indefinite alphabets like ‘Read the book’ carrying a specific
meaning is called ‘gistful syllable (Artha-pada). This form of syllable also includes the
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alphabetical group involving suffixes indicating verbs (Tiganta) and nouns (Subanta). The
measured syllable consists of definite and measured number of alphabets or letters in different
metres like ‘Namah êri VardhamÂnÂya (8 letters in a quarter-metre - Bowings to the Lord
VardhamÂna). The medium syllable consists of 16,34,83,07,888 (Sixteen arab, 34 crore, 83
lac, 7 thousand and eight hundred and eighty eight) letters. The measure of vocable knowledge
is expressed through this middle syllable only.

When there is increase of numerable thousand padas with gradual one-fold increments by
one letter, one has the vocable knowledge of ‘SanghÂta’ (combination of syllables-padas). The
vocable knowledge consisting of the types of knowledge beyond syllabular knowledge and
below ‘SanghÂta’ knowledge is called ‘Pada-samÂsa’ knowledge (i.e. = pada + 1 → SanghÂta
-1). The SanghÂta vocable knowledge is the collective form of non-repeated measured syllables
describing one of the destinities out of the four ones. When there is numerable thousand times
gradual increase in the SanghÂta knowledge through one-fold increment of letters each time,
there is 'Pratipatti' vocable knowledge which describes all the four destinities. The vocable
knowledge of SanghÂta - SamÂsa is the intermediate knowledge beyond SanghÂta and below
Pratipatti (SanghÂta+1→Pratipatti-1).

When there is numerable thousand times gradual increase in the Pratipatti knowledge
through one-fold increment of letters each time, one gets the vocable knowledge of Anuyoga
(Exposition) which describes the fourteen investigation doors (MÂrgaàÂs). The varieties of
vocable knowledge between the Pratipatti and Anuyoga knowledge (i.e. Pratipatti+1 → Anuyoga
- 1) is known as Pratipatti Samaía.

The PrÂbhçta- PrÂbhçta vocable knowledge is there when there is numerable thousand
times increase in Anuyogas through one-fold increment of letters-each time. The varieties of
vocable knowledge beyond Anuyoga and below PrÂbhçta- PrÂbhçta knowledgs is known as
Anuyoga-SamÂsa (Anuyoga + 1 → PrÂbhçta- PrÂbhçta - 1).

Similarly, when there is gradual increase upto 24 PrÂbhçta - PrÂbhçta through gradual one
fold increment of letters each time, there is the vocable knowledge of PrÂbhçta. The intermediate
forms of knowledge beyond PrÂbhçta - PrÂbhçta and below PrÂbhçta (PP+1 → P-1) are known
as PrÂbhçta-PrÂbhçta-SamÂsa.

The vocable knowledge of Vastu (sections) consists of 20 PrÂbhçtas. The intermediate
forms of knowledge between PrÂbhçta and Vastu are known as PrÂbhçta samÂsa knowledge.

When there is gradual increase in Vastu knowledge upto 195 times, we have ‘Pörva’
(Pre-canonical) knowledge. The intermediate forms of knowledge between Vastu and Pörva

.
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and known as ‘Vastu-SamÂsa’.

When the ‘Pörva knowledge’ gradually increases and reaches a stage below the total
vocable knowledge, this intermediate state is known as ‘Pörva SamÂsa (Pùrva+1 → total
vocable knowledge -1).

Thus, there are 18 lingual forms of vocable knowledge. These are also called ‘psychical
vocables’. The lingual vocable knowledge is in the form of twelve limbs or texts (Angas) and
many secondary texts (AngabÂhyas-described later). The total number of medium syllables in
these limbs is 1,12,83,58,005 (1 Arab, 12 crore, 83 lac, 58 thousand and five). This fact is
elaborated below :

Twelve Primary Canonical Scriptures (AngÂs)

(1) ÀcÂrÂnga (describing Monastic Conduct) has 18000 padas. It describes the monastic
conduct.

(2) SötrakçtÂnga (describing Doctrines) has 36000 padas. It describes the own and alien
doctrines alongwith practical forms of religion in brief.

(3) SthÂnÂnga (describing Numerated Stationing) has 42000 padas. It has categorised all
different entities or realities under numeration from one to ten.

(4) SamavÂyÂnga (describing Numerated Categories) has 1,64,000 padas. It describes all
the possible categories of different entities / realities indicating mutual similarities among
them.

(5) VyÂkhyÂ Prajnapti (describing Enunciation of Explanations) has 2,28,000 padas. It
deals with answers of 60,000 questions (of Gautama) by Lord MahÂvÍra.

(6) JnÂtç katha (describing Religious Stories of the JnÂtçs) has 5,56,000 padas. It deals
with the stories of chief disciples (Gaàadharas) etc. and the glory of the Tirthankaras.

(7) UpÂsakadhyayana (Conduct of Votaries) has 11,70,000 padas. It deals with the
conduct of the votaries.

(8) Anta-kçddaíÂnga (describing the Decad of World Terminators) has 23,28,000 padas.
It deals with the stories of the decad of saints who attained salvation after bearing intense
inflictions in the period of each TÍrthankara.
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(9) Anuttaropa-pÂdika DaíÂnga (describing the Decad of Anuttara-borns) has 92,44,000
padas. It deals with the decad of saints who were born in the Anuttara abodes of the heavens
after bearing the intense infliction in the period of each TÍrthankara.

(10) Praína VyÂkaraàa (Elaboration of Prognostics) has 93,16,000 padas. It deals with
futurology and prognostics. It describes the losses and gains on the basis of the nature of
prognostic indications like time (Naîta, Muhörta) clenched hands (Muîti), anxiety and loss etc.

(11) VipÂka Sötra (describing Karmic Fruition) has 1,84,00,000 padas. It deals with the
effects of Karmic fruitions in detail.

(12) DçîtivÂda (describing Discourses on Doctrines) has 1,08,68,56,005 padas. It deals
with the 363 wrong doctrines and their logical refutation. It has five varieties :

(i) Parikarma (Mathematics and Astronomy)

(ii) Sötra (Doctrines-in-Brief)

(iii) PrathamÂnuyoga (Biography)

(iv) Pörvagata (Pre-canonical Texts)

(v) Cölika (Appendices)

The Parikarma deals with formulae of mathematics and astronomy. It has five varieties.

(i) Candra-prajnapti (Enunciation on Moon) has 36,05,000 padas. It deals with all kinds
of details about the moon.

(ii) Sörya-prajnapti (Enunciation on Sun) has 50,03,000 padas. It deals with all the
details about the solar world.

(iii) JambödvÍpa-prajnapti (Enunciation on JambödvÍpa) has 3,25,000 padas. It deals
with all the details regarding JambödvÍpa.

(iv) DvÍpa-SÂgara-prajnapti (Enunciation on island-continents and Oceans) has 52,36,000
padas. It deals with all the islands, continents and oceans (excluding JambödvÍpa).

(v) VyÂkhyÂ prajnapti (Enunciation of Explanations) has 84,36,000 padas. It deals with the
liberatable, non-liberatable, gaplessly liberated and successively liberated living beings and the like.
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The second variety of DçîtivÂda is called ‘Sötra’ (Scriptures on Doctrines) which describes
the presentation and refutations of 363 wrong doctrines. It has 88 lac padas.

In the PrathamÂnuyoga (Biographies), there is the description of the biographies of 63
great personages (êalÂkÂ puruîÂs). It contains 5000 padas. The fourth variety of DçîtivÂda is
Pörva (Pre-canonical Texts). There are fourteen Pörvas containing 95,50,00,005 padas. Their
description is given below :

(i) UtpÂda Pörva (Pre-canon on Origination-triad) has one crore padas and it describes
the origination, decay and permanence of each of the reality.

(ii) AgrÂyaàÍya Pörva (Pre-canon on Top Doctrines) has ninety six lac padas and it deals
with 700 good and bad standpoints (nayas) and five extensive existents etc.

(iii) VÍrya PravÂda (Discourses on Potency or Energy) has 70 lac padas and it deals with
the potency of the self, others and qualities etc.

(iv) Asti-nÂsti-PravÂda (Discourses on Relativism) has 60 lac padas. It deals with the
seven fold predications under the septadic doctrine (SaptabhangÍ).

(v) JnÂna PravÂda (Discourses on Knowledge) contains 99,99,999 (one crore less by
one) padas. It deals with all kinds of knowledge.

(vi) Satya PravÂda (Discourses on Truth) has 1,00,00,006 padas. It deals with the pro-
nunciation of words, ten kinds of truth and non-truth, linguistics and language etc.

(vii) Àtma PravÂda (Discourses on the Soul) has 26 crore padas. It deals with the soul in
all its aspects.

(viii) Karma PravÂda (Discourses on Karma) has 1 crore 80 lac padas. It describes
Karmology in all its aspects.

(ix) PratyÂkhyÂna PravÂda (Discourses on Renunciation) has 84 lac padas. It deals with
various types of renunciation, carefulness (Samitis), self-guards (guptis) and the like with
respect to substantivity, location, time and body-structure etc.

(x) VidyÂnuvÂda (Discourses on Learnings) has 1 crore 10 lac padas. It deals with 700
small learnings like Anguîtha senÂ etc., 500 great learnings like RohiàÍ etc. and Mantra-tantrÂ etc.

(xi) KalyÂàavÂda (Discourses on Welfare) has 26 crore padas. It deals with the five
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auspicious events related with the TÍrthankaras and sixteen-fold reflective practices or factors
etc. for TÍrthankaraship.

(xii) PrÂàÂvÂya (Science of Vitalities and Health) has 13 crore padas. It deals with the
eight-fold science of Ayurveda and related subjects.

(xiii) KriyÂ viíÂla (Science of Arts and Crafts) has nine crore padas. It deals with 72 arts
of men like museology, meterology etc. and 64 arts of women and other subjects.

(xiv) Triloka-bindu-sÂra (Essence of the Universe and its Top) has 12 crores 57 lacs
padas. It deals with the nature of the universe, abode of the liberated and thirty six special
activities (Parikarmas) etc.

All these fourteen pre-canons have 10, 14, 8, 18, 12, 16, 20, 30, 15, 10, 10, 10, 10 and
12 sections (Vastus) in order. In other words, there are 195 sections in all the pre-canons. Each
of the sections has 20 prÂbhçtas (chapters). Thus, there are 3,900 chapters in all the fourteen
pre-canons.

The fifth variety of DçstivÂda is named as Cölika (Appendices). It has five varieties as
below :

(i) JalagatÂ (Water-related Hocuspocus) : It describes incantations and rituals related
with movement in water and stopping of water flow etc.

(ii) SthalagatÂ (Land-related Hocuspocus) : It describes incantations and rituals related
with entry into mountains like Meru and six principal mountains (KulacÂla) and quick movement
on land etc.

(iii) MayÂgatÂ : It describes incantations and rituals related with jugglery and trickery.

(iv) ÀkÂíagatÂ : It describes incantations and rituals related with space-movement etc.

(v) RöpagatÂ (Shape-related Hocuspocus) : It describes the incantations and rituals  related
with different types of personation like lion, tiger etc.

All these five appendices have a total number of padas as equal to 10,49,46,000. On
addition of all these padas of the above texts, they turn out to be 1,12,83,58,005 as stated
earlier.

After describing the twelve limbs of primarys scriptures (Angas), the secondary scriptures
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(AngabÂhyas) are being described :

(i) SÂmÂyika (Equanimity Practice) : It describes the development of dispassionation and
equalitarian nature and the practices leading towards this goal.

(ii) Caturviníati-stava (Hymns of Twenty four) : It describes the hymns of the twenty
four TÍrthankaras and process of ritualisation of offering hymns.

(iii) VandanÂ (Veneration) : It is a text describing the veneration or offering of respect to
the five-kinds of Supreme souls (Parameîthis).

(iv) Pratikramaàa (Penitential Retreat) : It is a miscellaneous text describing the process
of undertaking daily, fortnightly and monthly etc. penitential retreat and its recital.

(v) Vainayika (Reverence) : This text describes in detail the various kinds of reverences
of faith, conation, head-saints and their formal observance (UpacÂra).

(vi) Kçtikarma (Reverential conduct) : This text describes the regular reverential and
venerational duties for the saints and votaries while offering veneration to the  Jinas, Liberated,
Head-saints and Preceptors.

(vii) Daía VaikÂlika (Decad of Untimed study) : This text describes the details of edible
materials and the various steps of food-intake process for the saints through ten chapters named
as Drava, Puîpita etc.

(viii) UttarÂdhyayana : This text describes the methods of bearing the inflictions and
afflictions.

(ix) Kalpa-vyavahÂra (Text on Monastic Offences and Expiations) : This text deals with
the expiations etc. to be awarded for violating monastic conduct in various forms.

(x) KalpÂ-kalpa (Permissible and Prohibited Conduct) : This text describes the proper
and non-proper conduct of saints and votaries.

(xi) MahÂ-kalpya (Great Times for Permissibles) : This text describes the proper period
of initiation, education, group-protection and holy death etc.

(xii) PundarÍka : This text describes the austerities etc. which lead to take birth as
mansional etc. celestials.
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(xiii) MahÂ-pundarika : This text describes the austerities etc. which may lead to birth
as goodesses among the mansional etc. celestials.

(xiv) NiîiddhikÂ (Prohibitory Disciplines) : This text describes about the awards of
expiations for major or minor (spiritual) offences according to the body-structure and physical
strength etc.

Thus, the description of Primary and Secondary canonical scriptures is completed.

Organ of Knowledge of Direct Perception (Pratyakîa PramÂàa)

The organ of knowledge of Direct perception is the immediate-cum-lucid knowledge. It
has two varieties : (1) partial direct perception and (2) total direct perception. The partial direct
perception has two varieties : (i) clairvoyance or limiting knowledge, and (ii) mind-reading
knowledge. In contrast, the total direct perception has only one variety of absolute knowledge
or omniscience.

Clairvoyance : It is the knowledge of tangible entities situated in the limit with respect to
substantivity, location, time and mode. It has three varieties : (i) Partial Clairvoyance (DeíÂvadhi),
(ii) Supreme Clairvoyance (ParamÂvadhi), and (iii) Total Clairvoyance (SarvÂvadhi). The partial
clairvoyance is possessed by deities and infernals and is birth-based. The clairvoyance occuring
due to karmic destruction-cum-subsidence is possessed by human and sub-human beings. This
is attribute-based. This kind of clairvoyance may also be possessed by the non-restrained right-
faithed and partially restrained beings. The supreme and total types of clairvoyance is possessed
by the ascetics who are ultimate-bodied and liberating in the present birth.

Mind-reading Knowledge : The mind-reading knowledge is the knowledge occurring
due to the desctruction-cum-subsidence of mind-reading knowledge-obscuring and potency-
obstructing karmas. This knowledge cognises the mentally thought entities within the area of
MÂnuîottara mountain (beyond which the human beings can not go). It has two varieties :
(i) Simple (äjumati) and (ii) Complex (Vipulamati).

The knowledge cognising the entities of simple mind, speech and body is the simple
mind-reading. In contrast, the complex mind-reading cognises the entities in the complex mind,
speech and body. The simple mind-reading can get away with. However, the complex mind-
reading does not get away. It occurs in the ultimate-bodied living beings only.

In general, the mind-reading knowledge is possessed only by the restrained saint who has
accomplished at least one prodigy and who has a higher stage of conduct.
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Absolute knowledge or Omniscience : The omniscience cognises all the entities of the
world occurring in all the three times simultaneously. The omniscience is like a mirror in which
all the occupied and unoccupied universe is simultaneously reflected.

Alternative Varieties of Organs of Knowledge : In logical texts, there is some difference
with respect to the varieties of organs of knowledge. There are two kinds of organs of knowl-
edge : (1) Direct perception (Pratyakîa) and (2) Indirect perception (Parokîa).

Kinds of Direct Perception : The direct perception has two varieties : (1) Conventional
sense-based direct perception (SÂmvyÂvahÂrika), and (2) Non-sensory direct perception
(PÂramÂrthika). The sensory knowledge arising through the instrumentality of senses and mind
is the conventional direct perceptions. It is observed in worldly ways and people say, “I have
seen by my eye, heard clearly by my ear’ etc. This is the expression of perceptibilities. Hence,
this type of sensory perception is called conventional direct perception, However, in reality,
this type of knowledge is indirect only as it requires the assistance of senses and mind. Therefore,
it is indirect due to dependence on other factors. This sensory knowledge has been stated to be
of 336 kinds as pointed out earlier.

The soul-based non-sensory or transcendental perception has two varieties : (1) Deficient
(Vikala) and (2) Total (Sakala). The knowledges of clairvoyance and mind-reading are deficient
direct knowledges while the omniscience is the total direct knowledge.

Kinds of Indirect Perception : The organ of knowledge of indirect perception has five
varieties : (1) Memory or recollection (Smçiti), (2) Recognition (PratyabhijnÂna), (3) Inductive
reasoning (Tarka), (4) Inference (AnumÂna), and (5) Scriptural testimony (Àgama).

(1) Recollection (Smçiti) : The recollection is the knowledge in the form of pronoun,
‘that’. For example-‘that is Devadatta’.

(2) Recognition (PratyabhijnÂna): The recognition is the knowledge which is a combined
or collective form of direct perception and recollection. It is exemplified by, ‘This is the same’,
‘it is not like that’ etc. It has got four varieties : (i) Same (Ekatva), (ii) Similar (SÂdríya), (iii)
Dis-similar (Vilakîaàa) and (iv) Different (PratiyogÍ) or rival (i.e. this is different from that).

(3) Inductive Reasoning (Tarka) : The knowledge of universal concomitance conditioned
by observation and non-observation is known as inductive reasoning. The universal
concommittance is the fact that the probandum could be there on a definite probans and it may
not be there in its absence. For example, there is definiteness of smoke in the presence of fire
and it is not there in the absence of fire.
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(4) Inference (AnumÂna) : It is the knowledge of the probandum (SÂdhya, Pakîa Thesis)
on the strength of probans (reason, sÂdhana, hetu). The probans is defined as that which has a
concommitant relationship with the probandum. The probandum is defined as that entity which
is intended to be proved, unproved before and incapable of being contradicted. The probandum
or thesis is the statement of the substantive and the attribute.

The Jaina scholars have admitted only two main factors of inference - Thesis or probandum
and reason or probans. They have also admitted five factors for the benefit of the dull disciples.
They are thesis (pratijnÂ), reason (hetu), illustration (dçîtÂnta), application (upanaya) and
deduction or conclusion (Nigamana).11

(5) Scriptures or Verbal Testimony (Àgama) : The knowledge of entities through the
words of the attained ones is known as verbal testimony or scriptures. For example, ‘There is
Meru mountain etc.’ In scriptural texts (SiddhÂnta Granthas), the vocable knowledge has been
admitted as indirect organ of knowledge. While in the logic texts (NyÂya Granthas) also, the
same has been admitted as verbal testimony or scriptures i.e. Àgama PramÂàa.

Thus, we have described the topic on organs of knowledge based on scriptural and logic texts.

Description of the Standpoints (Nayas)

The standpoints are defined as the devices to learn the characteristics of the object in part
which has been known in full through the organs of knowledge.12

Nine kinds of Standpoint13 : There are nine kinds of standpoint :

(1) Substantive (DravyÂrthika)

(2) Modal (ParyÂyÂrthika)

(3) Figurative (Naigama)

(4) Collective standpoint (Sangraha)

(5) Practical or Empirical standpoint (VyavahÂra)

(6) Straightforward standpoint (äjusötra)

(7) Verbal standpoint (êabda)

(8) Conventional standpoint (Samabhirödha)

(9) Actualistic standpoint (Evambhöta)
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(1) The substantive standpoint : It deals with the substance (in general) only. It has ten
varieties as below :

(i) The pure substantive standpoint : It is devoid of karmic attachment. For example,
‘the worldly beings (souls) are pure like the liberated ones.’

(ii) The existence-grasping (SattÂ grÂhaka) pure substantive standpoint : It can be
exemplified by the point, ‘the living being (soul) is permanent.’

(iii) Non-differential-concept-related (Bheda kalpanÂ Nirpekîa) pure substantive
standpoint : It can be exemplified by the statement, ‘the reality (dravya) is non-different from
its attributes and modes as it is in that form only.’

(iv) Karmic-attachment-related (KarmopÂdhi SÂpekîa) impure substantive
standpoint : It can be exemplified by the statement, ‘the soul is in the form of volitions like
anger etc. because of karmic fruitions.’

(v) Origination-cum-decay-related (UtpÂda-Vyaya SÂpekîa) impure substantive
standpoint : It can be exemplified by the statement, ‘the reality (dravya) has origination, decay
and permanence at the same time.’

(vi) Differentiation-concept-related (Bheda KalpanÂ SÂpekîa) impure subsantive
standpoint : It can be exemplified by the statement, ‘the knowledge and conation are the
attributes of the soul.’

(vii) Affirmational (Anvaya) substantive standpoint : It can be exemplified by the
statement of the fact, ‘the reality (dravya) has a nature of attributes and modes.’

(viii) Self-based Tetrad-grasping (Sva-Catuîtaya-grÂhaka) substantive standpoint
: It can be exemplified by the statement, ‘the reality (dravya) is in existence with respect to its
own substantivity, location, time and mode.’

(ix) Alien-based Tetrad-grasping (Para-Catuîtaya-grÂhaka) substantive standpoint
: It can be exemplified by the statement of the fact, ‘the reality is in the form of non-existence
with respect to alien substantivity, location, time and mode.’

(x) Alien-volition-grasping (ParabhÂva GrÂhaka) substantive standpoint : It can be
illustrated by the statement, ‘the soul is in the form of knowledge.’

(2) The Modal Standpoint : It deals with and grasps the modes (paryÂyas) of the
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substances. It has six varieties :

(i) Eternal-cum-permanent (AnÂdi Nitya)  modal standpoint : For example, “mattergic
modes of Meru mountain etc. are eternal.”

(ii) Beginningful-cum-permanent (SÂdi Nitya) modal standpoint : It can be illustrated
by the statement, ‘the mode of the liberated one is permanent.’

(iii) Origination-cum-decay-grasping (UtpÂda-Vyaya GrÂhaka) modal standpoint :
It can be illustrated by the statement, ‘the modes are destroyed every moment.’

(iv) Existence-related (SattÂ SÂpekîa) modal standpoint : It can be illustrated by the
statement, ‘the modes have origination, decay and permanence at the same time.’

(v) Pure modal standpoint irrespective of Alien-attachment (Para UpÂdhi Nirpekîa):
It can be illustrated by the statement, ‘the mode of worldly being is pure like the liberated
Lord.’

(vi) Karmic-attachment-related (KarmopÂdhi SÂpekîa) impure modal standpoint :
It can be illustrated by the statement, ‘the worldly beings have birth and death.’

(3) Figurative Standpoint (Naigama Naya) : This standpoint understands the substance
merely by the intention (Sankalpa) or purpose of activities. It has three varieties : (i) Past,
(ii) Present and (iii) Future.

(i) The Past figurative standpoint is that where the present is installed in the past. For
example, ‘the Venerable MahavÍra has attained salvation today on the day of DÍpÂwalÍ.’

(ii) The Future figurative standpoint is that where the future is installed in the present.
Stating - ‘the Enlightened Venerable as the liberated one’ - is the example of this standpoint.

(iii) The Present figurative standpoint is that where even the commenced act is described
as completed. It is the installation of present into the present. It can be exemplified by stating
‘rice is being cooked’ while only the fire is being burnt in the kitchen.

(4) Collective Standpoint : It is that which comprehends the entities in a collective way
(as a group or class). It has two varieties : (i) General, and (ii) Special.

(i) General collective standpoint : It can be illustrated by the statement like, ‘all the
entities are similar and mutually consistent with respect to the reality-ness (dravyatva).
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(ii) Special collective standpoint : It can be illustrated by the statement like, ‘all the
living beings are similar and mutually consistent with respect to living-ness ( jÍvatva).’

(5) Empirical Standpoint : It is defined as to know the reality (dravya) comprehended
by the collective standpoint by divisions in accordance with the rule. It has also two varieties :
(i) General, and (ii) Special.

(i) General empirical standpoint : It is to differentiate the entities grasped by the gen-
eral collective standpoint. For example, ‘the reality has two varieties : (a) Living, and (b) Non-
living.’

(ii) Special empirical standpoint : It is to differentiate the entities grasped by the special
collective standpoint. It can be illustrated as the living being has two varieties : (a) Worldly
being, and (b) Liberated being.

(6) Straightforward Standpoint : It is the standpoint which takes into account (or grasps)
the straight or present conditions only. It has also two varieties : (i) Fine (Sökîma), and
(ii) Gross (sthöla).

(i) Fine : The fine straightforward standpoint takes into account the mode (ParyÂya)
lasting for a Samaya (moment only).

(ii) Gross : The gross straightforward standpoint takes into account the human modes etc.
lasting for their full life-span.

(7) Verbal Standpoint : It is to grasp or learn about an entity through words after remov-
ing anomalies due to gender, number, case etc. For example, to grasp the meaning of the words
like ‘DÂrÂ’ (masculine gender), ‘BhÂryÂ’ (feminine gender), and ‘Kalatra’ (Neuter gender) in
terms of woman despite having their different genders. They are taken as synonyms.

(8) Conventional Standpoint : It is the standpoint which grasps the conventional or
popular meaning of the word despite several meanings for it. For example, the word ‘go’ (in
Sanskçta) has several meanings like earth, speech, rays, cow etc. Depite this, this standpoint
accepts the meaning of ‘cow’ only from the word ‘go’.

(9) Actualistic Standpoint : It is the standpoint which ascertains an object in its present
state or action based on its etymology. For example, to call a ‘go’ (cow) as cow when it is going
(go...to move) or moving only, as per its etymology.
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Thus, we have 28 standpoints as below :

(1) Substantive standpoints 10

(2) Modal standpoints 06

(3) Figurative standpoints 03

(4) Collective, Empirical and Straightforward standpoints (2 each) 06

(7-9) Verbal, Conventional and Actualistic standpoints (1 each) 03

28

This is the brief description of standpoints. In fact, there are as many standpoints as there
are statements through words. This description of standpoints is based on ‘ÀlÂpa Paddhati’ and
is somewhat more detailed than TattvÂrtha-Sötra or other earlier texts.

Sub-ordinate Standpoints (Upa-nayas)

The subordinate standpoints are the various offshoots of the main standpoints. The pre-
fix ‘upa’ in the term ‘upanaya’ means nearness, proximity or similarity. Thus, subordinate
standpoints are nearly or similar to the main standpoints. There are three varieties of these
standpoints :

(1) Self-evident empirical standpoint (Sad-bhöta VyavahÂra naya)

(2) Non- Self-evident empirical standpoint (A-sad-bhöta VyavahÂra naya)

(3)  Formalised Non-Self-evident empirical standpoint (Upacarita A-sad-bhöta VyavahÂra naya)

(1) The Self-evident empirical standpoint has two varieties :

(i) Pure Self-evident empirical standpoint : It recognises and takes into account the
difference between the pure quality and the qualified (guàa-guàÍ) and the pure mode and the
moded (ParyÂya-paryÂyÍ). For example, the omniscience and omniconation etc. are the qualities
of the liberated ones while the liberatedness etc. are their modes.

(ii) Impure Self-evident empirical standpoint : It recognises and takes into account the
difference between the impure quality and the qualified and impure modes and the moded ones.
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For example, the sensory knowledge etc. are the qualities of the worldly beings and their being
human etc. are their modes.

(2) The non-self-evident empirical standpoint has three varieties :

(i) Own-class-based (SvajÂti) non-self-evident empirical standpoint : It can be
exemplified as the ultimate atoms (ParamÂàu) are multi-pointed (BahupradeíÍ).

(ii) Alien-class-based (VijÂti) non-self-evident empirical standpoint : It can be
exemplified as the sensory knowledge is mattergic (Mörtika) as it has been originated due to
the destruction-cum-subsidence of the sensory knowledge obscuring karma.

(iii) Own and alien class-based non-self-evident empirical standpoint : It can be
exemplified as both-the knowable living being and knowable non-living entity have knowledge
as all kinds of entities are the objects of knowledge.

(3) The formalised non-self-evident empirical standpoint has also three varieties :

(i) Own-class-based (SvajÂti) formalised non-self-evident empirical standpoint : It
can be exemplified by statements like “the wife, son, father etc. are mine”.

(ii) Alien-class-based (VijÂtÍya) formalised non-self-evident empirical standpoint :
It can be exemplified by the statements like “the house and clothes etc. are mine”.

(iii) Own and alien class-based formalised non-self-evident empirical standpoint : It
can be illustrated by the statements like “the country, kingdom and fort etc. are mine”.

Thus, eight sub-ordinate standpoints have been admitted as below :

(1) Varieties of self-evident subordinate standpoint. 02

(2) Varieties of non-self-evident subordinate standpoint. 03

(3) Varieties of formalised non-self-evident sub-ordinate standpoint. 03

08

Description of Standpoints on the Basis of Spiritualism

In spiritual language, there are two kinds of standpoints : (1) Ideal (niícaya) and,
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(2) Practical or Empirical (VyavahÂra). The Ideal Standpoint ascertains the entities with non-
differential point of view. In other words, the non-differentiation (Abheda) is its subject. In
contrast, the Practical or Empirical Standpoint ascertains the entities with differential point
of view. In other words, differentiation (Bheda) is its subject.

There are two kinds of ideal standpoint : (1) Pure or Undefiled (êuddha) Ideal Standpoint
and (2) Impure or Defiled (Aíuddha) Ideal Standpoint. The Pure Ideal Standpoint deals with
subjects with reference to non-differentiation between the quality (Gu àa) and the qualified (GuàÍ)
devoid of karmic attachment. For example, the qualities of omniscience etc. only are the (ideal)
living being. In contrast, the Impure Ideal Standpoint deals with the subjects with reference to
karmic attachment. For example, the living being is in the form of sensory knowledge etc.

The Empirical Standpoint also has two varieties : (1) Self-evident (Sad-bhöta) empirical
standpoint, and (2) Non-self-evident (A-sad-bhöta) empirical standpoint. The Self-evident
Empirical Standpoint deals with any entity in terms of differentiation. It has two varieties: (a)
Formalised (Upacarita) self-evident empircal standpoint, and (b) Non-formalised (Anupacarita)
or natural self-evident standpoint. The Formalised Self-evident Empirical Standpoint
ascertains the quality and the qualified with karmic attachment with respect to differentiation.
For example, the qualities of sensory knowledge etc. belong to the living being. The Non-
formalised Self-evident Empirical Standpoint ascertains the difference between the karmically
detached qualified and qualities. For example, the qualities of omniscience etc. belong to the
living being. (2) The Non-self-evident Empirical Standpoint deals with varied entities in
relation with each other. It has also two varieties : (a) Formalised non-self-evident Empirical
Standpoint, and (b) Non-formalised non-self-evident empirical standpoint. The Formalised
Non-self-evident Empirical Standpoint takes into account the non-related entity in terms of
the related one. For example, the riches of Devadatta. The Non-formalised Non-self-evident
Empirical Standpoint takes into account the related entities in terms of the related ones. For
example, the body of the living being and so on.

The description of ideal and empirical standpoint is also found in an alternative way as per
‘êÂstra-sÂra-samuccaya’ p.351. The pure ideal standpoint describes the pure part of the entity.
For example, the living being lives all the times due to its vitality of consciousness. The
empirical standpoint describes the varied or mixed form of the entities. For example, “the
living being lives due to the ten vitalities of 5 senses, 3 strengths, respiration and life-span”.

All the above standpoints are in the form of partial (valid) knowledge. They are true only
when they are referred with respect to other standpoints. If they are non-relativistically described,
they will be false. It is said,14
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“The standpoints which are mutually irrespective of each other, are false. If they are
relativistic of each other, they are right or good standpoints. It is only the right standpoints
which lead to real knowledge about the entities.”

For example, the substantive standpoint states the living being as permanent while the
modal standpoint states it to be non-permanent. If these two standpoints are not relative with
each other, the above statements will be false. In fact, substantively, the living being is permanent
only as the reality is never destroyed at any time. The same living being is non-permanent
modally, as one observes the loss of the modes of human beings etc. and origination (birth) of
the modes of celestials etc. Hence, it is proved that the living being is permanent in some
respects and non-permanent in some respects.

Substantiation of the Doctrine of Relativism (Doctrine of Qualified As-
sertions, SyÂdvÂda) : Septadic Predication (Sapta-bhangÍ)

The Sanskçta term ‘SyÂt’ is an indeclinable word. It implies complete devoidance of
absolutism and, hence, it means ‘in some respects’, or ‘on some account’ etc. For example, the
living being is permanent in some respects and non-permanent in some respects etc. The doctrine
indicates that it aniticipates the seven-fold predications (Saptabhanga) and standpoints (Nayas).
It is the determinant of the acceptable and non-acceptable.15

Elaboration of the Septadic Predicationism

The septadic predication is defined as the consistent (with respect to organs of knowledge),
affirmative and negative options about any entity under enquiry. The seven-fold predications are:

(1) SyÂt-asti JÍvah : The living being exists (with respect to the living being).

(2) SyÂt nÂsti JÍvah : The living being does not exist (with respect to the non-living
entity).

(3) SyÂt asti-nÂsti JÍvah : The living being exists in some respects and does not exist in
some respect (with respect to dual aspect).

(4) SyÂt Avaktavyo JÍvah : The living being is indescribable / inexpressible.

(5) SyÂt asti-avaktavyo JÍvah : The living being is and is indescribable / inexpressible.

(6) SyÂt-nÂsti-avaktavyo JÍvah : The living being does not exist and it is indescribable/
inexpressible.
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(7) SyÂt-asti-nÂsti-avaktavyo JÍvah : The living exists, does not exist and is indescrib-
able/ inexpressible.

The living being is ‘in the form of existence’ only with respect to its own substantivity,
location, time and mode. The living being does not exist with respect to the alien tetrad of
substantivity, location, time and mode. The living entity is ‘in the form of existent and non-
existent’ with respect to its own and alien tetrad. With respect to simultaneous application of
own and alien tetrad, the living being is indescribable. The living being is existent as well as
indescribable with respect to own tetrad and (linguistic) inability to tell both the qualities
simultaneously. Similarly, the living being is non-existent as well as indescribable with
respect to alien tetrad and (linguistic) inability to tell both the qualities simultaneously. The
living being is existent and non-existent and is indescribable with respect to own and alien
tetrad and (linguistic) inability to tell both the qualities simultaneously.

In this theory, the first predicate or option has the prominence of is-ness or existence.
Hence, the rest of the six predicates are secondary. Similarly, the second predicate has prominence
of non-existence. Hence, the rest of the six ones will be secondary. Similar elaborations may be
understood in case of other predicates.

Q. Why there are only seven predicates ?

A. The disciples have only seven types of questions.

Q. Why the disciplies have only seven types of questions ?

A. It is because the aphorism contains the term ‘Praína-vaíÂdeva’ (due to questions by the
disciple).

Q. Why there are only seven questions about an entity ?

A. It is because there are only seven kinds of inquisitiveness.

Q. Why is it that there are only seven kinds of inquisitiveness ?

A. It is because there are only seven kinds of attribute of an entity under question (or
doubt).

This practice of seven-fold predication is not devoid of objectivity as it is due to these
seven-fold predications only that one learns accurately about the entity and, later, one has the
propensity for acquiring it. That is why, the noted Jaina logician Akalanka deva has termed this
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seven-fold predicationism as 'SyÂd-vÂdÂ-mçta-garbhiàÍ' or the producer of nectar.

Q. It is not possible to have two contradictory qualities like hot and cold touches in an
entity. Whatever is eternal, can not be non-eternal. This will, otherwise, lead to chaos.

A. This is not so. The statements are made aspectwise. The time the living being is eternal
substantively, it is also non-eternal modally at the same time. If the living being is not eternal,
how it can have rebirth ? And if the living being is not non-eternal, how it can have the destruction
of human mode and origination of celestial mode ? All the believers in Sacred traditions or God
admit the rebirth of the living being and destruction-cum-origination of different modes of
existence. Thus, many contradictory attributes / properties can exist in the same entity with
relativistic style. There is no real contradiction here. For example, an individual has two opposing
attributes in the form of friend and a foe simultaneously. He is enemy of someone while he may
be friend of someone at the same time.

Q. If the multiple predication principle is applied to the principle itself, the second predi-
cate will turn out to be absolute and further, there will be flaw of infinite regression in the
process.

A. The multiple predication principle has also the aspectwise descriptions with respect to
the organs of knowledge and standpoints. Further, there are multi-pronged options even in
absolutism.

Both-the absolutism and non-absolutism have two varieties each : (1) right, and (2) wrong.
Thus, we have,

(a) wrong absolutism, right absolutism, and

(b) Right non-absolutism, wrong non-absolutism.16

Right Absolutism : The right absolutism takes into account a part (or an aspect) of an
entity detailed by the organ of knowledge with respect to a standpoint coupled with reasoning.
For example, the living being is pure with respect to the ideal standpoint. Alternatively, the
living being is impure (defiled) with respect to empirical (real) standpoint. Both the statements
are correct and they represent right standpoints.

Wrong Absolutism : The wrong absolutism takes into account only one of the aspects of
an entity while discarding all other aspects of it. For example, an entity is totally momentary
only or it is totally eternal only. This is a wrong absolutism.
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Right Non-absolutism : The right non-absolutism takes into account the many mutually
opposing attributes of an entity consistent with proper reasoning and scriptures. For example,
the living being has many attributes.

Wrong Non-absolutism : This wrong non-absolutism means conceptualisation of many
attributes of an entity as wrong by assuming the nature of the entity as void devoid of its
existential and non-existential characteristics. In other words, the wrong non-absolutism is the
past time of speech devoid of any meanings.

Out of these four, the right absolutism is called ‘standpoint’ (Naya) and the right non-
absolutism is called ‘Valid organ of knowledge’ (PramÂàa). If the non-absolutism is assumed
as multiple predication only and the absolutism is completely anulled, there will be loss of non-
absolutism in the absence of right absolutism like the absence of tree in the absence of its parts
like branches, roots, shoots etc. Similarly, if only the absolutism is assumed, there will be the
loss of other concomitant attributes of the entity and the entity itself will be negated. It is said
in Svayambhö Stotra,

vusdkarks·I;usdkar% izek.ku;lk/ku% A
vusdkar% izek.kkÙks] rnsdkarksfiZrkUu;kr~AA17

It means that the multiple predicationism is also a form of non-absolutism as it is proved
by the organs of knowledge and standpoints. The non-absolutism is in the form of non-absolute
with respect to the organs of knowledge and it is in the form of absolute with respect to the
intended standpoint.

In the disciplinary teachings of the Enlightened Jinas, there are three entities mutually
consistent with each other :

u;lÙorZo% losZ xO;U;s pkI;laxrk%A
fJ;Lrs Ro;qou~ losZ fnO;)Z;k pkolaHk`rk%AA18

“O, Lord, the three entities - standpoints, living beings and seasons are mutually consistent
with each other despite their inconsistencies. They have become consistent due to your supreme
power. Many other deeds were also accomplished due to many of your divine prodigies”.

In other words, the verse indicates that though the standpoints of idealism and realism,
substantivity and modality etc. seem to be contradictory with each other but because of the
precept of aspectism, in some respects or relativism, they are anticipatory of each other and,
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hence, become mutually non-contradictory. This is the glory of your commandments not found
anywhere else. The in-born enemies like mongoose and serpent, lion and deer and other beings
become affectionate towards each other leaving their innate enmity in your holy assembly. Just as
the six seasons of the year are mutually contradictory and never occur simultaneously, still whenever
the Jinas meditate or hold their holy assembly, the flowers and fruits of all the six seasons grow
there simultneously. May the Jaina discipline (of this type) always be alive and victorious.

Nikîepas (Positings, Installations)

The concept of Niksepas (positings) has been admitted to know rightly about the entities
like the living beings etc. There are four kinds of positings : (1) Name, (2) Representation,
(3) Substance, and (4) Mode. The Namal positing (NÂma) is to give a name to an entity or person
irrespective of his class or attributes etc. For example, naming a person as MahÂvira (Great hero).

The representational positing (SthÂpanÂ) is defined as installation of an entity into the
images made up of wood, stone, painting and dice etc. assuming ‘this is that’ (man or animal
etc.). It has two varieties with respect to the venerability or otherwise of the image. For example,
installation of the Lord Chandraprabha in the stone image is the Venerable form of similar
representation (TadÂkÂra SthÂpanÂ). The other type of representation may be non-venerable and
dis-similar-form of representation.

The substantive positing (Dravya) is defined as that entity which did attain the qualities or
which will attain them or will be attained by them. The modal positing (BhÂva) is characterised
by grasping the entity in its current state of existence or condition.

The Distinctive Characteristics of the Living Being (Sva-tattva/Self-based
that-ness)

There are five distinctive volitions or dispositions of the living beings (which are not
found in any other reality). They are called self-based characteristics (Svatattva). They are :

(1) Subsidential volition (Aupaíamika).

(2) Purified Voliton related with karmic destruction (KîÂyika).

(3) Destruction-cum-subsidential or mixed volition  (KîÂyopaíamika or Miíra)

(4) Fruitional volition (AudayÍka) and

(5) Inherent volition  (PÂriàÂmika)
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(1) Subsidential Volition (Aupaíamika) : The volitions of the living being arising out
of the subsidence of karmas are called subsidential volitions. They have two varieties :
(a) Subsidential righteousness, and (b) Subsidential conduct.

(a) Subsidential Righteousness : With respect to the beginninglessly wrong-faithed
living being, subsidential righteousness is developed due to the subsidence of five karmic
species of (1) wrongness and (2-5) four infinite-bonding passions of anger, pride, deceit and
greed. With respect to beginningful wrong-faithed living being, this kind of righteousness is
developed due to the subsidence of seven karmic species of (1) wrongness, (2) right-cum-
wrongness, (3) righteousness and (4-7) four infinite-bonding passions of anger, pride, deceit
and greed.

(b) Subsidential Conduct : The subsidential conduct is developed due to the subsidence
of 21 species of conduct-deluding karma (9 quasi-passions and three tetrad of passions excluding
the tetrad of infinite-bonding passions). It occurs in the eleventh spiritual stage.

(2) Purified (Destructional) Volition (KîÂyika) : The Purified (destructional) volitions
are defined as those pure dispositions which arise out of the total destruction of all karmas.
There are nine kinds of such volitions :

(1-5) Destructional knowledge, Conation, Donation, Righteousness and Conduct.

(6) Destructional gains, (7) Single-enjoyment,

(8) Multiple-enjoyment (9) Potency,

The above types of knowledge and conation develop due to the destruction of knowledge-
obscuring and conation-obscuring karmas. The five volitions from gains to potency are developed
due to the destruction of the five varieties of the obstructive karma. The righteousness and
conduct develop due to the destruction of faith-deluding and conduct-deluding karmas.

(3) Destruction-cum-subsidential Volition (KîÂyopaíamika or Miíra) : The
destruction-cum-subsidential volitions are those volitions which arise or develop due to

(i) Non-fruitional destruction (UdayÂbhÂvÍ kîaya) of all-destroying supervariforms
(Spardhakas)

(ii) Existential Subsidence (SadavasthÂröpa Upaíama) of other all-destroying
supervariforms of karmas. and
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(iii) Fruition of partially-destroying supervariforms of karmas.

There are eighteen kinds of these mixed volitions :

(1-4) Four right knowledges : Sensory, Vocable, Clairvoyance and Mind-reading.

(5-7) Three wrong knowledges : Sensory ne-science, Vocable ne-science and
Clairvoyance ne-science.

(8-10) Three conations : Ocular, non-ocular and clairvoyant conations.

(11-15) Five super-attainments (Labdhis) : destruction-cum-subsidential donations, gains,
single-enjoyment, multiple enjoyment and potency.

(16-18)  Righteousness, Conduct and restraint-cum-non-restraint.

Out of these, the first seven arise due to the destruction-cum-subsidence of knowledge-
obscuring karma. The following three conations arise due to the destruction-cum-subsidence of
conation-obscuring karmas. The succeeding five ones arise due to the destruction-cum-subsidence
of obstructing karma. The last three kinds arise due to the destruction-cum-subsidence of faith-
deluding and conduct-deluding (of partial and total renunciation-obscuring passions) karmas
respectively.

(4) Fruitional Volitions (AudayÍka) : These are the volitions which arise due to the
fruition of karmas. There are twenty one kinds of these volitions :

(1-4) Four destinities : human, subhuman, infernal and celestial.

(5-8) Four passions : anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(9-11) Three libidos : Masculine, feminine and neuter.

(12-17) Six Aureoles : Black, blue, grey, yellow, red and white.

(18-21) Wrongness, Ne-science, non-restraint and non-liberation.

Out of these volitions, some arise due to the fruition of physique-making karma, (1-4)
some arise due to the fruition of deluding karma, (5-11) some arise due to the fruition of
knowledge-obscuring karma and some arise due to the fruition of karmas in general.
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(5) Inherent Volitions (PÂriàÂmika) : The volitions of the living beings which are
natural and independent of karmas are called inherent volitions. There are three kinds of inherent
volitions :

(1) Livingness or Consciousness (JÍvatva).

(2) Liberatability (Bhavyatva)

(3) Non-liberatability (A-bhavyatva)

The livingness is the conscious nature of the living being. The capacity for liberation is
called liberatability. The non-capacity for liberation is called non-liberatability.

Definition of the Living Being (JÍva : Soul)

The living being is characterised by the consciousness (Upayoga). It means the living
being having the above five types of volitions is characterised by Upayoga. There are twelve
kinds of consciousness :

(1) 5 Right Knowledges : Sensory,Vocable,Clairvoyance, Mind-reading & Omniscience.

(2) 3 Ne-Sciences : Wrong sensory, Vocable and Clairvoyant Knowledges.

(3) 4 Conations : Ocular, Non-ocular, Clairvoyance and Absolute conation.

Review of Philosophical Systems (Daríana-SamÍkîÂ)

The daríana íastrÂ (Philosophy) is defined as the intellectual medium through which the
thatness of entities is ascertained. It is stated also :

n`’;rs fu.khZ;rs oLrqrÙoeususfr n’kZua

On this basis, the philosophy is logical examination and consideration which may lead to
ascertain the accurate nature of realities or entities. For example, there are certain questions like:

(a) Whether the world is eternal ?

(b) Whether there is creator of the world ?

(c) What is the nature of Soul ?
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(d) Does the soul have the rebirth ?

(e) Does the God exist ?

The objective of philosophy is to answer these questions in a proper way.

Two Divisions of Philosophy

There are two divisions of philosophy : (a) Indian Philosophy and (b) Western Philosophy.
The Indian philosophy has also two systems : (a) Vedic philosophy, and (2) Non-Vedic
philosophy. The Vedic philosophies include six philosophies like SÂnkhya, VedÂnta, MÍmÂnsÂ,
Yoga, NyÂya and Vaiíeîika. These philosophies admit Vedas as authority. The Jaina, Buddha
and CÂrvÂka philosophies are admitted as non-Vedic philosophies as they do not subscribe to
the authority or validity of the Vedas.

Some scholars opine that the philosophies of NyÂya, Vaiíeîika, SÂnkhya, Yoga, MÍmÂnsÂ
and VedÂnta are theistic philosophies while the rest three above are a-theistic ones. However,
this is not correct. In fact the Jainas admit the existence of Soul, God and rebirth. And, therefore,
they are not a-theists. They are theists only. Some systems object that the Jainas are a-theists as
they do not admit the concept of creator God. This is also not correct because the Jainas admit
infinite number of Gods (in terms of liberated souls) despite non-admitting the monastic concept
of God creating and controlling the universe. With this point of view, the Jainas are theists only.

We will describe here the basic concepts of major Indian philosophical systems and, then,
review them in relation with the Jaina system.

CÂrvÂka Philosophy

The CÂrvakas postulate the tetrad of elements (Bhötas) in terms of earth, water, fire and
air. They propound that a critical combination of these four elements generates consciousness
just as the scorpions etc. are born in the cowdung etc. This philosophy admits the body only as
the soul. There is no entity like soul prior to birth or after the death. There is nothing like the
other-world, rebirth, God, hells and heavens etc. There is nothing else except what is perceptible
to the senses. Hence, perception (Pratyakîa) is the only valid organ of knowledge. This
philosophy does not even admit the existence of omniscient persons. Hence, it is an a-theist (or
non-believer) philosophy.

In review of this system, the Jaina saint-scholars state a beginninglessly conscious living
being takes birth as subhuman and three- sensed being due to the fruition of the physique-
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making karma of genus etc. The existence of the living being and of the other world is proved
by the memories of earlier births etc. Thus, when the existence of the soul is proved, other
related phenomena of omniscience etc. are also proved.

Buddhist Philosophy

The basic dictum of Buddhist philosophy is that every thing in the world is momentary as
it is in the form of existence. Lord Buddha is the founder and Venerable for the Buddhists.
They do not admit independent existence of the soul. However, they have admitted that the soul
is only the pentadic aggregate or assembly of form (Röpa), feeling (VedanÂ), instincts (SanjnÂs),
latency (SanskÂra) and consciousness (VijnÂna). There are four schools of Buddhism :

(1) MÂdhyamikas (Doctrine of Voidness or Relative non-existence) : This school admits
all the external and internal entities as void.

(2) YogÂcÂra (Doctrine of Non-admittance of External Objects) : This school admits the
non-existence or absence of external objects (and admits the existence of internal objects).

(3) SautrÂntika (Doctrine of Cognition) : This school admits that the external entities are
the objects of knowledge like inference etc.

(4) VaibhÂîika (Doctrine of Perceptibility of External Objects) : This school admits that
the external objects are subject of sense-perception.

All the four schools presume all the entities as momentary. They last for one moment or
Samaya only.

In review, the Jaina saint-scholars state that only the indistinct mode of an entity lasts for
a moment with respect to the Rju-sötra naya. The Buddhists have taken this point of view on
absolute basis and have postulated the whole entity as momentary. This view is wrong.

SÂnkhya Philosophy

Some of them are only spiritualist or a-theists who do not admit the concept of God. In
contrast, some are theists who admit God as a super-deity. Both the schools of SÂnkhyas admit
twenty-five basic elements (Tattvas) in general.

The Prakçti (Nature) is the equilibrated state of the three attributes of goodness (Sattva),
activity (Rajas) and ignorance or inertia (Tamas). The SÂnkhyas postulate that the Puruîa
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(ÀtmÂ or Soul) is non-mattergic, conscious, eternal, omnipotent, fine and enjoyer of actions
but it is inert, non-actor and devoid of qualities (Nirguàa). The creation of the world occurs due
to the combination of Prakçti and Puruîa. Some SÂnkhyas admit God also as the creator of the
universe.

Twenty-five Elements

The SÂnkhyas admit that the Prakçti begets intelligence, intelligence begets ego-ism and
egoism begets sixteen qualities or entities (like (1-5) five senses, (6) anus of men, (7) genital
organ of women, (8) speech, (9) hand, (10) feet, (11) mind and (12) colour, (13) taste,
(14) smell, (15) touch and (16) sound). Out of them, the five primary elements (tan-mÂtrÂs)
beget the five gross elements (Maha-bhötas). Thus, the SÂnkhyas have one basic element which
is transformed into Prakçti etc. 24 elements. The Puruîa (soul) is the twenty-fifth element of
SÂnkhyas.

The SÂnkhyÂs postulate that the liberation is the separation or dis-union of Prakçti (from
the Puruîa). This is acquired by the metaphysical knowledge about the science of the duet and
the differentiation of Praçkti and Puruîa.

In review, the Jaina saint-scholars postulate that if the Puruîa or soul (of SÂnkhyas) is
absolutely non-actor, quality-less and inert, it can not have any relationship or conjunction with
the Prakçti. There can be no order of worldly wandering and liberation of the soul in the theory
of eternality. There are many more such flaws in the SÂnkhyan concept. The SÂnkhyas postulate
every entity as eternal only which may be correct with the standpoint of substantivity. Thus, the
SÂnkhyan concepts are defective due to absolutistic and obstinate nature.

The NyÂya Philosophy

The NyÂya Philosophy postulates sixteen reals (tattvas) as below :

(i) Organs of knowledge (PramÂàa).

(ii) Objects of knowledge (Prameya)

(iii) Doubt (Saníaya)

(iv) Objective (Prayojana)

(v) Illustration (DçîtÂnta)
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(vi) Theory (SiddhÂnta)

(vii) Components of logic (Avayava)

(viii) Inductive or deductive reasoning (Tarka)

(ix) Conclusion or decision (Niràaya)

(x) Debate (VÂda)

(xi) Prattling (Jalpa)

(xii) Wrangling (VitandÂ)

(xiii) Fallacies / fallacious reasons (HetvÂbhÂsa)

(xiv) Casuistry (Chala)

(xv) Similarity / dis-similarity (JÂti)

(xvi) Censure (Nigraha)

All of these are related with intellectualism of logical nature.

The NyÂya philosophy postulates that there is an omnipresent, omniscient, knower, eternal,
God of gods and ever-benevolent God (Ëívara) who is the creator and destroyer of the world. In
other words, this school admits God as the creator.

The Jainas counter question on the concept of God. They ask why the God has created the
people with suffering when He has created them. If it is contended that these living beings were
sinners, then, why has He created the sins as he is said to be supremely compassionate. He
should not have created the world of sins and sinners. The Jainas, therefore, postulate that the
living beings are under karmic bondage from beginningless time and they can destroy the
karmas from their own exertions. On doing so, they become the Gods or the liberated ones.
Once accomplished, they never fall into the troubles of creation etc.

VaiíeîÍka Philosophy

The VaiíeîÍkas postulates seven categories of substances :

(i) Realities (Dravya) (2) Attributes (Guàa)

(3) Actions / motions (KriyÂ) (4) Generality (SÂmÂnya)
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(5) Particularity (Viíeîa) (6) Inherence (SamavÂya)

(7) Non-existence or Absence (AbhÂva)

The reality is called the ÀtmÂ (soul) where the knowledge exists inherently because the
knowledge exists in the soul by inherence (or nature). There are two kinds of souls : (i) Individual
soul (JÍvÂtmÂ), (ii) Supreme soul (ParmÂtmÂ). The supreme soul is one only. However, the
individual soul is different in each living body. It is pervasive and eternal.

The Vaiîeíkas admit that their categories of substances are mutually different from each
other. Of course, they may have the relationship of inherence.

The Vaiîeíkas also postulate the creator God like the NyÂya school. There are minor
difference between the NyÂya and Vaiîeíkas schools. Most of their doctrines are nearly similar.
Sometimes, both these philosophies are designated by a joint name of ‘NyÂya-Vaiíeîika’ one.

The Vaiîeíkas define liberation as the total destruction of nine attributes of  (i) intellect,
(ii) happiness, (iii) suffering, (iv) desire, (v) aversion, (vi) effort, (vii) religiosity, (viii) non-
religiosity and (ix) latency or impressions.

The Jaina saint-scholars have refuted almost all the concepts of the Vaiíeîkas. In fact, it
is a folly to admit destruction of knowledge and bliss in the state of salvation. The people make
effort for them only, for these are the salvation-based effects.

MÍmÂnsÂ Philosophy

The term ‘ MÍmÂnsÂ’ means thorough investigation (VivecanÂ). This system has two
schools : (i) Karma- mÍmÂnsÂ (Karma-based investigations, Pörva- mÍmÂnsÂ) and  (ii) JnÂna-
mÍmÂnsÂ (Knowledge - based investigation, Uttara- mÍmÂnsÂ). The description of undertaking
of oblationary rituals (Yajnas), ceremonial rites etc. are the subjects of Karma- mÍmÂnsÂ. In
contrast, the knowledge-based investigation (JnÂna- mÍmÂnsÂ) deals with the living beings, the
universe and the nature of God etc.

Currently, the JnÂnÂ MÍmÂnsÂ is termed as ‘VedÂnta’ (End-of-the-Veda or Upaniîadic
(sitting near the supreme soul) philosophy. The aphorist founder of earlier MÍmÂnsÂ philosophy
is ÀcÂrya Jaimini. The disciples of KumÂrila Bhatta are called ‘BhÂttas’ and the disciples of
PrabhÂkara are called ‘PrÂbhÂkaras’.

The MÍmÂnsÂkas postulate that there is no omniscient and omni-visioned individual. The
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ultra-sensual entities are known and perceived through the vedic sentences only. They assume
the Vedas as non-human or divine creation and, therefore, all-time valid. However, the Jainas
have logically (and scripturally) proved the existence of omniscient persons and, thus, they
have refuted the superhuman character of the Vedas. They argue that if the Vedas are taken as
valid due to their divine origin, the sermons on theft and adultery etc. which have not been
described by human beings, may also become valid. Secondly, the Vedas have descriptions
supporting the violence etc. Hence, they can not be taken as valid.

VedÂnta Philosophy

loZa oS [kyq bna czºe usg ukukfLr fdapuA
vkjkea rL; i’;afr] u ra i’;fr d’puAA

“All this world is of the nature of Brahma. There is nothing else in the world. All people
observe Brahma’s splendour but nobody can see him.” All the animate and non-animate entities like
the villages and towns etc. in the world are originated from the Brahma and are his modes. The
VedÂntins proclaim, “O devotee, you percieve the soul, listen to the soul, admit the existence of the
soul and meditate upon the soul.” The same Brahma is glittering in every living being. Though it has
a nature of unity, still it is located in every entity. The followers of non-dualist Brahmism designate
all the world as AvidyÂ (ignorance) or pastime of MÂyÂ (or illusion) except the Brahma.

In fact, this doctrine of their is itself the pastime of ignorance. It is totally wrong to
assume the origin of conscious and non-conscious world from the Brahma who has the nature
of consciousness. Moreover, it is also clear that the pains and pleasure of one do not belong to
any other else. Thirdly, it is not proper to assume a single soul in all the living beings. Of
course, every soul could be called as of the nature of pure Brahma with respect to pure standpoint
because every soul has the capacity of becoming supreme soul of the nature of Brahma. It is
said in Jaina scriptures, ̂ ^lOos lq)k gq lq).k;k** (All the living beings are pure with respect to pure
standpoint).19 However, if it is accepted absolutistically, there will be wrongness at large.

Jaina Philosophy

The Jaina religion is eternal. It has not been founded by any great personage like many
other religious systems in the world. The Jaina philosophy has admitted

(i) Seven spiritual reals (Tattvas)

(ii) Nine spiritual categories of entities (PadÂrthas)
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(iii) Six substances or realities (Dravyas)

(iv) Five Extensive Existents (AstikÂyas)

The theory of Relativism (SyÂdvÂda), Non-violence, Non-attachmental possessions etc.
are its fundamental doctrines. It postulates that the right faith, right knowledge and right conduct
together form the path of liberation.20 The dissociation of all the karmas from the worldly soul
is called the liberation (Mokîa). Every worldly soul is bonded with karmas from the beginningless
time. The worldly soul becomes the pure and supreme soul (ParmÂtmÂ) by his own efforts.
Such supreme souls are infinite. The number of worldly living beings is infinite-times-infinite.

The Jaina saint scholars have refuted the different concepts and have proved the existence
of the omniscients.

Substantiation of Omniscient (Sarvajna-siddhi)

The Englightened Venerables (Arihantas) are those personages who are omniscients,
destroyers of the mountains of karmas and promulgators of the path of liberation. That is why,
they are noted as the “Venerables for the saints.” There are non-contradictable and definite
logical proofs for establishing the existence of the omniscients. The God and others in alien
concepts are not omniscients. That is why the fine, intervalised or interrupted and distant
entities are directly perceived by the Englightened Venerables only because they are subjects of
knowledge as the entities directly perceived by us. Hence, the omniscients are there. It has to be
asked whether

Q. The Enlightened Jinas know the fine, intervalised or distant entities by sense-based
knowledge or supra-sensory knowledge ?

A. It is impossible to know the whole tri-timal world through the sensed-based knowl-
edge. Hence, the omniscient knows the whole tri-timal world simultaneously and at the same
time through supra-sensual knowledge.

Q. How does this supra-sensual knowledge originate ?

A. The soul has the nature of knowledge. It has a covering of knowledge-obscuring karma.
When this karma is completely destroyed, the omniscience is manifest.

Q. How the karmas of knowledge-obscuring are destroyed ?

A. The karmas of delusion, knowledge-obscuring, conation-obscuring and obstruction
are destroyed when there are rival causes for their destruction.
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Q. What are the causes of bonding of the karmas ? What are the rival causes for dissocia-
tion of the karmas ?

A The three-the wrong faith, wrong knowledge and wrong conduct-are the causes of
bonding of the four karmas. In contrast, the right faith, right knowledge and right conduct are
their rival causes. These rival-causes destroy the causes of bonding like wrongness, non-abstinence
etc. On destruction of these karmas, the true nature of the soul is manifest. The rival for the
future karmas is the real of stoppage (Samvara) and the rival for the accumulated karmas is the
real of shedding off (Nirjara) due to austerities etc.

The stoppage is the obstruction of karmic influx (Àsrava). It is affected by observance of
Self-Guards (Guptis), Carefulnesses (Samitis), Religious duties (dharmas), Introspective
reflections (AnuprekîÂs) and winning over the Afflictions (ParÍîaha-jaya) etc. The karmic
shedding is affected by the austerities etc. When the four destructive karmas are dissociated
from the worldly soul, it becomes omniscient (Sarvajna), detached (VÍtarÂgÍ) and beneficient
instructor (HitopadeíÍ). When all the eight karmas are dissociated from the soul, it becomes
totally pure and becomes liberated.

Three Kinds of the Soul 21

After offering bowings to the five Supreme Souls (ParameîthÍs) with humility and getting
himself volitionally undefiled, PrabhÂkara Bhatta requests Yogindradeva to learn about the
element of pure soul.

“O Lord, infinite time has passed since I have been in this world. But I have not experienced
any kinds of happiness here. On the other hand, I have experienced a lot of sufferings. I request
you Lord, please tell me how to alleviate these sufferings of the living beings infested with the
penury of the four destinities.” On request from PrabhÂkara Bhatta, the saint-scholar
YogÍndradeva points out :

“O PrabhÂkara Bhatta, there are three kinds of soul : (1) Extrovert soul (BahirÂtmÂ),
(2) Introvert soul (AntarÂtmÂ) and (3) Supreme Soul (ParamÂtmÂ).

Extrovert, Exterior or Materialist Soul (BahirÂtmÂ)

The ignorant living being, absorbed in the modes (ParyÂyas) of body etc. and associated
with volitions of wrongness, binds many varieties of karmas leading him to wander in the
weary world. He assumes the body as the soul. Devoid of faith in the Supreme soul, he gets
involved in twenty-five defects consisting of eight karmic filths (malas), eight prides, six non-
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abodes (AnÂyatanas) and three idiocies. This kind of living being enjoys the non-natural or
defiled modes of existences like infernal and human etc. and gets away from the realisation of
pure self. These causes lead him to wander in the five- fold world of substantivity, location,
time, current birth and modes.

Introvert Soul (AntarÂtmÂ)

The introvert soul is defined as the right-faithed living being who is devoid of the above
twenty five defects. The introvert soul understands that there is the same type of Supreme Soul
residing in the body as resides in the abode of the salvated which is of the nature of pure
knowledge. The soul does not have colour, taste, smell and touch etc. as these are the properties
of mattergy. The pure soul also does not have the defiled modes of attachment, aversion and
ignorance etc. as these arise due to karmic effects. In fact, the introvert soul is pure, enlightened,
unstained and passionless with respect to the pure standpoint.

Supreme Soul (ParamÂtmÂ)

The Supreme Soul is defined as that entity which is devoid of karmic filth, solitary,
absolute knower, pure and eternal. The living beings in whom the tetrad of infinity of knowledge,
conation, bliss and potency has been manifested, are called the Supreme Souls.

Description of Souls with respect to the Spiritual Stages (GuàasthÂnas)22

The persons with the first three spiritual stages are called extrovert souls. The persons of
fourth spiritual stage are called minimal introvert souls (Jaghanya AntarÂtmÂ). The persons
from fifth to eleventh spiritual stages are called medial introvert souls (Madhyama AntarÂtmÂ)
depending on their degree of the stages. The persons at the twelfth spiritual stage are called
supreme introvert souls (Uttama AntarÂtmÂ). The living beings at the thirteenth and fourteenth
spiritual stages are called Supreme Souls.

Practice of Righteousness (SamyaktvÂcarana) and Practice of Restraint
(SanyamÂcarana)23

The observances of the right-faithed person devoid of the above twenty five defects are
known as ‘practices of righteousness’. They are also known as ‘Faith-based practices’.
(DaríanÂcÂra). In contrast, the conduct or practices of those persons who have flawless conduct,
is known as ‘practice of Restraint’.
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The minimal introvert soul may become medial introvert soul by accepting and observing
the vows as per his capacity. He accepts the vow of partial conduct. Later, the partially conducting
votary accepts the sainthood for attaining the liberation. He becomes the follower of differentiating
Ratnatraya (Bheda-ratnatraya) and attachmental conduct (SarÂgacÂritra). At this stage also, he
is called medial introvert soul. The same person exerts himself gradually to acquire non-
differentiating Ratnatraya (Abheda-ratnatraya) because the differentiating Ratnatraya is the ladder
for the non-differentiating Ratnatraya. There can be no higher spiritual stages without the
sixth-seventh stages in the form of differentiating Ratnatraya.

THE PATH OF LIBERATION (MOKêA-MÀRGA)

Empirical and Ideal Path of Liberation (VyavahÂra - Niícaya MokîamÂrga)

The united trio of right faith, right knowledge and right conduct is the means of liberation
with respect to empirical standpoint. In contrast, the soul of the nature of the above trio is the
means of liberation with respect to the ideal standpoint as the Ratnatraya does not exist in any
reality except the soul. It is due to this fact, that the soul of the nature of Ratnatraya  is the only
means of liberation.24

Practical Ratnatraya (VyavahÂra Ratnatraya)

The righteouness or right faith is defined as to believe in seven reals and six realities
(substances) or nine categories of the living beings etc. This kind of righteousness is the
inseparable characteristic of the soul. When this is there, there arises the right knowledge
devoid of doubt (Saníaya), reversal (Viparyaya) and uncertainty (AnadhyavasÂya). Later on,
there is attachmental conduct traditionally leading to the detachmental conduct characterised by
the pure functional consciousness (Upayoga) in the form of experience of pure soul of the self.
It is said in Dravya Sangraha verse 4525 that “The practical (right) conduct has the nature of
getting away from inauspicious propensities and involving in the auspicious propensities. The
Jinas have stated that this conduct is thirteen-fold : 5 total vows, 5 carefulnesses and three self-
guards- with respect to practical standpoint. This conduct is also called “attachmental conduct”
or “desembled restraint” (Apahçta Sanyama).

After this state, the ideal Ratnatraya state is manifest in which it is said, “I am the bearer
of happiness in the form of supreme peace born out due to the reflection on the glory of soul
and devoid of options like attachment etc.” This type of ideal predilection is ideal right faith.
Similarly, it is the right knowledge in which one learns to differentiate this happiness from the
defiled modes of attachment etc. through the knowledge of self reflection. Similarly, the ideal
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conduct is defined as to repetitively stabilise the mind through supreme equanimous volitions
of unitary nature while absorbed in that happiness acquired by renouncing all the thoughts and
options of evil nature related with the earlier seen, heard and enjoyed possessions and desires
etc. This ideal Ratnatraya is called “Non-differential Ratnatraya” or detachmental conduct as at
this time all the three components are mono-channelised and transformed into one.

The cessation of external and internal propensities by the living being possessed of knowledge
to destroy the causes of wandering in the world is the best conduct propounded by the Jinas.
This conduct is also designated as detachmental or ideal conduct.26

As a rule, the saints find the way to the ideal or practical form of salvation by the force of
meditation.27 Hence, one should practice meditation. If one wishes to make the mind steady for
accomplishing the wonderful meditation, one should resign from the delusion of the desired
and non-desired objects. One should neither have the affection nor aversion. One should internally
meditate on the soul in terms of, “I have infinite knowledge, I have infinite bliss” etc. by
engaging one’s intellect in the self soul who is natural, pure, supremely conscious and full of
bliss. Also, one should externally practice the meditation on certain objects (Pindastha), chantings
or litany (Padastha) and forms (Röpastha) etc. which form the external substratum for the five
Supreme souls. The right-faithed living being understands the essence of the reality of soul on
the basis of both the standpoints-ideal and empirical.

The Samaya SÂra (Essence of Soul) verse 12 states28 that the pure or ideal standpoint
detailing the pure realities is worth knowing which has been taught by those great personalities
who have perceived the supreme self through the ideal standpoint and who became right-faithed,
complete knowers and perfect in conduct. Here, there is the topic of pure soul, hence one should
understand that it is pure, eternal, solitary and knower only. In contrast, those living beings,
who have not attained complete faith, knowledge and conduct and are at the stage of aspirant or
votary should be taught through the practical standpoint.

Both the standpoints are useful in their own respects because the ford of religion (TÍrtha)
and its effects (TÍrtha-phala) have been designed in this way.29 The ford or crossing bridge
(TÍrtha) is a medium through which one crosses over (the ocean of the world). This is the
practical religion. The crossing itself is the effect of the ford. In other words, to realise the
nature of one’s own self is the effect of crossing. It is also stated in scriptures30 that if you want
to promote Jaina religion, you must not avoid both kinds of standpoint - ideal and practical.
There will be the loss of the ford or practical religion without the practical standpoint and there
will be loss of eternal reality without the ideal standpoint.
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JayasenÂcÂrya31 states that the ideal standpoint is useful for saints who are engaged in
distinctionless trance or meditation. However, the practical standpoint is also useful for those
living beings who do not have the distinctionless trance like the use of few-times heated gold in
the absence of sixteen-fold-heated pure gold. In this case, some preliminary disciples under
distinctioned meditation may utilise the practical standpoint to deprive them of wrongness,
sensual objects, passions and inauspicious meditation. It is only the ideal standpoint which is
useful during the process of meditation on the nature of non-differential Ratnatraya like the
sixteen-fold heated gold. In other words, the practical standpoint is useful for those living
beings  (1) who are in the state of impure volitions, (2) who are attachmentally right-faithed
with respect to the partially avowed and non-restrained right-faithed votary, (3) who are at the
sixth and seventh spiritual stages and (4) who stand in the state of differential Ratnatraya. It is
to be stated here that there is impure-volitioned state upto the seventh spiritual stage and the
practical standpoint is useful upto this stage only. On moving on the stages further, the practical
standpoint automatically vanishes away under specific meditation state. There is no support for
standpoints in higher stages.

The science of differentiation (between body and soul) leads to the absence of karmic
bondage. It is said in Samaya-SÂra commentary on verse 7232 that when the living being learns
that the soul and alien entities like body etc. are different from each other, he is called the wise
man. The influx (of karma) is impure, inanimate and the cause of suffering. In contrast, the
soul is pure, knower, and blissful. By identifying the difference between the two through the
different characteristics of the soul and body, the soul refrains from karmic influx and there are
no karmic bondings.

Q. If there is cessation of bondage by knowledge only, there will be the possibility of
admission of SÂnkhyan concept.

A. It is to be enquired whether the differentiation related with the soul and karmic influx
is dissociated with the influx of affection etc. If it is devoid of influx of affection etc., the
differentiation involves detached conduct and righteousness with respect to the non-differential
stand-point like the Indian cold drink (made of aniseed, black pepper etc.). On this basis, it is
proper to state that the right knowledge is the cause of absence of karmic bondage. If the
differentiation is not devoid of affection etc., it means, then, that it is not the right kind of
differentiation. In other words, it is only the a-passioned beings who do not have the karmic
bondage. The non-restrained right-faithed being has annihilated forty one karmic species. He
has no bondage of these species. As the living being moves ahead in spiritual stages, there is
gradual annihilation of karmic species in them and, subsequently, there is cessation of bondage
of those karmic species.
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Whether the Right-faithed Being is doer of the Karmas

Though the living being does neither forego his nature nor does transform into alien
nature with respect to the pure ideal standpoint, nevertheless, it undergoes volitional
transformation in terms of affection etc. due to karmic fruition with respect to practical stand-
point. That is why, the living being is transforming in some respects.33

When the living being is materialist or extrovert and ignorant, he is the doer of inauspicious
consciousness (Aíubhopayoga) in terms of sensuals and passions. He may also be the doer of
auspicious consciousness in terms of future desires for enjoyments. In this condition, he becomes
the doer or enjoyer of the physical and psychical reals or categories of the sacred, sin, influx
and bondage.

When the right-faithed living being is introvert-souled, he is the doer of volitions of
distinction-less trance (Nirvikalpa SamÂdhi) while developing detachmental right-faith which
is concomitant of pure conduct. He becomes such a doer on the strength of auspicious con-
sciousness characterised mainly by the pure Ratnatraya. These volitions lead him to be the doer
of physical and psychical reals or categories of stoppage, shedding and even salvation.

By chance, the living being, in the absence of distinctionless trance and to get release from
the sensuals and passions or to develop the reflection on the pure soul, becomes devoid of
bondage resulting from the future desires of enjoyment, fame, and honour and, then, he may be
the doer of volitions related with auspicious consciousness in terms of eulogisation of five
Supreme souls - the Enlightened and liberated ones of the nature of pure soul, head-saints and
preceptors-worshippers of pure soul and sages-aspirant of pure soul. Thus, the right-faithed
being has also been admitted as the doer of the reals or categories of (Karmic) stoppage and
shedding with respect to practical standpoint. If the living being is admitted as absolutely non-
doer, there will be no place for liberation.

Whether the Defiled Volitions (Modes) Belong to the Living Beings ?

The defiled volitions of affection etc. are developed due to the association of the living
beings and  mattergies. They are conscious in the form of impure material (UpÂdÂna) factor
with respect to impure ideal standpoint as they are related with the living being. However, these
volitions are non-conscious in the form of pure material factor with respect to pure ideal standpoint
as they are mattergic. In fact, they are neither absolutely in the form of the living nor in the
form of mattergy. They have both the forms-the living and mattergy with respect to practical
standpoint just like a child born out of male-female contact belongs to both-the mother and
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father. With respect to the objective fine and pure standpoint, the wrong-ness etc. are not
volitions in the form of affection etc. as they are born due to the association of ignorance with
the living being.

Q. To whom these volitions belong with respect to the fine and pure ideal standpoint?

A. With respect to the fine and pure ideal standpoint, these volitions do not truly exist.

The Right-faithed Living Being Does Not Have (Karmic) Influx34

The right-faithed one does not have the influx of attachment, aversion and delusions.
Hence, the physical factors are not the cause of karmic bondage without the influxing volitions.
The four or five factors of wrong-ness etc. (i.e. non-abstinence, non-vigilance, passion and
activity) have been stated to be the causes for bonding of eight-fold karmas. These four-fold
factors have also been stated to be the causes for the volitions of attachment etc. Thus, there is no
karmic bonding in the right-faithed living being due to the absence of volitions of attachment etc.

The Gist of the Commentary35

The right-faithed living being does not have the volitions of attachment, aversion and
delusion because there can not be right faith in their presence. It has been elaborated clearly in
the following way :

“The right-faithed being does not have the volitions of attachment, aversion and delusion
arising out of the fruition of infinite-bonding anger, pride, deceit and greed and wrong-ness,
because, otherwise, there can not be the righteousness associated with the fourth spiritual stage
which has eight attributes of (1) Detachment (Nirveda), (2) Agitational fearful emotion (Samvega),
(3) Condemnation (NindÂ), (4) Censure (GarhÂ) (5) Subsidence (Upaíama), (6) Devotion
(Bhakti), (7) Selfless affection (VÂtsalya) and (8) Compassion (AnukampÂ), and which is
devoid of twenty five defects like three idiocies etc. to beget predilection in six substances or
realities, five extensive existents, seven reals and nine categories as stated by the detached
omniscients and acceptance of beneficience in the Supreme soul having infinite attributes like
omniscience etc.”

Alternatively, there is no attachment, aversion and delusion related with the infinite-bonding
and partial renunciation-obscuring passions, because, otherwise, there can not be attachmental
righteousness occurring together with the partial conduct of the fifth spiritual stage. Thirdly,
the right-faithed ones do not have attachment, aversion and delusion related with infinite-bonding
and renunciation-obscuring passions, because, otherwise, there can not be attachmental
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righteousness occurring together with the attachmental conduct of the sixth spiritual stage.

Alternatively, the right-faithed being does not have the volitions of attachment, aversion
and delusion arising out of non-vigilance due to the fruition of infinite-bonding, partial
renunciation-obscuring, total renunciation obscuring and gleaming passions of anger etc. because
there can be no detachmental righteousness without the detachmental conduct concomitant with
the proper conduct of the seventh spiritual stage of vigilant restraint which has a nature of
experiencing natural bliss due to deep meditation on pure soul with proper intellectual and
beneficial engagement in the pure, enlightened and unitary supreme soul.

Thus, with this point of view in mind, the right-faithed being does not have the volitions
of the nature of attachment, aversion and delusion and, therefore, the material factors of wrong-
ness etc. due to their fruition or sub-sidential existence are not the causes of karmic bonding in
the absence of above volitions. This is so, because the four factors of wrongness, non-abstinence,
passion and activity are the causes for new karmic bonding. All this means that the living being
does not bind new karmas when he acquires the knowledge of differentiation (between body
and soul) characterised by non-differentiated Ratnatraya qualified by the supreme detachmental
equanimous reflections. The same point has also been elaborated in Jayasena commentary on
verse 166 of Samaya SÂra.

There are two kinds of the right-faithed being : (1) attachmental, and (2) detachmental.
Out of these two, the detachmental right-faithed being does not bind new karmas at all. It is on
this basis that the above statements have been made and the right-faithed being has been called
as ‘non-bonding’ (Abandha). However, the attachmentally right-faithed being does have the
annihilation of bonding depending upon his spiritual stages. If we look at this point from the
view point of the order of annihilation of bonding on the basis of the statement elaborating the
triad of bondage, we find that36

(a)  The non-restrained right-faithed being at the fourth spiritual stage does not bind
43 karmic species annihilated in the early spiritual stages of wrong-ness etc. but he is bonder of
77 karmic species in their low intensity and duration. Still he is the reducer of his worldly
wandering, and, hence, he is a slight bonder (Êîat Bandhaka). Similarly, the living being is also
a slight bonder at higher spiritual stages with respect to lower spiritual stages. However, when
one looks at him with respect to higher spiritual stages, he is definitely a bonder. Of course, he
is clearly a direct non-bonder when he becomes detachmentally righteous over the stage of
attachmental righteousness. Hence, one should not understand that because one is the right-
faithed living being, one does not have karmic bonding.
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(b) ÀcÂrya Jayasena has admitted the presence of attachmental righteousness upto the
sixth spiritual stage in many places in his commentary on Samaya SÂra. However, there is
detachmental righteousness in higher spiritual stages. In the twelfth spiritual stage, there is the
same completely and there is total absence of bondage in this stage. Prior to this stage, the
living being is called slight-bonder with respect to the stoppage of influx of the gradual
annihilation of the bonding of karmic species.

Four Factors of the Destruction of Worldly Duration

The scriptural texts have indicated that there are the following four causes for destruction
of worldly duration :

(a) Complete knowledge of twelve-limbed scripture (Angas).

(b) Deep devotion / faith in the five Supreme Souls like the Enlightened ones etc.

(c) Spiritual stage of similar volitions (ninth guàasthÂna).

(d) Omnisciental Projection (Kevali SamudghÂta).

(a) Knowledge of Twelve-limbed Scriptures

Practically, it means to know the twelve-fold scriptures and its contents externally and
ideally, it means to have the knowledge of detachmental self-experience.

(b) Deep Faith in Supreme Souls

The ‘Bhakti’ here means righteousness. This is in the terms of honour or worship of the
five Supreme souls for the attachmental right-faithed beings. However, it is in the form of
reflection on pure soul-element for the detachmental right-faithed ones.

(c) Similar Volitions (Anivçtti PariàÂma)

The term ‘Anivçtti’ means non-specific, similar or mono-channelised. It means not to
deviate from the nature of pure self or to acquire the state of mono-directional volitions.

Thus, one gets the knowledge of the ideal and practical by studying the twelve-fold
scriptures.37 By ‘deep faith’, one acquires the ideal and practical righteousness. By ‘similar
volitions’, one acquires the detachmental conduct after the state of attachmental conduct. Thus,
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the triad of right faith, knowledge and conduct form the Ratnatraya of the nature of differentia-
tion and non-differentiation and they are the causes for the termination of worldly duration.

Q. For whom, they are the world-terminating causes ?

A. They are the world-terminating causes for the non-omniscient beings. However, for
omniscients, the omniscient based projections of soul space-point in the form of (1) stick shape
(Danda), (2) door-shape (KapÂta), (3) layer-shape (Pratara) and (4) world-filling (Loka-pöraàa)
are the causes for their worldly termination.

Usefulness of the Practical Standpoint

The Samaya-SÂra verse 4638 mentions that the Jinas have stated that all the volitions of
attachment etc. are the modifications of the living being. This statement has been made with
reference to practical standpoint.

The Gist of the Commentary of Amçtacandra39

The statement of the Jinas that the volitions of attachment etc. are the modes of living soul
- is based on the practical standpoint which is not real (AbhötÂrtha). This is meant for the
worldly beings to move them towards the ultimate object. It is verily proper to describe the
practical standpoint, despite being non-ultimate, for exposing the people towards the religious
order. It is like teaching the non-Àryans in their own language (mother tongues). If one does
not tell the practical viewpoint and does tell the ultimate viewpoint of absolute body-soul duality,
it will be equivalent to the injury towards the trasa and sthÂvara beings. For example, as there
is no violence in massaging by the ashes, similarly, there will be no violence in killing the
above beings. This will lead to the possibility of absence of violence and, therefore, loss of
karmic bondage in its absence. Similarly, it has also been stated that the living being with
attachment, aversion and delusion binds karma and he is worth to be released from this bond. If
it is said with respect to ultimate point of view, that the living being is different from attachment,
aversion and delusion, the instructions about the path of liberation will be useless, and, then,
there will be no liberation also. Hence, the practical standpoint is useful.

ÀcÂrya Jayasena40 also corroborates the above point of view. According to him, if there is
no practical standpoint, the people will take the view of pure ideal standpoint that there are no
trasa or sthÂvara beings and they will injure them without any doubt. Thus, there will be the
flaw of loss of religion of the nature of sacredness. Similarly, when the living being is already
devoid of attachment, aversion and delusion, why one should practice the path of liberation ?
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This will, again, lead to the absence of liberation. This will be another flaw. It is, therefore,
verily proper to explain the practical standpoint also.

Q. By injuring others, there is violence only from the practical standpoint. It is not there
from the ideal standpoint.

A. You are right in stating that violence occurs with respect to practical standpoint. The
bondage of sinful karmas also occurs due to the same point of the view. The sufferings due to
the different destinities of infernal etc. are also there from practical point of view. All this is
desirable.41 However, if the sufferings due to various destinities are desirable to the disputant,
let him undertake violence. If one is fearful of these sufferings, let the violence be abandoned.
Thus, it has been established that the living being is not an absolute non-doer of karmas.

The karmas are bonded with the living beings with respect to practical standpoint42 and
they are not bonded with it with respect to ideal standpoint. Both these alternatives are two
sides of standpoints. An individual, who moves ahead of these standpointal alternatives, attains
the nature of distinction-less-ness and full knowledge and, then, directly realises the self.

The great saints43 who move beyond the favours of standpoints, and who are always
steady in absorbing themselves in the nature of the self-soul, become devoid of the distinctional
network and enjoy the elixir of life with peaceful mind.

The karmic network is destroyed in an Antarmuhörta only through the detachmental and
distinctionless meditation in the form of trance.

If a great saint attaches himself with the Supreme soul even for half a Nimiîa (0.25 sec.),
he destroys all his sinful karmas just like a single fire particle burns whole of the mountain
(trees etc.). It means that the indiviual destroys all the karmas in no time who meditates on the
supreme soul under distinctionless meditation after getting devoid of defilement of attachment
and aversion etc. or all the network of distinctions.44

Spiritual Stages or Stations of Shedding off the Karmas (NirjarÂ)45

When there is development of gradual purity of volitions due to factors like proper time
etc., Any liberatable, five-sensed mind-endowed and completioned individual sheds the major
part of karmas off while ascending the ladder of the spiritual stages of low-tended, unprecedented
and similar volitions.46 This is detailed as below :

1. In the first instance, the same living being becomes right-faithed on getting the proper
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opportunity for the acquirement of the first type of righteousness and sheds the karmas innu-
merable times more than the earlier shedding. This karmic shedding has been admitted to be
innumerable times more than the living beings with acquirement of causes for subtending the
earlier righteousness.

2. Again, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding while becoming a
partially avowed votary due to destruction-cum-subsidence of partial renunciation obscuring
passion-a karmic subspecies of conduct deluding karma.

3. Again, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding while becoming
an abstinent one due to the total conduct acquired on account of the destruction-cum-subsidence
of total renunciation-obscuring karma.

4. Again, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding with respect to the
votary when he dissociates the infinite-bonding anger,pride, deceit and greed.

5. Again, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding while becoming
destroyer of faith-deluing karma due to the annihilation of the grasses of the triad of faith-
deluding karma (Wrongness, right-cum-wrongness and righteousness).

6. Later, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding when he ascends
the subsidential ladder while subtending towards ascendence due to destructional (KîÂyika)
right faith.

7. Later, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding when he becomes
subsided-passioned.

8. Later, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding while being called
as a ‘destroyer’ for the destruction of faith-deluding karma.

9. Later, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding when he acquires
the twelfth spiritual stage of destroyed passions.

10. Later, the same living being has innumerable times karmic shedding when engaged in
acquiring the designation of Jina (victor) on destruction of four destructive karmas.

All this means that the right-faithed being has innumerable times karmic shedding than
the specific wrong-faithed one ready for acquiring right faith. As he moves further in spiritual
stages, the karmic shedding also increases in geometrical series of innumerables.
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Origination of Absolute Knowledge (Kevala-jnÂna)47

The destructional (KîÂyika) right-faithed living being first destroys the seven sub- species
of deluding karma in one of the four spiritual stages of non-restrained right faithed, partial
restraint, non-vigilant restraint and vigilant restraint (i.e. 4th to 7th stages) and gets ready to
ascend the destructional ladder (Kîapaka SçenÍ). He acquires the low-tended volitions in the
seventh spiritual stage and enters into the eighth spiritual stage of unprecedented volitions
where there is leaning of duration and intensity of inauspicious karmic species and fattening of
the intensity of auspicious karmic species leading to acquirement of the ninth spiritual stage of
similar volitions. In this stage, the living being destroys the eight passions and undergoes
gradual destruction of neuter and feminine libiodo,. He, then, destroys the six quasi passions
through transition in masculine libido. He, then, undergoes transitions of masculine libido in
gleaming anger, anger into gleaming pride, pride into gleaming deceit and deceit into gleaming
greed through divisioned attenuation (BÂdara kçîti). He also leans the gleaming greed here and
acquires the tenth spiritual stage of ‘subtle passions’. In this stage, he destroys the deluding
karma in toto and attains the twelfth spiritual stage of destroyed passions. In the penultimate
point of this stage, he destroys the karmic species of sleep and drowsiness and, then, destroys
the fourteen karmic species-five of knowledge-obscuring, four of conation-obscuring and five
of obstructing karma at the ultimate point of this state leading to the acquirement of omniscience
which has a nature of self-soul.

All this means that the deluding karma is completely uprooted through detachmental and
distinctionless absolute meditation. In the first instance, after destroying the deluding karma in
the last of the tenth stage, the living being moves to the twelfth stage omitting the eleventh stage
and becomes devoid of the karma of delusion, and completely detached. At the ultimate point of
this stage, he destroys the other three destructive karmas and attains omniscience.

Nine Super-attainments of Omniscience (Labdhis)

When the living being attains omnisicence, there is manifestation of nine super-attainments.
Due to the uprooting of knowledge-obscuring karma, the destructional (kîÂyika) or infinite
knowledge becomes manifest which leads all the universe and non-universe and the all-time
modes of the entities therein to be reflected in his knowledge like the mirror. Due to the uproot-
ing of conation-obscuring karma, the destructional (kîÂyika) or infinite conation becomes
manifest which leads him to be omni-visioned. The super-attainment of destructional (kîÂyika)
assurance of security (AbhayadÂna) leading to beneficiate the infinite living beings due to
the total destruction of donation-obstructing karma. Due to the complete destruction of the
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gains-obstructing karma, the super attainment of destructional (kîÂyika) gain becomes manifest
in the omniscients devoid of morsel food intake. This super attainment causes the acquirement
of never-acquirable or uncommon but supremely auspicious and fine infinite ultimate atoms
every time which generate infinite strength in their bodies. The total destruction of single
consumable enjoyment-obstructing karma, the super-attainment of excellent and destructional
(kíÂyika) infinite enjoyment is manifest which causes the wonders like the rain of flowers etc.
Due to the total destruction of repetible enjoyment obstructing karma, the super-attainment of
destructional (kîÂyika) enjoyment of non-consumable things (Upabhoga) is manifest which
causes to acquire the splendours of throne, Camvaras and three divine parasols (chatra) etc.
The super-attainment of infinite potency becomes manifest due to the destruction of potency-
obstructing karma. The destructional (kîÂyika) righteousness becomes manifest due to the
destruction of seven species of infinite bonding passions etc. The destructional (kîÂyika)
conduct becomes manifest on the destruction of twenty one sub-species of the conduct- delud-
ing karma.

These supernatural attainments are dependent upon the physique-making karma of body
and TÍrthankaraship. Hence they do not exist physically in the liberated beings. They are there
only in the form of unperturbed supreme bliss like infinite potency in the form of absolute
knowledge.48

The omniscient Venerables possess these nine super-attainments of omniscience.The lords
of deities (Indras) construct the holy assembly and they have their sacred wanderings on the
earth for a maximum period of a little less than One-Koti-Pörva years (roughly 7056x1017

years). As soon as the omniscience is attained, the Venerable moves away 5000 Dhanuîas
(30,000 ft. ~ 900 meters) above the ground. He gets seated on the throne about four Angulas
(5 cms.) above it. When the omniscient TÍrthankara undetakes wandering, the deities create
golden lotuses below His feet. There are many other splendours unthinkable for us.

At the near-end of life-span, the omniscient Venerable absorbs himself in meditation with
cessation of activities. The holy assembly is disintegrated at that moment.

Attainment of Liberation (Mokîa)

The liberation is defined as the absence of causes of karmic bondage and complete destruction
of all the karmas due to the process of shedding off.49 The new karmas are not influxed owing
to the absence of causes of bondage like wrong faith etc. And the already acquired karmas are
destroyed in the presence of causes of karmic dissociation. The liberation is the total destruction
of karmas.
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In the pen-ultimate time of the spiritual stage of vibrationless omniscience, the living
being destroys seventy two karmic species and the remaining thirteen species are destroyed at
the last moment of this stage.50 There are only five volitions existing in the salvated state : (1)
Livingness, (2) Righteousness, (3) Omniscience, (4) Omniconation, and (5) Salvated-ness.
The rest of the voltions are negated there.

The Theory of Karma

The karma (action, deed) is defined as that agency through which the soul is made subservient.
The relationship of the soul and the karma is beginningless. Hence, their independent existence
is self-evident.

Q. How the living being receives the karmas ?

A. The living being is associated with the physique-making karma and it receives the
karmic and quasi-karmic variforms (VargaàÂ, groups of atoms) from all around and at every
moment as the red-hot iron ball attracts water from all sides.

How Many Mattergic Atoms Are Converted into Karmas in a Samaya ?

The living being receives infinite number of mattergic atoms equal to infiniteth part of the
number of the liberated beings and infinite times the number of non-liberatable beings in a
Samaya (smallest unit of time). As they are received in a Samaya, they are called ‘Samaya-
effective bond’ (Samaya Prabaddha). This is a general statement. However, there may be some
dis-similarity in karmas with respect to different types of activities.

How Many Karmas are Dissociated in a Samaya ?

The Karma-atoms are effective in the form of Samaya-effective bonds and they are
dissociated after fruition in each Samaya. In some cases, many Samaya-effective bonds may
also be dissociated due to specific causes like austerities etc. Despite this, there are always
some Samaya-effective bonds of karma in existence which are equal to a little less than one and
half geometric regression.

How Many Karmas Are There ?

Generally, the karma is one as a class. There is no difference there. However, there are
two kinds of karma with respect to their physical or psychical nature. The mattergic mass in the
form of knowledge-obscuring etc. is the ‘Physical karma’(Dravya karma) and the power of
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awarding effects in this physical mass of karma is called ‘Psychical karma’(bhÂva karma).
Alternatively, the volitions of ignorance etc. or anger etc. produced out of this power are also
called ‘psychical karmas’ by formalising cause into effect.

In general, there are eight kinds of primary karma. Alternatively, there are one hundred
forty eight kinds of them by subclassification. There may also be as many varieties of karmas
as equivalent to the expanse of innumerable worlds.

The eight karmas are classified into two main varieties :

(1) Destructive Karmas (GhÂtiyÂ),A :4,

(2) Non-destructive Karmas (AghÂtiyÂ),B :4

Names of Eight Karmas

The eight karmas are as below :

A B

(1) Knowledge-obscuring (JnÂnÂvaraàÍya)   (5) Feeling-producing (VedanÍya)

(2) Conation-obscuring(DaríanÂvaraàÍya)   (6) Life-span-determining (Àyu)

(3) Deluding (MohanÍya)   (7) Physique-making (NÂma)

(4) Obstructing (AntarÂya)   (8) Status-determining (Gotra)

The Group-A karmas are called ‘destructive karmas’ while the Group-B karmas are called
‘non-destructive karmas’.

Definition of Destructive Karmas

They are defined as those karmas which destroy or obstruct the manifestation of destructional
(kîÂyika) or destruction-cum-subsidential volitions of absolute knowledge etc. of the living
beings.

Definition of Non-Destructive Karmas

They are those karmas which do not completely destroy or obstruct the manifestation of
the inherent attributes of knowledge etc. of the living beings.
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Nature of the Eight Karmas

(1) Knowledge-obscuring Karma is that which covers or does not allow to manifest the
attribute of knowledge of the soul like the cloth cover on the face of the deities.

(2) Conation-obscuring Karma is that which does not allow the self-realisation of the
soul like the door-keeper of the king.

(3) Feeling-producing Karma is that which allows to experience the pains and pleasures
by the living being like the honey-wrapped edge of the sword.

(4) Deluding Karma is that which intoxicates the living soul like the alcoholic drinks.

(5) Life-span Determining Karma is that which puts the living being in specific states
of birth or destinity for a specified period like the chain or wooden device.

(6) Physique-making Karma is that which makes the varied kinds of body and its com-
ponents like a painter.

(7) Status-determining Karma is that which helps one to be high or low in many ways
like the potter.

(8) Obstructing Karma is that which intervenes between the donor and donee like the
treasurer who stops the king while donating to others.

Secondary Species or Sub-species of the Eight Karmas

There are 148 sub-species of the eight primary karmas as below :

(1) Knowledge-obscuring karma has 5 sub-species.

(2) Conation-obscuring karma has 9 sub-species.

(3) Feeling-producing karma has 2 sub-species.

(4) Deluding karma has 28 sub-species.

(5) Life-span-determining karma has 4 sub-species.

(6) Physique-making karma has 93 sub-species.
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(7) Status-determining karma has 2 sub-species.

(8) Obstructing karma has 5 sub-species.

On addition, all these sub-species total 148.

(A) Five Sub-species of the Knowledge-obscuring Karma

The knowledge-obscuring karma has the following five sub-species :

(1) Sensory knowledge-obscuring : It covers or obscures the sensed-based knowledge
of the living being.

(2) Vocable knowledge-obscuring : It obscures the vocable and scriptural knowledge to
be manifested in full.

(3) Clairvoyance knowledge-obscuring : It obscures the manifestation of clairvoyance
knowledge.

(4) Mind-reading knowledge-obscuring : It covers the mind reading knowledge.

(5) Absolute knoweldge-obscuring : It obscures the manifestation of complete knowledge
of the living being.

(B) Nine Sub-species of the Conation-obscuring Karma

The conation-obscuring karma has the following nine sub-species :

(1) Ocular Conation-obscuring : It does not allow the eye or the sense of sight to see
properly or fully.

(2) Non-Ocular Conation-obscuring : It does not allow the senses other than the eye to
function properly or to have proper vision through them.

(3) Clairvoyance-Conation-obscuring : It does not allow the conation through clairvoy-
ance conation.

(4) Absolute Conation-obscuring : It obscures the vision of all entities existing in all the
three times (Past, Present and Future).
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(5) Conation-obscuring of Sleep (NidrÂdaríanÂvaraàa) : It is only the sleep in general
whose fruition removes the effects of intoxication, langour and fatigue etc. It obscures conation
of all types.

(6) Conation-obscuring of Deep-sleep (NidrÂ-NidrÂ) : The deep sleep is intense sleep
whose fruition causes not to open even the eyelids.

(7) Conation-obscuring of Drowsiness (PracalÂ) : The drowsiness results in nodding the
head while sleeping without knowledge. It is caused due to weariness, distress, intoxication etc.
Its fruition makes the living being move his head and body and forget what is done during sleep.

(8) Conation-obscuring of Deep Drowsiness (PracalÂ-PracalÂ) : Deep drowsiness means
more intense drowsiness. Its fruition leads the flow of saliva from the mouth and movement of
body parts (without knowing about them).

(9) Somnambulism (StyÂna-gçddhi) : It is the specific form of slumber whose fruition
causes the person to do or strive after plenty of activities of valour during sleep but does not
remember them at all on waking up.

(C) Two Sub-species of Feeling-producing Karma

The feeling-producing karma has the following two sub-species :

(1) Pleasure feeling-producing (SÂtÂ-vedanÍya) : It is the sub-species whose fruition
makes the living being to experience the pleasure in the form of physical and psychical delights
in the celestial or other destinities.

(2) Pain feeling-producing (AsÂtÂ-vedanÍya) : It is the sub-species whose fruition makes
the living being to experience the variety of sufferings in the destinity of infernal etc.

(D) Twenty eight Sub-species of Deluding- Karma

Basically, the deluding karma has two varieties : (1) faith-deluding karma
(DaríanamohanÍya), and (2) conduct-deluding karma (CÂritramohanÍya). The faith-deluding
karmas has three varieties : (1) MithyÂtva (Wrong-ness or Wrong faith), (2) SamyakmithyÂtva
(Right-cum-wrong-ness) and (3) Samyaktvaprakçti (Righteousness with eslight defects).

The Species of Wrong-ness : It is the karmic species whose fruition leads to wrong
belief and non-predilection in the accurate nature of entities as stated by the omniscients.
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The Species of Right-cum-Wrong-ness : It is the karmic species whose fruition leads to
the volitions which have both types of right and wrong belief in the true nature of the entities.

The Species of Righteousness with Eslight Defects: The karmic species of righteousness
with eslight defects is defined as that whose fruition, though does not lead to destroy the quality
of righteousness but the individual has the flaws of unsteadiness and staining in his volitions.
This karmic species is a partially cleansed state of the species of wrong-ness.

Two Varieties of Conduct-deluding Karma : There are two varieties of conduct deluding
karma : (1) Feeling-producing of passions (KaîÂyavedanÍya) and (2) Feeling-producing of
quasi-passions (No-KaîÂyavedanÍya). There are sixteen kinds of passions under four categories
and nine kinds of quasi-passions. The categories of passions are given below :

(1-4) Infinite-bonding (AnantÂnubandhÍ) passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(5-8) Four partial renunciation-obscuring (ApratyÂkhyÂnÂ-varaàa) passions of anger,
pride, deceit and greed.

(9-12) Four total renunciation-obscuring (PratyÂkhyanÂ-varaàa) passions of anger, pride,
deceit and greed.

(13-16) Four gleaming (Sanjvalana) passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(1) Infinite-bonding Anger : The term ‘Ananta’ (infinite) means the world. The infinite
bonding passion is that which is the cause of worldly wandering. The infinite-bonding passion
of anger is that whose fruition, leads to anger which may cause infinite wandering in the world.

(2) Infinite-bonding pride : It is the karmic species which causes the pride resulting in
the infinite wandering in the world.

(3) Infinite-bonding deceit : It is the karmic species whose fruition leads to the specific
fraudulence to cause infinite wandering in the world.

(4) Infinite-bonding greed : It is the karmic species whose fruition leads to consistently
intense greediness.

All the infinite-bonding passions obstruct the attribute of righteousness.

(5-8) Partially renunciation-obscuring passions : These are the passions which obscure
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the observance of abstinence or vows even to a very small extent. It does not allow to observe
even partial vow-observance. This category of passions does not allow even to observe partial
vows. It has also four varieties like anger, pride, deceit and greed. They could be defined
accordingly.

(9-12) Total Renunciation-obscuring passions : These are the passions whose fruition
leads to the complete obscuration of observance of vows. There could not be observance of
complete  vows under this category. There are four kinds of passions under this category :
anger, pride, deceit and greet. They could be defined accordingly.

(13-16) Gleaming passions (Sanjvalana) : These are the passions whose fruition causes
uniform shining of restraint mixed with passions and which does disturb perfect conduct. This
category has also four varieties of anger, pride, deceit and greed. They should be defined
accordingly.

Thus, the above are the sixteen varieties of passions.

Nine Quasi-passions (No-kaîÂyas) : The term quasi-passion is defined as the slight or
weak passions which may lead to general passions. There are nine kinds of quasi-passion :
(1) Laughter, (2) Liking, (3) Disliking, (4) Sorrow, (5) Fear, (6) Disgust, (7) Feminine Libido,
(8) Masculine Libido, and (9) Neuter Libido.

The Laughter is that whose fruition results in amusement and laughter. The quasi-passion
of Liking is that whose fruition develops special affection towards wife, son, riches, country
etc. The quasi-passion of Disliking is that whose fruition develops ennui towards the country
and riches etc. The quasi-passion of Sorrow is that whose fruition causes grief on separation of
the desired ones. The quasi-passion of Fear is that whose fruition results in restlessness in
mind. The quasi-passion of Disgust is that whose fruition results in hatred towards others or
causes covering of one’s own defects and uncovering of other’s defects. The quasi-passion of
Feminine Libido is that whose fruition results in (i) feminine attitudes, (ii) desire for males
through eye-blinking etc. and (iii) excess of deceitfulness. The quasi-passion of Masculine
libido is that whose fruition results in volitions related with desires to enjoy women. The
quasi-passion of Neuter libido is that whose fruition results in mixed volitions to enjoy men or
women etc.

Thus, the 25 varieties of conduct-deluding karma (9 quasi-passions and 16 passions) and
3 varieties of faith-deluding karma make up the 28 sub-species of the deluding karma.
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(E) Four Species of Life-span-determining Karma (Àyu-karma)

(1) Life-span-determining karma of Infernal Destinity : It is the karma whose fruition
determines and restrains the living being in infernal body.

(2) Life-span-determining karma of Subhuman Destinity : It is the karma whose
fruition determines and restrains the living being in subhuman destinity.

(3) Life-span-determining karma of Human Destinity : It is the karma whose fruition
determines and restrains the living being in human destinity.

(4) Life-span-determining karma of Celestial Destinity : It is the karma whose fruition
determines and restrains the living being in celestial destinity.

(F) Ninety-three Species of Physique-making Karma (NÂma Karma)

There are ninety-three sub-species of physique making karma. They are detailed and defined
below :

(1) Physique-making karma of Destinity (Gati) : It is the karma whose fruition leads
the living being to acquire new mode from the earlier mode of existence. There are four kinds
of destinity : (a) Infernal destinity, (b) Sub-human (Tiryanca) destinity, (c) Human destinity
and (d) Celestial destinity. The fruition of these karmas lead one to acquire the shape and body
of infernals, sub-humans, humans and celestials respectively.

(2) Physique-making karma of Genus or Class (JÂti) : It is that karma which groups
the living beings based on similar and non-transgressable attributes. For example, the one-
sensed living beings are uniform but they do not mutually transgress into two-sensed etc.
beings. This is the non-transgressibility. Moreover, all the one-sensed living beings are similar
to each other with respect to one-sensed-ness. This is the similarity of the attributes. This
attribute of non-transgression is observed in all the living beings having different senses. Thus,
the terms ‘one-sensed’ etc. are termed as ‘class’ or ‘genus’.

There are five kinds of physique making karma of class or genus. It is the karma whose
fruition results in the designation of the living being as one-sensed, two-sensed, three-sensed,
four-sensed and five-sensed according to which they form different classes of living beings
respectively such as ‘one-sensed class’ etc.

(3) Physique-making karma of Body : It is the karma whose fruition leads to the
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formation of body. There are five kinds of body : (1) Gross (AudÂrika), (2)  Protean
(Vaikriyaka), (3) Ejectable or translocational (ÀhÂraka), (4) Luminous (Taijasa), and
(5) KÂrman body. The fruition of these specific body karmas lead to the formation of these
five types of body respectively.

(4) Physique-making karma of Limbs and Minor Limbs (Ango-pÂnga) : It is the
karma whose fruition results in the distinction among (a) eight primary or major parts of the
body like head, back, thigh, arms, stomach, hands, feet and lotus-like heart and (b) many other
secondary or minor parts of the body like fore-head, nose etc. It has three varieties :

(a) Limbs and Minor Limbs of Gross Body.

(b) Limbs and Minor Limbs of Protean Body.

(c) Limbs and Minor Limbs of Ejectable Body.

(5) Physique-making karma of Formation (NirmÂàa) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in the formation of various limbs and minor limbs or organs of the body formed due to
the fruition of the physique-making karma of body. It has two varieties : (i) Positional formation
(SthÂna nirmÂàa), and (ii) Scalar or size formation (PramÂàa nirmÂàa). The first fixes the
position while the second fixes the size of the parts.

(6) Physique-making karma of Bonding or Union (Bandhana) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in mutual union or connection between the mattergic aggregates received or
acquired by the living being in the nature of mattergic variforms etc. by the fruition of the
physique-making karma of body. There are five kinds of bonding karma : (a) gross-body
bonding, (b) protean body bonding, (c) ejectable body bonding, (d) luminous body bonding,
and (e) karman body bonding.

(7) Physique-making karma of Fusion (SanghÂta) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in the association of gross body etc. through tight or packed interpenetration without
porosity to become uniform. This species has also five varieties : (a) gross, (b) protean, (c)
ejectable, (d) luminous, and (e) karmanic.

(8) Physique-making karma of Configuration (SansthÂna) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in the formation of specific physical shapes and sizes of the body. It has six
varieties :

(a) Perfectly regular or symmetrical (Sama-Catörasra) : It is the karma whose fruition
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results in a body with a perfect symmetrical shape with regards to height and width etc. as per
the science of palmistry (SÂmudrika íÂstra).

(b) Banyan-like upper part symmetrical (i.e. above navel, Nyagrodha parimandala):
It is the karma whose fruition results in the shape of the body like banyan tree which is thicker
above navel and thinner below navel.

(c) SvÂti-constellation or Slough-of-snake-like Lower-part-Symmetrical (i.e. below
navel, SvÂti)  : It is the karma whose fruition results in the lower-part with symmetrical shape
of the body (i.e. below navel) i.e. thicker below navel and thinner above navel like the shape of
Svati constellation or slough of the snake configuration.

(d) Hunch-backed configuration (Kubjaka) : It is the karma whose fruition results in
a hunch-backed shape of the body (i.e. raised back).

(e) Dwarf-Configuration (VÂmana) : It is the karma whose fruition results in the shape
of the body which is short in stature.

(f) Irregular-shaped Configuration (Hundaka, Unsymmetrical) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in an irregular or unsymmetrical shape of the body which does not have any
specific shape of its limbs and minor limbs etc.

(9) Physique-making Karma of Bone-joints (Sanhanana) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in specific types of joints between the bones in different parts of the body.
There are six kinds of bone joint as below :

(a) Wrapped and Nailed Adamantine Hard joint (Vajra-vçîabha-nÂrÂca-sanhanana):
It is that bone joint where the bone-junctions are stuck together by a diamond-like hard material
and wrapped by it along with nailing of hard material so that they may not be broken or pierced
by anything.

(b) Unwrapped but Nailed Adamantine joint (Vajra-nÂrÂca) : It is that bone joint
where there are bone joints of diamond with nails of diamond without wrapping.

(c) Nailed Adamantine joint (NÂrÂca) : It is the karma whose fruition results in bone-
joints with adamantine nailing only without wrapping and stucking.

(d) Semi-adamantine joint (Ardha-nÂrÂca) : It is the karma whose fruition results in
bone-joints where one-side is adamantinely nailed while the other side is ordinarily nailed.
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(e) Nailed joints (KÍlita) : It is the karma whose fruition results in bone-joints where
jointing is done by ordinary nailing materials.

(f) Loose or Weak joints (AsamprÂptasçpÂtikÂ) : It is the karma whose fruition results
in bone joints where the internal non-jointed bones are joined through external wrappings of
veins, sinews and flesh etc. and they are not nailed.

(10) Physique-making karma of Colour : It is the karma whose fruition causes the
manifestation of specific colour in the body. It has five varieties : (a) black, (b) blue, (c) red,
(d) yellow and (e) white.

(11) Physique-making karma of Smell : It is the karma whose fruition results in specific
types of smell in the body. It has two varieties : (a) good,  and (b) bad.

(12) Physique-making karma of Taste : It is the karma whose fruition results in mani-
festation of different tastes in the body. It has five varieties : (a) Bitter, (b) Pungent,
(c) Astringent, (d) Acidic and (e) Sweet.

(13) Physique-making karma of Touch : It is the karma whose fruition results in the
manifestation of specific touches in the body. It has eight varieties : (a) Hard, (b) Soft,
(c) Heavy, (d) Light, (e) Cold, (f) Hot, (g) Smooth, (h) Rough.

(14) Physique-making karma of Successory Transmigration (ÀnupörvÍ) : It is the
karma whose fruition does not make the form of previous body dis-appear during the
transmigratory motion. It means there should not be the loss of shape of previous body. It has
four varieties :

(a-d) Successory transmigration towards : (a) Infernal, (b) Sub-human, (c) Human, and
(d) Celestial destinity.

(a-d) Successory Transmigration towards Infernal Destinity (Naraka gatyÂnupörvÍ):
When the living being leaves the body (or dies) after completing the life-span and shows
tendency to move towards the infernal destinity, the cause of non-disappearance of the form of
earlier body during transmigratory motion is manifest. This is caused by the karma of successory
transmigration of Infenal destinity. Similarly, the other three types should also be defined.

(15) Physique-making Karma of A-heavy-a-light (Agurulaghu) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in a body neither too heavy like iron-ball to fall below nor too light to fly away
like cotton.
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(16) Physique-making Karma of Self-harming (UpaghÂta) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in having body parts like horns, fatty stomach etc. which may be the cause of
harming own-self.

(17) Physique-making Karma of Alien-harming (ParaghÂta) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in such body-parts like sharp horns, nails, jaws etc. which may cause harm to
others.

(18) Physique-making Karma of Respiration (UcchvÂsa) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in the function of inhaling and exhaling of airs.

(19) Physique-making Karma of Hot-Light (Àtapa) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in the emission of hotness and light like sunshine to give heat to others. This physique-
making karma of hot light is found in the gross earth-bodied beings residing in the astral plane
of the sun. Its rays are only hot, but it is cold at the base.

(20) Physique-making Karma of Cold Light (Udyota) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in a radiant body with cool light emission. This karma is found in the one-sensed gross
earth-bodied beings residing in the astral plane of the moon. The firefly etc. have also the
fruition of this karma.

(21) Physique-making Karma of Space-movement (VihÂyogati) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in movement in space. It has two varieties : (a) Praiseworthy (Praíasta) and
(b) Non-praiseworthy (A-praíasta).

(22) Physique-making Karma of Mobiles (Trasa) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in the birth as a mobile being of two or more senses.

(23) Physique-making Karma of Gross body (BÂdara) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in having non-fine body which may be obstructed by others or which may obstruct
others.

(24) Physique-making Karma of Completion (ParyÂpti) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in completion of all the six completions of food, body, senses, respiration, speech and
mind as appropriate with the class of the living beings.

(25) Physique-making Karma of Individual body (Pratyeka êarÍra) : It is the karma
whose fruition results in enjoying an individual body formed due to the physique-making karma
of body by a single living being. In other words, whose fruition results in only one living being
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as the owner of the whole body.

(26) Physique-making Karma of Firmness (Sthira) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in keeping the limbs and minor limbs of body sturdy, strong and stable in position. It also
keeps the three humours - wind (VÂta), bile (Pitta) and phelgm (Cough) and internal secretions of
the body in equilibrium. This karma results in the disease-free body and peaceful mind.

(27) Physique-making Karma of Auspicity (êubha) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in charm, beauty and enjoyability of the parts of the body like head etc. and the body as
a whole.

(28) Physique-making Karma of Amiability (Subhaga) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in appearance of the body as attractive and delightful to others.

(29) Physique-making Karma of Melodious Voice (Susvara) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in mind-pleasing and sweet voice of the living beings.

(30) Physique-making Karma of Lustrous body (Àdeya) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in specially desired brilliance, shine or radiance in the body of the living beings.

(31) Physique-making Karma of Reputation and Renown (YaíaskÍrti) : It is the
karma whose fruition results in public acclaims of merit-earning deeds and qualities of the
living beings.

(32) Physique-making Karma of TÍrthankaraship (TÍrthakaratva) : It is the karma
whose fruition results in the status of the Enlightened-hood which has un-imaginably specific
magnificence. The bonder of this karmic species is called supreme Venerable (BhagavÂn) as
the bonder being creates wonders and excitements in all the three worlds.

(33) Physique-making Karma of One-sensed Beings (SthÂvara) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in birth in the class of living beings with one sense only (i.e. with embodiments
of earth, water, fire, air and plants).

(34) Physique-making Karma of Fineness (of body - Sökîma) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in a body incapable of being obstructed by others or also incapable of offering
obstruction to others.

(35) Physique-making Karma of Non-completion (AparyÂpti) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in partial or total non-development of six types of completions. In other words,
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the living being under this karmic fruition is in the temporally non-completioned state.

(36) Physique-making Karma of General Body (SÂdhÂraàa êarÍra) : It is the karma
whose fruition results in a body which is possessed or enjoyed by many living beings.

(37) Physique-making Karma of Non-firmness (Asthira) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in leaning and thinning of body parts and its elements and humours of the body may not
be in proper and equilibrated position. The fruition of this karma results in the body to be ailing
or diseased.

(38) Physique-making Karma of Inauspicity (Aíubha) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in a body whose parts like head etc. are unpleasant in sight.

(39) Physique-making Karma of Non-amiability (Durbhaga) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in a body-even with good personality-not to be liked by others.

(40) Physique-making Karma of Harsh Voice (Dus-svara) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in mind-displeasing and undesirable voice of the living beings.

(41) Physique-making Karma of Non-lustrous body (AnÂdeya) : It is the karma whose
fruition results in non-radiant and non-shining body.

(42) Physique-making Karma of Non-reputation and Non-renown (AyaíaskÍrti) : It
is the karma whose fruition results in defame and no-glory of the living beings despite their
good deeds.

Thus, these are 42 main sub-species of the physique-making karma and when many of
these are sub-classified, they make up 93 as pointed out.

(G) Two Varieties of Status-determining Karma (Gotra-karma)

The two varieties of the status-determining karma are given below :

(1) High status : It is the karma whose fruition results in the birth in publicly honoured
and dignified families.

(2) Low status : It is the karma whose fruition results in the birth in publicly dishonoured
families
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(H) Five Varieties of Obstructing Karma (AntarÂya Karma)

There are five varieties of obstructing karma as given below :

(1) Donation obstructing (DÂnÂntarÂya) : It is the karma whose fruition results in
physical or mental impediments in offering donation despite desires for doing so.

(2) Gains-obstructing (LÂbhÂntarÂya) : It is the karma whose fruition results in not
acquiring or earning gains despite desire for having them.

(3) Consumable-enjoyment-obstructing (BhogÂntarÂya) : It is the karma whose fruition
results in non-enjoyment of consumable materials like food, flowers etc.

(4) Repititive-consumable-enjoyment-obstructing (UpabhogÂntarÂya) : It is the karma
whose fruition results in unability to enjoy the non-consumable objects like women etc. despite
desire for them.

(5) Potency-obstructing Karma (VÍryÂntarÂya) : It is the karma whose fruition results
in non-manifestation of one’s energy/capacity despite having desire to do so.

Thus, the eight karmas have 148 species.

Merit-earning and Demerit-earning karmic Species

All the above karmic species have been classified in two categories : (1) Merit-earning
species which earn merit or worldly happiness on fruition and (2) Demerit-earning species
which earn demerit or worldly worries on fruition.

A. Merit-earning or Sacred Karmic Species : There are sixty eight merit-earning karmic
species as given below :

(1) Pleasure-feeling producing karma.

(2-4) Three life-span-determining karmas of (a) Subhuman, (b) Human and
(c) Celestial life-spans.

(5) High status of status determining karma.

(6-68) 63 karmic species of physique-making karma as below :
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(1-2) Human destinity, successory transmigration of human destinity.

(3-4) Celestial destinity, successory transmigration of celestial destinity.

(5) Five-sensed class.

(6-10) Five bodies.

(11-15) Five bondings.

(16-20) Five fusions.

(21-23) Three types of limbs and minor limbs.

(24-43) Twenty auspicious varieties of colour (5), smell (2), taste (5) and touch (8).

(44) Perfectly symmetrical configuration.

(45) Adamantine wrapped and nailed bone joint.

(46-51) A-heavy-a-light, alien harming, respiration, hot light, cold light, praiseworthy
space movement.

(52-61) Mobile decad : (1) Mobile, (2) Gross, (3) Completion, (4) Individual body, (5)
Firmness, (6) Auspicity, (7) Amiability, (8) Melodious voice, (9) Lustrous body and (10)
Reputation and renown.

(62) TÍrthankaraship

(63) Formation.

B. Demerit-earning or Non-sacred Karmic Species : There are one hundred non-sacred
karmic species which are given below :

(1-47) 47 species of four destructive karmas (knowledge obscuring 5, conation-
obscuring 9, deluding 28 and obstructing 5).

(48) Low status.

(49) Penury-feeling producing karma.
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(50-51) Infernal life-span, subhuman life-span.

(52-53) Infernal destinity, successory transmigration of infernal destinity.

(54) Subhuman destinity.

(55-58) 4 classes of one-sensed, two-sensed, three-sensed and four-sensed beings.

(59-63) Five configurations (barring the first one)

(64-68) Five bone joints (barring the first one)

(69-88) Twenty inauspicious varieties of colour, smell, taste and touch.

(89) Self-harming.

(90) Non-praiseworthy space-movement.

(91-100) Non-mobile decad : (1) non-mobile body, (2) fine body, (3) non-completion,
(4) non-firmness, (5) inauspicity, (6) non-amiability, (7) harsh voice, (8) non-lustrous body,
(9) non-reputation and non-renown and (10) common body.

Thus, we have a total of 100+68=168 karmic species here. However, only 148 species
have been mentioned earlier. It means that the twenty species of colour, smell, taste and touch
are counted in both the categories of sacred and non-sacred species.

Unconscious Impression or Latency duration of Passional Dispositions
(VÂsanÂ-kÂla) :

It is stated that the unconscious impression or pre-dispositional duration of

(a) Gleaming passions is one Antarmuhörta.

(b) Total renunciation-obscuring passions is fifteen days.

(c) Partial renunciation-obscuring passions is six months, and

(d) Infinite-bonding passions is numerable, innumerable or infinite births of the living
beings.
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Definition of Unconscious Impression or Pre-disposition (VÂsanÂ)

Some body got angry over some other body. Later, when he gets engaged in some other
work, he does not have fruition of anger but he also does not have the volition of forgiveness.
Thus, the anger, already done earlier, becomes latent in sub-conscious mind. The period of this
latency has been called as duration of latency or impression here.

States of Karma (Karaàas)

Each of the primary or secondary karmic species has ten states which are called karaàas or
operations. They are named as (1) Bonding (Bandha), (2) Augmentation (Utkarîaàa),
(3) Transition (Sankramaàa), (4) Attenuation (Apakaçaîàa), (5) Pre-maturation (UdiraàÂ),
(6) Existence (Satva), (7) Fruition (Udaya), (8) Subsidence (Upaíama), (9) Partial incapacitation
(Nidhatti) and (10) total incapacitation (NikÂcanÂ).

(1) Bonding : The bonding state is defined as the homolocalised relationship of the
mattergic entities with soul in the form of knowledge-obscuring etc. karmas through the volitions
of wrongness etc. resulting in the obscuration of property of knowledge etc. of the living
beings. In other words, the binding of mattergic karmas with the worldly soul or the living
being is called ‘Bonding’.

(2) Augmentation : This process is defined as that in which the karmic duration (Sthiti)
and intensity (AnubhÂga) are increased. It is a delayed fruition.

(3) Transition : It is the process in which a karmic species transforms into other karmic
species of the same primary karma (There are some exceptions also).

(4) Attenuation : It is the process in which the duration and intensity of fruition of the
karmic species is reduced or the karmic fruition is quickened (due to austerity etc.).

(5) Pre-mature Fruition : It is the process in which the karmic fruition takes place in
fruitional time before the normal time after induction period due to factors of attenuation.

(6) Existence : This process means the existence of mattergy in the form of earlier-earned
karmas.

(7) Fruition : This is the state of karma in which it enjoys its total duration and attains the
time for its fruition.
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(8) Subsidence : This is the state in which the karma exists but it is incapable of fruition.
It means it is the karma which can not be fruitioned in fruitional time or which can not have pre-
mature fruition.

(9) Partial Incapacitation : This is the state of karmas where they can neither have
fruition in fruitional time nor they can have a state of transition.

(10) Total Incapacitation : This is the state of karmas where there can be no states of
pre-mature fruition, transition, augmentation and attenuation. The totally incapacitated karmas
are dissociated only after full fruition. It has been stated that this state of karma is caused by the
causes like disrespect of real God, scriptures and preceptors.

The states of bonding, existence and fruition of these karmas are more popular.

Bondable Karmic Species

There are one hundred and twenty karmic species which are bondable with the living
beings. This statement could be elaborated in the following way :

(1) Five bondings, five fusions and five bodies are concomitant. Hence, they could be
included in five bodies. Thus, there will be a reduction of 10 species (15-5=10).

(2) The twenty varieties of colour, smell, taste and touch may be included in the four basic
species. Thus, there is a reduction of 16 species (20-4=16).

(3) There is bonding of the species of wrong-ness only out of the three species of faith-
deluding karma. The species of righteousness with eslight defects and right-cum-wrong-ness
are not bondable. Thus, there is a further reduction of two species (3-1=2).

Thus, we have 10+16+2=28 species as non-bonding. This leads to 148-28=120 species as
bondable species.

Fruitionable Karmic Species

The karmic species of right-cum-wrong-ness and righteousness with eslight defects of the
faith-deluding karma may be added to the 120 bondable species, leading to the result that there
are 122 species capable of fruition with the living beings.
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Karmic Species in Existence

All the 148 karmic species may be in existence in the living beings.

The bonding, fruition and existence of these karmic species is described specially in texts
like GommatasÂra KarmakÂnda and Panca-sangraha etc. They should be studied for better
understanding.

Causes of Influx of the Eight Karmas

(1) Causes of Influx of Knowledge-obscuring and conation-obscuring karmas : There
are six causes for the influx of knowledge and conation-obscuring karmas :

(i) Spite against knowledge and conation (Pradoîa).

(ii) Concealment of knowledge and conation (Ninhava).

(iii) Envy or jealousy in imparting knowledge and conation (MÂtsarya).

(iv) Impediment-creation in acquisition of knowledge and conation (AntarÂya).

(v) Disrespect shown by words or deed towards knowledge and conation offered by others
(ÀsÂdana).

(vi) Blaspheming the true knowledge and conation or calling them as false (UpghÂta).

(i) Spite : The spite is defined as disliking or non-praising the true knowledge / conation
taught by the religious scholars.

(ii) Concealment : It is defined as to conceal one’s knowledge and conation for those
seeking them due to some causes.

(iii) Jealousy : This is not to impart knowledge or conation to a seeker assuming that he
will also become a religious teacher.

(iv) Impediment : This is to create / place obstacles in the way of person acquiring
knowledge.

(v) Disrespect : This is to show disregard by words or action for the proper knowledge
and conation taught by others.
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(vi) Blasphemy : This is to blame true knowledge and conation and calling them as false.

Causes of Influx of the Feeling-producing Karma

There are two kinds of feeling-producing karma : (1) Penury-feeling-producing karma,
and (2) Pleasure-feeling-producing karma. There are six causes influx of the penury-feeling
producing karma. They are (i) suffering (Dukha) (ii) sorrow (êoka), (iii) agony (TÂpa),
(iv) moaning (Àkrandana), (v) injury or killing (Vadha) and (vi) lamentation (Paridevana) - all
related to self, other or both.

(i) Suffering : It is defined as the specific volitions in the form of pains or displeasure.

(ii) Sorrow : It is defined as mental and physical sadness due to loss or separation of the
desirable, useful or beneficial things to one-self.

(iii) Agony : It is the feeling of distress or repentance owing to one’s defame or disgrace
in the world.

(iv) Moaning : It is weeping loudly and with tears due to repentance or anguish.

(v) Injury or Killing : It is to inflict injury on others and destruction of the vitalities of
life-span etc.

(vi) Lamentation : It is the kind of loud out-cry or weeping with distressful volitions so
that the listeners may feel sympathy for him.

Though the sorrow etc. are the varieties of suffering, but they have been mentioned here to
indicate the varieties of suffering.

Cause of Influx of Pleasure-feeling-producing Karma

There are seven main causes of influx of pleasure-feeling-producing karma: (1) Compassion
in general and towards the devouts in particular (Bhutavratyanu KampÂ), (2) Donation or charity
(DÂna), (3) Restraint with attachment (SarÂga Sanyama) etc., (4) Activity of vowel observances
(Yoga) etc. (5) Forgiveness or equanimity (KîÂnti), (6) Absence of avarice or greed (êauca),
and (7) Devotion to the Enlightened ones (Arhadbhakti) and so on.

(1) Compassion in general and towards the devouts : The compassion is defined as a
fellow feeling for or distress at the penury of others as they are one’s own. Having this type of
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fellow feeling for all the living beings of the world in general and for the persons observing
vows or devouts in particular is called compassion for the living beings and compassion for the
devouts.

(2) Donation or charity : It is to offer useful things to others which may be beneficial to
self & others.

(3) Attachment-based restraint etc. : The restraint is defined as to abstain from the
objects of five senses and mind and to abstain from injury to the six groups of the living beings.
The restraint with desires or affection is attachmental restraint. There is the term ‘Àdi’ (etc.)
with this factor. This means that besides attachmental restraint, (i) restraint-cum-non-restraint
(vows of the laity), (ii) Involuntary karmic dissociation (i.e. renouncing of consumables and
non-consumables devoid of anguish in prisons etc.) and (iii) austerities with wrong-ness are
also included here.

(4) Activity or Mental concentration : It means to observe vows and restraints etc. with
mental concentration directed in this direction.

(5) Forgiveness or Equanimity : It means the renunciation of passions or absence of
passions.

(6) Absence of Avarice or greed : The term ‘êauca’ has two meanings having the same
sense. When it means purity, it means renunciation of greed. When it means renunciation of
greed, it also means purity.

(7) Devotion to the Enlightened Ones : It means to have faith in the five Supreme souls
and other great personages and their commandments.

The aphorism 6.12 of TattvÂrtha Sötra mentions only the six causes. But there is the
ending term ‘iti’ in it which indicates that devotion to the Enlightened ones and selfless service
of ascetics etc. should also be included as the causes of influx of pleasure feeling producing
karma in addition to the six ones named.

Causes of Influx of Faith-deluding Karma

The blaspheming or defaming the five-omniscients, scriptures, ascetic order, religion
and deities, is the cause of influx of faith deluding karma.

Blasphemy is defined as to find faults in the great or virtuous people.
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(1) Blasphemy of the Omniscient : The blasphemy of omniscient may be illustrated by
the statements like, “The omniscients live on morsels of food and conduct themselves like
common men etc.”

(2) Blasphemy of Scriptures : The blasphemy of scriptures may be illustrated by the
statements like, “The scriptures recommend meat-eating and wine-drinking etc.”

(3) Blasphemy of Ascetic Order or Sangh : This may be illustrated by the statements
like, “The ascetics are base-born, naked and worth condemnation etc.”

(4) Blasphemy of Religion : The blasphemy of the religion may be illustrated by the
statements like, “There is no substance in the Jina-propounded religion. Whosoever follows
this religion, he will be a demon in rebirth, and so on.”

(5) Blasphemy of Deities : The blasphemy of deities may be illustrated by the statements
like “The deities drink wine, they eat meat, they get pleased by sacrifice etc. etc.”

Causes of Influx of Conduct-deluding Karma

The intense volitions induced by the fruition of passions lead to the influx of conduct-
deluding karma.

Causes of Influx of Life-span-determining Karma

There are four kinds of life-span karma : (1) Infernal life-span, (2) Sub-human life-span,
(3) Human life-span, and (4) Celestial life-span. Each of the categories has different causes of
influx.

(1) Causes of Influx for Infernal Life-span : The causes of influx for infernal life-span
karma are (1) excessive internal and external occupational violence, and (2) possessional at-
tachment.

(2) Causes of Influx for Sub-human Life-span : The deceitfulness and cheating etc. are
the causes of influx of the sub-human life-span.

(3) Causes of Influx for Human Life-span : The causes of influx for human life-span
are (1) Slight internal and external occupational violence and (2) Slight possessional attach-
ment. Mildness in nature or simple nature is also the cause of influx of this karma.
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When there is no observance of primary and supplementary vows, there is strongest,
strong, weak or weakest intensity of passions leading to the influx of all the four kinds of life-
span karmas respectively. The five vows of non-violence etc. are called ‘Vratas’ while the
seven vows of directional limitation etc. are called ‘êilas’ or secondary or supplementary vows.

(4) Causes of Influx of Celestial Life-span : There are four causes of influx of celestial
life-span : (1) attachmental restraint, (2) restraint-cum-non-restraint, (3) involuntary karmic
dissociation and austerities with wrong-ness (BÂla-tapa). The right faith is also the cause of
influx in this case. Of course, this is the cause of influx of karma of empyrean deities and not
in case of others. Though the right faith is not the cause of ‘influx of any karma but it causes
bondage of karma when associated with attachment which is normally there in case of most
worldly beings.

Causes of Influx of Physique-making Karma

(a) Inauspicious physique-making karma : The causes of influx of inauspicious physique-
making karma are as below: (1) Crooked activities, (2) Deception to others, (3) Wrong faith.
The fickleness of mind, envy, condemnation of others, self-praise etc. are also the causes of
influx of the inauspicious physique-making karma.

(b)  Causes of Influx of Auspicious Physique-making Karma : The factors in opposition
to the influx of inauspicious physique-making karma are the causes of influx of the auspicious
physique-making karma. In other words, simple activity and non-deceptive nature etc. are the
causes of influx of the auspicious physique-making karma.

(c) Causes of Influx of Physique-making Karma of TÍrthankaraship

There are sixteen causes for the influx of the physique-making karma of TÍrthankaraship.
They are named and defined below, though they have also been stated in Section-3 of the book
earlier.

(1) Purity of Right Faith (Daríanaviíuddhi) : It is the pure right faith devoid of twenty-
five defects.

(2) Endowment with Reverence (Vinaya SampanntÂ) : It is to offer proper reverence
to Jina commandments, Ratnatraya and its observers and preceptors.

(3) Non-violatory Observance of Primary and Secondary Conduct (êÍlavrateîv-
anaticÂra) : It is the faultless observance of five primary vows of non-violence etc. along with
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supplementary vows like giving-up anger etc. which safeguard the vows.

(4) Incessant pursuit of Knowledge and Conation (AbhÍkîàa JnÂnopayoga) : It is
the constant cultivation of knowledge and conation regarding the soul and other categories of
reals and realities.

(5) Emotional Excitement for Salvation and for Fear of Worldly Cycles (Samvega) :
It is to remain always in contemplation about the fear for worldly cycles and transmigration and
desire for salvation.

(6) Donation as per Capacity (êaktitastyÂga) : It is the offer or bestowing of food,
medicine, shelter and knowledge to others depending on one’s capacity.

(7) Austerities as per Capacity (êaktitastapa) : It is to practice austerities like fasting
etc. and bearing afflictions etc. as per one’s capacity.

(8) Protection of Saints (SÂdhu SamÂdhi) : It is to remove obstacles in the way of
ascetic observances and remove inflictions on them. It is also to die a holy or heroic death.

(9) Pious Respectful Service (VaiyÂvçtyakaraàa) : It is to offer pious respectful service
to the ailing, novice or older saints to smoothen their observances.

(10-13) Devotion to the Enlightened ones, Head of the saints , Preceptors and Scrip-
tures (Arhadbhakti, ÀcÂryabhakti, Bahuîrutabhakti and Pravacanabhakti) : It is to offer
homage, worship and eulogy to the Omniscients, head of the saints, preceptors and scriptures.

(14) Regular Practice of Essential Duties (ÀvaíyakÂparihÂàÍ) : It is the practice six
essential duties like observance of equanimity etc. daily at proper time without any escape or gap.

(15) Glorification of Jaina Path (MÂrga PrabhÂvanÂ) : It is the promotion and
propagation of Jina teachings through various ways.

(16) Affection for Co-religionists (Pravacana VÂtsalya) : It is to have a selfless affection
and brotherhood towards the co-religionists like the cow and calf.

These sixteen observances are called sixteen-fold reflections (BhÂvanÂs). They are the
causes of influx of the karmic species of TÍrthankaraship. Out of these sixteen, the first one of
the purity of right faith is the main one. The influx of the species of TÍrthankaraship could be
there even if all the other fifteen factors may not be in full swing along with the factor of the
purity of right faith.
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Causes of Influx of Status-determining Karma

There are four causes of influx of low-status karma : (1) Censuring or blaming others,
(2) Self-praise, (3) Concealment of good qualities in others, and (4) Exaltation of good qualities
absent in oneself.

The causes of influx of high-status karma are just the reverse of those of the low-status
karma, i.e. (1) praise of others, (2) censure of oneself, (3) exaltation of good qualities of others,
(4) concealing of good qualities of the self. Besides these four causes, humility or offer of reverence
to others and modesty (pride-less-ness) are also the causes for the influx of high-status karma.

Causes of Influx of Obstructive Karma

The causes of influx of the obstructive karma is to lay obstacles in the way of offering
donation, acquiring gains, enjoyment of consumables and multiple-consumables and earning of
potency.

Causes of Bondage of Karma

It has been admitted that there are five causes of bondage of the karmas as per TattvÂrtha
Sötra aphorism 8.1 : (1) wrong faith (mithyÂtva), (2) non-abstinence (avirati),  (3) non-vigilance
(pramÂda), (4) passion (kaîÂya) and (5) activities or yoga.

(1) Wrong faith : The wrong faith has two varieties : (a) Natural and (b) Acquired
through instructions etc.

(a) Natural Wrong Faith : It is manifest in the form of taking alien entity as one’s own
or adopting absolutist attitude etc. due to eternal impressions and without instructions from any
source. It is the perverse faith. It means to have faith in false deities, scriptures and teachers.

(b) Acquired Wrong Faith : It is defined as to have perverse faith due to the instruction
of and teaching by others. This is manifest in the belief in the perverse deity, scripture and
teachers etc.

The wrong-ness has three varieties also : (1) acquired, (2) natural, (3) doubt-based. It has
five varieties also : (a) absolutist or mono-viewing (EkÂnta), (b) Opposite or illusory (ViparÍta),
(c) Reverential (Vinaya), (d) Doubtful (Saníaya), (e) Agnostic (AjnÂna).

(a) Absolutist Wrong Faith : It is defined to have an invariable opinion about the multi-
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property entity. For example, an entity is absolutely momentary or absolutely eternal. It is
absolutely describable or absolutely indescribable and so on.

(b) Opposite Wrong Faith : It is defined as the presumption of reverse or opposite
nature of religion and realities etc. For example, violence leads to heavens etc.

(c) Reverential Wrong Faith : It is defined as showing equal respect to all the real and
un-real Gods/deities, scriptures and teachers and have similar opinion about them.

(d) Doubtful Wrong Faith : It is defined as not to hold definite or decided views on right
and wrong issues or entities. For example, whether the clothed garb or naked garb is the path-
way for salvation.

(e) Agnostic Wrong Faith : It is defined as having no capacity for understanding or
examining the pros and cons of a system or entity. For example, not to understand “The reals
of the living etc. as the true ones and they are as scripturally described.”

The wrong faith has also been admitted as having 363 varieties on doctrinal basis (heretic
doctrines) which form its detailed description. Similarly, it may have varieties equivalent to the
measure of innumerable universes, depending upon the volitions of the living beings.

Three hundred sixty three Heretic Doctrines

There are 363 absolutist wrong faiths or doctrines in the world where only one standpoint
is admitted as a doctrine. They are shown as below :

(i) Actionist doctrines (KriyÂvÂdÍs) 180

(ii) Non-actionist doctrines (A-KriyÂvÂdÍs)  84

(iii) Reventialist doctrines (Vainayikas)  32

(iv) Agnostic doctrines (AjnÂnavÂdis)  67

363

(i) One hundred eighty kinds of Actionists

In the first instance, write the word ‘exists’ (Asti) and write four words above it, (1) ‘with
respect to self’, (2) ‘with respect to not-self’, (3) ‘with respect to eternality’, and (4) ‘with
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respect to non-eternality’. Then, write nine categories of reals like the living, non-living etc.
over them. Afterwards, write five-words over them : ‘Time’ (KÂla), ‘God’ (Ëívara), ‘Soul’
(ÀtmÂ), Nature (SvabhÂva) and Determinism (fate). Thus, we have 1 x 4 x 9 x 5 = 180, kinds
of actionists.

The meaning of the term ‘Asti’ etc. and nine categories of reals (JÍva etc.) is easy and has
been detailed earlier. We will elaborate the meaning of the terms ‘time’ etc.

Timism or the Doctrine of Time (KÂla-vÂda)

The Timism postulates that it is the time which creates every thing (living or non-living).
It is the time which destroys every thing. It is the time which is awakened in the beings under
sleep. Who could be capable of annoying the time ? Thus, the timism admits that time is the
determinant factor for creation.

Theism (Ëívara-vÂda)

The theism postulates that the individual soul is devoid of knowledge. It is unable to do
anything. In other words, the soul is helpless. The pains and pleasures of soul, its transmigra-
tion to hell and heavens and all other incidents are performed by the God. Thus, theism means
God as the creator and controller of the world.

Doctrine of Soul (or Brahma)

This doctrine postulates that there is one great or Supreme Soul in the world. He is the
Man. He is the Deity. He is pervasive in all. He is conscious. He is totally incomprehensible.
He is the supreme and devoid of attributes. Thus, the doctrine of Soul means admission of
every thing of the nature of Soul.

Determinism (Niyati-vÂda)

The determinism postulates whatever happens at a time, place, rule of law and way etc. -
all is pre-fixed. It will happen at that time, place, rule of law and in the same way. Thus,
admission of everything happening according to pre-determined way is called determinism.

Naturalism (SvabhÂva-VÂda)

This doctrine postulates that things are determined by their own nature (and not by any
supreme being). Who makes the thorn as such a sharp-pricked ? What is the cause of various
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forms among the deer, birds and animals ? All such questions are answered on the basis of the
nature of things by itself. Every entity has its inherent nature. Thus, to admit every thing or
incident due to their inherent nature is the doctrine of Naturalism.

Thus, there are 180 kinds of actionists with respect to absolutistic views based on time,
nature etc.

(ii) Eighty-four Kinds of Non-actionists

In the first instance, write the word, ‘NÂsti’ (does not exist). Afterwards, write two words,
‘with respect to self’ and ‘with respect to not-self’. Then, write seven words representing seven
reals like the living, non-living etc. excluding sacred and sin. Over these, write five factors of
Time, Nature etc. as described above. Thus, on multiplication, all of them become 1 x 2 x 7 x
5 = 70 varieties. Now, write again the word ‘NÂsti’ with the above seven reals written over it.
Then, write two words ‘Time’ and ‘Fate’ over them. Thus, on multiplication, they become 1 x
7 x 2 = 14. On addition of both, we get 70 + 14 = 84 varieties of non-actionists.

(iii) Thirty two kinds of Reverentialists

The reverentialism postulates to offer equal regards through the tetrad of mind, speech,
body and donation to eight categories of beings like deities, kings, wise men, saints, old men,
children, father, and mother. Thus, on multiplication of 4 by 8, we get thirty two kinds of
reverentialists. The followers of reverentialism admit liberation or fulfillment of the objective
of life by offering reverence to all without examining the good or bad qualities associated with
them.

(iv) Sixty seven Kinds of Agnostics

The Agnosticism means not to know the nine categories of reals with respect to seven
predications. For example, who knows that the living beings does exist or does not exist or
does exist-cum-non-exist etc. This point should be expressed through seven predications. Thus,
we have 9 x 7 = 63 kinds of Agnostics. Now, write first ‘pure entity’ with four predications of
‘exists’, ‘does not exist’, ‘does exist-cum-non-exist’ and ‘indescribable’ written over it. This
forms four alternatives. Who does know the pure entity in these four-forms ? Thus, on addition
of earlier 63 and 4 of these, we get 67 kinds of Agnostics.

Thus, the wanton people have developed 363 kinds of absolutist doctrines which are liked
by the ignorant people. Some more absolutist doctrines are given below :
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(1) Exertionism (PuruîÂrtha-vÂda, Doctrine of Principal Pursuits)

Any living being, who is lazy, non-vigilant and is dis-interested in undertaking strenuous
effort can not enjoy any results. For example, one can never enjoy breast milk without any
exertion. Thus, it is the exertion only which results in accomplishment of objects and actions.
This kind of absolutist doctrine is known as ‘Exertionism’.

(2) Fortunism (Daiva-vÂda)

It postulates that exertionism is useless. It is only the fate or fortune which is the best for
worldly life. One looks that the king Karàa with his body height like a fort-was killed in the
war. This is fortunism which leads to all kinds of accomplishments.

(3) Conjunctionism (Sanyoga-vÂda)

The truly wise men admit that it is only the proper conjunction (of factors) which leads to
accomplish actions. For example, the chariot can not move on with one wheel. Similarly, a
blind and a lame man entered into the forest and when there was fire in the forest, they joined
together - the lame man climbed over the blind man and reached their destination by moving
onwards. Thus, the admission of absolutistic conjunction to be effective is the doctrine of
conjunctionism.

(4) Populism (Loka-vÂda)

The public customs, once getting popular, can not be done away with even by the deities.
What to say of others? For example, Draupadi garlanded only Arjuna while it was popularly
taken as garlanding all the five PÂndavas. Thus, the populists admit public report as the all-in-
all for worldly ways.

The religious saints tell us about what to add more on these doctrines. All this description
means that there are as many standpoints as there are pats of speech. Similarly, there are as
many alien doctrines as there are standpoints. In other words, whatever is spoken, it is always
with some aspect. At that time, that aspect is the standpoint. The alien doctrines show their
wrong-ness as they speak either without reference for any aspect or prove the multi-quality
entity with one aspect only. The statements of alien systems are always wrong as they state
their opinions absolutistically or as applicable in every way. In contrast, the Jainian statements
are true because they speak with respect to some aspects.
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(2) Twelve kinds of Non-abstinence (Avirati) : There are twelve kinds of non-abstinence:

(a) 1-6 No Compassion on the six-fold grouping of all the living beings.

(b) 7-12 No control over the five-senses and mind.

(3) Non-Vigilance (PramÂda) : It is defined as to dis-regard a good deed or action. It has
fifteen varieties :

(a) 1-4 Four non-religious Tales (VikathÂs)

(i) Tales related with women.

(ii) Tales related with foods and drinks.

(iii) Tales related with nation.

(iv) Tales related with king.

(b) 5-8 Four Passions

(i) Anger, (ii) Pride, (iii) Deceit, (iv) Greed

(c) 9-13 Five Senses

(i) Senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing.

(d) 14  Sleep and 15 Affection

(4) Passions : There are twenty five kinds of passions :

(a) 1-16 four tetrads of infinite-bonding, partial renunciation-obscuring, total renuncia-
tion-obscuring and gleaming passions of anger, pride, deceit and greed.

(b) 17-25 nine quasi-passions as laughter etc. described earlier.

(5) Activities or Yoga : There are fifteen kinds of yoga :

(a) 1-4 four mental activities.

(b) 5-8 four vocal activities.

(c) 9-15 seven bodily activities.
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Thus, the five causes of karmic bondage in the form of wrong faith, non-abstinence, non-
vigilance, passion and activity have been described as per TattvÂrthasutra 8.1.

CAUSES OF LIBERATION

TattvÂrthasutra 1.1 states that the coordinated form of the triad of right faith, right knowl-
edge and right conduct is the path of attaining liberation. In other words, these factors together
are the opposites of the wrong faith etc. They get one released from the karmic bondage and
lead one to the liberation.55

Acquirement of Righteousness

LabdhisÂra of êrÍ Namicandra SiddhÂntacakravartÍ has given the process of acquirement
of righteousness and conduct in great detail. The description below is based on this text.

The beginninglessly wrong-faithed living being first acquires the subsidential right faith.
The process of acquirement of this first type of right faith is described below :

The beginninglessly and beginningfully wrong-faithed one acquires the righteousness at
the end of acquiring fifth type of attainment (Karaàa Labdhi, see below). When his volitions
are purified, he becomes thoughtful about the desirable and undesirable and he acquires determinate
cognitive consciousness on the basis of his being instinctive, completioned, uterine-birthed and
weak-passioned. Before acquiring the right faith, the living beings earn five kinds of attainment
in the first spiritual stage of wrong-faith. The five attainments are named as below :

(1) Attainment of Destruction-cum-subsidence (Kîayopaíama Labdhi).

(2) Attainment of Volitional Purity (Viíuddhi Labdhi)

(3) Attainment of Proper Sermons (DeíanÂ Labdhi).

(4) Attainment of Competency of Reducing Karmic Intensity (PrÂyogya Labdhi).

(5) Attainment of Ultimate Volitions (Karaàa Labdhi).

Out of these five, the first four attainments may be acquired by both-the liberatables and
non-liberatables. In contrast, the fifth attainment occurs only in case of liberatable beings who
are inclined towards right faith and conduct.
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Attainment of Destruction-cum-subsidence

The destruction-cum-subsidential attainment is acquired at the time when the inauspicious
karmas of knowledge-obscuring etc. come to fruition with their intensity decreasing infinite
times at different Samayas.

Attainment of Volitional Purity

The attainment of volitional purity is the pure volition of the living being with the first attainment
as above leading to the bondage of karmic species of pleasure-feeling-producing karma etc.

Attainment of Proper Sermons

The attainment of proper sermons is to take advantage of the religious preceptor and his
sermons. However, in places like hells where there is no sermoniser, there can still be the
earning of right faith on the basis of the latent impressions of the sermons in the pre-birth.

Attainment of Competency

The attainment of competency is the development of capacity for reducing the intensity of
karmic fruition while keeping the duration of seven karmas except the life-span one at the level
of one Antah-KodÂ-KodÍ (~1014) due to regular increase in the volitional purity through the
above three attainments. Generally, this attainment is acquired by both- the liberatables and the
non-liberatables. There are stepwise thirty-four stations of bond-reduction of the karmic species.
For example, the annihilation of the species of infernal life-span is the first step. It means that
there is no bondage of infernal life-span karma from this point to the stage of acquiring
subsidential right faith. The second step is the annihilation of the species of sub-human life-
span karma. Thus, there is destruction of 46 karmic species in 34 steps.51

Attainment of Ultimate Volitions

After acquiring the four kinds of attainment as above which involve the non-liberatable
beings also, the attainment of higher volitional purity is acquired by the liberatable beings only.
They develop the low-tended (Adhah-pravçttakaraàa), unprecedented (Apörva Karaàa) and similar
(Anivçttikaraàa) volitions step-by-step. These three types of volition are developed during an
Antar-muhörta period. All the three kinds of volitions have also their separate period of an
Antarmuhörta each.
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Nature of the Three Kinds of Volitions :

(a) Low-tended volitions (Adhah-pravçtta-karaàa) : The low-tended volitions are those
volitions of the living beings when the volitions of the living being existing at a lower time are
similar to those volitions of other living beings existing at higher time.

(b) Unprecedented Volitions (Apörva Karaàa) : The living beings have different volitions
at different times. These differing volitions at different times are known as unprecedented
volitions.

(c) Similar Volitions (Anivçttikaraàa) : When there are similar volitions at every time,
they are known as similar volitions.

Subsidential Righteousness or Right Faith

The living beings acquire the subsidential right faith at the end of the stage of similar
volitions after subsiding infinite-bonding passions and faith-deluding karma. On acquiring the
engine of first subsidential righteousness, the living being divides the wrong-ness into three
sections. (i) wrong-ness, (ii) right-cum-wrong-ness and (iii) righteousness with eslight defects.

Destruction-cum-Subsidential Righteousness

If there is fruition of the species of righteousness with eslight defects after the completion
of the Antarmuhörta time of subsidential righteouesness, the living being is called ‘Experiencer’
(destruction-cum-subsidential, Vedaka) right-faithed. There are defects of wavering (Cala),
staining (malina) and shallowness (AgÂÅha) in this type of righteousness.

Spiritual Stages of (Volitional) Fall

When there is the fruition of the species of the mixed nature of right-cum-wrong-ness,
there is the third spiritual stage of right-cum-wrong-ness. If there is fruition of any of the
infinite-bonding passions during the period of subsidential righteousness when it has to last for
a maximum of six Àvalis, there is the second spiritual stage of lingering right faith. If there is
the fruition of wrong faith, the living being will fall into the first spiritual stage. There is a rule
that the living beings fall spiritually from the stage of subsidential right faith. They do not
move upwards.
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Righteousness Related with Karmic Destruction

The living being, who is born in the lands of action (Karmabhömi), can attain the
destructional (kîÂyika) right faith after destroying the seven karmic species under the gracious
lotus-feet of the TÍrthankara, any omniscient or scriptural omniscient. He dissociates drippings
(Niîekas) of four infinite-bonding passions by the process of volitional triad as above and,
later, dissociates the 12 passions and nine quasi-passions at the end of the ninth spiritual stage
of similar volitions. Afterwards, with a gap of an Antarmöhörta, the living being again undertakes
the steps of volitional triad and destroys successively the species of wrong-ness, right-cum-
wrong-ness and righteousness with eslight defects of the deluding karma.

On attaining the destructional (kîÂyika) righteousness, the living being attains salvation either
in the same birth or in the third or fourth rebirth later. He does not transgress the fourth rebirth.

Nature of the Attainment of Conduct

The attainment of conduct means to acquire or undertake proper practices of vows etc.
This has two varieties : (i) partial and (ii) total. The wrong-faithed or non-restrained right-
faithed beings can undertake only the partial conduct. The living beings of higher-than-fourth
spiritual stage may follow attainment of total conduct.

Partial Conduct

The beginningless or beginningful right-faithed living being with subsidential right-faith
does accept partial conduct. He accepts it at the end of the volitional triad as stated under the
acquirement of (subsidential) righteousness. However, if the beginningful wrong-faithed living
being accepts the partial conduct associated with destruction-cum-subsidential right-faith, he
has only two stages of volition : (i) low-tended ones and (ii) unprecedented ones.

Total Conduct

It has three varieties : (i) Destruction-cum-subsidential total conduct, (ii) Subsidential
total conduct and (iii) Destructional (kîÂyika) total conduct.

Destruction-cum-subsidential Total Conduct

Any wrong-faithed person undertakes the volitional triad as said earlier while accepting
the destruction-cum-subsidential total conduct associated with subsidential right-faith. The living
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being acquires the spiritual stage of vigilant restraint while accepting this type of total conduct.
The non-restrained or partially restrained being associated with experiencer right faith (Vedaka
Samyaktva) undertakes only two types of volitions for accepting the total conduct.

Subsidential Conduct

The living being getting ready to acquire subsidential conduct, subsides the conduct-
deluding karma while undertaking the triad of volitional purity after a gap of an Antarmuhörta
in the seventh spiritual stage.

Destructional (Kîayika) Conduct

The living being, getting ready to move on to the destructional ladder for destroying the
conduct-deluding karma, is called destroyed-delusioned by acquiring the state of conformed
perfect conduct in the twelfth spiritual stage after totally destroying the conduct deluding karma
through following the triad of volitional purity.

The term ‘karaàa’ means ‘volitions’. For example, there are three kinds of volitions for
acquiring righteousness. Similarly, the partial and total conduct also require volitional purification.
Later, even the living beings, moving on to the subsidential or destructional ladder, have also to
undertake volitional purification. These volitions do not occur deliberately, they are non-
deliberate. It should be understood that such acquirement arises due to specific volitional purity.

Qualifications for Acquiring Righteousness and Conduct

The righteousness could be there on the bonding of any kinds of life-span karma for
future. However, the living being can not undertake the partial or total vows on bonding of any
of the three life-span karmas accept the celestial one as there is no volitional purity which
causes them.

Order of the Destruction of Karmas

The complete or total-vowed saint moves on to the destructional ladder for destroying the
karmas. Hence, at this stage, he has destroyed seven species of infinite-bonding passions etc.
and there is existence of the three life-span karmas except the human life-span one. Thus, there
will be 148-10=138 karmic species in bonding at this point. In ninth spiritual stage, 36 karmic
species are destroyed. They are as below :
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(1) infernal destinity, (2) successory transmigration of infernal destinity, (3) subhuman
destinity, (4) successory transmigration of subhuman destinity, (5) two-sensed class, (6) four-
sensed class, (7) somnÂbulism, (8) deep sleep, (9) deep drowsiness, (10) cold light, (11) hot
light, (12) one-sensed class, (13) general body, (14) fine, (15) SthÂvara, (16-19) four partial
renunciation-obscuring passions, (20-23) four total renunciation-obscuring passions, (24) neuter
libido, (25) feminine libido, (26) laughter, (27) liking, (28) disliking, (29) sorrow, (30) fear,
(31) disgust, (32) masculine libido, (33) gleaming anger, (34) gleaming pride, (35) gleaming
deceit and (36) three-sensed class. Later on, gleaming greed is destroyed in the tenth spiritual
stage and the living being becomes destroyed-delusioned. In the twelfth spiritual stage, sixteen
karmic species are destroyed which include. (1-5) five species of knowledge-obscuring karma,
(6-9) four species of conation-obscuring karma, (10-14) five species of obstructive karma,
(15) karma of sleep, and (16) karma of drowsiness. On destruction of these (7+3+36+1+16=)
63 karmic species, the living being becomes omniscient. The destroyers of these 63 karmic
species are called ‘the Enlightened ones’ (Arhantas).

On destruction of the four destructive karmas, there is manifestation of the tetrad of
infinities. It means that

(1) Infinite knowledge becomes manifest on the destruction of knowledge-obscuring karma.

(2) Infinite conation appears on the destruction of conation-obscuring karma.

(3) Infinite potency becomes manifest on the destruction of potency-obstructing karma.

(4) Infinite bliss becomes manifest on the destruction of nine quasi-passions and four
species of obstructive karma excluding potency-obstructing one. Moreover, besides the
manifestation of these infinities, there is manifestation of nine super-attainments on acquiring
omniscience. They are as below :

(1) Infinite knowledge on destruction of knowledge-obscuring karma.

(2) Infinite conation on destruction of conation-obscuring karma.

(3) Destructional (kîÂyika) righteousness on destruction of faith-deluding karma.

(4) Destructional (kîÂyika) conduct on the destruction of conduct-deluding karma.

(5-9) Destructional (kîÂyika) donation, gains, enjoyment of consumables and repititive-
consumables and potency on the destruction of five species of obstructive karma.
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Refutation of Morsel Food-intake by the Omniscient

Q. The omniscient has possibility of the affliction of hunger etc. because of the
fruition of penury-feeling-producing karma. Hence, he should have food intake like the
human beings.

A. The omniscient has destroyed all the species of the deluding karma. Hence, there are
neither attachment nor aversions. Similarly, the sense-based knowledge is also not there as
the knowledge-obscuring karma has been destroyed. Thus, there is no sense-based pleasure
or pain caused due to the fruition of pleasure or penury karma. Hence, the statement that the
omniscients do not have afflictions of hunger etc. is just formal. The canons state that the
fruition of penury-feeling karma in the omniscient produces pleasure-feeling. Hence, there
are no afflictions of hunger etc. in them and, therefore, there is no possibility of morsel
food-intake by them.

Q. Why there is the investigation of Intake (ÀhÂra) in case of the omniscient in the ab-
sence of food-intake ?

A. The omniscient has always the influx of excellent karmic atoms capable of forming or
maintaining gross body every moment. Secondly, the investigation of intake is just to receive
the quasi-karmic variforms. They exist in the omniscient as the food has six varieties :

(1)Absorptional Intake (OjÂhÂra). (2) Smearable intake (Lepya-ÂhÂra)

(3)Mental intake (MÂnasa-Àhara) (4) Morsel intake (KavalÂhÂra)

(5)Karmic intake (KarmÂ hara) (6) Quasi-karmic intake (No-karmÂhÂra)

Out of these six, the omniscient has two kinds of intake : (1) karmic intake and  (2) quasi-
karmic intake. They do not have the morsel intake. The karmic intake is the receiving of Samaya-
effective bond of pleasure-feeling producing karma and quasi-karmic intake is the receiving of
atoms capable of forming gross body etc.

The omniscients become vibrationless omniscients after wandering and sermonising for a
maximum time of a little less than one Pörvakoti years. At this point, they destroy the seventy
two karmic species at the penultimate point and 13 species at the ultimate point. Thus, they
attain salvation after destroying all the one hundred and forty eight species.
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Names of Two Seventy two Species Destroyed at Penultimate Samaya

The seventy-two karmic species are destroyed at the penultimate Samaya. They are named
below :

Seventy Two Species of Physique-making Karma

(1-5) Five bodies (6-10) Five bondings

(11-15) Five fusions (16-21) Six configurations

(22-24) Three limbs & minor limbs (25-30) Six bone joints.

(31-35) Five colours, (36-37) Two smells.

(38-42) Two tastes (43-50) Eight touches.

(51) Firmness (52) Non-firmness

(53) Inauspicity (54) Auspicity

(55) Melodious voice (56) Harsh voice

(57) Celestial destinity

(58) Successory transmigration of celestial destinity

(59-60) Praiseworthy and non-praiseworthy space movement.

(61) Formation (62) Defame

(63) Non-amiability (64) Non-lustrous body

(65) Individual body (66) Non-completionedness

(67) A-heavy-a-lightness (68) Self-harming

(69) Alien-harming (70) Respiration

(71) One of the species of feeling-producing karma.

(72) Low status karma.
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Names of Thirteen Species Destroyed at the Ultimate Samaya

(1) One of the species of feeling-producing karma.

(2-3) Human destinity and successory transmigration of human destinity.

(4) Five-sensed class. (5) Amiability

(6) Mobile (Trasa) (7) Grossness

(8) Completionedness (9) Lustrous body

(10) Fame and Renown (11) TÍrthankaraship

(12) Human life-span, and (13) High status karma.

After destroying the above 85 (72+13=85) species, the omniscient attains liberation and
reaches the tip of the upper universe in a single Samaya.

Why the Liberated Beings Do Not Go Beyond the Occupied Space
(LokÂkÂía) ?

The liberated beings go up to the end of the occupied space only due to their upward-moving
nature. They do not go into the unoccupied space because there is no medium of motion there which
is the assisting cause of motion of the living beings. The TattvÂrtha Sutra aphorism 10.8 states that
the liberated beings do not go beyond the universe-space as there is no medium of motion.57

Reasons for Upward Movement Only

The liberated being moves upwards only on account of the four reasons like - (1) previous
impelling like the potters' wheel, (2) freedom from attachment like the gourd devoid of smearing
mud, (3) snapping of karmic bondage like the shell of the castor seed and (4) nature of darting
upwards like the flame of the fire. He does not go into the non-universe space because there is
no medium of motion. He gets seated at the apex of the universe space.

Occupancy of the Liberated Beings (Siddhas)

The maximum occupancy (AvagÂhanÂ) of the liberating saint is 525 Dhanuîas and the
minimum occupancy is 3.5 (three and half Aratnis - Hastas, nearly 5.25 ft.) Hastas. There are
many alternatives between these two limits of occupancy. However, at the last moment they
have the occupancy a little less than their earlier physical body.
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Interval in Salvation Period

If there is continuous salvation, it can continue up to a minimum of two Samayas and to a
maximum of eight Samayas. If there is gap in salvation, there could be a minimum gap of one
Samaya and maximum gap of six months only.

Number of the Salvated Beings

As a rule, there is a minimum of one living being attaining salvation in one Samaya, and
there may be a maximum of 108 living beings which may attain salvation in one Samaya. There
may be many intermediate alternatives of the number of souls attaining salvation.

Eight Attributes of the Salvated Supreme Souls

lEeÙk&.kk.k&nal.k ohfj; lqgqea rgso voxg.kaA
vxq#y?kqeOokokga vV~Bxq.kk gksafr fl)k.kaAA

The eight attributes are manifest in the salvated beings on the destruction of the eight
karmas. On destruction of the deluding karma, righteousness is manifest. On destruction of
knowledge-obscuring karma, omniscience is manifest. The omni-conation is manifest on the
destruction of conation-obscuring karma. The infinite potency is manifest on the destruction of
the obstructive karma. The fineness is manifest on the destruction of physique-making karma.
The attribute of occupancy is manifest on destruction of life-span determining karma. The
attribute of a-heavy-a-lightness is manifest on the destruction of status-determining karma.
The attribute of unperturbed bliss is manifest on the destruction of the feeling-producing karma.
Thus, the salvated beings have the above eight attributes.

In fact, these eight attributes are the main ones which have been admitted in the salvated beings.
Otherwise, each of the salvated being has infinite-times-infinite attributes. It is observed that on
placing these infinite attributes on one pan of the balance and placing only the attribute of knowledge
out of them, on the other pan, the pan with knowledge only will be heavier (will go down) because
there is no evaluator or experiencer of other qualities in the absence of the attribute of knowledge.

Similarly, our soul is also a mass of infinite attributes. I bow to the salvated beings
mentally, vocally and physically who have the nature of Supreme Knowledge and bliss so that
these attributes of the nature of inner energy may become manifest in me.

Welfare to All.

******
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REFERENCES

1- ln~nzO;y{k.kaA & rRokFkZlw=

2- xq.ki;Z;on~nzO;aA & rRokFkZlw=

3- mi;ksxks y{k.kaA & rRokFkZlw=

4- xq.kthok iTtÙkh ik.kk l..kk ;k eXx.kkvks ;A
movksxks fo ; delks chla rq i:o.kk Hkf.knk AA2AA  & xksEeVlkj thodk.M

5- First of all, the beginningless wrong-faithed one subsides only the five species of four
infinite-bonding passions and wrong faith. Later, due to the subsidential right faith, the wrong
faith is divided into three forms. The beginningful wrong-faithed one subsides seven karmic
species.

6- Some saints ascend the subsidential ladder and they have four spiritual stages from
8 to 11. The saints ascending destructional ladders also have four spiritual sages of 8, 9, 10
and 12. In other words, the saints ascending the destructional ladder do not have the 11th stage.
The saints of subsidential ladder definitely have a fall down in their spiritual stages.

7- xbbafn;slq dk;s tksxs osns dlk;.kk.ks ;A
latenal.k ysLlk Hkfo;klEeÙklf..k vkgkjsAA & xksEeVlkj thodk.M

8- ,xf.kxksnljhjs thok nOoIiek.knks fnV~BkA
fl)sfga v.karxq.kk lOos.k forhrdkys.k AA116AA   & xksEeVlkj thodk.M

9- T.S. (TattvÂrtha Sötra)

10- LokiwokZFkZO;olk;kReda Kkua izek.kaA & ijh{kkeq[k

11- See ParikîÂmukha for details.

12- U;k;nhfidk

13- vkyki i)fr

14- fujis{kk u;k feF;k% lkis{kk oLrq rsFkZd`r~&JhleUrHknz LokehA & vkIrehekalk
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15- L;k}kn loZFkSdkarR;kxkr~ fdao`Ùkfpf}f/k%A
lIrHkaxu;kis{kks gs;kns;fo’ks"kd% AA104AA  & vkIrehekalk

16- jktokfrZd

17- Lo;aHkwLrks=

18- Lokeh JhlearHknzd`r Lrqfr fo|kA

19- nzO;laxzg

20- rRokFkZlw= 1-1

21- Hkkfoa i.kfofo iapxq# flfj tks banq ft.kkmA
HkV~V igk;fj fo..kfoma foeyq djsfo.kq HkkmAA&ijekReizdk’k

22- feLlksfÙk ckfgjIik rjre;k rqfj; vUrjIitg..kkA
lÙkksfr efT>earj [kh.kqÙkj ijeft.kfl)k AA129AA & j;.klkj

23- "kV~izkHk`r] i`-45

24- nzO; laxzg] xk- 39] 40

25- vlqgknks fof.kfoÙkh lqgs ifoÙkh ; tk.k pkfjÙkaA
onlfefnxqfÙk:oa oogkj.k;k nq ft.kHkf.k;a AA45AA  & nzO;alaxzg

26- cfgjCHkarjfdfj;kjksgks Hkodkj.ki.kklV~BaA
.kkf.kLl ta ft.kqÙka ra ijea lEepkfjÙka AA46AA & nzO;laxzg

27- nzO;laxzg] xkFkk 47

28- lq)ks lq)knslks .kk;Ooks ijeHkkonfjlhfgaA
oogkjnsflnk iq.k ts nq vijes fBnk Hkkos AA12AA & le;lkj

29- rhFkZrhFkZQy;ksfjRFkeso O;ofLFkrRokr~A
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30- tb ft.ke;a ioTtg rk ek oogkjf.kPN, eq;gA
,Dds.k fo.kk fNTtb frRFka v..ks.k m.k rPpaAA

31- t;lsukpk;Z] rkRi;Zo`fÙk VhdkA

32- le;lkj xkFkk 72 VhdkA

33- le;lkj Vhdk t;lsukpk;Zd`r i`-122

34- jkxks nkslks eksgks ; vklok .kfRFk lEefnfV~BLlA
rEgk vkloHkkos.k fo.kk gsnw .k iPp;k gksafrAA177AA

gsnw pnqfo;Iiks vV~Bfo;IiLl dkj.ka Hkf.kanaA
rsfla fi ; jkxkfn rsfleHkkos .k cT>afr AA178AA & le;lkj

35- Jht;lsukpk;Zd`r Vhdk

36- lksyli.kohl.kHka nlpm NDdsDdca/koksfN..kkA
nqxrhlprqjiqOos i.k lksyltksfx.kks ,Ddks AA  &xksEeVlkj deZdk.M

37- t;lsukpk;Zd`r rkRi;Zo`fÙk] le;lkj] xk- 173 ls 176 rd] vklzokf/kdkj

38- oogkjLl njhl.keqo,lks of..knks ft.kojsfgaA
thok ,ns lOos vT>olk.kkn;ks Hkkok AA46AA  & le;lkj

39- ve`rpUnzlwfjd`r Vhdk] i`- 84

40- t;lsukpk;Zd`r Vhdk] i`-84

41- t;lsukpk;Zd`r Vhdk] i`- 425

42- dEea c)ec)a thos ,oa rq tk.k .k;iD[kaA
iD[kkfrDdarks iq.k Hk..kfn tks lks le;lkjks AA  &le;lkj

43- ; ,o eqDRok u;i{kikra] Lo:ixqIrk fuolafr fuR;aA
fodYitkyP;qr’kkarfpÙkkLr ,oa lk{kkne‘ra ficfUrAA  & le;dy’k
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44- tb f.k ol)q fo dq fo djb ijeIib v.kqjkmA
vfXx d.kh fxe dV~Bfxfj mgb vlslq fo ikmAA   & ijekReizdk’k

45- These ten stages are with respect to SarvÂrtha-siddhi. In other texts like Gommataíara
etc., 11 stages have also been admitted.

46- The factors for righteousness are intended here.

47- lokZFkflf) i`- 357-

48- rRokFkZokfrZd] i`- 106-

49- ca/kgsRoHkkofutZjkH;ka d`RLudeZfoizeks{kks eks{k%A&rRokFkZlw=

50- Only 12 karmic species are destroyed here who do not have the bonded the species
of TÍrthankaraship.

51- See LabdhisÂra

C C C
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iz’kfLr ¼laLd`r½iz’kfLr ¼laLd`r½iz’kfLr ¼laLd`r½iz’kfLr ¼laLd`r½iz’kfLr ¼laLd`r½
fl)kFkZuanua oans] loZflf)iznkf;ue~A Jh tSuHkkjrha HkDR;k] x.ks’kka’p eqnk LrqosAA1AA
ewyla?ks lqfo[;krs] dqUndqUnkUo;ks egku~A ljLorhlqxPNs·fLeu~] cykRdkjx.kks·fLr ;%AA2AA
rRizokgs x.kh tkr%] Jh 'kkafrlkxjks egku~A pkfj=pØorhZ ;Lra oans f’kjlk eqnkAA3AA
'kkafrlkxjiV~VLFka lwfja Jh ohjlkxje~A vkf;Zdkozrnkrkja xq#o;Za Lrqos·fu’ke~AA4AA
ohjkCn ,d'kwU;kads iapf}x.kuk;qrsA egkegksRlos dkys loZ= izljs lfrAA5AA
ek?kekfl flrs i{ks iapE;ka jfookljsA gfLrukxiqjs rhFksZ JheR’kkafrftuky;sAA6AA
KkueR;k d̀rk th;kr~]d̀fr% Jh tSuHkkjrhA vkpUnzrkjda LFks;kr~]loZLeS Kkunk Hkosr~AA7AA

Å¡     Å¡      Å¡Å¡     Å¡      Å¡Å¡     Å¡      Å¡Å¡     Å¡      Å¡Å¡     Å¡      Å¡
PANEGYRIC

I bow to the son of King SiddhÂrthÂ
Who graces us with all accomplishments
I bow to the Jaina Teachings with devotion
I always eulogise the Order-chiefs
There was the renowned Möla-Sangha (Primary Group)
There was the Kundakunda lineage in the group
There was a homogenous sub-group of Sarasvati in the group
There was the BalÂtkÂra small-group within it
ÀcÂrya êÂnti-sÂgara was the later leader of this small-group
He was the apex of the monastic conduct
I offer my venerations to him
The heir to his group was ÀcÂrya VÍrasÂgara
He was the best of the ascetics
He initiated me as ÀryikÂ (Jaina female saint)
I always offer my bowings to-him
There was the VÍra Salvation year 2501 (V.S.)
This was the year of great festivities
There was the month of Magha (Jan.-Feb.) and bright fortnight
It was the fifth day and Sunday
The GaàiàÍ JnÂnamatÍ completed
This work of Jaina BhÂratÍ (Jaina Rosette) in the temple of êÂntinÂtha
In the holy city of Hastinagapura
Let this work may be long-lived until the moon and stars
And offer the gift of true knowledge to all.

******
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iz’kfLr ¼fgUnh½iz’kfLr ¼fgUnh½iz’kfLr ¼fgUnh½iz’kfLr ¼fgUnh½iz’kfLr ¼fgUnh½

ohj egkfuokZ.k dk] laor~ mÙke tkuA iPphl lkS bd gS dgk] egk egksRlo eku AA1AA

ek?k lqnh frfFk iapeh] jfooklj fnu lk/kqA jsofr gS u{k= 'kqHk mRlo dk vkºyknAA2AA

gfLrukxiqj {ks= esa] 'kkafrftuky; e/;A 'kkafr] dqUFkq]vjukFk ds] tUe {ks= dks oa|!AA3AA

^Kkuerh*^Kkuerh*^Kkuerh*^Kkuerh*^Kkuerh* eSa vkf;Zdk] cgqr xzUFk vuqlkjA ^tSu Hkkjrh* ;g d`fr] iw.kZdjh lq[kdkjAA4AA

;kor~ jfo&’kf’k txr~ esa] rkor~ ygs izdk’kA^tSu Hkkjrh*t; ygs]tu eu djs fodklAA5AA

'kqHk a Hk w;kr~'k qHk a Hk w;kr~'k qHk a Hk w;kr~'k qHk a Hk w;kr~'k qHk a Hk w;kr~

******

PANEGYRIC

It was Twenty-five hundred first year of the VÍra-Salvation (V.S.)
And the year of great celebrities
It was the bright fifth day of the month of Magha
And the day of Sunday.
There was the RevatÍ constellation
It was the day of great pleasure.
I, the Chief-ÀryikÂ ‘JnÂnamatÍ’, completed this pleasant work
Of ‘Jaina BhÂratÍ’ (Jain Rosette) as per the scriptures
In the temple of Lord êÂntinÂtha
In the holy place of HastinÂgapura
The birth place of three TÍrthankaras-êÂnti,Kunthu and AranÂtha
Let this work be long-lived until sun and moon
And enlighten the persons with true Jaina teachings.
Victorious be the Jina teachings.

Let there be welfare to all.

******
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Table - 1 : Details of Fourteen Patriarchs (Kulakaras)

S.No.     Name      Wife Height, Life-Span as Life-Span as
Dhanuîas,   per TP*, per M.P.**,
D. (1D~6ft)  Palyas, P in larger time

units
 01.      02.        03.     04.    05.    06.
01. Pratiíruti SvayamprabhÂ 1800 D 10-1 P 10-1 P
02. Sanmati Yaíasvati 1300 D 10-2 P Amama
03. Kîemankara SunandÂ   800 D 10-3 P Atata
04. Kîemandhara VimalÂ   775 D 10-4 P Trutita
05. SÍmankara ManoharÍ   750 D 10-5 P Kamala
06. SÍmandhara YaíodharÂ   725 D 10-6 P Nalina
07. VimalavÂhana SumatÍ   700 D 10-7 P Padma
08. CakîuîmÂn DhÂriàÍ   675 D 10-8 P PadmÂnga
09. YaíasvÍ KÂntamÂlÂ   650 D 10-9 P Kumuda
10. Abhicandra êrÍmatÍ   625 D 10-10 P KumudÂnga
11. CandrÂbha PrabhÂvatÍ   600 D 10-11 P Nayuta
12. Marudeva SatyÂ   575 D 10-12 P NayutÂnga
13. Prasenajita AmitamatÍ   550 D 10-13 P 1 Pörva
14. NÂbhirÂja MarudevÍ   525 D 1 Pörvakoti 1 Kotipörva
* TP = Tiloya-paààatti; **M.P. = MahÂ PurÂàa.

S.No. Interval Interval (as per M.P.)                      Teachings
(as per
TP, P)

 07.  08.                09.                          10.
01. 8-1 P 1 Palya Allaying of fear from moon rise & sun rise.
02. 8-2 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Allaying of fear from darkness & astrals.
03. 8-3 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Leaving the company of violent animals.
04. 8-4 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Method of protection from violent animals.
05. 8-5 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Limitation of wish fulfilling trees.
06. 8-6 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Limitation marked by trees/gulms etc.
07. 8-7 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Instruction of riding over elephant etc.
08. 8-8 P Innumerable crores of yrs. Sight of the face of the new child.
09. 8-9 P Crores of yrs. Naming of the new child.
10. 8-10 P Crores of yrs. Showing the moon,sun etc.to child on weeping
11. 8-11 P Crores of yrs. Method of protection from cold etc.
12. 8-12 P Suitable interval Movement by ships and boats.
13. 8-13 P Suitable interval Removal of sac covering of new borns.
14. 8-14 P Suitable interval Cutting of navel duct.
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Table - 2 : Details of Twenty four TÍrthankaras*

S.       Name  Arrival From               Tithi/day            Constellation      City             Father Mother
No.                                 of Conception       of Conception    of Birth

         01.            02.      03.      04.      05.     06.

01. Vçîabha SarvÂrthasiddhi Dark ÀîÂdha-2 Rohiài AyodhyÂ NÂbhirÂja      MarudevÍ

02. Ajita Vijaya Dark Jyeîtha-15 Rohiài AyodhyÂ Jitaíatru VijayÂ

03. Sambhava Lower Graiveyaka Bright PhÂlguna-8 MçgaíirÂ êravastÍ JitÂri SusenÂ

04. Abhinandana Vijaya Bright VaiíÂkha-6 Punarvasu AyodhyÂ Samvara SiddhÂrthÂ
05. Sumati Jayanta Bright êrÂvaàa-2 MaghÂ AyodhyÂ Meghaprabha MangalÂ

06. Padma Upper Graiveyaka Dark MÂgha-6 CitrÂ KauíÂmbÍ Dharaàa SusÍmÂ

07. SupÂríva Middle Graiveyaka Bright BhÂdra-6 ViíÂkhÂ VÂrÂàasÍ Supratiîtha PçithvÍ

08. Candraprabha Vaijayanta Dark Caitra-5      ? CandrapurÍ MahÂsena LaxmÍmatÍ
09. Puîpadanta Àraàa Dark PhÂlguna-9 Möla KÂkandi SugrÍva RÂmÂ

10. êÍtala Acyuta Dark Caitra-8 PörvÂîÂdhÂ Bhadrila Dçdharatha NandÂ

11. êreyÂnsa Puîpottara Dark Jyeîtha-6 Sravaàa Simhapura Viîàu VeàudevÍ

12. VÂsupöjya MahÂíukra Dark ÀîÂdha-6 êatabhiîÂ CampÂpura Vasupöjya VijayÂ

13. Vimala êatÂra Dark Jyeîtha-10 Uttara- KampilÂpurÍ KçtavarmÂ JayaíyÂmÂ
BhÂdrapadÂ

14. Ananta Puîpottara Dark KÂrtika-1 RevatÍ AyodhyÂ Simhasena SarvayaíÂ
15. Dharma SarvÂrthasiddhi Bright VaiíÂkha-13 RevatÍ RatnapurÍ BhÂnu SuvratÂ

16. êÂnti SarvÂrthsiddhi Dark BhÂdrapada-7 BharÂàÍ HastinÂgapura Viîvasena AirÂ

17. Kunthu SarvÂrthasiddhi Dark SrÂvaàa-10 KçttikÂ HastinÂgapura êörasena êrÍmatÍ

18. Ara Aparajita Bright PhÂlguna-3 RevatÍ HastinÂgapura Sudaríana MitrÂ

19. Malli Aparajita Bright Caitra-1 AívinÍ MithilÂ Kumbha PrabhÂvatÍ
20. Munisuvrata Ànata Dark êrÂvaàa-2 êravaàa RÂjagçha Sumitra PadmÂ

21. Nami AparÂjita Dark Àívina-2 AívinÍ MithilÂpurÍ Vijaya VaprilÂ

22. Nemi AparÂjita Bright KÂrtika-6 UttarÂîÂdhÂ êaurÍpura Samudra êivÂdevÍ

vijaya

23. Paríva PrÂàata Dark Vaisakha-2 ViíÂkhÂ VÂrÂàasÍ Aívasena VarmilÂ

24. VardhamÂna Puîpottara Bright ÀîÂdha-6 UttaraîÂdhÂ Kundalapura SiddhÂrtha    PriyakariàÍ

* The dates of five auspicious events given in this Table are based on UttarapurÂàa . The rest of the details are based
on Tiloya-paààatti (TP).
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S.No. Date of Birth           Constellation at Birth       Family/Lineage       Age  Youth Period

        07.         08.     09.        10.          11.

01. Dark Caitra 9 UttarÂîÂdhÂ IkîvÂku 84 lac Pörvas 20 lac years Pörva

02. Bright MÂgha 10 RohiàÍ IkîvÂku 72 lac Pörvas 18 lac years Pörva

03. Bright KÂrtika 15 JyeîthÂ IkîvÂku 60 lac Pörvas 15 lac years Pörva

04. Bright MÂgha 12 Punarvasu IkîvÂku 50 lac Pörvas 12.5 lac years
Pörva

05. Bright Caitra 11 MaghÂ IkîvÂku 40 lac Pörvas 10 lac years Pörva

06. Dark KÂrtika 13 CitrÂ IkîvÂku 30 lac Pörvas 7.5 lac years
Pörva

07. Bright Jyeîtha 12 ViíÂkhÂ IkîvÂku 20 lac Pörvas 5 lac years Pörva

08. Dark Pauîa 11 AnurÂdhÂ IkîvÂku 10 lac Pörvas 2.5 lac years Pörva

09. Bright Magasira 1 Möla IkîvÂku 2 lac Pörvas 0.5 lac years Pörva

10. Bright MÂgha 12 PörvÂîÂdhÂ IkîvÂku 1 lac Pörva 0.25 lac years Pörva

11. Dark PhÂlguna 11 êravaàa IkîvÂku 84 lac years 21 lac years

12. Dark PhÂlguna 14 ViíÂkhÂ IkîvÂku 72 lac years 18 lac years

13. Bright MÂgha 4 Purva-bhÂdrapadÂ IkîvÂku 60 lac years 15 lac years

14. Dark Jyeîtha 12 RevatÍ IkîvÂku 30 lac years 7.5 lac years

15. Bright MÂgha 13 Puîya Kuru 10 lac years 2.5 lac years

16. Dark Jyeîtha 14 BharaàÍ IkîvÂku 1 lac year 25,000 years

17. Bright VaiíÂkha 1 KçttikÂ Kuru 95,000 years 23,750 years

18. Bright Magasira 14 RohiàÍ Kuru 84,000 years 21,000 years

19. Bright Magasira 11 AívinÍ IkîvÂku 55,000 years 10,000 years

20. Dark VaiíÂkha 12 êravaàa YÂdava 30,000 years    7,500 years

21. Dark ÀîÂdha 10 AívinÍ IkîvÂku 10,000 years    2,500 years

22. Bright êrÂvaàa 6 CitrÂ YÂdava    1.000 years       300 years

23. Dark Pauîa 11 ViíÂkhÂ Ugra      100 years         30 years

24. Bright Caitra 13 UttarÂ PhÂlgunÍ NÂtha        72 years         30 years
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S.No. Body height           Body colour          Ruling Period               Symbol             Cause of detachment

                 12.     13.                          14.        15.             16.

01. 500 Dhanusas,D Golden 63 lac Pörvas Bull Death of NÍlÂnÂjana

02. 450 D Golden 53 lac 1 PörvÂnga Elephant Meteor fall

03. 400 D Golden 44 lac 4 PörvÂngas Horse Destruction of clouds

04. 350 D Golden 36.5 lac 8 PörvÂngas Monkey Destruction of Gandharva
city

05. 300 D Golden 29 lac 12 PörvÂngas CakavÂ Memory of earlier birth

06. 250 D Coral colour 21.5 lac 16 PörvÂngas Lotus Memory of earlier birth

07. 200 D Green 14 lac 20 PörvÂngas NandyÂvarta Loss of grace of spring
(Svastika) forest

08. 150 D White 6.5  lac 24 PörvÂngas Half moon Reflections on
temporariness etc.

09. 100 D White 0.5 lac 28 PörvÂngas Crocodile Meteor fall

10.   90 D Golden 0.5 lac PörvÂnga Wish-fulfilling tree* Loss of ice

11.   80 D Golden 42 lac years Rhinoceros Loss of grace of spring
forest

12.   70 D Coral Did not rule He Buffalo Memory of earlier birth

13.   60 D Golden 30 lac years Pig Destruction of clouds

14.   50 D Golden 15 lac years Porcupine Meteor fall

15.   45 D Golden 5 lac years Adamant mace Meteor fall
(Vajradanda)

16.   40 D Golden 50,000 years Deer Memory of earlier birth

17.   35 D Golden 47,500 years He Goat Memory of earlier birth

18.   30 D Golden 42,000 years Fish* Destruction of clouds

19.   25 D Golden Did  not rule Sacred Vase Reflections on
(Kalaía) temporariness etc.

20.   20 D Blue 15,000 years Tortoise Memory of earlier birth

21.   15 D Golden 5,000 years Blue lotus Memory of earlier birth

22.   10 D Blue Did not rule Conch Memory of earlier birth

23. 9  Hastas, H Green Did not rule Snake Memory of earlier birth

24. 7  Hastas, H Golden Did not rule Lion Memory of earlier birth

* Currently these symbols are in Vogue. They are also mentioned in NÍrvÂàa-Bhakti.
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S.No. Day of initiation           Constellation of Forest of          Fastings at initiation      Time of
  initiation                    initiation         (As per MahÂpurÂàa   initiation

                            & UttarapurÂàa)

        17.        18.      19.      20.       21.

01. Dark Caitra 9 UttaraîÂdhÂ SiddhÂrtha 6 Months Afternoon

02. Bright MÂgha 9 RohiàÍ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

03. Bright Magasira 15 JyeîthÂ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

04. Bright MÂgha 12 Punarvasu Ugra 2 days Fore-noon

05. Bright VaiíÂkha 9 MaghÂ Sahetuka 2 days Fore -noon

06. Dark KÂrtika 13 CitrÂ Manohara 2 days Afternoon

07. Bright Jyeîtha 12 ViíÂkhÂ Sahetuka 2 days Fore -noon

08. Dark Pauîa 11 AnurÂdhÂ SarvÂrtha 2 days Afternoon

09. Bright Magasira 1 AnurÂdhÂ Puîpa 2 days Afternoon

10. Dark MÂgha 12 Möla Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

11. Dark PhÂlguna 11 êravaàa Manohara 2 days Fore -noon

12. Dark PhÂlguna 14 ViíÂkhÂ Manohara 1 day Afternoon

13. Bright MÂhga 4 Uttara- bhÂdrapadÂ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

14. Dark Jyeîtha 12 RevatÍ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

15. Bright MÂgha 13 Puîya êÂli 2 days Afternoon

16. Dark Jyeîtha 14 BharaàÍ Àmra 2 days Afternoon

17. Bright VaiíÂkha 1 KçttikÂ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

18. Bright Magasira 10 RevatÍ Sahetuka 2 days Afternoon

19. Bright Magasira 11 AívinÍ êÂli 2 days Fore -noon

20. Dark VaiíÂkha 10 êravaàa Nila 2 days Afternoon

21. Dark ÀîÂdha 10 AívinÍ Caitra 2 days Afternoon

22. Bright êrÂvaàÂ 6 CitrÂ SahakÂra 2 days Afternoon

23. Dark Pauîa 11 ViíÂkhÂ Aívattha (PÍpala) 3 days Fore-noon

24. Dark Magasira 10 UttarÂ NÂtha 2 days Afternoon
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S.No. Co-initiated Period of non-      Day of    Time of      Place of Constellation at
omniscience   Omniscience Omniscience Omniscience     Omniscience

   22.        23.          24.        25.          26.           27.

01. 4000 1000 years Dark PhÂlguna 11 Fore-noon PurimatÂla UttarÂîÂdhÂ
Nagar (PrayÂga)

02. 1000 12 years Bright Pauîa 11 Afternoon Sahetuka Forest RohiàÍ

03. 1000 14 years Dark KÂrtika 4 Afternoon Sahetuka Forest JyeîthÂ

04. 1000 18 years Bright Pauîa 14 Afternoon Ugra Forest Punarvasu

05. 1000 20 years Bright Caitra 11 Afternoon Sahetuka Forest Hasta

06. 1000 6 months Bright Caitra 15 Afternoon Manohara CitrÂ

07. 1000 9 years Dark PhÂlguna 6 Afternoon Sahetuka ViíÂkhÂ

08. 1000 3 months Dark PhÂlguna 7 Afternoon SarvÂrtha AnurÂdhÂ

09. 1000 4 years Bright KÂrtika 2 Afternoon Puîpa Forest Möla

10. 1000 3 years Dark Pauîa 14 Afternoon Sahetuka PörvÂîÂdhÂ

11. 1000 2 years Dark MÂgha 15 Afternoon Manohara êravaàa

12.   676 1 year Bright MÂgha 2 Afternoon Manohara ViíÂkhÂ

13. 1000 3 years Bright MÂgha 6 Afternoon Sahetuka UttarÂîÂdhÂ

14. 1000 2 years Dark Caitra 15 Afternoon Sahetuka RevatÍ

15. 1000 1 year Bright Pauîa 15 Afternoon Sahetuka Puîya

16. 1000 16 years Bright Pauîa 10 Afternoon Àmra Forest BharaàÍ

17. 1000 16 years Bright Caitra 3 Afternoon Sahetuka KçittikÂ

18. 1000 16 years Bright KÂrtika 12 Afternoon Sahetuka RevatÍ

19.   300 6 days Bright Pauîa 2 Afternoon Manohara AívinÍ

20. 1000 11 months Dark VaiíÂkha 9 Fore-noon NÍla Forest êravaàa

21. 1000 9 months Bright Magasira 11 Afternoon Caitravana AívinÍ

22. 1000 56 months Bright Àívina 1 Fore-noon órjayanta CitrÂ

23.   300 4 months Dark Caitra 14 Fore-noon êakrapura ViíÂkhÂ
(Ahicchatra)

24. Single 12 years Bright VaiíÂkha 10 Fore-noon æjukölÂ Bank MaghÂ



(381)Jaina BhÂratÍ

S.No.   Holy     Tree of     Yakîa  YakíiàÍ   Period of                  No. of Chief
            assembly        omniscience                                                                        omniscience                 Disciples

area,Y                                  (Gaàadharas)

28.        29.       30.       31.        32.   33.

01. 12 Y Nyagrodha Govadana CakreívarÍ *1 Lac Pu** −   84
1000 yr.

02. 11.5 Y Saptaparàa MahÂyakîa RohiàÍ 1 Lac Pu −   90
(1 Pug.*** 12 yrs)

03. 11 Y êÂla Trimukha Prajnapti 1 Lac Pu − 105
(4 Pug. 14 yrs)

04. 10.5 Y Sarala Yakîeívara VajraíçankhalÂ 1 Lac Pu − 103
(8 Pug. 18 yrs)

05. 10 Y Priyangu Tumburu VajrÂnkuíÂ 1 Lac Pu − 116
(12 Pug. 20 yrs)

06. 9.5 Y Priyangu MÂtanga Aprati CakreívarÍ 1 Lac Pu − 111
 (16 Pug 6 mon****)

07. 9 Y êirÍîa Vijaya PuruíadattÂ 1 Lac Pu −   95
(20 Pug 9 mon)

08. 8.5 Y NÂga Ajita ManovegÂ 1 Lac Pu −   93
(24 Pug 3 mon)

09. 8 Y BahedÂ Brahma KÂlÍ 1 Lac Pu −   88
( 28 Pug 4 yrs)

10. 7.5 Y DhölÍ PalÂía Brahmeívara JvÂlÂmÂlinÍ 25000 Pu − 3 yrs   87
11. 7 Y Tendö KumÂra MahÂkÂlÍ 20,99,998 yrs   77
12. 6.5 Y PÂtal ëaàmukha GaurÍ 53,99,999 yrs   66
13. 6 Y Jambö PÂtÂla GÂndhÂrÍ 14,99,997 yrs   55
14. 5.5 Y PÍpala Kinnara VairotÍ 7,49,998 yrs   50
15. 5 Y Dadhiparàa Kimpuruîa AnantamatÍ 2,49,999 yrs   43
16. 4.5 Y NandÍ Garuda MÂnasÍ 24,984 yrs   36
17. 4 Y Tilaka Gandharva MahÂmÂnasi 23,734 yrs   35
18. 3.5 Y Àmra Kubera JayÂ 20,984 yrs   30
19. 3 Y Aíoka Varuàa VijayÂ 54,899 yrs   28

 11 M**** 24 Days
20. 2.5 Y Campaka BhçikutÍ AparÂjitÂ 7499 yrs 1 M   18
21. 2 Y Vakula Gomedha BahuröpÍài 2491 yrs   17
22. 1.5 Y Megha êçnga PÂríva KuîmÂndÍ 699 yrs 10 M 4 Days   11
23. 1.25 Y Dhava MÂtanga PadmÂvatÍ 69 yrs 8 M   10

24. 1 Y êÂla Guhyaka SiddhÂyanÍ 30 yrs   11

*Period of Omniscience of Lord Vçîabhadeva was 1 Lac Pörva less by 1000 years. Succeeding datas should

be learnt in the similar way.

**Pu-Pörva, ***Pug.-PörvÂnga,  ****Mon/M-Month



VÍra JnÂnodaya GranthamÂlÂ(382)

S.No. Chief Disciple No.of Sages       Pre-canon Teachers           Clairvoyants No. of
                           proficients                                                                  Omniscients

       34.        35.    36.      37.     38.    39.

01. Vçîabhasena    84,000 4,750      4,150   9,000 20,000

02. Simhasena 1,00,000 3,750    21,600   9,400 20,000

03. CÂrudatta 2,00,000 2,150 1,29,300   9,600 15,000

04. Vajracamara 3,00,000 2,500 2,30,050   9,800 16,000

05. Vajra 3,20,000 2,400 2,54,350 11,000 13,000

06. Camara 3,30,000 2,300 2,69,000 10,000 12,000

07. Baladatta 3,00,000 2,030 2,44,920   9,000 11,000

08. Vaidarbha 2,50,000 4,000 2,10,400   2,000 18,000

09. NÂga 2,00,000 1,500 1,55,500   8,400   7,500

10. Kunthu 1,00,000 1,400    59,200   7,200   7,000

11. Dharma    84,000 1,300    48,200   6,000   6,500

12. Mandira    72,000 1,200    39,200   5,400   6,000

13. Jaya    68,000 1,100    38,500   4,800   5,500

14. Ariîta    66,000 1,000    39,500   4,300   5,000

15. Sena    64,000    900    40,700   3,600   4,500

16. CakrÂyudha    62,000    800    41,800   3,000   4,000

17. Svayambhu    60,000    700    43,150   2,500   3,200

18. Kumbha    50,000    610    35,835   2,800   2,800

19. ViíÂkha    40,000    550    29,000   2,200   2,200

20. Malli    30,000    500    21,000   1,800   1,800

21. Suprabha    20,000    450    12,600   1,600   1,600

22. Varadatta    18,000    400    11,800   1,500   1,500

23. Svayambhu    16,000    350    10,900   1,400   1,000

24. Indrabhöti    14,000    300      9,900   1,300      700



(383)Jaina BhÂratÍ

S.No. Proteators Complex        VÂdÍ (Winners Jaina Female   Chief ÀryikÂ  Votaries Votaresses
                                    Manah-           of Religious      Saints           (GaàinÍ

                   Paryaya JnÂnÍ   Discussions)    (ÀryikÂs)        -ÀcÂryÂ)

   40.    41.    42.      43.   44.     45.      46.

01. 20,600 12,750 12,750 3,50,000 BrÂhmÍ 3,00,000 5,00,000

02. 20,400 12,450 12,400 3,20,000 PrakubjÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

03. 19,800 12,150 12,000 3,30,000 DharmaírÍ 3,00,000 5,00,000

04. 19,000 21,650   1,000 3,30,600 MeruîeàÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

05. 18,400 10,400 10,450 3,30,000 AnantÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

06. 16,800 10,300   9,600 4,20,000 RatiîeàÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

07. 15,300   9,150   8,600 3,30,000 MÍnÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

08.      600   8,000   7,000 3,80,000 VaruàÂ 3,00,000 5,00,000

09. 13,000   7,500   6,600 3,80,000 GhoîÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

10. 12,000   7,500   5,700 3,80,000 DharaàÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

11. 11,000   6,000   5,000 1,30,000 CÂraàÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

12. 10,000   6,000   4,200 1,06,000 VarasenÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

13.   9,000   5,500   3,600 1,03,000 PadmÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

14.   8,000   5,000   3,200 1,08,000 SarvaírÍ 2,00,000 4,00,000

15.   7,000   4,500   2,800    62,400 SuvratÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

16.   6,000   4,000   2,400    60,300 HariíeàÂ 2,00,000 4,00,000

17.   5,100   3,350   2,000    60,350 BhÂvitÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000

18.   4,300   2,055   1,600    60,000 KunthusenÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000

19.   2,900   1,750   1,400    55,000 MdhusenÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000

20.   2,200   1,500   1,200    50,000 PörvadattÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000

21.   1,500   1,250   1,000    45,000 MÂrgiàÍ 1,00,000 3,00,000

22.   1,100      900      800    40,000 YakîÍ 1,00,000 3,00,000

23.   1,000      750      600    38,000 SulokÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000

24.      900      500      400    36,000 CandanÂ 1,00,000 3,00,000



VÍra JnÂnodaya GranthamÂlÂ(384)

S.No.    Day of Liberation         Time of       Constellation                 Place             Co-liberated      Period of
                                                    Liberation  of Liberation         of Liberation                                  cessation of

           activity

            47.          48.         49.           50.         51.           52.

01. Dark MÂgha 14           Fore-noon UttarÂîÂdhÂ KailÂía 10,000 14 days earlier

02. Bright Caitra 5 Fore-noon BharaàÍ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

03. Bright Caitra 6 Afternoon JyeîthÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

04. Bright VaiíÂkha 6 Fore-noon Punarvasu Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

05. Bright Caitra 11 Fore-noon MaghÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

06. Dark PhÂlguna 4 Afternoon CitrÂ Sammeda íikhara      324 1 month earlier

07. Dark PhÂlguna 7 Fore-noon AnurÂdhÂ Sammeda íikhara      500 1 month earlier

08. Bright PhÂlguna 7 Fore-noon JyeîthÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

09. Bright BhÂdrapada 8 Afternoon Möla Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

10. Bright Àívina 8 Fore-noon PörvaîÂdhÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

11. Bright êrÂvaàa 15 Fore-noon GhaniîthÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

12. Bright BhÂdra pada 14 Afternoon AívinÍ ChampÂpura      601 1 month earlier

13. Dark ÀîÂdha 8 Pradoîa Pörva bhÂdrapadÂ Sammeda íikhara      600 1 month earlier

14. Dark Caitra 15 Pradoîa RevatÍ Sammeda íikhara   7,000 1 month earlier

15. Bright Jyeîtha 4 Pratyöîa Puîya Sammeda íikhara      801 1 month earlier

16. Dark Jyeîtha 14 Pradoîa BharaàÍ Sammeda íikhara      900 1 month earlier

17. Bright VaiíÂkha 1 Pradoîa KçttikÂ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

18. Dark Caitra 15 Pratyöîa RohiàÍ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

19. Bright PhÂlguna 5 Pradoîa BharaiàÍ Sammeda íikhara      500 1 month earlier

20. Dark PhÂlguna 12 Pradoîa êravaàa Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

21. Dark VaiíÂkha 14 Pratyuîa AívinÍ Sammeda íikhara   1,000 1 month earlier

22. Bright ÀîÂdha 7 Pradoîa CitrÂ ôrjayanta      536 1 month earlier

23 Bright êrÂvaàa 7 Pradoîa ViíÂkhÂ Sammeda íikhara        36 1 month earlier

24. Dark KÂrtika 15 Pratyöîa SvÂti PÂvÂpurÍ Single 2 days earlier



(385)Jaina BhÂratÍ

Table - 3 : Nine Baladevas

S.No. Name               Body Height   Life Span                Destinity after Death

01.   02. 03.       04.        05.

01. Vijaya 80 D 87,00,000 years Liberation

02. Acala 70 D 77,00,000 years Liberation

03. Dharma 60 D 67,00,000 years Liberation

04. Suprabha 50 D 37,00,000 years Liberation

05. Sudaríana 45 D 17,00,000 years Liberation

06. NandÍ 29 D     67,000 years Liberation

07. Nandimitra 22 D     37,000 years Liberation

08. RÂma 16 D     17,000 years Liberation

09. Padma 10 D       1,200 years Brahma Heaven

Table - 4 : Nine Prati-NÂrayaàas

S.No.     Name             Body Height                Life Span           Destinity after Death

01.       02.    03.          04.        05.

01. AívagrÍva 80 D 84,00,000 years Seventh Hell

02. TÂraka 70 D 72,00,000 years Sixth Hell

03. Meraka 60 D 60,00,000 years Sixth Hell

04. Madhukaitabha 50 D 30,00,000 years Sixth Hell

05. Niíumbha 45 D 10,00,000 years Sixth Hell

06. Bali 29 D     65,000 years Sixth Hell

07. Praharaàa 22 D     32,000 years Fifth Hell

08. RÂvaàa 16 D     12,000 years Fourth Hell
                            (Third Hell as per
                                PadmapurÂàa)

09. JarÂsandha 10 D       1,000 years Third Hell
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Abbreviation
AnagÂra-dharmÂmçta ADT

Angula A

Bhagavati ÀradhanÂ BA

CÂritra SÂra CS

Dhanuîa D

Dravya Sangraha DS

GommatasÂra, JivakÂndu GJ

GommatasÂra, KarmakÂnda GK

MahÂ puraàa MP

MölacÂra MC

Muhörta M

Pörva Pu

PuruîÂrtha-siddhi-upaya PSU

Ratnakaranda êrÂvakÂcÂra RKSC

Rayaàa SÂra RS

SÂgara S

SÂgÂra-dharmÂmçta SD

Samaya SÂra SSr

SarvÂrtha-siddhi SS

TattvÂrtha Sötra T.S.

Triloka Prajnapti TP

Year Yr.

Yojana Y

ÀcÂra SÂra AS

Vasunandi êrÂvakÂcÂra VSC

BhÂvasangraha BS

UmÂsvÂmi êrÂvakÂcÂra USC

êÂtrasÂra-Samuccaya SSS

PuruîÂrtha-Siddhi-UpÂya PSU

ÀtmÂnuíÂsana AN
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A
Abodes/Astral planes, 121, 125 foekufoekufoekufoekufoeku
Absolute Conation, 262, 274 dsoyn'kZudsoyn'kZudsoyn'kZudsoyn'kZudsoyn'kZu
Absolute or Ideal Time, 138 fu'p;dkyfu'p;dkyfu'p;dkyfu'p;dkyfu'p;dky
Absolute or Omniscience dsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKku
Knowledge, 233, 262, 273, 291

Activities, 133, 264, 270 ;ksx;ksx;ksx;ksx;ksx
Activities related to xHkkZUo; fØ;k,¡xHkkZUo; fØ;k,¡xHkkZUo; fØ;k,¡xHkkZUo; fØ;k,¡xHkkZUo; fØ;k,¡
Conception, 187

Activities related to nh{kkUo; fØ;k,¡nh{kkUo; fØ;k,¡nh{kkUo; fØ;k,¡nh{kkUo; fØ;k,¡nh{kkUo; fØ;k,¡
Initiation, 193

Addiction, 149 O;luO;luO;luO;luO;lu
Afflictions, 219 ijh"kgijh"kgijh"kgijh"kgijh"kg
Aggregate, 279 Lda/kLda/kLda/kLda/kLda/k
Agriculture, 53, 174 d`f"kd`f"kd`f"kd`f"kd`f"k
A-heavy-a-light, 338 vxq#y?kqvxq#y?kqvxq#y?kqvxq#y?kqvxq#y?kq
Air-bodied Beings , 99 ok;qdkf;dok;qdkf;dok;qdkf;dok;qdkf;dok;qdkf;d
Angeral or Cruel Meditation, 246 jkSnz/;kujkSnz/;kujkSnz/;kujkSnz/;kujkSnz/;ku
Apparent or Practical Time, 138 O;ogkjdkyO;ogkjdkyO;ogkjdkyO;ogkjdkyO;ogkjdky
Apprehension, 281 voxzgvoxzgvoxzgvoxzgvoxzg
Army Chief, 116, 128 vuhdvuhdvuhdvuhdvuhd
Arts and Crafts, 53, 174 f'kYif'kYif'kYif'kYif'kYi
Aspirant or Last-ritualising lk/kd Jkodlk/kd Jkodlk/kd Jkodlk/kd Jkodlk/kd Jkod
Votary, 167

Astral Deity, 114, 120 T;ksfr"d nsoT;ksfr"d nsoT;ksfr"d nsoT;ksfr"d nsoT;ksfr"d nso
Attachment, 159, 320 jkxjkxjkxjkxjkx
Attainment of Competency izk;ksX;yfC/kizk;ksX;yfC/kizk;ksX;yfC/kizk;ksX;yfC/kizk;ksX;yfC/k
(of Reducing Karmic
Intensity), 359, 360

Attainment of Destruction- {k;ksi'ke yfC/k{k;ksi'ke yfC/k{k;ksi'ke yfC/k{k;ksi'ke yfC/k{k;ksi'ke yfC/k
cum-subsidence, 359, 360

Attainment of Proper ns'kukyfC/kns'kukyfC/kns'kukyfC/kns'kukyfC/kns'kukyfC/k
Sermons, 359, 360

Attainment of Ultimate dj.kyfC/kdj.kyfC/kdj.kyfC/kdj.kyfC/kdj.kyfC/k
Volitions, 359, 360

Attainment of Volitional fo'kq)h yfC/kfo'kq)h yfC/kfo'kq)h yfC/kfo'kq)h yfC/kfo'kq)h yfC/k
Purity, 359, 360

Attribute, 261 xq.kxq.kxq.kxq.kxq.k
Aura, 63 Hkke.MyHkke.MyHkke.MyHkke.MyHkke.My
Aureole, 169 ys';kys';kys';kys';kys';k
Auspicious Articles, 106 eaxynzO;eaxynzO;eaxynzO;eaxynzO;eaxynzO;
Auspicious Article made of fiPNhfiPNhfiPNhfiPNhfiPNh
Peacock-feathers, 166

Auspicious Event, 132 dY;k.kddY;k.kddY;k.kddY;k.kddY;k.kd
Austerities, 171, 175, 179 ririririri
Aversion, 159, 320 }s"k}s"k}s"k}s"k}s"k

B
Bad Land of Enjoyment, 112 dqHkksxHkwfedqHkksxHkwfedqHkksxHkwfedqHkksxHkwfedqHkksxHkwfe
Balabhadra or cyHkæ ;kcyHkæ ;kcyHkæ ;kcyHkæ ;kcyHkæ ;k
Baladeva, 15, 27, 88 cynsocynsocynsocynsocynso
Basic (Primary) Attributes ewyxq.kewyxq.kewyxq.kewyxq.kewyxq.k
(Virtues), 149, 168

Benedictory Prologue, 48 eaxykpj.keaxykpj.keaxykpj.keaxykpj.keaxykpj.k
Beneficient Instructor, 314 fgrksins'khfgrksins'khfgrksins'khfgrksins'khfgrksins'kh
Besmearing, 265 efyuefyuefyuefyuefyu
Bilas (abodes), 100 fcy fcy fcy fcy fcy (ujd esaujd esaujd esaujd esaujd esa)
Body, 335, 336 dk;dk;dk;dk;dk;
Body-guard, 116, 128 vkRej{kd vkRej{kd vkRej{kd vkRej{kd vkRej{kd (nsonsonsonsonso)
Bondage ca/kca/kca/kca/kca/k
Bright Fortnight, 122 or 'kqDyi{k'kqDyi{k'kqDyi{k'kqDyi{k'kqDyi{k
Bright half of the month, 69

C
CakravartÍ, Universal Monarchs, pØorhZpØorhZpØorhZpØorhZpØorhZ
Emperors, 14, 27, 78

Camara, Fly-whisk, 46 p¡ojp¡ojp¡ojp¡ojp¡oj
Carefulness, 200 lfefrlfefrlfefrlfefrlfefr
Carefulness in Disposal of izfr"Bkiukizfr"Bkiukizfr"Bkiukizfr"Bkiukizfr"Bkiuk
Excretions, 201 lfefrlfefrlfefrlfefrlfefr
Carefulness in Picking and vknku fu{ksi.kvknku fu{ksi.kvknku fu{ksi.kvknku fu{ksi.kvknku fu{ksi.k
Placing, 201 lfefrlfefrlfefrlfefrlfefr

GLOSSARY
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Carefulness in Scrutiny ,"k.kk lfefr,"k.kk lfefr,"k.kk lfefr,"k.kk lfefr,"k.kk lfefr
of Foods, 201

Carefulness of Speech, 200 Hkk"kk lfefrHkk"kk lfefrHkk"kk lfefrHkk"kk lfefrHkk"kk lfefr
Carefulness of Walking, 200 bZ;kZlfefrbZ;kZlfefrbZ;kZlfefrbZ;kZlfefrbZ;kZlfefr
Careless Activities, 161 izeknp;kZizeknp;kZizeknp;kZizeknp;kZizeknp;kZ
Censure, 156, 320 xgkZxgkZxgkZxgkZxgkZ
Chief Disciple, 65, 66 x.k/kjx.k/kjx.k/kjx.k/kjx.k/kj
Clairvoyance Conation, 262, 274 vof/kn'kZuvof/kn'kZuvof/kn'kZuvof/kn'kZuvof/kn'kZu
Clairvoyance ne-Science, 262, 273 dqvof/kKkudqvof/kKkudqvof/kKkudqvof/kKkudqvof/kKku
Clairvoyance or Limiting vof/kKkuvof/kKkuvof/kKkuvof/kKkuvof/kKku
Knowledge, 233, 262, 273, 291

Co-chief, 116, 128 lkekfud lkekfud lkekfud lkekfud lkekfud (nsonsonsonsonso)
Compassion, 157, 320 vuqdEikvuqdEikvuqdEikvuqdEikvuqdEik
Complete Vow, 199 egkozregkozregkozregkozregkozr
Complete Vow of Celibacy, 200 czãp;Z egkozrczãp;Z egkozrczãp;Z egkozrczãp;Z egkozrczãp;Z egkozr
Complete Vow of Non- vpkS;Z egkozrvpkS;Z egkozrvpkS;Z egkozrvpkS;Z egkozrvpkS;Z egkozr
Stealing, 200

Complete Vow of Non- vfgalk egkozrvfgalk egkozrvfgalk egkozrvfgalk egkozrvfgalk egkozr
violence, 200

Complete Vow of Renunciation ifjxzgR;kxifjxzgR;kxifjxzgR;kxifjxzgR;kxifjxzgR;kx
of Attachment based egkozregkozregkozregkozregkozr
Possessions, 200

Complete Vow of Truth, 200 lR; egkozrlR; egkozrlR; egkozrlR; egkozrlR; egkozr
Commerce, 53, 174 okf.kT;okf.kT;okf.kT;okf.kT;okf.kT;
Commissioning by Others, 159 dkfjrdkfjrdkfjrdkfjrdkfjr
Completioned, 267 i;kZIrdi;kZIrdi;kZIrdi;kZIrdi;kZIrd
Completions, 267 i;kZfIri;kZfIri;kZfIri;kZfIri;kZfIr
Conation, 262 n'kZun'kZun'kZun'kZun'kZu
Conation-obscuring n'kZukoj.k deZn'kZukoj.k deZn'kZukoj.k deZn'kZukoj.k deZn'kZukoj.k deZ
Karma, 330, 331

Conation-obscuring of izpyk izpykizpyk izpykizpyk izpykizpyk izpykizpyk izpyk
Deep Drowsinessm 332

Conation-obscuring izpykizpykizpykizpykizpyk
of Drowsiness, 332

Conciousness, 278 mi;ksxmi;ksxmi;ksxmi;ksxmi;ksx
Condemnation, 156, 320 fuankfuankfuankfuankfuank
Conduct-Deluding pkfj=eksguh; dpkfj=eksguh; dpkfj=eksguh; dpkfj=eksguh; dpkfj=eksguh; deZeZeZeZeZ
Karma, 332, 333

Conduct of Saints, 112 lekpkjlekpkjlekpkjlekpkjlekpkj
Consenting of The Process, 159 vuqeksnukvuqeksnukvuqeksnukvuqeksnukvuqeksnuk
Control over Five Senses, 201 bafnz;t;bafnz;t;bafnz;t;bafnz;t;bafnz;t;
Conveyance Provider or vkfHk;ksX; nsovkfHk;ksX; nsovkfHk;ksX; nsovkfHk;ksX; nsovkfHk;ksX; nso
Attendant Deity, 116, 120

Councillor, 116, 128 ikfj"kn ikfj"kn ikfj"kn ikfj"kn ikfj"kn (nsonsonsonsonso)

D
Dark Fortnight, 122 or d`".ki{kd`".ki{kd`".ki{kd`".ki{kd`".ki{k
Dark half of the month, 69

Decay, 263 O;;O;;O;;O;;O;;
Deceit, 163 ek;kek;kek;kek;kek;k
Deficient Donees, 113, 183 dqik=dqik=dqik=dqik=dqik=
Deficient-sensed Beings, 2 fody=;fody=;fody=;fody=;fody=;
Defilements due to lwrd&ikrdlwrd&ikrdlwrd&ikrdlwrd&ikrdlwrd&ikrd
Delivery and Death, 185

Deital Idiocy, 153 nsoew<+rknsoew<+rknsoew<+rknsoew<+rknsoew<+rk
Deluding Karma, 330, 332 eksguh;deZeksguh;deZeksguh;deZeksguh;deZeksguh;deZ
Delusion, 263, 320 eksgeksgeksgeksgeksg
Desirelessness, 152 fu%dkaf{krfu%dkaf{krfu%dkaf{krfu%dkaf{krfu%dkaf{kr
Desires for Future, 163 funkufunkufunkufunkufunku
Destinity, 97, 268 xfrxfrxfrxfrxfr
Destinity or Birth-based Hko ifjorZuHko ifjorZuHko ifjorZuHko ifjorZuHko ifjorZu
Change, 135

Destroyed-passioned, 266 {kh.kd"kk;{kh.kd"kk;{kh.kd"kk;{kh.kd"kk;{kh.kd"kk;
Destruction, 154 {k;{k;{k;{k;{k;
Destruction-cum-Subsidence, 154 {k;ksi'ke{k;ksi'ke{k;ksi'ke{k;ksi'ke{k;ksi'ke
Destruction-cum-Subsidential {kk;ksi'kfed ;k{kk;ksi'kfed ;k{kk;ksi'kfed ;k{kk;ksi'kfed ;k{kk;ksi'kfed ;k
or Mixed Volition, 304 feJfeJfeJfeJfeJ
Destruction-cum-Subsidential {kk;ksi'kfed{kk;ksi'kfed{kk;ksi'kfed{kk;ksi'kfed{kk;ksi'kfed
Righteousness, 277             ;k osnd lE;DRo             ;k osnd lE;DRo             ;k osnd lE;DRo             ;k osnd lE;DRo             ;k osnd lE;DRo
Destructional Ladder, 77 {kid Js.kh{kid Js.kh{kid Js.kh{kid Js.kh{kid Js.kh
Destructive Karma, 77, 329 ?kkfr;kdeZ?kkfr;kdeZ?kkfr;kdeZ?kkfr;kdeZ?kkfr;kdeZ
Detached, 314 ohrjkxhohrjkxhohrjkxhohrjkxhohrjkxh
Detachment, 156 fuosZnfuosZnfuosZnfuosZnfuosZn
Detachmental Posture, 166 or dk;ksRlxZdk;ksRlxZdk;ksRlxZdk;ksRlxZdk;ksRlxZ
Detachmental Relaxation, 223

Devolution Epoch, 2 volfiZ.khvolfiZ.khvolfiZ.khvolfiZ.khvolfiZ.kh
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Direction-restricting fnXozrfnXozrfnXozrfnXozrfnXozr
Movement Vow, 160

Direct Organ of Knowledge, 290 izR;{kizR;{kizR;{kizR;{kizR;{kizek.kizek.kizek.kizek.kizek.k
Disgustlessness, 152 fufoZfpfdRlkfufoZfpfdRlkfufoZfpfdRlkfufoZfpfdRlkfufoZfpfdRlk
Dispersed, 125 izdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZd
Distinction-less Trance, 318, 319 fufoZdYi lekf/kfufoZdYi lekf/kfufoZdYi lekf/kfufoZdYi lekf/kfufoZdYi lekf/k
Doctrine of Relativism, 299 L;kn~oknL;kn~oknL;kn~oknL;kn~oknL;kn~okn
(Nature of Multiple Predication)

Donation or Delivery, 171, 174, 180 nfÙknfÙknfÙknfÙknfÙk
Donation to deficient donees, 113 dqik=nkudqik=nkudqik=nkudqik=nkudqik=nku
Donation to Worthy Persons ik=nkuik=nkuik=nkuik=nkuik=nku
Doubt, 157 la'k;la'k;la'k;la'k;la'k;
Doubtlessness, 151 fu%'kafdrfu%'kafdrfu%'kafdrfu%'kafdrfu%'kafdr

E
Edification, 152 mixwgumixwgumixwgumixwgumixwgu
Educative Vows, 150, 161 f'k{kkozrf'k{kkozrf'k{kkozrf'k{kkozrf'k{kkozr
Ejectable or Translocational, 227, 336 vkgkjdvkgkjdvkgkjdvkgkjdvkgkjd
Emblems, 63 izkfrgk;Zizkfrgk;Zizkfrgk;Zizkfrgk;Zizkfrgk;Z
Embodiment, 269 dk;dk;dk;dk;dk;
Empyrean Godly Saints, 131 ykSdkafrd nsoykSdkafrd nsoykSdkafrd nsoykSdkafrd nsoykSdkafrd nso
Entities, 149 inkFkZinkFkZinkFkZinkFkZinkFkZ
Enunciation, 278 iz:i.kkiz:i.kkiz:i.kkiz:i.kkiz:i.kk
Essential Duties, 201 vko';dvko';dvko';dvko';dvko';d
Evil Thoghts, 161 vi/;kuvi/;kuvi/;kuvi/;kuvi/;ku
Evolution Epoch, 2 mRlfiZ.khmRlfiZ.khmRlfiZ.khmRlfiZ.khmRlfiZ.kh
Excellences, 34, 35, 63, 64 vfr'k;vfr'k;vfr'k;vfr'k;vfr'k;
Existents, 65, 280 vfLrdk;vfLrdk;vfLrdk;vfLrdk;vfLrdk;
Exposition of Biographies, 1 izFkekuq;ksxizFkekuq;ksxizFkekuq;ksxizFkekuq;ksxizFkekuq;ksx
Exposition of Cosmology dj.kkuq;ksxdj.kkuq;ksxdj.kkuq;ksxdj.kkuq;ksxdj.kkuq;ksx
and Sciences, 97

Exposition of Reals And nzO;kuq;ksxnzO;kuq;ksxnzO;kuq;ksxnzO;kuq;ksxnzO;kuq;ksx
Realities or Realology, 260

Externally-born Right Faith, 154 vf/kxetvf/kxetvf/kxetvf/kxetvf/kxet
lE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZu

Extreme Penury, 22, 24 nq"kek&nq"keknq"kek&nq"keknq"kek&nq"keknq"kek&nq"keknq"kek&nq"kek
Extreme plentitude, 2, 29 lq"kek&lq"keklq"kek&lq"keklq"kek&lq"keklq"kek&lq"keklq"kek&lq"kek
Extrovert Soul, 314 cfgjkRekcfgjkRekcfgjkRekcfgjkRekcfgjkRek

F
Faith-deluding Karma, 154, 332 n'kZueksguh; deZn'kZueksguh; deZn'kZueksguh; deZn'kZueksguh; deZn'kZueksguh; deZ
Fasting, 162 miokl] vu'kumiokl] vu'kumiokl] vu'kumiokl] vu'kumiokl] vu'ku
Fearfulness towards laosxlaosxlaosxlaosxlaosx
Suffering, 156

Feeling-producing Karma, 330, 332 osnuh;deZosnuh;deZosnuh;deZosnuh;deZosnuh;deZ
Fiery Ordeal, 92 vfXuijh{kkvfXuijh{kkvfXuijh{kkvfXuijh{kkvfXuijh{kk
Fine, 267, 269 lw{elw{elw{elw{elw{e
Five Supreme Souls, 38 iapijes"Bhiapijes"Bhiapijes"Bhiapijes"Bhiapijes"Bh
Flaws, 150 nks"knks"knks"knks"knks"k
Four Stages of Life, 170 pkj vkJepkj vkJepkj vkJepkj vkJepkj vkJe
Fruitional Volition, 305 vkSnf;dvkSnf;dvkSnf;dvkSnf;dvkSnf;d

G
General-bodied Beings, 270 fuxksfn;k thofuxksfn;k thofuxksfn;k thofuxksfn;k thofuxksfn;k tho
Giving of Food to a Jaina vfrfFk lafoHkkxvfrfFk lafoHkkxvfrfFk lafoHkkxvfrfFk lafoHkkxvfrfFk lafoHkkx
Saint, 162 ozrozrozrozrozr
Gleaming or Perfect Right laToyulaToyulaToyulaToyulaToyu
Conduct-obscuring, 272 (d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;)

Glorification, 152 izHkkoukizHkkoukizHkkoukizHkkoukizHkkouk
Good Conduct, 176 'khy'khy'khy'khy'khy
Graded Empyrean Deity, 114, 123 dYioklh nsodYioklh nsodYioklh nsodYioklh nsodYioklh nso
Great Personages, 1, 13 'kykdk iq#"k'kykdk iq#"k'kykdk iq#"k'kykdk iq#"k'kykdk iq#"k
Gross, 267, 269 cknjcknjcknjcknjcknj
Gross, 336 vkSnkfjdvkSnkfjdvkSnkfjdvkSnkfjdvkSnkfjd
Guardian or Custodian yksdikyyksdikyyksdikyyksdikyyksdiky
or Police, 116, 128

H
Hand-Plucking of Hairs, 202 ds'kyksapds'kyksapds'kyksapds'kyksapds'kyksap
Head-Saint, 215, 216 vkpk;Zvkpk;Zvkpk;Zvkpk;Zvkpk;Z
Holy Assembly, 35, 63 leolj.kleolj.kleolj.kleolj.kleolj.k
Holy Death, 240 lekf/klekf/klekf/klekf/klekf/k

I
Idealist Point of View, 262 fu'p;u;fu'p;u;fu'p;u;fu'p;u;fu'p;u;
Idiocy (Sinful activities ew<+rkew<+rkew<+rkew<+rkew<+rk
based on wrong belief), 149, 153

Inauspicious Consciousness, 319 v'kqHkksi;ksxv'kqHkksi;ksxv'kqHkksi;ksxv'kqHkksi;ksxv'kqHkksi;ksx
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In-born Right Faith, 154 fulxZtfulxZtfulxZtfulxZtfulxZt
lE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZu

Inclined Votary, 167 ikf{kd Jkodikf{kd Jkodikf{kd Jkodikf{kd Jkodikf{kd Jkod
Indirect Organ of Knowledge, 281 ijks{kizek.kijks{kizek.kijks{kizek.kijks{kizek.kijks{kizek.k
Indra equivalent, 116, 128 izrhUnz izrhUnz izrhUnz izrhUnz izrhUnz (nsonsonsonsonso)
Induction Period vkck/kkdkyvkck/kkdkyvkck/kkdkyvkck/kkdkyvkck/kkdky
or Quiescence Period, 133

Infernal Destinity, 235 ujdxfrujdxfrujdxfrujdxfrujdxfr
Infinite Bliss, 66 vuar lq[kvuar lq[kvuar lq[kvuar lq[kvuar lq[k
Infinite Bonding, 272 vuarkuqca/khvuarkuqca/khvuarkuqca/khvuarkuqca/khvuarkuqca/kh
Infinite Conation, 66 vuar n'kZuvuar n'kZuvuar n'kZuvuar n'kZuvuar n'kZu
Infinite Knowledge, 66 vuar Kkuvuar Kkuvuar Kkuvuar Kkuvuar Kku
Infinite Potency, 66 vuar oh;Zvuar oh;Zvuar oh;Zvuar oh;Zvuar oh;Z
Inherent Volition, 306 ikfj.kkfedikfj.kkfedikfj.kkfedikfj.kkfedikfj.kkfed
Initiation, 56 tSus'ojh nh{kktSus'ojh nh{kktSus'ojh nh{kktSus'ojh nh{kktSus'ojh nh{kk
Inner Island, 112 var}hZivar}hZivar}hZivar}hZivar}hZi
Instantaneous Method miikn tUemiikn tUemiikn tUemiikn tUemiikn tUe
of Birth, 132

Instinctive, 267 laKhlaKhlaKhlaKhlaKh
Instincts, 268 laKk,¡laKk,¡laKk,¡laKk,¡laKk,¡
Interruption for food, 207 vkgkj varjk;vkgkj varjk;vkgkj varjk;vkgkj varjk;vkgkj varjk;
Introvert Soul, 315 varjkRekvarjkRekvarjkRekvarjkRekvarjkRek
Investigation Doors, 268 ekxZ.kkekxZ.kkekxZ.kkekxZ.kkekxZ.kk
Investigation of Aureole, 274 ys';kekxZ.kkys';kekxZ.kkys';kekxZ.kkys';kekxZ.kkys';kekxZ.kk
Investigation of Conation, 274 n'kZuekxZ.kkn'kZuekxZ.kkn'kZuekxZ.kkn'kZuekxZ.kkn'kZuekxZ.kk
Investigation of Instinctiveness, 277 laKkekxZ.kklaKkekxZ.kklaKkekxZ.kklaKkekxZ.kklaKkekxZ.kk
Investigation of (Karmic) Intake, 277 vkgkjekxZ.kkvkgkjekxZ.kkvkgkjekxZ.kkvkgkjekxZ.kkvkgkjekxZ.kk
Investigation of Knowledge, 272 KkuekxZ.kkKkuekxZ.kkKkuekxZ.kkKkuekxZ.kkKkuekxZ.kk
Investigation of Restraint, 274 la;eekxZ.kkla;eekxZ.kkla;eekxZ.kkla;eekxZ.kkla;eekxZ.kk
Investigation of Righteousness, 276 lE;DRoekxZ.kklE;DRoekxZ.kklE;DRoekxZ.kklE;DRoekxZ.kklE;DRoekxZ.kk
Investigation of Liberatability, 276 HkO;RoekxZ.kkHkO;RoekxZ.kkHkO;RoekxZ.kkHkO;RoekxZ.kkHkO;RoekxZ.kk
Island-continents, 103 }hi}hi}hi}hi}hi

J
Jaina Female Ascetic/ vkf;Zdkvkf;Zdkvkf;Zdkvkf;Zdkvkf;Zdk
ÀryikÂ, 67, 214

Jina Worship, 171, 177 bT;kbT;kbT;kbT;kbT;k

K
KÂmadeva (Cupid like man), 31 dkensodkensodkensodkensodkenso
Karma, 328, 345 deZdeZdeZdeZdeZ
Karmic Influx, 314 vklzovklzovklzovklzovklzo
Karmic Stoppage, 158 laojlaojlaojlaojlaoj
Karmic Variform, 133, 267 oxZ.kkoxZ.kkoxZ.kkoxZ.kkoxZ.kk
KÂrmÂàa, 336 dkekZ.kdkekZ.kdkekZ.kdkekZ.kdkekZ.k
Knowledge-obscuring Kkukoj.k deZKkukoj.k deZKkukoj.k deZKkukoj.k deZKkukoj.k deZ
Karma, 330, 331

L
Land of Action, 59 deZHkwfedeZHkwfedeZHkwfedeZHkwfedeZHkwfe
Land of Enjoyment, 4 HkksxHkwfeHkksxHkwfeHkksxHkwfeHkksxHkwfeHkksxHkwfe
Liberatable Living Being, 158 HkO;thoHkO;thoHkO;thoHkO;thoHkO;tho
Liberated Soul, 222, 266 fl)fl)fl)fl)fl)
Libido, 271 osnosnosnosnosn
Life-long Restriction, 161 ;e;e;e;e;e
Life-span-determining vk;q deZvk;q deZvk;q deZvk;q deZvk;q deZ
Karma, 330, 335

Lingering Righteousness, 277 lklknu lE;DRolklknu lE;DRolklknu lE;DRolklknu lE;DRolklknu lE;DRo
Listening to Perverse nq%Jqfrnq%Jqfrnq%Jqfrnq%Jqfrnq%Jqfr
Scriptures, 161

Living, 98, 261 thothothothotho
Locational Change, 134 {ks= ifjorZu{ks= ifjorZu{ks= ifjorZu{ks= ifjorZu{ks= ifjorZu
Loin-Clothed Votary, 166 ,syd,syd,syd,syd,syd
Loose or Weak Joints, 338 vlEizkIrvlEizkIrvlEizkIrvlEizkIrvlEizkIr

l̀ikfVdkl̀ikfVdkl̀ikfVdkl̀ikfVdkl̀ikfVdk
Lord-Veneration, 224 nsooanuknsooanuknsooanuknsooanuknsooanuk

(lkekf;dlkekf;dlkekf;dlkekf;dlkekf;d)

Low-tended Volitions, 361 v?k%izo`Ùkdj.kv?k%izo`Ùkdj.kv?k%izo`Ùkdj.kv?k%izo`Ùkdj.kv?k%izo`Ùkdj.k
Lower Universe, 98 v/kksyksdv/kksyksdv/kksyksdv/kksyksdv/kksyksd
Luminous, 227, 336 rStlrStlrStlrStlrStl

M
Mansional Deity, 114 Hkouoklh nsoHkouoklh nsoHkouoklh nsoHkouoklh nsoHkouoklh nso
Materials or Categories, 65 inkFkZinkFkZinkFkZinkFkZinkFkZ
Matted & braided Hairs, 105 tVktwVtVktwVtVktwVtVktwVtVktwV
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Mattergy, 98, 261, 279 iqn~xyiqn~xyiqn~xyiqn~xyiqn~xy
Meditation, 180 /;ku/;ku/;ku/;ku/;ku
Medium of Motion, 98, 261, 279 /keZ/keZ/keZ/keZ/keZ
Medium of Rest, 98, 280 v/keZv/keZv/keZv/keZv/keZ
Memory of Earlier birth, 102 tkfrLej.ktkfrLej.ktkfrLej.ktkfrLej.ktkfrLej.k
Menial, 116, 128 fdfYo"kdfdfYo"kdfdfYo"kdfdfYo"kdfdfYo"kd
Mental Effortlessness, 157 vu/;olk;vu/;olk;vu/;olk;vu/;olk;vu/;olk;
Mental Resolves or Model izfrekizfrekizfrekizfrekizfrek
Stages of Renunciation, 164

Mental vow for ozrifjla[;kuozrifjla[;kuozrifjla[;kuozrifjla[;kuozrifjla[;ku
Accepting Food, 179

Middle Universe, 98 e/;yksde/;yksde/;yksde/;yksde/;yksd
Milky Ocean, 46 {khjlkxj{khjlkxj{khjlkxj{khjlkxj{khjlkxj
Mind-reading eu%i;Z;Kkueu%i;Z;Kkueu%i;Z;Kkueu%i;Z;Kkueu%i;Z;Kku
Knowledge, 233, 262, 273, 290

Minister, 116, 128 =k;fL=a'k =k;fL=a'k =k;fL=a'k =k;fL=a'k =k;fL=a'k (nsonsonsonsonso)
Minor Limbs, 336 mikaxmikaxmikaxmikaxmikax
Mobile class of Living Beings/ =l=l=l=l=l
Living Beings with 2 to
5 senses, 98, 262

Modal or Volitional Change, 136 Hkko ifjorZuHkko ifjorZuHkko ifjorZuHkko ifjorZuHkko ifjorZu
Mode, 261 i;kZ;i;kZ;i;kZ;i;kZ;i;kZ;
Multiple-Enjoyment miHkksxmiHkksxmiHkksxmiHkksxmiHkksx
Mutable General-bodied brj fuxksnbrj fuxksnbrj fuxksnbrj fuxksnbrj fuxksn
beings, 270

N
Nailed Adamantine Joint, 337 ukjkpukjkpukjkpukjkpukjkp
Nailed Joints, 338 dhfyrdhfyrdhfyrdhfyrdhfyr
Nakedness, 202 vkpsyD;vkpsyD;vkpsyD;vkpsyD;vkpsyD;
NÂrÂyaàa, 15, 27, 88 ukjk;.kukjk;.kukjk;.kukjk;.kukjk;.k
Natural, 113, 114, 132 vd`f=evd`f=evd`f=evd`f=evd`f=e
Nine fold Devotion, 38, 76 uo/kkHkfDruo/kkHkfDruo/kkHkfDruo/kkHkfDruo/kkHkfDr
Nine Super Attainments, 266 uodsoyyfC/kuodsoyyfC/kuodsoyyfC/kuodsoyyfC/kuodsoyyfC/k
Non-abodes, 153 vuk;ruvuk;ruvuk;ruvuk;ruvuk;ru
Non-abstinence, 133 vfojfrvfojfrvfojfrvfojfrvfojfr
Non-bathing, 202 vLukuvLukuvLukuvLukuvLuku
Non-completioned, 267 vi;kZIrdvi;kZIrdvi;kZIrdvi;kZIrdvi;kZIrd

Non-destructive Karma, 69, 329 v?kkfr;kdeZv?kkfr;kdeZv?kkfr;kdeZv?kkfr;kdeZv?kkfr;kdeZ
Non-instinctive Beings, 3, 267 vlaKhvlaKhvlaKhvlaKhvlaKh
Non-Liberatable, 37 vHkO;vHkO;vHkO;vHkO;vHkO;
Non-Ocular Conation, 262, 274 vp{kqn'kZuvp{kqn'kZuvp{kqn'kZuvp{kqn'kZuvp{kqn'kZu
Non-Omniscient State after Nn~eLFkkoLFkkNn~eLFkkoLFkkNn~eLFkkoLFkkNn~eLFkkoLFkkNn~eLFkkoLFkk
Initiation, 35

Non-restrained Right Faith, 265 vla;r lE;DRovla;r lE;DRovla;r lE;DRovla;r lE;DRovla;r lE;DRo
Non-Universe, 97 vyksdvyksdvyksdvyksdvyksd
Non-Vigilance, 133 izeknizeknizeknizeknizekn
Non-vigilanty Restrained, 265 izeÙk fojrizeÙk fojrizeÙk fojrizeÙk fojrizeÙk fojr

O
Oblique or Intermediate fofn'kkfofn'kkfofn'kkfofn'kkfofn'kk
direction, 112

Obstructing Karma, 330, 342 varjk;deZvarjk;deZvarjk;deZvarjk;deZvarjk;deZ
Observance of Restraint, 171, 175 la;ela;ela;ela;ela;e
Occupied Universe, 97 yksdkdk'kyksdkdk'kyksdkdk'kyksdkdk'kyksdkdk'k
Ocular Conation, 262, 274 p{kqn'kZup{kqn'kZup{kqn'kZup{kqn'kZup{kqn'kZu
Omniscience, 61 dsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKkudsoyKku
Omniscient, 314 loZKloZKloZKloZKloZK
Omniscient/Enlightened ones, 222 vgZUrvgZUrvgZUrvgZUrvgZUr
Omniscient having Vibrations, 266 l;ksxdsoyhl;ksxdsoyhl;ksxdsoyhl;ksxdsoyhl;ksxdsoyh
Organ of knowledge, 281 izek.kizek.kizek.kizek.kizek.k
Origination, 263 mRiknmRiknmRiknmRiknmRikn

P
Pain feeling-producing vlkrkosnuh;vlkrkosnuh;vlkrkosnuh;vlkrkosnuh;vlkrkosnuh;
Karma, 332

Parasol, 45, 106 N=N=N=N=N=
Partial, 159 fodyfodyfodyfodyfody
Partial Transgressions vfrpkjvfrpkjvfrpkjvfrpkjvfrpkj
or Infractions, 150, 164

Partially-destroying, 265 ns'k?kkrhns'k?kkrhns'k?kkrhns'k?kkrhns'k?kkrh
Partially Restrained, 265 ns'kla;ens'kla;ens'kla;ens'kla;ens'kla;e
Partial Vows, 150, 159 v.kqozrv.kqozrv.kqozrv.kqozrv.kqozr
Partial Vow-obscuring, 272 vizR;k[;kukoj.kvizR;k[;kukoj.kvizR;k[;kukoj.kvizR;k[;kukoj.kvizR;k[;kukoj.k
Passion, 133, 271 d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;d"kk;
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Patriarchs, Family Founders, dqydjdqydjdqydjdqydjdqydj
Ethical founders, 8

Peak, 103, 104 dwVdwVdwVdwVdwV
Pedestrian Wandering, 60 fogkjfogkjfogkjfogkjfogkj
Penitence/Expiation/ izk;f'pÙkizk;f'pÙkizk;f'pÙkizk;f'pÙkizk;f'pÙk
Atonement, 180

Penury, 18, 25 nq"keknq"keknq"keknq"keknq"kek
Penury-cum-Plentitude, 17, 25 nq"kek&lq"keknq"kek&lq"keknq"kek&lq"keknq"kek&lq"keknq"kek&lq"kek
Perceptual Judgement, 281 vok;vok;vok;vok;vok;
Perduration, 137 orZukorZukorZukorZukorZuk
Perfectly Regular or leprqjlzleprqjlzleprqjlzleprqjlzleprqjlz
Symmetrical, 336

Peripatetic Deity, 114, 117 O;arj nsoO;arj nsoO;arj nsoO;arj nsoO;arj nso
Permanence, 263 ?kzkSO;?kzkSO;?kzkSO;?kzkSO;?kzkSO;
Permanent General-bodied fuR; fuxksnfuR; fuxksnfuR; fuxksnfuR; fuxksnfuR; fuxksn
beings, 270

Perverse Austerity, 153 dqridqridqridqridqri
Perverse Deity, 153 dqnsodqnsodqnsodqnsodqnso
Perverse Idiocy, 153 ik[k.M ew<+rkik[k.M ew<+rkik[k.M ew<+rkik[k.M ew<+rkik[k.M ew<+rk
Perverse Scripture, 153 dq'kkL=dq'kkL=dq'kkL=dq'kkL=dq'kkL=
Physical Change, 133 nzO; ifjorZunzO; ifjorZunzO; ifjorZunzO; ifjorZunzO; ifjorZu
Physical Karma, 328 nzO;deZnzO;deZnzO;deZnzO;deZnzO;deZ
Physically Initiated, 57 nzO;fyaxhnzO;fyaxhnzO;fyaxhnzO;fyaxhnzO;fyaxh
Physical Mortification, 180 dk;Dys'kdk;Dys'kdk;Dys'kdk;Dys'kdk;Dys'k
Physique-making ukedeZukedeZukedeZukedeZukedeZ
Karma, 330, 335, 336

Physique-making Karma rhFk±djukedeZrhFk±djukedeZrhFk±djukedeZrhFk±djukedeZrhFk±djukedeZ
of TÍrthankaraship, 340 izd̀frizd̀frizd̀frizd̀frizd̀fr
Pious Respectful Service oS;ko`R;oS;ko`R;oS;ko`R;oS;ko`R;oS;ko`R;
to the Saints, 180

Platform, 105 dVuhdVuhdVuhdVuhdVuh
Pleasure feeling-producing lkrkosnuh;lkrkosnuh;lkrkosnuh;lkrkosnuh;lkrkosnuh;
Karma, 332

Pledged Votary, 167 uSf"Bd JkoduSf"Bd JkoduSf"Bd JkoduSf"Bd JkoduSf"Bd Jkod
Plentitude, 7, 28 lq"keklq"keklq"keklq"keklq"kek
Plentitude-cum-Penury, 7, 28 lq"kek&nq"keklq"kek&nq"keklq"kek&nq"keklq"kek&nq"keklq"kek&nq"kek
Popular Idiocy, 153 yksdew<+rkyksdew<+rkyksdew<+rkyksdew<+rkyksdew<+rk

Positings, Installations, 303 fu{ksifu{ksifu{ksifu{ksifu{ksi
Possessionless, 5 fuxz±Fkfuxz±Fkfuxz±Fkfuxz±Fkfuxz±Fk
Practical Point of View, 262 O;ogkju;O;ogkju;O;ogkju;O;ogkju;O;ogkju;
Prati-NÂrÂyaàa, 15, 28, 88 izfrukjk;.kizfrukjk;.kizfrukjk;.kizfrukjk;.kizfrukjk;.k
Pre-Canons,157, 217 iwoZ iwoZ iwoZ iwoZ iwoZ (pkSngpkSngpkSngpkSngpkSng)
Preceptor, 215, 216 mik/;k;mik/;k;mik/;k;mik/;k;mik/;k;
Pride, 149, 153 enenenenen
Pride-subduing Pillars, 35, 49 ekuLraHkekuLraHkekuLraHkekuLraHkekuLraHk
Prime or Primary Canonical vax vax vax vax vax (X;kjgX;kjgX;kjgX;kjgX;kjg)
Scriptures, 157, 216, 285

Principal and Permanent dqykpydqykpydqykpydqykpydqykpy
Mountain, 103

Procedural Purified Food- vkgkjvkgkjvkgkjvkgkjvkgkj
intake, 94

Prodigy, 232 _f)_f)_f)_f)_f)
Prodigy of Proteation, 235 fofØ;k _f)fofØ;k _f)fofØ;k _f)fofØ;k _f)fofØ;k _f)
Prodigy of Never-ending v{kh.kegkulv{kh.kegkulv{kh.kegkulv{kh.kegkulv{kh.kegkul
food, 94 _f)_f)_f)_f)_f)
Professional Means of okrkZokrkZokrkZokrkZokrkZ
Livelihood, 171, 173

Projection or Emanation, 277 leqn~?kkrleqn~?kkrleqn~?kkrleqn~?kkrleqn~?kkr
Protean, 227, 336 oSfØ;doSfØ;doSfØ;doSfØ;doSfØ;d
Providing Weapons for fgalknkufgalknkufgalknkufgalknkufgalknku
Violence, 161

Psychical Karma, 329 HkkodeZHkkodeZHkkodeZHkkodeZHkkodeZ
Psychically Initiated, 57 HkkofyaxhHkkofyaxhHkkofyaxhHkkofyaxhHkkofyaxh
Pure Righteousness originated {kkf;d lE;DRo{kkf;d lE;DRo{kkf;d lE;DRo{kkf;d lE;DRo{kkf;d lE;DRo
due to destruction of Karmas
(Destructional Righteousness), 277

Purest Meditation of Soul, 251 'kqDy/;ku'kqDy/;ku'kqDy/;ku'kqDy/;ku'kqDy/;ku
Purified Volition related {kkf;d{kkf;d{kkf;d{kkf;d{kkf;d
with Karmic Destruction, 304

Purity of Foods, 202 fi.M'kqf)fi.M'kqf)fi.M'kqf)fi.M'kqf)fi.M'kqf)

Q
Quasi-Passions uksd"kk;uksd"kk;uksd"kk;uksd"kk;uksd"kk;
(Slight Passions), 272
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R
Ratnatraya, 1 jRu=;jRu=;jRu=;jRu=;jRu=;
Real God, 149, 150 lPps nso lPps nso lPps nso lPps nso lPps nso (vkIrvkIrvkIrvkIrvkIr)
Realities, 65, 261 æO;æO;æO;æO;æO;
Real Preceptors, 149, 151 lPps xq#lPps xq#lPps xq#lPps xq#lPps xq#
Reals, 65 rRorRorRorRorRo
Real Scriptures, 149, 151 lPps 'kkL=lPps 'kkL=lPps 'kkL=lPps 'kkL=lPps 'kkL=
Re-establishment, 152 fLFkfrdj.kfLFkfrdj.kfLFkfrdj.kfLFkfrdj.kfLFkfrdj.k
Reflections on Sixteen lksygdkj.klksygdkj.klksygdkj.klksygdkj.klksygdkj.k
Factors, 231 Hkkouk,¡Hkkouk,¡Hkkouk,¡Hkkouk,¡Hkkouk,¡
Region, 103 {ks={ks={ks={ks={ks=
Re-inforcing Vows, 150, 160 xq.kozrxq.kozrxq.kozrxq.kozrxq.kozr
Renunciation, 201 izR;k[;kuizR;k[;kuizR;k[;kuizR;k[;kuizR;k[;ku
Renunciation of possessions/ O;qRlxZO;qRlxZO;qRlxZO;qRlxZO;qRlxZ
Detachment-promoting (dk;ksRlXkZdk;ksRlXkZdk;ksRlXkZdk;ksRlXkZdk;ksRlXkZ)
Austerity, 180, 202

Renunciation of Taste, 180 jlifjR;kxjlifjR;kxjlifjR;kxjlifjR;kxjlifjR;kx
Retention And Record, 282 /kkj.kk/kkj.kk/kkj.kk/kkj.kk/kkj.kk
Reverence, 180 fou;fou;fou;fou;fou;
Reversal, 157 foi;Z;foi;Z;foi;Z;foi;Z;foi;Z;
Revolution of Budded hands, 224 vkorZvkorZvkorZvkorZvkorZ
Right Conduct, 158, 222 lE;dpkfj=lE;dpkfj=lE;dpkfj=lE;dpkfj=lE;dpkfj=
Right-Cum-Wrong faith feJfeJfeJfeJfeJ
or mixed faith, 265

Right-cum-Wrong lE;DRo&feF;kRolE;DRo&feF;kRolE;DRo&feF;kRolE;DRo&feF;kRolE;DRo&feF;kRo
Righteousness, 277 ;k feJlE;DRo;k feJlE;DRo;k feJlE;DRo;k feJlE;DRo;k feJlE;DRo
Righteousness with Eslight lE;DRoizd`frlE;DRoizd`frlE;DRoizd`frlE;DRoizd`frlE;DRoizd`fr
Defects, 332

Right Faith, 149, 151 lE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZulE;Xn'kZu
Right-faithed Beings, 5 lE;Xǹ"VhlE;Xǹ"VhlE;Xǹ"VhlE;Xǹ"VhlE;Xǹ"Vh
Right Knowledge, 1, 157 lE;XKkulE;XKkulE;XKkulE;XKkulE;XKku

S
Saint/Muni, 67 fnxEcj eqfujktfnxEcj eqfujktfnxEcj eqfujktfnxEcj eqfujktfnxEcj eqfujkt
Saint or Ascetic stage, 175 lU;kl vkJelU;kl vkJelU;kl vkJelU;kl vkJelU;kl vkJe
Saint/Sage, 218 lk/kqlk/kqlk/kqlk/kqlk/kq
Saints with Supernatural _f)/kkjh eqfu_f)/kkjh eqfu_f)/kkjh eqfu_f)/kkjh eqfu_f)/kkjh eqfu
Powers, 6

SÂgara, 102, 145 lkxj lkxj lkxj lkxj lkxj (le; dhle; dhle; dhle; dhle; dh
bdkbZbdkbZbdkbZbdkbZbdkbZ)

Sacred Earning Karmas iq.;ca/khiq.;ca/khiq.;ca/khiq.;ca/khiq.;ca/kh
Sacredness, 157 iq.;iq.;iq.;iq.;iq.;
Sacred Threading, 169 ;Kksiohr] miu;u;Kksiohr] miu;u;Kksiohr] miu;u;Kksiohr] miu;u;Kksiohr] miu;u
Scriptural Knowledge, 34, 44 JqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKku
Secondary Attributes (Virtues), 150 mÙkjxq.kmÙkjxq.kmÙkjxq.kmÙkjxq.kmÙkjxq.k
Section, 105 [k.M[k.M[k.M[k.M[k.M
Segregated Sleeping and fofoDr 'kfofoDr 'kfofoDr 'kfofoDr 'kfofoDr 'ķ̧̧̧̧ ;klu;klu;klu;klu;klu
Seating, 180

Self-based Characteristics, 303 LorRoLorRoLorRoLorRoLorRo
Self-Commitment, 159 d̀rd̀rd̀rd̀rd̀r
Self-Guard, 222 xqfIrxqfIrxqfIrxqfIrxqfIr
Selfless or Disinterested okRlY;okRlY;okRlY;okRlY;okRlY;
Affection, 152

Self-study or Study of Lok/;k;Lok/;k;Lok/;k;Lok/;k;Lok/;k;
Scriptures, 171, 175, 179

Semi-Adamantine Joint, 337 v/kZukjkpv/kZukjkpv/kZukjkpv/kZukjkpv/kZukjkp
Senses, 269 bafnz;bafnz;bafnz;bafnz;bafnz;
Sensory Knowledge, 262, 273 efrKkuefrKkuefrKkuefrKkuefrKku
Sensory ne-science, 262, 273 dqefrKkudqefrKkudqefrKkudqefrKkudqefrKku
Sentinel/Citizen, 116, 128 izdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZdizdh.kZd
Separation Period, 131 fojgdkyfojgdkyfojgdkyfojgdkyfojgdky
Septadic Predication, 299 lIrHkaxhlIrHkaxhlIrHkaxhlIrHkaxhlIrHkaxh
Serially-ordered, 124 Js.khc)Js.khc)Js.khc)Js.khc)Js.khc)
Sexual Enjoyment, 130 izohpkjizohpkjizohpkjizohpkjizohpkj
Shallowy, 265 vxk<+vxk<+vxk<+vxk<+vxk<+
Shedding off the Karmas, 324 futZjkfutZjkfutZjkfutZjkfutZjk
Similar Volitions, 266, 361 vfuo`fÙkdj.kvfuo`fÙkdj.kvfuo`fÙkdj.kvfuo`fÙkdj.kvfuo`fÙkdj.k
Sinful Sermons, 161 ikiksins'kikiksins'kikiksins'kikiksins'kikiksins'k
Single-dieting, 162 izks"k/kizks"k/kizks"k/kizks"k/kizks"k/k
Single-Enjoyment HkksxHkksxHkksxHkksxHkksx
Sleeping on Hard Ground, 202 f{kfr'k;uf{kfr'k;uf{kfr'k;uf{kfr'k;uf{kfr'k;u
Somnambulism, 332 LR;kux̀f)LR;kux̀f)LR;kux̀f)LR;kux̀f)LR;kux̀f)
Sorrowful Meditation, 245 vkrZ/;kuvkrZ/;kuvkrZ/;kuvkrZ/;kuvkrZ/;ku
Space, 261 vkdk'kvkdk'kvkdk'kvkdk'kvkdk'k
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Space point, 281 izns'kizns'kizns'kizns'kizns'k
Speculation, 281 bZgkbZgkbZgkbZgkbZgk
Spritual Stages, 263 xq.kLFkkuxq.kLFkkuxq.kLFkkuxq.kLFkkuxq.kLFkku
Stage of Celibacy, 170 czãp;kZJeczãp;kZJeczãp;kZJeczãp;kZJeczãp;kZJe
Stage of Householdership, 171 x̀gLFkkJex̀gLFkkJex̀gLFkkJex̀gLFkkJex̀gLFkkJe
Standpoint, 292 u;u;u;u;u;
Status-determining Karma, 330, 341 xks=deZxks=deZxks=deZxks=deZxks=deZ
Sting 'kY;'kY;'kY;'kY;'kY;
Sub-human Beings, 5 fr;±pfr;±pfr;±pfr;±pfr;±p
Subhuman Destinity, 335 fr;±p xfrfr;±p xfrfr;±p xfrfr;±p xfrfr;±p xfr
Subjective Activites, 194 d=ZUo; fØ;k,¡d=ZUo; fØ;k,¡d=ZUo; fØ;k,¡d=ZUo; fØ;k,¡d=ZUo; fØ;k,¡
Subordinate Standpoint, 296 miu;miu;miu;miu;miu;
Subsided-passioned, 266 mi'kkard"kk;mi'kkard"kk;mi'kkard"kk;mi'kkard"kk;mi'kkard"kk;
Subsidence, 154 mi'kemi'kemi'kemi'kemi'ke
Subsidential Righteousness, 277 mi'ke lE;DRomi'ke lE;DRomi'ke lE;DRomi'ke lE;DRomi'ke lE;DRo
Subsidential Volition, 304 vkSi'kfedvkSi'kfedvkSi'kfedvkSi'kfedvkSi'kfed
Subtle-Passioned, 266 lw{elkEijk;lw{elkEijk;lw{elkEijk;lw{elkEijk;lw{elkEijk;
Successory Transmigration, 338 vkuqiwohZvkuqiwohZvkuqiwohZvkuqiwohZvkuqiwohZ
Summer Solistice, 121 mÙkjk;.kmÙkjk;.kmÙkjk;.kmÙkjk;.kmÙkjk;.k
Summit, 105 pwfydkpwfydkpwfydkpwfydkpwfydk
Super-Attainment, 326 yfC/kyfC/kyfC/kyfC/kyfC/k
Supreme Austerity, 230 mÙke rimÙke rimÙke rimÙke rimÙke ri
Supreme Celibacy, 230 mÙke czãp;ZmÙke czãp;ZmÙke czãp;ZmÙke czãp;ZmÙke czãp;Z
Supreme Forgiveness/ mÙke {kekmÙke {kekmÙke {kekmÙke {kekmÙke {kek
Forbearance, 230

Supreme Modesty/ mÙke eknZomÙke eknZomÙke eknZomÙke eknZomÙke eknZo
Pridelessness, 230

Supreme Non-attachment, 230 mÙke vkfdapU;mÙke vkfdapU;mÙke vkfdapU;mÙke vkfdapU;mÙke vkfdapU;
Supreme Purity or mÙke 'kkSpmÙke 'kkSpmÙke 'kkSpmÙke 'kkSpmÙke 'kkSp
Non-greediness, 230

Supreme Renunciation, 230 mÙke R;kxmÙke R;kxmÙke R;kxmÙke R;kxmÙke R;kx
Supreme Restraint, 230 mÙke la;emÙke la;emÙke la;emÙke la;emÙke la;e
Supreme Stage of Votary, 175 okuizLFkokuizLFkokuizLFkokuizLFkokuizLFk
Supreme Straight-Forwardness, 230 mÙke vktZomÙke vktZomÙke vktZomÙke vktZomÙke vktZo
Supreme Truth, 230 mÙke lR;mÙke lR;mÙke lR;mÙke lR;mÙke lR;

T
Taxonomy, 266 tholekltholekltholekltholekltholekl
Teaching, 53, 174 fo|kfo|kfo|kfo|kfo|k
Temporal Change, 135 dky ifjorZudky ifjorZudky ifjorZudky ifjorZudky ifjorZu
Ten Duties or Religions, 229 n'k/keZn'k/keZn'k/keZn'k/keZn'k/keZ
Tetrad of infinities, 66, 77 vuar prq"V;vuar prq"V;vuar prq"V;vuar prq"V;vuar prq"V;
The Epoch of Extraordinary gq.MkolfiZ.khgq.MkolfiZ.khgq.MkolfiZ.khgq.MkolfiZ.khgq.MkolfiZ.kh
Events or HundÂvasarpiàÍ, 29

The Exposition of the pj.kkuq;ksxpj.kkuq;ksxpj.kkuq;ksxpj.kkuq;ksxpj.kkuq;ksx
Code of Condut, 148

The Ritual of Holy Death, 163, 240 lYys[kuklYys[kuklYys[kuklYys[kuklYys[kuk
Time, 98, 261, 280 dkydkydkydkydky
Time-based Restriction, 161 fu;efu;efu;efu;efu;e
TÍrthankara, 14, 16, 26, 32 rhFk±djrhFk±djrhFk±djrhFk±djrhFk±dj
Total, 159 ldyldyldyldyldy
Total vow-obscuring, 272 izR;k[;kukoj.kizR;k[;kukoj.kizR;k[;kukoj.kizR;k[;kukoj.kizR;k[;kukoj.k
Trasa-nÂlÍ =lukyh=lukyh=lukyh=lukyh=lukyh
(The Mobile Channel), 98

Twelve Introspective ckjgHkkoukckjgHkkoukckjgHkkoukckjgHkkoukckjgHkkouk
Reflections, 150, 196

Twelve Seating ckjg lHkkckjg lHkkckjg lHkkckjg lHkkckjg lHkk
Compartments, 62 (leolj.k esaleolj.k esaleolj.k esaleolj.k esaleolj.k esa)
Two-Clothed Votary, 166 {kqYyd{kqYyd{kqYyd{kqYyd{kqYyd
Two days Fasting, 77 csykcsykcsykcsykcsyk

U
Ultimate Atoms, 279 v.kq ;k ijek.kqv.kq ;k ijek.kqv.kq ;k ijek.kqv.kq ;k ijek.kqv.kq ;k ijek.kq
Ultimate-bodied, 84 pje'kjhjhpje'kjhjhpje'kjhjhpje'kjhjhpje'kjhjh
Undeluded Vision, 152 vew<+n`f"Vvew<+n`f"Vvew<+n`f"Vvew<+n`f"Vvew<+n`f"V
Under-eating, 179 voekSn;ZvoekSn;ZvoekSn;ZvoekSn;ZvoekSn;Z
Universe, 97 yksdyksdyksdyksdyksd
Un-occupied Universe, 97 vyksdkdk'kvyksdkdk'kvyksdkdk'kvyksdkdk'kvyksdkdk'k
Unprecedented Volitions, 265, 361 viwoZdj.kviwoZdj.kviwoZdj.kviwoZdj.kviwoZdj.k
Unworthy Donees, 183 vik=vik=vik=vik=vik=
Unwrapped but Nailed oztukjkpoztukjkpoztukjkpoztukjkpoztukjkp
Adamantine Joint, 337

Upper Universe, 98 Å/oZyksdÅ/oZyksdÅ/oZyksdÅ/oZyksdÅ/oZyksd
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V
Variable, 265 pypypypypy
Vibrationless Omniscient, 266 v;ksxdsoyhv;ksxdsoyhv;ksxdsoyhv;ksxdsoyhv;ksxdsoyh
VidyÂdhara (proficient in fo|k/kjfo|k/kjfo|k/kjfo|k/kjfo|k/kj
various superpowers by birth), 56

Vigilantly Restrained, 265 vizeÙk fojrvizeÙk fojrvizeÙk fojrvizeÙk fojrvizeÙk fojr
Virtuous/Righteous/ /keZ/;ku/keZ/;ku/keZ/;ku/keZ/;ku/keZ/;ku
Reality-based Meditation, 247

Vitality, 267 izk.kizk.kizk.kizk.kizk.k
Vocable Knowledge, 262, 273, 283 JqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKkuJqrKku
Vocable ne-Science, 262, 273 dqJqrKkudqJqrKkudqJqrKkudqJqrKkudqJqrKku
Votaress, 67 JkfodkJkfodkJkfodkJkfodkJkfodk
Votary, 67, 167 JkodJkodJkodJkodJkod
Vowal Observance, 167 p;kZp;kZp;kZp;kZp;kZ
Vow of Area-restricting ns'kkodkf'kd ozrns'kkodkf'kd ozrns'kkodkf'kd ozrns'kkodkf'kd ozrns'kkodkf'kd ozr
Movement, 162

Vow of Equanimity lkekf;d ozrlkekf;d ozrlkekf;d ozrlkekf;d ozrlkekf;d ozr
Practice, 162

Vow of Fasting izks"k/kksiokl ozrizks"k/kksiokl ozrizks"k/kksiokl ozrizks"k/kksiokl ozrizks"k/kksiokl ozr
(Fasting + Single-dieting), 162

Vow of Limitation of HkksxksiHkksxHkksxksiHkksxHkksxksiHkksxHkksxksiHkksxHkksxksiHkksx
Single and Multiple ifjek.k ozrifjek.k ozrifjek.k ozrifjek.k ozrifjek.k ozr
consumables, 161

Vow of Renunciation of vuFkZn.M R;kxvuFkZn.M R;kxvuFkZn.M R;kxvuFkZn.M R;kxvuFkZn.M R;kx
Purposeless or Avoidable ozrozrozrozrozr
activities, 160

W
Weaponry, 53, 174 vflvflvflvflvfl
Wheel-gem, 81 pØjRupØjRupØjRupØjRupØjRu
Wheel of Religion, 62, 65 /keZpØ/keZpØ/keZpØ/keZpØ/keZpØ
Winter Solistice, 121 nf{k.kk;unf{k.kk;unf{k.kk;unf{k.kk;unf{k.kk;u
Wish-fulfilling Trees, 3, 4 dYio`{kdYio`{kdYio`{kdYio`{kdYio`{k
Wooden Water Jar with de.Myqde.Myqde.Myqde.Myqde.Myq
a Nozzle, 166

Wrapped and Nailed Adamantine otz ò"kHkukjkp&otz ò"kHkukjkp&otz ò"kHkukjkp&otz ò"kHkukjkp&otz ò"kHkukjkp&
Hard Joint, 337 laguulaguulaguulaguulaguu
Writing Profession, 53, 174 efleflefleflefl
Wrong-faithed People feF;kǹf"VfeF;kǹf"VfeF;kǹf"VfeF;kǹf"VfeF;kǹf"V
Wrongful Volitions/Wrongness/ feF;kRo@feF;kRo@feF;kRo@feF;kRo@feF;kRo@
Wrong Faith, 57, 157, 163, feF;kfeF;kfeF;kfeF;kfeF;k
264, 277

C C C
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BARAH-BHAVNA
[  TWELVE  ANUPREKSHAS  ]

By : Aryika Chandnamati
(Tune - Chalat Musafir Moh liyo Re......)

I'm praying to you Jinavar deva!
I'm praying to you

Praying to you, I'm saying to you-2
I'm praying to you Jinvar deva. I'm....

I did not know about my soul,
I could not think about myself.
So tell me that path deva.......

I'm praying to you........
1. Anitya Bhavna

All things are momentary in world,
Everybody doing the birth and death.

It is also nature of Universe......
I'm praying to you.........1
2. Asharan Bhavna

Unprotected are the souls of creatures
They are feeling fruitition of Karmas.

Any body doesn't help here.......
I'm praying to you.........2
3. Sansar Bhavna

Soul moves in Universe from eternal,
And could not attain true happiness.

Now I want ending sorrow
I'm praying to you........3
4. Ekatva Bhavna

I came alone and will go  alone too,
There is neither any friend nor enemy.
None takes my Manifold sufferings......

I'm  praying to you.....4
5. Anyatva Bhavna

Soul is separate from my body,
All relatives are  different from me,

I think, my soul is as God.....
I'm praying to you....5

6. Ashuchi Bhavna
Although my soul is so sacred,

But He became impure by Karmas.
Please bless me to get pure soul...

I'm praying to you.....6

7. Ashrav Bhavna

The inflow of Karmas grows my Universe,
And it also originates the Passions.

Sacrad and sinful kinds of Ashravas...
I'm praying to you....7

8. Samvar Bhavna

The inflow of Karmas stopped where,
That condition is known by Samvar.

I want to attain this manner.....
I'm praying to you....8

9. Nirjara Bhavna

After the fruitition of those Karmas,
Dissociation of them then takes place.

Two kinds of this holy Nirjara.....
I'm praying to you....9

10. Lok Bhavna

Universe is situated from eternal,
Which is divided in three Lokas.

We are wandering without knowledge....
I'm praying to you...10

11. Bodhidurlabha Bhavna

Human life is the best than all lives,
But difficult is, to attain Ratnatraya.

Give me that Right Path, deva......
I'm praying to you....11

12. Dharma Bhavna

Religion is the nature of thing, say Granthas,
I want to receive nature of the soul.

Then, I will get Salvation........
I'm praying to you...12

These are called as twelve Anupreksha,
Meditated by all great persons.

"Chandnamati" wants to get them......
I'm praying to you..
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Tune-Tumhi Ho Mata, Pita Tumhi Ho.......

Holy Ayodhya is first birthplace, Where born Rishabh Ajit Abhinandannath.
Sumatinath Anantnath also born there, So I bow to Pilgrimage Ayodhya. (1)

Second birthplace is Shravasti, Where was born Sambhavnath Jinvar.
Crore of crores Jewels were rained there, So I bow to Pilgrimage Shravasti. (2)

Kaushambi is third holy Pilgrimage, Shri Padmaprabha Lord was born there.
Indra celebrated Festival then, So I bow to Pilgrimage Kaushambi. (3)

Two Tirthankaras' birthplace is Banaras, Who were Suparas and Lord Paras.
Both of mothers seen sixteen dreams there, So I bow to Pilgrimage Banaras. (4)

Shri Chandrapuri is near Banaras, Which is the birthplace of Chandraprabhu ji.
his place is waiting for us to progress, I bow to that Pilgrimage Chandrapuri. (5)

Kakandi is sixth birthplace Tiratha, There was born Pushpadanta Jinvar.
Saudharm Indra came from heaven, So I bow to Kakandi Pilgrimage. (6)

The birthplace of Tirthankara tenth, Bhaddilpuri is auspicious place.
Shitalnath was born at that place, So I bow to Bhaddilpur Pilgrimage. (7)

Mother-land of Shreyansa Jinvar, Shri Singhapuri is near Banaras.
That is today famous as Sarnath, I bow to that Singhapuri Pilgrimage. (8)

Champapuri is nineth pilgrimage, Which is the birthplace of Vasupujya Jin.
There became five Kalyanaks also, So I bow to Champapuri tirth. (9)

Holy Pilgrimage is Campilaji, The birthplace of Vimalnath ji.
His four Kalyanaks became too there, So I bow to Campila Pilgrimage. (10)

Fifteenth Tirthankar Dharmanath, Was born in Ratnapuri Pilgrimage.
Many heavenly deities came there , So I bow to Ratnapuri Tirath. (11)

Shri Shanti Kunthu Arah Tirthankars, Were born in Hastinapuri Tirth.
Jambudvip is famous of there, So I bow to Pilgrimage Hastinapur. (12)

Mithilapuri is holy Pilgrimage, Where born Mallinath Naminath Jinvar.
Kuber rained then many Jewels there, So I bow to Mithilapuri Tirath. (13)

Rajagrihi is historical place, Where born Munisuvrat Jineshwar.
Five Mountains are famous of there, So I bow to Rajgiri Pilgrimage. (14)

Twenty second Lord is Neminath, Shauripur is his holy birthplace.
He got there four Kalyanak also, So I bow to Shauripur Pilgrimage. (15)

Twenty fourth Tirthankar Mahavir, He was born at Kundulpuri Tirth.
Situated there Nandyavarta Palace, So I bow to Kundalpur Pilgrimage. (16)

These are sixteen holy Pilgrimages, Birthplaces of twenty four Tirthankars.
Many developed by Ganini Gyanmatiji, She says to you conserve also them. (17)

Twenty four Tirthankars' birthplaces All are holy places of our country.
All of you travel to these Pilgrimages, "Chandnamati" wants Ratnatraya Tirtha. (18)

PRAYER OF TIRTHANKARAS' BIRTHPLACES
-Aryika Chandnamati
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